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INTRODUCTION
From July 15-19, 2002 more than 300 participants from 38 countries
gathered in Yogyakarta, Indonesia for the 16'" Congress of the International Association for Cross-Culn,ral Psychology (IACCP; Hadiyono, 2002).
The theme and contenLs of the Congress were influenced by discussions
in the Organizing Conunittee, which centered on the relevance of crosscultural psychology in the face of the political conflicts taking place in
different parts of the world. Early in 2001 a theme for the Congress was
agreed upon, namely: "Unity in diversity: Enhancing a peaceful world."
TI1e relevance of the theme was made astonishingly clear by subsequent
events, culminating in the attack on the twin towers of World Trade
Center in New York City on September 11, 2001. Issues of peace and
diversity were strongly present in the opening session of the Congress,
both in the presidential address of IACCP President Deborah L. Best, and
in the keynote speech of senior Indonesian psychologist Fuad Hassan.
Despite its theme, Yogyakarta as a venue for the Congress was seriously threatened. In the aftermath of what has been known as the 9-11
tr-.igedy in the U.S.A., many international meetings were cancelled. A
significant number of cross-cultural psychologists felt also uncomfortable
with the idea of international travel and some felt especially uneasy about
going to a count1y with a strong Muslim constituency like Indonesia.
Such anxieties were not without a solid basis of concern. This apprehension was validated less than two months after the Yogyakarta conference
by the bombing on October 12, 2002 of two popular discos in Bali with
more than 200 deaths, most of whom were Australian tourists.
At the same time, it is evident to us that the decision of the IACCP
Executive Committee to proceed with the Yogyakana meeting was the
only one that could be taken by a group of cross-cultural psychologists.
More than others, cross-cultur-.ilists know that the world cannot and should
not be dichotomized into ·'good" and ··bad," ··we·· and ··they;· ·•right" and
"wrong:· More than others we should be aware that the power and influence of radicalists and terrorists can be controlled only if we do not
allow ourselves to be subdued by them
Does this opinion reflect a lack of concern about the personal safety
of our colleagues, a responsibility that weighed heavily, and had to weigh
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heavily, on the IACCP Executive when deciding whether or not to cancel
the preparations for the Yogyakarta Congress? We do not think so. Many
IACCP members are in cross-cultural psychology not only because of
their scientific fascination with cultural diversity, but also because of an
underlying concern about the poverty and inequality that continues to
plague much of the world. Each of us has only one life, and that obviously is very dear to ourselves and those close to us. But what about the
multitude of infants, worldwide, who die every day because of malnutrition and poor conditions of health, the uncounted women who die because their health has been undermined by gender inequities and by
having too many children or at too young an age, and the ignorance
brought about largely by massive inequities and poor educational facilities? If cross-culniral psychology is truly the worthwhile cause we all like
to believe it is, our individual well-being cannot be the only parameter in
the equation.
The uncertainty about the Congress did affect the preparations, but
in the encl those who attended were enthusiastic about the meeting, in
terms of both scientific exchanges and cultural experiences, ranging from
the opening session in the impressive "Grha Sabha Pramana" hall of
Gadjah Mada University, to the farewell party where the demure snidents
suddenly were swinging their hips during the disco-style dancing that
erupted spontaneously (this, we might add, in direct denial of ci1e stereotype that modern young Indonesian women are conservative and fundamentalist, just because they are wearing the jilbab). Undoubtedly, the
culniral highlight was the excursion to the ancient Buddhist temple of
Borobudur in Central Java, followed by an open-air dinner opposite the
brighciy illuminated Roro Jonggrang, a Hindu temple in Prambanan, and
an impressive theatrical performance of the Javanese version of the
Ramayana legend. Last but not least, we need to mention here the general atmosphere that made the closing session the best attended of all
IACCP Congresses so far
This volume of proceedings begins with the presidential address in
which Deborah L. Best emphasizes that we as cross-cultural psychologists should engage in research addressing significant world problems.
This challenge is issued and made concrete in the form of an agenda for
projects at the encl of a wide-ranging overview of relevant social psycholol/°ical fPSearch. The overview begins with psychological parameters of
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terrorism and atrocities, mentioning among others Milgram's obedience
studies and Zimbardo's prison guard study, and the widespread obedience to authority figures. Attention is drawn to the development of terrorism, with reference to ethnocentrism as well as other key psychological research and concepts, such as the minimal group paradigm, and
stereotypes, prejudice and discrimination. She also shows ways in which
hate and group biases can possibly be reduced, describing in some detail
Sherif's Robber's Cave experiment that demonstrates how little is needed
to create animosity between groups, but also how intergroup friction
and conflict can be reduced. A further tradition of research indicating
how prejudice and hostility between group members can be diminished
is the contact hypothesis. Generally, contacts between members of different groups have positive effects. As nest states in her address: "Stereotypes about tl1e other group do not necessarily change, but one grows to
like tl1em anyway."
Three chapters which follow focus on peace and constitute the opening section of the proceedings. Fuad Hassan in his invited address points
out how humans and their societies are cultural and how cultural identity
pertains to our awareness that we are pan of a "we-mode of existence,"
a viewpoint that is being traced back to various philosophers. He develops tl1is theme in the distinction between the concept of "we" as it is
found in two Indonesian words, Kami and Kita. He argues that both
words refer to togetherness, but in two distinct manifestations. Kita is
inclusive in nature, whereas Kami is a mode of togetherness that maintains the demarcation separating "in-group" from "out-group". Definitely,
Kita is the mode of togetherness that needs to be pursued to reduce
tensions and create peaceful relations among various groups of any kind
all over the world tl1rough cultural encounters.
Arrow and Sundberg give an overview of international, or global ,
identity and what it means with respect to international peace, recognizing and honoring basic human needs and rights, reducing conflict throughout the world, and so on. A good portion of their chapter concerns a
fundamental and extraordinarily important question: How does an "international identity" develop
In her invited address, Saparinah Sadli argues for peace education.
Drawing from the experience of both political and communal conflicts in
Indonesia, she identifies a top-down and a bottom-up approaches to-
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wards reducing such intergroup tensions, emphasizing the role of women
as active pa,ticipants in peacebuilding.
The other 30 chapters in this volume of selected proceedings are
classified into five familiar areas to which many cross-cultural psychologists devote their time and effort. Each makes a section, namely (1) indigenous perspectives (six chapters); (2) basic processes and methodology (seven chapters); (3) family and human development (six chapters);
(4) personality and social (six chapters); and (5) industrial/organizational
perspectives (five chapters). Each section is preceded by an inD·oduction
that summarizes the contents of its various chapters. We also wish to
draw attention to the title of the volume: Ongoing themes in psychology
and culture. As many know, nearly 30 years ago IACCP accidentally developed a pattern of alphabetizing the titles of the proceedings volumes.
The Indonesian conference was the "O" year. Thus, aided by several
cups of coffee and a pleasant atmosphere in the restaurant of conference
hotel, we agreed on a title. The letter "O" proved to be a challenge for a
good title.
These chapters form a selection of the papers that were submitted
for inclusion in this proceedings volume after the Congress. The selection process was far from simple. As editors, we were guided by several
considerations. The proceedings had to provide a balanced reflection of
the Congress; including contributions by authors from countries where it
is difficult to find access to international (Western) scientific outlets. Papers that seemed to fit a theme also reflected in other papers were given
preference. Several of the papers tl1at passed our initial screening needed
extensive editing and sometimes further development into cohesive contributions. For each of these we called on tl1e help of a fellow IACCPmember with editing experience and with expe1tise in the area of the
paper, asking her or him to serve as action editor. The names of the
colleagues who contributed in this way are given below. Here we want
to mention Dr. John Adair and Dr. William K. Gabrenya, Jr. who agreed
to edit and write an introduction for the section on Indigenous Perspectives. That section is largely based on a symposium that they organized
for the Congress
The volume has benefited from the work of many. We wish to
thank our autl1ors, especially those whom we urged to redo major pa,ts
of their work, doing so, we hope, for the common good. We wish to
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thank especially the action editors. In efforts to optimize the presentation
of ideas and findings, some of the action editors had extensive interactions with the author(s) of the paper assigned to them. Finally, we wish
to acknowledge financial contributions by the Fulbright Foundation to
A. Supratiknya. Ile spent six months at Western Washington University,
sharing W. ). Lonner's office, during the fina l stages of preparing this
book. Also acknowledged is financial support from the Royal Netherlands Academy of Sciences to Ype Poortinga so that he could spend
some time in Indonesia to work on matters related to the proceedings.
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ROBBER'S CAVE REVISITED:
LESSONS FOR CROSS-CULTURAL PSYCHOLOGY
Deborah L. Best

Wake Forest University
Winston-Salem, U.S.A.

Cross-Cultural Psychology and World Events
The global economy and technological revolutions in communication have changed the world, bringing us closer together but also further
apalt as fear, frustration, hatred, and prejudice have grown from terrorism and tragedy. Two recent tragedies remind us of the seriousness of
the problems we face and suggest that as cross-cultural psychologists we
may be able to help mitigate or prevent such atrocities from recurring.
Rwanda

April 15, 1994, in the village of Nyarubuye, Rwanda, Pacifique Mutimura, a nine-year-old Tutsi boy spent a clay hiding under a pile of dead
bodies trying to escape the machetes that had killed his family. His friend
described the scene by saying, "The soldiers came by helicopter and
gathered all of us in a church. They were screaming. They asked us our
ethnic group. Then they began to kill us. 13usloacls of people came with
machetes. They killed my family with machetes. They thought I was
dead and left me. " They told us we were "inyenzi"(insects; Lorch, 199➔).
Mutilated arms and severed limbs floated down the Kagera River. According to the United Nations, at least 500,000 men, women, and children
were killed, many in the Catholic churches where they had gathered to
hide (United "./ations, 1994).
World Trade Center

On September 11, 2001, at 8:46 am, American Airlines Flight 11
crashed into the North Tower of the World Tracie Center, shredding steel
columns, wallboa rd, filing cabinets and computer-loaded desks. Across
the top 19 floors there were 1,3➔4 people, many of them alive, stunned,
unhu,t, and calling for help. None of them would survive. (O,vyer, Lipton,
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Flynn, Glanz, & Fessenden, 2002). Sixteen minutes later, at 9:02 am, United
Airlines Flight 175 smashed into the South Tower of the World Trade
Center. There were 602 people above the 77,h floor. None of them survived. People fell and jumped from windows to escape the inferno inside. At 9:59 am, the South Tower collapsed, and at 10:28 am, d1e North
Tower collapsed. In d1e 102 minutes of horror, 2,823 died in the World
Trade Center including hundreds of firefighters and rescue personnel
who were helping to evacuate the buildings. In Washington, 189 died as
American Flight 77 crashed into the Pentagon. In Pennsylvania, 44 passengers and crew died on hijacked United Flight 93. A total of 3,056 lives
were lost to the 19 hijackers. These horrific acts of terrorism in Rwanda
and in the U.S.A. were tragedies for our world.
Effects of Terrorism

During d1e past century mass hatred, terrorism, and genocide have
reached ove,whelming proportions in Bangladesh, Bosnia, Burundi, Cambodia, Germany, Indonesia, Israel, Nigeria, Rwanda, Russia, Turkey, and
elsewhere, and in the United States in the century before. Terrorists whose
hate knows no bounds have wreaked havoc on innocent civilians around
the globe and have introduced nightmarish technologies of destruction.
Large portions of nations or cultural groups have participated in mass murder, terrorism, and other atrocities against unarmed civilians targeted simply
because of their mce, nationality, edmicity, religion, or ideology (Kresse[, 1996).
One does not have to travel far from home to encounter terrorists.
Sin1ply boarding a plane at the local airport, taking the bus to work, or
shopping at a crowded food market can lead to horror. Terrorists have
profoundly altered the way people around the world go about their daily
lives and have challenged our understanding of the world and of mankind. "How can human beings be so inhumane, evil to other human
beings?" "What would cause someone to hate so much?" "What experiences would cause someone to take the path of terrorism'" "How can we
diffuse the hate, prejudice, stereotyping, and bigotry that have led to
such terrorist acts, and bring about peace and understanding'"
Social Relevance of Cross-Cultural Researc h

Addressing d1ese questions as social scientists requires examination
of what we know about human behavior, how it develops, and how it
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can be changed. The accumulated years of psychological research may
help to make sense of terrorist events and to find ways to prevent such
horrible acts from recurring. Indeed, cross-cultural psychologists should
be at the forefront of the efforts to understand and prevent terrorism. The
many questions for which there are no readily available answers should
provide direction for future research that is relevant to one of the most
serious concerns of the day.
Twenty-six years ago, in his IACCP Presidential Address, Harry
Triandis (1977) called for JACCP to identify important global issues and
to launch large-scale scientific research efforts to seek solutions to significant human problems in the world. A number of the IACCP Presidents who followed Triandis have echoed similar concerns. Recent world
events make it clear that cross-cultural psychology is positioned to address significant human problems dealing with cultures in contact and
with global change.
How Does Hate Manifest Itself in Behavior?

Evil people have always existed - Hitler, Stalin, Pol Pot - and perhaps many of these extreme individuals would be diagnosed with psychological disorders by our clinical colleagues. However, one of the more
striking characteristics of terrorists is their apparent normality (Crenshaw,
1981). They do not show notable psychopathology (Post, 1985), so calling them "crazy" does not adequately describe their actions. Nevertheless, one should not assume that mass murderers are simply normal people
who regretfully carry out their orders. Amongst terrorist ranks are more
passive individuals who are not overly committed or driven by hatred,
and who follow orders with some regret, and more active perpetrators
who are driven by a fanatical sense of purpose, and readily participate in
the atrocities with little guilt (Kresse!, 1996).
Ten-orists and Ten-orist Organizations
Research has shown that demographically terrorists are mostly male
(although more females are getting into the act), young (most are in their
20s and 30s with their leadership being older), and primarily middle or
professional class witl1 more working-class members in separatist groups.
Perhaps surprising is that many have at least some university education
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(Atran, 2003; McCauley & Segal, 1987). Evidence suggests that in general ,
education leads to greater tolerance and support for democracy, and less
authoritarianism and racism (Kresse!, 1996). However, this is the form of
education that encourages critical thinking in science, math, literature,
and the arts, rather than simply the rote memorization of religious texts,
as, for example, in Taliban schools.
Many terrorists are idealistic and join a succession of groups and
causes with pacifist goals (Crenshaw, 1985). Post (1984) and others
(McCauley & Segal, 1987) have noted the similarity between cult and
terrorist organizations' recruitment and group interactions. The commitment to terrorism may develop gradually as individuals come to see that
as the only means to effect social or political change. New recruits gradually move from peripheral activities, such as courier or driver, to more
central activities that support the group's violent purpose, such as planting bombs and hijacking planes (Clark, 1983; Hutchison, 1978). Division
of labor is common in terrorist organizations so specialization and variation in the extremity of actions is possible (Crenshaw, 1985; McCauley &
Segal, 1987).
Within terrorist organizations, intergroup conflict is not uncommon
and external violence restores cohesion between competing factions
(Laquer, 1977; Zawodny, 1983). An individual's survival depends upon
the solidarity of the group and there are strong pressures to conform
because members need protection from the outside world. There are
powerful incentives to remain in the group (McCauley & Segal, 1987) material rewards, emotional support (e.g. , family substitutes), cognitive
reinforcements (e.g. , sense of mission and self-righteousness), and social
rewards (e.g., status within the group). Terrorists' ultimate objectives (e.g. ,
the grievance the group claims to redress, the ideology it avows) may
become secondary to their proximate objectives (e.g., the well-being of
the group, public attention). Media coverage fuels terrorists' sense of
power (Wardlaw, 1982) and often becomes the end in itself. A quote
from a West German terrorist noted, "It is through the press that our
cause is maintained in the just manner" (Schmid & de Graff, 1982).
Obedience to Authority
Both situational and personal factors have been explored as explanations for mass atrocities. Asch's conformity studies (1951), Milgram's
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obedience studies (Blass, 1992; Milgram, 1963; Milgram, 1974), and sirn.ilar research by social psychologists are the foundation for one explanation. The obedience explanation contends that obedience to authority is
widespread, and it cuts across gender, nationality, culture, educational
level, religious ideology, and personality. Obedience depends on the
relationship with the authority figure. Because people consider the authority figure to be legitimate, they relinquish personal responsibility for
their actions. People obey evil commands not because they lack character or appropriate morality, nor are they aggressive, but they obey because they are overwhelmed by the situation. In spite of reporting severe
stress, obedience is quite high when participants are instructed to exert a
more modem form of violence, indirect psychological violence, rather
than direct physical violence (Meeus & Raaijmakers, 1995).
The obedience explanation is consistent with the Watsonian viewpoint that humankind is quite malleable (Watson, 1930). For instance,
based on interviews with former Greek military police (ESA) torturers
and reviews of their testimony given at their trials in Athens, Gibson and
Haritos-Fatouros (1986) concluded that using progressive desensitization
torturing could be taught like other skills.
Although there are some parallels between Milgram's laboratory studies and acts of terrorism in Rwanda, New York, or even Nazi Germany,
there are important differences. Many of the terrorists regarded their activities as morally justifiable in terms of their cultural or religious beliefs.
Unlike Milgram's participants, terrorists know that death will result from
their actions, and they often act with incredible cruelty fueled by years of
hatred for their victims and by effective propaganda. What we know
from Milgram's studies is that group pressures are often sufficient to suppress inclinations to question or disobey authority.
We find similar failures to intervene in Zimbardo's famous prison
guard study (Haney, Banks, & Zirnbardo, 1995, Zimbardo, 1972) in which
21 Stanford students selected on the basis of their psychological stability
and maturity were randomly assigned to be either prisoners or guards.
Over the course of six days, those students quickly assumed their assigned roles with about 1/3 of the guards becoming tyrannical, about
1/3 being "tough but fair" and the final third being good, friendly guards.
What is important to note is that the good guards and the dutiful guards
never made an effort to interfere with the commands of the aggressive
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guards. Although Zimbardo's laboratory study contributes to our understanding of how brutality and cruelty can develop, it obviously differs
from the brutalization process in real world torture situations.
Personality Factors

Not everyone succumbs to pressures to obey harmful orders. Looking back at Milgram's and Zirnbardo's studies, note that a third of the
participants in each experiment failed to conform to group pressure or
defied the experimenter by refusing to administer more shocks. In
Milgram's study some were highly agitated, some protested verbally, and
others simply got up from the chair and walked out of the laboratory.
What was it in their personality, their religious beliefs, education, or
other previous experiences that led these individuals to disobey? How
did they differ from participants who behaved cruelly?
Attempts to understand what predisposes a person to hate and kill
have led to studies of fascist and authoritarian personalities (Adorno,
Frenkel-Brunswik, Levinson, & Sanford, 1950), dogmatism (Rokeach,
1960), right-wing authoritarianism (Altemeyer, 1981), and social dominance orientation (Pratto, Sidanius, Stallworth, & Malle, 1994). Unfortunately, very little research has examined the role of such personality
factors in crimes of obedience or other types of human destructiveness
(Kresse!, 1996). Indeed, studies have told us little about how such authoritarian factors may vary across time or cultural groups, or whether
these factors play a role in terrorism.
Part of the process of becoming a terrorist involves developing an
identity that involves faith in someone or something outside the self,
such as a religious movement or leader (Kresse!, 1996). Young men faced
with Erikson's "identity vs. role confusion" conflict may resolve their
identity issues by submerging themselves into the group which gives
them a place to be accepted (Laqueur, 1987). As they struggle with their
identity, potential terrorists overinterpret their situations in terms of their
own egocentric perspectives, assuming others' behaviors as intentions to
hurt or suppress their values and interests (Beck, 1999).
Cultural Factors

Moghaddam (2004) proposes that terrorist groups are more likely to
develop when cultural preconditions exist that support such groups. He
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notes that perhaps the most important of these preconditions is isolation
of the group from the broader society. Isolation serves as a "structural"
catalyst, maintaining secrecy and strengthening ethnocentric notions
among group members that "we are right and they are wrong." Isolation
enhances group conformity and cohesion, reduces rebellion, and solidifies leadership.
The second most important precondition which serves as a "psychological" catalyst for the evolution of terrorism is the perception by
group members that society needs radical changes. Along with this belief
is the conviction that the existing system does not permit reasonable
ways for achieving social change and that an ideal society is an end that
justifies any means necessary. For many terrorist groups, particularly those
who seek an ideal society with a religious foundation, the ultimate goal
is often considered to be inevitable even though the group must play a
role in bringing society back on the right path.
Although these two preconditions have central importance, other
preconditions, such as a categorical world-view (e.g., good vs. evil), and
an inflated view of self, come together to increase the probability that
terrorist acts will be carried out. Although these preconditions do not
make it inevitable that terrorism will occur, they increase the probability
of this outcome. Unlike common criminals, terrorists believe that fairness
and justice are on their side and it is their role to bring about change in
their societies.
How Does Hate Develop?

"Conflict between groups is like a sturdy three-legged stool. It is
sturdy because two legs are universal ineradicable psychological
processes, ethnocentrism and stereotyping, and the third is a state
of society, unfair distribution of resources, which has always existed
everywhere." Roger Brown, 1986 (p. 533).
While Hovland and Sears (1940) classic study showed a relationship
between economic conditions and prejudiced-related violence, most psychologists would agree that prejudice is learned. The social learning view
suggests that children develop negative attitudes toward various social
groups because they hear such views expressed by parents, teachers,
friends, and mass media, and they are rewarded for adopting these nega-
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tive views. Children readily learn social-cultural norms and they imitate
those who are important in their social worlds. Bigots are made, not born .
Ethnocentrism and In-Gr oup/ Out-Group Bia s
In 1906, sociologist William Sumner introduced the term ethnocentrism to describe "... the view of things in which one's own group is the

center of everything, and all others are scaled and rated with reference to
it. ... Each group nourishes its own pride and vanity, boasts itself superior. .. and looks with contempt on outsiders" (p. 13). Triandis 0994) has
identified four generalizations about this universal cognitive process of
ethnocentrism:
1.

What goes on in our own culture is seen as "natural" and "correct"
and what happens in other cultures is considered "unnatural" and

2.
3.

We perceive in-group customs as universally valid
We unquestionably think that in-group norms, roles, and values are

4.

We believe that it is natural to help and cooperate with members of
our in-group, to favor our in-group, to feel proud of our in-group,
and to be distrustful of or even hostile toward out-groups. The more
similar an out-group is to the in-group, the less likely there will be
hostility between them (Brewer & Campbell, 1976).

"incorrect."

correct.

Both social identity theory (Tajfel, 1981) and social dominance theory
(Pratto, et al., 1994) suggest that an individual's identity and behavior
derive from his/her group membership. Tajfel (1981) suggests that group
membership provides one with a sense of self (e.g., who one is) as well
as with an awareness of how one should behave toward in-group and
out-group members. Sidanius and Pratto (Pratto, et al.,1994) maintain
that high status groups identify strongly with their group and endorse
beliefs that support their dominance.
Mininul group paradigm studies (Tajfel, Billig, Bundy, & Flament,
1971) have shown that simply being randomly assigned to be a member
of a group is enough to change behavior to favor the in-group and to be
biased against the out-group. Minimal group studies have been conducted in individualistic countries (e.g., meta-analysis of studies from U.K.,
U.S.A., Germany, Netherlands, Ireland, Switzerland, by Mullen, Brown, &
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Smith, 1992; Australia, by Hogg & Sunderland, 1991) and more coilectivistic cultures (e.g., Japan, by Kakimoto, 1992; New Zealand children of
Polynesian, European, Samoan, and Maori background, by Wetherell,
1982), and findings have generally been replicated with some cultural
differences.
Stereotypes

Stereotypes reflect one's beliefs about the characteristics and behavior of persons who are members of a particular group, such as women,
older adults, Americans, or the working class. Stereotyped beliefs are
sometimes found at early ages, such as John Williams' and my research
with children in 25 countries which found consistent gender stereotypes
as early as five years of age (Williams & Best, 1990). Other stereotypes,
such as national stereotypes, seem to develop at later ages and may be
related to different kinds of characteristics (Linssen & Hagendoorn, 1994;
Peabody, 1985}. Most researchers consider stereotyped beliefs to be a
result of cultural messages.
Generally, group members have more positive views of their own
group than of other groups. However, group members do not have to
have personal contact with the members of another group in order to
form stereotyped beliefs about them. When large differences exist between an in-group and out-group in their views of each other, there may
be serious consequences for social relationships and intergroup harmony
(Smith & Bond, 1999). Stereotypes can guide behaviors toward out-group
members, and the illusion of out-group homogeneity (Linville, Fischer, &
Salovey, 1989) - the belief that "they're all the same" but in-group members are different from one another - make it easy to treat all out-group
members in similar fashion.
Prejudice and Discrimination

While stereotypes represent beliefs about members of a group, prejudice constitutes the attitudes, usually negative, toward those group members (Baron & Byrne, 2000). As a cognitive schema, prejudice provides a
framework for processing information such that prejudice-consistent information is remembered more accurately than inconsistent information
(Fiske & Neuberg, 1990). Hence, prejudice tends to increase in strength
over time and serves to affirm one's self-worth (Higgins, 1996)
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Closed-minded people, even those who are not deeply prejudiced,
seem susceptible to a variety of rigid, potentially destructive ideologies
(Kresse!, 1996). Cultural factors, such as public/group acceptance of aggression, religious attitudes such as the notion of a "just war," nationalism, and patriotism are powerful forces that encourage individuals willingly to aggress toward members of the out-group (Hinde, 1997). In
contrast, laws, social pressures, fear of retaliation, morals, and cultural
norms serve to deter people from openly putting their prejudiced views
into practice, but subtle forms of discrimination are still found throughout the world.
Children Who Llve in Danger
As a developmental psychologist, I am concerned about the consequences of terrorism on children. Both the research literature and clinical
observations suggest that children caught in war and exposed to other
forms of chronic danger adapt in ways that produce developmental impairment, physical damage, and emotional trauma, and they are missocialized to a model of fear, violence, and hatred (Garbarino, Kostelny,
& Dubrow, 1991). Simply witnessing violence can itself be traumatic.
However, there are stories of children's resilience in overcoming the
challenges of war. One example of such short-term positive outcomes
can be seen in Anna Freud's reports of children who survived World War
II. However, follow-up studies of those children revealed significant evidence of chronic and profound problems despite receiving compensatory care (Freud & Burlingham, 1943).
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)

Children who are forced to cope with chronic danger may adapt in
dysfunctional ways. This may frequently take the form of post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), a psychopathological reaction to stress that has
been found in numerous cultures. Even years after exposure to extreme
violence has ended, children may develop psychological disturbances.
For example, four years after they left the country, half of the Cambodian
children who experienced the devastation of the Pol Pot regime in 19741979, had developed PTSD (Kinzie, Sack, Angell, Manson, & Rath, 1986).
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Role of Parents

In such stressful situations, both children's and parents' behaviors
change. Parents' coping with chronic danger may become more restrictive and punitive in an effort to protect their children, but often such
effo1ts lead to heightened aggression in their children. When parents are
not pushed beyond their stress-absorption capacity, children maintain
reservoirs of resilience (Garbarino, et al., 1991). However, when parents
become demoralized and do not have access to basic necessities, such as
food, shelter, and medical care (Garbarino, 1988), infant mortality rates
skyrocket (e.g., as high as 500 per 1,000 births in a Brazilian village;
Scheper-Hughes, 1987), as do rates of child abandonment and exploitation. Even strong parental suppo1t cannot erase the horror of severe
trauma (Aptekar & Stbcklin, 1997).
Studies of children in difficult situations have shown their resilience
and increased our understanding of different family structures, but a number of questions- remain. For example, one group yet to be studied are
the more than 10,000 Sudanese children that Aptekar and Stocklin (1997)
report have lived without adult parenting for several years, moving from
Sudan, to Ethopia, and to Kenya. These children perhaps could teach us
about families of "peers" and the consequences of living without parental support. Certainly William Golding's novel, Lord of the Flies, does not
suggest very positive outcomes in such circumstances. Unfortunately,
there are other groups of children, such as those Colin MacMillin is studying
who were abducted, enslaved, and abused by the Lord's Resistance Army
in Sudan who could benefit from our research expertise.
Moral Devewpment

When children live in constant clanger, moral development may be
compromised. Those who seem to fare best during conflict are extremists who do not struggle with the moral ambiguities of the situation (Pines,
1989). However, ideology is a paradoxical resource. It bolsters adults,
making them better able to care for their children, but it may also prolong conflict by increasing the challenges that parents and children must
face. As psychologists we must find ways to help children who live with
chronic clanger to make sense of their experiences and increase their
resilience without breeding fanaticism and intransigence (Garbarino, et
al., 1991).
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How to Decrease Hate and In-Group/ Out-Group Bias?

Although a number of psychological studies have examined ways to
decrease prejudice and stereotypes in both children (e.g., Best, Smith,
Graves, & Williams, 1975) and adults (e.g., Wright, Aron, McLaughlinVolpe, & Ropp, 1997) few have attempted to decrease both hostility and
negative behaviors directed toward an out-group. Because prejudiced
attitudes do not necessarily predict how a person will behave (LaPiere,
1934; Wicker, 1971), it is important to examine studies which have addressed both
Robber's Cave Experime nt

One study that addressed both was conducted in the summer of
1954, by Muzafer and Carolyn Sherif and their colleagues (Sherif, Harvey,
White, Hood, & Sherif, 1954; Sherif & Sherif, 1956). Their 1954 experiment on group relations followed the plan of their 1949 and 1953 experiments but with the crucial focus of reducing intergroup friction and conflict. The experiment was carried out with three stages. The last stage,
reducing intergroup conflict, was the crucial one that was a new step
beyond the prior two studies. It is also the aspect of the study that makes
it remarkable even today.
Participants were twenty-two previously unacquainted boys around
11 years of age who came from middle-class homes. All were of above
average IQ, all were healthy and socially well-adjusted, and none were
from broken homes. Hence, they were socioeconomically, religiously,
and ethnically homogeneous. The study took place in Robber's Cave
State Park, about 150 miles southeast of Oklahoma City, OK, U.S.A.
The participants were divided into two groups prior to the experiment with the groups matched on as many characteristics as possible.
The two groups of boys were taken to the park in separate buses and at
different times. Until the last days of Stage I, the two groups carried out
in-group activities unaware of each other's presence at the camp.
Stage I: Formation of in-groups . Over the course of this first
stage, the groups stabilized as they dealt with a series of problem situations (e.g., taking canoes to the swimming place, preparing a meal) that
led to a division of labor and status. By the end of the first week, each
group had adopted a name, "Rattlers" and "Eagles," each had a bunk-
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house, hide-out, and swimming place of its own, and the boys put the
names of their group on flags and t-shirts.
Stage II: Production of intergroup friction. The formation of
negative intergroup attitudes and stereotypes was planned (e.g., tug-ofwar comest) in order to examine ways to reduce them. A series of competitive events and reciprocally frustrating situations was devised with
prizes awarded to the group with the higher score at the end of the
tournament. Interestingly, when the groups learned of the presence of
d1e other group at the end of the first stage, each group expressed the
desire to compete with the other group which led to a flag-burning incident and retaliation, derogatory name calling, and physical encounters.
Within six days, the intergroup conflict resulted in unfavorable stereotypes and attitudes toward the out-group, increased in-group solidarity,
and changed strategies for dealing wid1 intergroup conflict. Data indicated that friendship patterns were consistent with group membership
and ratings of in-group members were more favorable (M = 97%) than
for out-group members (M = 44%).
Stage IIL· Reduction of intergroup co,iflict and stereotypes.
By the end of Stage 11, each group saw the other as the "villain" and saw
themselves as "aligned with the angels," providing justification for unfavorable stereotypes toward the out-group. Various methods for reducing
intergroup friction were considered and rejected (e.g., disseminating favorable information about the out-group; emphasizing individual achievement which would result in group splitting; leader resolution of conflict;
bringing groups together against a third, common enemy). Two methods
were chosen: first, increasing social contacts between members of the
groups, and second, inter-action between groups to achieve superordinate
goals.
Increasing social contacts with little obvious staff supervision took
place in pleasant situations such as eating together, watching a movie
together, and shooting firecrackers together. Unfortunately, these situations did not result in positive social interactions or reduced intergroup
friction but were used as opportunities for name-calling and conflict (e.g.,
food fights). Thus, contact by itself, even in a pleasant context, did not
reduce intergroup tensions.
Interaction between groups toward superordinate goals was introduced by presenting challenging problems for both groups which neces-
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sitated intergroup interaction. Goals were chosen that could not be ignored nor achieved by either group alone - hence, superordinate goals.
Because it was assumed that friction, unfavorable stereotypes, and social
distance could not be overcome in one encounter, a series of superordinate
goal situations were developed to reduce group tensions. The situations
required different planning and action, but all had urgent goals. Interdependence between the groups was required.
The first urgent situation was a disruption in the water supply necessitating that boys from each group mtce the problem and unstop the
blocked pipe. When the task was completed, members from both groups
were visibly pleased with their accomplishment. However, an hour later
at dinner, there was an exchange of invectives between the groups.
The second problem that arose was renting a much-desired movie
from a local theater. The camp administrator put up half the money to
secure the film, but the boys had to provide the remaining funds. The
groups agreed on the amount each boy would contribute, and both groups
chose the film. However, when the film was shown, they sat in their
groups on opposite sides of the isle.
The third and most striking episode took place at a camp-out at an
out-of-the-way place far from the main camp and far from main roads.
The groups went separately but both expressed the desire to camp without the other group. The groups arrived in the morning and went swimming. When they returned to the picnic area at lunch, a staff member
announced that he was leaving to buy food some miles away. The only
means of transportation, a truck, would not start. With considerable effort, the boys used a rope to pull the truck around so it could be pushed
to start, which it did. When the truck returned, the boys prepared the
meal together. Other meals and further truck pulling were accomplished
with boys from the two groups intermingling.
In the closing hours of the camp, on their own initiative the two
groups decided to entertain each other with skits and songs at a campfire, and they asked to leave the camp together in one bus. The two
groups parted as friends. While friendship choices were still largely for
in-group members, at the end of Stage III there was a substantial increase
in choice of out-group members as friends and a reduction in rejection of
out-group members as disliked (M= 85% to 31%). There was also a sharp
decrease in name-calling and in-group adulation. The increased simila-
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rity in ratings of in-group and out-group resulted from the significant
increases in favorable ratings of the out-group.

Intergroup Relations
The problem of intergroup relations is reflected in the attitudes,
stereotypes, and behaviors of one group toward another, collectively or
individually. A member of a group internalizes the acceptable social distances and relationships with out-group members, and if the individual
varies from the group norm, he/she is treated as a deviant by his/her ingroup. If the functional relationships between groups are positive, favorable attitudes toward out-group members develop. However, if the relationships are negative, then negative attitudes and stereotypes form, leading to greater social distance. Personal and sociocultural factors work
together to modify the interactive process between groups and individuals.

Robber's Cave in Other Cultures
Critics have suggested that the Sherifs' study could not be applied to
real world social conflicts, but there have been replications with boys'
camps in Lebanon (Diab, 1970), the United Kingdom (Tyerman & Spencer, 1983), and in the Soviet Union (Andreeva, 1984). The short-term
nature of the groups established in camp studies does not address longterm intergroup conflicts. Nonetheless, the studies do suggest some principles regarding how such conflicts evolve and how they can be reduced. Replications of the Sherifs' studies have shown the importance of
established cultural norms that provided a background for group interactions. In Tyerman and Spencer's (1983) study with a boy scout troop at
summer camp, they were not able to increase intergroup hostility. The
well-established scouts' social norm of cooperation was largely unaffected by the manipulations.
When individuals interact with one another as a group in pursuit of
common goals, norms emerge that regulate group activity and individual
social behaviors. Groups with contact in competitive or frustrating situations develop negative attitudes and stereotypes of each other. However,
when antagonistic groups interact in the pursuit of superordinate goals,
intergroup conflict and negative stereotypes decrease. Both intergroup
friction and cooperation have significant consequences for group rela-
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tionships both between and within groups. For intergroup friction to be
reduced, in-group and intergroup attitudes must be consistent with each
other.
Direct and Indir ect Contact

The contact hypothesis (Allport, 1954) suggests that interaction between members of different groups can reduce prejudice and hostility
between group members. Contact can lead to recognition of similarities
between group members, can provide information inconsistent with stereotypes, and can help counter the illusion of out-group homogeneity
(Baron & Byrne, 2000). Contact can promote tolerance and acceptance
but only under certain conditions, such as equal status among groups
and common goals (Baron & Byrne, 2000). Indeed, in a recent metaanalysis of 500 studies, Peuigrew and Tropp (2000) found that in all but
the most hostile and threatening situations, contact is all that is needed.
Stereotypes do not necessarily change, but one grows to like members of
the other group anyway. Furthermore, direct contact between persons
from different groups is not necessary. Simply knowing that persons in
one's own group have close friendships with persons from the other
group is enough to reduce prejudice (Wright et al., 1997).
Socially-Relevant Research Questions for
Cross-Cultural Psychology
In the same vein as lACCP Presidents before me, I challenge you as
scientists to address the socially-relevant problems and serious concerns
that face our world today. Culture and its institutions are primary determinants of responses to life conditions. Culture provides shared values
and goals, images of the world, and processes, such as child rearing and
education. Because culture plays a critically important role in group hostilities and violence, there are some questions that I believe we should
address:
1.

Context of terrorism . What are the consequences for children and
adults who live in cultures where they experience daily terrorist
threats and activities? What are the outcomes of living in such an
anxious context?
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3.

4.

5.
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Moral imperatives . What is the role of culturally-prescribed moral
imperatives, such as religious and nationalistic asse1tions, that are
used to justify hostilities between groups' Ideologies often contribute to hatred and mistrust between groups and help to maintain
longstanding rivalries, some lasting for centuries.
Obedience. What are the cultural differences in obedience, acceptance of hate propaganda, and the influence of the media that will
expand our understanding of how terrorism develops and how to
decrease it'
Decrease hos tility . How can hostility between different cultural
groups be decreased, not simply in laboratory studies? What sorts of
contact, if any, work when group hostilities are strong and wellestablished' How can a world of caring and connectedness be·created?
Developmental pathway . What is the developmental pathway an
individual follows in becoming a terrorist? What life experiences
promote terrorist behavior, and what are the cognitive, emotional,
and motivational aspects of terrorism for an individual? In contrast,
what experiences strengthen the altruistic, benevolent aspects of
behavior?

There are certainly many other questions that cross-cultural psychologists are well-suited to examine and that are important to address.
On a more positive note, I will close with a true story of cross-cultural
concern and understanding.
Gift of the Masai, the World Cares

Kimeli Naiyomah, a Masai villager, came to the United States after a
journalist wrote about how villagers raised $5,000 to help him realize his
dream of becoming a doctor. Administrators in an American university
saw the story and offered him a full scholarship and now he is a premed
student at Stanford. In June, 2002 during a visit home, Naiyomah told his
Masai countrymen, an isolated nomadic people in Kenya who shun modern technology, about the terrorist events of September 11 , 2001. They
were so saddened by the attack on the nation that had shown Naiyomah
such kindness that they arranged to present a gift to the United States to
express their solidarity. The Masai gave the people of the United States
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14 cows, a sacred and significant gift - one of the greatest treasures that
a person can own. Among the Masai, cows are used for currency, clothing, food, and they are believed to have supernatural abilities - "The cow
is almost the center of life for us," Naiyomah told a reporter (Pitts, 2002).
What an amazing gift.
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First of all, allow me to extend to all of you a wam, welcome to the
city of Yogyakarta; a city unique in its way of juxtaposing tradition and
modernity, that is to say: a city in which preservative and progressive
forces intertwine; indeed, a city of relatively peaceful coexistence of the
old and the new. Even within the confines of this conference you may
soon notice the compromising atmosphere between trndition and modernity; howeve·r, it will be more interesting to experience whenever you
have the opportunity to wander through the streets and alleys of
Yogyakarta. I hope that during your stay in Yogyakarta, you may find
sources of inspiration to pursue further studies in issues penaining to
culturnl encounters and cross-cultural manifestations.
Culturnl diversity is a reality as old as mankind; more than merely a
naturnl being, man is a cultural being; this is in essence the human reality. There is no culcure-free human society; every human being is part of
a society as culture bearer. It is this reality that turns human beings into
an existence characterized by perpetual self-transcendence, i.e. a being
that never settles down securely in a status praese11s hut tends to continuously project him/herself into a future, however uncenain. This is to
say that a unique characteristic of being human is the ability to transcend
the real (present) into the possible (future), and this is a consequence of
man as a culturnl being, i.e. a being guided by ideals and values. It is in
this realm of ideals and values that the notion of development manifests
itself as a human phenomenon, individually as well as collectively.
Civilization is the actualization of the development of a society within
the confines of a particular culture. Human history shows that the extinction of one means that the other eventually ceases to exist too. Cultureand-civilization manifests itself not only in a relatively long time-span,
but it is also space-bound, i.e. encompassing a certain territoriality of
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human societies. Thus civilization is the actualization of human development rooted in a patticular cultural matrix. Hence, there is no such reality
that can justifiably be labeled "global culture" or "universal civilization",
and there is neither any validity in comparing cultures and civilizations in
terms of one being "inferior" or '1superior" to others. Cultural encounters

should, therefore, be insight-promoting experiences that will eventually
enrich us with more awareness and beuer understanding of cultural diversity as a reality in human existence.
Since its early days human histo1y depicted traces of various modalities of cultural encounters among distinct culture-bearers respectively
anchored in the reality of cultural diversity. Cultural diversity can be a
source of mistrust and misunderstandings resulting in some form of conflict, but it also may provide an exposure for the development of mutual
respect and understanding. Indeed, cultural encounters provide an aperture for us to discover other ideals and values adhered to by other individuals and societies "distinct from ours". Here we find the essence of
cultural awareness, i.e. by discovering "others" culturally different from
"us". Culture is neither an individual feature nor a personal treasure;
culture is a source of reference shared by members of the society concerned as culture bearers; in sho1t, culture is a collectively shared domain. Therefore, cultural identity is also a collective awareness of being
distinct from others. Cultural identity pettains to the awareness of belonging to a particular Wirheil, a We-mode of existence.
At this junction I would like to invite you to join me in revisiting
some great philosophers of the past two centuries, who have contributed
to ci1e introduction of cile We-mode of human existence. The essence of
their thoughts is that no one can claim that the world is merely his or
hers. The world is a shared world constituted by a union of "You" and
"!", in the singular as well as the plural sense. This is the essence of
Feuerbach's (1922) statement that the human world is conditioned by
"die Einheit von Jch 11nd Du" (- the union of l and You, p.60). Even the
individualistic philosopher of the 'wild wisdom', Nietzsche (1966) confirmed that 'the You is older cilan the I' (p. 60), a statement comparable
to the comment of Buber 0937) that '·through the Thou a man becomes
I" (p.28). These statements confirm that ci1e I is a later discovery --experienced as an a posteriori awareness-, namely after 'my discove1y of ci1e
Other as someone distinct from myself. Another philosopher affirming
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that the human world is a shared world was M. Heidegger 09:37). His
basic formula of human existence is ''.~fenscb-sein isl Mil-sein" (p.28),
and consequently ·;Henscb-u'elt isl Mil-welt"; hence "Alles Daseill isl
Mitsein ... This leads us to the conclusion that human existence is always
in a world he shares with others, a world of togetherness (Mil-Well); in
fact a We-world.
I Ience being human is ontologically speaking being-in-relatedness,
i.e. being engaged in various modes of discourses with others sharing his
world, including his dialogues with a particular '·You" representing a
transcendental o r supra-rational Being as taught by revealed religions
and other belief systems. One must not overlook the possibility of being
preoccupied by a dialogue with oneself, in which one finds oneself being split into an I and a You, such as in the processes of introspection or
self-evaluation.
\Jo one can escape from the fact that he 'she is always part of a
discourse, with himself and or with others; there is no sanctuary for an
escapist to isolate himself in order to a,·oid being engaged with others; in
his solitary state the escapist will eventually find a dialogue partner. When
Nietzsche felt being disturbed by the maddening crowd he escaped it
and went to Sills Maria in search of total solitude. But instead of enjoying
his self-imposed exile in order to be alone and separated from the masses,
he suddenly became aware of waiting to be engaged in a discourse; it is
as if the solita,y "I" is craving for a "You" to talk to. The introductory
statement Nietzsche 0966) made in one of his major works explicitly
reflects this experience: "When Zarathustra was thirty years old he left
his home and the lake of his home and went to the mountains. Here he
enjoyed his spirit and his solitude, and for ten years did not tire of it. But
at last came a change over his heart, and one morning he rose with the
dawn, stepped before the sun, and spoke to it thus: "'You great star,
what would your happiness be, had you not those for whom you
shine?' .... " (p.9). While in Yogyakarta , I would like you to know, that a
renowned sociologist of the Gadjah Mada University, the late Umar Ka yam
( 1992), who passed away earlier this year, published his collection of
essays under the title Mangan ora mangall kumpul ( ma11gan = eat, ora =
not, k11mp11/= together) which can be translated as "(\Vhether we) eat or
not, (as long as we are) together." These illustrations can be multiplied
by various other examples, and all will lead to the conclusion that the
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meaning of human existence is inherent to his/ her participation in a
world he/ she shares with od1ers, a Mil-welt, i.e. a We-World.
We have had a long histo,y of a psychology of the I; d1ere is nothing wrong about being Ego-centered, but psychology must not overlook
the fact that any Ego is an existential center, conscious of being related to
others. Hence any Ego is significant only through being engaged in dialogues, and as such pan of a Mit-sein. At this junction, I will introduce
you to two Indonesian words, Kita and Kami; both meaning We. However, both refer to two distinct manifestations of toged1erness, indicating
two We-modes. Kita is used as a first person plural, the constituents of
which maintain their respective individual identities. Kita is inclusive in
nature; none of its constituting subjects are excluded. It is a manifestation of being-together in optima forma, with the inclusion of each and
every subject and concurrently without the intention of excluding od1ers
outside it. It is a mode of toged1erness without any reference to od1ers
existing outside its boundaries; it is indeed "We" or "Us"" without neither
reference nor regard to any existence of ·They" or "Them."
In a Kita mode of togetherness every constituent is free to develop
him/ herself without being inhibited by his/her pal1icipation. This does
not mean that Kita is a conflict-proof mode of togetherness. In fact, the
Kita mode allows differences to develop amongst its constituting subjects; it is not a toged1erness in which all constituents are always in juxtaposition to each other; it is neither a toged1erness that merely can express itself collectively in unison. However, differences (of, for example,
opinions and anitudes) between its constituents manifest themselves in
an atmosphere of what philosopher Jaspers (1932) called liebender Kamp};
- a "struggle" characterized by reciprocal care and mutually insight-promotion as well as self-enhancement. Indeed, Kita is a mode of togetherness that opens an opponunity for self-actualization of the subjects involved. It is a Mit-sein wid1 an aunosphere in which genuine and creative
dialogues between the engaging subjects may furd1er develop, and it is a
Mil-welt in which nobody of its constituents is marginalized or alienated;
in short, it is an all-inclusive togetherness constituting a shared world.
Let us now tum to Kami. In d1is mode the constituents do not primarily exist as subjective entities, but are rather reduced to some sl1ared
identity. This means d1at self actualization in the fullest sense of the
constituents in a Kami is inhibited. Kami is a mode of solidarity in which
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its participating constituents are expected to reduce their personal Selves
in order to affinn a shared identity. Participation in a Kami is only possible by the readiness of its constituents to submit to a shared identity
and, consequently, being reduced as personal Selves. The Kami mode
affirms its shared identity concurrently by excluding others outside it. In
fact, the essence of a Kami mode is the awareness of a shared We that
per se excludes others; in other words, the Kami mode is a We that
maintains the demarcation separating between 'those who belong' and
'those who do not belong' to it.
Kami is in fact a way of affirming an "in-group" and concurrently
excluding an "out-group." For example, members of a political party are
rallying themselves as Kami, consciously excluding others who are nonmembers; the same is the case with a student fraternity, a labor union, a
platoon of soldiers, an ethnic entity, a racial group, a religious community, a nation. However among the constituents themselves, those Kamfs
can also share a·n inclusive collective awareness as a Kita, disengaged
from and disinterested in the significance of others' existence as outsiders or out-groups. Kita and Kami are indeed two distinct modes of
togetherness, but they are both confirming that human existence is characterized by Mit-sein. Whether the We is experienced as Kita or Kami
depends on the absence or presence of objectifying or objectified others.

Indonesia consists of a multiplicity of ethnic groups with their respective languages as well as customs and traditions; Indonesians adhere
to ,·arious belief-systems. Indonesia·, cultura l manifestation is indeed pluralistic, as reflected by the national motto "Bhimzeka Tzmggal Jka " (Diverse but One). When proclaiming our independence we say ··Kami
hangsa I ndonesia ... ;· a statement directed to all non-Indonesians i e
the community of nations. But when teaching histo,y to his lndon;si~~
pupils, an Indonesian teacher will say '"Kita ba11gsa Indonesia .. ·· for
··we Indonesians ... ·· The Balinese, the Madurese, the Ambonese, the
Banjarese, the Buginese, the Sundanese, the Javanese, etc. are ethnic
groups, each aware of being Kam is sharing a collective identity. However, as Indonesians they transcend the awareness of being Kami's into
an all-inclusive Kita as Indonesians, which may turn in a Kami again
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whenever it is in some way engaged to the perception of those who are
non-Indonesians. This oscillation between Kita and Kami is a constant in
human experience; thus human existence cannot be alienated from a
We-world (Mit-sein), be it in a Kita or Kami mode.
Both modes of togetherness, Kita and Kami, are applicable in studies pertaining to societies as culture bearers. Culture is undoubtedly a
very difficult concept to define. In some cases definitions of culture and
civilization tend to overlap. Some may even consider it insignificant to
delineate the distinction between the two realms, since both are just two
sides of the same coin. Personally, I tend to adhere to the description
mentioned earlier, namely that civilization is the actualization of the development of a society within the confines of a particular culture. No
culture persists to function without people in a society as its bearers, as is
evident in the rise and decline of culture in the history of mankind. Most
definitions on culture cover to some extent the issue of values as reference for human social behavior and conduct. Cultural values can be
described as idealized virtues worth pursuing to be transformed into
reality; in this sense, value is perceived as a leading motive (Leit-inotiv)
in human conduct.
Consequent to the understanding of culture as a social phenomenon, we can as well speak of a particular culture as a manifestation of a
We-world. Therefore, belonging to a cultural domain also means being
part of a togetherness in which the Kita and Kami modes may oscillate,
depending on whether the constituents experience it as an all-inclusive
mode of togetherness or as one that per se excludes others. This may be
one of the issues in studies of cultural encounters in the human world
characterized by cultural diversity. Cultural diversity is and will continue
to be a permanent feature of the human society. I am aware of ideas
about the possible impact of the contemporary globalization process that
it eventually might result in a universal human culture. I cannot endorse
this view. It seems to me that cultural diversity will perpetuate as a unique
manifestation of mankind; I cannot imagine the emergence of a monolithic culture of mankind.
There are of course exchanges of influence in encounters of diverse
cultural entities; however, such reciprocities will not encl up in a uniform
and homogenous culture, because every culture is rooted in its long
historic process of transmission from generation to generation acting as
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its bearers. Global interaction and interdependence cannot be taken as a
signal to anticipate the emergence of a global culture. Every culture is a
historicity in itself, and this is closely linked to a collective memory of a
particular society as culture bearer. Since there is no such thing that we
can identify as "collective global memory" based on global collective
histo,y and experience by mankind, it follows that images of a global
culture must be mere fabrication. In this context, T tend to endorse the
view presented by Smith (in Clark, 1997, p.29), namely that the elements
of global culture owe "their origins and much of their appeal to the
power and prestige of one or other of the great metropolitan power
centers", and fu,ther '·any globalization of culture, induced by international politics, is skin-deep and destined to pass away with the next shift
in international power. It does not have the resilience of 'true' cultures,
based on memory and history."
Having said this, I would directly acid, that cultural diversity is not
by itself a hindrance for sharing a We-world. Cultural diversity implies
cultural freedom, which provides alternative ways of living. Cultural freedom leaves us free to choose ways and means in defining our basic
needs to survive as a society. Cultural freedom allows us to inject meaning to our existence; it also acknowledges the right of any society as
culture bearer to choose its own way of life. It is in the atmosphere of
cultural freedom that cultural diversity contributes to the actualization of
creative diversity (UNESCO, 1996). It is, therefore, a fallacy to perceive
culture as an inhibiting force in the process of social change and development. The dynamic of every living culture is tl1at it is a preservative as
well as progressive force.
Cultural diversity as a reality of the human society should not be
perceived on a "superior-inferior" polarity scale; there is no such thing as
cultural hierarchy. Every culture is dignified in its own right, and as such
it commands tolerance and respect. This seems to be the ethical dimension in cultural encounters. Genuine cultural encounters must be free
from prejudice and intolerance. In his book with the very captive title
"The Natural History of Stupidity", Taburi (1993) explained the difference between prejudice and intolerance. He insisted that prejudice is
never innate. Children are prejudice-free until their elders instill it. While
prejudice is sometl1ing passive, intolerance is almost always active. Prejudice is a motive; intolerance is a propelling force. A prejudiced man will
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refuse to settle in an area where a particular ethnic group lives; but an
intolerant man tends to deny the right of that et11nic group to live at all.
Prejudiced parents may refuse to send tl1eir children to a school, which is
open for all races and religions; an intolerant man will do everything he
can to deny the right of such schools to exist.
Genuine cultural encounters should not only lead towards mutual
understanding, but also evolve a sense of empathy and reciprocal respect. If a cultural entity is in a sense a Kami-world, it does not mean that
a cultural encounter cannot develop into a Kita-world. The former is
maintained by existing as an exclusive togetherness, while t11e latter is
one in which the concerned Kamt's readily blend together to share a
common aim with others. Again and again we will notice this phenomenon of oscillation between Kita and Kami as the two basic modes of
togetherness. This means that cultural diversity is neitl1er a hindrance nor
inhibition for the establishment of a Kita. Different cultural entities can
exist in a Kita mode as long as they find some common goals or ideals to
be pursued. This is like the case of ethnic groups as Kamt's transcending
into nationhood as a Kita.
Allow me for a moment to side-step the discussion of cultural diversity and invite you to contemplate on the developing realities of religions
as a rallying force for a We-world. I tl1ink that we all agree that in religions human beings are viewed as pa,t of the total realm of God's creation. In one of his major works, Ernst Cassirer (1946) maintained the view
that "life possesses t11e same religious dignity in its humblest and its highest forms" (p.83). The essence of religious experience is the same in all
belief systems, which is the experience of being transcendentally related
to a Supreme Being. An important characteristic of t11e religious experience
is that it implies an act of faith, based on pathos rather t11an on logos.
Religious belief is not structured by logical reasoning; it is pre-logical and
supra-rational. Hence it may be wort11 examining how much truism is
reflected by the statement 'una est religio in rituum varietate'. If all religions provide guidance for transcendence toward t11e Supreme Being, is
there no apertura for all religions to share a We-world in a Kita mode'
Let me at this junction quote t11e famous Lebanese poet and philosopher Khalil Gibran (1949), who expressed in one of his works bis vision
as follows:
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I Ion! you worshipping in your church, kneeling in your temple,
and praying in your mosque. You and I are children of one religion,
for the varied paths of religion are but the fingers of the loving
hands of the Supreme Being, extended to all, offering completeness
of spirit to all, anxious to receive all (p.83).
Gibran's appeal may be interpreted as meaning "to whatever religion you belong as part of a Kami, let it also be possible for us to share
a Kita as fellow human beings.·• In Gibran's view, one has the full right to
be part of a Kami based on adherence to a particular belief system, but
should at the same time be able to participate in a Kita, sharing a Weworld with others of different religions. It is, of course, right and justified
to affirm our collective identity by saying who we are according to our
religious beliefs, similar to affirming our national or ethnic identities.
However, one must also be able to liberate oneself in order to be able to
share a We-world in a Kita mode.

There are today too many disturbing realities involving the entire
human world. It is a world that seems to be more prone to conflicts and
confrontations. One may wonder, why - at this stage of human civilization - such an absurd concept of ethnic cleansing can be adopted as a
matter of policy, like what happened in the Bosnian conflict before the
tum of the century? How is it possible that Serbians, Croatians and Bosnians
have been dragged into a violent and protracted triangular conflict based
on ethnic and religious differences, costing the death of thousands of
innocent human lives and the deterioration of centuries of civilization'
Today we are still witnessing impressions of fire and flames disrupting
the serenity of the panorama of Northern Ireland, mainly influenced by
religious bifurcation between the conflicting parties. We Indonesians are
also shocked by the protracted communal conflict in Ambon - an area
with a long history of peace and harmony amongst its multi-religious
population - that now tend to split the community into distinctly delineated entities. There are still many other cases on the international scene,
indicating our failure to establish a We-world in a Kita mode.
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Why do all those disruptions of peace and harmony tend to occur in
multi-ethnic and multi-religious societies? Why is mankind increasingly
more prone to violent conflicts and confrontations? Are there no ideals or
values we can share to aspire for' Or is it so that although there are
universally acceptable ideals and values, a universal consensus is hard to
reach because every Kami perceives it from different angles. If so, can
the existing differences of perspectives not be overcome by dialogues to
enhance mutual understanding? In this case, is it not possible to initiate a
joint undertaking for the establishment of forums in which genuine dialogues may evolve in order to enable us to go beyond existing differences and diversities? Cognizant of those realities, the UN-General Assembly (United Nations, 1998) decided to proclaim the year 2001 as the
United Nations Year of Dialogue among Civilizations. This was preceded
by the celebration of the International Year for the Culture of Peace the
year before (2000) for which UNESCO served as lead agency and for the
International Decade for a Culture of Peace and Non-Violence for the
Children of the World (2001-2010).
On the eve of the UN Millennium Summit (September 5, 2000) a
Round Table was organized by the UN/ UNESCO in which leaders from
all continents assembled to share their views, experience and visions for
a world peace. A consensus seems to be reached, namely that only dialogue can lead to a long-term understanding, reconciliation and world
peace. However, after the Millennium Summit events in the world do not
change for the better. Signals for peace and harmony more often than
not seem more remote, and we again and again keep asking ourselves
what actually went wrong with humankind. Violent conflicts - latent
and actual - are scattered over the global panorama. Scientific advance
and technological progress as the pride of human civilization still seem
incapable to contribute effectively to endeavors leading towards the establishment of global peace and harmony. The UN's appeal for mutual
confidence building measures in international relations has not produced
the desired results yet. So many ideas and efforts have been proposed in
order to initiate steps towards the establishment of global peace, and yet
it still remains a utopia.
The UN has been preoccupied by initiatives for the maintenance of
global peace, in efforts towards peace-making, peace-keeping and peacebuilding. Peace-making involves mostly nations engaged in war or other
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fonns of armed conflicts. Peace-keeping has been a UN preoccupation
for a long time; UN peace-keeping forces, the well-known blue-beret
forces, are deployed in various part of the world to maintain peace in
areas prone to armed conflicts. The prolonged duration that those forces
stay in conflict-prone areas, is itself a signal of the fragility of the peace
that they help to maintain. Indeed, peace-keeping forces are generally
engaged in the maintenance of a "hot peace" rather than a genuine one.
The billions of dollars reserved for this purpose could have better been
spent on the improvement of welfare in societies still plagued by ignorance, disease and poverty. It is undeniable that the UN has done a lot in
the pursuit of global peace and harmony. However, it seems that the
idea of peace and harmony in interactions between nations and cultures
cannot be constructed merely within the confines of the UN and other
international and formal forums.
The culture of peace must find its matrix in every cultural domain.
The desire for peace as a value worth pursuing should be cultivated
within societies as culture bearers. In other words, the construction of a
culture of peace must begin "at home." Every society must be able to go
beyond its modality as a Kami and turn into a Kita by sharing an allencompassing We-world oriented towards human virtues, such as peace.
If peace is indeed a universal human value, then it should be introduced
as such within every cultural domain. This is to say that the construction
of a culture of peace is feasible, if it is founded on a global matrix of
cultures. Cultural diversity should not lead us towards conceiving bipolar
discrepancies such as the still ongoing East-West bifurcation or "the West
and the rest" as discussed by Samuel Huntington (1996) in his wellknown treatise concerning the clash of civilizations. It should rather invite us towards active cultural encounters aimed at the promotion of
reciprocal understanding and tolerance, and above all the enhancement
of mutual trust and respect. Any pattern of Kami-centrism (such as ethno-,
socio-, religio-centrism) that tends to act as a centripetal center while
considering others as inferior cannot provide the foundation for a genuine dialogue of equals. I remember a philosopher warning us, that the
opposite of a profound truth is not necessarily an error, but may possibly
be another profound truth. This is especially true for intercultural dialogues.
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The challenge we are facing today is whether we as scientists or
members of the academic community can contribute to the actualization
of ideas leading towards peacebuilding endeavors. Or are we too indifferent towards present-day realities in the world and do we fail in coping
with challenges presented to humanity in general, such as, for example,
the quest for global peace? If the culture of peace is what we all are
striving for to construct, then the challenge is not merely a matter of
science, but one of ethics. Peacebuilding is a matter concerning relations between man and his fellow human being, or between societies,
nations and cultures. The ethical dimension of those interactions was
reflected long ago by Montague's statement: "One's relation to one's
fellow man is not a matter of science ... but plainly and simply a matter of
humanity" (1871, p.155). TI1is means that our aspiration for peacebuilding
must go hand-in-hand with our increased awareness of being ethically
responsible for the constitution of a We-world in a Kita-mode. Peace
should be our shared value to pursue and this should be transformed to
concrete undertakings that transcend cultural diversity on the global scale. Only by making a grand leap over and beyond cultural diversity can
we reach a stage in which peace as a universally shared value is conceivable.
Peacebuilding should be our common goal through genuine intercultural dialogues, free from prejudices and stereotypes. Prejudices and
stereotypes are reductive perceptions about others; others are reduced
and distorted into caricatures, and based on such distorted images of the
interacting partners a genuine dialogue cannot take place. We must create a conducive atmosphere for a dialogue to be constructive and creative, conditioned by our readiness to jointly constitute an all-inclusive
Kita mode of togetherness, that is to say: constituting a Mit-sein and
sharing a Mit-Welt. By perceiving peacebuilding as an etl1ical challenge
for humanity, we can go over and beyond our attachment to diverse
Kami's and move towards inhabiting a We-world in which peace as a
universal human vim,e becomes a common goal. Cultural diversity as a
pennanent feature of tl1e human society should evenn.,ally evolve as a
phenomenon of creative diversity. This will lead to enhancement of a
quality of life, in which cultural freedom will furtl1er encourage harmonious cultural encounters.
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I think we all believe that peace will not just come out of the blue;
peace must be set as a common goal we all strife for. The impression so
far is that peace is just an inteival between wars or violent conflicts. The
human society seems to be trapped in various Kam,'s and still fails to
constitute a Kita mode and sharing a We-world. Until we all are set to
initiate genuine intercultural dialogues, peace will remain a distant dream.
Having discussed the need for genuine dialogues in cultural encounters,
free from images deformed by prejudices and stereotypes, I like to conclude by quoting President Mohammad Khatami of Iran in his presentation at the Round Table of the UN Millennium Summit: "Today it is impossible to bar ideas from freely traveling between cultures and civilizations in disparate parts of the world far away from each other. However,
in the absence of dialogue among thinkers, scholars, intellectuals and
artists from various cultures and civilizations, the danger of cultural
homelessness seems imminent" (UNESCO, 2001, p. 25).
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What is international identity? Our conception of international identity - those aspects of a person's sense of self that transcend national
boundaries - relates to three truths about people articulated by Kluckhohn
and Murray 0953, p. 35): Every person is in certain respects like all
others, like some others and like no other. Global-human identity arises
from our recognition that we are like all other people. Social identities
are based on our recognition that for many aspects of self we are like
some people and unlike others. International ties in individual networks,
which connect people to other people and places across the world, are
unique to each person: each of us has a different set of acquaintances,
friends, colleagues, family, and idiosyncratic connections to countries
and places across the world.
Global identity is not a new idea, although few psychologists have
studied it. Some scholars have discussed it using such terms as "worldmindedness" (Sampson & Smith, 1957) and "global-human identity" (DerKarabetian & Balian, 1992). Its defining feature is identification with all
peoples of the world, transcending national boundaries. Some typical
items to measure global identity, from the global-human identity scale of
Der-Karabetian and Rosen (1990) are "I'd rather be a citizen of the world
than of any one country" and "I feel that people around the world are
more similar than different." Historical figures who have expressed global identity in their speeches or writings include Socrates and Thomas
Paine:
[I am] not an Athenian, nor a Greek, but a citizen of the world.
Attributed to Socrates (469-399 BC) by Plutarch, Of Banishment

My country is the world, and my religion is to do good.
Thomas Paine (1737-1809), Rights of Man
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A second form of identity that crosses national boundaries is "social
identification" with a large social group that includes people from other
nationalities. Social identity and self-categorization have been popula,
topics of research in social psychology for the past few decades. Social
identity is defined as membership in a social group that is seen as one·s
"in-group" (Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherall, 1987), and may
refer to large social categories such as female, Hispanic, lesbian, working
class, or Baptist; to professions or occupations such as doctors or carpenters; to organizations such as fraternities and sororities; and to membership in other categories that have social meaning. Each person has many
different social identities. Some refer to social groups located within a
constrained geographic area, such as Gadjah Mada University students,
but others may explicitly extend to all members of a category across
national boundaries. A person with the social identity of Christian or
Muslim or Buddhist, for example, may identify with others who have the
same faith throughout the world.
This type of international social identity is a "cross-cutting" identity
(Brewer, 1995) that cuts across the national identity of Indonesian or
Lebanese or Canadian, but applies only to a subset ("some people")
within each country - those who are seen as like oneself. Immigrants
and their descendants may have a "hyphenated" identity, such as Japanese-Canadian, that connects them to others with Japanese heritage
throughout the world, in Japan but also in the United States, Peru, and
other countries. International forms of social identity may also be regional: European or Southeast Asian, for example.
The third form of international identity is the set of connections a
person has to people and places in other countries. While social identity
is part of the collective self, this personal set of connections is a more
individualized, interpersonal aspect of international identity. It forn1s part
of what Brewer and Gardner (1996) call the relational self, which involves specific relationships rather than the deindividuated categories of
social identity. Each ego-centered network is a unique, idiosyncratic set
of links that develops based on personal experience and histo1y. Examples would be one's links to all the people and places to whom or
which one feels a personal connection. Everyone who attended the 2002
meeting of IACCP, for example, now has a connection to Yogyakarta in
their ego-centered network. Ego-centered networks should not be con-
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fused with social networks that map out all the links among a specified
set of people - for example, the links among all people attending a
particular conference. An ego-centered network is the set of links a particular person has to other people, events, or places.
Figure 1 represents the different forms of international identity. The
black oval indicates the focal person, a citizen of a "triangle" country.
The world is a circle that includes many countries that are similar in some
ways, different in others - hence the variety of shapes. Depending on
what attributes a person views as important, the shapes might indicate
the forms of government, the predominant religion, the main language
spoken, or some other feature. Shaded areas indicate inclusion within
international identity

a. global

b. croSS·CUtting
social identity

d.personal~
network~

c. regional
social identity

Figure 1. Forms of international identity.

When global identity is activated, the person identifies with all people
in all countries (Figure la). This contrasts with social identities, which are
more selective (lb and le). Suppose a person has a strong identification
with the French language as a common element of global French culture.
Based on this cross-cutting social identity, the person sees her- or himself
as belonging to the same social categrny as all other French-speakers,
both in Francophone countries (the fully shaded triangles) and also in
countries in which some, but not all people speak French (the smaller
triangles showing part of a country in Figure lb). The image for the
Japanese-Canadian example would be similar, except the focal person
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would be in one of the countries with a small inset triangle, because he
or she would belong to a minority within their own country.
The other variety of international social identity is a regional identity
that connects the person to other near neighbors (Figure le). These neighbors may differ in their forms of government, language, ethnicity, or
religion but are subsumed in the superordinate regional identity of "European" or "African."
The last image illustrates the ego-centered network that connects
the person to other people and places that are located in various countries across the world (Figure ld). As with global identity, the particular
attributes of countries in which d1ese people or places are located are
not in1portant.
To summarize, here are some key differences among the three aspects of international identity. Global identity is ve1y diffuse, based on
the common denominators of humanity. Everyone in the world is viewed
as belonging to same group: humanity. Common features and universals
such as basic human needs and rights are stressed. Differences among
people are viewed as less in1portant d1an sin1ilarities.
Social identities, whether cross-cutting or regional, always denote
an in-group of people who are seen as similar and presume an out-group
of people who are different - because d1ey are not women or not African, because they are not Muslim, because they speak English instead of
French, or because they come from a country that is rich, not poor. This
aspect of international identity highlights common features when the
focus is on the in-group and differences when the focus is on the outgroup. Because the status of the in-group contributes to a person's own
sense of self-worth, the out-group tends to be viewed less favorably than
the in-group.
An individual's network is highly personal, and involves connections with specific others. Because a network involves person-to-person
connections, individuating information is often available, so the person
can be seen as both similar to self on some dimensions, and different
from self on other dimensions. The basis of connection - family, friend,
colleague, trading pa1tner - will differ across links in the ego-centered
network. The same is true for places. A place may have important associations because one lived there, because one traveled there for business
or pleasure, because one's company has a branch office there, because
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some ancestors lived there, because the place is featured in a favorite
television program, or for many other reasons.
International Identity Development

How does an international identity develop' Just as identification
with a small interacting group of people can develop based on cognitive
associations, interpersonal attraction, or common fate (Henry, Arrow, &
Carini, 1999), we believe that international identity develops based on
some combination of cognitive, affective, and behavioral routes. The
three routes arc discussed in turn below, but of course each component
influences and overlaps with the other two.
Cognitive Route

Some people belong to more than one culture, because they have
dual citizenship, because they are immigrants or refugees, because they
married someone from a different cm,ntry or because they are studying
abroad. Having multiple cultural identities can create cognitive tension,
especially if the two cultures or nationalities are very different or seen as
incompatible. Belonging to two or more cultures can generalize to intercultural identity (Sussman, 2000), an inclusive global identity. Adopting
either a global identity or a broader regional identity can resolve the
tension among multiple cultural identities (Roccas & Brewer, 2002). For
example, a woman with a German father and a French mother may find
"European" a comfortable identity, less stressful than trying to be both
German and French. Thus we predict that multiple cultural identities
should promote international identity.
Affective Route

For the cross-cutting social identity, an identity that is highly important to the self can promote empathy with all people and places that
share that identity, across national boundaries. We tend to like and feel
sympathy for people whom we see as similar to ourselves. For example
the gender identity of a feminist may increase concern for the strnggles
of women everywhere; a Christian's religious identity can promote a
sense of community with Christians everywhere in the world. Of course,
people will not necessarily define their social categories so broadly. They
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may see their social group as fellow members of a patticular church,
temple, or mosque in a patticular locale, rather than co-religionists evetywhere.
The status of valued in-groups is theorized to have implications for
self-esteem (for a recent review of the literature investigating this hypothesis, see Rubin & Hewstone, 1998). Based on this hypothesized relation, it seems plausible that people who belong to less favored minorities
in their home country may be motivated to identify with similar others
elsewhere as a way to bolster the positive distinctiveness of their group.
Chinese-Americans comprise a minority ethnic group in their home countty
(the United States), but by identifying across national boundaries, they
can take pride in belonging to the largest ethnic group in the world.
African-Americans can identify with the continent of Africa and its multitudes of cultures as a strategy to counter the lower starus of their ethnic
group within the United States. Lesbians, gays, and bi-sex:uals who are
greatly outnumbered by heterosexuals. can nevertheless -reassure themselves that "we are everywhere."
The same line of reasoning suggests thar"people who live in smaller,
less prominent countries in the world _will he more motivated to develop
a regional identity that highlights their connection with neighboring countries. The identity of North American, for example, should be endorsed
more by Canadians and Mexicans than by U.S. nationals; European identity should be emotionally more appealing to the Dutch than to Gennan
or British citizens; and Asian identity should be more attractive to
Singaporeans and Vietnamese than to citizens of the People's Republic
of China.
Behav ioral Route
Travel, migration, making friends or elating people from other countries, involvement witl1 international organizations, learning other languages, and reading about other culrures can all contribute to international identity (Sundberg & F1y, 1997). These all create interpersonal or
affective links with people and places beyond one's own nation. Global
economic networks allow people to trade goods across national boundaries. People can of course be moved to act by self-categorization and
affective ties, as when a feminist woman becomes involved in working
on international women's rights issues and travels to an international
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conference in China, or when a Muslim makes the pilgrimage to Mecca.
These trips will in turn strengthen the emotional connection to the social
identity. Sister city and partner church programs connect cities and churches in different countries, promoting a sense of connection among their
residents and members. International phone se1vice and electronic mail
and the Internet also make communication across national boundaries
very easy, facilitating the behavioral route toward developing an international personal network. Other aspects in the development of international identity include oppo1tunities, personality, and cu ltural dimensions
such as individualism and collectivism.

Indiv idua l Differences in Opportunity and Personality
People differ in the opportunities life affords them for developing
international identity. Higher social class and greater affluence afford more
opportunities for travel, and literacy opens the door to reading about
other cultures and peoples. Given equivalent opportunities, we also believe that personality factors may predispose some people to develop an
international identity. Of the big five personality dimensions, for example,
we expect that openness to experience would be associated with more
interest in people and places outside one's own countly, and hence with
the development of international identity. The individual level construct
of allocentrism, which involves a relatively greater emphasis on social
connections than on individuating personal traits (Triandis, Leung, Villareal,
& Clark, 1985) should a lso be associated with the formation of more
transnational affective and interpersonal ties, provided that relevant opportunities are available. We speculate that there may also be individual
differences in the propensity to identify with superordinate categories
versus smaller groups or subgroups. This would of course have implications for international identity, making it more or less likely that global
identity, a social identity, or personal international connections would be
activated in a particular person and context.

Indiv idualism and Collectivism
Although we expect allocentrism (the individual-level counterpa1t to
collectivism) to be associated with international identity, we p red ict that
the opposite relationship should hold for the cultural level of individualism
and collectivism. According to Triandis (1994, p. 170), movement among
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groups is easier in more individualist cultures than in more collectivist
cultures, where it is more difficult to join groups. Hence people in individualist societies are likely to hold a wider variety of group memberships, although the contacts with people in these groups may be more
superficial. According to Roccas and Brewer (2002), membership in many
different groups (multiple social identities) can lead to greater social identity
complexity, which can foster the development of superordinate social
identities and global identity, making international identity more likely in
individualist cultures.
International Commitment
In a preliminary exploration of the relationship between travel and

international identity, Sundberg and Fry (1997) proposed a distinction
between shallow and deep travel experiences. Shallow travel involves
minimal contact with local nationals, no language preparation, lodging
in international chain hotels that serve familiar foods, and visits to famous sites. Deep travel involves seeking out local people, food, customs, and less well-known places to visit, plus language preparation and
exposure to local media. Sundberg and Fry also apply the metaphor of
shallow versus deep to international identity. Internationalism can be a
shallow veneer of sophistication that does not engage important social
identities or emerge from close interpersonal connections. It can be a
core aspect of self. Or it can lie somewhere between these extremes. The
hypothesized greater propensity of people from individualist cultures to
develop an international identity, and the greater opportunity of those at
higher socioeconomic levels to travel internationally, may also be linked
to a more shallow manifestation of this identity.
In their review of literature on the self and social identity, Ellemers,
Spears, and Doosje (2002) note that the content of social identities and
the strength of association with a particular identity are often confused.
Their strategy for keeping the two distinct is to use the term "social
identity" to refer to the content of identity and the term "commitment" to
refer to the strength of people's ties. Following their lead we propose
that the shallow/deep dimension be viewed as a measure of commitment to international activities and connections. For one traveler, a visit
to a foreign shrine may be simply an opportunity to take a few photo-
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graphs, involving minimal commitment. For another traveler, who has
read several books about the country before arriving and talked to locals
about what makes the site so special, a visit to the same shrine is an
opportunity to learn more about local religious beliefs, history, and art.
Both are making an international personal link, and both will feel some
connection to the country they have visited. The degree of international
commitment, however, is quite different.
hnplications for Peace and Conflict
We believe all three forms of international identity can have both
positive and negative implications. These are described, with examples,
below.
GI-Obal Identity

Global identity promotes working for the good of the whole, with
its emphasis on universal human rights. At its best, it inspires coordination and cooperation among the people of all nations to improve the
quality of life for all. Mary Robinson, UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights, defined this type of commitment as fundamental to the United
Nations: "Almost by definition, and certainly according to its charter, the
United Nations exists to promote human rights" (Robinson, 1998). Those
who work for international aid agencies such as Oxfam, that are concerned with the well-being of people eve1ywhere, exemplify the positive
actions inspired by global identity.
Yet people who see themselves as "world citizens" may not fully
appreciate or respect national differences. Well-intentioned internationalists may over-generalize a practice that has proved useful in their own
country and take an inappropriate "one-size fits all" approach that is
actually based on ethnocentric assumptions. Less well-intentioned internationalists may take an imperialist view of the world as a field of operations for oneself and one's country, often with scant regard for the aspirations of people whose interests are not in harmony with one's own.
The anti-globalization movement can be viewed as a protest against a
dark side of global identity by people who are, paradoxically, themselves motivated by a broad identification that we would classify as global human identity.
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Social Identity
Regional or cross-cutting social identity promotes cooperation across
national boundaries with similarly identified others, through trade, political ties, or mutual aid. We can see this, for example, in the international
women's movement, and in the outpouring of sympathy and aid to Palestinians by other Arabs and Muslims who identify with their cause. The
emergence of the European Union, a prime example of regional ·'European" identity, has brought much closer integration and cooperation among
member nations. While il1ese nations will continue to argue amongst
themselves about agricultural and monetary policies, the likelihood of
armed hostilities among member nations now seems remote, in sharp
contrast to the situation during much of the last centu1y.
Whenever social identities are activated, however, intragroup benefits are frequently gained at the expense of positive relations with outgroup members. Cross-national sympathy for the Palestinian cause, for
example, inspires anger and hatred for Israelis and, through a process of
generalization, also fuels anti-Semitism. Those on the other side reciprocate with hatred of Palestinians, and by the same generalization process,
distrust and dislike of Muslims generally. Emotional connection and identification with one patty to a conflict at the expense of the other panies
makes it harder for outsiders to mediate tl1e conflict. Stronger commitment to the in-group may worsen the chances for reconciliation. Among
people who encountered information about the negative behavior of
their in-group, less committed members felt more guilt (Doosje, Haslam,
Spears, Oakes, & Koomen,1998) and were more inclined to support apology to and restitution for the victimized out-group as strategies (Branscombe, Doosje, & McCarty, in press) than were those who were highly
commined to the in-group. It may be that the ability to shift focus to the
global identity tlrnt highlights commonality and the human rights of all is
constrained by a strongly committed social identity for any in-group
International Personal Links
Personal links that connect people to other countries promote collaboration, a sense of community, and engender empathy and concern for
the well-being of people in other nations. If an ea1thquake occurs in India,
for example, tl10se of us living elsewhere will tl1ink most immediately of
me people we know- "Is my friend all right? Is my cousin's family okay'"-
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but that concern is easily generalized when we realize that even if our
friend and our extended family is fine, it is quite likely that the friends of
our friends, or their extended family, or their colleagues or neighbors may
be affected. In his study of ethnic conflict between Hindus and Muslims,
Yarshney (2002, p. 127) found that civic associations that connected people
across ethnic boundaries protected a community from conununal violence
at times of ethnic tension within the country as a whole. These associations generated multiple layers of interpersonal connections in people's personal networks: their children played together, and the adults ate together
in social settings, discussed books together in reading clubs, and were
joint members of ubiquitous trade associations. While this study focused
on conflict within a nation, we believe the same logic should hold for interpersonal connections across nations. Volunteer organizations such as
the Peace Corps in d1e United States or World Accord in Canada send people to work on site in a host counay. Whether the commitment is for years
or a matter of weeks, the personal ties d1ese contacts create promotes
positive attitudes and cross-national identification for the people involved.
Of course, one cannot assume d1at all personal links are positive.
Negative personal links can work against peaceful international relations.
An example has been the deeply personal animosity between Sharon
and Arafat, which has promoted continuing conflict and worked against
any initiatives for peace. Conflict also creates negative personal links,
and can sour existing links that were once positive. This is one of the
bitterest results of civil wars and other conflicts among close neighbors
Overall, however, we believe that international connections embedded
wid1in people's personal networks are among the most promising resources for peace.
Application to the September 11"' Attacks
To connect our ideas about international identity with a specific
event, we asked ourselves how they might frame our thinking about the
events of September 11, 2001. The motivation for the attack can easily be
connected to an international cross-cutting social identity. The social identification of al Qaeda members wid1 their international radical Islamic
militant group inspired action on behalf of this in-group against d1e outgroup of infidels and the United States in particular. Commitment of the
members to this international identity was clearly strong.
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In terms of initial consequences for international identity, the attack
on the Pentagon had different implications than the destruction of the
World Trade Center towers. The attack on Pentagon, a U.S. symbol, activates the national social identity of American. The attack on the World
Trade Center, however, evokes a more international identity. The twin
towers were located in the same world city where the U.N. is located,
and were part of a global network of World Trade centers. These international associations cue global identity and the feeling that this is a tragic
event for the world, not just for people who live in New York. New York
is also a "hub" in the global network that connects people. It is a city of
immigrants and a popular tourist destination, and millions of people have
seen images of the New York skyline even if they have never been there
themselves. People in many nations are thus connected to New York
City either directly or via a small number of personal links. The victims
included people from many nations. This promotes empathy and concern
for all victims of the attack, in a way that probably doesn't generalize to
victims of the attack on the Pentagon, a military center for a single country.

Conclusion and Further Questions
International identity refers to those aspects of a person's sense of
self that transcend national boundaries. Three types of international identity
can be .distinguished - global world citizenship, such as what Socrates
espoused; shared memberships in a social category such as scientist or
transnational religious or regional memberships; and idiosyncratic personal links, that connect a person to other people and places across national boundaries. Among the many implications of international identity
for peace and conflict, we wonder what approaches to peace-making or
negotiation promote (or inadvertently discourage) positive aspects of
international identity among combatants and third parties, and vice versa.
How do people balance global identity and international personal networks with the pull of social identification, with its emphasis on ingroups and out-groups? We think of these different forms as all being
potentially present in each person's self structure. But how are they organizecl' Does the activation of one form facilitate or inhibit the activation
of other forms' These and many other questions await further attention
and research
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WOMEN AND PEACEBUIIDING IN A
MULTICULTURAL SOCIE1Y
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My chapler is not a theoretical discourse on peacebuilding. Instead,
it describes my observations and experiences about peacebuilding in a
multicultural society such as Indonesia.
Let me sta1t by saying that peacebuilding is a complex struggle in a
world where militaristic domination is still a nearly universal reality. Nevenheless, attainmet}t of peace is a dream for n1any of us who are living in
societies where social and political conflicts have brought misery to many.
Therefore, one of the major challenges we continue to face aL the stan of
the new millennium is the achievement of a genuine lasting peace, at a
global as well as national level.
A fundamental problem of peace is violence. While a concept of
peace is more then the absence of war, peace will ultimately depends on
the absence of armed conflict (Galtung, 1961). This son of peace, also
called negative peace, is essential to the transcendence of all other forms
of violence. But genuine lasting peace requires the reduction and elimination of structural violence, derived from existing social and economic
instituUons such as traditions, social values or econo1nic policies that
cause experiences of violence in life and the reduction of well-being.
Statements of the conditions of justice and equity that comprise positive peace are included in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Peace is the antithesis of exploitation, marginalization and oppression. Building lasting peace is in essence respecting human rights and
human dignity. People, despite the diversity of race, ethnicity, religion,
ideology, gender, and so fotth, have the same basic needs and wishes: to
be free from fear and free from want. The essence of it is: to live in peace
and happiness.
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Peace and Cultural Diversity

Culture takes diverse forms across time and space. It is embodied in
the uniqueness and plurality of the identities of the social groups that
make up humankind. It is a source of exchange, innovation and creativity and is as necessa1y for humankind as biodiversity is for nature. It is
therefore the common heritage of humanity for the benefit of present
and future generations. The process of globalization facilitated by the
rapid development of information technology presents a challenge for
cultural diversity. On the other hand, renewed aspirations for cultural
identity have spurred intercultural conflicts. It is respect for human rights
that guarantees cultural diversity.
Human rights are indivisible, interdependent, universal, and inalienable (Vienna, 1993). Cultural rights are an inherent part of human rights
and include the right to be able to express oneself in the language of
one's choice, the right to quality education and training that fully respect
one's cultural identity, and a commitment to fundamental freedoms such
as freedom from fear and freedom from want.
In all, respect for human rights is the essential prerequisite for peace
building and includes a recognition that cultural diversity is the common
heritage of humanity despite the fact that culture takes diverse forms
across time and space
Unity in Diversity

Indonesia's 200 million citizens form the world's fourth most populated country and, at 90% Muslim, the country has a greater number of
Muslims than any other nation. Indonesia's 313 ethnic groups, many with
distinct languages, live in an archipelago of more then 10,000 small and
large islands (some data even suggest 17,000 islands). The archipelago
spans more than 9,000 kilometers from east to west. While Islam is the
religion of the majority population, other religious belief systems have
thrived in the nation's distinct communities over many centuries. This
cultural and religious diversity is something that, historically, the Indonesian people have taken great pride in.
Indonesia's national symbol is Unity in Diversity. Our founding fathers conceived this unifying theme in 1945 to symbolize a newly independent, multiethnic society spread over a large geographical area that
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had a history of more than three hundred years of colonization. As a
multiethnic society with a colonial past, nation building became a priority for Indonesia. This goal presented a political as well as a social challenge because it was in essence changing the experience of subordination (by the colonial powers) into more equal social relationships among
the various members of society. The national symbol Unity in Diversity
became the vehicle to achieve that goal. This choice of symbols implies
that, on a macro level, the achievement of peace cannot be dissociated
from overcoming political and social relations of domination and subordination, of the superiority of one major ethnic group over the other.
Attaining peace and peacebuilding is essentially the elimination of unjust
relationships. Peacebuilding in this context is developing trust in "the
other" within the context of equality. From a psychological perspective,
real peace thrives on mutual trust: it is not the absence of open conflicts,
but the presence of policies, concrete activities, commissions, peace accords, reports or other efforts that create mutual trust and feelings of
justice in the patties involved. Peace is therefore also the absence of
dominance over "the other" and the presence of trust in "the other." In
the struggle for peace building these criteria raise the level of complexity
in a multicultural society in transition

Indonesia: A Multicultural Society in Transition
Indonesia's history since Independence (1945) has not been free
from periods of violence, spurred by religious or ethnic sentiments. It
also has a histo1y of suppressing violence with milita1y force.
The change from an authoritarian regime backed by a powerful
military into a more democratic system in 1998 is referred to by many as
Indonesia's period of transition. It is in this historical transition that Indonesia began experiencing widespread armed conflict in several regions
simultaneously, including Aceh, Papua, Maluku, West Kalimantan, and
Central Sulawesi, causing misery to thousands and perhaps millions of
our compatriots (See Map). Thousands have lost their lives and more
than one million now live as displaced persons, most of them women
and children. The problem of displaced persons is a new phenomenon
in Indonesia. While some areas, such as Aceh and Papua - and East
Timor prior to the recent UN-sponsored referendum - have experienced
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violent conflicts at the hands of the military for more than a decade, the
level of violence reached a new high following the May 1998 fall of the
authoritarian leader President Soeharto.
In addition to the multicultural aspects of Indonesian society, the
current religious and ethnic violence demonstrates how religious and
ethnic identities can be politicized, making peacebuilding effo1ts an even
more complex struggle. Poveny and unequal access to resources, an
unaccountable state bureaucracy, and a weak judicia1y also prolong these
conflicts.

Peacebuilding: Two Approaches
Two qualitatively different approaches to peacebuilding can be identified, both of which recognize the complexity of peacebuilding.
A Macro-leve~ Top-down Approach
One approach to peacebuilding Stans at a macro level. Peacebuilding
eff01ts have a national agenda in which high level government and milita1y officials are the initiators and actively involve themselves in peace
effotts. An example is the dialogue among representatives of the central
government, including rnilitaty personnel, who through negotiations with
the leaders in the conflict torn provinces are trying to find solutions
agreeable to the parties involved. Such dialogues were held in two provinces in our archipelago, Aceh and Papua.
In Aceh (the most western province in Indonesia) and Papua (the
most eastern province), the armed conflicts are between the Indonesian
security forces and those suspected to be "rebel armies." To control the
rebellion, these two provinces have been designated as "rnil ita1y zones"
fo r more then a decade. Severa l peace conferences have been held in
Geneva, Switzerland to seek a solution for the province of Aceh. These
conferences were sponsored by the UN 1-Juman Rights Commission with
representatives from Aceh and the central government. These events also
serve as an example of how international pressure is utilized to find a
peaceful solution for ongoing conflicts in Indonesia.
' n Ma luku, the communal conflict is more along religious and eth nic
lines. It is between neighboring communities of different ethnicity and/
o r religion who previously lived side by side peacefully. In this province,
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the milita,y is positioned to set the groundwork for peace. In reality they
are not always preventing the bloody battles, and are even suspected as
the instigators and perpetrators of the ongoing conflict. Lately, the central government changed its policy to reduce the conflict. Peace negotiations called Malina 1 and Dwere held with the Indonesian Minister for
Social Welfare as the main initiator. He has the responsibility to halt the
conflict and find peaceful solutions for this province.
Both of these peace effo11s were mainly government sponsored,
although confliding parties were invited to join. Many observers consider this a top clown approach that has failed to produce the peace
desired by the people living in the conflict areas. It is an example of
achieving negative peace because it primarily aims at halting the violence, often armed conflicls, albeit only temporarily. Since the conflicts
are still going on, the efforts are also looked upon with skepticism by
some observers as well as by some of the victims because it has not yet
reduced their misery at the grass roots level
A Micro-leve~ Bottom-up Approach
The second approach to peacebuilding emanates from civil society
groups, men and women, usually known as human rights defenders
Their agenda for peacebuilding is focused on the protection and promotion of human rights by creating awareness about unjust actions experienced by members of society in general. As human rights defenders,
their focus is to defend those who are victimized by the existing power
holders. The victims can be workers unjustly treated by their employers,
the urban poor who become victims of forced evictions by the provincial
g9vernment, or journalists who are beaten by the military or the police,
as well social and political activists detained by the police or families of
kidnap victims. In their work as human rights defenders tl1ey lobby and
negotiate witl1 power holders, they mediate witl1 the victims to find a
solution that meets tl1eir needs for justice, and if necessary they find
tempora1y shelters for victims of abuse. They also provide assistance to
victims who need to obtain legal justice. The Legal Aid groups, as pan of
civil society, work toward breaking the cycle of impunity by making sure
that perpetrators of abuse are brought to coun even where the judiciary
is still weak.
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Figure 1. Map of Indonesia.

In accordance with their work and goals, the human rights defenders also work on legal reform. They have Proposed to parliament a new
law, the Law for Witness and Victim protection. The absence of this law
has left witnesses or victims of abuse, especially victims of political abuse,
fearful to come forward to testify. Victims of domestic abuse, which is on
rise in Indonesia, have also been reticent to come forward.
The human rights defenders have also been in the forefront to push
for the ratification of related international human rights instruments. They
were successful in getting the UN Convention on Torture ratified in 1998.
Although in reality the ratification of UN instruments does not automatically change the attitude or behavior of law enforcers, we should
recognize it as an important step for protection of human rights and as a
peacebuilding strategy. The ratification of a UN human rights instrument
means a formal commitment by the government to comply with the principles contained in the human rights document. The human rights defenders are therefore an example of groups or individuals who are working toward the attainment of positive peace. If we compare this approach
with the first one, it is clear that they work with qualitatively different
strategies to achieve their goal. Human rights defenders are active in
conflict as well as non-conflict areas.
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These human rights defenders play an increasingly impo1tant role in
building positive peace. Pressures from human rights defenders in national
and international contexts have not been entirely without success. Our
Parliament passed the new Law on Human Rights in 1999 and also has
established by law an ad-hoc human rights tribunal to try cases of crimes
against humanity. The ad-hoc tribunal has increased the expectation of
victims of gross human rights violations that the government is committed
to breaking the cycle of impunity. Victims will believe the government is
serious about this commitment if they can show that they are serious in
bringing to trial the perpetrators of state abuse. It is however still a dream,
but we hope that it will be realized in the near future. For us in Indonesia,
these are all new developments and can be categorized as building blocks
towards building positive peace.
Protection of human rights requires a conducive environment. The
new human rights law and the ad-hoc human rights tribunal are just a start
in providing this en;_,ironment. It has been our experience that presently
even human rights defenders are not free from violent attacks by hostile
groups in society. Recently in Jakarta, human rights defenders were attacked by a group that calls itself Forum Betawi Rempug (a forum of some
indigenous citizens of Jakarta). Forum Betawi Rempug attacked human
rights defenders and the urban poor while they were reporting ongoing
forced evictions to the National Commission of Human Rights. Since this
incident, human rights defenders arranged dialogues witl1 the Jakarta
Police Commander to make sure that the perpetrators, who are already
in police custody, will be brought to cou1t. However, the police commitment to serious investigations of the perpetrators is also still a dream for
the victims as well as for the human rights defenders. These events demonstrate the complexity of the struggle for justice and positive peace in a
society in which the judiciary is still weak, law enforcement is unjust, and
intermittent violence still occurs in various parts of the country.
Peacebuilding in a ]\Julticultural Society
If we reflect on the two different approaches to peacebuilding in
Indonesia as a multicultural society, what can be identified as important
aspects of positive peace? Let us start with the concept of culture.
On a societal level, culture is a set of distinctive spiritual, material,
intellectual, and emotional features of a society or a social group. It en-
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compasses lifestyles, ways of living together, value systems, traditions
and beliefs as well as art and literature. As a psychological construct it is
a set of beliefs, attitudes and values that works as a filter in perceiving
the world. Culture is also at the heart of identity formation, on a national
as well as a personal level.
In a multicultural society, peace is to .achieve a set of humane conditions regardless of ethnicity, religion or gender in which the experiences of peacefulness are as varied as human cultures and perspectives.
Much of the violence that afflicts human society results from a lack
of equality. It is injustices and inequalities that are often at the root of
many tensions and feelings of distrust, and the cause of social and armed
conflict. While there is a growing realization that peace is not simply the
antithesis of war, the reduction and elimination of war is a goal never to
be abandoned in the struggle toward the achievement of a just and lasting peace. Peace can thus be envisioned as creating specific political,
economic, and social conditions that make the world more just and increase the areas of agreement among nations and peoples. It is a continuing process that is carried on by institutions; not only the United Nations, but also

by governments, non-governrnental organizations, w01nen's

movements, and individual citizens. Positive peace building is thus also a
struggle to work for a set of humane and equitable social condition that
fulfill the human need to be free from fear and want.
During or after conflicts, peacebuilding becomes a process of trust
building among those who has lost trust in "the other." As a consequence, dialogues among conflicting parties should in essence aim at building
mutual trust among the parties involved.
Building Trust in the Othe r
There are several factors that usually play a role in the loss of trust in
"the other," thus creating distrust among nations, groups or individuals.
At a social level this loss may take the fo1111 of unbalanced power relationships in which "the other" is ·considered a threat. At the national
level, "the other" is considered a threat to the national security of the
country and is considered an enemy that should be destroyed. The ethnic and religious conflicts, as well as the armed conflicts in various parts
of Indonesia have these characteristics.
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At a personal level, distrust is a consequence of negative experiences in personal relmionships, stereotypes about members from a different religion or ethnic group, gender bias, or simply general distrust of
others. For example, women may experience violence just because they
were born female.
Trust as a psychological construct as well as a social construct is
therefore related to the fulfillment of security needs. As a social const:ruct, trust is related to national_security. At both levels it should mean
the fulfillment of human security. It is building a humane world where
people can live in security and dignity, free from poverty and despair, a
dream for many that should be enjoyed by all.
In essence human security means freedom from pervasive threats to
people's rights, their safety or even their lives. Safety is the hallmark of
freedom from fear, and well-being is the target of freedom from want.
Human development and human security are therefore two sides of the
same coin, mutually reinforcing and leading to a conducive environment
for each other (first meeting Human Security Network, 1999). We can
therefore say that human security and positive peace, in its broadest
sense, embraces far more than the absence of violent conflict. It encompasses human rights, good governance, access to education and health
care, and ensuring that each individual has opportunities and choices to
fulfill her or his potential. In a multicultural society in transition, it is our
experience that the fulfillment of freedom from want and freedom from
fear as interrelated building blocks of human security or building positive peace is still a real challenge.

Building Positive P e a ce is Building Mutual Trust
As fellow psychologists we all know that trust as a psychological
construct was first introduced by Erik Erikson (1963). Erikson talks about
"basic trust" as the cornerstone of a mentally healthy developing personality, or the well-being of each individual.
At a macro level, trust building is a people-centered way of thinking
about peacebuilding. Nations work together and individually to combat
poverty (to fulfill freedom from want) and to contribute to sustainable
human development (to fulfill freedom from fear). In particular, they
commit themselves to working toward the improvement of the wellbeing of all peoples and to promote respect for human rights. It is within
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this context that peacebuilding becomes identical to trust building. Central to this thinking is to tty to establish boundaries of what seems possible in human relations, on an international, regional and national level.
Developing dialogues among the parties concerned is one type of boundary. The other type is involving women , who are the other half of humanity, in peace negotiations. If trust-building is an inherent part of peace
building, how do we create trust in a multicultural/multiethnic society?
Trust-building for peacebuilding in a multiethnic society requires
co-operation among its various ethnic/ cultural groups. First of all, this
process requires respect for each others' different values, traditions and
religious beliefs, and working together based on these differences. It
includes respect for the existing traditional rituals as well as innovations
developed in the process itself.
Progress is only possible if there is tolerance for each others' differences. Thus, cultural diversity should be seen as an asset rather then a
threat. In line with Erikson's concept of personality development, trustbuilding is a prerequisite for creating a feeling of security. This security is
reflected in conflict-torn regions where women and men are working
together to achieve positive peace. It is this reality that underscores the
point that peacebuilding as trust-building is a necessity not only to achieve
national security, but more importantly to achieve human security. It
underlies the building of a society in which everyone can live free from
fear and free from want.
To summarize: peacebuilding in a multicultural society is the possibility of developing mutual trust and creating human security among
people regardless of race, ethnicity, religion or gender. It is a complex
interaction of:
•

The recognition that existing cultural diversity within society is an
enriching factor to achieve Unity in Diversity
Genuine respect for ethnic and religious differences within one's
society
Recognition that intercultural dialogue is the best guarantee for peace
Creating a climate of mutual trust to ensure harmonious cultural
interaction

Breaking the cycle of impunity as a responsibility to restore the
human dignity of victims of intercultural violence
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A realization that negative peace is just a stage in the process of
achieving positive peace
Peacebuilding clearly demands the participation of men and women
as equal partners.
What is the Role of Women in Peacebuildin.g?
Gende red Experie nces of Conflict

Both men and women can live in fear of becoming victims of violence by criminals and unjust governments. Both can also become victims of structural violence when as human beings they are impeded by
poverty or other types of discrin1ination and deprivation. However, men
and women also have different experiences of violence. Men are more
likely to experience the direct violence of armed combat. Some women
experience violence in the same way, but in addition they also are victimized by fonns of violence peculiar to women's experience: from being helpless to save their loved ones from the violence of armed conflict;
and from the pain engendered by economic structures that impose cruel
deprivations. These situations cannot be dissociated from the fact that
prevailing social values identify women as responsible for the well-being
of the family. They suffer as well from caring deeply about the plight of
all who fall victim to disasters inflicted by social conflicts.
Data collected by female human rights defenders and humanitarian
workers show that during conflicts, women are killed or lose their homes,
loved ones and relatives. They are often accused of supporting "the enemy," of holding strategic information, or of having witnessed human
rights violations, all of which place them in peril of becoming targets of
kidnapping, murder, and various types of torture. Women are victims of
widespread violence of sexual abuse and rape, often during nighttime
raids of rural homes in an attempt to intimidate the community in search
for husbands or men considered to be members of the rebellious group.
In camps for displaced persons, the perpetrators are men in general.
They can be friends of the victims' husbands, members of community
youth groups, as well as members of the military. Women are often the
victims of racially motivated assaults, as is the case during the attack in
Abepura, Papua.
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Women's Perception of Peace
Women's perceptions of peace present a view from the other half of
humanity. This view has been formally aniculated since the United Nations International Women's Decade (1975-1985). The decade resulted in
the development of an outline of a comprehensive view on peace and
was the essential channel and institutional mechanism for the realization
of the social aspirations of the human family based on gender equality. It
adhered to the principle of non-discrimination as an imponant aspect of
the rights-based approach. The 1979 adoption of the UN instrument on
The Elimination of All Types of Discrimination, until now the only
gendered international instrument, was a milestone in its global recognition that women's rights are human rights. A related UN instrument acknowledged that peace and development require the full and equal participation of women in civil and political affairs.
The Women's Decade underscored this relationship by stating that:
"the full and effective promotion of women's rights can best occur in
conditions of international peace and security." Through the theme "Equality, Development and Peace," women formulated and promoted alternatives to resistance to war, struggled for social justice and human rights,
and strove for social conditions in which people can live free from fear
and free from want. In the past, women's perceptions of peace were
given little or no attention in policy making but recent research is more
likely to examine gender differences. The "Peace Tent" at the 1985 Nairobi
Conference on Women allowed women from all over the world to exchange ideas on peace issues and has set in motion means of collaborating that still have a profound influence on women's peace movements.
Since then women all over the globe have developed their own agendas
for building peace according to the specific issues they are facing in their
individual countries and cultural environments.
We have now learned that the roles women play in peacebuikling
are defined by their perceptions of conflict in general. Men view conflicts
as a "struggle or war" which must be won despite casualties. Women on
the other hand view conflict as a necessary evil in communities. When
husbands or sons are killed not only do women have to bear the pain of
losing a child or a husband, but they are often not able to grieve because
they have to take care of their surviving children. In many cases women
as victims of violence have to assume responsibilities as head of the
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family without any means of income. They are required to care for the
physically and emotionally injured, and tend to the rehabilitation of their
homes as well as their own lives. Therefore, it is not surprising that
women tend to focus on the cessation of violence.
Conflict can leave a legacy of bitter social and ethnic divisions among
members of society, such as was experienced by women in Aceh, Maluku ,
Papua and other conflict areas where women and children were often
the primary victims of violence. But many women have challenged their
role as victims, playing an invaluable part in peace making and reconstruction of their families and their communities.
Women as Active Participants in Peacebuilding

Women must make a determined decision to overcome the social ,
religious and political obstacles that hinder their public activities. The
women of Aceh mad,;, such a decision at the first All Aceh Women's
Congress (2000), which was attended by about 500 Acehnese women
leaders. They participated in a personal capacity as well as representing
social and religious organizations from all over Aceh. As women they
were detennined to end the ongoing conflict in Aceh. Almost every family in that region has lost a brother, husband, father, uncle, or other
relatives. Many of Acehnese women and girls were victims of gender
based violence.
An outcome of this congress was an unprecedented blueprint of
how women want to work together to find solutions for peace. Participants also formed an institution called Balai Inong Aceh composed of
three main program areas: commissions for peace, for economic assistance, and for legal assistance. Women engaged in peace activities in
Aceh continue to use this collective commitment as a reference point.
In the same year, Papua women also convened the Papua Women's
Congress. Using their traditional belief and value system they named
their program activities "to hit forest pigs with a spear" (memanah babi
hutan). Their ultimate objective: to create well-being and peace in the
heart of every Papuan woman who has suffered years of conflict and to
erase the image of being "koteka" women (women who are still backwards). They bond together to build strength, referred to as "binding
together as a broom" (sapu lidi). This symbol of unity was based on their
perceptions that women have been separated from each other because
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of the ongoing conflicts in many parts of their province. In the face of
unjust treatment by the military forces, they felt that women need to
"hold each other" by sharing their hopes and cooperating in non-violent
activities directed toward building peace and well-being for all of them.
These two congresses brought to light the manner in which ongoing conflict brings misery to women and children and illustrated how
women can initiate the search for solutions consistent with their shared
values and belief systems. Women, although not yet given the recognition they deserve, are definitely at the forefront of various positive peace
efforts.
Rape in the Jakarta Riots
In peace efforts the role of women humanitarian workers cannot be
underestimated. This role can be demonstrated by the following example.
During the three day riot in Jakarta during May 1998, now also
remembered as the "May Tragedy," it was a report by a woman from the
Humanitarian Volunteers that brought to national attention the bmtal
rapes of more then one hundred Indonesian women and girls of Chinese
descent. Her report received wide media coverage, nationally and internationally. It created disbelief that such atrocities could happen in the
capital city of Indonesia. Many social and religious groups made public
statements which in essence were demands for the government and the
military commander in charge of security to explain what happened during those riots. But they never responded-nor did they deny the report.
In this charged political situation, a group of 22 women decided to
see the President (who was just 53 days in office) to demand from him that
the government condemn the riots and the accompanying rapes and make
an apology to the victims and their families. In a personal dialogue wid1
the President the report of the rapes was discussed in detail. The group
needed more then three hours to convince the President that d1e government should condemn and apologize for the atrocities experienced by the
victims and their families. At the end of the meeting the President made a
live television appearance to condemn the riots and the rapes. He also
consented to the women's demand that the Combined Investigation Team
include an investigation of the rapes that took place during the May Tragedy. They also demanded that he established a National Commission on
Violence against Women. This commission, now more commonly known
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as Komnas Perempuan, was established in October 1998 by a presidential
decree. It is an independent commission that uses the UN Declaration on
Violence Against Women as a reference in its program activities. It also
adheres to the agreement that violence against women is a human rights
violation (1993).
Komnas Perempuan

Komnas Perempuan has been using "learning from each other and
together" as a strategy to work toward peacebuilding, especially in a
pa1tnership with local women's organizations in the conflict areas as well
as with neighboring countries such as Sri Lanka, Philippines, and Malaysia in which women have experience in working toward peace during
ongoing conflict. South African women's experience has also become an
important reference for us. Komnas Perempuan has used a participatory
approach in developing its services for survivors of violence to make
sure that it meets the existing needs and traditions adhered to by the
women being assisted. We now have developed psychological services
for trauma victims and community education programs jointly with the
organizations at the local level. Learning together with women from these
regions is an important strategy not only because of the cultural diversity
in our country, but also because of the shortage of experienced professionals working on peace at the grassroots level. At a more national
level, Komnas Perempuan is working on legal reform to give better protection to female victims of violence.
Women's Positive Peacebuilding in Indonesia

We now have ample evidence that women in Indonesia, as is the
case elsewhere around the globe, are not only passive victims of violence but also play an important role in positive peacebuilding. They
hold congresses, create new institutions, and perform important activities "on the ground." Some of these activities are summarized here.
In Aceh: women who are witnesses to atrocities have started documenting incidents of human rights violations. They have taken on this
responsibility because men are mainly treated with suspicion as being a
potential rebel.
In Maluku, Aceh and Papua: Women have developed strong networks of relationships and information sharing linking villages, cities,
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and the national capital. These networks convey messages that contribute to building support systems and advocacy strategies connecting local, national, and international levels.
InMaluku: Deep felt bitterness and anger have divided Muslim and
Christian communities, but women are crossing enemy lines and setting
up organizations composed of members from both communities to meet
their common practical needs. They have formed a solidarity movement
and have brought their experiences of building peace in their divided
communities to the attention of high level officials at the central government. In their efforts to end the ongoing violence and to demand accountability of its perpetrators, these same women have been building alliances to strategize together and come up with concrete steps for action,
for example bringing their demands to the central government in Jakarta.
Why Are Women Absent from the Peace Negotiation Table?

Around the globe, women's active role in peace-making has not
been given the needed attention in formal peace negotiations. This is a
fact which should be given our combined attention as psychologists because it is in essence influenced by the worldwide belief that women's
place is in the domestic sphere, not the public sphere. Psychologists
should be able to contribute to changing this prejudice. Why?
By introducing women's issues as war and peace issues, concepts of
peace become broader and more complex, and extend far beyond the
mere absence of wars. It is a view that the possibilities for peace rest in
large measure on the possibilities for women, for their full emancipation
and for the realization of their vision of peace and human security.
But discrimination involving various aspects of women's lives has
resulted in their experience in peacebuilding being ignored and viewed
around the world as of little importance. The reality, as this chapter illustrates, is quite different. The ongoing inequality in gender relationships,
in the home as well as in society, is responsible for women's inability to
be recognized as stakeholders in peacebuilding efforts.
The need for recognition of women as peace builders has been the
theme of the International Women's Day at the United Nations (March,
2000). On this occasion, UN Secretary General Kofi Annan specifically
announced the need for the presence of women around the negotiating
table. He made a call to all member countries to include women in their
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negotiations for peace, at international and national levels. He believes
that women's approaches to social relations and economic necessity reflect needed capacities that all humans should develop. He acknowledged that women's domestic role in accommodating differences and
mediating conflicts has engendered a repertoire of skills that can be effectively applied at the community and national levels, but these skills
have been ignored or rejected in the public sphere. Kofi Arman's call for
the presence of women around the negotiating table is supported by the
belief that women's experiences and skills as nurturers open possibilities
for unprecedented policies in sustaining peace and development. It is
not that women are better then men, but women can bring different
experiences to the negotiating table that introduce possibilities for new
policies to achieve lasting peace.
What Are the Implications for Peacebuilding in the Future?
Principles developed in psychology and by cross-cultural and cultural psychologists can contribute to global peace processes in important
ways. There is a need to apply psychological concepts and analyses to
conflict resolution and to raise awareness in policymakers and institution
builders about psychological factors which may hamper or can strengthened the processes of peacebuilding. Based on what we know today,
what can psychology as a science offer to make positive peace a reality
for people living in conflict areas' Here are some questions that we can
ponder:
By recognizing that the root causes of conflict are unfulfilled or
threatened human needs (such as the psychological need to be free
from fear and free from want, the need for justice, dignity and recognition), how can psychologists contribute to the process and what
are the critical and practical psychological principles that can be
applied in the field of conflict resolution and peacebuilding?
•
Since the process of peacebuilding also requires humanizing the
other persons or communities whose purpose in life has been humiliated or destroyed, trust-building becomes very important. How
can psychologists make policymakers aware of the importance of
developing the kind of mutual trust needed for peace building on a
macro level?
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One of the main obstacles to Kofi Annan's call that more women
should sit around the peace negotiations table is ongoing prejudice
about women's place (which is in the home) and the adherence to
masculine values (men's role is in the public sphere) that continuously reinforce women's subservient place in society. What is the
role of psychology in changing these cultural norms, especially as a
social construct?
What roles should psychology and/ or psychologists play in peacebuilding efforts in general, when the reality is that we are living in a
world in which the culture of violence is the dominant force'
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RESEARCH AND REFLECI1ONS ON
INDIGENOUS PSYCHOLOGIES
John G. Adair and William Gabrenya

Indigenous psychology has been a sometimes-contrarian feature of
cross-cultural psychology congresses for at least the past decade, but this is
the first time a separate section in the proceedings volumes has been devoted to the topic. Traditionalists often view indigenous psychologists as at
one with that other great adversary, "cultural psychology," at the same time
that indigenous psychologists struggle to define their own identity and place
in the field (see the special issue on Indigenous, Cultural, and Cross-Cultural
Psychologies in the Asian journal ofSocial Psychology, 3 (3), 2000). At the
risk of oversin1plifying,, we suggest that-as a part of this struggle-the
congress presentations of indigenous psychologists and much of their published work share several features: (1) their primary message is to advocate
and promote indigenous thinking and research methods; (2) in the service
of this goal, they emphasize the qualitative uniqueness of local cultural
psychology as a counter to traditional universalistic assertions; and (3) they
define themselves and their approach, at least in part, as an alternative to
Western psychology.
This characterization of indigenous psychology is reflected in SangChin Choi's keynote address at the Yogyakarta congress, rewritten as Choi
and Kim for the first chapter in this section. Choi and Kim emphasize each
of these elements while comparing and contrasting the relational meaniing
of the concept of trust in Korean society with the individualistic meaniing
of trust within Western society. Because meaning is derived from culture,
indigenous and cultural psychology, they assert, are necessary for an understanding of thought and behavior within eastern and western societies.
In addition to their distinctive research programs, indigenous psychologies may be viewed as intellectual-social phenomena, or as social
movements that can be studied in their own right. The remaining chapters
in this section were brought together as a symposium to look at indigenous psychology in this way, in contrast to advocating for it or developing its theory or method.
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Taking a global rather than a culture-specific perspective on indigenous psychology presents interesting opportunities for analysis and discourse. Each of the remaining section contributors took distinctly different
approaches to this task. In the first of these chapters, Adair looked at the
process of indigenization, asking: how is a newly imported psychology
nurtured, made culturally appropriate, and developed to become an established discipline contributing to the understanding of thoughts and
behaviors in the new culture? He contends that beyond indigenization
every national discipline must undergo a process of autochthonization or
gradual development into a mature and independent, self-sustaining discipline. Gabrenya has studied indigenous psychologies as a social movement from a sociology of science perspective. In his chapter, he outlines
various paths that lead psychologists to leave traditional, usually American, psychology behind and set off in an indigenous direction. He wonders who can and who may study other people's indigenous movements,
and whether scientific progress matters in such an analysis. Vohra's chapter poses the question, is there substantial difference between the indigenous developments in one country compared to another, or is the model
for all indigenous psychologies similar? To answer this question, she
reviews and illustrates the unique conditions underlying psychology in
India that have led it to develop quite a different indigenous psychology
from those found elsewhere. In the fourth chapter, Hwang differentiates
between two levels of conceptualization: the micro-world created by
individual scientists and the life-world experienced by people living in the
culture. Indigenous psychologies study the life-world experienced within
a culture; universal psychology is defined by the micro-world. In the final
chapter, Poortinga questions the underlying logic of an indigenous psychology approach, and concludes that insiders do not have a natural
advantage when it comes to theoretical insights. However, variations in
knowledge and insights associated with various indigenous perspectives
can enrich psychology as a universal science.
The chapters in this section raise some interesting questions and issues for indigenous psychologists to consider. Whether or not they will
influence thinking about indigenous psychologies, we perceive two not
necessarily complementary trends on the horizon: First, indigenous psychology will continue to stimulate and enrich theoretical and methodological discussions and developments in cross-cultural psychology, and be
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stimulated and enriched in return. Second, the extent of indigenous theory
and research will grow and be characterized by an ever more serious and
at times uncomfortable examination of the fundamental validity of indigenous views versus universalistic psychology as a science, and of the
globalization of psychology as a discipline. This second trend accompanies, and perhaps is not independent of, the generally unsettled state of
tl1e global political situation and of international relations at the beginning
of this Century. We presume that IACCP will be among the first of the
psychological science organizations to witness how these intellectual and
social challenges play out.
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EMOTIONAL ATI'ACHMENT AS THE BASIS OF TRUST
AND INTERPERSONAL REIATIONSHIP:
PSYCHOLOGICAL, INDIGENOUS AND CULTURAL ANALYSIS

Sang-Chin Choi and Uichol Kim
Chung-Ang University
Seoul, Korea

The word trust is an everyday term that has historical and sociocultural antecedents. Merriam-Webster Dictionary (1976) notes that it is of
Scandinavian origin and defines it as an "assured reliance on some person
or thing; a confident dependence on the character, ability, strength, or
truth ofsomeone or something." Although the meaning of trust varies as a
function of culture, within a given culture people use the term in the same
way since there are consensual agreements on what or whom to trust. However, across academic disciplines and cultures, there is great variation on
both the conceptualization and categorical boundaries of trust and its
related concepts (Bhattacharya, Devinney, & Pillutla, 1998; Hardin, 2002;
Jones & George, 1998; Lewicki, McAllister, & Bies, 1998; Yamagishi, 2000;
Yamagishi & Yamagishi, 1994). This variation suggests that the conceptual
umbrella that is commonly used to define and study trust may be inappropriate. Beyond the Western definition, it is important to examine how
other cultures understand, interpret and use the concept.
A way to resolve this variation due to lack of consensual agreement
and clarity is to examine tmst in terms of how people use it and analyze
it indigenously. We need to study how and in which contexts people use
the term trust in everyday life. Because tmst has been operationalized for
experimental research, especially in the prisoner's dilemma model , the
· current literature is lin1ited in shedding light on the meaning and use of the
concept. The first problem is that there may be qualitative differences
between how researchers conceptualize and study "trust" and how it is
used in everyday life. Second, we need to distinguish between what is
observed from what is inferred.
When a person discloses a secret to a friend, then it can be said that
the person trusts his friend and that is why he has confided in h er. The
person may tmst his friend based on what is observed (i.e., her behavior)
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or what is inferred (i.e., her inner psychological state of mind). Although
the person trusts his friend based on her previous behavior, he is confiding
in her because he believes that she is a trustworthy person. In other words,
we infer characteristics of a person as being trustworthy or untrustworthy
based on past behavior and use her present behavior to confirm or disconfirm this belief. People use behavioral information to infer the inner state
of another person, with the belief that the inner mind is controlling and
directing behavior. This has been found in naive psychology (Kashima,
McKintyre, & Clifford, 1998; Lillard, 1998; Wellman, 1990; Wertsch, 1998).
People do not believe that there is behavior void of mind, except in
unintended consequences such as accidents.
The problem in psychology has been to study a person's behavior,
excluding the concept of agency, intention, meaning, and context (Bandura, 1997; Kim, 2000). Psychologists studied people in a laborato1y setting, examining their response to an experimental stinrnlus. They infer
subjects' mental state based on the observed response. We do not ask the
subjects to articulate their inner state or the reason why they chose to take
a particular course of action. In these experimental situations, we deny
agency of the subject in controlling and directing their actions. Researchers
interpret their actions based on a physical or biological science model. In
other words, our behavior is a reaction to a given stimulus or driven by our
biological instincts; hence we are not in control of our actions.
When we trust a machine, such as a computer, we trust that it will
produce a given outcome (i.e., it is outcome based). We do not have to
infer intention or agency since the outcome is based on mechanical cause
and effect. We may not know the actual operations, but as long as the
predicted outcome occurs, we trust the machine. Trust of machines is
outcome based and knowledge based. Psychology, which has adopted the
natural sciences model, studies human beings with the outcome-based
model, as if we are machines (Kim, 1999). Existing studies of trust examine
behavioral predictability, consistency and expectancy while ignoring the
concept of agency (Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt & Camerer, 1998)
Unlike machines, without the concept of agency, there cannot be a
concept of control, intention or responsibility. Without the concepts of
control, intention or responsibility, there cannot be trust of people. Human
behavior cannot be understood in tenns of mechanical or biological cause
and effect; we need to include the concept of agency, intention and mean-
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ing into the equation (Bandura, 1997; Kim, 2000). We infer inner states of
others; believe that 1.hey have intentions, and that they choose a particular
course of action to achieve a desired outcome. We assume personal agency
when we choose a course of action. We assume the agency of others when
we observe their behavior.
When we trust other people, we assume that they have control over
themselves, that they can produce a desired action, and that they will be
responsible for their actions. Although we make exceptions for those who
are not able to control themselves (such as young children or disabled),
we assu1ne that behavior is an outward nwnifestation of inner intention

and agency and we use behavior to verify a person's intention. The concept of trust includes the idea of intended actions, that they had control
over their actions and that they will be responsible for their future actions.
Researchers used the prisoner's dilemma model as a way of understanding tnrst. ft focuses on the individual level, on situations when a person's interest is often in conflict with another person. As such, Hardin (2002)
defines trust as "encapsulated interest." In other words, trust is individualbased and it functions to serve the self-centered interests of individuals.
Second, the definition is outcome-based: What is in the best interest of one
person can be defined in terms of the outcome that it provides to the
person. Since trust is outcome based, the definition is circular and cannot
avoid the problem of tautology. Second, the prisoner's dilemma model
focuses on interactions among strangers, in which the interest of one
person may be in conflict with another. Third, in the above experimental
studies, interactions are short-term and individuals are unable to develop
a long-term relationship based on face-to-face interactions. These studies
conducted in laboratory settings are artificial and do not shed much light
onto the development of trust in long-term relationships.
In Japan, Yamagishi (2000) has found people trust in-group members
and do not trust out-group members. Even though it may be in their
interest to develop the necessary skills in selecting those out-group members to trust and work with them, Japanese panicipants choose to work
with in-group members who they trust. He has labelled such behaviors as
examples of assurance-based security and not as trust. Alt.hough the ingroup members provide assurance-based security, it is the out-group members who could provide new opportunities to benefit them. He suggests
that such a closed system is a problem for Japanese society and calls for
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emancipation from the assurance-based relationship and in developing
the necessary social intelligence to function in an open society. He suggests that Japanese should follow the more advanced Western individualistic societies. This description of trust fails to provide a relational understanding of trust by affinning individualistic bias. Such an assessment
affirms the individualistic view that is derived from the prisoner's dilemma
model. 111is conclusion is reached because he imposes the Western and
the social evolutionary approach to the results. Such an external imposition misrepresents the long-term relationship based trust and creates a
distorted understanding of East Asian societies based on fragmented results. Indigenous or cultural psychological understanding is necessary to
correct the distortion and provide a more accurate understanding of relational-based trust.
Indigenous and Cultural Psycho logy Approach
Culture is an emergent property of individuals and groups interacting
with their natural and human envirorunent (Kim, 2000). Culture can be
defined as "a rubric ofpatterned variables" (Kim, 2000). To use an analogy, painters use different colors to create their work of art. The different
colors are like the variables that operate within a particular culture. These
colors are used to create certain forms and patterns (such as a person,
house, or tree). These patterns are then combined into a whole to provide
an overall gestalt and coherence. The quality of a painting cannot be
reduced to its parts, such as wavelengths of light. "Culture is the collective
utilization of natural and human resources to achieve desired outcomes"
(Kim, Park & Park, 2000).
Differences in cultures exist because we have different collective goals,
and we utilize different methods and resources to realize these goals. We
attach different meaning and values to them. In the West, self-actualization, personal achievement, and personal gratification are emphasized.
People emphasize a rational individual's rights to freely choose, define,
and search for self-fulfillment (Kim, 1994). The nature of the personal goal
can vary from one individual to another and can range from hedonistic
fulfillment to self-actualization. Individual rights collectively guarantee
this freedom of choice. At the interpersonal level, individuals are considered to be discrete, autonomous, self-sufficient, and respectful of the rights
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of others. From a societal point of view, individuals are considered to be
abstract and universal entities. Their status and roles are not ascribed or
predetermined, but defined by their personal achievements and preferences. They interact with others using mutually agreed upon principles
(e.g., equality, equity, non-interference, and detachability), or through
mutually established contracts. Individuals with similar goals are brought
together into a group and they remain with the group as long as it satisfies
their interest. Laws and regulations are institutionalized to protect individual rights; everyone is able to assert their rights through the legal system. Elected officials govern a society whose role is to protect individual
rights and the viability of public institutions. Individual rights are of prime
importance, and collective welfare and social harmony are considered
secondary.
In Korea, however, family harmony and collective welfare are the
most important values and effort and proxy control are used to attain their
goals (Kim, 2001a; Park & Kim, 2003). Although the meaning of effort is
often negative in the West, suggesting a lack of ability (Bandura, 1997), in
Korea it has positive meanings. Koreans believe that ability is acquired
through effott and a diligent and hard-working person is considered moral,
ethical and a valued member of a group (Kim & Park, 2000; Park & Kim,
2000). As such, Korean students and adults are able to work hard, excel in
school and the workplace to attain a high level of achievement (Kim,
1998; Kim & Park, 2000; Park & Kim, 2000).
East Asian Perspective: The Role of Confucianism
Western cultures emphasize the rational, thinking, inner self. This
is portrayed by famous quotes by Socrates ("Know thyselF'), Shakespeare
("To be or not to be, that is the question") and Descartes ("I think, therefore I am"). The knowing, thinking and choosing self is the core of Western epistemology. In contrast, the Korean word for human being is ingan,
which can be translated literally as ·'human between." It is the same
Chinese character that is also used in China and Japan. In other words, it
is not what happens within an individual that makes him or her human,
but what happens between individuals that is important (Kim, 2001a). For
example, Mencius stated that: "Jfyou see a child drowning and you don't
feel compassion, you are not human being." It is compassion that helps us
to relate to the child and propels us to take the necessary risks to save the
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child. For this reason, interpersonal emotions and not physiology or biology is viewed as the basis of human psychology. Human essence is basically relational and it can be defined in terms of emotions that people feel
for one another. In other words, the essence of self in East Asia can be
stated as "I feel, therefore I am" (Kim, 2001a). Confucianism provides the
philosophical basis for articulating and promoting the relational view of
self, society and trust.
C01ifucianism
Confucius (551-479 BC) saw the universe and all living things in it as
a manifestation of a unifying force called the Doe (translated as the Truth,
Unity, or the Way). Doe constitutes the very essence, basis, and unit of life
that perpetuates order, goodness, and righteousness (Lew, 1977). It manifests itself in the harmonious opposition of yin ("feminine, gentle") and
yang ("masculine, strong"), and in humans through duk ("virtue"). Virtue
is a gift received from Heaven (Lew, 1977). It is through Virtue that a
person is able to know the Heavenly Truth and it is the "locus where
Heaven a11d l meet' (Lew, 1977, p. 154). ViJtue can be realized through selfcultivation. It provides the fundamental source of insight and strength to
rule peacefully and harmoniously within oneself, one's family, one's nation, and the world.
There are two inter-related aspects of virtue: in ("Human-heancdness") and ui ("Rightness"). The basis of individual and humanity is the
Human-heartedness. Human-heanedness is essentially relational and it
involves loving, sacrificing and taking care of others. Individuals are born
with Human-hea1tedness and experience Human-heanedness through the
sacrifice and devotion of their parents. Figure 1 outlines the Confucian
model of development in which the Human-heanedness is the essence
and basis of the self (See Figure 1).
The second concept, ui ("rightness"), notes that an individual is born
into a panicular family with a panicular status. Rightness articulates that
individuals must perform and fulfil their duties as defined by their panicular status and role. Confucius considered family and society to be hierarchically ordered, necessitating that everyone fulfil their duties: "Let the
ruler he a ruler, the subject a subject, the father a father, the son a son"
(Analects, XII, 11). Fulfilling one's given role as a father, mother, child,
elder, teacher, or politician is considered a moral imperative and not a
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Society

School

Family
Individual

Figure 1: Confucian conception of self, family and society.
matter of personal choice.
Human-heattedness and Rightness are considered two sides of the
same coin. For example, a father fulfils his duties because he loves his son,
and he loves his son because he is the father. Through Human-hea,tedness
and Rightness, individual family members are linked together. The prima1y relationship is the parent-child relationship as defined by hyodoe
("filial piety"). Sacrificing for the children and being filial to parents is not
a matter of a personal choice but a moral imperative. Relationships between parent and children (and also between spouses and among siblings)
are not based on equality, but on Human-heartedness and Righmess
Parents demand love, reverence, and respect from children and children
expect love, wisdom, and benevolence from parents. The parent-child
relationship involves more than just two individuals. Parents represent
ancestors and the past and children represent the progeny and future
Confucius considered society to be socially ordered and that each
person has beun ("portion or place") in life. Each beun had attached roles
and duties, and each person must fulfil d1ese roles and duties. Duties and
obligations of each beun are prescribed by yea ("propriety"). Propriety
atticulates expectations, duties, and behavior of each individual according
to his or her status and role. For example, chemyon ("social face") need to
be maintained by a person of social stature defined by his or status,
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regardless of his or her personal preference (Choi, Kim & Kim, 1997; Choi
& Lee, 2002). Social order and hannony are preserved when people observe their place in society and fulfil their required obligations and duties.
The fourth concept is Ji ("knowledge"). Knowledge allows us to understand the virtues of Human-heartedness and Rightness and to follow these
virtues through Propriety. It is the basis of the development of wisdom.
T11e four concepts of Human-heartedness; Rightness, Propriety, and Knowledge are the basis of Confucian morality. Like the two arms and two legs
that we are born with, Human-heartedness, Rightness, Propriety, and
Knowledge exist from birth, but we need to cultivate and develop them.
Knowledge is further refined and extended in school. In school, teachers
affirm moraLity as the basis for all thoughts, emotions, and behavior. Teachers
are seen as extensions of the parents. They have a moral basis from which
to provide children with education in order to further develop Knowledge.
Finally, as children mature they need to interact with a wider range of
people, including strangers. As such, they need to develop shin ("trust").
Trust is a relational concept in Confucianism and it is based on and an
extension of Human-heartedness, Rightness, Propriety and Knowledge. It
is an important concept in society that allows individuals to function and
contribute to society.
Trust is an important concept in society and for governance. For a
ruler, earning the trust of the people is considered essential. When Tzukung asked Confucius about government, he answered as follows:
Confucius: Give them enough food, give them enough arms, and the
common people will have tmst in you.
Tsu-kung: If one had to give up one of these three, which should one
give up first?
Confucius: Give up arms
Tzu-kung: If one had to give up one of the remaining two, which
should one give up}lrst?
Confucius: Give up food. Death has always been with us since the
beginning of time, but when there is no trust, the common people will
have nothing to stand on.
For Confucius trust is the essential ingredient in governing people and
society. It is morality and relational-based. Confucius considered all individuals to be linked to others in a web of interrelatedness. The fundamental principle for governing relationships among individuals, family, soci-
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ety, the world, and beyond is best articulated in his piece entitled "Righteousness in the Heart" (in a chapter called t11e Great Leaming, in Tbe
Book of Rites). Although he considered individual morality to be central,
the individual is still situated in a web of interpersonal and social relationships. He states that:

If there be righteousness in the heart, there will be beauty in character,
If there be beauty in character, there will be hannony in the home.
If there be hannony in the home, there will be order in the nation.
If there be order in the nation, there will be peace in the world.
Although Confucianism emphasizes emotions and relationships, Confucian cultures have evolved in the modem era from the traditional agricultural communities to rapidly developing industrialized nations. Many
people think that East Asian societies have simply Westernized, but this is
not the case. A1t11ough some aspects ofWestem cultures have been adopted,
the more core value of interpersonal relatedness and emotional attachment remain strong. The emphasis has been transformed from the past to
future orientation (Kim, 2001a) (See Table 1).
Table 1

Transformation of Confucian Values
Rural

Agricultural
Past-oriented
Extenclecl-family
Ancestor
Status quo
Conservatism
Harmony with nature
Formalism
Cooperation
Wisdom
Sex differentiation

Urban

Industrial, Informational
Future-oriented
Nuclear family
Children
Change
Progress
Control environment
Pragmatism
Competition
Analytical knowledge
Equality
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With modernization, the focus has changed from status quo, conservatism, and harmony with nature to change, progress, and controlling the
environment. Traditionally, learning has been linked to Confucian classics
and literature. Currently, success is defined not in tern1s of accumulation of
wisdom or learning the Confucian classics, but acquiring scientific and
technological knowledge obtained through formal education. The primary
role of me parents has shifted from taking care of their parents to educating
their children in a highly competitive world. Traditionally, women did not
receive a fonnal education, but currently botl1 men and women have to be
educated to succeed and to raise their children. Even with modernization,
maintaining the strong interpersonal relationship is the basis of self, family, and society (Choi & Choi, 2001; Choi, Han, & Kim, 2001; Choi & Kim,
1999a; Choi, Kim, & Kim, 2000). Koreans believe that formation of special
and close relationships is the basis of interpersonal trust (Choi, 2000; Kim,
Kim & Choi, 2002).
The ultimate goal of Confucianism is to promote a nation and society
where people run their own lives peacefully and unselfishly in the state of
hannony with omers. According to Confucianism, to consider concerns and
interests of others as if they were of one's own is prerequisite for development of trust between individuals and underlies the formation of intimate
and hannonious relationships (Kum, 1998; Kim, 2000; Cho, 1998; Choi &
Kim, 2001, 2003; Choi & Yu, 2002). In Confucianism, trust develops by
overcoming one's own selfishness and taking care of others. The problem,
however, is that it is often difficult to bring selfishness under one's own
control. The formation of trust in interpersonal relationships needs to conform to the rule of reciprocity in which botl1 persons in a dyad take care
of each other. The perspective is not a sho,t-terrn tit-for-tat exchange, but
a long term perspective that is role-based and duty-based (Helgesen &
Kirn, 2002; Kim, 1998, 2001b).
Even in organizational settings, the long-term relational perspective
has been verified (Kim, 1998; Kim & Lee, 2000). In an open-ended survey,
Kim and Lee (2000) asked Korean employees: "What kind of superior is
trustworthy?" The responses indicate that trustworthy bosses are tl10se who
have personal and benevolent concerns and considerations for their subordinates. Those superiors who maintain strong in-group solidarity and
emotional bonds are considered most trustworthy. This strong in-group
solidarity, personalized relationship and long-term commitment and sac-
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rifice are responsible for the phenomenal economic growth in Korean
companies (Kim, 1998).
Although strong in-group solidarity, personalized relationship and
long-term commitment have been useful in maintaining family harmony,
educational achievement, and economic growth, such a success has not
transformed societal trust. In Korea, the level of trust is very low for public
institutions, especially political institutions (Kim, Helgesen & Ahn, 2002).
Less than 10% of Korean respondents trust the National Assembly and
politicians. Similarly, a very low number of people trust public institutions,
such as the educational and legal system. It is clue to persistent corruption,
nepotism, regionalism and factionalism that have become a major social
problem in Korea (Kim, 1988, 2001b). The problem, however, is that East
Asian societies have focused on harmonious family and have not placed
enough interest and effort in promoting a harmonious society. Up until
recently, East Asian societies were either colonized or ruled by kings or
dictators. In modem East Asia, it is possible to develop a civil society that
can promote societal harmony based on relational and long-term values,
but it will take the involvement of all citizens to create a viable, effective,
and trustworthy institutions.

Conclusion
In East Asia, trust is a relational concept and not an individualistic
concept. It is not to serve the self-interested person maximizing his or her
personal benefits. Trust is a relational concept that provides security, harmony, and welfare for individuals, family members, and the whole community. It is first developed in the family, between the strong and intimate
parent-child relationship. It is extended to other family members and close
friends. The school is viewed as an extended family and the personalized
parent-child relationship is extended to teachers (who are viewed as parents) and friends are u-eatecl as extended family members (who are brought
into a close in-group system). Korean companies adopted the paternalistic
model, treating and taking care of their employees as if they were family
members. In return, they expect loyalty, sacrifice, and hard work from
their employees. In society, the relational view has not been extended to
society, as Confucius has advocated.
In Korean society, politicians have used their power to favor a particular group based on relational network (yongo) such as family, ecluca-
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tional and regional ties. Such exclusion of out-group members has resulted
in non-effective societal institutions and led to corruption, nepotism, regionalism, factionalism and social discontent. As a result, when compared
to other developed nations, Korea is ranked near the bottom of the Transparency Index and high in corruption.
Western societies focus on rational self-interested individuals and
promote liberation from established, ascribed relationships. These societies may represent triumph of rationality over emotionality and individuality over groups. The solution that has been advocated by Fukuyama (1995)
and Yamagishi (2000) for East Asian societies is to adopt the Western
individualistic model. They argue for emancipation from long-term close
relationship to create an open civic society. Western societies are relatively
more open and provide greater opportunities to individuals. These are the
benefits of an individualistic and open society. These societies, however,
are experiencing numerous personal, familial and social problems. Many
individuals living in the West experience emotional disorders and suffer
from depression, anxiety, and loneliness. Some individuals become addicted to alcohol and drugs and even commit suicide. In Western societies,
family breakdown is a major concern with the divorce rate around 50%. At
the societal level, crime in the United States is the highest in the developed
nations, threatening the security of its citizens. Moreover, many people do
not trust their political institution, including the media and feel alienated
from the system that supposes to represent them (Helgesen & Kim, 2002;
Nye, Zelikow & King, 1997). Western societies emphasize individual rationality, freedom of choice and movement at a cost: sacrificing long-term
relationships in which personal emotions can be shared.
For East Asian societies, a more appropriate solution is to develop a
dual system to deal with the complexity of modern life: A role-based
system for families and tight in-groups and a principle-based merit system
for public settings. This idea is inherent in East Asian philosophy of separating the private from the public and having two separates rules for inside
and outside (Kim, 1998). This dual system may be problematic for Westerners, but East Asians have traditionally incorporated the dual system,
such as the opposing forces of yin and yang, and the need to balance and
harmonize dual or multiple systems.
Similar to East Asia, Western societies may need to develop a dual
system, one for the public setting and another for interacting with family
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and in-group members. People living in Western societies need to develop
the necessary skills in maintaining long-term relationships and in sharing
their emotions. In contrast, people in East Asian societies need to develop
a civil society in which opportunities are given to everyone, regardless of
their personal relationship. Western societies did not solve all the subsistent and existential questions of the modern world. It will not be able to.
It can learn from East Asian societies and the same is true of East Asian
societies. It is up to the next generation to come up with new and creative
solutions.
It is important to examine the role of psychology in providing solutions to the modern world. Although psychologists have increased in number and power, their influence in society is limited and skewed. The linear
positivistic model adopted by General psychology does not shed much
light into the individual psychological functioning and cultural variations.
General psychology ofter\ ignores cultural variations and distortS psychological phenomena. It is up to indigenous and cultural psychology to
articulate a new model of science and to shed insight into the inner workings of the mind.
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ON THE INDIGENIZATION AND
AUfOCHTIIONIZATION OF THE DISCIPLINE
OF PSYCHOLOGY
John G. Adair

University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Canada

My social studies of science approach over the past several years (Adair,
Puhan & Vohra, 1993; Adair, Pandey, Begum, Puhan, & Vohra, 1995) has
addressed the question: How does a basically North American (US) discipline of psychology get imported, implanted as an academic discipline,
and indigenized (or made culturally appropriate) and developed within
quite different cultures around the world into a mature discipline contributing to the understanding and resolution of social issues within each
country? In short, this program of research has attempted to discern through
empirical study across cultures the manner in which an imported psychology is shaped into a discipline that fits so well to the new culture that it
may appear as if it was indigenous. In a fully-realized indigenous psychology the theories, concepts, research problems, hypotheses, methods, and measures emanate from, adequately represent, and the results of the research
reflect back upon the cultural context in which behavior is observed,
rather than coming from and addressing a foreign research literature.
Through longitudinal content analyses of published research, bibliometric
analyses, interviews and surveys of researchers in several countries my colleagues and I have developed an empirical base from which to make a
number of observations about the indigenization process.
I have previously defined the goal of an indigenous psychology as
transformation of the imported discipline into a mature, self-sustaining
scientific discipline addressing the needs of the country and culture. In
addition to its cultural adaptation, we have studied the national development of the discipline of psychology within different countries. Because
my research and definition of an indigenous psychology is somewhat
more inclusive than that typically held by indigenous researchers, this
program of research offers a different perspective on the indigenization
process. In this paper I provide some of these observations and reflections,
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raising questions to be asked and issues to consider that may have been
tacitly assumed, explicitly overlooked, or never raised within the
conceptualizations of proponents of indigenous psychologies.
Some indigenous psychologies are more advanced than others, so
that some of the questions or issues I have raised may appear to these
proponents already to have been resolved. Yet there are more incipient
indigenous psychologies for which these observations will be meaningful
and important. In short, the indigenization process is so complex and
uncharted that a fuller discussion of these questions and issues may help
to illuminate the path.
Source of the Problem

Psychology has roots in Europe, however, it is the universalistic and
positivistic experimental psychology developed in the United States that
over the past several decades has been imported into countries around the
world. Perceptive individuals in these countries noted that this newly
imported psychology did not always work, that there was a need to shape
it to the local culture. The blame for the ill fit was often placed on flaws in
the model of the psychology that had been imported. Culture was not
recognized as having a place within the model, and the positivistic experimental methodology accompanying the imported model was inappropriate, especially in the rigid manner in which it often was applied. But at the
same time, overlooked have been Western expressions of dissatisfaction
with this model and calls for both increased attention to culture and alternative methodologies. Rather, the blame consistently has been placed on
U.S. psychology, or even less constructively politicized by pejorative references to U.S. colonialism or imperialism.
Assigning blame, well understood as part of an anti-colonial reaction,
unnecessarily externalizes the problem facing psychologists in tl1e country
importing the discipline. Replacing this need to belittle or denigrate U.S.
psychology with an emphasis on the need to modify, build upon and
shape the imported discipline to the needs of one's culture provides a
constructive context and attitude for the psychologist who must now cope
with the problem. Psychology seemed at one time to be worthy of being
imported; there may be much to be gained by recognizing that portion of
the imported psychology to be retained and the portion to be modified or
indigenized. Curiously, tl1is is not the strategy most often adopted. Rather,
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indigenous researchers typically set aside the imported discipline to look
to their own culture, historical texts, and expressions in the native language
in their search for indigenous concepts and unique (ernic) behavior patterns
within their culture.
Changes in the content of the imported discipline, in the questions to
be asked, of the concepts and behaviors to be studied, and of the variables
to be considered are substantial undertakings. But changes in the content
of the newly formed psychology need not alter the scholarly "discipline"
that binds us together as psychologists. Discipline is more clearly identified with methodology and of our data meeting accepted criteria of being
objective, replicable, and verifiable .
Dissatisfaction with the methodology of the imported discipline is an
even greater challenge. Some of the problems may be due to imperfections in the model and some to inappropriate application of existing methodologies: Forcing textbook methods onto problems that could be addressed with better-fitting methods, or using hypothesis-testing methodologies on new topic areas suited to descriptive, exploratory methods.
Considerable attention has been devoted to searching for the appropriate
methods for indigenous psychologies, similar to the search for culturally
appropriate variables. Yet more likely, the solution will be found in a
greater tolerance for simple adaptation of existing methods to fit the new
context. Such context-adapted data collection procedures are important
achievements and should be fully documented for indigenous researchers
yet need not be regarded as defining a new indigenous methodology. All
researchers are faced with methods problems, and ensuring the methodology provides an answer to the questions asked while meeting the accepted
criteria of the discipline is all that is required.
Stages within the Indigenizatio n Process

Indigenization is the process by which these changes are made to
transform an imported psychology into a discipline that is more appropriate to the culture. Based on my research across several countries I have
proposed (Adair, 1999) that indigenous psychology typically develops and
evolves through a series of four stages: Importation, implantation, indigenization, and autochthonization
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In the first stage, Importation , the discipline is introduced to a new
country, usually by someone who has been trained elsewhere and returns
to an academic position. The new psychology becomes part of the university curriculum, becomes a popular subject and prospective faculties are
sent abroad to be trained. The second stage, Implantation, occurs when
these scholars return in some numbers and begin functioning as psychologists. They attempt to conduct research as they were trained to do. Emulating the Western model they initially research topics selected from western
journals and textbook application of methods guides their research. They
teach the imported discipline as it was taught to them in graduate school.
Some of the more mature scholars among them begin to reflect critically
on their research activities and conclude that what they are doing seems
not to fit their native culture and may be irrelevant to their society. In this
third stage, Indigenization, the use of Western models and methods by
colleagues is criticized as inappropriate, and there are calls for more culturally appropriate research. Initially, modification of the discipline proceeds with translation and adaptation of psychometric tests to more appropriate content and language. There also may be calls for research on topics
in the national interest. In later stages culturally unique behaviors and
thoughts are identified by their linguistic distinctiveness or by traditional
cultural writings or lore, and these become the focus for the new discipline.
Transforming the discipline to make it culturally sensitive or appropriate is
the primary objective of the indigenization process. In the final stage,
Autochthonization, which may begin sometime during the previous two
stages, local psychologists begin to worry about the need to perpetuate the
newly founded discipline through the training of their successors. Focus is
on the establishment of graduate training programs, the need for locallyauthored or -edited textbooks collating culturally-relevant research, the
creation of strong discipline associations to promote quality journal publication, and discipline standards for research, ethics, and practice. As the
number of active scholars and those with substantial research experience
increase, a critical mass is formed to address problems in the national
interest and to build on the culturally relevant research initiatives begun in
the previous stage. Hopefully this will be followed by reliable national
research funding and public recognition for the discipline. Development of
the imported psychology into a self-sustaining independent indigenous
discipline is achieved as the final step in this process.
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Although emphasis within indigenous psychologies has always been
on making the discipline more culturally sensitive, advancements toward an
autochthonous discipline are at least equally important. The more the discipline moves to an advanced state, the more likely experienced researchers
will confidently identify and investigate behaviors observed within their
own culture, and adapt methods to collect meaningful data. As the fourstage model suggests, development of the discipline only to the goal of
making it culturally appropriate, falls short of the ultimate goal of achieving
a tmly indigenous, autochthonous discipline.
Universal Need for Indigenlzation,
but Unequal across Countries
An additional significance to this latter stage is the realization that
there is a need to develop an indigenous (and autochthonous) psychology
in all countries. Although the need for indigenous psychology development is universal (outside of the United States), the extent of that need and
the degree of transformation of the discipline that is required is not uniform throughout the world. For example, differences between European
and American social psychology have been observed Qaspars, 1986). Such
differences are obviously not as large as those between psychology in the
U.S. and in Taiwan, but the need for indigenization of the discipline is
present for developed-world countries as well as for those in the majority
world. This is true because (a) Psychology has been imported from the
U.S. into every country in the world, and (b) Psychology was developed
earlier and is more established in the U.S. There will be differences between sets of countries in the extent of transformation required; not only
differences between developed and developing countries, but also differences among various majority-world countries. The extent of change required will vary largely as a function of (a) the extent of differences from
the U.S. culture, (b) the extent of usage of the English language, and (c) the
stage of development of the discipline. The greater the cultural and language differences and the less developed the discipline; the greater degree
of indigenization of the discipline will be required. For India, in which the
English language is used as the basis for research and as a common
language among the large, modern segments of Indian society, the extent
of indigenization required may be less than for the rest of Asia. Similarly,
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all of Latin America, because of its cultural roots and linguistic ties to
European countries (Spain and Portugal) will require considerably less
indigenization than India and other Asian countries. Indigenization may
also vary as a function of the extent to which the discipline seeks to
explain the traditional rather than the modern culture, or focuses on cultural adaptation vs. applied problem solution. Based on this analysis, the
need for the indigenization of psychology will be (a) greatest in Asia and
Africa, (b) much less in Latin America, (c) even less in Europe, and the
least in Canada.
Indigenous Psychology Is Not a Unitary Concept/Approach
Although various authors have referred to the indigenous psychology
approach (See Kim & Berry, 1993) as if it was a unitary construct and that
indigenous research would be similar across countries, there is substantial
variation among indigenous psychologies. The clearest example of this is
the difference between indigenous research developments in India, which
I have studied most extensively, and in Taiwan where an elaborate programmatic development of an indigenous psychology has been pursued.
Indigenous Psychology of Taiwan
The strategy for the development of indigenous psychology in Taiwan
was articulated in the early 1980s by K. S. Yang. His approach (Yang,
1997), is the most articulate, programmatic statement of what researchers
should and should not do to develop an indigenous psychology. His plan
has methodically guided indigenous research in Taiwan over the past two
decades. Although not rejecting a search of the imported psychology for
concepts and theories that fit the local culture, Taiwanese researchers were
urged to concentrate their efforts on developing an entirely new set of
concepts and theories suited to the Chinese culture and to produce these
in the native language. Psychologists were to think, read and write in
Chinese. Rather than be guided by the Western literature in the English
language, researchers were to produce a psychology made in Taiwan.
Indigenous theory was to be based upon traditional Chinese writings and
cultural experience. Empirical research and theorizing was to be published
in Chinese to be read by other indigenous researchers in Taiwan. Indeed,
a publication, Indigenous Psychological Research in Chinese Societies, was
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specially created for this purpose. Yang's program for development of
what seems to be an ethno-psychology or cultural psychology of the Taiwanese people has worked: Indigenous psychology of Taiwan, unparalleled in its accomplishments after such a short period (Yang, 1999), is the
strongest and most clearly enunciated of all such approaches around the
world.
Indigenous Psychol.ogical Research in India

By contrast, indigenization of psychology in India has proceeded in
an entirely different manner. Factors specific to India have been instrumental in shaping the unique character of its indigenous psychology movement. These factors were reflected in Durganand Sinha's calls for
indigenization of Indian psychology. In contrast to the leading proponents
in other countries, i.e.,Yang (Taiwan), Enriquez (Philippines) and DiazGuerrero (Mexico), each-of whom focused on cultural aspects of the problem in their native language, Sinha's (1973) initial call was for increased
relevance for application of psychology to informing and resolving national social problems of the Indian people. His subsequent appeals for
indigenization (e.g., 1984; 1986; 1994) were always made in the English
language, and continued to emphasize relevance as well as the importance of looking at research from the Indian context or perspective. He
regarded research based on cultural traditions or early Vedic writings as
acceptable modes for indigenizing the discipline, but seemed more inclined to promote the full transfonnation of the discipline into an indigenous psychology applicable to Indian thought and behavior, rather than
a cultural psychology of the Indian subcontinent, an ethno-psychology, or
subspecialty of Indian psychology.
The result has been to make Indian indigenous psychology somewhat different from that of other countries. There is not a specific journal
or forum in which indigenous contributions are collated, nor is there a
single accepted format or model for indigenous research. According to
Sinha (1994), even some locally-conducted, Western-based research has
yielded indigenous contributions by virtue of findings interpreted and
researched from the perspective of the Indian context. Achievement motivation (Agarwal & Misra, 1986), for example, has been demonstrated to be
based by Indian participants upon familial and social goals rather than on
personal achievement. Similarly, J.B.P. Sinha's (1980) organizational re-
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search has led him to postulate a theory of a nurturant-task leader as a
better fit than Western leadership models for the Indian context. Other
indigenous contributions to Indian psychology have been derived from
concepts identified within ancient Indian religious-philosophical writings,
such as Pande and Naidu's (1992) study on detachment as a means of
stress relief. Viewed positively,J.B.P. Sinha (2000) has labeled this process
of accepting indigenous insights from all manner of sources as "integrative" indigenization. To the contrary, these scattered, diverse indigenous
contributions are rarely interconnected, thus giving the impression of
indigenization of psychology in India as lacking focus and proceeding
quite slowly.
Another consideration is the effect of English as a "national" language
on the indigenization process in India. Although it is unclear whether it
has diminished progress, it is obvious that the widespread use of English
among academics has fostered Indian participation in the larger world of
psychology. For example, among all of the countries around the world,
Indian psychologists were found to have a greater presence at international congresses and their research more frequently included within publications listed in Psyc!NFO than any other majority-world country and
even more than many developed-world countries (Adair, Coelho, & Luna,
2002). But has this external presence of Indian research diminished its
indigenous thrust within? These interesting questions reinforce the view
that indigenization of psychology within a country is a complex, multidetermined process, and not a matter of exclusively increasing sensitivity
toward one's own culture.
At the same time that Indian research has been gradually becoming
more culturally sensitive, psychology in India has made significant strides
toward autochthonization of its discipline. The Indian Council of Social
Science Research (ICSSR), a national source of funding for research, has
promoted and fmanced several significant infrastructure developments.
Recognizing the difficulties of researchers maintaining awareness and gaining
access to the vast amount of psychological research conducted within the
country, ICSSR has sponsored the regular publication of a journal, Indian
Psychological Abstracts and Reviews, each issue of which contains a feature
review article together with indexed abstracts of recent Indian research.
ICSSR has also sponsored a series of edited books compiling and reviewing the accumulated Indian research since the last publication. Although
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published less frequently than the Annual Reviews, the format is similar.
The impressive three-volume series, Psychology in India: Tbe State of the
Art (1988), has been followed by another set of volumes Psychology in
India Revisited: Developments in the Discipline (2001). Both series, under
the general editorship of Janak Pandey, are important for taking stock and
for the promotion of further research within the discipline. These infrastructure developments, if strengthened by additional high-quality journals, a strong discipline association, and other professional development
within the country would be useful in moving Indian psychology toward
its ultimate goal of an autochthonous national discipline.
Questions Raised by Comparison of the Indigenous
Psychologies of Taiwan and India

Differences in these approaches to the development of indigenous
psychologies raise several questions about the process and highlight several fundamental variables that should be considered regarding the
incligenization process: (a) ethno-psychology vs. autochtl1onous indigenous
psychology, (b) how much of a national psychology needs to be made
indigenous, (c) languages of science and of culture, and (cl) to whom
should the research be communicated?
Ethnopsychology vs . Autochthonous Indigenous Psychowgy?

The indigenous psychology of Taiwan resembles the indigenous psychologies of several other countries, notably the Philippines and Mexico.
In each of these countries, as in Taiwan, the movement toward indigenous
psychology is promoted by the strong leadership of a single individual
around whom adheres a following of psychologists committed to the group's
goals of a search for culturally unique phenomena that are linguisticallyor culturally-based. A circumscribed research program, within-group communication of results, and commitment to the group's goals gives the
group cohesiveness and momentum. For example, in both Taiwan and the
Philippines journals have been established for publication of indigenous
research; in Mexico, the Associaci6nMexicana ck Psicologfa Social (AMEPSO)
biannually publishes a soft-cover congress proceedings volume in which
Mexican ethno-psychology is published in a separate section.
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Although the goal has been stated as promotion of an indigenous
psychology there is often little effort toward the broader goal of an autochthonous national discipline. All efforts are focused on identifying and
researching unique indigenous concepts and developing indigenous theories. As a consequence, each of these disciplines appears to be evolving as
a cultural psychology or ethno-psychology of their respective countries.
Diaz-Guerrero, for example, refers to his approach as the ethno-psychology of the Mexican. Yang's psychology is housed in the Institute for Ethnology of the Chinese Academy of Science. The large numbers of remaining psychologists within the country who are not part of the indigenous
group typically pursue their research activities with universalistic strategies
on the imported model. Because of the way they have evolved, the two
groups of researchers may go their separate ways with limited interaction,
with the result that the focused indigenization strategy may have the unintended effect of negating or at least diminishing the impact indigenous
research may have had on the psychology of the country. The outcome of
this evolutionary dilemma is dependent upon two things: what are the
goals and criteria set for the indigenous psychology group's activities, and
how is communication planned with the rest of psychology. Interacting
with psychologists who are non-indigenous in their approach may give a
better perspective of the strengths and limits of indigenous research.
In a recent assessment of the indigenous psychology of Taiwan, Liu
and Huang (2002) conclude that the plans for future directions of indigenous psychology are more elaborate than that of an etlmo-psychology.
The strategy seems to have been to first develop an indigenous discipline
and then to generalize and communicate the concepts externally, and
apply them locally. In other words, sufficient concepts and theories had to
be developed in the Chinese language and an empirical base of data
collected before moving to the next phase of the research program. Once
indigenous concepts had been identified, labeled and researched, Taiwanese psychologists should be able to engage psychologists from around the
world on a more equal basis. Similarly, once an indigenous psychology of
Taiwan had been developed, the next step was to pursue its generalization
to a psychology of the Chinese people on the mainland. And lastly, the plan
is to now proceed with application of the indigenous psychology to social
problems within the country. This step-wise strategy to first develop indigenous concepts and theories before pursuing international communica-
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tion, applied research, or extension of the model to other Chinese people
is unique to Taiwan and certainly contrasts with the more gradual development of an autochthonous indigenous psychology in India.
How Much ofa National Discipline ofPsychology Needs to Be Made
Indigenous?
The development of an indigenous psychology almost by definition
compels the researcher to identify and research culturally unique phenomena. However, some topics and behaviors are likely to be universal. Which
topics, behaviors, or cognitions are not determined or substantially influenced by culture and hence do not need to be indigenized? What portions
of social, developmental, and clinical psychology, i.e., areas substantially
influenced by culture are likely to result in derived etics or universals, and
hence supplant the need for indigenous research? Our study of Canadian
psychology offered some rough insight into this by some increasing, yet
relatively modest levels of "culturally sensitive research" contained in its
broad band social/developmental/applied journal Canadian journal of
Behavioral Science over 15 years of study. Some measures had risen to
indicate a degree of cultural sensitivity in as much as 20 to 30% of published research, but its absence in the majority of studies. More meaningful
than these precise percentages is the suggestion that some finite proportion
of research and behaviors may not require indigenization. We haven't done
so, but maybe we need to consider assessing the types of research that do
not reflect the cultural sensitivity our measures were designed to assess.
The similarity of the Canadian culture to that of the U.S. also may impose
limits on our ability to pursue this strategy in Canada.
Languages of Science and of the Culture
The centrality of the native language to the development of indigenous psychology in Taiwan and its virtual absence in Indian psychology
raises the profile of language as a multi-faceted determinant within indigenous psychologies. A dilemma for indigenous psychologies arises from
the language in which research must be conducted, in which the science
is taught, and in which the science must be written. The language of
science is English; the language of culture may be Hindi, Mandarin, Spanish or German. This dilemma was vividly articulated for me by a psychologist I interviewed during my research in India: She said, "As a psychologist
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I think in English; but as a person I feel in Hindi." In other words, although
writing and publication may need to be in the language of science; indigenous research is likely to be more successful if it is conceptualized and
the data are collected in the native language.
But language has a different and much greater role to play in the
indigenization process that is often forgotten or overlooked in striving for
culturally-relevant concepts. Strong native language preferences coupled
with a reluctance to read or publish in the English language of science can
also impact on the indigenous discipline. For example, bibliometric analyses of the language of references used within Mexican research, and mail
surveys of publication preferences, indicate a strong bias among Mexican
psychologists toward almost exclusive use of the Spanish language, both
as the impetus for their research and as the target of their publications.
Publishing in Spanish for colleagues who read predominantly Spanishlanguage literature as the basis for their research creates a "language loop"
that has the effect of limiting their international participation and feedback. Such language loops, not found within German or French research,
may be peculiar to Spanish-language, majority-world countries.
English is the language of science in order to facilitate communication. International scientific communication occurs primarily through scientific publications and presentations at international congresses. Scientific publications are not widely disseminated except through their listing
on PsycINFO, the electronic database of the world's literature in psychology. Psyc!NFO is an international database, more than 45% of the
entries to published research are by psychologists from outside the United
States, yet non-English entries have substantially declined from about 12%
of the database to only about 6% on average in recent years (Adair/et al,
2002). With only about 3% of Psyc!NFO entries from majority-world countries, psychologists from these countries are discouraged from attempting
to communicate with the broader world of psychology. Yet, as I argue
below, it is important to the indigenous discipline to make that effort.
Communicating Indigenous Research within the Country or to the
Larger World of Psychology
Where to communicate indigenous research results is a dilemma.
Indigenous results often are limited to circulation within the country. It
may be at early stage that such work would not be well understood and
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hence not accepted by foreign journals. Communicating research to others
within the country who can research indigenous concepts is a stimulus to
further development of the indigenous psychology. But science is a public
activity. Eventually, some balanced approach will have to be pursued.
Communicating research to a broader audience provides wider feedback,
criticism, and advice. Such communication can also provide opportunities
for cross-indigenous comparisons with other cultures and countries and for
indigenous psychologies to contribute to "universal" psychology. For both
of these purposes it seems that, in light of the numerous accomplishments
worldwide, it may be time for the development of an International Journal
of Indigenous Psychological Research.
Summary

In the foregoing I have discussed the process by which psychology is
spread around the world, particularly, but not exclusively to majorityworld countries. I have described the stages of indigenization and
autochthonization that my research and analyses in several countries have
suggested. Although portrayed as a universal aspiration for all countries to
which the discipline has been imported, indigenous psychology is not a
uniform concept or approach even within majority-world countries. This
was illustrated by the stark contrast between the indigenous psychologies
of India and Taiwan. Although my analysis and research has clarified the
indigenization process, it has raised fundamental questions and issues for
further research and consideration. It is hoped that this analysis from
outside the world of indigenous psychologies contributes a useful perspective for those engaged in indigenous discipline development.
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A SOCIOLOGY OF SCIENCE APPROACH TO
UNDERSTANDING INDIGENOUS PSYCHOLOGIES
WilliamK. Gahrenyajr.
Florida Institute of Technology
Melbourne, U.S.A.

In this chapter I discuss several conceptualizations of indigenous psychology movements and identify some critical issues and challenges with
which research on these movements must contend. I do not address the
intellectual agenda of the movements; instead, I take the role of a sociologist, uying to understand the course of a scientific discipline as an encl in
itself. I will touch on five broad topics, each briefly.
•
•
•

How can we look at the movements in a sociological manner? I
suggest several models and present some supportive data.
Who can and who may study these movements' Who has the requisite authority and who has the right?
How is indigenous psychology rearranging the specialties of social
science?

•

What is the effect of national wealth in the development of indigenous psychology'
How do we know when there's progress?

Some research results will be presented in a cursory fashion. This
paper is intended to stimulate thought and to bring some controversial
topics to the fore more than to present these ideas and issues in a fully
developed form. For a more detailed discussion of these issues, please
refer to Gabrenya (in preparation-a; in preparation-b).
The Sociological Approach
My approach to understanding indigenous movements focuses on the
social, organizational, political, and societal aspects of the movements
rather than their intellectual content, except to the extent that this content
is itself a source of data. The approach is essentially sociological: "sociology of science" (SoS), outsider analysis of the movements. In my use of
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SoS, I'm interested in three phenomena: First, the career of the psychologist, conducted within an academic community and a societal setting;
second, the dynamics of social movements that guide and constrain careers; and third, the effect of societal and situational characteristics on the
intellectual activities of the academic researcher. One could say that this is
a very "cold" approach to the problem in its reduction of the career strivings
of many of our colleagues to mere data (much as we treat our research
subjects). Cold as the approach may be, at the outset I would like to
express my greatest respect for the work of indigenous psychologists and
my view that their movements make positive contributions to the field.
The Sociology of Science, also tenned Social Studies of Science and
sometimes Social Psychology of Science, attempts to understand science,
here indigenous psychology, as a social phenomenon occuning in a particular time and place, and does not concern itself with the validity of the
intellectual argument. We are not concerned with who is right and who is
wrong, or indeed if anyone in social science is making real progress. (Of
course, progress is always desirable.) SoS, broadly, looks at science in a
societal context, focusing on how societal processes and events affect the
direction, speed, and in some accounts, content, of science. It also looks
closely at the career dynamics of individual scientists, their motivations,
lifestyles, personalities, reward structures, positions in the social stratification system of the society (e.g., gender and ethnicity), social networks,
career paths, and educational experiences (cf. Ben-David, 1981; Cole &
Cole, 1973; Cole, 1992; Merton, 1973; Restivo, 1994; Shadish & Fuller, 1994;
Zuckerman, 1988)
Unfonunately, SoS itself encompasses sharply contrasting approaches
to science that generally fall on the same dimension that cross-cultural and
cultural psychologists always argue about: relativism (Zuckerman, 1988).
In this context, the universalists are often called "realists" because they
believe that there is a real, natural world d1at scientists gradually reveal
through research and analysis. The speed at which various branches of
science progress, the wrong turns, the distribution of face and favor among
scientists, and so on, are viewed as socially or culturally determined, but
fundamentally there is something real to be discovered. Wrong turns will
eventually be straightened out d1rough good scientific practice.
The relativists are social constructionists who believe to va1ying degrees that science is a social product influenced by social and cultural
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processes (e.g. Restivo, 1994). Since the constructionists are themselves
social scientists researching science, they proceed to deconstruct their own
research as well, rendering their activities "doubly relativist" and outside
of our concern in the present paper.
The difficult problem for even a realist approach to indigenous psychology is that social science is often considered less "paradigmatic" than
natural science in the Kuhnian sense (Kuhn, 1970), and the realism-const:ructionism problem is strikingly more problematic. The implication of
this problem is that it is very possible that a SoS of indigenous psychology
might take several steps beyond not caring if the content of the movement's
ideas are right or wrong. For example, it might assume from the start that
both itself and all social science are at least partially wrong (at least at
present). However, regardless of the validity of the intellectual content of
the field, my interest in this research is in indigenous psychology as a
social phenomenon.

Five Paths to Indigenous Psychology
I have developed a series of process models that describe "paths"
through which indiv.idual psychologists and national communities of psychologists become progressively more indigenous at ideological, behavioral, and organizational levels. My research in Taiwan has been aimed at
trying to find support for selected components of these models. I am a
cultural materialist (Harris, 1979, 1999), and I view the situation of working scientists as an ecological niche to which they must adapt in order to
survive and thrive. These models rely heavily on the situational constraints
of careers. In its strong form, this approach argues that ideological or
intellectual products spring from these ecological concerns and then perhaps exert an autonomous influence on the course of the movement.
These models are discussed here very briefly; for a more complete explanation and a description of the empirical research, see Gabrenya (in preparation-a; in preparation-b). Indigenous psychology movements may be
facilitated through any combination of the five paths; no single path can be
assumed to be necessary or sufficient.
The Localirrel.evance Path
Indigenous movements complain that Western psychology is irrelevant to their local cultural milieus (e.g., Enriquez, 1997; Kim & Berry, 1993;
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Naidoo, Olowu, Gilbe1t, & Akotia 1999; Pe-Pua & Protacio-Marcelino, 2000;
Sinha, 1997; Yang, 1993, 1997a, 2000). This complaint is certainly one of
the key intellectual arguments of the movements, but of interest here is the
felt experience of the academic psychologist. I argue that Western-trainee!
psychologists experience four kincls of i1Televancy in their work when they go
home to a non-Western count1y, and that this experience motivates, in
part, the exploration of indigenous thinking. Locally-eclucatecl psychologists have many of the same experiences, and are socialized to local disciplinary norms. First, the topics that were studied in Western graduate
schools (or published in Western journals) may seem silly and unimportant, especially in areas like experimental social psychology. Second, the
methods taught in Western graduate programs may be difficult to use
given local resources, or tied to topics that are themselves out of place.
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Third, the Protestant ideology of Western science may feel discordant with
local ideologies, and the arguably rigorous and remote methodology of
neo-positivist, quantitative research may seem irrelevant. Finally, the language of graduate training, such as English, may present conceptual problems in dealing with local people and culture, and practical challenges to
publishing and communication with Western colleagues.
Research in Taiwan provided various types of evidence supporting
these ideas. A sample of 103 Taiwanese psychologists participated in a
mail survey that addressed each of the models described here. (See
Gabrenya, in preparation-a, for details of the research.) For example, we
asked respondents if their main topics of interest in graduate school, and
presently, could be investigated using empirical methods tl1at are commonly used in Western psychology. The relevance of Western empirical
methods varied as a function of respondents' field (social, experimental,
clinical, applied),"1{3, 83) = 6.72,p< .05, of whether we were referring to
their graduate school or current research, J{l, 83) = 6.03, p < .05, and of
whether they received tl1eir doctoral degree in Taiwan or in the West, J{l,
83) = 4.91, p < .05. The results show tl1at respondents in the three nonexperimental fields have come to see Western methods as less appropriate, and that Taiwanese-trained psychologists feel this way more than
Western-trained psychologists. (See Figure 1.)
Conditions of Work Path

The Conditions of Work path hypothesizes that several characteristics
of an academic employment situation affect career activities and goals,
such as the expectations and resources of the university, teaching loads,
t11e imp01tance of and support for publishing, and certain outside, societal
factors. In many non-Western nations, these situational factors present
contingencies that differ from those that returning Ph.D.s experienced while
in Western graduate schools, and a satisfying career in line with the expectations and goals acquired in graduate school may be unattainable. Sometimes indigenous programs offer more obtainable expectations, and a career can be redefined. This sort of problem may in fact be faced by every
academic who is trained in a research university but then must find a
career in a teaching university or very small school
Two measures in our survey study addressed this problem. We asked
respondents to evaluate me quality of the resources available in Taiwan
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compared to what they thought was available in the West. The overall
assessment was ve1y negative: 77% of respondents rated Taiwan below die
midpoint of the scale, and 43% chose the lowest scale value. We also
asked respondents the extent to which working far from the West makes
it difficult to keep current in their field, and found a similar result. Only
25% claimed it was easy or very easy to keep cutTent. This problem
appears to be more serious for younger faculty; a moderate relationship
was found between year of degree and difficulty, ,;, 6, = .41, p < .0001.
Nationalldentity Path

Participants in indigenous psychology movements are keenly aware
of the political and academic domination of Europe and America and
evidence various degrees of resentment of this situation. They also realize,
as some citation research has illustrated (Gabrenya, 1988b), that Western
psychologists generally ignore the theory and research coming out of nonWestern countries, and do so because of a misguided universalism, or
more seriously, a misguided "absolutism" (Adamopoulos & Lonner, 1994;
Lonner, 2000). Out of this situation, given sufficient societal resources, we
might expect the development of a movement to establish a psychological
identity in its own right, independent of Western ideas and dominance. No
one likes to be ignored.
Our su1vey of Taiwanese psychologists included four items that formed
an index measure of this felt need for identity and recognition. Social,
clinical and applied psychologists indicated a need for identity (Ms= 3.88
to 3.99 on a 5-point scale), whereas experimental psychologists tended not
to (M= 2.79), R..3, 87) = 6.78,p< .001. Throughout mis research, experimental
psychologists showed a preference for a universalist, natural science conception of psychology that usually precluded indigenous thinking.
The Great Leader Path

The familiar Great Man versus Zeitgeist debate returns in the present
context. It appears that most of the extant indigenous movements have (or
had at their inceptions) strong leaders whose ideas and influence appeared instrumental in the movements' progress. A SoS analysis examines
the impact of these leaders and asks difficult questions such as what will
become of the movements after these leaders become less active, even if
the cultural milieu supportive of indigenous movements continues.
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Some indirect supp01t for the importance of leadership was found in
our research. Our respondents were asked to nominate a leader of the
Taiwan movement, and among respondents who answered these questions, about 90% chose the eminent psychologist Kuo-Shu Yang as the
movement's intellectual as well as organizational leader. I interpret this
high consensus as an indicator of strong leadership.
Social Movements

Indigenous movements appear to share many of the defining traits of
social movements (McAdam, McCarthy & Zald, 1988; Snow & Oliver,
1995): ideology; charismatic leadership; members who share personal
motivations for participation; resources; social or material control over
members; a supportive milieu; a sense of identity that is tied in part to
what they are against and in part to what they hope to change. Adopting
a social movem~nt perspective allows us to understand the development
of indigenous psychology as a truly social phenomenon.
We would expect that one accomplishment of a successful academic
social movement would be control of critical resources such as grant funding and faculty positions. We asked our respondents if their research
needed to be ''indigenized"' in order to be funded locally. Respondents
from all fields reported that they needed to indigenize for funding (Ms =
3.5 to 3.7) with the exception of experimental psychology (M = 2.2), R3,
66) = 7.0, p < .001. Among experimental psychologists, 20% reported some
degree of need to indigenize (endorsing scale responses "neutral, somewhat needed, very much needed") while among the other three field
groups, 84% reported such a requirement.

Wealth: The Sixth Path
From a SoS or a social movements perspective, we should look at the
intersection of wealth and other factors in predicting when an indigenous
movement will appear. The development of psychology may run parallel
to the development of democratic political institutions, both appearing
and prospering under favorable economic conditions in the context of
societal modernization. In the same manner that democracy requires the
development of "civil society," indigenous psychology may depend for its
development on the achievement of a certain level of "psychological infra-
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structure": sufficient Ph.D. psychologists, faculty positions, research opportunities, social acceptance, and so on. Psychology is an expensive activity
and, like art, it "follows the money" (Sarason, 1981). Since the lifting of
martial law in 1987 Taiwan certainly provided these prerequisite conditions for democracy and indigenous psychology, and both have flourished
(Marsh, 1996). Korea has followed a similar course. Understanding the
complex mechanisms--economic, social, and psychological-through
which wealth affects cultural change in general, and the development of
indigenous movements in particular, requires a societal-level analysis.
Cognitive Ecology
Restivo 0994), following in the tradition of Adam Smith, Marx, and
Veblen, suggested that "what [scientists] do is more an outcome of the
pressure of the situation they are in than of what they have earlier 'internalized'" (p. 106). His concept of "occupational culture" (common tasks,
work schedules, job training, career patterns) applies readily to the situations of psychologist working in different nations. "Cognitive ecology"
refers to situational influences on the ideas of the working scientist, analogous to an ecological niche but emphasizing the effect of the niche experience on intellectual activity such as metatheories, epistemological orientations, theories, and values. Situations might be viewed in a hierarchical
structure beginning at the scientist's academic depamnent and the courses
he or she teaches and extending up or out to the zeitgeist or weltanschauung
of his or her time and place. Even in an "era of unprecedented information
overload " the load is not evenly balanced and what the psychologist
experiences intellectually and ideologically day to day reflects more the
nature of his or her social and scientific community than of all the ideas
extant in the discipline (especially in a global context). The situations
described in the five paths discussed previously in this chapter also represent much of the substance of the cognitive ecological niche of the psychologist.
A strong version of this ecological argument holds that psychologists
can't think too far beyond the ideology and intellectual content of their
cognitive ecological niche, whereas a weak one would suggest a more
distal or multiply determined influence. Both versions suggest that American psychology's slowness in understanding the importance of culture can
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be explained by the monocultural experiences afforded psychologists
working in a large, insular, effectively monocultural nation.' For example,
my informal obsetvation of the field suggests that people don't choose
cross-cultural psychology because they come to a careful assessment of its
value based on a full intellectual review; rad1er, they have experiences
mat wrench mem from the cognitive ecology of d1e mainstream.
The cognitive ecology of a Western graduate program can be expected to constrain thought, and of course action, along the lines of Western psychology in a myriad of ways, including explicit contingencies placed
on students, d1e depa11ment's value system, and the kinds of experiences,
coursework, and ideas to which mey are exposed. Most psychologists will
not deviate from this ecological constraint unless something happens d1at
"reorients their cognitive ecology." PhDs returning from Western graduate
programs to non-Western countries are by necessity subject to a transfom1ing experience_:mey go home. The cognitive ecology they experience
upon return is different than that of their graduate training and differs from
me cognitive ecology experienced by those of their graduate school peers
who made d1eir careers in the West. Beyond simply a matter of irrelevancy, a different way of thinking about psychology might be expected,
perhaps influenced by the processes desc1ibed in the other models outlined previously.
Who Can and May Study These Movements?
TI1e implicit assumption made in this chapter so far has been that the
author has the right to perform this research and has the authority (in the
academic sense) to present his findings to an audience of his peers. Although in science the writer's c.v. should suffice as the source of his or her
scientific aumority, in me present context the issue of aumority is complicated by the persistent insider-outsider debate. We ask, who can and may
study me indigenous movements of others?
"Can" and "may" are different ideas. "Can" begs the question of what
we are capable of knowing; '·may" of what we are allowed to do. Not
unlike and1ropologists, cross-cultural psychologists have an ongoing, difficult, awkward, maybe exploitative, relationship with the "other" that we
hope to figure out. In anthropology, the post-modern debate rages as to
whemer we can ever know me "other" and if so, how our research can be
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sufficiently grounded, intersubjective, emic, relative, and so on, to approach an understanding of the other (D'Andrade, 2000). For these reasons, some Anthropologists have concluded that tl1ey cannot study the
Otl1er, while for ethical or political reasons some feel that they may not.
However, I know of no writing by indigenous psychologists that directly
claims tl1at outsiders may not study their movements. But the same might
not be true for can.
My experience, so far, has been that insiders to an indigenous movement cast a cold eye on outsiders who are peeking in. From an epistemological perspective, these movements take a skeptical stance in tl1eir evaluation of outsider, etic, cross-cultural strategies in general (e.g., see Kim,
2000). Compounding the metl10dological objection, outsiders studying
indigenous movements are also famously ill-informed and possibly disruptive. We are ill-informed because we are outside the cultural, academic, and national systems in which the movements develop (Yang,
1997b). Sometimes we cannot speak or read the language in which our
data (textual anifacts) are written. (The writings coming from within the
movement are the data for studying it from without, but only if the outsider
can read them). Our work is, some might say, "shallow." A similar critique
has been made by cultural psychology of cross-cultural psychology (see
Hwang & Yang, 2000; Yamaguchi, 2002). However, I argue that this is
both a weakness of which we have long been aware, and a strength if etic
research strategies are valued. I suggest that outsider perspectives are botl1
(a) always shallow and (b) a necessary complement to insider perspectives. Antl1ropologists not associated with tl1e post-modern movement have
long recognized tl1e value of outsider perspectives:
" ... a century of fielclwork has proven that it is the outsider who is able
to aniculate cultural practices that are invisible and commonsensical
to insiders" (Fiske, 2002, p. 85).
This is a year of ironies in the world, and the insider-outsider problem
has its own. Much of tl1e ideological content of indigenous psychologies
begins witl1 a two-pronged critique of Western psychology: first, of its
validiry for studying cultures outside the West, and maybe for studying its
own culture, too; and second, of its motives in studying non-Western
peoples and in studying non-Western psychologies. However, tl1is critique
of Western psychology is itself performed from an outsider perspective.
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Phrased slightly differently, indigenous psychologies could be viewed as
taking an outsider perspective in criticizing Western psychology, including
its sins, as an outsider. uoutside" is a relative assessn1ent, and it is true that

many non-Western social scientists have lived in tl1e West and studied
Western psychology, while the opposite is less common. It is difficult to
assess the extent to which these social scientists, living briefly in the West
as young foreign students, really come to understand Western culture in
sufficient depm. To use me central term of Taiwanese indigenous psychology, the non-Western critique of Western psychology can never achieve
bentu qi-hexing, indigenous compatibility wim the research subject (K. S.
Yang, 1997b; but see C. F. Yang, 1997, for an opposing point of view),
because those performing the criticism can never share the perspective of
tl1e subject. Taken at face value, tl1is state of affairs leaves all sides incapable of bentu qi-hexing and highly limited in their research prospects.
However, I believe that both insider and outsider research present useful,
mutually balancing perspectives. For example, the outsider critique of Western Psychology has been shallow and unfair, but at the same time very
effective in calling to Western psychologists' attention our bad habit of perfomling culturally uninfonned "imposed etic" research "by 747" (Doob, 1980).2
Disruptive Outsiders
Outsiders who study indigenous movements are disruptive in the
same sense as any anmropologist hanging around a tight commurlity and
asking awkward questions. One is reminded of Napoleon Chagnon's (1968)
. experience among me Yanamamo. We know what he experienced and
what he found, but we don't know how much trouble he caused in Bisaasiteri village. In my own research on t11e Taiwan indigenous psychology
movement, I encountered considerable reluctance among my research
subjects, sometin1es of me form, "here's what I tl1ink but please don't use
my name because I want to keep my job." I eventually learned, for example, that I could get more survey data by having it mailed back to
Florida tl1an to my research assistant in a Taiwan university. But the other
side of tl1is reluctance was d1at I found myself in a role not unlike Chagnon's,
a confidante or outsider to whom "mings could be said" to the extent that
I was trusted to keep secrets or maintain anonymity. I was careful with my
database of field notes.
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As an outsider/foreigner studying a controversial social movement, it
is difficult to make anyone happy. Members of the movement assume you
are engaged in a Western-biased attack on their work, and critics of the
movement suspect you are trying to support people who they believe are
wasting precious grant money. Members have their own internal conflicts
(e.g., see Hwang, 1997; Yu, 1997) and some are insecure about the status
of the movement; non-members are worried about being seen as outside
the movement. The result is, of course, insecurity on the part of the researcher, frustration, a sense of being in over one's head, and a pervasive
feeling that social psychology was never this mysterious.
The Fish Scale Model
Donald Campbell, a brilliant psychologist who cross-cultural psychology (and several other areas) can call one of its own, wrote in the field of
SoS. His "fish-scale model of social science" suggests another way to look at
indigenous psychology. Campbell argued in this 1969 paper that academic
specialties are like overlapping fish scales, and academic fields are collections of scales. The collections are not completely arbitrary but their boundaries were determined in the past by various historical processes in the
context of Western universities. Once a field, like psychology, is established through the collection of adjacent scales or specialties, processes of
group dynamics, occupational socialization, chauvinism, and academic
political economy (competition for resources) come into play that gradually bring the specialties closer to the central values, beliefs, and behaviors
of the field. The field, transmitted at ground level through the experiences
and contingencies of being in an academic department, produces a proximal component of the cognitive ecology that I discussed previously.
Individual scientists working in "deviant" specialties within the discipline have a difficult time getting respect, promotions, and resources, and
in the encl have to make hard choices that involve their career aspirations
and feeding their families.' Campbell argued that the chauvinism and
organizational politics of disciplines impairs communication between adjacent specialties that happened to fall into different disciplines (e.g., crosscultural psychology and psychological anthropology), and this is a problem for social science. I think we experience this all the time in our own
work, as I have argued elsewhere (Gabrenya, 1988a).
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Indigenous psychology (and probably cultural psychology) seems to
be attempting to redefine psychology by rearranging the scales, placing
specialties that now fall in psychology and anthropology into the same
field. For example, much indigenous work has adopted variants of the
ethnographic field methods of anthrnpology and utilizes the theoretical
material of philosophy and cultural studies (e.g., Hwang, 2001). Of course,
this violation of boundaries makes everybody angry, because d10se at the
center of d1e field (read: experimental psychology) can't appreciate the
way the deviants at d1e periphery (read: cultural psychology, indigenous
psychology, cross-cultural psychology) are thinking and acting.
Does Progress Matter?

I have stated that the Sos approach doesn't care if the actual products
of the disciplines.or specialties under examination are scientifically right or
wrong. But in fact, if one takes a realist point of view, one could include
"progress" as a valid object of study. So how do we know if indigenous
psychologies are making progress in their own cultural domains or if they
contribute to d1e progress of world psychology? In Taiwan, K. S. Yang
frequently cites various indicators of progress (e.g., see Yang, 1997a), but
he is concerned with the progress of a social movement as much as, and
possibly more than, simply scientific progress. The reader will recognize
the old issue: is social science progressing? In the American pragmatic
tradition, we would say that progress is indicated when something works
to solve a real problem. Unfortunately, the content of much indigenous
work, at least in Taiwan, can't be evaluated that way because it takes a
highly d1eoretical, sometimes ethnographic, style. However, one domain
of indigenous activity in Taiwan can be scrutinized from the criterion of
pragmatism-applied psychology. Applied psychology must be effective
in the local cultural context, or else it disappears; it is indigenous, or it is
gone.' In my Taiwan research, I found d1at the applied psychologists
shared many indigenous beliefs and attitudes-their appr-disal of positivism, acceptance of indigenous psychology, etc.-with social psychologists,
in sharp contrast to experimental psychologists.
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Conclusion
My concerns in this chapter focused on whether the SoS approach is
useful, whether my models are valid, and whether or not we can actually
perform this research using each other as "subjects" without causing the
kinds of problems that make life as an academic unpleasant. I proposed a
set of models to describe the paths along which psychologists in nonWestern societies may travel in their journey from an imposed Western
psychology to an indigenizecl, local psychology. The models are ecological or materialist in two senses: the development of indigenous psychology is viewed within the social and economic "ecological setting" of the
greater society; and the scientific thinking and creativity of the psychologist is viewed within the "cognitive ecology" of the immediate work situation and larger cultural milieu.
Sociology of science presents a way of thinking that is at once familiar
to psychologists trained in the etic traditions of theoretical, universalise
research, but at the same time alien in its greater distance from the subject
and its disinterest in the validity of the subject's activities and products.
This way of viewing the field is not completely unfamiliar to cross-cultural
psychology, as evidenced by the several citation analyses and overall
appraisals of the field that have appeared over the years (Doob, 1980;
Gabrenya, 1988b, 1997; Lonner, 1980, 1994; Onge! & Smith, 1994). However, to my knowledge, the domain of activities-the development of
disciplines, the behavior of incliviclual psychologists---0n which the SoS
analysis focuses is much broader, more difficult to quantify, more amenable to multiple interpretations, and ultimately more controversial than
any previous research of which I am aware.
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Notes
1

2

Although America is a multicultural society, I suggest that the experiences of psychologists are much more monocultural than those of psychologists outside the United States: "Even the rat was white" (Guthrie,
1997).
Extending this irony, I argue that the outsider critique by cultural psychology aimed at its aging parent, cross-cultural psychology, has been
shallow, unfair, and in the end the best thing to happen to cross-cultural
psychology since Hofstede's first book (Hofstede, 1980).
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3

4

This is why it's so hard to get a good job doing cultural or cross-cultural
psychology. We all are working in specialties that are deviant from the
central perspective of modern psychology.
Lin (2000) illustrates dramatically the failure of an insufficiently indigenized
clinical psychology to respond to the mental health service needs of
victims of the 1999 Taiwan earthquake.
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The Progress of the Indigenization of Psychology in India:
A Review
Sinha 0994) claimed that "indigenization is a global phenomenon"
(p.180), i.e., it is a necessity in all countries and across all disciplines. In
India, there have been repeated, aperiodic calls for indigenization of psychology following the initial call of Durganand Sinha 0973) to make
psychology relevant to the Indian context and to serve the needs of the
Indian people. In the past decade much has been written about the state
of, type of, extent of, sources of indigenization of psychology in India, and
of the positive and negative factors influencing its progress. The writings of
Adair, Puhan, and Vohra 0993), Dalal 0996), D. Sinha 0994), andJ.B.P.
Sinha (2000) among others have each concluded that indigenization in
India is slowly but steadily progressing.
Taking their reality into account, Indian psychologists have imported
the concept and suited it to serve the purpose of indigenization process. J.
B. P. Sinha (2000) has argued that given the pluralistic nature of the Indian
society and its people, the openness to diversity among Indians, and the
relative comfort with dissonance of an Indian scholar, no single route is
best for the growth of psychology in India; rather a number of approaches
to making psychology relevant will not only help but also ensure the
survival of the indigenization movement. Three routes have been identified as possibilities for Indian psychology to travel to make research in
psychology more relevant.
The first and commonly accepted route is the use of Indian traditional
knowledge, categories, and d1eories to exp la in basic psychological phenomena such as motivation and personality. However, indigenization in
India has not been limited to the development of a cultural psychology or
of unique principles heavily based on language, as has been the case in
the Philippines, Taiwan, and Mexico. Ethnic or cultural psychology has
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been recognized as a source for an indigenous psychology in India, but it
is only treated as one of several routes that indigenization may take and is
the least popular route.
A prime reason for India not following the culture-based route to
indigenization is the difficulty in defining or agreeing upon what would be
appropriately culturally derived in India. The difficulty arises from the size,
diversity, and complexity of the populace in India. There are large differences in the languages spoken, religions practiced, caste, and tribal affiliations of people. There are six religions that are actively practiced in India,
of which there are two dominant religions (according to the 1991 Census
82.41 percent are Hindus and 11.67 percent are Muslims), and eighteen
languages are officially recognized, each with a distinct script and litera1ture. In the 1991 Census the number of people who spoke any one language ranged from 39.85 (Hindi) to .01 (Sanskrit). Approximately 10 percent of the Indian population is tribal. Most of these groups live in remote
parts of the country and many of their ways of organizing their world are
primitive. Thus it is difficult to agree on the topics that would be classed
as topics of national importance or be culturally appropriate. Would psychologies based on ancient Hindu texts Cit would not apply to more than
15 percent of the population) be more culturally appropriate than those
based on Muslim texts (it would apply to a smaller but a significant percentage)? Which Hindu text would classify as national and ctiltural is
another dilemma, given that Hinduism itself has more than eighteen ancient books of philosophy and teachings and there is no widespread agreement on which one of them is the key text. Also, if psychologies based on
Muslim texts were indigenous would they be different from the psychologies of Islamic nations such as Sultanate of Oman or Iraq. The diversity
indicates that rather than having one national/indigenous psychology it is
more appropriate to envisage that there would be multiple indigenous
psychologies. Thus the route of cultural psychology as practiced in Mexico
or Philippines cannot be the only route for indigenization in psychology
and it is often the least popular route in India. This is also because majority
of the urban psychologists and psychology students do not identify with
the "cultural" ways and means (Dalal, 1996).
In addition the current social reality in India is also very complex. In
fact, there are many social worlds existing in India all at the same time.
India has some of the poorest and the richest people in the world, it has
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many illiterate and many highly educated people, and there are people
who live in impossibly crowded conditions and those who live in some of
the most palatial houses in the world. There are children who can hardly
afford to take a notebook or pencil to school and there are those who
worry about the immense weight of the school bag. In each of these
categories, given the large population of India, even small percentages
mean very large numbers of people. For example, when it is said that 25
percent of Indians live in urban settings, it means 250 million people,
which is far in excess of the population of many countries. Thus the study
of social problems and issues, applying psychological concepts to understand social differences is another popular route that psychologists in India
have adopted. Such research is derived from various perspectives and
sources, such as western theories and methods, and Indian folkways. It
includes common daily realities of Indians. Research on crowding, attitudes towards family planning, and violence towards women would fall
under this category. D. Sinha had proposed and argued for increased
relevance of Indian research as the route for indigenization in 1973, rather
than only a culture-based strategy.
Another route that psychologists in India have adopted is the examination of established psychological concepts and theories developed elsewhere with the focus on application and relevance to the Indian context.
This is not mindless replication of western studies by researchers whom
Mohanty (1988) sarcastically called "Yankee Doodlers" or similar to the
psychological research in India in the earlier years (Adair, Puhan and Vohra,
1993). In a review of psychological research of the early seventies & late
eighties, Adair, et al. (1993) found that majority of the research in India was
replicative without none or superfluous mention of the Indian culture or
context only in the introduction sections. Research under this route refers to
mature research where a researcher is neither reinventing the wheel nor
irrelevantly studying problems. Given that a large percentage of rnidclle class
and upper class urban Indians work and live in circumstances similar to
many developed world contexts such research becomes purposeful and
relevant.
To date the evidence for the extent of development of psychology in
each of tl1ese routes is mostly anecdotal or based on analysis of the published literature. Dalal (1996), 0. Sinha (1994 & 1996), and J. B. P. Sinha
(2000) write at great lengths about the research in these categories but the
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coverage is not extensive. By and large, the same authors, the same topics,
and the same researchers get cited as examples of indigenous research
through the various routes. For example, the work of R. K. Naidu and his
colleagues on non-attachment (Anasakti) (cited in Dalal, 1996; D. Sinha,
1996, and J. B. P. Sinha, 2000) or the work of L. Krishnan on distributive
justice, (cited in D. Sinha, 1996 and J. B. P. Sinha, 2000). Though the
reader of these articles gets a sense that there is programmatic research in
the different routes of indigenization, the extent or depth of this programmatic research in each of these routes is not known. The empirical study
by Adair et al. 0993) measured the variations in the process of indigenization
reflected in research published before 1988, and hence is no longer current. The present study examines the extent of indigenization in the various routes in all fields of psychology.
The Present Study
This chapter repo1ts on the extent of cultural/socially-relevant research by each route based on the abstracts published in the Indian Psychological Abstracts and Reviews from 1998 to 2002 (Volume 1). Each year
two issues of this journal were published thus nine issues were included in
this study. The journal divides the published abstracts into specializations:
Cognitive, Personality, Cross-Cultural and Indigenous Psychology, Life Span
and Developmental Psychology, Women and Family Studies, Educational
Psychology, Organization Behavior and Industrial Psychology, Social psychology, Clinical Psychology, Research Methods and Psychometrics, Experimental Psychology, Physiological Psychology, and General Psychology.
The abstracts for experimental and physiological psychology and research methods and psychometrics were not included in this study. For
each of the other sections abstracts were rated by the author on whether
the article was theoretical or empirical, and if empirical, whether it fell
under any of the three categories of socially/culturally relevant research:
(a) Research that was cultural in nature, being based on indigenous
conceptualization or theory. This included, for example, the work on the
role of outcome orientation vs. process orientation on motivation and
stress derived from the Bhagwad Gita, an ancient Hindu text; the giving
theo1y of motivation derived from the ancient Vedas, and the role of
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practicing yoga and meditation in developing the self and its relation to
the workplace. (b) Socially relevant research that was undertaken on countty- specific topics such as crowding or population explosion, epidemiological surveys of, for example, the incidence of violence towards women
in a certain region, or substance abuse among college students. This category also included research on HIV/AIDS and on caste, and (c) Western
concepts and theories that were tested and their findings were compared
to those obtained in Indian settings. For example, the work on learned
helplessness, its application, or validity tested within Indian samples, the
use of Somatic Inkblot Series for diagnosing schizophrenia or other mental
illnesses presented by Indian patients; Piagetian conservation among Indian children; or studies on procedural and distributive justice.
Quantitative Ratings ofb1dig enous Research Developme nts

A total of 2,531 articles were included in this study of which 636 were
theoretical, with the rest (n-1895) or 75.6 percent of the total articles being
empirical. The largest proportions of empirical articles were in the clinical
psychology section (21.3 percent) followed by social psychology 05.6 percent) and organizational behavior and industt"ial psychology (15.1 percent).
Table 1 presents the number and percentage of empirical articles that
were rated as being socially or culturally relevant under each route. Overall, approximately one quarter of the articles in the last five years were
rated as being culturally/ socially relevant using one of the three routes.
:rhere were also variations in the extent to which a panicular route was
used. The largest volume of research was in the category of socially relevant topics. The largest percentage of abstracts was in the study of socially relevant topics (the second route) in the section on women and
family studies (50%) followed by those in the section on social psychology
(35%). In sections of clinical, women and family studies and cognitive
psychology there were no studies that could be classified as based on the
cultural or ethnic route. The largest percentage of studies using the third
route, that is testing western concepts in Indian settings, were in the section
on industrial and organizational psychology. For example, there are studies
that use western scales to measure commitment among different groups of
employees (for example, working in private and public sector c01porations)
or that measure stress of various occupational groups, or the correlates of the
Big 5 personality traits with job satisfaction among school teachers.
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Table 1
The Extent ofEmpirical Articles from 1998-2002 in the Indian Psychological Abstracts and Reviews Rated As Indigenous In the Three Routes to
Indigenization
Research
Category

No.of
Rsch based
Studyofsoci•
empirical on traditional ally relevant
articles
writings
topics

n

General
Developmental

Sodal
OB&IP
Personality
Clinical
Educational
Women&

Family Studies
Cross-Culrural
Cognitive

TOTAL
1

2

%1

n

Comparison
to western
findings

Total no. of cul•
turally/socially
relevantstudies
%'

n

%

n

0
2.74
1.38
9.73
4.92
5.71
0

6
45
134
37
21
82
43

0.32
2.37
7.07
1.95

22.2

0
4
5
25
6
26
0

87
4
11

50.3
4.6
17.2

6
12
1

3.47
13.8
1.56

93
18
12

4.91
0.95
0.63

394

20.8

85

4.49

491

%

40
146
362
257
122
455
189

0
1
2
2
4
0
1

0
0.68
0.55
0.78
3.28
0
0.53

6
40
127
10
11
56
42

27.4
35.1
3.89
9.02
12.3

173
87
64

0
2
0

0
2.3
0

1895

12

0.63

15

1.11

4.33
2.27

25.9

Thepercentagesarecalculatedoutofthetotal number of abstracts in each category
Thepercentageiscalculatedoutofthetotal number of abstracts

A Review and Examples of Indigenous Indian Research
The foregoing numbers provide an idea of the scope of socially/
culturally relevant research in India, but in addition some explanation,
illustration, and descriptive review of each of the types of routes is needed.
Though it is not possible to provide a complete review of all the culturally/
socially relevant research in this brief paper it is possible to give examples
of the kinds of developments that are occurring. The nature of topics
studied and one or two examples of programmatic research in each route
are presented.
This review within each route reveals that in many cases the research
in India has become programmatic. Researchers from various parts of the
country are studying various dimensions of the same topic and building on
each other's work. Such programmatic research development, which previously was not present in Indian psychology, indicates a maturing of the
discipline as well as the deep-rootedness of its indigenous research.
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The first route to indigenization where cultural traditions are treated
as the source of research ideas and problems has resulted in a body of
research developing over the past several years. Research on yoga and on
a personality theory based on the writings in the Vedas provide excellent
examples of this approach.
Yoga is an ancient form of exercise that was developed and perfected
in India. It has been lauded as a means for attaining physical, mental, and
spiritual well-being. However, there has been little empirical research to
demonstrate its effectiveness. In the past five years there have been sixteen
studies examining the effect of Yoga practice in various contexts. For
example, Telles, Narendran, Raghuraj, Nagarathna, and Nagendra 0997)
studied the changes in autonomic and respiratory changes after yoga practice among girls living in a community home, Telles, Reddy, and Nagendra
(2000) studied oxygen consumption and respiration following yoga practice. Vempati and Telles 0999) studied the usefulness of yoga on reducing
physiological signs of anxiety; Jhansi & Rao 0996), Mishra & Sinha (2001),
Singh & Kaushik (2000), Triveni & Aminbhavi 0999) also studied the
effects of yoga on depression and anxiety, and Manjunath & Telles 0999)
demonstrated the improvement in visual perceptual sensitivity in children
following yoga training. The usefulness of yoga in managing stress has
also been demonstrated (Sahajpal & Ralte, 2000; Roy, 2000; Vempati &
Telles, 2000). Yoga was also shown to benefit epileptics (Panjwani,
Selvamurthy, Singh, Gupta, Mukhopadhyay, & Thakur, 2000) and when
used in conjunction with psychotherapy (Rao, 1998; Rao, 2000). It was also
found to benefit performance in cognitive tasks for mentally retarded children (Krejci 1998) and for normal children (Sridevi, Sitamma, & Rao,
1998). These studies serve two purposes: they help mainstream the use of
yog~ and provide evidence for its usefulness as well as its limitations.
In the research on personality there has been programmatic research
based on local knowledge and categorization. A tridimensional personality
d1eory based on the Sankhya school of Hindu philosophy proposed by
Chakraborty (1987) postulates that the human mind is a manifestation of the
primordial prakriti (nature). This prakritihas three gunas(constituents), namely,
Sattva= characterized by purity, serenity, and contentment, Rajas= characterized by love of fame, passion, lust and display of power, and Tamas =
characterized by anger, greed, and ignorance. Marutharn, Baloclhi, and Mishra
0998) have designed an instrument to measure the personality of an indi-
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vidual based on the tri-dimensional personality. Occupational stress, organizational commitment, job involvement, and job satisfaction in sattva, rajas,
and lamas types have been studied (Daftuar & Anjali, 1997; Sharma, 1999). In
yet another study the relationship between Maslow's need hierarchy theory of
motivation and d1e tri-dimensional personality model was explored (Daftuar
& Sha1111a, 1998). Again, as in od1er areas there are several researchers who
are examining various facets of a proposed concept. In this case rather than
the d1eory remaining an esoteric concept its validity and its applicability are
being widely tested and issues of measurement are being pursued.
In the second route in which social problems are the source of the
research question there are numerous examples of socially relevant research. On the face of it some of the research may not seem indigenous in
the traditional sense. For example, one has to be aware of the social and
cultural conteX1 in India to realize, that research on India on test-anxiety
(for example the study of Sood, 1998 on academic stress and coping
strategies of high school students) is socially relevant. For entrance to a
post-graduate college admitting 200 students, 100,000 students take an
exam. For admission to a Nurse1y class the infant may have to undergo an
interview, exam, and a play session under observation. The selection ratio
could be as severe as 1 out of every 250 infants. It is not surprising that
many children suffer from test anxiety in the urban centers. In fact it was
reported that ten children committed suicide over a ten clays period (in
one city) just before their Grade 10 results were to be declared (Indian
Express, May 6th, 2003). Similarly, the economic, social, and educational
status of women in India is not the same as that of men in India, nor of
women in other countries. According to the 2001 Census preliminary results indicate that 54.16 percent of the women are literate as compared to
75.85 percent of the men. 'TI1e sex ratio, defined as the number of females
per thousand males has declined from 1901 to 2001 from 972 to 933. The
falling sex ratio and the lower literacy rates of women in India make it
amply clear that research on the status of women is socially relevant in
India and is different from women-centered research in western countries
as is shown in the work of Dhawan, Punetha, Sinha, Gaur, Tyler, and Tyler
(1999) on family conflict patterns in India. D. Sinha (1996) has righdy
claimed that indigenous psychology "attempts to develop a psychology
that is suited to the sociocultural soil of the country. " (p.100)
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The rural-urban divide in India is very prominent and there is much
migration from villages to cities for employment and better opportunities.
However, the needs, values, and motivations of people coming from rural
areas and different socio-economic status groups are distinctly different
from tl1ose of people in the cities. This is a serious national concern for
which research is needed and Indian psychologists are beginning to make
contributions. For example, Sinha , Vohra, Singha!, Sinha , and Ushashree
(2002) found significant differences in tl1e collectivist and individualistic
behaviors and intentions of residents of less affluent smaller towns versus
large affluent metropolitans. There have been over fifty studies that compare various facets of behavior, abilities, and cognitive development across
rural and urban samples. Similarly, 13 studies studied differences in learning styles, attitude towards tl1e environment, self-concept between tribal
and non-tribal people, and numerous studies made comparisons across
socio-economic status levels. It makes a lot of sense to study these differences and provide inputs for the design of education practices, and motivation and reward packages for employees. In addition, it must be noted
that tl1e recognition of differences because of socio-economic or rural-urban
background and research designed around it is an advancement over
previous psychological research in India on cognitive development of
twenty years ago that treated all Indians as similar and blindly tested
western theories and methods.
More than twenty researchers chose to study awareness of, attitudes
towards, differences according to SES levels, risk perceptions of AIDS/
HIV. India supposedly sits on a veritable volcano of an AIDS epidemic
according to the World Health Organization. The large numbers of migrant
labor from the villages who live solitary lives in large crowded settings in
the metropolitan cities and truck drivers who spend a significant part of
their life on the roads are the most difficult to reach but the most critical in
stopping tl1e AIDS explosion. Thus research on understanding of mechanics of spread and of education on HIV/ AIDS is extremely relevant. Also
there are many epidemiological studies designed to find out the extent and
spread of various issues such as, awareness of mental illnesses, education
of women, incidences of dowry deatl1s. These are very much social concerns to Indian society, because there has been no prior research articulating the nature and extent of such problems in Indian society.
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The work on crowding sta1ted at the University of Allahabad by
Pandey 0978) and his associates provides an excellent example of recent
Indian research applied to an indigenous social problem. This initial research seems to have taken root and different researchers across the country are studying the phenomenon in various local contexts. Recently, for
example, there have been ten abstracts of studies concerned with crowding. Nagar and Paulus 0997) developed a Residential Crowding Experience Scale. Pandey, Verma, and Ruback (2000) explored the influence of
age, gender etc. on perceived crowding in Indian classrooms. Ragani (2000)
studied the effects of crowding on cognitive functioning of children; Evans,
Lepore, Shejwal, and Palsane 0998) studied the effects of residential crowding on children's well being; Arora & Sinha 0998) studied the correlation
between crowding and need patterns of adolescents; Malik, Batra, and
Muhar (1997) studied the correlation between crowding and personality
traits; Phookan (2000) studied the correlation between crowding, alienation, and altruism. Sinha and Nayyar (2000) and Sinha 0999) studied the
role of social support in reducing negative effects of crowding among the
elderly. This research not only demonstrates psychology applied to the
indigenous social context, but also such programmatic research reflects on
the maturation of Indian psychology as a science.
There are similar clusters of focused research in areas such as family
planning. In a populous country like India, such research is extremely
necessary and relevant. There have been eight studies on family planning
which have focused on anitudes and values towards family planning and
toward the programs designed by the government and other agencies with
respect to family planning. Factors associated with the use of contraceptives both among men and women have also been studied. In earlier years
Indian psychologists would not choose such topics to research. Researchers in psychology are slowly becoming more aware of the nature of Indian
social problems, their importance as topics for study, and are making them
the focus of their research.
The third route where western theories are replicated or findings are
compared against those within India, is exemplified by research in clinical
psychology that measures the extent of schizophrenia or depression and its
measurement using various instruments developed in the west, studies on
self-concept of Indian students, applications of Herzberg's motivation theory
among school teachers and blue-collar workers, and research on the at-
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tainment of Piagetian conservation of area, weight, and volume among
children etc. One example of programmatic research is in the application
of Somatic Inkblot Series for various purposes. For example, there are
demonstrations of clinical and diagnostic utility of SIS in at least ten studies (Dosajh, 1997; Mishra & Dwivedi, 1997; Singh, Dubey, & Banarjee,
1997). The stability of SIS-II response content over time and age is evidenced in sn1dies by Singh, Singh, & Dubey 0999), Pandey, Mishra, Mishra,
& Dwivedi 0999), and Pandey, Tripathi, & Tripathi (2001). The SIS-II
profiles of murderers, those suffering from depression, and in diagnosis of
schizophrenia have also been researched and published.
Although such studies may appear to be merely western-type research, these studies represent a significant depatture from the way Indian
research used to be even fifteen years ago. Reviews of this research shows
that there has been a positive movement from simply replicating western
studies to actually ·studying and developing a conceptual perspective on
Indian people and their behavior patterns through studies that are now
grounded within Indian society.
Conclusions
From the above observations and data generated by examining the
research trends in published research in India, it is possible to conclude
that there is a visible trend toward making the practice and research of
psychology more relevant to the Indian context. In fact, as pointed out by
J. 13. P. Sinha 0993), though the bulk of psychology research in lndia
continues to be replicative a small but significant portion of it is relevant
to the Indian context. This study finds that the small portion is now grown
to a quatter of the total research produced. The foregoing has provided
few examples of the range of indigenous developments within Indian
psychology. The review is not exhaustive because of space limitations.
However, it would not be wrong to say that India has responded more
uniquely to the definition of indigenization (D. Sinha, 1996).
Durganand Sinha 0973) championed the goal of an Indian psychology that would be relevant to Indian society. His concern was that psychologists were more focused on the psychology of the west rather than
being as attentive as they should have been to the context and issues
within their own society. It may not have occurred in his lifetime, but there
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is evidence in the recent research pursued by [ndian psychologists that a
strong recognition and incorporation of the Indian context has developed
in their selection of topics and research activities.
Adair (2002) has proposed that indigenous psychology develops and
evolves through a series of four stages namely, importation, implantation,
indigenization, and autochthonization. He claims that the last two stages
are intertwined, such that autochthonization (or the development of a fully
autonomous science) is a crucial factor in the development of a culturally
sensitive indigenous psychology. The promotion of an autochthonous psychology in India has been aided in recent years (Adair, 2002) by several
developments uniquely designed to strengthen the discipline. The granting agency JCSSR has undetwritten the production of a series of edited
volumes surveying the knowledge accumulated by Indian psychologists
on selected topics over the previous five years. The ICSSR has also seen to
the development of a journal of abstracts of published Indian psychological research that has been regularly published over the past decade. A
large number of topical journals in psychology and related areas have
become regular quality outlets for publication of Indian research, such as
the Journal ofCommunity Guidance and Research, Indian journal ofPsychometry and Education, The Indian Journal of Social Work, SIS Journal
of Projective Psychology and Mental Health, and Psychology and Developing Societies. In addition to their high quality, research anicles published
in these journals are generally applied and are contextual in nature. The
cumulative effect of these developments has been the promotion of a
critical mass of mature researchers who identify topics of national interest
and problems relevant to the Indian context. These researchers stimulate
one another and develop a national focus on relevant topics as evidenced
by the programmatic research on various topics of national and cultural
relevance.
One adjunct to the development of an autochthonous discipline that
is still lacking is the emergence of a strong national association for psychologists. The formation of well-coordinated regional associations may
also help. With India being a large and complex country, a single national
association may not serve the cause. Rather, several regional associations
could provide space for individuality of each group and another forum in
which to make psychology relevant.
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This review has been limited to a study of the extent of socially/
culturally relevant research in published articles. Examining the nature
and extent of indigenization in the thesis produced by young doctoral
level scholars at various universities in India could provide an interesting
further test of the trend towards indigenization. Only if the increasing
trends towards indigenization are reflected in training and early research
can one claim that indigenization of psychology has taken roots.
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Since the emergence of indigenous psychology in the 1970s, many
debates about its epistemological goal have taken place between its proponents and mainstream psychologists. In order to settle these debates, it is
necessary to agree on a sound philosophical foundation for the future development of indigenous psychology. The philosophy of constructive realism
advocated by the Vienna School in recent years may provide such a philosophical foundation. In this article, I first review the epistemological challenges faced by indigenous psychologists. I argue that tl1ese challenges and
ilieir solution should be understood in tl1e context of tl1e modernization of
non-Western countries. Then I illustrate the main ideas of constructive realism. Finally, I explain how the philosophy of constructive realism can be
used to meet the epistemological challenges encountered by indigenous
psychologists.

The Emergence oflndigenous Psychology
Since the encl of the 1970s, a number of psychologists have begun to
advocate an indigenous approach to psychology in non-Western countries
such as Mexico (Diaz-Guerrero, 1977), Korea (Kwon, 1979),Japan (Azuma
& Imada, 1994), the Philippines (Church, 1984; Enriquez, 1977; Lagmay,
1984), India (Sinha, 1986), and Taiwan (Yang, 1997). In the early 1990s,
the Communist countries of Eastern Europe collapsed, the long-lasting
Cold War between the East and West after World War II came to an encl,
and various forms of ethnic conflict broke out all over the world. The clash
of civilizations became a major issue in the new age of globalization
(Huntington, 1996). Parallel to these developments, an indigenous psychology movement has spread to many areas of the world and attracted
increasing attention from mainstream psychologists (Shiraev & Levy, 2001).
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Generally speaking, the emergence of indigenous psychology in nonWestern countries has been inspired by a spirit of nationalism and anticolonialism. Most psychologists in non-Western countries adopt conceptual frameworks and research methods developed by Western psychologists when conducting research in their native societies (Kao & Sinha,
1997; Mehryar, 1984; Sinha, 1986). Their research findings may be irrelevant to the psychology of the local people, and thus are unable to solve
problems faced in people's daily lives. The problem of implantation may
be most serious in the case of social psychology. Most knowledge in this
field has been developed in the United States. American psychologists
usually focus on issues relevant to their home society both as research
topics and as the framework for theoretical construction (Moscovici, 1972).
Four levels of ethnocentric bias are therefore likely in Western psychological research Werry, Poortinga, Segall, & Dasen, 2002):
1.

2
3.
4.

Selection of items and stimuli in an instrument.
Choice of instruments and procedures.
Definition of theoretical concepts.
Choice of topic for research.

As a consequence, findings derived from replicating Western research
paradigms might be ill'elevant to or inadequate for understanding the
mentality of people in non-Western countries (Sinha, 1986, 1988). The
imposition of a Western research paradigm on non-Western countries can
be viewed as a kind of cultural imperialism or colonialism (Ho, 1998). By
ignoring the fact that many Western theories of social psychology are
culturally bound, duplication of a Western paradigm in non-Western countries may result in neglect of cultural factors that may influence the development and manifestation of human behavior.
Based on such reasoning, many indigenous psychologists advocate "a
bottom-up model building paradigm" (Kim, 2000, p. 265); promote "the
study of human behavior and mental processes within a cultural context
that relies on values, concepts, belief systems, methodologies, and other
resources" (Ho, 1998, p. 94); and treat people "as interactive and proactive
agents of their own actions" that occur in a meaningful context (Kim, Park
& Park, 2000, p. 71). They perform "the scientific study of human behavior
(or the mind) that is native, that is not transported from other regions, and
that is designed for its peoples" (Kim & Beny, 1993, p. 2) in order to
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develop a "cultural-appropriate psychology" (Azuma, 1984, p.53); "a psychology based on and responsive to indigenous culture and indigenous
realities" (Enriquez, 1993, p.158); or a psychology whose "concepts, problems, hypothesis, methods, and test emanate from, adequately represent,
and reflect upon the cultural context in which the behavior is observed"
(Adair, Puhan & Vohra, 1993, p.149).
Challenges to Indigenous Psych o logy

The approach of indigenous psychology just described has been criticized by mainstream psychologists. For example, Triandis (2000) pointed
out that anthropologists have used a similar approach for years, and that
accumulating anthropological data with an idiosyncratic approach may
not have much significance in terms of contribution to the development of
scientific psychology.
Poortinga (1999) indicated that an internal contradiction for development of indigenous psychology is implied in the usage of plural "indigenous psychologies" by many indigenous psychologists. The development
of multiple psychologies not only contradicts the scientific requirement of
parsimony, but also makes the demarcation of cultural populations an
unresolved problem. If every culture has to develop its own psychology, how
many indigenous psychologies should there be? How many psychologies
would have to be developed for Africa' What is the optimal number of
indigenous psychologies? What is the meaning of an indigenous psychology developed in a specific culture to people in other cultures?
David Ho is a supporter of indigenous psychology and has advocated
for the development of an Asian psychology (1988) with warnings that
blindly transporting the research paradigms of Western psychology into
non-Western countries may lead to the trap of Western ethnocentrism.
However, he has also pointed out that if eve,y culture develops its own
psychology, another kind of ethnocentrism in reverse would arise. Poortinga
0996) made similar criticism on this point. He argued that over-emphasis
on the nature and extent of differences in psychological functioning between people of different cultures may make indigenous psychology a
kind of "scientific ethnocentrism in a new guise."
Hermans and Kempen 0998) proposed the concept of "moving culture," which is changing continually over time, and discussed the perilous
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problems of cultural dichotomies in a globalizing society When intercultural communications become so frequent that the whole world is a
global village, can culture be regarded as internally homogenous and
externally distinctive? If individuals are able to choose and decide their
own behavior, culture may have no necessary influence on the individual;
psychological traits and mechanisms would be incidental. The notion of
regarding culture as a psychological system becomes less feasible. Instead
of regarding culture as a stable system geographically located in a particular area, it would be more viable to define cross-cultural differences in
terms of specific ecocultural and sociocultural conditions (Poortinga, 1999).
Poortinga 0999, p. 425) strongly suggested that "differences in behavioral repertoires across cultural populations should be understood against
the background of a broader frame of commonness." He argued that overemphasis on cross-cultural differences in behaviors and negation of important invariance in psychological functioning across different cultures is not
only "factually incorrect," but also "theoretically misleading" (Poortinga,
1999, p. 419).
Philosophical Foundation of Indigenous Psychology
In order to meet the challenge of multiple indigenous psychologies,
many indigenous psychologists have argued that the final goal of indigenous psychology is to develop an Asian psychology (Ho, 1998), a global
psychology (Enriquez, 1993; K. S. Yang, 1993, 2000), a human psychology
(K. S. Yang, 1993), or a universal psychology (Berry & Kim, 1993). A careful
examination of the controversial debates between indigenous psychologists and mainstream psychologists reveals that both camps concentrate
their arguments on the issue of the epistemological goal for the development of indigenous psychology. A persuasive discourse to settle all related
debates could not be provided if arguments are restricted only to the
epistemological level.
In my article "Constructive Realism and Confucian Relationalism: An
Epistemological Strategy for Developing Indigenous Psychology" I argued
that there are three levels of breakthroughs to be made for the development
of an indigenous psychology, namely, philosophical reflection, theoretical
construction, and empirical research. On the level of philosophical reflection, indigenous psychologists should propose a philosophy that is able to
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explain the essential difference between knowledge constructed by scientists after the 14"' Century European Renaissance and that which was developed by people of non-European cultures during the course of their
long histories. The goal of this philosophical reflection should be able to
answer the following questions:
1.

2.
3.

4.

What is the meaning of modernization?
What is the meaning of modernization to non-Western societies'
Why has the movement of indigenous psychology emerged in many
non-Western countries when the scientific communities of the world
are dominated by Western psychology?
What kind of knowledge ought non-Western psychologists to pursue
as scientists?

In other words, the emergence of the indigenous psychology movement can be concep~alized as a reaction by non-Western scholars against
the blind imposition of Western paradigms on research conducted in indigenous societies. It is inspired by a spirit of nationalism or anti-colonialism. In order to settle debates about the epistemological goals of indigenous psychology, it is necessary to explain its occurrence in a broader
context that illuminates the modernization of non-Western societies.
It seems to me that Western modernization has been characterized
and supported by a special kind of knowledge constructed on the basis of
philosophy of science. Two years ago, I published a book titled The Logic
of Social Science that systematically presented major contributions of 17
major Western philosophers of the 20"' century to the progress of philosophy of science with respect to their viewpoints on ontology, epistemology,
and methodology (Hwang, 2001). The book contains five parts: (a) positivism, (b) post-positivism, (c) structuralism, (d) hern1eneutics, and (e) critical
theory. The last chapter concludes with the philosophy of constructive
realism. The theme of the first two parts of the book, positivism and postpositivism, is the philosophy of science mairily applied to natural science.
Because psychology has traditionally been defined as a branch of science
by Western psychologists, tl1is philosophy of science is also used by many
psychologists. The last three parts of the book, dealing with structuralism,
hermeneutics and critical theory, contain paradigms frequently used by
social scientists. Constructive realism is discussed in the last chapter as a
philosophy of science and is proposed with an attempt to integrate its
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previous development by Dr. Fritz Wallner, who organized the Vienna
School, (not to be confused with the Vienna Circle, which was active in the
world scientific community in 1930s) (Wallner, 1994; Slunecko, 1997).
Constructive realism classifies reality into three categories: reality itself (wirklichkeit), lifeworld, and microworld. Reality itself is something
that cannot be understood by human beings. Human beings can understand only the worlds they have constructed with language, which include
the /ifeworlds constructed by cultural groups in their long development,
and the scientific microworlds constructed by individual scientists.

Two Types of Knowledge in the Scientific Microworld
and the Lifeworld
The separation of the knowable world into lifeworld and scientific
microworld is very helpful for coping with the challenges encountered by
indigenous psychologists, although Wallner's description of these two worlds
is not clear enough to answer the aforementioned questions with regard to
indigenous psychology. For this reason, I have reviewed previous discourses on the difference between the types of knowledge constructed in
the lifeworld and the microworld (Hwang, 2000), and compared them on
five concerns, namely, the constructor, ways of thinking, types of rationality, patterns of construction, and functions of worldview (see Table 1).
Table 1
Two Types ofKnowledge in Lifeworld and Scientific Microworld

Constructor

Lifeworld

Scientific Microworld

Cultural group

Single scientist

Ways of thinking

Originative thinking

Technique thinking

Types of rationality

Substantive rationality

Formal rationality

Patterns of construction

Participative constructive Dominative construction

Functions of worldview

Meaning of life

Recognition of world
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The microworld of scientific knowledge is constructed by a single
scientist, while the language and knowledge used by people in their
lifeworlds is constructed by a group of people living with the same cultural
background for a long period oftime. In the originating years of a particular culture, people concenlnte themselves on observing the external world
and contemplating the nature of every object in the lifeworld. They try
their best to make every thing manifest itself in the language they create to
represent it. Heidegger labeled this way of thinking originative thinking or
essential thinking (1966). In contrast, the language used by scientists to
construct microworlds of scientific knowledge is intentionally created to
reach a specific goal. 111e language has a compulsory and aggressive character that demands the most gain with the least cost, and is a product of
technical thinking or metaphysical thinking from Heidegger's perspective.
From the perspectives of insiders living in a given society, collective
consciousness and social representations are all rational (Durkhein1, 1912/
1965). But there is a fundamental difference between the rationality used
for constructing a scientific microworld and that used in a lifeworld. In
their lifeworlds, people emphasize the importance of substantive rationality, which refers to the value of ends or results judged from a particular
position. It is completely different from the formal rationality for constructing scientific rnicroworlds used by Western scientists after the European Renaissance. Formal rationality emphasizes the importance of goals
or results and provides no clear-cut means and procedures for reaching
them. Only a few persons who are familiar with the special means and
procedures can use them to pursue worthy goals. Substantive rationality
pays attention only to value-neutral facts and the calculability of means
and procedures that can be used by everyone to pursue their personal
goals (Brubaker, 1984).
Scientists construct their microworlds using Cartesian dualism through
dominative construction (Shen, 1994). They construct these scientific
microworlds about various aspects of their external world that concern
human beings in order to attain the goal of controlling and utilizing nature.
These scientific microworlds are neither pern1anent nor absolutely certain;
each has its own specific goal. When the goal loses importance, or when
people are faced with new problems, scientists must construct new
microworlds to address these problems. In contrast, people constructed
knowledge in their lifeworlds by participative construction, especially in
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pre-modern civilizations. Anthropologist Levy-Bruh] 0910/ 1966) indicated
that the cultural systems of primitive people are constituted on the law of
mystical participation, which conceptualizes human beings and nature as
parts of an inseparable entity that can be viewed as a consciousness of
cosmic holism (Taylor, 1871/ 1929).
The worldviews of the lifeworld and the scientific microworld are
essentially different. As people of a given culture contemplate the nature
of the universe and the situation of humankind, they gradually formulate
their worldviews with original thinking in the course of their histrny.
Walsh and Middleton 0984) indicated that a worldview thus formulated
usually answers four broad categories of questions: Who am I? What is my
situation of life? Why do I suffer? How do I find salvation? Generally
speaking, a worldview describes not only human nature but also the
relationship between an individual and the external environment, as well
as the individual's historical situation in the world. In addition, it provides
a diagnosis for problems and prescribes a recipe for their solution.
The worldview in a scientific microworld does not serve such a function. In his lexicon theory, Kuhn 0987) indicated that the scientific lexicon
is composed of a set of terms with structure and content. Scientists use
terms in the lexicon to make propositions in theory for describing the
nature of the world. Theory and lexicon are inseparable. The microworld
of a theory cannot be understood without its specific lexicon. Different
theories are understood with their various lexicons. When a theory is
changed, its lexicon will change with it. Each lexicon contains a method
to recognize the world. Members of the same scientific community must
master the same lexicon, understand the meanings of each term, and share
the same worldview in order to communicate with one another. In order
to think about the same problem and engage in related research in the
same scientific community, they must share the same worldview. However, the worldview of a scientific microworld provides no answers to
problems related to the meaning of life. It is essentially different from the
worldview of a lifeworld.
The contrast between the two types of knowledge in a scientific
microworld and a lifeworld provides answers to the questions mentioned
in Section III. In the following sections, I propose my answers to those
questions. The first issue I discuss is the meaning of modernization.
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Modernization and Social Change
In Western countries, scientific microworlds are mainly those that
evolved from the interior of the civilization and were utilized for various
types of production after the European Renaissance in the 14'h Century.
T11e implications of social change in the process of modernization can be
elaborated in terms of the theory of communicative action proposed by
Habermas (1978). According to Habermas, an individual's lifeworld is
composed of three aspects, namely, culture, society and individual. For
the aspect of culture, people sharing a certain cultural heritage may share
the power of re-interpreting it, and determine the way of interpreting it
through intersubjective communicative actions. For the aspect of society,
communication may help people to establish standards of behavior, reinforce their identification with the community, and strengthen the integration of society. For the aspect of the individual, growth resulting from
constant communic~tion and learning may enable an individual to improve capacity for action and help to shape the integrity of personality.
Social systems in modern societies have evolved from people's
lifeworlds through the process of rationalization. However, such newly
differentiated social systems as university, industrial factory, or commercial organization are not only different from people's lifeworlds, but also
antagonistic to each other. The three functions of communication in an
individual's lifeworld are mutual understanding, coordination of action,
and socialization. These functions of communication may satisfy three
kinds of individual social needs, namely cultural reproduction, social integration, and individual socialization. However, the major goal for sustaining most social systems in modern society is material reproduction,
and the criterion for evaluating system evolution is the enhancement of
social control. In order to achieve this goal, each system must try to search
for or develop the most efficient microworld for material reproduction.
People working in the system have to use technical thinking to solve the
problems they encounter in their production work. In order to attain this
goal, money and power replace the position of language in the lifeworld
and become the major media for system integration. Seeking consensus
through communication and coordination may also take into consideration the one-dimensional thinking of reward and punishment. Systems in
the lifeworld are liberated from the regulation of social norms, and be-
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come more and more autonomous. Finally, the imperatives of social system begin to instrumentalize the lifeworld. Habermas (1978) called this
process colonization of the lifeworld by the social system.
Modernization of Non-Western Societies

Modernization of non-Western countries is fundamentally different
from that of Western countries. TI1e modernization process of Western
countries has been facilitated by various factors and evolved mainly from
their cultural traditions, while the modernization of non-Western countries
is induced by factors external to the culture. In the process of modernization
for non-Western countries, people also have to differentiate various social
systems from their lifeworlds, such as schools, factories, research institutes,
and use various microworlds of scientific knowledge to engage in different
types of production work. However, because this kind of knowledge is
transplanted from a foreign culture, when terms in those lexicons are
translated into the local language, they are obviously distinct from the
native language used by the local people in their daily lives. It is not
difficult for local people to tell the difference between foreign language
and their own culture.
Because rnicroworlds of scientific knowledge have the character of
instrumental rationality, people usually learn it in school, and only professionals can use them systematically to do production work in various
social systems. It is a matter of course that this kind of knowledge may
penetrate into the lifeworlds of ordinary people through various channels
of communication. However, for most non-professionals, though they may
learn scientific knowledge fragmentally and use it in daily life, it remains
at the level of common sense. It is very hard for ordinary people to utilize
such knowledge systematically and engage in production work as a professional does.
Also, because scientific knowledge has the character of instrumental
rationality, it is different from substantial rationality in nature. It can neither be used as a guide for an individual's value orientation, nor to answer
problems about the meaning of life. In many circumstances, it cannot
replace knowledge learned from cultural traditions, such as values, view
of life, philosophy of life, ethics, or morality. People in non-Western societies certainly use the various microworlds of scientific knowledge that
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they learned in school to engage in production work in the social system.
But, they may also utilize the knowledge inherited from their cultural
tradition to deal with problems in their lifeworlds. Thus, they may have
different types of knowledge in their cognitive system, some originated
from Western culture, and some inherited from their own cultural tradition. People retrieve the most appropriate knowledge from their cognitive
system to solve a particular problem faced in a given life situation. Of
course, it is quite possible that even the individuals themselves would not
be able to identify where the knowledge originated from in most situations.
This combination of types of knowledge is the most important reason
for psychologists of non-Western countries to develop indigenous psychology. So far as this point is concerned, the concept of domain-specific
cultural theories proposed by Hong, Morris, Chiu, and Veronica (2000) is
of particular importance. In other words, cultural theories originated from
various cultural traditions are applicable in specific domains only (Yang,
1988). In a particular domain of life, one may utilize microworlds of
scientific knowledge to engage in production work, while in other domains, one may instead use knowledge originating from one's own cultural
tradition to solve the problem. One of the missions for non-Western psychologists in developing indigenous psychology is to clarify what the most
appropriate cultural theory is that can be used in a specific situation by
people of a given cultural group.
The Epistemological Goal of Indigenous Psychology

If this philosophical reflection is acceptable, the philosophy of constructive realism provides an answer to previous debates about the epistemological goal of indigenous psychology. In all cultures one of the most
thoroughly investigated subjects is human beings themselves. During the
process of cultural development, each cultural group develops various
cultural theories of "psychology" to deal with the problems that their
members may come across in their daily lives. Therefore, indigenous psychologists call for studying the psychological processes of local people as
mediated by their native language in their lifeworlds. Mainstream psychologists do not oppose this claim, but they emphasize the importance of
constructing microworlds of psychological knowledge and argue that "dif-
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ferences in behavioral repertoires across cultural populations should be
understood against the background of a broader frame of commonness"
(Poortinga, 1999, p. 425).
From the perspective of constructive realism, a solution for indigenous psychologists to resolve the debate is to construct formal theories (or
microworlds) about the psychological functioning of the human mind that
are supposed to be universal, and then use these theories to analyze the
particular mentality of a people in their lifeworlds with moving culture.
In order to attain this goal, indigenous psychologists in non-Western
countries must admit that the philosophy of science containing the rules of
the game for constructing microworlds of scientific knowledge is mainly a
product of Western civilization. If they want to construct such microworlds,
they have to transform their attitudes from anti-colonialism to post-colonialism, make themselves familiar with the Western philosophy of science, and utilize the most appropriate paradigm to solve the various academic problems they may encounter in attaining the epistemological goal
of indigenous psychology.
Conclusion
Based on this framework, I have developed a series of theoretical
models of Confucian relationalism over the past twenty years. First, I
constructed a formal model of Face and Favor on the basis of scientific
realism (Hwang, 1987), and then used this model as a framework to
analyze the deeper structure of Confucianism (Hwang, 1995, 2001). Even
colleagues who support the indigenous approach often ask me whether
the cultural tradition of Confucianism still exists under the impact of Western culture, and whether it is necessary to study Confucianism as a cultural
system from the perspective of psychology. It is not difficult to see that such
inquiries are proposed on the concept of moving culture. In responding to
these kinds of questions, I emphasize that theoretical models about the
deep structure of Confucianism are just microworlds constructed by a social
scientist. They are cultural structures, but not psychological structures.
Viewed from the perspective of structuralism, they are an unconscious
model universal to all people in Confucian culture, but not a conscious
model particular to any individual (Levi-Strauss, 1976). In people's actual
lives, it is very hard to find any person who has the exact mentality as
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described by the deep structure of a culture. However, such a structure can
be used as a "broader frame of commonness" (Poortinga, 1999, p. 425) to
study not only the social behaviors of people from Confucian societies, but
also across various cultural populations.
To be more specific, under the influence of Confucianism, people of
East Asian societies have developed various language games for human
practice or activity shared by their cultural group, such as cheong in Korean (Choi, Kim & Kim,1999; Choi & Choi, 2001), amae in Japanese (Doi,
1973; Yamaguchi & Ariizumi, 2001) or renqing in Chinese (Hwang, 1987).
These language games represent Confucian forms of life, which can be
regarded as the surface structure derived from the deep structure of Confucianism, or as cultural theories to be used in some specific domains of
life by East Asian people. People in contemporary East Asian societies may
or may not use these cultural theories in their lifeworlds. However, comprehension of this deep structure enables study of the unique feature of the
Confucian mentality against the background of the universal structures of
the human mind. By using this framework, empirical research may be
conducted for the future development of indigenous psychology.
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IS CULTURAL IMPOSIDON LESS OF AN ISSUE WTIH
INDIGENOUS PSYCHOLOGIES?
Ype H. Poortinga

University of Tilburg, Netherlands &
Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium

An important reason for the development of indigenous psychologies
is the alleged imposition of western cultural ideas and beliefs embedded
in mainstream psychology. This contemporary psychology found in the
affluent western countries can be considered as an indigenous psychology
of which the relevance for other parts of the world should be questioned.
However, the unconditional endorsement of the need for a plurality of
indigenous psychologies carries crucial implications. Such a plurality assumes, as a rule, that knowledge in psychology does not hold for the
human species as a whole. Moreover, almost per definition cultural outsiders are (more) wrong and cultural insiders (more) right on issues concerning their own culture. The thesis of this chapter is that variations in knowledge and insights associated with various indigenous perspectives can
enrich psychology as a universal science of human behavior, but that
insiders do not have a natural advantage when it comes to theoretical
insights.

Indigenous Psychologies and the RelativismUniversalism Contrast

To clarify the topic of discussion a distinction can be made between
indigenization at three levels, namely (a) theory and conceptualization,
Cb) operationalization, and (c) the topics and issues addressed by the
profession of psychologists, both in research and in practice.
To begin with the last point, archives such as PsycLit show that
contemporary psychology is mainly engaged with concerns prevalent in
western societies. Issues of illiteracy and poverty and how these can be
addressed in intervention programs draw far less attention than, for example, individual psychotherapy or the psychological concomitants of
heart surgery. Berry, Poortinga, Segall, and Dasen (2002; see also Poortinga,
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1999) speak about the ethnocentrism of psychology, including cross-cultural psychology, and they see the selection of topics, dominated by the
affluent part of the world, as the most serious expression of such ethnocentrism. Obviously, research and application directed at local problems and
needs requires local contextual knowledge . Does this mean that psychological findings acquired elsewhere are largely irrelevant, or only that they
need to be screened for local relevance? Even a tentative answer to this
problem depends on one's theoretical position concerning the relationship
between behavior and culture.
The second level of ethnocentrism has to do with operationalization,
i.e., the way domains of behavior and concepts are crystallized in assessment instruments and separate items within such instruments. Psychological processes and traits, however defined, can rarely be assessed without
reference to actual behavior repertoire. In so far as this repertoire of behavior differs across cultures, common assessment instruments show
inequivalent or incomparable results (Van de Vijver & Leung, 1997). The
history of comparison of cognitive test scores as a basis for racial distinctions issues a loud and clear warning. However, the fact that data can be
inequivalent does not yet mean that all data are inequivalent. Moreover,
as we shall see later, different levels of equivalence can be distinguished.
The answer to the question whether or not equivalence is a realistic goal,
again depends on one's views of the relationship between behavior and
culture.
The third level at which cultural imposition can take place is the level
of theory and conceptualization. Typically, western theories and concepts
are studied in cross-cultural psychology. These concepts have emerged in
the socio-historical context of western societies and have been formalized
in religious and philosophical thinking. Do these concepts apply elsewhere, and vice versa, do concepts from other contexts have relevance in
western settings? In other words, are local theories likely to be more valid
or is it more meaningful to work towards universal theories of behavior?
Answers to the questions raised so far depend to a large extent on
one's (meta-) theoretical perspective. In contemporary cross-cultural psychology the major distinction is between cultural relativism and psychological universalism (Berry et al., 2002). The latter acknowledges deep
influences of cultural context on behavior, but also recognizes that psychological functions and processes are shared by humans in all cultural
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groups. This choice for primacy of the organism not only as a biological
but also as a bio-psychological or bio-social entity implies that a search for
what is psychologically universal can be productive despite all the cultural
diversity in manifest behavior. In cultural relativism the primacy of the
biological organism is not denied for basic processes like, for example,
reflexes, but the emphasis is on typically human behavior for which a
primacy of culture is postulated. Cultural practices are not explained in
terms of common psychological principles, but rather seen as expressions
of a unique culture and its historical roots. The literature on indigenous
psychology tends to take the latter rather than the former perspective,
either as an intermediate (Sinha, 1997; Enriquez, 1993) or as a definite
(Kim & Berry, 1993; Shweder, 1990) position.
In my view there are various theoretical difficulties with such a perspective that will be presented in the following in the form of three paradoxes.
1.

2.
3.

Ethologists compare across species, and culturalists emphasize noncomparability within the human species.
Postulates of incomparability pre-empt empirical tests of incomparability.
Smaller cross-cultural differences are found for more general traits.

Paradox 1. Ethologists Compare across Species, and Culturalists
Emphasize Non-Comparability within the Human Species

There are now numerous studies of chimpanzees and other great
apes that suggest cultural variations in behavior patterns. For chimpanzees
Whiten et al. (1999) could list 65 behaviors that appeared to be socially
transmitted. Thirty-nine of these were customary or habitual at some observation sites while they had not been observed at other sites. These
patterns were mainly concerned with sexual advances, grooming and the
use of tools, and variations resembled those between human societies.
Russon (2002) studied how orang-utans raised in captivity and later gradually released in their traditional habitat acquired patterns of tool use and
preparation of certain foods for consumption from other orang-utans that
they met. Russon freely uses terms such as "culture and cognition," "apprenticeship," "enculturation" and a "life history perspective" for great
apes. Rendell and Whitehead (2001) suggest that there is even fairly exten-
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sive evidence from field studies to the effect that cultural transmission can
be found in whales and dolphins, using definitions of culture centering on
social learning.
While the general argument in ethology tends towards continuity and
similarity across species and through phylogenetic history, cross-cultural
psychologists with a relativist orientation lean towards essential differentiation. When Shweder et al. (1998) make a distinction between mind and
mentality, they go on to emphasize the latter, culture-specific, orientation
on human behavior. Similarly, Valsiner (2000, p. 85) argues that "both
persons and contexts are culturally constituted ... the life of humans as
species differs dramatically from other biological species even when rudiments of cultural organization of life can be found, as among higher
primates."
Thus, ethologists focus on the analysis of psychological functions;
variations in behavior are seen to provide evidence of culture as a faculty
or aptitude of a species, rather than evidence of psychological differences
(in mentality or psyche) between various groups. Cultural psychologists
tend to see variations in behavior as evidence of differences in psychological functioning; the essence of human behavior derives from (culturespecific) meaning and/or intention.
It can be argued that genetic similarity across species and within
the human species is pointing to culture as a biological faculty that defines
constraints as well as affordances (or opportunities) for behavior variation
within the human species (Poortinga & Soudijn, 2002). For two reasons
this does not help much in the discussion about this paradox. First, the
pathways from genetic information to manifest behavior remain largely
uncharted, allowing authors freedom of interpretation about the extent to
which there are constraints that would argue against relativism and to
which extent variations in behavior-culture interactions point to affordances
that would argue against a universalistic viewpoint. The second reason is
that the boundaries between what is seen as shared/similar and what is
seen as specific can change over time without much effect on basic positions. Thus, it is rather obvious that the strong version of relativism reflected by Shweder in 1990 has shifted considerably in later years (cf. Shweder
et al., 1998). A similar shift can be observed when comparing a recent
review of Miller (2002) with work of only a few years earlier (cf. Miller,
1997). Even though it can be argued that strong relativism has become
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somewhat marginalized under the influence of biological thinking in psychology authors like those mentioned continue to distance themselves
from a universalist perspective. Hence, this paradox has not come much
closer to resolution.
Paradox 2: Postulates of Incomparability Pre-Empt Empirical
Tests of Incomparability

The two (meta-) theoretical perspectives of relativism and universalism have consequences for the cross-cultural analysis of the empirical
validity of psychological concepts. There are numerous concepts that according to the authors who published about them cannot be readily translated into English. Examples of such (non-western) indigenous concepts
are the emotions of song (Lutz, 1988) and liget(Rosaldo, 1980) and personality constructs like anasakti (Pande & Naidu , 1992), machismo (DiazGuerrero, 1993), and philotimo (Triandis & Vassiliou, 1972).
Let me take the latter as an example. According to Triandis and
Vassiliou (1972, pp. 308-309) someone who is phi/otimous "behaves towards members of his in-group the way they expect him to behave." They
write: "A person who has this characteristic is polite, virtuous, reliable,
proud, has a 'good soul,' behaves correctly, meets his obligations, does his
duty, is truthful, generous, self-sacrificing, tactful, respectful, and grateful."
When a large proportion of the Greeks report that they see themselves as
phi/otimous there are two basic orientations in the interpretation of this
finding. First, there is something to phi/otimo that the Greeks have and
"we" do not have. Second, philotimo (philotimous behavior) can be observed with us, it is just not explicit in our language or self-reports; for
example, it is a particular blend of common human dispositions that has
become salient in the Greek language and society probably for sociocultural-historical reasons.
Can we do empirical research that brings us closer to a solution? It
follows from the first paradox that theoretical arguments pro and con these
two positions are not going to provide a definite answer. If we turn to
empirical research, this would have to be comparative in one way or
another, either using the same instniment or different instruments, but
With some means of linking data obtained from non-Greek samples with
those of Greek samples. Comparison requires some common standard
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(Beny et al., 2002; Van de Vijver & Leung, 1997) both at the conceptual
level and at the level of measurement. There are three different opinions
on the feasibility of such a standard; it tends to be either (i) denied, (ii)
presented as a research question, or (iii) taken for granted.
Although comparability, or equivalence, of concepts and instruments
transferred from one culture to another tends to be denied by relativistic
researchers, it is not uncommon to find that they are actually making
comparisons. At the very minimum these amount to the claim that something in another target culture is essentially different from the state of
affairs found in one's own culture ( what is the basis of such claims if all
valid comparison is ruled out?). In addition, one finds explanations in the
way local concepts are culture-specific (how can such explanations be
given if comparison is ruled out?). For example, in the very same book
where Shweder 0990) hackled the tradition of culture-comparative psychology, he coauthored a study conducted in India and the USA, interpreting "the similarities and differences in the moral understandings of children and adults in the two cultures" (Shweder, Mahapatra, & Miller, 1990,
p. 131).
Virtually all researchers in cross-cultural psychology accept that crosscultural differences in scores on tests and questionnaires cannot be interpreted at face value, because of the likelihood of cultural impositions and
bias being introduced with the transfer of methods and instruments across
cultures. However, in sources such as the Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology and the International Journal ofPsychology one can find numerous comparisons where the scores on some instrument administered in
different cultural samples are being compared without clear evidence to
the effect that the scores indeed can serve as a valid common standard for
such comparisons. In other words, equivalence is assumed but not demonstrated. In my view many of the criticisms of culturalist researchers on
culture-comparative research are justified because of the discrepancies
between what is preached and what is practiced.
The remaining possibility is that equivalence of concepts and methods is neither taken for granted nor rejected summarily. If I am not
mistaken, this option has been gaining ground in recent years. The need
for establishing equivalence as a condition for valid comparison has become more widely recognized, as testified by literature on this topic, like
the well-known text by Van de Vijver & Leung 0997). If one compares the
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various levels of equivalence and the array of approaches distinguished by
these authors with the rather simplistic notions in the 1960s and 1970s
about absence and presence of (item) bias as a kind of dichotomy, considerable progress has been made. Unfortunately, there is a price to pay for
more sophisticated research; design and analysis are becoming more complex, and the size of data sets has to be increased.
The empirical search for common standards does not only pertain to
measurement, but also to the comparability of concepts. An issue on
which fairly extensive research has been conducted in recent years, is that
of the cross-cultural validity of personality trait dimensions, such as the
dimensions ("Big Five") postulated by the Five Factor Model. The most
commonly used instrument is the NEO-Pl-R (Costa & Mccrae, 1992). Similarities in factor structures across a range of countries have been the basis
of claims for universality (e.g., McCrae, 2000; McCrae & Allik, 2002). However, when local personality inventories were administered with the NEOPI-R to Chinese respondents an additional factor emerged, labeled Interpersonal Relatedness. Such a finding can be seen as evidence of culturespecificity in personality make-up. One can also go a step fu1ther and raise
the question what happens if instruments constructed in China are administered in the USA and elsewhere (cf. Cheung & Leung, 1998). The interpersonal relatedness factor has been replicated in a multiethnic sample in
Hawaii, tentatively suggesting that this aspect of personality is not only
present in Chinese cultures (Cheung et al., 2001). Similarly, Stewart et al.
(2002) found that the Chinese notion of guan, which refers to the social,
ization and training of children, in part appeared to function in a similar ,
way in the USA and Pakistan as in Hong Kong.
All in all, I am more optimistic about the scope for resolution of this
second paradox than of the first one. Undoubtedly, the evidence will not
always be straightfo1ward and easy to interpret, but in so far as researchers
can reach consensus that methods are tentative standards that should be
examined for equivalence, there is a way fo1ward. To which extent philotimo
is better seen as a culture-specific ingredient of personality make-up among
the Greeks and to which extent it is as a language-specific reference to a
more widely shared trait or cluster of traits is one of the questions that can
then be pursued further.
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Paradox 3: Smaller Cross-Cultural Differences Are Found
for More General Traits

For cultures geographically not too close together one can easily find
psychological variables (e.g., specific skills, attitudes, beliefs) for which
there is hardly any overlap in distribution, while individuals within each
culture behave in a similar way; the within-culture variance is small compared to the between-<:ulture variance. With measures that pertain to broader
aspects of behavior, such as cognitive abilities, moral principles and personality traits, we find quite the reverse; between-culture variance is much
smaller than within-culture variance (e.g., Poortinga & Van Hemert, 2001).
Thus, if we examine broader and more inclusive concepts cross-cultural
differences become less prominent. Among others Cole (e.g., Scribner &
Cole, 1981; Cole, 1996) has argued forcefully for the context-specificity of
relationships between culture and behavior.
This third paradox implies that in a psychological sense differences
between cultures apparently are not coherent across broader domains of
behavior and psychological functioning. This makes it doubtful whether
culture does have system qualities at the psychological level. At the same
time, it is difficult to find conclusive evidence. If two cultures differ simultaneously in respect of two variables these differences may hang together
somehow, but causal relationships and coincidence often have a similar
appearance; it is difficult to differentiate between coincidental and systematic relationships. Perhaps the most convincing arguments are to be found
in the history of cross-cultural research. Even a superficial analysis shows
that in new areas of research initially broad and inclusive characterizations
tend to be postulated, leading to sweeping conclusions about more general differences between cultural groups. Subsequently, such differences
are redressed to much smaller proportions. For example, in perception
research earlier notions about greater sensory acuity of traditional peoples,
or general differences in perceptual modalities (with African groups tending towards the auditory and Western groups tending towards the visual
modality), have long been abandoned. What have remained are quite
specific differences, for example in susceptibility for certain visual illusions, and the skill to perceive depth in certain pictures (e.g., Deregowski,
1980). In cognition different modes of thinking were postulated, notably
on the basis of literacy and schooling. None of these "great divide theo-
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ries" (Segall, Dasen, Beny, & Poortinga, 1999) has been upheld. In personality research there has been a shift from the characterization of entire
populations in a single "modal" trait to the above mentioned search of
universal trait dimensions. Similar examples can be found in other domains of behavior (Poortinga, in press).
A resolution of this third paradox is possible if one conceives of a
culture as a behavior repertoire consisting of a large set of conventions or
practices (cf. Poortinga, Van de Vijver, Joe, & Van de Koppel, 1987). Such
conventions and cultural rules are directly observable, or require only
small inferential steps, as they tend to be limited to quite situation specific
concepts. According to Girndt (2000) conventions are not limited to overt
actions, they include beliefs, ways to handle problems (e.g., believing that
stone houses are better than wooden houses), and explanations of rules
and concepts (e.g., looking at someone while talking shows honesty and
openness, versus not looking someone in the eye is a matter of respect).
From such a perspective it is also conceivable that there can be local
cultural variations in the conceptualization of psychological functions and
processes.
Conclusion

Historically indigenous psychology movements can be seen as an
appropriate reaction against the tendency among western researchers to
see their psychology as an accomplished science and field of application
to which "others" can only add details. Such a perspective in my view
amounts to a serious overestimation of the state of development of psychology, even if one assumes that systematic accumulation of knowledge
on human behavior is possible. However, if this critical view has merit, it
should equally apply to other indigenous psychologies.
The resolution of paradoxes as presented in this chapter points to the
need for an understanding of cross-cultural invariance as well as variations
in behavior. Such understanding can constrain the range of plausible and
valid answers to the lead question of this chapter, namely whether cultural
imposition is less of an issue with indigenous psychologies. These more
definite answers can be best pursued with a common research agenda of
all indigenous psychologies, including the one called "mainstream." Power
differences that continue to exist between the "North" and the "South" in
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terms of scope for research, financial resources and access to international
publication outlets (Adair, Coelho, & Luna, 2001) form the main impediment to such a common agenda.
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INTRODUCTION

The largest common denominator of the chapters in this section is
that they all address some basic issue in the relationship between behavior
and culture. Together they represent a sample from the domain of topics
that cross-cultural psychologists are engaged in and, perhaps even more,
the range of methods that they employ. In the proceedings of early IACCP
congresses one finds less frequently than here references to ethnographic
or qualitative evidence, which offers more scope for exploration. At the
same time, basic characteristics of cross-cultural research have remained
much the same. In the present set of chapters, as in the past, strategies are
employed such as linking specific outcomes to context (or "antecedent
conditions" as authors would have said a few decades ago), and extending
the range of contexts to unconfound variables that are confounded within
a more limited range of societies.
In the first chapter of this section Mishra and Dasen write: "Comparative cross-cultural research offers quasi-experimental designs to disentangle,
or unconfound the two variables of chronological age and schooling."
They review research in India that helps to take apart the effects of school
education and age (or maturation). The effects of schooling are an issue on
which widely different theoretical positions have been expressed. The
evidence leads Mishra and Dasen to reject the position that schooling leads
to the emergence of new cognitive processes, but for all other positions
they find some support. Both age and schooling are "packaged variables"
that need themselves to be broken down into processes, even though this
is not easy as the scope for the unconfounding of relevant variables is
limited.
Dasen, Mishra and Niraula present empirical results on the same
topic, comparing schooled and non-schooled children from India and
Nepal on language development, spatial encoding and spatial concept
development. Moderate support is found for effects of schooling with one
exception, namely the encoding of spatial arrays. The authors distinguish
between an egocentric and a geocentric frame of reference; schooling had
no demonstrable impact on the choice between these two. This finding
points to the relevance of the larger project of which this study forms part
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that deals with relationships between ecological conditions and culturally
favored spatial orientation systems.
Harzing tested with students from fourteen countries the cultural accommodation hypothesis: Do respondents adjust their responses in a way
that reflects cultural values associated with the language in which a questionnaire is administered? Cultural accommodation was taken to be present
when the mean scores for students who responded to an English-language
questionnaire were closer to the mean scores of a control group of English
students than to the mean scores of fellow students responding to the
questionnaire in the native language. Evidence of cultural accommodation
was present in all but four out of 46 cases where a significant difference
was found between the two language versions of a questionnaire. Harzing
points out that the practice of administering tests in a common language,
like English, can lead to misrepresentation of cross-cultural differences.
There is also emphasis on method in the chapter contributed by
Santosa on complex problem solving in small groups, conceived of as a
form of discourse. The author describes a form of speech act sequence
analysis as a tool to identify pragmatic meanings in interacting communities. Records of Indonesian and German groups working on a simulated
complex problem in a business setting were analyzed with a view to
identify common factors and differences of action sequences between
cultures and between more effective and less effective small groups. Santosa
sees speech act sequence analysis as a method that, with some modifications, can be used for the analysis of any human activity.
Chandra examines how three Indonesian cultures, the Javanese, the
Batak Toba, and the Minangkabaus influence the development of critical
thinking, an ability considered to be often lacking in Indonesia but important for national development. The study proceeded in two steps. First,
existing literature was surveyed on values regarded as important by each
of the three groups. In the second phase informants from the three groups
were asked for their own understanding about themselves and their world.
After content analysis and categorization of the results the same informants
were asked whether or not they agreed with each of the resulting statements. Only statements unanimously agreed upon were considered valid.
Tentatively the author suggests that Bacak Toba and Minangkabau cultures
are more conducive than Javanese culture to developing critical thinking.
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Rees Lewis and Dittmar report a content analysis of statements made
by students from Japan, Canada and the U.K. about two types of material
possessions: a major purchase and a personal talisman, the latter being
considered as a magico-religious object. A coding scheme was developed
for use across both objects and all three samples. Several cross-cultural
similarities and differences are reported. For example, U.K. students bought
more play and leisure items, and Japanese more utility and art and culture
items. There was considerable consistency in what was used as an amulet,
although the popularity ofJapanese omamoriwas evident. Talismans were
referred to in terms of their shared history with the owner and relatedness
to others, they were almost always gifts.
In two sets of quasi-experimental studies Samar Zebian shows that
the processing of numbers is not a cognitive activity more or less independent of other cognitive functions, as it has been portrayed in the experimental literature, but is dependent on experiential background. By extending the range of contexts beyond what is normally found in western
societies she obtained results that are clearly at variance with expectations
formulated in the literature. Like the first chapters of this section, this
chapter fits in the venerable tradition of unconfounding conditions that are
confounded in the (western) contexts to which experimental researchers
usually linlit their studies. The work reported in this chapter earned Samar
Zebian the Harry and Pola Triandis Doctoral Thesis Award for the best
congress presentation by a young scientist.
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THE INFLUENCE OF SCHOOLING ON COGNITIVE
DEVELOPMENT:
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Cross-cultural studies have quite often reponed schooling as an imponant factor in determining the level of performance on cognitive tasks.
Rogoff (1981) has presented a detailed review of these studies. Mishra
0997, 2001) has examined selected studies carried out not only with
schooled and unschooled subjects, but also with children attending schools
of different quality and types.
Comparison of the performance of schooled and unschooled subjects
on various cognitive tasks indicates qualitative as well as quantitative
differences. The effect of schooling and/or literacy has been interpreted in
different ways (Dasen, 2000; Segall, Dasen, Berry, & Poortinga, 1999;
Trommsdorff & Dasen, 2001):
1.

2.

3.

Schooling produces new cognitive processes.
Schooling impacts on universal cognitive processes:
a) through promoting the generalization of existing processes to a
large array of contexts, including new and unfamiliar ones;
b) through fostering different cognitive styles.
The effects of schooling are mainly artifacts:
a) Schooling produces only school-specific skills that are therefore
likely to show up only in school-like experimental studies;
b) Schooling produces only superficial effects that result from positive test taking attitudes and ease in test situations (often referred
to as "test sophistication effect" or "test acculturation effect").
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To this typology, we should add the following methodological issues:
Schooling is not a unitary process, but much depends on the amount,
type and quality of schooling.
Comparative cross-cultural research offers quasi-experimental designs
to disentangle, or unconfound the two variables of chronological age
and schooling.

We will now review research carried out in India, and will then
attempt to assess which of these interpretations and methodological issues
receive most support.
Review of Research in India
With respect to the effects of schooling on cognitive performance,
studies carried out in India have either attempted a comparison of the
cognitive performance of unschooled children and those attending schools,
or they have examined the effects of different quality of schools (e.g., good
vs. poor, high facility vs. low facility schools). In India, the schools run by
the state governments, both in urban and rural areas differ in many respects from the private English-medium schools that draw children from
economically prosperous families. Thus, the Indian setting today is characterized by the existence of good schools and ordinary schools, which
may be distinguished on the basis of a number of indicators, including
teaching methods, physical facilities, and policies of administration. Good
schools impart education through well-trained teachers, using new teaching methods supported by technology; they are equipped with fairly good
libraries, reading rooms and adequate reading material; they have enough
space for accommodating students and members of the teaching staff; they
generally provide children with transport and the facilities for games,
sports and other recreational activities. Ordinary or poor schools are generally less or not equipped with these facilities (Mishra & Gupta, 1978;
Shukla, 1993; Sinha, 1977).
Another contrast in schooling in the Indian setting is created by the
existence of traditional and modern schools. Traditional schools generally
refer to the traditional institutions of teaching and learning for the Hindu
and Muslim communities (Kumar, 2000). Since the ancient Hindu knowledge is stored primarily in the Sanskrit language, traditional Hindu school-
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ing had placed great emphasis on the knowledge of this language, which
also was used as the medium of instruction. Hence, these schools are
commonly referred to as Sanskrit schools or Sanskrit pathshala (a place of
Sanskrit teaching) (Mishra & Vajpayee, in press). In the present clays, these
schools teach Vedic literature, philosophy, astrology, religion and traditional rituals following the ancient Indian traclition of guru-shishya (teachertaught) relationship. The teaching method involves primarily rote learning. The teacher often recites a lesson orally, which the students repeat, or
the teacher writes it on the blackboard and the children copy it. Great
emphasis is placed on the memorization of the verses of Vedas and grammatical formulae, but also on argumentation and other curricular content.
Quranic schools, often known as maqtab, have se1ved as the traditional institutions of teaching and learning for the Muslim community.
Quranic schooling in the present clays refers to elementary or intermediate
levels of traditional education, which provide the learner with the basic
skills of reading and writing in Arabic, elementary notion of grammar and
knowledge of Islamic law. It also requires children to memorize part or all
of the Quran. Great emphasis is placed on rote learning (Mishra & Agrawal,
2001).

Modern schools refer to those schools that are modeled on the western system of education. This system was introduced during the British
rule in India, and was stepped up after 1947 with the general policy of
education for the masses. The history of these schools is not very old, but
their impact on the society is widespread. These schools teach languages,
arithmetic, histo1y, geography and science that seem to expand a child's
knowledge of the external world and promote abilities of analytical reasoning and logical thinking. Religious topics are taught only as lessons of
moral education. Considerable variation exists in the educational facilities
available in these schools. Their curricula do not put as much emphasis on
rote memorization as those of the traditional schools, and effo,t is made
towards the understanding of logical connections and rules. It is in terms
of these emphases that modern schools present a contrast to traditional
schools.
In studies on the effects of schooling on cognitive development, the
performance of children who attend a school, either in the city or in the
village, has been compared with that of the children who do not attend a
school. In these studies, no effort is usually made to control for the effect
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of social background factors that might create differences in performance
of children besides school attendance. For example, most of the children
who do not attend school come from a low socio-economic background,
which seems to be significantly linked with low cognitive performance of
children due to its association with a restricted range of experiences available to children, malnutrition, and similar otl1er factors. In remote areas,
such a confounding generally does not take place, but they are often so
physically inaccessible and challenging that researchers usually do not
venture to work there.
Studies investigating the effect of different quality and fonns of schooling
tend to focus on how the demands of various schools, as well as experiences and learning opportunities available to children in them, can alter
the pattern of performance on cognitive tasks. Parental needs, aspirations,
attitudes and values play a great role in determining the children's enrollment
and continuity in schools. The extent to which these factors may be linked
with cognitive development of children needs to be seriously examined.
These factors have often been considered in comparisons of the educational achievement of children, but not much attention has been paid to
them in studies of cognitive development.
In the following sections, we have attempted to briefly review relevant
research in order to exemplify why studies with children from different
quality and types of school background are necessary in the assessment of
cognitive development. These studies broadly relate to pictorial perception, psychological differentiation, as well as learning and memory processes.

Pictorial Perception
Studies of pictorial perception have addressed two broad questions:
(a) Are all people equally competent in perceiving and interpreting pictorial materials? Cb) If not, are there some factors (related to pictures themselves or the perceiver), which can reliably account for differences in the
perception and interpretation of pictures'
Mishra (1996) compared the perception and interpretation of pictures
offered to schooled and unschooled adults, aged 20-40 years. The participants were selected from high caste groups and from groups placed at a
lower _level in tl1e social hierarchy (called scheduled castes after being put
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under a specific Schedule of the Indian Constitution for their overall development through a variety of schemes, including reservation in government
jobs). Socio-economic level was controlled. High caste groups, even if
unschooled and of low socio-economic level, have more pictures in the
home, particularly of a religious nature, and interact with other more schooled
members of the same caste. The participants also differed in terms of their
contact with urban centers. Using culturally familiar pictorial stimuli, the
participants were asked to interpret certain pictures that involved the depth
cue of interposition in one of the tasks. In a second task, the participants had
to arrange a series of four picture cards in their proper sequence in order to
make a small story.
Findings revealed that schooled subjects in general offered a more
relevant and logical interpretation of pictures as compared to non-schooled
subjects. The overall performance of scheduled caste subjects was significantly lower than that of the members of tl1e nonscheduled castes, and
urban contact also had a significant impact. Schooling exercised a "leveling"
influence in the sense that it tended to eliminate the performance difference between the scheduled and nonscheduled castes.
However, this leveling effect of schooling was not found in a study by
Sinha and Mishra (1982) on the perception and interpretation of pictorial
symbols by low and high caste, rural and urbanized subjects. The main
effects of all tl1ree sociocultural variables were statistically significant, but
were found to operate independently (none of the interactions was significant). Pictures were shown containing conventional symbols representing
"hospital", "school", "railway-line", "family planning", and so on; half of
these were familiar and half unfamiliar. Schooled, high caste, urban respondents were more likely to know the conventional meanings of these
pictures, and familiarity had an influence on their perforn1ance while it
made little difference for the disadvantaged groups. It was argued that
interpretation of the meaning of symbols requires a person not only to go
beyond the information available in the stimuli, but also to make full use
of knowledge that has been culturally transmitted. In the absence of this
knowledge, the interpretation of symbols is likely to be figure-based (Mishra,
1987). As a cultural institution, schooling tends to promote connotative
knowledge by providing an organized set of experiences with a variety of
pictures, including symbolic ones.
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Mishra and Gupta 0978) examined the effect of quality of schooling
on the perception and interpretation of sequences of pictures by comparing children drawn from nursery (good) and municipality (ordinary) schools.
The children were given four series of pictures, each with a set of four
cards, to arrange in a logical sequence so that a meaningful story emerged
out of it. Children of the nursery school were found more skillful than
those of the ordinary schools, not only in terms of arranging pictures in
their logical sequence but also in terms of coherence and organized description of events in pictures. Similar results were obtained from nursery
and municipality school children in another study in which the perception
and interpretation of dual scene pictures were compared (Mishra & Gupta,

1983)
In a developmental study, Shukla (1993) analyzed the responses of
children aged 4-12 years on five pictorial tasks. Children of high facility
(good) schools generally performed better on tests than their low facility
(ordinary) school counterparts. Factor analysis revealed that the perception of pictures was characterized by three sets of factors, namely "perceptual segregation," "cognitive operations," and "logical representation," all
of which were significantly promoted by high facility school attendance.
Combining pictorial and linguistic measures, Mohanty and Mohanty (1985)
investigated the effect of preschool experience on the linguistic and cognitive skills of 3.5 to 5 year old children; 30 children were enrolled in a
preschool program and 30 children had received no formal school training. Draw-a-design and draw-a-child tasks were used, and children's comprehension and production of Oriya locative sentences were interpreted as
measures of linguistic development. Results showed that the preschool
children performed significantly better than the unschooled children on all
measures.

Perceptual Differentiation (Cognitive Style)
Studies of perceptual differentiation have generally been carried out
using the "eco-cultural framework" developed by Berry 0976), and in
some studies, schooling has been used as a variable characterizing children's acculturation. In one such study G. Sinha (1988) examined the effect
of the experiences of formal schooling, industrialization and urbanization
on the performance of Santhal Tribal children on the Story-Pictorial Em-
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bedded Figures Test (SPEFT, Sinha, 1984) While industrialization had the
strongest influence on the performance of children, the impact was further
strengthened when it was combined with exposure to formal schooling.
Schooled samples were found to be more differentiated (i.e. more fieldindependent) than the unschooled in all settings.
Misl1ra and Agrawal (2001) examined the development of abilities of
spatial analysis and perceptual disembedding (using the Block Designs
Test and the SPEFT as measures) among Hindu and Muslim children attending traditional (Sanskrit or Quranic) or modern (Western-type government) schools. It was hypothesized that cultural practices associated with
traditional schooling would encourage a lower level of differentiation
among children. Results showed that children attending modern schools
were psychologically more differentiated than children attending traditional schools. A comparison of non-schooled children with traditional
school children in terms of their level of differentiation has apparently not
been made, and this may be an interesting topic of research in this area.

Memory, Learning, Problem Solving and Piagetian Tasks
Some studies have been carried out with a focus on learning and
memory of schooled and unschooled children and also of children attending different quality and forms of schools.
U. Dash (1988) tested schooled (aged 6-8 and 10-12 years) and
unschooled (aged 4-6, 6-8, and 10-12 years) boys for their ability to remember the location of pictures in a serial short-term recall task as a
means of examining the influence of age and schooling on the development of structural features and control processes in memory. Short-tenn
store, a structural aspect of memory as reflected in recency recall, remained invariant to either age or schooling, thus implying universality of
structural memory. Age but not schooling contributed toward the development of control processes in memory (e.g. primacy effect) indicating
that formal-educational experience imparted through rural primary schools
may not train children to employ active mnemonic strategies.
A.S. Dash and Rath (1985) found that the rate of learning could be
improved by preschooling. Small samples of schooled nondisadvantaged
(SND) and non-schooled disadvantaged (NSD) 4-5 year old children were
given train ing on a battery of cogn itive tasks for eight weeks. The children
were trained· lri sequential thinking, figure ground perception, shape dis-
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crimination, visual recall, and visual discrimination. Four cognitive tests
were administered twice, before training and after training, including the
Visual Reception and the Visual Association subtests of the Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities and Draw-A-Design and Draw-A-Child Tests from
the McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities. All children showed significant
improvement on cognitive tasks following training, but the rate of improvement was greater for NSD compared to SND children, which is in
favour of the levelling effect of schooling.
Mishra, Shukla and A. Mishra (1999) examined learning and memory
in schooled and unschooled children, aged 7-12 years, controlling for the
effect of socio-economic background. Using verbal learning tasks in a free
recall procedure with unrelated, conceptually related, and phonetically
related words, the authors demonstrated that the effects of schooling were
age and task-specific. The overall recall and clustering scores of schooled
children were higher than those of the unschooled, particularly on the
conceptual task. However, these differences were less evident on the phonetic task.
Focusing on quality of schools, Agrawal and Mishra 0983; see also
Mishra & Agrawal, 1982) examined the•development of category clustering
among children (aged 5-13 years) attending good (high quality) and ordinary schools. Analysis of free recall protocols revealed that children from
ordinary schools showed lesser clustering than those of the good schools.
The role of task characteristics in learning and memory has been
demonstrated by A. Mishra 0992) with children in ordinary and better
schools. The children were presented with a categorical list of items for
free recall, and the same items were also embedded in a culturally salient
story. The findings revealed that differences in recall and clustering were
related to schooling only when the items were presented in a "list context."
When these items appeared in a culturally appropriate "story context,"
there were no differences associated with schooling.
Mishra 0988) compared the organizational strategies of children of
Sanskrit (traditional) and modern (western-type) schools in learning and
recall of list items. As far as recall performance was concerned, there was
no significant difference between the scores of the two groups, but it was
found that children in both types of schools tended to organize items
according to what was most important for them. The Sanskrit school children based the clustering of items on the symbolic meaning of the objects
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in Hindu ritual practices, whereas the children attending modern schools
organized the recall around a series of events.
Rath (1990) examined the differential performance characteristics of
50 schooled (Grade 2) vs. 50 nonschooled tribal Santai children in problem-solving tasks involving differential processing strategies (rather than
ability) when the mediational role of linguistic competence was at a minimum level. Children were administered tests of reflection-impulsivity, simultaneous, and successive processing. Schooled children outperforniecl
their nonschooled counterparts in reflective and simultaneous processing.
No significant difference was found in successive processing. More schooled
children were reflective processors compared to their nonschooled counterpa,ts, who were primarily impulsive processors. Even the most minimal
form of schooling accelerated the growth of reflective and simultaneous
cognitive information processing in tribal children independently of IQ.
Dash and Das (1987) administered a 14-item, 7-category syllogistic
reasoning test to 60 schooled and 90 nonschooled children (aged 4-12
years). Results indicated a significant developmental trend in reasoning,
but failed to demonstrate any significant influence of schooling for the
total number of syllogisms solved. An analysis of group differences for
different types of syllogisms revealed significant schooling effects for the
conjunctive type in favour of the schooled group and for the contrary-toexperience type in favour of the nonschooled group. Results suggested tl1at
logical trutl1s could be grasped by nonschooled children as competently as
by their schooled counterparts, and both samples seemed to do poorly
when empirical and contingent truths interfered witl1 logical inferences.
The absence of effect of schooling could be attributed either to the poor
quality of schooling, relying only on rote memorisation, or to the rich oral
tradition of reciting religious and mythological poetiy (to which both
unschooled and schooled children are exposed in Orissa), and the syllogistic reasoning embedded in the latter.
Another study contradicting the effects of schooling has been reported
by C. Mishra and Padhee (1987). They studied the effects of parents' formal
schooling and socioeconomic status (SES) on the conse1vation of volume
of three groups of 7-11 year old children representing unschooled low SES,
schooled low SES, and schooled high SES. Results showed that the development of conse1vation of volume was age-dependent, but tl1at, in contrast to previous findings, both schooling and SES had no significant effect.
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Dash and Das (1984) examined the influence of schooling and age on
the development of concrete operational thought and info1mation processing. Four to six year old preschoolers and schooled children of 6-8 and 1012 years, drawn from a relatively homogeneous socio-demographic background of rnral India were given four tests of information-coding processes. Half of the children in each group were also given four Piagetian
concrete operational tasks. As predicted, performance on Piagetian tasks
increased as a function of age only, whereas the effects of schooling, age,
and their interaction were clearly observed for coding processes. It was
concluded that information-processing modes were more sensitive to cognitive consequences of schooling than concrete operational skills.
Language and Metacognition
Dash, Kantha, and Singh (1995) examined the influence of schooling
on sensitivity to the formal prope1ties of language by comparing small
samples of schooled and unschooled children, aged 10-12 years, on five
metalinguistic awareness tasks. They completed rhyme recognition, arbitrariness of language, symbol substitution, word creation and linguistic
ambiguity tasks. Results revealed that schooled children performed markedly better on all tasks except rhyme recognition suggesting that schooling
strengthens metalinguistic awareness.
Mohanty and Das (1987) studied the impact of bilingualism on cognitive and metalinguistic abilities and the relationship between the two abilities among tribal Kand children. Twenty unilinguals and 20 bilinguals in
each group, one composed of7-year-olds and the other of9-year-olds, were
administered metalinguistic tasks, Piagetian conservation tasks, and the
Raven's Coloured Progressive Matrices. Analysis of variance showed significant effects of bilingualism and age on Raven scores, but not on conservation scores. The effect of bilingualism on metalinguistic ability was not
significant. Findings suppo1t the claim that metalinguistic ability is schoolrelated and that bilingualism alone does not promote it.
While many studies show that bilinguals outperform unilinguals on a
number of cognitive, linguistic, and metalinguistic tasks, even when differences in intelligence are controlled, a study by Mohanty (1992) with
unschooled bilingual and unilingual children showed no significant difference in metalinguistic skills. The metalinguistic hypothesis of bilinguals'
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superiority in cognition needs to be re-examined in the context of the
effect of schooling on metalinguistic processes.
Kurtz (1990) reported a study on memory perfo1mance and metan1emory
in 120 schooled and unschooled six and eight years old children in Nagpur,
Maharastra. The two groups were matched on socioeconomic status and
IQ. No difference was found on metamemory tasks, but on a serial rehearsal task. The schooled children rehearsed more, which is consistent
with the emphasis the Indian teachers were found to place on rote memorization (Kuttz, Borkowski, & Deshmukh, 1988). When trained to cluster
and to rehearse, schooled children_improved more on clustering, rehearsal,
and recall measures than did nonschooled children. Among schooled children, number of years of schooling predicted perfonnance on two of the
memory tasks in regression equations with age controlled. The negative
result regarding metamemory was attributed to the fact that even the
schooled children had received little schooling, or alternatively to a lack of
sensitivity of the metamemory test.
Conclusion
These studies suggest that the effect of schooling is linked to a number
of factors, among others familiarity with cognitive operations, local environmental demands, long-term adaptations to particular situations, children's motivation and other non-test factors. It is necessary to examine
these factors before making specific predictions about the effects of schooling in general or of various quality and forms of schooling in particular
As to the typology presented at the beginning of the review, all the
interpretations except the first one receive some support. lndeed, there are
no cognitive processes found in schooled children that seem to be completely absent in non-schooled children, i.e., the effects of schooling, if
any, are quantitative rather than structural. They are also qualitative insofar as schooling fosters certain cognitive styles (interpretation 2b) such as
connotative, conventional knowledge vs. figure-based knowledge (Sinha
& Mishra, 1982), and psychological differentiation. The classic link between a "theoretic" vs. "empiric" style and literacy, described by Scribner
0979), was not confirmed in a study by Dash and Das (1987), and possibly
needs further investigation. This could be due to the fact that Scribner's
Liberian informants were illiterate adults, able to resist the contra1y-to-
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reality premises, while in Orissa, unschooled children accepted the experimenters' statements, while the schooled children introduced school knowledge to counter them.
Most of the studies use a testing format that comes close to school
activities, which may explain the higher performance of schooled children
(interpretation 3a orb). However, the effects of schooling are quite systematic (except on Piagetian concept development) and are found even on
culturally appropriate tasks, suggesting that the effect is just not an artifact.
In some cases, schooling acts as a cultural amplifier (Berland, 1982), strengthening the impact of other factors such as urbanization, or allowing the
children 'to take better advantage of learning opportunities. In other cases,
schooling produces a leveling effect, i.e., it serves to erase the differences
that otherwise exist in terms of more or less stimulating environments.
The studies dealing with the quality or form of schooling emphasize
the fact that schooling is a packaged variable that needs to be broken
down into procedural components, and also that schooling is far from
homogeneous, as it is embedded in socially complex situations, with many
interacting variables. This is no doubt what limits the quasi-experimental
possibility of unconfounding variables such as age and schooling, and
may explain why this research strategy is not used more often. However,
when it was used, age was found to be more influential than schooling
(e.g. Dash & Das, 1987), and in Mohanty's studies, it allowed to qualify the
impact of bilingualism on metalinguistic skills.
In summary, concentrating on research carried out in India, we have
to conclude that the situation is more complex than previously thought.
Both age and schooling are "packaged variables" that need themselves to
be broken down into processes. Schooling, for example, is not a unitary
process, but much depends on the amount, type and quality of schooling.
Learning outside of school also has to be taken into account.
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Most developmental psychological research takes place in contexts
where all children go through the process of schooling at much the same
age; hence, rwo variables, chronological age (representing maruration, or
more generally ontogenetic development) and schooling (representing one
major aspect of social learning) are confounded. Comparative cross-cultural research offers the quasi-experimental paradigm to disentangle, or
unconfound these rwo variables.
Mishra and Dasen (this volume) have reviewed research carried out
in India on the influence of schooling on cognitive development. In this
paper, we present some empirical results on the same topic, comparing
schooled and non-schooled children in a study of language development,
spatial encoding and spatial concept development in India and Nepal.
Moderate support is found for an impact of schooling on spatial concept
development, and to some extent on the use of spatial language, but not
on the choice of the frame of reference (egocentric or geocentric) for
encoding spatial arrays. In the relationships berween spatial language and
concept development, both schooling and age were found to be independently influential.
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This study is part of a larger research program, the purpose, theoretical background, design and overall results of which are to appear elsewhere (Dasen, Mishra & Niraula, in press; Niraula, Mishra & Dasen, in
press). The theoretical premise is that there are two competing frames for
speaking about, and for encoding spatial information. In the egocentric
(also called relative) frame, the referent is the person and the biologically
given left-right and front-back; in the geocentric (also called absolute)
frame, reference is made to an overarching, more distant orientation system, that is independent of the particular speaker (such as the cardinal
directions of North, South, East and West, up and down in relation to the
slope in the terrain, etc.). These two frames correspond respectively to the
projective and Euclidean spatial concepts described by Piaget and Inhelder
(1956). Our study examines the relationships between ecology, culturally
favoured spatial orientation systems, spatial language development, the
spatial frames of reference used for encoding a spatial array, and spatial
concept development in three samples.
The part of the research reported here is designed to answer the
following research questions:
1.

2.

What are the effects of age and of schooling on spatial language,
encoding, and spatial concept development in three locations in India and Nepal?
While age and schooling are confounded in most developmental
studies, the inclusion of non-schooled children should allow us to
unconfound these two variables. This possibility will be used to study
the relationship between language and concept development.
Method

The sample characteristics in terms of age and schooling are presented in Table 1. The two village samples were chosen because they were
known from pilot work to represent geocentric spatial orientation systems
of two different sorts, in India cardinal directions (NSEW), and in Nepal an
Up/Down (U) system in which "up" represents the North and East quadrants, and "down," South and West.
The city and village samples in India were chosen because the same
language, Hindi, is spoken. Hindi contains a rich vocabulary of directional
terms, but the use of these terms indicates a clear preference on the part of
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village people: they use NSEW in referring to objects and places in their
environment, also the proximal features. Left-right and front-back (LRFB)
are used very rarely, and only to refer to objects that are either part of one's
body (e.g., the glass is in the right hand), or placed close to one's body.
Children are socialized from early childhood to make a distinction between the right and left hand, because the use of the right (socially accepted) hand for purposes like eating, drinking and writing is greatly
emphasized. The NSEW terms have a functional value for the society,
because many activities are oriented to different directions. For example,
South is believed to be an inauspicious direction (abode of Yama, the god
of death). Hence, facing South is avoided while eating, engaging in religious activities, during excretory behaviors and sleeping. Verbal interactions in the community involve the use of conventional landmarks (e.g.,
headman's orchard, pond, road, Kali or Durga temple, and mosque) that
are known to all people of the village. Interactions with young children in
restricted settings (e.g., in a room) may also involve reference to local
environmental features (e.g., door, wall, window, chair), but people refer
to various rooms by using cardinal directions (e.g., Eastern room, Northern
room). In the city of Varanasi, the same NSEW system may be used, but
it is frequent, both for route descriptions and object localization, to use the
LRFB system. The city is very old, with a complex pattern of small alleys
and roads, almost none of which are aligned in a grid pattern. Although
the Ganges River and two of its affluents on each side of the town provide
some overall guidance, finding one's way in the city requires a close
familiarity with it.

Tasks
The tasks used in this study were divided into three main categories:
A. Spatial encoding tasks . These are tasks initially devised by the
Cognitive Anthropology Research Group (CARG) at the Max Planck Institute of Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen (Levinson, 2003). Hence they are
referred to as the Nijmegen tasks. These tasks are basically non-verbal,
and always start with extensive training to insure the children's comprehension of the instructions.
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Table 1
Number of Children According to Schooling and Age-Groups in Tbree Locations
Number of children (NJ
Nepal

India
Village

India

Total

City

Schooling (years)
0 (unschooled)

72

78

73

223

1-4

58

34

34

126

5-9

14

47

39

100

6-8

48

53

50

151

9-11

49

54

48

151

12-14

47

52

48

147

144

159

146

449

Age (years)

Total

1. Animals in a row. This task presents the child with three animals
(chosen in this study from locally available models of duck, elephant,
horse, tiger, and tortoise) aligned on a table, all facing in one direction.
The child is asked to remember this display ("just how they are standing
and which way they are looking"). No spatial language is used in the
instructions. After some training items, the child moves to another table
approximately 5 meters away, after a 180° rotation, and is asked to align
another set of the same animals the way they were shown before. Five
trials, with animals oriented to right (R) or left (L), are given in the RLLRL
sequence.
The encoding is deemed "absolute" (A) or geocentric if the animals face
in the same geographic direction on table 2 as on table 1, and "relative" (R)
or egocentric if the right or left orientation is maintained.
This task is also repeated at the end of the testing (for children aged
6 to 14 years) in order to see if the child can shift from one encoding to the
other. Depending on whether the child had previously encoded the dis-
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play in an A or R manner, instructions are imparted to encourage an
encoding just opposite to the previous one, by using appropriate language.
To induce R encoding, the table on which the animals are displayed is
placed 30° off the main direction, so that an A encoding is less obvious.
2. Chips. For this task, two-dimensional shapes (small or large, red
or blue and yellow or green, circles and squares) are drawn on cards, two
at a time. The child is shown five cards of a series, all with the same
orientation, and is asked to notice that all of them are identical. Then one
of the cards is rotated by 90°, and the child is asked to tell how it is now
different from other cards. Following this exercise, the child is presented
with a card oriented in a particular direction by the configuration of shapes,
and is asked to remember this orientation. Then the child moves on to
another table approximately 5 meters away (after a 180° rotation) to choose
from a set of four cards, set out as a cross, the one displaying the same
spatial orientation as seen before. One of the cards represents an A encoding, another R encoding, and there are two other cards as "distractors." If
the child points to one of these, s/he is asked to go back to table 1, and to
try again; the second attempt is the one used for scoring. A series of
practice trials are given before moving on to actual testing, that includes 5
items.

3 . Steve's maze. This task consists of six maps of landscapes that
depict a house, rice fields, trees, and an incomplete pathway. The child is
presented with a map and is told a story, showing the route that one can
take from the end of the drawn path back to the house. The child is asked
to remember this route while moving on to another table approximately 5
meters away (with 180° rotation) where three cards are displayed showing
three different path segments. One of these represents an R encoding,
another A encoding, and the third one an irrelevant choice (called distractor).
If the child points to one of these, s/he is asked to go back to table 1, and
to try again; the second attempt is the one used for scoring. One item is
used for demonstration, another five items constitute the test series.
The scores, called R-A gradients (Levinson, 2003) consist of the proportion of items out of 5 on which the child uses an A encoding, with D
(choice of distractor) counting as ½. A higher gradient indicates a higher
tendency towards A encoding; a gradient below .50 indicates the predominance of R encoding.
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B. Spatial cognitive devef.opment tasks . These tasks are used to
assess spatial concept development, and are mainly based on Piaget's
theory. Except for task instructions, accompanied with sufficient training,
the tasks are mainly non-verbal, the children are not asked to give extensive explanations of their thinking and no counter-suggestions were
used.
1. Route memory . A pathway is laid out on the ground, consisting of
several segments (six for children up to age 9, eight for older children) with
right angle turns, set out along the main cardinal directions, one diagonal
and a circular tum. A number of objects (six for children up to age 9, nine
for older children) are placed at different points of the route. The child
moves along the route, and names each object as it is encountered. On
reaching the end point, in another room, the child is turned 180°, and is
asked to tell how to go back to the starting point. Then the child is asked
to recall the objects that were placed along the route, and arrange, on the
basis of memory, the models of those objects at appropriate locations
along a miniature display of the route. The task is scored on the accuracy
of the return path description, the proportion of objects correctly recalled,
and the proportion of objects correctly placed.
2 . Rotatton of landscapes . The task proceeds in three phases, the
first two being used for training. In the first phase, two similar landscapes
are displayed side by side in front of the child on a table. Attention is
drawn to different parts of the landscape (e.g., house, river, bridge, hill,
etc.), and their location. The experimenter (E) puts a doll on one of the
landscapes, and the child is asked to set another doll in the same place
and position on the other landscape. In the second phase, one of the
landscapes is rotated by 180° in full view of the child, who does the same
exercise as in the first phase (placing and positioning the doll). In the third
phase, used for scoring, a screen is placed between the landscapes. The
child looks at the E's landscape and on the basis of memory puts the doll
in the other landscape exactly at the same place and position as seen
before. Five such trials are given. The task is scored into five sub-stages,
the early stages reflecting the use of topological space only, the middle
stages projective space, and the last stage Euclidean space.
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3. Horiz ontality. A bottle half-filled with colored water is presented
on a table. The child's attention is drawn to the level of water in the bottle.
Then, the bottle is hidden in a cloth bag and the child is asked to draw the
level of water in the outline of the bottle presented on the record sheet.
The hidden bottle is presented in five different positions: (1) right side up;
(2) upside-down; (3) on the side; (4) tilted at 45° to the right; (5) tilted
upside-down at 45°. The child each time draws the level of water on the
outline of the bottle.
The task is scored in 5 stages: (1) All positions wrong except position
1; (2) All positions wrong except positions 1 and 2; (3) Positions 2 and/or
3 correct and/or some movement of the water drawn for one position
among 4 and 5; (4) Movement of water in positions 4 and 5, but not
horizontal; (5) Correct for positions 4 and/or 5.
4. Perspectives task . Three familiar non-fronted objects (a square
yellow cube, a big round red box, and a small round green box) are set on
the table in a triangle. The child is asked to describe the display from three
different positions (cf. next section), and to choose among three pictures the
one that represents what s/ he sees. The child is then asked to stay at one
position and describe the display from the point of view of E (i.e., "how
the E sees the display") as E moves to different positions, and to choose
from a set of three pictures the one that matches with E's view of the
display, E being either opposite to the child, to the right of the child, or at
a diagonally opposite comer. In the last phase, the child is presented with
a picture (the display seen from the left of the child) and is asked to tell
where E should go to see the display as depicted in the picture.
The task is scored as the number of correct descriptions on the four
items, and the number of correct choices of pictures.
All the tasks are presented as games. The child is allowed enough
practice to ensure complete understanding of the tasks. If needed, the
child is allowed to come back to the display on the tasks that place
reliance on memory (i.e., Animals, Chips, Steve's Maze, Rotation of landscapes). The E does not rush; the child is allowed enough time on each
task.
C. Language tasks . The following procedures were used at the beginning or the end of some of the above tasks for eliciting spatial terms
used by children.
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I .Route description . In this task, the child is asked to guide one of
the experimenters, who is blindfolded, to move along a pathway laid out
on the ground. All verbalisations of the child are tape-recorded for later
transcription. The path is the same as the one used for the Reverse route
memory task, but without objects placed along the path, and the route
description is carried out before the cognitive part of the task.
2. Description of tabl.e top display. Three familiar non-fronted
objects are set on the table in a triangle. The child is asked to describe the
locations of these objects three times, while moving to different positions
around the display (opposite to first position, and at 90° to the right). These
descriptions are recorded. The display is the same as the one used for the
Perspectives task, and the description is performed before the cognitive
part of the task.
3. Language on spatial encoding tasks . These include the "Animals in a Row," "Chips" and "Steve's Maze," described above. On items 4
and 5 of each task, the child is asked to tell the reason for his choice, i.e.,
what s/he did to remember the display. The language used is recorded.
This is a departure from the standardized form of these tasks (Levinson,
2003), in which no explanation is asked, but this format was also used by
Wassmann and Dasen (1998) in Bali; asking for an explanation only on
the last two items of each task was thought to interfere minimally with the
non-verbal aspect of the tasks.
Language Coding Scheme
The terms are grouped into the three broad categories of egocentric,
projective and geocentric language. Egocentric references are often called
relative (R) because they depend on the speaker's position. The reference to
landmarks implies a direction away from the display and from the viewer,
and hence projective properties; it can be considered intermediate between
egocentric and geocentric language, because it implies a distancing from the
display, but not the application of a right-angle (Euclidean) geocentric grid.
Within this category, there is also a progressive distanciation between
situationally specific landmarks (SL) that are nearby and inside of the room,
and Conventional landmarks (CL) that are further and even quite far if they
are localities out of view.
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The language produced on these three tasks was coded using a scheme
shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Language Coding Scheme

E

Egocentric

R

Relative

p

Projective

SL

Situationally
specific
landmarks

CL Conventional
landmarks

Right, left, in front, in back in relation to speaker
Towards the window, the door (landmarks within
the room)
Towards the temple, the hospital, a locality (landmarks outside the room)

G

Geocentric

u

Up/down

Up to the mountains/down to the valley (in Nepal)

N

NSEW

Cardinal directions, North, South, East, West

Other
I

Intrinsic

One object related to another, e.g. next to, near,
before, etc.

D

Deictic

"This way, that way" (usually accompanied with
the gesture of a fmger or the whole hand)

The frequency of spatial words used by children on each language
elicitation task was counted and converted to proportions of the total
words recorded; for each child, these proportions were averaged over the
three tasks.
Results

We present in Table 3 the results of a multivariate analysis showing
the effect of schooling and that of age on language use, spatial encoding,
and spatial concept development; for this analysis, both variables were
categorized into three groups.
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Table 3

Multivariate Analysis of the Effects ofAge and Schooling on Various Tasks
in Th ree Samples. Only Significant Values (p < .05) Are Reported
Schooling
Nepal

India
Village

.000'

.006

Age
India
City

Nepal

India
Village

India
City

Language
N (geocentric,
NSEW)
R (relative,

.020
.006

.050

LRFB)

Proportion
of geocentric
encoding
Animals
Chips

.030
.008

.030

Maze
Concept
develop ment
Horizontality

.001

Rotation

.010

Path, number
of objects

.020

Path, accuracy

.030

.000

.008

.001

.001

.020

.020

.000

.020

.060

.006
.020

Also significant school effect in Nepal for U (up-down) (p < .001) and CL (Conven-

tional landmarks) (p < .03)
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Language Devel,opment

In Nepal, geocentric language is used by a large proportion of both
schooled and non-schooled children, but the schooled children tend to
use more N (NSEW) while the non-schooled use U (up and down). The
latter is the more frequent use of a spatial orientation system in the adult
population; the use of cardinal directions is actually taught in school. The
unschooled children also use significantly more conventional landmarks.
In India, schooling also has a significant effect on the use of geocentric
language for cardinal directions NSEW, but in the village only; while this
is the dominant use in the adult world as well as for children, it is even
more prominent for the schooled children. In the city, schooling has an
effect on the use of egocentric language (relative, LRFB) again used by all
children, but more by the schooled ones.
Spatial Encoding

As can be seen in Table 3, schooling has a statistically significant
effect only for one task (Chips) in one sample (Nepal), the schooled children producing a significantly higher rate of A encoding. In the city, there
is a statistically significant age by schooling interaction: with increasing
age, the proportion of A encoding increases in schooled Ss, while it is
curvilinear for the non-schooled ones. This finding is puzzling, because it
is the same schooled, older children who tend to use more relative language.
Spatial Concept Deve l,opment

Overall, the spatial cognitive development tasks show a systematic
relationship to both age and schooling. Contrary to what had been found
in a number of previous studies, where schooling did not affect Piagetian
concept development (Mishra & Dasen, this volume), this effect was also
significant for the two Piagetian tasks (Horizontality and Rotation of landscapes) in Nepal, and for Rotation in the Indian city. The effect of schooling is quite systematic on the Number of Objects recalled along the path,
and in the city also for the Accuracy of their placement.
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Why should the effect of schooling be less marked in the Indian
village? In all three samples, the schooled children attended government
schools, the quality of which was not noticeably different. At this time, we
can only speculate that the school is less relevant, and hence less valued
in the village than in the city. In Roopchandpur, the village in India,
livelihood is derived almost exclusively from agriculture, and there is very
little contact with the city; the village cannot be reached by public transport, and there are only minute shops for essential goods. The village in
Nepal, Bhimeshwor, although further away from Kathmandu than
Roopchandpur is from Varanasi, is near the Dolhaka district head town,
that can be reached by public transport, receives the visit of occasional
tourist trekkers, and has a market, several shops and even some hotels.
While agriculture is the main economy people depend on, animal husbandry, some small cottage industry, business and government jobs are
other sources of income. Although the soil is fertile, lack of irrigation is
hampering cultivation, and many young people leave the village for employment in the city. In this context, education is highly valued. In the
village, there is also a private school, with which the government school
may be attempting to compete.
Unconfounding Age and Schooling
As mentioned above, in most studies of developmental psychology,
the two variables of age and schooling are confounded because all children enter school at about the same age, and except for a few cases, age
and grade are closely linked. The inclusion of unschooled subjects, when
it is possible, as in India and Nepal, allows us to separate these two
variables.
We shall illustrate this point in relationship to the hypothesis, developed by Niraula 0998; Niraula & Mishra, 2001), that children who use
more geocentric (NSEW) language have a better performance on spatial
developmental tasks. The results are illustrated in Table 4.
In the villages both in Nepal and in India, there is a significant correlation between the use of geocentric language and age and schooling.
Hence the correlations that appear with the cognitive tasks may be due to
either variable or both. To answer the question whether there is a structural link between language and cognition, beyond the developmental or
schooling effects, age and schooling have to be partialed out.
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Table 4
Correlations between the Use of Geocentric Language and Performance on
Tasks ofSpatial Concept Development (Only Correlations Significant at p <
.05 level are Reported)
Path,

Age

Simple
correlations

School Horizontality Rotation

Accuracy

of

Number

of

Objects

Objects

onRoute

.27

.35

.45

.26

.33

.02

Vlll.AGE

.43

.36

.32

.36

.41

.25

INDIA
CITY

.02

07

.13

.13

.24

05

.38

.18

.26

-.03

.21

NEPAL

INDIA

Controlled

NEPAL

forage

INDIA
Vlll.AGE

13

12

.25

INDIA
CITY

14

.12

.26

.07

Controlled

NEPAL

.36

.17

.25

-.10

for

INDIA
.10

.20

.20

INDIA
CITY

II

09

.23

Controlled

NEPAL

.35

.14

.22

forage and

INDIA

schooling

Vlll.AGE

.II

.07

.21

.19

13

.10

.25

05

schooling

Vlll.AGE

.15

.05

INDIA
CITY

Significant values are highlighted; r values of.20 and above are significant at.01 level.

The hypothesis is that the use of geocentric language may be linked
to Euclidean spatial concepts (particularly measured through Horizontality
task, but also rotation) and should facilitate the accuracy of placement of
objects on the Reverse Route Memory task. The hypothesis is partly confirmed by the data: the correlations between N and cognitive tasks are
statistically significant. Controlling for age and schooling reduces the value
of correlations, but several remain statistically significant, particularly in
Nepal. On the other hand, the highest correlation occurs with the number
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of objects recalled on the Reverse Route Memory task (free recall), and not
with the accuracy of their location. Age and schooling are both contributing variables, and one does not appear to be more influential than the
other.
Discussion and Conclusions

In sum, our study shows a moderate, quantitative impact of schooling
on spatial cognitive development, but none of the processes we have
examined are particular to schooled children, which suggests that schooling does not produce new cognitive processes (see Mishra & Dasen, this
volume). The schooled children use cardinal directions somewhat more
than non-schooled ones, if only because these are taught in school and in
the city they also use more relative language. However, this has virtually
no influence on the spatial frames of reference (egocentric or geocentric)
used for encoding spatial arrays.
The most systematic impact of schooling is on spatial concept tasks, but
there again it is only a matter of degree. It is not the case that schooled
children would use concrete operational thinking while non-schooled would
not do so, it is only the rate of development through the various sub-stages
that is more rapid for schooled children, and this is true only for some tasks
in some of the samples. It could be argued that the standard Piagetian tasks
are somewhat school-like, be it Horizontality, in which outline drawings are
used, or Rotation of landscapes that uses scale models. Even remembering
objects along a path and where they were placed, although more akin to daily
life, may still be somewhat strange because scale models of the path and
objects were used, and because of the unfamiliarity with the testing situation
in which the children are asked questions by adults. Hence, we are no more
able than most of the studies reviewed by Dasen and Mishra (this volume) to
certify that some of the supposed impact of schooling is not an artefact of
method.
We cannot claim that our study shows that developmental effects had
been wrongly attributed to chronological age when in fact they were due
to schooling. Both schooling and age are independently contributing factors. However, when both of these are controlled, there remains a significant relationship between the use of geocentric language and spatial concept development
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The globalisation of the world economy and the increasing importance of multinational companies has made more and more researchers
realise that theories and concepts developed in one part of the world
(usually the U.S.A.) might not be applicable across borders. However, in
order to find out which theories and concepts are universally valid and
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which have to be adapted, cross-cultural research is necessary. Crosscultural research is plagued by many problems (for an overview see for
instance Singh, 1995; Usunier, 1998; van de Vijver & Leung, 2000). This
article focuses on one of these problems: the fact that research in more
than one country often involves subjects with different native languages.
When confronted with a linguistically-diverse population, the researcher
has two basic options. The first option is to translate the questionnaire into
as many languages as necessary. This is the only option if respondents are
monolingual or if there is no shared second language among respondents.
However, translation of questionnaires is not an unambiguous process. An
instrument developed in one culture and language has to be translated
into the language of the second culture, while at the same time preserving and
maintaining the meaning of the original. Brislin (1986) offers a set of recommendations for translation of research instruments. However, translation of research instruments might be a time-consuming and expensive process.
Bilingual (usually English-native language) populations might offer
the possibility of a second option: administer the questionnaire in the
original language (usually English). However, this leads us to another
problem: could the language of the questionnaire influence a person's
response? In order to answer this question, we need to look at two different conceptions of the role of language in the study of cross-national
differences: the Whorfian and the linguistic position (Hulin & Mayer, 1986).
According to the extreme Whorfian position, individuals who speak different languages live in different worlds, rather than living in the same world
with different labels for objects, events, and concepts. This position is
based on the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis that sees language as a filter between
an individual and his environment. Language has such a strong impact
that cross-language research is impossible. According to the extreme linguistic position very high fidelity translations from a source to a target
language would provide a sufficient basis for cross-language and crosscultural assessments and comparisons. According to this position, the human
race is united through common evolutionary events. This means that languages are simply linguistic symbols for common terms and can be translated into an equivalent set of symbols, a different language, with little loss
of meaning (Brislin, 1980, cited in Hulin & Mayer, 1986).
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Neither of these positions is likely to be accurate in their extreme
forms. Although translation of research instruments might be possible,
such translations may not produce scales that are psychometrically equivalent. Although language might influence thought processes and shapes the
way we perceive our environment, it seems unlikely that these differences
would create cognitive worlds that are so different that cross-language
research is impossible. However, a less extreme version of the Whorfi.an
hypothesis suggests that the language of the questionnaire might influence
people's responses to the questions. This is especially likely when the
instrument assesses cultural norms and values, since language and culture
are interrelated. Yang and Bond (1980) suggested that when learning a
second language, individuals might be subconsciously influenced by the
culture of that language and acquire some of the cultural attitudes and
values associated with that language, a process called cultural accommodation. Previous research has indeed found that the language version of an
instrument can influence individuals' responses in this fashion (see for
instance Bond & Yang, 1982; Botha, 1970; Candell & Hulin, 1986; Earle,
1969; Ralston et al. 1995).
Two other explanations for response differences berween different
language questionnaires - ethnic affomation and social desirability- have
so far received less support. Our study will therefore focus on testing the
cultural accommodation hypothesis in a more controlled setting and on a
larger scale than has been done so far.
Studies of Bilingual Po pulations
Studies on the impact of language on response patterns for bilingual
populations have focused on one of rwo approaches: within-participant
comparisons and between participant comparisons. The within-participant
approach presents the same questionnaire in rwo different languages to
every respondent. The berween participant approach splits up the group of
respondents and each respondent answers the questionnaire in only one
language. In order to isolate the in1pact of language all respondents come
from the same culture.
Results for within-participant comparisons are mixed. Earle (1969)
and Botha (1970) found significant differences berween language versions
that supported cultural accommodation. Katerberg et al. (1977), Tyson et
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al. (1988) and Sanchez et al. (2000) did not find any differences. However,
it is possible that many respondents will make an effort to remember their
earlier responses. In addition, separating the administration of the questionnaire in time allows for confounding variables to intervene. Depending on the design of the study it might also lead to a smaller sample since
some respondents might decline participation in the second study.
The between-participant approach eliminates the potential consistency bias, but puts heavy demands on the comparability between samples.
Two studies that applied this approach (Bond & Yang, 1982; Ralston et al.,
1995) found differences between language versions that supported the
cultural accommodation hypothesis, while one study (Candell and Hulin,
1986) found only very minor differences between language versions. Ralston
et al. 's 0995) study illustrates a major drawback of the between-participant approach in comparison to the within-participant approach: it is very
difficult to find samples that are matched on all other characteristics apart
from the language of the questionnaire. Respondents might differ in terms
of demographic characteristics, their position in the company, the type of
company they work for etc. Although some of these characteristics were
measured in the Ralston et al. (1995) study, they were not included in the
analysis. 1
Our Study's Contribution

Since we feel that the "consistency" problem associated with the
within-participant approach might hinder meaningful comparisons, we
have chosen to use the between-participant approach in our study. However, we have made every effort to avoid the problems associated with
earlier studies that used this approach by eliminating self-selection and
matching respondents as closely as possible. In addition, our study will
improve upon earlier studies in three other areas.
First, we include both questions that relate to cultural values and
questions that are more neutral. Earlier studies focused on only one category of questions, either cultural values (Earle, 1969; Botha, 1970; Tyson,
1988, Bond, & Yang, 1982; Ralston et al. 1995) or questionnaires dealing
with organisational issues such as job description and organisational commitment (Katerberg et al. 1977; Hulin et al. 1982; Candell & Hulin, 1986;
Sanchez et al. 2000). Generally, studies focusing on cultural values found
a response effect, while studies focusing on more neutral questions did
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not. Since our population consisted ~f students (see below), our questions
on cultural values were supplemented with neutral questions that related
to reasons for choosing electives. A third set of questions asked students to
assess the importance of various characteristics of their ideal job after
graduation. These questions were expected to show some language effect,
since they might refer to cultural values.
Second, our study compares English with no less than 12 other languages in 14 countries. It therefore includes a much wider range of
countries and languages than previous studies that all focused on a comparison between English and one other language only: Chinese (Earle,
1969; Bond & Yang, 1982; Ralston et al., 1995), Spanish (Katerberg et al.,
1977; Hulin et al., 1982; Sanchez et al. 2000), Afrikaans (Botha, 1970,
Tyson et al. 1988) or French (Candell & Hulin, 1986). Most of the studies
that found response effects compared Chinese and English, two languages
that are very different and represent countries that are culturally very
different. Our study includes West-European (Austria, Denmark, France,
Germany, Greece, the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden), East European
(Poland, Russia), Latin American (Chile, Mexico) and Asian (Hong Kong,
Malaysia) countries and will therefore allow us to assess whether response
effects also occur for languages that are more similar to English and countries that might not be as culturally different from Anglophone countries as
countries included in previous studies.
A third aspect that distinguishes our study from most of the earlier
studies is that although in most of the countries in our sample there might
be a status difference between English and the native language, this is not
usually associated with ethnic tensions. These ethnic tensions might be
expected for Hong Kong, South Africa or minority groups in the US, the
subject of most previous studies. This allows us to focus more clearly on
the impact of language as such, rather than including associated (M.1\tJi1ral
tensions. Our study's main hypotheses are reproduced below.
Hypothesis 1: Within each country the questions on cultural values
and ideal jobs will show a significant difference between responses to
the English-language questionnaire and responses to the native language
questionnaire. Ibis tendency will be more pronounced for the questions on cultural values than for the questions on ideal job type.
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Hy pothesis 2: In cases where there is a difference between responses
to the English-language questionnaire and responses to the native language questionnaire, the responses to the English questionnaire will be
closer to tbe responses of native English speakers.
Method

Sample and Que stionnaire Administration

Respondents were third or final year university students following a
course in Business Administration, Business & Management or a similar
subject.' The average age of students was 19 for the UK, 21 for Hong Kong,
Mexico and Russia, 22 to 23 for Chile, Gennany, Greece, Malaysia, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal and Sweden, 24 for Austria, 25 for France and
26 for Denmark. Overall, the average age was 22. The gender distribution
varied from 35% female in Sweden to 77% female in Hong Kong, while
overall the gender distribution was virtually equal. International students
were excluded from our sample so that our comparisons only included
students that could be assumed to be representative of the country they
studied in. The resulting sample sizes ranged from 58 for France to 210 for
the Netherlands. Data were collected between March and November 2001
Individual collaborators were responsible for the translation of the
original English questionnaire. All collaborators are bilingual and translations were conducted using translation-back-translation procedures. After
discussions between translator and back-translator, back-translated versions were verified by the project coordinator, which usually resulted in
further changes and discussions between translator and back-translator.
Collaborators were instructed to make sure that the distribution of the
different language versions was as random as possible. In some countries
English and native language questionnaires were distributed in the same
class. In other countries different classes of the same subject or related
subjects were used to separate English and native language questionnaires. Respondents were not told about the aim of the study until after
they completed the que;,itionnaire. They were informed the study involved a
comparison of values and opinions of students across countries.
To verify whether collaborators had succeeded in the randomization
process, we tested whether there was a difference in age and gender
distribution between the different language versions. In 10 of the 14 coun-
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tries there was no significant difference for either of these demographic
characteristics. In Chile, Germany and Poland there was a significant difference in age. However, even though these differences were significant,
the practical relevance of the difference for Chile and Poland (8 and 6
months respectively) was considered to be minimal. In Germany the difference was much larger (nearly three years) since the two versions of the
questionnaires were distributed in different year groups. However, since
the native-language group in this country was much closer to our English
control group in terms of age than the English-language group, this would
reduce any cultural accommodation effect rather than inflate it. In the
Netherlands there was a significant difference in gender distribution. Since
in this case the gender distribution in the English-language control group
was closer to our English control group, we have to interpret results for this
country with some caution. However, it is important to note that there is
not a single country in the sample that shows significant differences for
both demographic characteristics. Moreover, we also tested whether the
two language groups differed systematically on the question: "How typical
do you consider your view to be of people who live in the country in
which you were born?" We found no significant differences for any of the
14 countries and can therefore be reasonably confident that any differences we find between the language versions are due to language and nor
to other characteristics.

Instrument
Cultural v alue questions . With regard to cultural values, we used a
revised version of the Cultural Perspective Questionnaire (Maznevski er.
al., 2002), which is based on the culture framework presented by Kluckhohn
and Strodrbeck (1961). Because of constraints in terms of questionnaire
length, we chose to focus on only two of the six cultural dimensions that
have been put forward by Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck: activity and relationships, each with three variations. The three variations of basic modes
of Activity are doing, being and thinking. The three types of naturally
occurring Relationships among humans are individualism, collectivism,
and hierarchy. Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck clearly identified individuals as
the "holders" of the preference for variations and the cultural pattern is
defined by the aggregation of individuals' preferences. We can therefore
make hypotheses and test them at the individual level of analysis.
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Each of the variations was measured with 7 single-sentence items and
respondents were asked to record their strength of agreement with each,
on a scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). 3 To reduce
response bias from proximity of items, items for each variation were randomly distributed, though to preserve a logical structure Activity items and
Relationship items were included in separate sections. Scale reliability
analysis for the aggregated sample showed that the reliability of the Activity thinking scale was good (Cronbach's alpha: 0.74), while scale reliabilities
for the Activity Doing, Relationship Hierarchy and Relationship Individualism scales were lower (Cronbach's alpha: 0.58, 0.56 and 0.56 respectively) .4 Both the Activity Being variation and the Relationship Collectivism variation had even lower reliabilities (0.48/0.47). Results for these two
variations should therefore be considered with some caution.
Neutral questions . As a representative for neutral questions, we
asked students why they decided to choose a certain elective, providing a
range of eight predefined reasons. A factor analysis resulted in a two-factor
solution that grouped : "Because I am interested in the subject" and "Because it is relevant to my future career" on one factor and all other questions on the other factor. The third factor, however, had an eigenvalue
only slightly below 1. When we reran the factor analysis with a forced 3factor outcome, this clearly separated the two questions that related to
lecturers from the four other questions. We therefore decided to separate
the elective questions in three sets: Content (e.g. "Because I am interested
in the subject"), Lecturer (e.g. "Because I like the lecturer") and Extrinsic
(e.g. "Because it seems less work than other electives"). Scale reliabilities
for the aggregated sample ranged from 0.53 for Content to 0.70 for Lecturer. Although the scale reliability for the Content scale was relatively
low, it was maintained in the analysis as it consistently loaded on a single
factor.
Ideal job questions . The third set of questions asked students to
assess the importance of various characteristics of their ideal job after
graduation and was adapted from Sirota and Greenwood 0971) and
Hofstede 0980). Based on the pattern of eigenvalues, factor solutions of 1
to 4 factors were examined. The four-factor solution provided clearly interpretable factors. The first factor included questions that referred to a balance between work and private life and having a job tl1at was not ve1y
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demanding (e.g. "have friendly colleagues that help each other"), but
allowed good relationships with others. It was labeled balance and relationships. The second factor represented mainly job intrinsic (e.g. "have
challenging work to do") elements and was labeled as such. Factor 3
clearly referred to monetary rewards and advancement (e.g. "have an
opportunity for high earnings") and was therefore labeled money & advancement. The final factor would seem to refer to an orientation to serve
(e.g. "serve your country") and was label serving. Scale reliabilities for the
aggregated sample ranged from 0.62 to 0.75 and were deemed acceptable.
Results

Previous research has demonstrated a significant country effect on
respondents' tendency to use different parts of the scale (Leung & Bond,
1989; Singh, 1995). A preliminary ANOVA indicated the likely presence of
cultural differences in response styles in our sample. The established procedure for removing bias associated with scale response is within-person
standardization across the instrument (Leung and Bond, 1989). However, if
data are standardized with respect to the instrument as a whole, the scores
for one aspect of the questionnaire affect the scores for another, reducing
the validity of cross-country comparisons at the level of different aspects of
the questionnaire. We therefore chose to standardize the data withinperson and within-subject (Activity dimension, Relationship dimension,
Electives, Ideal Jobs). A further motivation for within-subject standardization is that for all of the four subjects we were interested in the relative
importance that respondents attach to each aspect, e.g. activity doing vs.
activity being and thinking. A standardization across the instrument as a
whole would lose some of this important information.
Before testing the specific hypotheses, we had to verify whether there
were any significant "culture effects" for the variables under investigation.
If there is no culture effect, than there can be no accommodation effect.
Using t-tests, we therefore first tested whether there were significant differences between UK respondents (who responded to an English-language
questionnaire) and respondents in other countries who responded to a
native-language questionnaire. These tests indicated that there were no
significant "culture effects" for 33 of the 84 comparisons of the cultural
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dimensions (6 variations for 14 countries), for 22 of the 56 comparisons of
the ideal job type (4 job types for 14 countries) and for 21 of the 42
comparisons of the elective reasons (3 elective reasons for 14 countries).
So 40-50% of the variables showed no culture effect in a comparison
between the UK and other countries. ' This, however, leaves 51 of the
cultural dimension comparisons, 34 of the ideal job type comparisons and
21 of the elective comparisons that can be used to test our two hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1. Hypothesis 1 predicted that there would be significant
differences between responses to the English-language questionnaire and
responses to the native language questionnaire. We also expected that this
difference would be more prevalent for the questions on cultural values
than the questions on ideal job characteristics and that there would be no
systematic differences for the elective questions. As can be seen in Table
1 the cultural dimensions show significant differences in means between
the native-language version and the English-language version of the questionnaire for 25 of the 51 comparisons, nearly 50% of the cases. With
regard to the ideal job characteristics. Table 2 shows there are significant
differences between means of the native-language version and the English-language version of the questionnaire for 16 of the 34 comparisons,
also nearly 50% of the cases. With regard to the electives questions, Table
3 shows that there are significant differences in means for 5 of the 21
comparisons, 24% of the cases. We can therefore conclude that Hypothesis
1 finds partial confirmation. The cultural-dimension and the ideal-job-type
questions show differences for nearly 50% of the comparisons, a proportion that is certainly too high to be discarded as accidental. In contrast to
our hypothesis, there were nearly as many differences for the more applied ideal-job-type questions as for the basic cultural-dimension questions and although the language effect is less pronounced for the elective
questions, it is by no means absent.
Hypothesis 2. Hypothesis 2 predicted that if there was a difference
between responses to the English-language and native-language questionnaire (a language effect was present), the responses to the English-language questionnaire would be closer to those of British students (cultural
accommodation).
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Table 1
Compa,rison ofStandardised Mean Scores for Native-Language Questionnaire,
English-Language Questionnaire and the UK/or Two Culture Dimensions
Country / Culture

Activity

Activity

Activity

Being

Doing

Think.Ing

L!K2:...!:J

N>UK,E

Austria(n=97)
Chile(n=95)

N>E,UK

Relationship

ship
Hierarchy

E,UK>N

N>E,UK
UK,E>N

Denmark(n•86)

E,UK>N

France(n-58)

Relationshlp Indi-

N>E,UK

E,UK>N

E,UK>N

Gennany(n•97)
Greece(n=Il3)
~

Hong Kong
(n=108)

E,UK>N

N>E,UK

Malaysia(n-= 123)

Mexico(n-98)

UK>N

N>E,UK

Netherlands
(n-210)
Po!and(n= 105)

UK.,E>N
N>E, UK

~

N>UK,E

Ponugal(n• l47)
Russia(n=86)

Sweden(n= 120)

UK,E>N

UK.,E>N

N>UK.,E

No. of countries
with language
effect

Number of countries without any language effect: 2

-: There is no significant difference between the native-language mean and the British
mean (no culture effect)
ns. There is no significant difference between the native-language mean and the English-language mean (no language effect)
Boldface: full cultural accommodation. There is a significant difference between the
native-language mean and the English-language mean and the English-language mean is
not significantly different from the British mean, while the native-language mean is
.Underline: partial cultural accommodation. Although there is no significant difference
between the native-language mean and the English-language mean, the English-language mean is not significantly different from the British mean either and d1e nativelanguage and British means are significantly different.
Roman: ethnic affirmation. There is a significant difference between the native-language
and the English-language mean, but the English-language mean is significantly different
from the British mean
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Table 2
Comparison ofStandardised Mean Scores for Native-Language Questionnaire,
English-Language Q uestionnaire and the UK fo r IdealJob Characteristics
Country / Job type

Balance &
relationships

JobIntrinsic

Money&
advancement

Serving

Austria ( n • 97)
Chile (n • 95)

E>N>UK

J..!K...<l,

Denmark (n • 86)
France (n = 58)

UK,E > N

Germany (n • 97)

E, UK > N

N > E, UK
N > E, UK
J..!K...<l,

Greece (n • 113)
UK > E > N

Hong Kong (n • 108)
Malaysia (n • 123)

UK,E > N

N > E, UK

N > E>UK

UK > E > N

UK, E > N

UK,E > N

N > E, UK

Mexico (n • 98)
Netherlands (n • 210)
Poland (n • 105)

J..!K...<l,

Portuga l (n • 147)
Russia (n = 86)

UK > E > N

N > E>UK
E>N>UK

Sweden (n • 120)
No. of countries with

language effect
Number of countries without any language effect: 5

ns. There is no significant difference between the native-language mean and the English-language mean (no language effect)
Boldface: full cultural accommodation. There is a significant difference between the native-language mean and the English-language mean and the English-language mean is not significantly
different from the British mean, while the native-language mean is
~ pa11ial cultural accommodation. Although there is no significant d ifference between
the native-language mean and the English-language mean, the English-language mean is not
significantly different from the British mean either and the native-language and British means
are significantly different

Roman : ethnic affirmation. There is a significant difference between the native-language and
the English-language mean, but the English-language mean is significantly different from the
British mean
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Table 3
Comparison of Standardised Mean Scores for Native-Language Questionnaire, English-Language Questionnaire and the UK for Elective Choice
Country / Reason

Content

Lecturer

Extrinsic

= 97)

Austria (n

= 95)
= 86)
(n = 58)

N>UK,E

Chile (n

Denmark (n
France

Germany (n = 97)

= 113)

Greece (n

Hong Kong (n = 108)
Malaysia (n = 123)
E>UK>N

Mexico (n = 98)
Netherlands (n

= 210)

N > UK> E

N>UK,E

E,UK>N

Poland (n = 105)
Portugal (n = 147)
Russia (n

= 86)
= 120)

Sweden (n

No. of countries with
language effect
Number of countries without any language effect:

I0

-: There is no significant difference between the native-language mean and the British
mean (no culture effect)
ns. There is no significant difference between the native-language mean and the English-language mean (no language effect)
Boldface: full cultural accommodation. There is a significant difference between the
native-language mean and the English-language mean and the English-language mean is
not significantly different from the British mean, while the native-language mean is
ilnd.erline: partial cultural accommodation. Although there is no significant difference
between the native-language mean and the English-language mean, the English-language mean is not significantly different from the British mean either and the nativelanguage and British means are significantly different
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With regard to the questions on cultural dimensions, Table 1 shows
that cultural accommodation takes place for 23 of the 25 cases where a
language effect is present. For 19 of these 23 cases the convergence is
complete, i.e. British and English-language means are not significantly
different from each other, but are significantly different from the nativelanguage means. In four cases, the English-language mean is significantly
different from both the native-language and the British mean, but in all
these case the English-language mean takes up a middle position. In
addition, we find seven cases (underlined in the table) where the nativelanguage mean and British mean are significantly different, while the
English mean is in between and is not significantly different from either the
native-language or the British mean. These cases show partial cultural
accommodation towards to the British mean for respondents completing
the English-language questionnaire.
With regard to the ideal-job-type variables, Table 2 shows that for 14
of the 16 cases where we found a language effect, a cultural accommodation effect is present. In 10 of these 14 cases the convergence is complete, i.e. British and English means are not significantly different from
each other, but are significantly different from the native language mean.
In the remaining four cases, the English-language mean is significantly
different from both the native-language and the British mean, but in all
these case the English-language mean takes up a middle position. In
addition, we find three cases (underlined in the table) where the nativelanguage mean and British mean are signifi-cantly different, while the
English mean is in between and is not significantly different from either tl1e
native-language or the British mean. These cases show partial cultural
accommodation towards to the British mean for respondents completing
the English-language questionnaire.
With regard to the elective questions, Table 3 shows that for all 5
cases where we found a language effect, a cultural accommodation effect
is present. In 3 of the 5 cases this convergence was complete, i.e. British
and English-language means are not significantly different from each other,
but are significantly different from the native-language mean. In two cases,
the English-language mean is significantly different from both the nativelanguage and the British mean. In both these cases the responses for the
English-language questionnaire are even more extreme than the British
responses. In addition, we find two cases (underlined in the table) where
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the native-language mean and British mean are significantly different,
while the English mean is in between and is not significantly different from
either tl1e native-language or the British mean.
In sum, in all but four cases of the 46 cases the cultural accommodation thesis was confumed. We can therefore conclude that there is strong support for the cultural accommodation effect, thus confirming hypotl1esis 2.
Discussion
Language effects are present in about half of the comparisons for both
the cultural din1ensions and the ideal job type questions and for about a
quarter of the elective questions. In all but four cases, these effects confirmed the accommodation thesis. In 80% of the cases where the differences confirmed the accommodation thesis, the convergence was complete, i.e. British and English-language means are not significantly different from each other, but are significantly different from the native-language mean. In 20% of the cases we found "crossvergence": i.e. the English-language mean is significantly different from both the native-language mean and the British mean.
Language effects are quite important in nearly each country in our
survey. The furee types of questions do differ, however, in the extent that
language effects are present "across the board", i.e. in all countries. For the
cultural values questions only two countries (Gennany and Greece) do not
show any language effect, while for the ideal job type of questions this is
true for 5 of the 14 countries. The elective questions showed a larger
language effect than expected. However, this language effect is concentrated in only 4 of our 14 countries. Another way to assess the impact of the
language effect is to look at the individual variables within the cultural
values, ideal job and elective choice questions. For both the cultural values and the ideal job variables a language effect is present in at least 3, but
usually more countries, while two of the elective choice variables only
show a language effect for 1 or 2 of the 14 countries. Most of the language
effects for elective choice are concentrated in tl1e questions related to
lecturers. In contrast to most of the other elective questions 6 these questions refer to human interaction and therefore might be considered to be
more "culture-charged" and hence more susceptible to a language effect
than the other questions.
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Given that a language effect for elective choice occurred in only four
countries and most of the cases concerned the "lecturer" reason, we can be
reasonably confident that language effects will not be a major problem in
"neutral" questions. Somewhat surprisingly, however, the language effect
seemed to be nearly equally strong for the ideal-job-type questions that
were hypothesized to be "in-between" the basic culture questions and the
"neutral" elective questions. Retrospectively though, this language effect
for the ideal-job-type might be less surprising than it would seem at first
sight. Many of the ideal-job type characteristics might be considered to
have cultural elements. The factors job-intrinsic and serving could be interpreted as approximations of individualism and collectivism dimensions,
while the factors balance and relationships and money and achievement
could be interpreted as approximations of Hofstede's femininity/ masculinity dimensions. In fact some of the questions relating to ideal job characteristics fanned the basis of Hofstede's individualism/ collectivism and femininity/ masculinity dimensions.
A caveat should be added, however. Scale reliability of many scales
in our study was low, typically around 0.6. While this is below the generally accepted norms for reliability, we feel that it is acceptable for two
reasons. First, it is extremely difficult to design reliable scales in a multicountry setting. Second, our results are very consistent and it is unlikely
that they have been substantially influenced by low scale reliability. Our
study has one irnponant limitation that we hope to address in a follow-up
study: we have only one sample of an Anglophone country and this sample
consisted of students that were younger than students in the other countries. Additional, more comparable samples of Anglophone countries would
form a stronger test case for our hypotheses.
Conclusion

This study confirmed the result of earlier studies that found that language has an impact on the way bilinguals respond to questions relating
to cultural values. It extends earlier studies by showing that this language
effect is present even for languages that are closer to English than Chinese
is and for countries whose culture is relatively close to the UK. Overall, our
study has shown that a decision on the language of the questionnaire
should be a key aspect of any cross-cultural study design. Where questions
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can be deemed to be "neutral", English-language questionnaires can offer
a quick and satisfactory alternative to a lengthy and costly translation
process. However, when questions comprise an element of culture - and
we have shown that this might be the case even with questions that at first
glance would be considered neutral - the use of English-language questionnaires might obscure important differences between countries. If differences between countries are of interest in the study design-, as they will
be in most cross-cultural studies, researchers seem to have little choice but
to accept the cost and inconvenience of questionnaire translation.
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Notes
1

3

~

5

6

Assessing the descriptive analysis in Ralston et aL (1995), we find that some of the
language differences might have been caused by differences in other variables. Managers who responded to the English version of the questionnaire are closer to the
in tenns of age, years employed, level of employment and size
managers who responded to the Chinese version
were collected at a "Fachhochschule" to more closely match the
profile of students in other countries (university students in Germany tend to be older
and Business Administration tends to be more theoretical at universities). In the UK,
we were only able to collect data from !51
students. In France, we were only
able to collect data from Masters students,
in Denmark data were collected for
both UG and Masters students.
A pilot study was conducted in the UK in November 2000, where we tested different
scale anchors, running from never to always, but these were not well received by the
respondents. In addition, the pilot test resulted in the replacement of some items for
the cultural dimensions and the introduction of the ideal job questions. This pilot study
coincided with a
among collaborators about translatability of
items
items that proved to be difficult to translate were replaced
For both the Relationship Hierarchy and the Relationship Individualism scales one of
the items that had a low item total correlation was removed and scales are based on
six items.
This does not mean that there are no country differences as such on these variables,
only that the difference between the UK and the country in question was not significant. In fact an overall ANOVA analysis between countries showed that significant
differences between countries were present for all variables included in this study
with F-values varying from 3.914 for Activity Doing to 42.963 for Job Type seiving)
The exception is the "Because my friend are choosing it."

Harzing's e-mail address: anne-wil@harzing.com
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CANONICAL SPEECH-ACT SEQUENCES IN COMPLEX
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AN ILLUSTRATION WITII GERMAN AND INDONESIAN
WORK-GROUP DISCUSSIONS
EricSantosa

Atma Jaya Indonesia Catholic University
Jakarta, Indonesia

Recently, questions have been raised about the universality of complex problem-solving research results that are mainly based on samples in
European countries (Dorner & Wearing, 1995; Funke & Frensch, 1995;
Dorner, Schaub & Strohschneider, 1999; Strohschneider, 1997). These
questions have led researchers to deal with the concept of culture and to
hypothesize that problem solving processes may be different across cultures. Culture is taken as a medium, which unburdens human thinking
through the reduction of uncertainty, while problems are defined and
procedures for solving problems are ritualized and routinized. Thus, culture consists of systems of more or less effective problem solving techniques, which have been developed and used by members to deal with
natural and social conditions (Badke-Schaub & Strohschneider, 1998).
Strohschneider Cl 996) has noted that culture influences individual thinking
and action in three ways. First, culture provides "materials" for both social
and material learning experiences. Secondly, culture provides living models and examples of actions. Thirdly, culture sets values, goals, norms and
expectation for actions.
Dorner and his colleagues (Dorner, Schaub & Strohschneider, 1999)
have conducted cross-cultural studies of complex problem solving. They
took samples from Germany and India and asked students and managers
from both countries to solve complex problems of Manutexthat are simulated in a computer (Strohschneider, 1995; 1997; Badke-Schaub &
Strohschneider, 1998). Manutex is a computer simulated small garment
manufacturing company located in Malaysia. The participants' tasks are to
earn profits, and at the same time, improve the staff, and increase salary
levels if possible. It is reported (Badke-Schaub & Strohschneider, 1998)
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that German students were significantly more successful than Indian students in earning money, that they were able to almost triplicate the total
property of the Manutex. Similar results were also found in increasing the
number of staff members and the salary of the staff. The German students
were described as more risk-taking than Indian students. One pattern that
is mentioned as a factor that brought about the success of the Germans, is
that they spent more time at the beginning for discussions and exploring
the problem situations before making any decisions. The Indian students
made decisions and undertook actions from the beginning.
Similar results have been found by Tjitra and Zeutschel 0997; Tjitra,
2001) who compared German and Indonesian problem-solving groups.
They used a computer-simulated program, called Syntex, which is similar
to Manutex. Here, t!1ere were three goals that the participants had to deal
with. They were to raise the assets of t!1e company, to raise job-satisfaction
of the staff, and to provide more job-opportunities by hiring new staff
members. It was found t!1at German groups were much better in raising
the assets of the company and in raising the number of new staff. As
before, it was also found that the German groups spent more time in the
beginning to explore problem situations before making any decisions or
taking actions. This pattern was also found when German and Indonesian
groups with comparable effectiveness were compared.
One may notice that in these studies, the notion of culture itself is
peripheral and functions only as a design parameter foi comparing different complex problem solving groups (Eckensberger, 1990). Although in
the definition of Dorner and his colleagues culture is much more than a
design parameter, in t!1e research practice it was not taken seriously as a
central concept. In what follows, we shall try to build a cultural psychological approach in which the notion of culture has a central role in
analyzing problem solving activities.
A Cultural Psychological View of Complex Problem Solving
Cultural psychology is basically an interpretive approach (Shweder,
1990). It is built upon three basic concepts: symbol, meaning, and culture
(Le Vine, 1984). Symbols are things that can be grasped empirically by
human senses, and stand for some other non-empirical things. Meanings
are non-empirical things, for which the symbol stands. Meanings are in the
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world of ideas so that they can be grasped only through symbols. Symbol
and meaning should be differentiated from their referent. Referents are
empirical things, for which symbols stand. The word "Suharto" for example, may have as a referent a dying old man who has ruled Indonesia
for over thirty years. Both the word and its referent may have various other
meanings, such as: "My grandfather," "The father of Indonesian progress,"
or "The dictator who has oppressed Indonesia." Culture is mainly understood as a system of meaning. As such it can be grasped only through
empirical things (symbols or referent), but at the same time it makes
possible their meaningful interrelations. These interrelations between symbols, referents, and their meanings, following C. S. Peirce's assertion, are
arbitrary and based on consensus among members of certain interacting
communities (Le Vine, 1984). As a consequence, culture as system of
meaning is also a result of consensus.
From these, three other concepts can be developed: action, speech
act, and discourse. Human movements, utterances, and human-made objects
can be conceived of as symbols that stand for ce1tain meanings. Action is
human movement that is bestowed with certain pragmatic meanings or
intentions by the actor and is potentially intelligible for interlocutors (Bruner,
1990; Boesch, 1991; Schutz, 1967). Raising one's hand in a seminar, for
example, may be interpreted as intending to ask questions. A speech act
is a human utterance that is bestowed with certain pragmatic meanings by
the actor and is potentially intelligible for interlocutors (Searle, 1969). A
question, for instance, is a type of speech act that has the intention to get
the interlocutor to uner a statement. Discourse is a meaningful sequence of
actions or speech acts (Polkinghorne, 1988; Clark, 1994; Van Dijk, 1980)
Like speech acts, discourse is also bestowed with certain pragmatic meanings that are more global/ abstract than those of the speech acts that
comprise it. Discourses vary in length. Longer sequences usually have
more abstract intentions. A discourse may take the form of two adjacent
speech acts like question and answer, it may also take a longer fonn that
usually constitutes activities such as games, lectures, discussions, etc. A
discourse is not just any sequence of actions, it should be meaningful. As
such, an action or a speech-act in a sequence should be considered relevant in the light of actions or speech acts that occurred earlier.
Since the relations between utterances (symbols) and their pragmatic
meanings are based on consensus, a speech act sequence is said to be
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canonical for members of certain interacting communities (Bruner, 1990).
This implies that there are no "objective" speech act sequences. They are
simply sequences that are taken for granted as reasonable ways of running
an activity. Members of the community may not be aware of this. For them
it would not be a question why certain canonical action sequences are
taken in certain contexts of activities. To the contrary, it would be considered silly or strange to ask such questions. This is demonstrated in a simple
experiment about narratives conducted by Lucariello (Bruner, 1990). She
demonstrates the canonical nature of narrative as a sequence of events.
She tells her young subjects two kinds of stories: one, which is in accord
with, and the other, which violates canonicality. An example of one that
violates canonicality is a story of a boy who has a birthday. In his birthday
party, he runs into his bedroom, locks himself inside, and cries. The young
subjects are asked why the boy acts like that. They spontaneously respond
to the story by constructing various, more elaborate, narratives to make
sense of the boy's actions. A different kind of responses is found when they
are told a canonical narrative. A boy has a birthday. His mother makes a
party for him. He is very happy. If the subjects are asked why the boy is
happy, they will give a more or less uniform answer: that he is happy
because he has a birthday party. Some may ask why such a question is
being posed.
Complex problem solving activity (CPS) can be conceived of as a
form of discourse, a meaningful speech-act sequence. It is conducted to
realize its global intention/ pragmatic meaning, that is, to solve a complex
problem. It consists of certain speech act sequences that are considered
reasonable for the participants. Based on such a conceptualization, interesting questions may be asked: What speech act sequences comprise the
activity of CPS in work groups' Which culture-general and culture-specific
speech act sequences can be found in CPS activities?
An Approach to Analy sis

The speech act sequence analysis (SASA) is a cultural psychological
approach to analysis. It was constructed to preserve the pragmatic meanings, intended and interpreted by group members, practiced in certain
activities, in certain interacting communities. The aim of such analysis is to
describe the global pragmatic meaning structure of human activities.
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Table 1

An E:xa mple ofSA SA
U tterances

Individual SA

Tn my opinion, it is

Giving positive opinion

good to talk about

on talking about adver-

advertisement

tising

Since the production
Giving orientation conamount was decreasing cerning the decreasing
productivity

The sales was also
decreasing

Giving orientation concerning the decreasing

And the demand didn't
seem to be so big

Giving orientation
concerning the low

Local SA

Justifying the hypothesis of advertisementinfluenced demand

sales

demand

U11its a11d Le vels ofA11alysis
The unit of analysis used is the speech act sequence, which consists
of, at least, two adjacent speech-acts. Table 1 illustrates a sequence that
consists of four adjacent individual speech acts. To preserve its intended
pragmatic meaning, the sequence is described by its local intention that is
inte rpreted from its constiruent individual speech acts. It is described as a
whole, as the act of justifying the hypothesis of adve1tisement-influenced
demand. One may say that the speech act sequence of justifying the hypothesis consists of individual speech acts. One cannot say, however, that
it is defined by its constituent individual speech acts alone. It is also defined
with reference to its position in the global pragmatic meaning structure.
In SASA, different levels of analysis are employed. On each level,
different units may be used. The whole picture of levels and units in SASA
is described in Figure 1. One may see that the same individual speech acts
may occur in different contexts. The individual speech acts of giving an
orientation in Table 1, for example, occur in the context of justifying the
hypothesis. This context provides the speech acts with the meaning structure, in terms of which they are interpreted. The act of justifying the
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hypothesis itself in tum occurs in the context of a more global speech act,
that is, retrodicting the states of affair that define the problem situations.
One way to interpret certain individual speech acts is to relate them to the
higher unit using the phrase "in order to." For example, the individual
speech-act 'giving orientation concerning the decreasing of sales amount'
is conducted in order to "justify the hypothesis of advertisement-influenced demand" on the local level (1). The local speech act of "justifying
hypothesis of advertisement-influenced demand" in turn is conducted in
order to "retrodict the company's loss" on the local level (2). Finally, the
act of retrodicting itself occurs in order to solve the problem of running the
Syntex clothing mill.
Sequential Analysis
The sequential analysis is conducted to arrive at the global pragmatic
meaning structure of a complex problem solving activity. This analysis can
be illustrated with a cookbook or a manual for operating certain devices.
A manual, for example, for operating a personal computer would normally consist of several important components. First of all, there should be
a title, which indicates to the reader the global intention of the book as a
whole. This is comparable to the global intention of the complex problem
solving activity. The next component is the sentences that constitute the
body of text. This is comparable to the individual speech acts or actions that
comprise a complex problem solving activity. There must also be a ta.ble of
contents that makes it easier for the reader to understand what it is about.
This table of contents consists of the titles of chapters or sections that comprise the whole book. The chapter titles in the table of contents should correspond to the titles that one would find in the text. The global pragmatic
meaning structure is comparable to the table of contents of the book.
Thus, the aim of the sequential analysis is to construct a table of
contents that would help a reader, who is unfamiliar either with the manual,
or with the device itself, to understand what is meant and to use the device
as instructed by the book. The table of contents should also consist of page
numbers that would help reader to find the corresponding titles in the text.
Procedure for Conducting Sequential Analysis
The procedure for conducting sequential analysis consists of three
parts: stock-of-knowledge preparation, data preparation, and the construction of "the table of contents."
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Stock-of-know ledge preparation is die stage in which the researcher
"calibrates" his stock of knowledge wim those of me targeted interacting
communities. The extent of the stock-of-knowledge preparation depends
on how far remote die researcher's meaning system is from that of the
pa1ticipants.' The following points need to be conducted for the preparation.
1.

2.
3.

Leaming the language diat the pa1ticipants use among diemselves.
Learning me rules that constitute and regulate the activities that will
be studied.
Informing oneself about die global intention of me activities.

Data preparation is the recording of activities. It should enable the
researcher to access details of the activities whenever diis is needed. Audio- and video-recording instruments are required to achieve this aim.
After recording, activities are transcribed. The transcripts are numbered, in
accord widi the succession of individual speech acts. Each number corresponds to one individual speech acts.
Table-of-contents construction is the stage where me global pragmatic meaning structure is constructed. The following steps are suggested
for conducting the sequential analysis:

2.

Watch the video and read the transcripts without t1ying to analyze.
The aim is to examine whether or not the activity and the language
used by the participants are comprehensible.
Read the transcript the second time. The aim of this step is to construct
the local speech act sequences.
a) The first step is to interpret me first or the first several pragmatic
meanings of individual speech act that initiate(s) the activity. A
question that may be helpful for the interpretation is: '·what is he
up to (Y) with his speech act (X?" The answer to this question
may be formulated as follows: 'He is conducting me speech act
(X 1) in order to realize certain intentions (Y).' There may be
various possible intentions mat can be equally reasonably interpreted from the individual speech act. They all can be treated as
hypothetical local pragmatic meanings. The reader may make a
list of all reasonable interpretations. In formulating mese possible local pragmatic meanings, one may refer to Figure 1 in which
several categories of speech acts on the local level are proposed
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b)

3.
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The second step is to narrow down the number of ancVor to
revise the above possible pragmatic meanings. This is conducted
through evaluating their coherence with the subsequent individual speech acts. One question that may be useful is: ·'how
may this hypothetical local pragmatic meaning be realized or
served tl1rough conducting the subsequent individual speech acts'"
The assumption underlying this question is that subsequent inclividual speech acts must serve to realize the local pragmatic
meaning intended by the participants. The above-mentioned
formula (X in order to Y) may once again be employed to answer the question. In this case, however, X stands for the subsequent individual speech acts, thus is abbreviated X,. If the application of this formula results in a statement that is n~t reasonable
and intelligible, then the Y term should be dropped from the list
of hypothetical local pragmatic meanings. This procedure, in
principle, can be applied for all hypothetical local pragmatic
meanings on the list (Y i ➔ ,) and for all subsequent individual
speech acts (X, ➔ ,)c) The third step cs to fmd "unit border utterances" or "transition sequences." The process of evaluating the coherence at the previous step will be terminated when unit border utterances are found.
Ideally at this stage, there is only one possible local pragmatic
meaning left from the list. This will then be established as the
local pragmatic meaning of the sequence. There may also be
several possible local pragmatic meanings left on the list. If this
is the case, then the list should be prese1ved as it is
d) The fourth step is to repeat the first three step: a, b, and c for the
next local speech acts.
Read the transcript once again to constnrct higher local sequence (on
the local level 2) based on both the individual speech-acts and the
already-established local speech-acts (on the local level 1). The procedure described at step 3 above, can in principle be applied for
constructing the higher local sequences until the most global speech
act is reached that represents the intention of the activity itself.
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Cross-sequence Analysis
In cross-sequence analysis, sequences at more or less the same level,
either in the same or in different groups, are compared to find similarities
and variations. This analysis may be conducted at several levels. At the
global level, the global speech acts "to solve complex problem" of different work groups are compared. Analysis at lower levels is conducted
through comparing local speech acts that have similar intentions; for example, how different groups deliberate and take decisions, to find out
problem situations, etc.
Method

Participants
The current study employs data generated in Zeutschel and Tjitra's
research work (Zeutschel & Tjitra, 1996). Sixteen German and eighteen
Indonesian groups of students took part in the research. Each group consists of three or four students. Of these groups, only four are selected for
our current study. Two groups are the most effective German and Indonesian; and the other two are the most ineffective German and Indonesia
groups. Syntex Computer Simulation The complex problem is simulated
by a computer program. Syntex is the name of a clothing mill. The task of
the work groups is to run the Syntex successfully as general managers in
two sessions. The group members are told that the former general manager, the owner, has suddenly died, so that nothing is prepared for the
successors. They are to take over the task from him, and are told that
basically there are three goals to be reached: to maximize the capital, to
create more employment, and to raise work satisfaction. To achieve these
three goals, the group members must work together. After reading the
participants' manual, they can discuss any topic needed to run the company. They can also ask more information from an experimenter who
operates the computer. To take decisions they can give orders to the
experimenter, who enters them into the computer for processing.

Design
In order to find patterns and variations of problem solving activity,
work groups were d ivided into four categories based on two d imensions:
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culture and effectiveness. On the cultural dimension, two cultural populations were chosen: Indonesian and Getman. Effectiveness scores of each
group can be computed as high or low on the basis of three goals.
This allows the researcher to make several comparisons to find common facton; and differences of action sequences. First, problem solving
activities may be compared in terms of cultural differences in general,
regardless of their effectiveness. Secondly, they may also be compared in
terms of effectiveness in general, regardless of cultura l differences. Thirdly,
they may be compared to find factors that constitute effectiveness in each
culture group.
Results

The result of sequential and cross-sequence analysis is illustrated in
Table 2. It can be seen that both Getman groups have conduc.ted retroclicting
speech act sequence (I). This is followed by routine finding-out, deliberating and taking sequence (IV). The two groups differ, however, in the long
sequence of finding-out (II) and deliberating (III). In the effective German
group, one finds a long sequence of finding-out in which group members
seem to conduct a kind of exploration of the new situation. This is followed by a long sequence of deliberating. In the ineffective German group,
it is found that, after the sequence of retrodicting, the group members
move on directly to the routine sequence of finding-out, deliberating and
taking decisions.
The common speech acts between ineffective and effective Indonesian groups are indicating the states of affair that constitute the problem,
and routine sequence of finding-out, deliberating and taking decisions.
The two groups are different in the sequence of deliberating the topic of
discourse. In the effective group this deliberating sequence was prolonged
since the group members did not reach agreement concerning what should
be discussed to solve the task until an intetvention by the experimenter.
After this topic-deliberating sequence, the group members then move on
to a routine finding-out, deliberating and taking-decisions sequence.
In the ineffective group such a deliberating sequence did not occur;
after a very shon sequence in which the problematic state of affairs was
indicated, the group members directly moved on to the routine sequence
of finding-out, deliberating and taking decisions.

Table 2
Comparison ofLocal Speecb Acts in Four Groups
Local speech acts
To deliberate discourse
topid
To indicate the states of
affair that constitute the
problems2
To retrodict the states of
affair that define the
problem
To find out states of affair
relevant for future actions
To deliberate decisions
To take decisions4
Routine 5 sequence of

(related
to certain topics)

"
0

a)

/ a)

IV

a I :: ~;:~~ (adverti-1 ll
1

the possible future aclion
IV b/ 240-265

b) Deliberating decisions

b)

c) Taking decisions

c) I 622-650 (increase number

of workers)H

c)

IV c/ 266-269a

al !:-1
~:ac\~~~:~;1

11 b/ 56-90

II c

196-197
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The effective German and Indonesian groups both have a similar
sequence of indicating the state of affairs that constitute the problem and
a routine sequence of finding-out, deliberating and taking decisions. Other
sequences are different; the Indonesian group does not conduct the long
sequence of retrodicting the state of affairs and deliberating decisions. On
the contrary, in the Indonesian group one may find a long sequence of
deliberating discourse topics, which is present only in transition sequences
within the German group.
Table 2 also shows similar speech acts of indicating states of affairs
that constitute the problem and routine sequence of finding-out and deliberating in both ineffective Indonesian and German work groups. The Indonesian ineffective group does not conduct any retrodicting sequence.
Thus after indicating the problem, it moves on directly to the routine
sequence of finding-out and deliberating.
From the above comparisons culture-specific and culture-general
speech act sequences of complex problem solving can be derived. At the
global level, tl1e only difference between Indonesian and German groups
is the act of retrodicting. After indicating the states of affair that constitute tl1e
problem, the Indonesian groups move on directly to tl1e routine sequence
of finding-out and deliberating; whereas the German groups conduct first
the retrodicting act. The retrodicting act emerges in this study as the German culture-specific speech-act sequence in problem solving activity. There
are two speech-acts tl1at emerge as culture-general speech act sequences
in problem solving activity: the act of indicating the problem; and tl1e
routine acts of finding-out, deliberating and taking decisions.

Concluding Remarks
The main aim of this study was to show how to put the notion of
culture in the center of both theorizing and research process. It was asserted that the conceptualization of culture as a pragmatic meaning system
is useful for building theories of complex problem solving and of various
human activities in general. The speech-act sequence analysis (SASA) was
presented as an a pp roach that is able to preserve pragmatic meaning
structures of complex problem solving activities. The approach was illustrated with an analysis of tl1e discourse in two Indonesian and two German work groups. In principle, with certain modifications SASA can be
used for analyzing any human activity.
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NOTIONS OF CRITICAL TIDNKING IN JAVANESE,
BATAK TOBA AND MINANGKABAU CULTURE
Julia Suleeman Chandra
University of Indonesia
Jakarta, Indonesia

Studies from researchers with Western academic background (e.g.,
Blanchard & Clanchy, 1984; Freedman, 1994) show that Asian students,
including Indonesians, have difficulties to think critically, i.e., to argue
and to develop one's own opinion. Despite our limited knowledge on the
processes and mechanisms underlying thinking in general (Riding & Powell,
1993), the term critical thinking refers to " ... an investigation whose purpose is to explore a situation, phenomenon, question, or problem to arrive
at a hypothesis or conclusion about it that integrates all available information and that can therefore be convincingly justified' (Kurfiss, 1988, p. 2).
Critical thinking can also be seen as "... the careful and deliberate determination of whether to accept, reject, or suspend judgment about a claim"
(Moore & Parker, 1986, p.72) and as "... thinking that facilitates judgment
because it relies on criteria, is self-correcting, and is sensitive to context"
(Lipman, 1991, p. 116). Adam and Hamm (1994) associate critical thinking
with skills in focusing, information gathering, remembering, organizing,
analyzing, generating, integrating, and evaluating. According to Brookfield
0987), critical thinking can be interpreted in a variety of ways: logical
reasoning abilities, reflective judgment, assumption hunting, the creation,
use and testing of meaning, etc. In short, critical thinking is regarded as a
higher-order thinking that includes complex processes. As other types of
thinking, critical thinking is assumed to have four components (French &
Rhoder, 1992), i.e., skill, strategy, content, and product which correlate
with each other. It is also understood that critical thinking is not only
limited to cognitive abilities but also refers to a dispositional dimension
seen as the underlying factor. Therefore, rather than calling someone as a
critical thinker, Siegel (1988) prefers to call him or her a person having a
critical attitude or a critical spirit.
The difficulties to develop one's own opinion, often mentioned in
research with Asian students, should not be associated simply with the
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incapability of using a foreign language because similar phenomena could
also be observed among Indonesian students studying in Indonesian universities. From daily experiences in teaching Indonesian university students, my colleagues and I (as reported in Chandra, 1993) found that very
few of them are able and daring enough to ask questions and/ or to argue.
While one can always find the number of participants per classroom,
which often can exceed 100, as one factor to blame, a similar phenomenon also appears in one-to-one interaction of lecturer-student relationships. Here we could point to the importance of the dispositional dimension.
During the last few years, depressing phenomena have occurred around
Indonesia. News about conflicts between members of different cultural
groups (e.g., in Kalimantan provinces), between believers of different religions (e.g., in Ambon, North Maluku and Poso), as well as between
members of different local groups appears regularly in Indonesian mass
media. It seems that people are easily persuaded to go against other
people of different opinions, ethnicities, or religions without any prior
interpersonal conflicts. One important characteristic that distinguishes a
good thinker from the poor one is that the former really enjoys thinking
while being open to various options, including tolerance with people of
different opinions (Glatthorn & Baron, 1985).
As a nation, Indonesia has a motto established by its founding fathers,
i.e. Bhinneka Tunggal Ika which means unity in diversity. Their forethought was that the building of one nation consisting of hundreds of
cultural groups and spoken languages, not to mention the different religions and beliefs, is arduous. The national motto was expected to develop
tolerance and sensitivity among the people, and lead them to treat one
another equal despite cultural, religious and hereditary distinction. However, in day to day living, this is not observed. To defend the group of the
same culture, religion, beliefs, etc. regardless of their misdeeds, and to
attack those who are alien to them is a natural tendency that often leads
to communal violence.
This raises a basic issue: Are Indonesian people able to think critically, to judge things and to distinguish the good from the bad? What is the
role of culture in the development of critical thinking of Indonesian people?
In a study by Setiadi 0986) on the ideal qualities of Indonesian
people, obedience to moral and religious standards are the first character-
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istics desired from anyone, while being independent and having the ability to develop one's own opinion are not perceived as important at all.
These findings are in line with the characteristics of collectivistic cultures
as opposed to those of individualistic cultures (Rueda & Dembo, 1995).
Unfortunately, living together with other individuals of different cultural
backgrounds, religions, and values requires abilities to adjust, to evaluate
one's own cultural influence fairly, as well as to appreciate and to understand the strengths and weaknesses of those from different cultures or
groups. In other words, living in a society of diverse culture requires a
thorough judgment of good and bad, regardless of the standards set by the
culture where one comes from . When individuals are not prepared to live
in a diverse community, disagreements can easily tum into conflicts. Those
having the ability of critical thinking, however, are able to suspend judgments until proofs and evidences are collected; therefore, they are more
tolerant towards ambiguities (Presseisen, 1985).
The Aim of the Study

This study aims to find out how cultures in Indonesia influence the
development of critical thinking ability as seen from the perspectives of
the Indonesian people themselves. Out of hundreds of cultural groups that
Indonesia has, three particular groups are selected as target samples, i.e.,
Javanese, Barak Toba, and Minangkabaus (originally from geographical
areas in Central Java, North Sumatra, and West Sumatra, respectively).
These are among six cultural groups that have often been observed (Setiadi,
1986). In comparison to other cultural groups, there are a greater number
of people from these three cultural backgrounds who are holding positions
in most levels of the governmental hierarchy all around Indonesian provinces (Partokusumo, 1998). Each of these cultural groups is unique in its
respective ways. Javanese culture emphasizes obedience to elderly and/ or
authoritative figures including leaders (Magnis-Suseno, 1993; Mulder, 1984).
Batak Toba culture emphasizes the importance of education (Purba &
Purba, 1997), while Minangkabau culture is considered as the most democratic culture in Indonesia (Navis, 1984). Therefore, critical thinking is
assumed to be perceived and thus being developed differently in each of
these cultures. Informants from these three cultures were asked to identify
which practices in their respective culture facilitate and/or inhibit the de-
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velopment of critical thinking ability of their people. As no objective measurement on the critical thinking ability was conducted, the results of this
study will only reflect the informants' opinion regarding the roles their
respective cultures have on such development and not the actual level of
the critical thinking development in their people. Nevertheless, the information will be helpful to develop programs on securing the Indonesian
national identity including interventions for solving interpersonal and inter-group conflicts
Table 1 portrays literature reviews on values regarded as important by
each of these cultural groups. The values are numbered according to their
importance as indicated in the literature. Since space does not permit for
a detailed description, interested readers can read Geertz (1989),
Hardjowirogo (1984), Magnis-Suseno (1993), Mulder (1984; 1996) and
Wiwoho, Basri andJatnika (1998) for Javanese culture; Harahap and Siahaan
0987), Marpaung and Pasaribu (2000), Purba and Purba 0997), and Siahaan
0982) for Batak Toba culture; and Amir (2001), Hakimy 0997), Navis
0984), and Pelly 0994) for Minangkabau culture. Literature on Batak Toba
and the Minangkabaus is less extensive than on Javanese culture and people.
This study has two more specific aims. First, it is expected that the
results of this study could confirm the uniqueness of each of these cultures
as portrayed in Table 1. The daily experiences that the informants report
should serve as valuable information to validate the conceptions the literature conveys. Second, as the infom1ants are imparted with the background
of this srudy, it is expected that they understand the need to develop
Indonesia as a nation rather than as a collection of culrural parts. In other
words, the informants are expected to be critical towards their own cultural values, norms, and practices. Asking the informants to define for
themselves what critical thinking means, what the characteristics of a critical thinker are, and how they perceive the influence of their culture toward the development of the ability to think critically are derived from
Kim and Berry's 0993) suggestion for following the indigenous psychologies approach. Thus, the informants are requested to organize and interpret their own understanding about themselves and their world where
"themselves" is interpreted as their own cultural understandings and "their
world" as the nation of Indonesia.
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Table 1

Values Regarded as Important
Javanese Culture

Batak Toba Culture

1. Rukun principle: live

l. Communal; togetherness
among groups related
by blood and/or marriages.

in harmony, having
tenggang rasa (being
tolerant), avoid interpersonal conflict
2 Communal; group is
more important than
oneself.
3. Respect principle: maintain the hierarchical
order, show respect to
those in high positions,
and protect those in
lower positions.
4 Feudal: in favor of
highclass people.
5 Be content

2. To live is to struggle in
order to survive.

ing.

2. Communal; togetherness
among people related
matrilineally
3. Respect others: consider 3. Equality principle: huwhat is one's own posiman is just one among
tion among others'; the
others Oand, earth, hoposition is relative deme, ethnic, region/
nagan).
pending on what familial relationships one has
in a certain celebration
4. Learn from anything,
4. Act according to rights
and responsibilities
even from nature (alam
terkembang Jadi guru)
5. Go abroad for reasons
5. Go abroad for a better
such as: to get a better
living, prove that an individual can become
living, to avoid being
together with people
of different opinion

6. Life is a series of
events full of miseries;
just bear them

6. Goals in life:
a. Have many children
and descendants
(bagabeon);
b. Get rich (bamaraon);
c. Be respected (basangapon);
d. Be advanced (bama-

7. Andap asor. be in service toward people of
higher status.

7. Education is important
to advance and to get a
better life.

juon).

8 Low profile: never regard you rself as high,
not good to be different
9. Fatalistic, nothing can
be done to change
one's life.
10. Perception of time:
now and the past

Mlnangkabau Culture
1. Unity of cultural norms
and the Islamic teach-
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Method

Sample
From a pool of 156 individua ls recommended by reputable institutions and/or prominent individuals, ninety-four were willi ng to participate
in this study. Javanese culture was represented by university lecturers,
educational pmctitioners, educational specialists, and dalangs (puppeteers).
Batak Toba culture was represented by university lecturers, educational
pmctitioners, educational specialists, and cultural and/or religious elders,
while Minangkabau culture was represented by cultural elders, university
lecturers, and educational pmctitioners. The university lecturers came from
Table 2
Groupings ofi nformants
Groups of
info rmants
Cultuml elder
and/or religious

J avanese
culture
None

elder

Balak Toba
culture

13 males (age
range 51-81 yrs.
old)

Minangkabau

culture
8 males (age range
49-71 yrs. old),
4 live in Jakarta

Dalang

(Javanese puppeteers)

None

3 males, 1 femaJe
(age varies from

37-59 yrs. old), all
live in Jakarta

University lecturer

8 males, 1 female
( age range 43-68
yrs. old)

7 males (age range 37-65 yr.;
old)

7 males, 1 female
(age range 35-71
yrs. old), 2 live in
Jakarta

Educational praai-

11 males, 5 females
(age range 41-60
yr.;. old), 6 live in
Jakarta

8 males, 2 females
(age range 42-56
yrs. old), 7 live in
Jakarta

7 males (age range

Educational specialist

4 males, I female
(age range 45-59
yrs. old), all live
in Jakarta

6 ma les, 1 female
(Age range 43-72
yrs. old), all live

None

Total number of
infonnant.:;

34

(26 males, 8 females)

35-47 yr.;. old), 4
live in Jakarta

in Jakarta

37 (34 ma les, 3 fe-

23 (22 males, I fe-

males)

male)
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a variety of disciplines: engineering, physical science, social science, economics, psychology, literature, and education. Women are underrepresented
in this study; only 12 participated. Forty informants had lived in Jakarta for
at least 15 years, thus it is assumed that they have been influenced by other
cultures as well. Table 2 below shows the groupings of the informants
according to their cultural and professional backgrounds.
Data Collection Procedure

Information for this study was collected in two phases. In the first
phase, the insu-ument used was a questionnaire with open-ended questions as the following:
1.

2

3

How do you define "critical thinking"? How did you get this definition
and/or understanding? What do you think are the characteristics ofa
person who is able to think critically?These questions are targeted to
find out about the informants' ideas of critical thinking.
Do you agree that Indonesians are trained to think critically? Whether
you answer yes' or 'no' to this question, please provide the reasons and
some strategies to apply this into practice. This question gives some
opportunities for the informants to express their opinion regarding the
relevance and the significance of thinking critically in Indonesian
context.
Do you think that your culture gives opportunities to its people to think
critically? Please provide examples to support your opinion. With this
question, the informants are challenged to evaluate the influences of
their respective cultures toward the development of critical thinking.

After a content analysis of the information collected through the questionnaires, the results were categorized for each cultural group. Then these
were distributed to the same informants to identify whether or not they
agree with each statement. This procedure constituted the second phase.
This was done either within respondents' own group in a focus group
discussion format, or individually through face-to-face interviews. Only
statements were conclusively considered as research results on which there
was agreement by every informant of an ethnic group. Thus, the validity
of d1e statements was established among people having sin1ilar ethnical
background. On the other hand, statements that drew conflicting comments were discussed and each informant was invited to express his or her
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opinion. This approach was successful in giving a better and more holistic
understanding of matters even though no conclusive result was gained. In
addition, the infonnants were also given features of critical thinking from
Western literature as a comparison. This was done only after personal
comments were expressed; so that the Western literature would not affect
the way the informants evaluated their cultural influence.
Altogether, 13 researchers acted as field workers and/or group facilitators.
Results

No difference was found between the information collected from informants living within the cultural circle and those from outside; therefore,
the combined results were treated as coming from one group. The results
are given below according to the order of the problem statements.
Conceptions of Critical Thinking

Informants' conceptions of critical thinking are featured in Table 3
below. While they reveal some similarities with conceptions of critical
thinking as promoted in Western societies, they also indicate some unique
characteristics of each cultural group. Javanese culture encourages reflective thinking; other people may not realize how deep a Javanese person is
involved in his or her _own thinking since there is no marked external
expression. In Western societies, interacting with others and arguing with
others, in oral or written form, is one decisive characteristic of critical
thinkers and any program on critical thinking should make sure that this
is portrayed as one of the curriculum goals (Kennedy, Fisher, & Ennis, in
Idol & Jones, 1991). Compared to Javanese people, those coming from
Batak Toba or Minangkabau cultural background are marked as more
expressive; they dare to argue and base their arguments on logical principles. For the Minangkabau people, logical principles used should not be
contradictory to Islamic teachings since for them Islamic laws are higher
than any human-made laws and norms. For Batak Toba people, the confidence in oneself becomes the foundation to argue. However, when contradictory facts can be provided, they can change their opinion on a debatable issue without having their feelings hurt. Therefore, argumentation is
carried openly and any party invited is welcomed to share his or her opinion.
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Table 3
Conceptions ofCritical Thinking
Javan e se

Batak Toba

Minangkabau

To think critically is to
think reflectively in finding the truth.
Main characteristics of
a critical person:
a. Be objective in perceiving anything;
when needed can
retain a distance
emotionally from the
persons/objects/
being evaluated or
criticized.
b. Daring, bold, yet fiexible in expressing
opinion differently
from the majoriry.
c. Use some standards
in evaluating.
d. Take time to think,
no need to be in a
hurry.
e. Inhibited, delaying
response.·
f. Have no need to express thoughts openly or outwardly.
For outsiders, Javanese
people can be mistakenly regarded as unable to think; too much
time is taken to think.

To think critically is to
think logically, systematically, rationally.
Main characteristics of
a critical person:
a. Confident of oneself.
b. Dare to be different
from others.
c. Obstinate.
d. Able to control one's
own emotion.
e. Great curiosity expressed in asking
questions inwardly
and outwardly.
For outsiders, Batak
Toba people can be
mistakenly regarded as
attracting attention: too
many questions being
asked.

To think critically is to
think logically, according to cultural norms
and Islamic teachings.
Main characteristics of
a critical person:
a. Honest.
b. Dare to be different
from others.
c. Able to argue.
d. Be democratic, open
to others' idea/opinion.
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The differences among these three cultural groups can be noticed
more clearly when we take a closer look on how each culture considers
how a critique should be addressed. Table 4 shows the differences among
the three cultural groups.
Table 4
How to Criticize
Javanese
1.

Batak Toba

Minangkabau

Consider first whe- 1. Express it openly, so 1. Express it openly,
ther it is appropriate
that the receiver(s)
so that the receiver(s)
to address a critique

to the targeted person: the place, the
time, the words, the
tone, the sender's

can know and under-

stand.
2. Through argumen-

can know and under-

stand.
2. wpau culture: males

status compared to

ration, differences are
settled; so no more
hurt feelings between

discuss anything in
coffee houses, no
need to result in in-

the targeted person's.

conflicting parties.

tended changes.

2. No need to express

it openly.
3. Express it indirectly:
use of jokes, teasing.
For Javanese people, the appropriate consideration taken before one
criticizes usually results in reserving the critical opinion to oneself. In other
words, the targeted person might mistakenly perceive the non-critical
behavior of the sender as fully supportive while in fact the sender might
have already planned some opposing actions. In addition, critiques are
also insinuated in jokes, dramas, short stories, etc., where a certain character is portrayed as authoritarian who wants to receive only positive
comments from others. However, toward the end, the character is surprised by a sarcastic opinion others hold about him or her. The conclusion
almost always pictures the character's positive change in behavior or at
least a vow to do so.
On the other hand, for Batak Toba conflicts are seen as essential parts
of life. The adat (cultural) meetings, which take place several times before
special events, i.e., marriages and funerals of elderly people, are charac-
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terized with oral arguments among participants. No wonder if each meeting runs for several hours. The final decisions are taken only after every
disagreement has been resolved. But once decided, everyone should give
his or her full support so that the entire activity is run according to the
agreed upon scheme.
Minangkabau men have advantages over women for having lapaus
as places to discuss anything. Once they enter the lapau, they have the
freedom to express their opinions toward a ruling party without bothering
whether their opinions will affect the future action of the ruling party. In
adat meetings, every invited party (usually males) can express his opinion
freely. (Though Minangkabau culture is regarded matrilineal, only males
can attend adat meetings). Criticisms can be addressed openly to a penghulu,
a top leader of a nagari (district), so that the penghulu can accommodate
everyone's opinion before making decisions. Basically an individual can
give any comment to anyone including elderly people; however, to someone older and higher in status, the comments should be addressed respectfully.
The Necessity of Having Critical Thinking Ability

All informants agreed that Indonesian people should be educated to
enable them to think critically. They referred to the dictatorial ruling of
Suharto for 32 years when all the opposing parties were silenced to maintain eternal power. To prevent this in the future, Indonesian people
should learn how to be critical. More details of strategies to develop critical
thinking are given in the following section.
Strategies to Devel-Op the Ability to Think Critically

No difference is found among the informants representing those three
cultural groups regarding the strategies to develop the ability to think
critically. Basically three different basic strategies are offered. The first
strategy is to develop a democratic parent-child relationship where the
child is given chances to express what he or she wants. However, the
Javanese informants agree that this is quite difficult to put into practice,
since a one-way communication usually characterizes the parent-child
relationships. All but one informant who is above SO years of age admitted
that they would regard their young children impolite if the latter were
talking to them or bringing up an issue without being asked to. The impact
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is seen nowadays when the children grow older: the parent-child relationships are still formal; there is no open discussion and parents are ignorant
of the children's mind. The Bacak Toba people, on the other hand, give the
opportunity to children to express what they want from their parents, and
to put forward their grievances toward their parents. This usually takes
place at New Year's Eve when the family gathers around the dining table
and prays together before the meal. Parents are regarded as good parents
if they listen to and understand their children's hopes and dreams. Parents
are expected to adjust their advice and guidance to the needs of their
children individually. Unfortunately, due to some technical problem, no
information could be collected from the Minangkabau infonnants regarding their own experiences in child-rearing practices.
The second strategy is to be applied in academic settings where open
interaction between teachers or lecturers and their students is needed. The
university lecturers and educational practitioner informants from the three
cultural groups admitted that they have difficulties in encouraging their
students to ask questions. Some of them tried to develop a conducive
atmosphere where every one is given some opportunities to share. The use
of student group discussion was regarded as helpful since questions and
personal opinions arose. The difficulties thus do not lie merely in the
students' ability to think, but more in the lacking of courage to argue with
persons more authoritative than themselves. As far as the authoritative
persons set the 'democratic atmosphere' by giving encouragements and
supports, the students are able to express their personal views.
The third strategy is to involve people from grass-root level to give
input to the ruling party and the Indonesian government. Mass media
should not be seen as the governmental tools to influence people, but
instead become the channel for people to express their opinions on injustice and untruthfulness prevailing in their environment. Informants both
from Bacak Toba and Minangkabau cultural backgrounds noted that most
Indonesians have a yes-man, non-critical attitude and this in some ways is
reflecting the strong influence of Javanese culture on many aspects of
Indonesian way of life. The Bacak Toba and Minangkabau informants
perceive that the reformation era after Suharto was subverted as a good
momentum to contribute more toward the building of a democratic society
where every group and culture is regarded as equal. Some good strategies
that can be applied are to increase the educational level of Indonesian
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Table 5
Cultural Norms that Facilitate the F:xercising of Critical Tb inking
Batak To ba
1 The use of cultural norms
to express one's opinion
differently from the ma-

tolerant toward those
who are different

to leaders
8. The praaice of being
open to those outside
the Batak Toba background
9. The practice of being
persistent,resistantin
reserving one's opinion,
no need ro fear opposing
parues

Minangkabau
1. Democratic and egalitarian

Chandra
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people by giving wider and easier opportunity to enter schools and to train
the students to develop a habit of reading as a way to develop a critical mind.
Cultural. Norms that Facilitate the Exercising of Critical. Thinking

Table 5 shows cultural norms from these three cultural groups that
facilitate the exercising of critical thinking of the people.
All informants from the three cultural groups agreed that some of their
cultural practices are facilitating the development of critical thinking. In
making use of open discussion as one way to make group decision, the
Bacak Toba and Minangkabau offer more opportunities to express differences than the Javanese culture.
Cultural. Norms that Inhibit the Exercising of Critical Thinking

Table 6 shows cultural norms from these three cultural groups that
inhibit the exercising of critical thinking of the people.
Table 6
Cultural Norms that Inhibit the Exercising of Critical Thinking
Javanes e

Balak Toba

Minangkabau

l. Elders are always to
1. Overly obedient to
authority figures:
be honored and resthey are always right,
pected.
no need to ask ques-

tions nor argue.

2. Gender discrimination: men over

2. Cultural norms above

others.

3 Gender discrimination: women do not

easily get chance to
speak in public

All but one of the Minangkabau informants perceived the cultural
influences on critical thinking as positive; every aspect of their culture
gives way to think and rethink, especially since every decision should be
based on logical principles. This one informant who "deviates" from the
majority regards leaving one's home area as a good and respectful way to
escape from the elderly where one is not given opportunity to express
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opinions differently; the individual usually only returns home if he regards
himself as successful, mostly in financial terms. On the other hand, all
Javanese informants admitted that Javanese cultural influence of punishing critical actions is far outweighing the facilitating influence. In other
words, Javanese culture is not conducive for the development of critical
thinking ability. A Javanese individual might take too much time building
the courage to put him- or herself against the authoritative figures. This
should infrequently happen in Barak Toba circles since from childhood
they are encouraged to express different views. Authoritative figures can
change tl1eir views without their feelings getting hurt when enough facts
and evidences are provided.
Discussion
The results of this study not only validate the ideas conveyed in the
literature, but also help to understand why personal opinion is difficult to
develop. In addition to the emphasis on paying respect to autl1ority figures
which constitutes the nonn for Javanese and Barak Toba and is perceived
as inhibiting critical thinking, it is interesting to note that the use of open
discussion or group consensus in all these cultures is regarded as one way
to facilitate critical thinking. How far this really has a facilitating effect is
not easily known, since those whose opinion is rejected are encouraged to
use cultural arts and artifacts (in Javanese culture), or to comply with the
cultural norms (in Barak Toba culture), or to go to a /apau or even leave
(in Minangkabau culture). More information regarding actual group decision making would be helpful. Despite the limitations of this study, the
results are relevant in at least three different areas:
First, Javanese, Barak Toba, and Minangkabau culture each influences critical tl1inking ability of the people differently. Barak Toba and
Minangkabau cultures may be more conducive than Javanese culture to
developing critical thinking ability. Since Javanese cultural influence is
quite dominant in Indonesian bureaucracies (Magnis-Suseno, 1993), it is
understandable that policies made by Indonesian bureaucrats also reflect
the restriction to execute critical thinking.
Second, similar studies on other Indonesian cultural groups need to
be undertaken. For instance, some knowledge about the cultural influence
on critical thinking of those with Betawi (taken from Batavia, former name
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of Jakarta) cultural background will be helpful since Jakarta is the Indonesian capital city. In addition, it is also interesting to find out how the
!3etawi people adapt culturally to outside influences.
Third, when dealing with Indonesian people, the cultural background
should always be taken into consideration. Each informant in this study
regards himself or herself more as a Javanese, !3atak Toba, or Minangkabau
than as an Indonesian. It means that cultural identity comes before the
national one. If this type of thinking appeared in informants of this study
who are graduates of at least senior high schools, it stands to reason that
a similar type of thinking also prevails in other Indonesians. As a consequence, it is quite difficult to build a national identity that according to
Fukuyama 0999) is one of social capitals needed by a nation.
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One apparently common behavior, which can be defined at a general (etic) level, which seems to he universally known (i.e. known, as far
as we can detennine, in every culture and throughout history; Lewis,
2000), and which is un-controversially magico-religious, is the use of amulets.
It is a feature of many religions and is referred to both as superstition and
as magic by different authors. The tenns amulet and talisman are equivalent and, in English, the terms charm or lucky chann and mascot also refer
to types of amulets. In Japanese there are also various terms for different
kinds of amulets, including omamori, yaku-yokeor ma-yoke and, from the
English, masukotto.
An amulet can be defined as any material object, thede/iberaterete11/ion
(or placing) of which affords the user some purported benefit beyond that resultingfrom the technical instnmumta/ capacity ofthe object (Lewis, 2000, p.
20). Thus, an amulet is defined by it,; use, deliberate retention, and by some
purported benefit that goes beyond the tc>chnical, instrumental properties of
the object. For example, in one study a respondent referred to his lucky
penknife which, because it was lucky, he always carried in his pocket. As he
kept d1e penknife with him (retention) because it brought luck (benefit) it is
considered to be an amulet.
Having defined amulet use at this abstract level, one can then enquire
at a more concrete level as to its significance. A parallel may be dr-Jwn
with emotion research: "the very same phenomena may be considered
either cross-culturally similar or cross-culturally different, depending on
the level of abstraction chosen for description" (Mesquita, Frijda, & Scherer,
1997, p. 266).
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A way of considering amulet use without pre-supposing categories
like magic, religion and superstition is suggested by the literature on economic and consumer psychology (e.g. Dittmar, 1992). A common procedure involves asking respondents to name particular, for example
favourite, possessions and to give reasons why they are significant, and
then performing a content analysis on the responses. Such an approach is
an attempt to put the focus on respondents' own representations rather
than on those of the researchers. Categories of significance that typically
emerge in these studies include some that reflect the possession symbolizing aspects of a person's identity, either in individual tenns (such as
personal history or personal achievement) or in terms of their connectedness (to, for example, family, some other group, or to another individual),
and others that relate to their use, often discussed in terms of control,
sometimes in terms of emotional mediation. So, material possessions symbolize identity, mediate emotions and enhance perceived (or actual) control (Dittmar, 1992).
There are gender differences that tend to emerge in these studies:
"women tend to construe their relation to their favored objects in a relational and symbolic manner, compared to men's activity-related, functional and self-oriented concerns" (Dittmar, 1992, p.135). However, few
studies have attempted any cross-cultural comparison. One that does compares treasured possessions of people in rural Niger and urban U.S.
(Wallendorf & Arnould, 1988). There are different coding schemes for the
two sets of data, which does not allow direct comparison. The authors do
report, though, that males in the sample from Niger named magico-religious objects more often than did females.
In the study described here, amulets are treated as material possessions: their meaning and significance are enquired about, and the content
of the narrative responses is analyzed and compared with equivalent statements made about planned purchases (which are paradigmatic examples
of contemporary ownership behavior). Both items are desirable material
possessions: one (a planned purchase) deliberately acquired, the other (an
amulet) deliberately kept. The fact that a similar method has been used
before means that findings can be put in a context with previous research
on material possessions. It also means that the development of a coding
scheme can benefit from (and the scheme be compatible with) the literature.
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For centuries there has been a strong counter-superstitious ideology
(Abercrombie, Baker, Brett & Foster, 1970) in Protestant Europe (Tambiah,
1990). One would expect this to have some influence in the UK and
(perhaps slightly less in) Canada, but the tradition in Japan has been far
less hostile to practices like amulet use. One might, therefore, anticipate a
higher frequency of amulet use on the part of the Japanese (OhnukiTierney, 1984; Swanger, 1981). As possessions reflect identity, one might
anticipate cultural differences that follow the common findings (e.g. Hofstede,
1991) of, for example, greater emphasis on interdependence in Japan, and
of individuality in Canada and the UK. As this is exploratory research,
though, these are relatively speculative hypotheses.
Method

Respondents
The respondents in the present study were all students. In this way a
similar level of exposure to contemporary higher education (which sometimes influences '·superstitious" responses; Plug, 1976) was sought in each
national sample. There were 117 UK respondents (70 females, 47 males)
from the University of Sussex; 124 Canadian respondents (98 females and
26 males) from Queens University, Kingston, Ontario; and 121 Japanese
students of education (41 females and 77 males, plus 3 who did not mark
their gender) from Meiji University, Tokyo. The UK and Canadian students
were studying a variety of major subjects.

Questumnaire
Respondents were asked (in a "Consumer Behaviour Survey") to name
a major planned purchase, defined as '·something which is of some importance to you ... [that] you decided to buy ... before you went into the shop."
This item is taken from other consumer research literature (Dittmar, Beattie,
& Friese 1996). Respondents were asked to state: (a) what the object was;
(b) why it was imponant to them; and (c) on a percentage scale, how upset
they would be to lose it. This last item allows a quantification of the
difference between trivial and personally valuable objects.
They were also asked to name a personal amulet: The item wording
included the terms "talisman," "amulet," ··good luck charm" and ·'religious
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symbols" to make clear what was being asked about. Again, respondents
were asked to state what the object was, why it was important to them,
and how upset they would be to lose it. Finally, on the basis of a previous
finding that many amulets were gifts (Lewis, 2000) respondents were asked:
"if it was a gift, who from?"
Coding

Two sets of codings were used for the content analysis of the responses. The first involves one coding decision for each object, namely
what type ofobject it is. The second coding scheme, addressing the significance or meaning ofthe object, is more complex: statements are in respondents' own words and are of variable length, they have to be cut up into
units of meaning, and each unit has to be coded. The two sets of codings
that were used in the present study are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Codings for Object Type and Significance

Object types

Significance

jewellery
clothes
"utility"
"art" & "culture"
money
"play & leisure"
natural objects
organisms & concepts
Relatedness

object
shared history
use of object
magico-religious function
technical function
social function
cognitive-affective function
individual identity

Most of the object type codings are self-explanatory. Utility includes
tools and useful or functional items; art & culture includes decorative
objects, art, music, writing; play & leisure includes children's toys as well
as adults' leisure items, sports equipment etc. (A eel player would be play
& leisure, a eel would be art & culture).
Of the significance categories, object refers to qualities intrinsic to the
object; shared history includes comments that refer to acquisition or some
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other aspect of the person's and object's shared story; use ofobject refers to
how or when the object is actually used by the person; cognitive-affective
Junction indicates the object being used to invoke memories or mediate
emotion, or inspiring particular thoughts or motivations; the last two,
individual identity and relatedness are to do with symbolizing aspects of
identity (either individual or connected with others).
These two sets of codings, for what the object is and what it means,
are quite distinct, and there should be no overlap: so, an object might be
a ring, and be significant because "it was a gift from my Aunt, it reminds
me of her." In the coding system for types of object a ring would be
categorized as jewellery. In some studies, the statement "it was a gift from
my Aunt, it reminds me of her" might be given a single "social meanings"
coding (the example is adapted from Kamptner, 1991, where it would
receive that coding). A more finely grained coding scheme is anempted
here. Also, in order that each respondent's score contributes equally to the
data, every respondent receives a total score of 100% which is divided
proportionally across the significance categories into which the statement
is coded. Table 2 shows how the above statement would be coded and
scored in the present study.
Table 2
Coding and Scoring/or Object Significance

Statement

Scoring(%)

Coding

"it was a gift

Ci.ft

from my >\unt

famifJ1/relationship

it reminds me

Memory

of her"

family/relationship

Total

25
25
25
25
25

50

25

100

The coding categories are grouped in a hier.trchical arrangement, so
there are several relationship codings, which group together. Ci.ft is one of
several methods of acquisition which are grouped together, and then
grouped with others to form a "super-category" for statements that are
concerned with the shared history between the object and the respondent.
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As all respondents receive a total score of 100% for the significance

categories, scoring cannot be more extreme as a result of response styles
such as a Japanese tendency, for example, to be moderate in their responses compared to orth American or other" Anglo" samples. Therefore, the
three national samples are treated as a single data set for the content
analyses.

Translation and Content Analysts
For all questionnaire materials, accepted back-translation procedures
were used (Brislin, 1980; Van de Vijver & Leung, 1997) and Japanese
versions were piloted. Despite the problem of translation, Brislin (1980) is
firmly of the opinion that content analyses are possible in a cross-cultural
context (and he gives several examples). Care in translation, and rigor, are
key elements and one must, of course, be wary of imposing emic categories (Berry, 1989). This is particularly the case as the statements are brief,
and the coding scheme aims at a fine-grained analysis.
The Japanese statements were translated into English with substanti~l
margin notes (as Brislin, 1980, recommends) and then coded. Every coding decision was discussed with the translator. The aim of this was not
only to confirm the accuracy of the coding to the Japanese meaning, but
also of looking for "bits of meaning" either added or omitted by coding the
translation, giving particular attention to the fact that communication in
Japanese may be regarded as high-context (Gudykunst, 1998). This process resulted in the changing of a few coding decisions, but no new coding
categories were added.
Results

All respondents named a planned purchase and most respondents
were able to give an example of a personal amulet: 93% of the UK sample,
82% of the Canadians and 98% of the Japanese. Although more Japanese
named an amulet they look, in raw score terms, less attached to them (i.e.
they would be less upset to lose them). Comparison across cultures of
these scores would beg questions regarding equivalence and culture related response sets (Van de Vijver and Leung, 1997). However, comparison within each national sample, of the relative importance of the amulets
and purchases is possible. The UK and Canadian respondents would be
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significantly more upset to lose their amulet (t = 3.76, p < .0005; t = 4.83,
p< .0005 respectively) and the Japanese would be more upset to lose their
purchase (t= 2.34, p < .05), although the difference was less marked in this
case.
Types of Objects Named as Planned Purchases

There was significant culrural variation CX\, = 48.13; p < .0001) in
what people name as major purchases. The categories natural objects,
organisms and concepts and money are omitted, very few were named.
Clothes, utility items, art & culture and play & leisure items were all popular purchases, jewellery less so. The Japanese named fewer play & leisure
items (14.5%) and clothes(l0%), although this does not mean that they buy
fewer; they may not be major purchases or they may be impulse purchases. They named more utility (36.4%) and art & culture (30.9%) items
than the other two nationalities. Canadians referred less frequently to art
& culture items (11.4%), but more to clothes (34.1 %) and (slightly more) to
jewellery (8.1%) than the other two nationalities. The UK respondents
named more play & leisure items (30.2%) than the other two nationalities
and very few of them (1.7%) named jewellery.
Within each national sample, respondents were divided on a median
split in terms of their attachment to their purchase (how upset they would
be to lose it). A 2 (gender) x 2 (attachment to purchase) x 3 (nation) x 9
(significance categories) MANOVA with repeated measures on the last
factor indicated a significant main effect for category; !{_8, 2608) = 78.13, p
< .0005. There was an overall effect for gender: !{_8, 2608) = 6.97,p< .0005,
with males scoring higher on the categories for technicaljimction (which
was by fa r the highest scoring category for male and female respondents)
and object qualities, and females scoring slightly higher on the symbolic
(individual identity and relatedness) and emotion mediating (cognitiveaffective) categories.
There was also an interaction of nationality with attachment to the
purchase: F(8, 2608) = 1.71, p < .05 (Figure 1). Japanese respondents
referred more to qualities of the object itself and their shared history with
it (often either effort put into acquisition or something planned to do with
it). The Canadians referred more to the purchase's technical function;
symbolizing identity, either in individual or related terms, was less frequently referred to than concern with the object's functional significance.
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Significance of major pu rchases b y "High" and "Low" Attachment.
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To the limited extent that the purchases were associated with identity, it
was individual idenlily more than relatedness, and slightly more so for the
Japanese.
The UK respondents talked more about purchases to which they were
less attached in tem1S of it, technicalji.mction, whereas they talked more
about the more personally valuable purchases in terms of their cognilileaffeclivecapacity. This may relate to the fact that they named more play&
leisure items. The Canadians were more concerned with the technical
Junction, the cognitive-ajfecti.ve function and their shared history with the
more highly valued purchases. The Japanese also referred to the technical
function of the more important purchases. Overall, though, despite the
differences, it would be true to say that the purchases were valued most
(and quite substantially so) for their use-related or technical Ji.me/ion.
Typ es of Object Used as Personal Amulets
Respondents' statements about their own amulet were also analyzed
in terms of what these objects were, and why they were significant. There
was considemble consistency across the three samples in object, named as
amulets, most of which (UK: 64%; Canada: 79%; Japan: 73%) were items
of jewellery. This consistency is confirmed by the absence of a statistical
relationship between culture and object type <x'i, = 16.39, ns). Object, in
the utility(e.g. watch, lighter, penknife) and art&culturecategories were
named by between 5% and 15% respondents of all three nationalities.
Objects in the other categories were named, but by fewer than 5% of
respondents in each case.
As well as rings, bracelets, etc, the je1J.l(!l/ery category included a
coding for fobs (e.g. watch fobs, key fobs) which included Japanese omamori
(often hung on bags or rear view mirrors; Ohnuki-Tiemey, 1984, Swanger,
1981). Within the jewellery category, therefore, there was consider-Jble
difference in what was named, as 65% of the Japanese amulets coded as
jewellery were fobs (i.e. omamon). Rings and necklaces were the most
popular (around 40% each) among the Canadian and UK respondents.
Significance ofPersonal Amulets
Of greater psychological interest are the reasons why these objects are
of imponance to people. There was significant ovemll variation in the way
these objects were referred to, a similar MANOVA to the one described
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above indicated a main effect for category: RB, 2440) = 25.42, p < .0005.
There were also significant differences between male and female respondents across the three national samples: RB, 24-.0) = 2.05, p < .05. The
categories of significance that were emphasized more by males than females were technical and magico-religious Junctions, and the cognitiveaffective categories. Female respondents placed more emphasis on the
extent to which the object reflected relatedness to others and their shared
history with the object, although it should not be overlooked that these
were the two largest categories for males too.
There were also significant differences between the national samples:
/{16, 2440) = 4.04, p < .001, which were mediated by the extent to which
the person expressed attachment to their amulet: Al 6, 2440) = 1.77, p< .05
(Figure 2), but not by gender. ln terms of national differences, the use of
object and magico-religiousfunction categories was referred to more by
the Japanese, who also referred more to cognitive-affective functions.
The Canadian and UK respondents placed more emphasis on their
shared history with the object, and (particularly) the extent to which the
object symbolized relatedness. By contrast, the extent to which these amulets symbolized individual identity (which was less than relatedness and
shared history) was quite consistent across the three nationalities and across
gender.
However, it is worthy of note that the more important Japanese amulets reflect relatedness more than the less important ones do; conversely,
the less important ones are the ones about which more statements of
magico-religiousfunction are made. As the Canadian and UK amulets are,
in general, more important (relative to the purchases) than the Japanese
ones, it seems that the more important amulets across all three national
samples are symbolic of relatedness. It is also true to say that amulets as a
class of material possession-are more relevant to symbolizing connections
with others than individuality. They do symbolize individual identity but,
on average, less than relatedness. They also mediate thought and emotion.
Amulets as Gifts

Finally, there were significant differences by gender across the three
national samples (X's= 20.60; p < .001) and by nationality (X'.o = 41.51; p
< .0001) in whether amulets were gifls and, if so, who from: 90% of the UK

respondents' amulets were gifts, 95% of the Canadian one's were and 6B%
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of the Japanese ones. A relatively high percentage of Canadian amulets
were gifts were from family (57%), and relatively few among the Japanese
(35%) with the UK in between (52%). Across the three nationalities more
women's amulets (than men's) were gifts from friends and lovers (39% as
compared to 18% for men).
Discussion

If one were to assume (as do some scales) that amulet ownership
equates with superstition, then, firstly, a very high proportion of these
highly educated contemporary students are superstitious. Certainly, many
of them are amulet users and they do seem to place some value on these
possessions. Where they are less common, they are more highly valued
(relative to the purchases). Amulets in Japan are more frequently used, but
they are (on average) less personally valuable and, less often, gifts. Overall
though, so many of the amulets are gifts that this is almost a "gifts vs.
commodities" comparison.
However, there is clearly more to amulet ownership than superstition, defined as "mistaken notions about cause and effect" (Bartley, 1982,
p.1264). Considered as material possessions, there is a marked contrast
between the planned purchases and the amulets in terms of the nature of
the value that is placed upon them (i.e., in what perceived qualities make
them significant to people).
The purchases are valued primarily for their usefulness (are useful,
work well, needed to do a particular task, etc). This emphasis, and the
findings that males spoke more about the technical function and object
qualities categories and females slightly more about symbolic (individual
identity and relatedness) and emotion mediating (cognitive-affective) meanings, are quite in accord with the literature on possessions.
The amulets are particularly associated with connectedness, as is
evident in the emphasis on relatedness and shared history (which includes
codings for acquisition, often gifts, another connection with others). They
are valued to some degree for their magico-religious qualities; more so for
men and among the Japanese respondents, but these are far less salient
than the relatedness and shared history codings. As the counter-superstitious ideology that is so strong in the protestant West does not have the
same tradition in Japan, it is unsurprising that, as well as more of the
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Japanese respondents owning amulets, they acknowledge this aspect of
their significance more readily. The notion that "superstition" is associated
with a lack of education is not supported here; it seems, more simply, to
be a matter of social acceptability.
The finding that males talk more than females about the magicoreligious properties of their objects is also not in line with the conventional
superstition literature which tends to find women to be more superstitious
than men. When one looks at the representations of the ~sers of these
"private piece[s] of solid magic" (Gorer, 1955, p.265) one might wonder if
there is a more female magic that is to do with connectedness (Tambiah,
1990), because that is where the significance of these highly valued objects
primarily resides. The contrast between the use orientated value of the
purchases and the social connectedness that the amulets, often gifts, symbolize is a striking one. Furthermore, the finding that amulets are symbolic
of relationships particularly in the cultures that are conventionally described as (and found to be) more individualistic is an intriguing one.
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INFLUENCES OF CULTIJRAL ARTIFACTS
AND SOCIAL PRACilCES ON NUMBER
CONCEPfUALIZATION IN ADULTS:
EXPERIMENTAL AND ETIINOGRAPIIlC APPROACHES
TO EVERYDAY NUMERIC COGNITION

Samar Zebian
American University of Beirut
Beirut, Lebanon
Traditionally, the adult numeric cognition literature, and more broadly
the mathematical cognition literature, has given little consideration to the
architectural and representational linkages between the semantic core of
numeric representations and other non-numeric aspects of cognition. One
predominating view is that numeric processors are insulated from other
cognitive processes (McCloskey, 1992; McCloskey, Macaruso, & Whetstone, 1992; McCloskey, Sokol, & Goodman, 1986). Funher developing
this view, McCloskey argues tl1at numeric decoding and production systems function independently of the numeric semantic system, i.e., the
magnitude code. Many studies reinforce the view that the semantic properties of number concepts are autonomous and insulated from other nonnumeric processes such as visual-spatial processing attention, inference,
and reasoning. Taking this view funher to consider other non-cognitive
influences on tl1e development of numeric thinking, it may seem justified
to assume that this semantic core is not influenced, modified, or substantially mediated by the way we use and learn about numbers in the context
of cultural anifacts or socially situated numeracy practices. This view is
challenged by cultural psychologists.
Research inspired by cultural psychological approaches have shown
how higher order mathematical tl1inking arises out of historic socio-cultural practices and is shaped by anifact use and goal-directed social and
work practices (Ascher, 1991; Cole, Gay, Glick, & Sha'rp, 1971; Denny,
1986; Hatano, Amaiwa, Shimizu, 1987; Hutchins, 1995a, 1995b; Lave, 1977;
1988; Saxe, 1982,1985, 1991; Stigler, 1984). These researchers all begin
with the assumption that quantitative tl1inking cannot be studied outside
the physical and social contexts in which it functions because artifacts and
social interaction place specific cognitive demands on numeric processes.
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The main contributions from cultural approaches have shown that there
are psychologically significant cultural contexts and cultural practices that
influence the development of complex mathematical and numeric skills.
However, and in contrast to the experimental math cognition tradition,
cultural psychologists have not actively developed theories and empirical
methods to investigate whether cultural practices affect basic on-line mathematical processes. As such, much can be gained from bringing together
the cognitive science and the cultural approaches to mathematical thinking and number processing.
In the current investigations, I will examine two independent lines of
research. The first set of studies assesses whether the directionality of
different writing practices influences the properties of the mental number
line. This line of research extends recent developments in the mathematical cognition literature which examines the relationship between numeric
and spatial thinking. Dehaene (1992; Dehaene & Cohen 1995) offers empirical evidence, and a detailed computational and neurologically constrained model, which posits that number concepts have spatial properties
which are automatically activated during any kind of quantitative processing, even in tasks that do not require access to the semantic magnitude
code. These linkages between number and spatial position have been
empirically investigated in a number of studies with English, French and
Belgian participants who read and write from left-to-right. Results consistently show that numbers are concepn1alized as points on an analogical
number line, with small numbers on the left and larger numbers increasing
towards the right (Bachtold, Baumi.iller, Brugger, 1998; Brysbaert, 1995;
Dehaene, 1989; Dehaene & Akhavein, 1995; Dehaene, Bossini, & Giraux,
1993; Dehaene & Cohen, 1991; Dehaene, Dupoux, & Mehler, 1990; Fias,
Lauwereyns, & Lammertyn, 2001). This association between numbers and
points in space has been term the Spatial-Numerical Association of Response Codes effect, or the S ARC effect. The current investigations examine whether the left-to-right spatial orientation of the number line is found
in individuals who use a right-to-left writing system. To follow up on and
extend this research, the first series of studies will investigate whether the
spatial orientation of the mental number line for Arabic monoliterates,
who read and write from right-to-left, is different than that of English
monoliterates. Additionally, the SNARC effect will be studied for the first
time in Arabic-English biliterate groups and in an Arabic speaking illiterate
group who can read numerals only.
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The second line of research investigates another kind of non-quantitative influence on number conceptualization; the influence of socially
situated Literacy practices. The current studies extend Saxe's (1991) research into the mathematics of selling practice among Brazilian child candy
street sellers. Saxe studied how numerical recognition skills are affected by
the way sellers engage in socially situated math literacy (i.e., numeracy)
on the job. In particular, Saxe examined how child street sellers, who
practice orally-based paperless numeracy, named currency bills and Arabic numerals presented outside the context of currency. Saxe's main finding showed that orally-based sellers recognize number best when they
appear on a currency bill or within another familiar visuo-spatial contexts,
whereas free standing numbers ( without a familiar visuo-spatial context)
are not named as accurately.
TI1e current two investigations extend Saxe's research in three ways.
First, speeded rather than off-line number and bill recognition processes
will be investigated for the first tin1e. Second, the numeric skills of two
adult seller groups, competent in a wide range of complex numeric and
arithmetic skills, but who engage in orally-based versus paper-based
numeracy practice will be compared. Third, the relationship between bill
and numeral recognition processes and subsequent conceptualization processes will be studied in a number prin1ing study. In the first study, herein
referred LO as the Bill and Numeral Recognition study, I investigated how
quickly Traditional Lebanese sellers, who engage in orally-based paperless
numeracy practices, recognize and name currency bills and Arabic numerals. The second group is a Modernizing Lebanese seller group who practices literacy-based numeracy which involves thinking about monetary
values outside the context of currency. The second study herein referred to
as the Large Number Concept Priming study, will investigate whether the
speeded recognition processes observed in the first study are related to
differences in number conceptualization.
Linkages between Spatial Processing and Numbe,r Conceptualizatum, and the Influences ofDirectionality of Writing
There is considerable research which shows the SNARC effect in individuals who read and write from left-to right (Dehaene & Cohen, 1990;
Dehaene et al., 1993; Fias, 2001; Fias, Brysbaert, Geypens, & d'Ydewalle,
1996; Fias, Lauwereyns, Lammertyn, 2001; Reynvoet & Brysbaert, 1999).
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However, only one known study attempts to explain why the mental
number line has a left-to-right directionality. Dehaene et al. 0993) studied
whether the directionality of one's writing system influenced the strength
and direction of the SNARC effect among French monoliterates and FrenchPersian biliterates who use the French left-right system and the Persian
right-left writing system. In this study participants pressed one of two keys
depending on whether a numeral (flashed on a computer screen) was
even or odd. In this study, evidence for the SNARC effect is revealed if
participants are faster to judge small numerals with left-sided responses
and large numerals with right-sided responses. Handedness effects were
controlled. It is important to note that the parity judgment task used by
Dehaene et al. does not require obligatory access to the magnitude of a
number, nor to the number's position on the number line. T11erefore, if the
SNARC effect is observed in this conservative measure, it clearly indicates
that the mental number line is automatically activated during various
kinds of numeric processing.
Results of Dehaene et al.'s study showed a SNARC effect in French
monoliterates and a weakened SNARC effect among highly skilled FrenchPersian biliterates who use both writing systems. These results suggest that
Persian right-to-left literacy practices weaken the SNARC effect. However,
strong claims cannot be made about the linkage between writing and
number spatialisation without evidence from monoliterate groups who
write and read only from right-to-left. Furthermore, data from illiterate
subjects is needed to study whether the spatialisation of numerals is linked
to the actual eye scanning movements and motor practices of reading and
writing or to immersion in a literate culture.
Extending Dehaene et al's., line of research, the current investigations
examined the influences of the Arabic right-to-left writing system on number conceptualization in three groups: an Arabic Monoliterate group who
reads and writes from right-to-left, an Adult Arabic-English Biliterate group,
an English Monoliterate group. Two additional groups, a Lebanese Illiterate group who could read numbers only and a Child Arabic-English Biliterate
group, were investigated to examine how level of language skill affects the
mental number line. The participants' task was to judge whether two
numerals (flashed on a computer screen) had the same numerical value
(e.g., 9 9; East Arabic numeral pairs: \ \) or a different numerical value
(e.g., 1 9; East Arabic pairs: \ \). To investigate the SNARC effect, I
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compared the length of time it took participants to make judgments when
the smaU number was on the left (e.g., 1 9; East Arabic pairs: I ,) compared to when the small number was on the right (e.g., 9 1; East Arabic
pairs:, 1) .
Results ofSNARC Studies

Analysis of variance results from the Arabic Monoliterate group revealed, for the first time, a complete reversal of the SNARC effect (Reverse
SNARC), such that smaU numbers were associated with the right side of
space and large numbers were associated with the left side (see Table 1).
This is the first known study to document the Reverse SNARC effect. The
current findings are especially significant since neuropsychological studies
and research on preliterate children show a left-right bias for spatial tasks.
Table 1
Oral Numeral Only SNARC Study: Tbe Mean Length of Time in Milliseconds It Took Arabic Mono/iterates, Arabic-English Bi/iterates, English
Mono/iterates, Lebanese Illiterates, and Child Bi/iterates to Make Left-Right
and Right-Left Numerical judgements
Mean Raw Scores
Groups

Arabic

Difference
Score

left-right

right-left

(I.e., 1 9)

(i.e., 9 1)

812 (106)

785 (112)'

27

755 (126)

740 (125)

15

-11

Monoliterates
(n=19)

Arabic-French
Arabic-English Biliterates
(n=17)
English Monoliterate
(n-19)
Illiterate
(n-11)
Biliterate Child
(n-8)

764 (128)

775 (138)

926 (72)

910 (75)

16

1080 (158)

1028 094)'

52

• Denotes a significant difference between left-right and right-left responses as assessed by post hoc
tests.
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A secondaiy finding of the current investigation concerned the SNARC
effect in the English Monoliterate group. The findings unexpectedly showed
only a non-significant trend towards the SNARC for English Monoliterates
(see Table 1). This finding contradicts findings from the parity judgment
and numerical comparison tasks, and the one other same-different judgment task (Dehaene & Akhavein, 1995), all of which showed a significant
SNARC effect for French and English Monoliterate participants. Most notably, the SNARC effect was observed in Dehaene and Akhavein's (1995)
study which employed a bimanual same-different judgment task. Dehaene
and Akhavein's task differed from the Oral Numeral Only SNARC task
employed in the current study in two ways. First, recall that the stimulus
pairs in Dehaene and Akhavein's study included different combinations of
number words and numerals, whereas the stimulus in the current study
included only numeral-numeral pairs. Second, Dehaene and Akhavein
employed a bimanual task, whereas the current task required participants
to orally respond to the target stimuli. Comparing Dehaene and Akhavein's
result with the result of the Oral Numeral Only study, it is not possible to
determine whether the non-significant trend towards the SNARC effect
observed in the current study with English Monoliterates was due to one
or more of these influences. Before more careful consideration is given to
how these variables may affect the strength of the SNARC effect, a followup study which employed a task identical to the bimanual same-different
judgment task used in Dehaene and Akhavein's (1995) study was conducted. In this study, 20 English Monoliterates were tested to determine
whether Dehaene and Akhavein's results are replicable.
Analysis of variance results from the bimanual replication study, and
from a second follow-up study which used the same stimulus but required
verbal responding, showed that the strength of the SNARC effect for English Monoliterates is influenced by the requirement to make bimanual
responses and the presence of number words in the stimulus (see Tables
2 and 3).
These task demands and how they interact with spatial processing
have been explored systematically in previous research (Dehaene, &
Akhavein, 1995; Dehaene, et al., 1993; Dehaene, et al., 1990). Further
research is required to examine how the strength of the SNARC effect
varies with task demands.
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Table 2
Bimanual Replication SNARC Study: Mean Length of Time in Milliseconds
It Takes Right Handed English Mono/iterates to Make Left-Right and RightLeft Numerical Difference judgment with Their Right and Left Hands When
Presented with Four Types ofNumber Pairs: Numbf!r Word-Numeral, Number Word-Number Word, Numeral-Numeral, and Numeral-Number Word

Difference Judgment with Right Hand
Left-right

Number word-Number word
Number word-Numeral
Numeral-Number word
Numeral-Numeral

441
418
424
350

(87)
(68)
(65)
(59)

408 (63)

Mean

Right-left

449
442
427
360

Difference
Score

(82)
(89)'
(73)
(69)

-8
-24'
-3
-10

419 (71)

-11

Difference Judgment with Left Hand
Left-right

Number word-Number word
Number word-Numeral
Numeral-Number word
Numeral-Numeral
Mean

440
428
439
373

(67)
(71)
(81)
,(86)

420 (72)

Right-left

456
438
427
372

Difference
Score

(82)
(82)
(65)
(78)

-16
-10
12
1

423 (71)

-3

Note.• significant difference (p < .05) between left-right and right-left responses, as
assessed with siITlple main effect tests
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Table 3
Oral Version ofReplication Study: Mean Length of Time in Milliseconds It
Takes English Mono/iterates to Make Left-Right and Right-Left Numerical
Difference Judgment with Four Types ofNumber Pairs: Number Word-Numeral, Number Word-Number Word, Numeral-Numeral, and NumeralNumber Word

Number word-Number word
Number word-Numeral
Numeral-Number word
Numeral-Numeral
Mean
Note. •

Left-toright

Right-toleft

Difference
Score

614(127)
579(100)
599 (118)
534 (104)

615 (126)
621 (119)•
596(110)
510 (102)

-1
-42•
3
24

581 (112)

585 (114)

-4

significant difference (p < .05) between left-right and right-left responses, as

assessed by posthoc tests.

Currency Bill as Artifact in the Mathematics of Selling Practice

In studies which investigated numeral recognition, Saxe (1991) found
that Brazilian child street sellers with little or no school-based literacy
skills were not skilled at identifying and naming Arabic numerals presented in isolation without a currency bill context. Saxe observed this
highly contextualized numeracy decoding skills in a wide range of numeric tasks involved in selling practice. However, the children could identify the same numerals when presented in the context of currency bills.
Extending this line of work to adult populations and to on-line numeral
recognition processes, the current series of studies examined the speeded
bill and numeral recognition and conceptualization processes of two Lebanese Business Seller groups, a Traditional and Modernizing group. Ethnographic observations, conducted by the author, revealed pervasive differences in the everyday numeracy practices of these seller groups. Traditional business persons engaged in numeracy practices that involved the
direct use of currency bills (as opposed to written records and tabulations)
in many mathematical operations, business transactions, and accounting
practices. Considering the cognitive significance of these practices, it was
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hypothesized that these numeracy practices would require strong linkages
between the monetary value of the bill and its visual-spatial properties
leading to different number conceptualization processes. In comparison,
modernizing business persons performed a great deal of mathematical
operations and accounting practices on paper such that numeric thinking
often occurred outside the context of currency. As such it was predicted
that Modernizing Sellers will show weaker linkages between the number
concept and the visual-spatial properties of the currency bill. These two
seller groups were in tum compared to two control groups with no business experience, a Traditional Non-Seller group and a second Modernizing
Non-Seller group.
Bill and Numeral Recognition and Priming Tasks

The participant's task was a speeded naming task that required them
to name the monetary value of different kinds of bills: Standard Bills, bills
with their numerals occluded (Numeral Occluded Bills), and currency
numerals that appeared without the body of the bill (Numeral-Only Bills).
Recognition processes for each bill was assessed by examining the time it
took participants to name the different types of bills. In the priming study,
I examined the length of time it took participants to name Standard Bills
that were either preceded by a Currency umeral-Only bill, or by Numeral-Occluded Bill. These processes were assessed in a continuous priming situation where participants were presented with two kinds of primetarget pairs. In the Currency umeral Only-Standard Bill prime-target pairs
participants named Numeral Only bills which was either related or unrelated to a Standard Bill which they also named. A related bill was one that
had the identical monetary value of the Standard Bill, and an unrelated
bill had a different value. In the Numeral Occluded-Standard Bill prime
target pairs, participants named a Numeral Occluded Bill followed by a
related or unrelated Standard Bill. The study examined where there would
be a priming effect in each of these priming conditions. In line with the
standard priming study rationale, if a number concept's pattern of activation is related to, or overlaps, with the pattern of activation for a concept
activated after the first concept, then higher levels of priming will result.
Based on the ethnographic observations of Traditional and Modernizing
Sellers' numeracy practices, I predicted that there would be significantly
different levels of priming for the Numeral Occluded-Standard prime-tar-
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get pairs compared to the Currency Numeral Only-Standard pairs among
the Traditional and Modernizing sellers. The ethnographic observations
suggested that Traditional Sellers have highly fused number concepts that
involve linkages between the body of the bill and its numeric value. These
linkages may not be as strong in the Modernizing group because they are
accustomed to handling currency-based numerals outside the context of
actual currency bills. As such the prediction is that both groups will show
Numeral Occluded Standard Bill priming (due to high visual overlap),
however, only the Modernizing group will show Currency Numeral OnlyStandard Bill priming.
Looking first at the analysis of variance results from the speeded
numeral recognition portion of the study (Study 2a), the results showed
that both the Traditional Sellers and Non-Sellers were significantly more
skilled at naming the Standard Bills compared to the Numeral Only Bills
(see Table 4).
Table 4
Bill and Numeral Recognition Study: Naming Times in Milliseconds for the
Standard, Numeral Occluded, Currency Numeral Only Bills, and NonCurrency Numeral Only Bills
Groups
Bills

Traditional
Non-Sellers

Standard

Occluded
Bills

Currency Numeral
Only Bills

825 (54)

896 (63)

1033 (106)

724 (46)

797 (72)

871 (94)

774 (71.7)

846 (83)

952 (128)

774 (74)

849 (87)

908 (108)

670 (67)

739 (77)

803 (79)

722 (87)

794 (98)

856 (107)

(n=lO)

Traditional
Sellers
(n=lO)
Mean

Modernising

Non-sellers
(n=lO)

Modernising

Sellers
(n=9)
Mean
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These findings reveal that the visual-spatial propenies of the bill are
a context for numeric recognition processes. This strong emphasis on the
context in which numerals are embedded is not observed in the two
M9dernizing groups, regardless of selling practice.
Table 5
Large Number Concept Priming Study: The Mean Length of Time in .Hi//iseconds It Takes to Name a Standard Bill Preceded by a Related and Unrelated Numeral Occluded Prime Type and Currency Numeral On~)' Prime T)pe
Numeral Only Numeral Occluded
Priming
Priming

Groups

Traditional
Non-sellers

related primes
unrelated primes

(n=IO)

Priming Effect

Tradilional

Seller

related primes
unrelated primes

(n=IO)

800 (92)

Priming Effect

848 (67)
824 (71)
+24
749 ('43)
731 (47)
+18.02

Mean Related Prime
Mean Unrelated Prime
Mean Priming Effect

798 ( 47)
777 (47)
+21.07

738 (56)
782 (47)
-45

77-1 (81)
781 (68)
-10
66'4 (66)
~
-31'

750 (JOO)

719 (49)
739 (49)
-20

695 (58)

Modernizing related primes
Non-sellers unrelated primes
Priming Effect

(n=IO)

Modernizing related primes
Sellers
unrelated primes
(n=9)
Priming Effect
Mean Related Prime
Mean Unrelated Prime
Mean Priming Effect

fil2...lli.l
-19
675 (52)
745 (70)
-70'

282.Jli)

-39'
639 (63)
680 (67)
-41·

lli..lJfil
-40

Significantly faster naming times for the related compared to the unrelated condition
as as.sessed by simple main effect rests (p < .05)

Turning to the results of the priming study, Numeral Only Bills primed Standard Bills only for the Modernizing Sellers (see Table 5). This
finding suggests that written numeracy practices lead to the skill of handling monetary values outside the context of currency. The other priming
result which assessed whether the body of a currency bill (with its num-
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bers occluded) could prime the whole bill, showed that the Traditional
Sellers, and Modernizing Sellers and Non-Sellers who have most experience with currency, show significant levels of this type of priming. The
Traditional Non-Seller group, most of whom were home makers who had
the least experience with currency, was not primed by the body of the bill.
Results of these studies show that the most automatic processes of recognition and conceptualization are influenced by everyday numeracy and
literacy practices which on the surface may not seem to have implications
for on-line numeric processing. As such the findings show how orally
based numeracy practices motivate the development of specific kinds of
numeric thinking which involve tight linkages between number concepts
and artifacts. Whereas paper-based numeracy practices motivate and give
rise to number concepts that show weaker linkages and associations with
the visuo-spatial properties of currency.
1beoretical Significance of Cultura l Approaches to Numeric Cognition
A cultural psychological approach to numeral cognition and mathematical thinking in general, is for the most part absent from the math
cognition literature which has traditionally focused on what may seem to
be the culturally invariant aspects of mathematical and numeric architecture (Dehaene, 1992; McCloskey, 1992). In addition to its acultural approach, the adult math cognition literature has given comparatively little
consideration to how numeric and non-numeric aspects of cognition get
linked and coordinated (some exceptions apply for some processes, see
Campbell, 1994; Dehaene, 1992). A simi lar emphasis on the autonomy
and separateness of numeric thought is found in much of the infant and
animal cognition literature (see Gallistel & Gelman, 1992; Roberts, 1998;
Wynn, 1998)
These research traditions contrast with cultural approaches which
have shown how mathematical thinking arises out of the same historic
socio-cultural processes and cultural practices that shape non-quantitative
thinking (Ascher, 1991; Cole, Gay, Glick, & Sharp, 1971; Denny, 1989;
Hatano, Amaiwa, Shimizu, 1987; Hishitani, 1990; Hutchins, 1995a, 1995b;
Laney, 1978; Lave, 1977; 1988; Millroy, 1991; Saxe, 1982,1985, 1991;
Stevenson & Stigler, 1992). However, despite the critical perspective cultural psychologists' offer, researchers have not actively developed theories
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and empirical methods to investigate how cultural practices affect basic
on-line mathematical processes. The current investigations introduce new
methodologies to cultural studies of numeric thinking by combining experimental and ethnographic methods, revealing the interconnectedness
of numeric and non-numeric d10ught and further reveal how these linkages develop in the context of specific cultural practices and artifact use.
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INTRODUCI10N

Surpassed only by social psychological topics, themes and issues in
human development have been of continuing interest to cross-cultural
psychologists. This is clearly shown in the cumulative content of the proceedings volumes resulting from the sixteen biennial international IACCP
congresses. In all proceedings volumes since the inaugural meeting in
1972 in Hong Kong until the sixteenth gathering in Yogyakatta, several
chapters dealing with various aspects of human development have been a
constant fixture. In about half of the volumes containing selected proceedings of the first fifteen congresses, the chapters dealing with different aspects of the behavior and adjustment of either young children, adolescents, or both, were distributed across different sections: In the other half
of the volumes such chapters were included in separate sections with titles
reflecting the developmental theme either explicitly, such as "Contributions of special relevance to children and youth" (proceedings of the 14"'
congress, 1999) or implicitly, such as "Cross-cultural research witl1 implications for education" (proceedings of the 3"' congress, 1977).
In tenns of content, in the first half of the congresses at least one
chapter dealing with the tl1eory of either Jean Piaget or Lawrence Kohlberg
has appeared in the proceedings volumes, whereas in the second half of
mem tl1e apparently popular developmental theme revolved around maternal roles and/ or mother-child relationships. Although not many total
chapters are involved in this assessment, it does perhaps suggest changes
in topical interest over time.
This section, entitled "Family and development" consists of six chapters. In the first chapter Tulviste presents the results of a study which
looked into similarities and differences in mothers' conversational styles
with tl1eir adolescent children within families in Estonia, Finland, Sweden,
and the U.S. She concluded that conversational styles are culture-specific
and although the countJy in which the family lives seems to have an
understandably large influence on real-life conversational style, the cultural practice of talking seems to be relatively difficult to change.
Schwarz, Trommsdorff, and Chakkarath present a study on tl1e patterns of correlations between a variety of socio-psychological factors and
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the quality of the adult mother-daughter relationship in Germany, the
Republic of Korea, and Indonesia. They found that similarities across the
three cultures prevailed over differences, thereby providing insight into tl1e
interrelationships between social change towards modernization and tl1e
family relationships in adulthood
Wenzler-Cremer reports a study on the transmission of cultural standards and behavioral settings in two groups of young women living in a
bicultural family. In one group the mother was Indonesian and the family
lives in Germany, while in the other the mother is German and the family
lives in Indonesia. She concluded that despite the special challenges,
difficulties, and inner conflicts with which the young women have to cope,
they are neither disturbed nor maladjusted. Most of tl1em view the two
cultures as two offers - which we assume they mean as two interesting
challenges - and regard bicultural socialization as enriching their lives.
Zheng, Liu, Tang, and Shi focus on the Chinese government's one
child policy to control population growtl1. They present background information on the demographic situation, related psychological studies, and a
preliminary investigation on the parent-child relationship and communication patterns. Despite concerns about the psychological effects of being
only children, the study, which compared the parent-child relationship
and communication as well as the child's adaptation among young adults
coming from one-child and non-one-child families who live in a separate
place, showed more frequent communication with parents as well as better adaptation among only children than among non-only children.
Jaafar, Kolodinsky, McCarthy, and Schroder repon a study which
compares the impact of gender and cultural differences on moral judgment
as assessed by Kohlberg's moral dilemma among American and Malay
adolescents. They found that the Malay adolescents exhibited a slightly
higher moral reasoning stage than the Americans. Regarding gender, males
demonstrated a higher level of moral reasoning in the American sample,
but Malay females showed the highest level. Qualitative analysis of the
data showed that the respondents' moral judgment in both cultures reflect
values characteristics of their respective socio-cultural milieu.
Boehnke reports a study which compares the impact of fear of social
exclusion on achievement in matl1ematics among adolescents in Germany,
Canada, and Israel. It showed that although the "objective" mathematical
abilities of the Canadian and Israeli students were lower than those of the
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Germans, the fear of social exclusion through being labeled a "Streber"
was more closely related to lower grades among the Germans than among
both Canadian and Israeli students, who reported better grades and higher
self-esteem.
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MOTIIERS' CONVERSATIONAL S1YLES
ACROSS CULTURES:
TIIE CASES OF ESTONIA, FINIAND, SWEDEN, AND TI1E U.S.
Tiia Tulviste
S6dert6rn University, Sweden and
Tartu University, Estonia

This chapter addresses everyday family interactions with teenagers,
with a special focus on cross-cultural similarities and differences in mothers' conversational styles. The aim of the study was to examine whether
the pattern of language use that has been found to be typical of North
American middle-class mothers - e.g., being talkative, but not directive characterizes also maternal conversational style of mothers in the stereotypically silent Scandinavian and North European region.
A lion's share of prior research on mother-child interaction has been
conducted in Anglo-European contexts, in the United States and Great
Britain. Data from contexts other than Anglo-American ones, for languages
other than English, are under-represented (cf., Lieven, 1994). These withinculture studies have revealed that some mothers tend to be primarily
concerned with engaging children into conversation, while others are talking mainly with the purpose to control children's behavior (Halle & Shatz,
1994; Hoff-Ginsberg, 1991; McDonald & Pien, 1982). Furthermore, children whose mothers engage more frequently in conversations with them
have been found likely to be more talkative, and to have more developed
linguistic and conversational abilities than others. For example, Hutterlocher,
Haight, Bryk, Seltzer, and Lyons 0991) demonstrated that the amount of
maternal talk is the best predictor of children's growth in vocabulary.
Similarly, less talk addressed to children in non-Western countries compared to children in the U.S., France, and Russia, has been seen as a source
of slower pace of linguistic development (Slobin, 1972). The use of the
conversation-eliciting style has been regarded as the optimal way of facilitating cognitive, social and emotional development in the child, in contrast to a more directive interaction style. Maternal conversational style has
also been found to vary as a function of the socio-economic strata the
families belong to, in particular of the SES-corresponding differences in
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parental beliefs and attitudes (see Hoff-Ginsberg, & Tardif, 1995, for an
overview). It is known, that parents in lower socioeconomic strata, on the
average, value conformity, whereas parents from higher socioeconomic
strata value independence and self-<lirection in their children. Hoff-Ginsberg
0992) found middle-class mothers to differ significantly from workingclass mothers in their bigger amount of talk, and smaller amount of direct
control of children in everyday activities. The directive style, in turn, has
been treated as something typical of lower SES mothers (see Bernstein,
1965; Hart, & Risley, 1992; Heath, 1983; Hoff-Ginsberg, 1991; Hoff-Ginsberg,
& Tardif, 1995; Ochs, & Schieffelin, 1984).
While social class may be an important predictor of North American
mothers' preferred conversational style, comparative research on motherchild interaction has documented a rather wide cultural variability in respect to how much mothers talk with their children, and how much talk
they expect from their children (Bornstein, Tai, & Tamis-LeMonda, 1991;
Schieffelin & Ochs, 1986). American, particularly European American
mothers have been consistently found to be more likely than mothers from
non-Western cultures to be talkative, and to encourage their children to
talk (Bornstein et al., 1991; Clancy, 1986; Fernald & Morikawa, 1993;
Fischer, 1970; Johnston & Wong, 2002). Clearly, the characteristics of the
mothers' conversational style are not reducible to social class differences.
For example, a comparative study on middle-class American and Puerto
Rican mother-infant inter.iction found the Puerto Rican mothers to direct
their infants' attention more often and to issue directives in the form of
commands much more frequently than their Anglo counterparts (Harwood,
Schoelmerich, Schu lze, & Gonzalez, 1999). There have also been a few
attempts to examine directly both the amount of maternal talk and the
control of children in everyday mother-child interactions cross-culturally.
In a cross-cultural study of middle-class mothers' interaction with 2-yearold children the U.S. mothers were found to be more talkative in comparison with mothers from Estonia and Sweden Qunefelt & Tulviste, 1997).
Estonian middle-class mothers were found to talk least, and to elicit least
conversation from their 2-year-olds, being highly directive at the same
time (i.e., concerned witl1 telling children what to do or not to do by
issuing a lot of in1peratives). They wanted their children to concentrate on
ongoing activities and discouraged talking while eating (e.g., "It's mealtin1e now. Don't talk!") or puzzle solving (e.g., "Don't talk, think!"). The
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results demonstrating the Estonian middle-class mothers' tendency to control children's behaviour and to be less interested in children's verbalization challenge the view that the controlling maternal style is a characteristically working class phenomenon, and that the conversational styles are
mainly SES-related. Hence, the following questions arise. Is the amount of
maternal talk and conversational style a culture-specific phenomenon,
rather than an indicator of the mother's socioeconomic status? Which factors account for variation in the cultural panern of the verbal aspect of
parenting?
A reason for cultural differences in maternal conversational styles
might be the fact that cultural differences exist also in ways in which
people use the language while talking with adults. It is a well-established
fact that people in some societies or even in some ethnic groups in the U.S.
(e.g., the East Asian Americans) generally talk less because they have
different cultural practices and meanings of talking and not talking than
those of talkative European Americans (Kim, 2002; Kim & Markus, 2002).
Similarly, the explanation of the observed cultural differences in the amount
of verbal control over children's behaviour and in the directness of the
means of controlling children (i.e., direct imperatives vs. indirect declaratives
or questions) may lie in the finding that people from different cultures
differ greatly in terms of conversational indirectness (see Blum-Kulka,
1997; Holtgraves, 1997). In any case, the amount of talk addressed toward
children seems to reflect a culturally rooted meaning and practice of talking and not talking common in a given sociocultural context. The view
that verbal communication is a prominent value in the U.S. (Bellah, Madsen,
Sullivan, Swidler, & Tipton, 1986) has been demonstrated to be true in
numerous cross-cultural studies on mother-child interactions. Hess et al.
(1980) found that the U.S. mothers expected verbal assertiveness and social
skills in their children, while Japanese mothers expected self-control, compliance and social courtesy. The studies suggest that Notth American mothers
regard their children as potential active conversational partners from birth
and foster their communicative development from early on. Because talkativeness is positively valued, children are socialized into their culturally
prescribed role of an·active speaker, whereas in Japan, where the importance of listening (as opposed to talking) is stressed, children are socialized into the role of an active listener in interactions (see Blum-Kulka &
Snow, 1992; Clancy, 1986). Blum-Kulka 0990, 1997) found that American
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mothers of schoolchildren also paid considerably more attention to following conversational norms and turn taking than mothers from Israel at
the dinner table.
The aim of the current paper is to examine maternal conversational
styles in the stereotypically silent Scandinavian and North European sociocultural contexts as they might differ from those in the U.S. The data
presented here were derived from 2 separate cross-cultural studies on
mothers' mealtime interaction with adolescents. The first study was conducted in Estonian and European American families (Tulviste, 2000), the
second study in Estonian, Finnish, and Swedish mono- and bilingual families (Tulviste et al., 2003a, 2003b). All data were collected under similar
circumstances. The target children's age group - adolescence - was selected for the study because it is the time of major developmental growth
in pragmatic competence, i.e., the ability to use the language in various
contexts in socially and culturally appropriate ways (Cooper & AdersonInman, 1988). Also, considerably less research has been conducted on
mothers' interaction with children in this developmental period than in
infancy or early childhood.
The studies were conducted in four countries - in Estonia, Finland,
Sweden, and the U.S. As told above, most of the previous research on
maternal conversational style has been clone in the U.S. - in a country
where in many contexts talking is a highly valued skill (see Kim & Markus,
2002). Therefore, the language socialization pattern of mothers of adolescents living in the U.S. has been compared to that of mothers from sociocultural settings where talking seems not to have the same meaning as in
the U.S. People from Scandinavian and No1th European regions, especially from Finland, are known for their meager talk production. "The
silent Finns" (Lehtonen & Sajavaara, 1985; Sajavaara & Lehtonen, 1997;
Smith & Bond, 1999) have been characterized both by others and by
themselves as least talkative among the Europeans. It is important to point
out that the Scandinavian Swedes and the Finno-Ugric Estonians have also
been viewed as not very talkative (Daun, 1996; McCroskey et al., 1990;
Tulviste, 2000). Besides many similarities there are several differences
among the three neighboring countries. Namely, Sweden is a country with
long traditions of "equality ideology" (Welles-Nystrom, 1996) where even
young children are treated as equal persons to other family members and
their independence is frequently stressed (Daun, 1991). In this respect, the
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Swedes have been noted to differ also from the somewhat more conservative Finns. Estonia, in turn, spent fifty years incorporated to the authoritarian society of the former Soviet Union, and was in isolation from its
democratic Nordic neighbours (such as Finland and Sweden) until 1991. It
is possible that these differences are reflected also in maternal conversational styles. Moreover, seeking for an answer to the question, to what
degree maternal conversational styles are determined by the peculiarities
of the specific culture and/ or ethnicity, Estonian and Finnish families living
in their countries of origin were compared with those living in Sweden. It
has been found by previous research that control exercised by the family
is greater in minority groups in comparison to the host society (see Garcia
Coll & Brillon, 1995). The immediate context is very likely to influence the
conversational patterns of bicultural families. For example, Blum-Kulka
0997) revealed in a comparative study on Israeli, Jewish American and
American Israeli families' mealtime discussions that the American Israeli
sample was systematically different from both the American and the Israeli
samples.

Hypotheses

2.

3.

Based on previous research we expected the U.S. American mothers
to be most talkative, and all Finno-Ugric mothers (Estonian and Finnish mono- and bicultural mothers), regardless of their place of living,
least talkative. Swedish mothers were expected to take a place somewhere between the U.S. American mothers and d1e Finno-Ugric mod1ers.
Similarly, we predicted that the U.S. American mothers are more
likely to encourage their children to talk, and all Finno-Ugric mod1ers, in contrast, do not prefer the conversation-eliciting conversational style. As to the Swedish mothers, we expected them to take a
place somewhere between the U.S. American mod1ers and the FinnoUgric mothers in this respect.
We expected the directive conversational style to be preferred by
Estonian mothers. It was predicted that Swedish, U.S. American, and
Finnish mono- and bicultural mothers control their teenagers' behavior relatively seldom. We also expected the Estonian mothers living in
their country of origin (in Estonia) to be more directive than the
Estonian mothers living in Sweden.
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Method

The cross-cultural comparison is based on the following six samples:
10 American (NorAme) families of European descent living in the U.S., 17
Estonian (EstEst) families living in Estonia, 17 Finnish (FinFin) families
living in Finland, and 19 Swedish (SweSwe), 18 Finnish (SweFin) and 18
Estonian (SweEst) families living in Sweden. The target children's sex
distribution was rather even in all samples, 4 boys and 6 girls (ages 13-17,
M= 14.7, SD= 1.6) in the U.S. families, 10 boys and 7 girls (ages 9-13, M
= 10.88, SD= 0.86) in Estonian monolingual families, 7 boys and 10 girls
(ages 10-12, M= 10.88, SD= 0.78) in Finnish monolingual families, 9 boys
and 10 girls (ages 9-13, M = 10.94, SD= 1.13) in Swedish monolingual
families, 8 boys and 10 girls (ages 9-12, M = 10.17, SD= 0.99) in Finnish
bilingual families, and 8 boys and 10 girls (ages 10-13, M = 11.72, SD=
1.07) in Estonian bilingual families. As no sex differences were found in
the preliminary analysis, this variable was not included in further analyses.
The mothers' education ranged from college education to university
degrees. All families were middle-class, as defined by the mother's educational level and/or profession, and living in urban settings. In most families there was more than one child. No family had a child younger than 3
years.
The suitable participants were identified through elementary schools,
including the Estonian School in Stockholm (for the SweEst sample) and
the Finnish School in Stockholm (for the SweFin sample). Letters shortly
describing the study were sent to the early adolescents' families asking to
indicate their willingness to participate. The Swedish families' data were
collected in Stockholm, the Estonian data in Tallinn and Tartu, the Finnish
in Oulu, and the U.S. American data in Greensboro, North Carolina. These
families were monolingual and spoke - respectively - Swedish, Estonian,
Finnish, and English as the first language. Swedish is an Inda-European
language of Germanic subgroup. Estonian and Finnish belong to the FinnoUgric languages and have many similar characteristics: both are agglutinating languages, both have a large number of cases - 14 in Estonian and
15 in Finnish language, both lack grammatical future and grammatical
gender. All American families were of European descent, and the mothers
were born in the U.S.
For bicultural samples in Sweden, only the families who reported that
Estonian or Finnish is their home language and they speak Estonian or
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Finnish at home with their teenagers were selected to participate in the
study. All Estonian mothers had lived in Sweden for more than 5 years at
the time of the study, 9 mothers were born in Sweden. Finnish mothers
had lived in Sweden some twenty years, all families were bilingual. Both
in Estonian or Finnish schools in Stockholm children participated in bilingual education programs.
Procedure

Mealtime interactions were videotaped at participants' homes. The
participants were asked to select for videotaping the meals when they are
not in a hurry. They were told that the mother and the early adolescent
must be present; all other family members were encouraged to participate
for the meal to be as "ordinary" as possible. They were asked to ignore the
fact that they were being recorded. The recording researcher interacted
minimally with the participants once the videotaping began. In EstEst
families the mean duration of a meal was 15,12 min (SD= 6,33), in SweEst
families 20,36 min (SD= 7,80), in SweSwe families 20,52 min (SD= 5,61),
in SweFin families 19,67 min (SD= 6,98), in FinFin families 19,39 min (SD
= 5,32), and in NorAme families 22,54 min (SD= 6,34). In each country a
native speaker (a graduate student or a researcher) conducted the recordings, made transcripts and analyzed the data. Gathering data in different
cultures and different languages necessitated a lengthy joint training of
transcribing and data analyses. At least one transcript from each sample
was translated into English, and analyzed by all researchers. All coding
questions and problems were discussed with the research group.
The composition and number of family members participating at meals
varied considerably both within and across samples. In the current study
the amount of talk and the regulatory speech analyses were performed only
for the mothers. All video recordings were transcribed using the conven- 1
tions of the Child Language Data Exchange System (MacWhinney, 1991).
1. Talkativeness- the average number of utterances per minute (cf.,
Hoff-Ginsberg, 1991). An utterance was separated from subsequent utterance primarily on the basis of intonation contour and pause duration.
2. The type of regulatory speech. The regulatory utterances were identified in the transcripts, and coded according to the mothers' aim (to control behavior or to elicit talk) into the following categories:
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behavioral directives: utterances that involved giving commands or
pennission, requesting or encouraging desirable action, or preventing
the conversational partner from acting (e.g., "Eat salad!","You have
nice moustache [from milk]");
(2) conversation-eliciting utterances: utterances d1at attempted to elicit a
verbal response from the conversational partner (e.g., "Why do you
think so?", "What happened to her"', "Tell more! ").

(l)

The behavioral directives were coded by two independent judges
with more than 83% agreement on all protocols. Disagreements were
resolved through discussion and scrutinizing the original recordings when
necessary.
Results

There were large individual and cultural differences in the amount of
talk and in the duration of meals (see Tulviste, 2000; Tulviste et al., 2003b).
Proportional, instead of absolute, frequency measures were used to attain
measures of maternal control without the influence of the amount of talk.
Thus, behavioral directives and conversation-elic_iting utterances were
analyzed in terms of freque ncies per utterances.
A one-way ANOVA yielded significant effects of Culture (EstEst vs.
SweEst vs. SweSwe vs. SweFin vs. FinFin vs. American) on mothers' talkativeness, f(5, 93) - 4.39, p < .005.
Table 1
Tbe Mean Values for the Mothers ' Amount of Talk, Conversation-Eliciting
Utterances and Behavioral Directives across Samples
Fst:Fst
(r, • 17)

(n • IS)

SweSwe
(n • 19)

SweFin
(n • I S)

FinFin
(n • 17)

(n• IO)

7 .3$13· 6

7.10'·6

9.941·2·"'·~

7.663·6

7.323,6

9.461.2,4.S

eliciting·

0 .283· 5

0.28 35

0.121 ,2,4

0 .201,3,6

0.201,2,6

0,3,3,4,5

directives

0 _092.3,4,5,6

o.d3

o.os 1.4

0.02 1•3

0.04 1

0.02 1

Amount of talk

SweFst

NorAme

Conversation-

1

Not6. "per all Lltterance5. Superscriptl'i 5how significant differences among 5amples according to

the LSD Test at p< .05; the 5amples are m:;irked as follows: 1 • E.-;tEst; 2 • SweE5t; 3 = SweSwe;
4 - SweFin ; 5 - FinFin; 6 = NorAme
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As Table 1 shows, there are two distinct samples - Swedish and U.S.

American mothers - that were most talkative among the investigated
samples.
A one-way ANOVA yielded significant effects of Culture (EstEst vs.
SweEst vs. SweSwe vs. SweFin vs. FinFin vs. NorAme) on mothers' conversation-eliciting utterances, R.5, 93) - 5.62, p< .0005; the American mothers
and mothers from both Estonian samples elicited talk significantly more
frequently than the Swedish mothers and mothers from both Finnish samples.
A one-way ANOVA yielded significant effects of Culture (EstEst vs.
SweEst vs. SweSwe vs. SweFin vs. FinFin vs. NorAme) also on mothers'
behavioral directives, R.5, 93) - 6.82, p < .0001, due to the fact that Estonian mothers living in Estonia used the directives significantly more frequently than mothers from other samples.
Discussion

The study focused on the question whether the pattern of language
use that has been found to be typical of North American middle-class
mothers- i.e., being talkative, but not directive- characterizes also maternal speech in the stereotypically silent Scandinavian and North European
region.
As expected, the results of the study confirmed that the U.S. American
mothers were talkative. An unexpected finding was that the Swedes originally treated as "silent Scandinavians" - talked as much as the U.S.
American mothers. These two distinctly talkative samples differed greatly
from all other samples of the study. The data showing that the Swedes
were as talkative as Americans might reflect a change in socialization
styles that took place in Sweden in the 1960s. During interviews, many
Swedish parents and grandparents expressed their opinion that nowadays
people are talking much more than it was common in Sweden when they
were young.
The Estonian mothers did not produce more speech than the "silent"
Finns. The bicultural and bilingual Estonian and Finnish mothers living in
Sweden were, in respect of their scarce talk, similar to their monocultural
Estonian and Finnish counterparts. Thus, little talk appeared to be something typical of all Finno-Ugric mothers, regardless of their place of living.
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Contrary to the prediction, infrequent use of conversation-eliciting
utterances was not typical of all four Finno-Ugric samples. Quite the reverse, mothers from both Estonian samples encouraged talking as frequently
as the U.S. American mothers. Consequently, the Estonian teenagers residing in Sweden occurred to be as talkative as Swedish monocultural teenagers, albeit teenagers in Estonian families living in the country of origin
talked very little in spite of being continuously encouraged by their mothers (Tulviste et al., 2002b).
Cross-cultural differences also occurred in the frequency of controlling behavior. As expected, the Estonian mothers in Estonia had a strong
tendency of being concerned with controlling the child's behavior. Interestingly, the Estonian mothers living in Sweden did not take a place
somewhere between the monocultural Estonian and Swedish mothers in
respect of controlling children - they showed almost no interest in behavioral control. Thus, the study contributed to the previous findings the
results showing that the Estonian monocultural mothers made actual attempts to verbally control the children's immediate behavior more frequently than the mothers using the same linguistic system - Estonian
language - but residing in a different country - in Sweden. Therefore, we
can say that the country in which the family lives seems to have a great
impact on real-life conversational style.
Our findings of the Estonian mothers' tendency to control frequently
their children's behavior stand in contrast to the commonly held assumption that middle-class mothers are not directive. One might expect that it
is partly due to the Estonian parents' upbringing in an authoritarian society
(e.g., the former Soviet Union) where it was forbidden and dangerous to
elicit talk and behavior unsupportive of the ruling Soviet ideology. Surprisingly, analogical Latvian data (unpublished research material) contradicted
the latter view by showing that the Latvian mothers were not as directive
as the Estonian mothers. Furthermore, it proved difficult to categorize
mothers from different samples on the basis of the relative frequency of
controlling behavior vs. eliciting conversational participation from teenagers into different conversational styles. Namely, the U.S. American mothers and the Estonians living in Sweden were clearly more likely than the
others to prefer the conversation-eliciting style. The Swedish mothers and
both Finnish samples used both types of regulatory utterances significantly
less, and the Estonian mothers significantly more frequently than others.
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Clearly, the relationship between the two styles is more complex than
that of two opposites. On the other hand, within samples it was easy to
identify mothers who clearly preferred the controlling conversational style,
as well as mothers who were more likely to use the conversation-eliciting
style.
Summarizing, there is considerable evidence that the within-culture
differences in maternal conversational styles are reflected also in the crosscultural differences. Therefore, one might speculate that the factors that
account for variation within any single culture, might be responsible also
for cross-cultural variation. There is still little that is known about these
factors. Some authors have ascribed the differences in maternal conversational style to differences in maternal beliefs and values about the nature
of the child and his/her development, about children's place in the community and about the parental role as such (Clancy, 1986; Heath, 1983;
Ochs & Schieffelin, 1984). Others have explained the variation by culturespecific concepts of selfhood (e.g., independently vs. interdependently
oriented self as described by Markus and Kitayama, 1991). According to
this view, middle-class mothers in certain cultures might be similar to
Anglo-American working-class mothers in respect of valuing an interdependent self. Thus, these parents would encourage children to be rather
relation-centered than emotionally self-focused, and they do not promote
the expression of individuality, personal opinions, and self-determination
to the extent typical of middle-class Anglo-European mothers. There are
data supporting this view. Namely, the Swedish teenagers were found to
differ from Estonian and Finnish teenagers by talking more and having
longer negotiations with other family members (Tulviste et al., 2003b; De
Geer et al., 2002). In addition, the Estonian mothers living in Estonia were
found to differ from the Estonian mothers living in Sweden by a considerably lower emphasis on the value of self-direction (Tulviste & Kants,
2001).
Furthermore, in the light of these findings it seems to be questionable
also whether the frequent control of children's behavior has a definite
negative effect on child development, as it has been suggested by some
authors. Some of the previous findings deepen this doubt. For example,
Wang and Phinney (1998) found that Chinese-American children's cognitive competence was positively related to the authoritarian parenting style
- a result that contradicts to the negative connotation that the authoritarian
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parenting style traditionally has in developmental psychology, based on
Anglo-American studies. Great variability has emerged also in how children in various cultures perceive parental control. For example, it was
shown that in North America and Germany, parental control was perceived as parental hostility and rejection, in Japan, in turn, it was perceived as parental warmth and acceptance (see Kai:;it~iba~i, 1996). All
these studies demonstrate the culture-specificity of ways of talking with
children. The optimal way of verbal socialization seems to differ across
countries, ethnic groups, and language communities.
In sum, the study supported the suggestion that in regions where
people generally talk less (e.g., the Finno-Ugric samples), due to different
cultural practices and meanings of talking and not talking than those of
talkative European Americans, mothers are also talking less while talking
with their teenagers. Educational practice in the U.S. with non-native
speakers, especially with East Asian background (see Kim & Markus, 2002),
and the current comparative data of similarly meagre talk production of
Estonians and Finns living in their count1y of origin and in Sweden, demonstrate that the cultural practice of talking seems to be relatively difficult
to change. An intriguing question arises: should it be done at all? It is
known that talkativeness carries with it a psychological "meaning" that
varies across cultures (Kim & Markus, 2002). There seems to be a traditional culture-specific balance of silence and speaking. Should it be disturbed' It is also known that on the average people favour the conversational styles more typical of their culture. For example, British managers in
American companies in Great Britain favoured the typical British communication style and perceived the American style as being comparatively
dysfunctional, while the An1erican managers said in interviews the same
about the British communication style (Dunkerley & Robinson, 2002). But
the question remains - should mothers in relatively silent cultures uy to
talk more with their children and to encourage their children to speak up
at home' Before answering, however, studies should be designed to compare how maternal talkativeness and conversational style are related to
child development in various cultures. For example, whether the finding
of Anglo-American studies (see Beyer, 1995; Masur, & Turner, 2001) showing that children of more talkative and less directive mothers are likely to
score higher on measures of linguistic, cognitive and emotional competence, holds true in the cultures where talkativeness has not as high repu-
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cation and mothers' control as low reputation as in the Anglo-American
context
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ADULT MOTHER-DAUGHTER REIATIONSHIPS IN
INDONESIA, THE REPUBUC OF KOREA,
AND GERMANY
Beate Schwarz, Gisela Trommsdorff, and Pradeep Chakkarath
University of Konstanz
Germany

This study investigated the question of cultural differences and similarities in factors that may be relevant for the adult mother-daughter relationship. In the introduction, we will discuss some ideas concerning cultural influences on intergenerational relationships. We will then present
comparisons of Indonesian, Korean, and German women from a study conducted in preparation for the "Value of Children and Intergenerational Relations Study" (Nauck & Trommsdorff, 1997) to answer the research question.
In all industrialized nations, the average life expectancy has increased.
In Germany, a woman born today has an average life expectancy of 81
years and a man one of 75 years. A very similar pattern can be observed
in Korea where the average life expectancy is 79 years for women and 72
years for men. Even in less industrialized countries, the trend is the same
although less extreme. In Indonesia, for example, the life expectancy of
children born today is 69 years for girls and 65 years for boys, which is an
increase of 30 years compared to those born 50 years ago (United Nations
Population Division, 2002). These demographic changes affect the families
because the amount of life time parents and their children share has never
been so great. They have thus brought the adult parent-child relationship
into the focus of recent research.
Bengtson and colleagues' theoretical approach to the phenomenon of
intergenerational solidarity is very prominent in Western social sciences
(Bengtson & Roberts, 1991). The authors set out to explain why the frequency and quality of contact berween children and their parents (their
"association") remains high when the children are adults themselves, are
highly involved in their jobs, and have families of their own. They proposed a model consisting of a pattern of positive relationships among five
aspects of "solidarity" which together influence the intergenerational association. "Opportunity structure" of family interaction (e.g., geographic prox-
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irnity of parents and children, secure financial situation), "consensus of
values" between the generations, and "nonns of familism" are basic prerequisites for the intergenerational "exchange of help" (instrumental and
emotional suppon and the extent of "reciprocity," which means the balance between help given and help received) and the maintenance of
"affection" between parents and children. Rossi and Rossi (1990) demonstrated that socialization experiences in childhood and adolescence also
influence the adult parent-child relationship, thus introducing a developmental perspective into the model. In the present study, we focus on
selected aspects of the model, especially the relation between past socialization experiences, reciprocity of helping, family-oriented values, norms
of familism (here: filial obligation) and the affectional ties between family
members of different generations.
Due to a lack of cross-cultural studies in this field, whether or not this
approach is applicable to other cultures remains open (see Bengtson,
2001; Trommsdorff, 2001; Trommsdorff & Kornadt, 2003). From an ecocultural perspective, it is necessary that the societal and cultural backgrounds of intergenerational relationships are taken into account. For instance, job mobility as well as drift from rural areas may result in greater
geographical distance between the generations which may affect the relationship. Whether or not there is a reliable support system for the aged will
detennine how dependent the older generation is on the younger one. The
number of children and the interval between generations influence the
number of people who need help and who provide suppon.
From a psychological perspective, values and beliefs that characterize
a culture may prove even more relevant for the cross-cultural comparison
of intergenerational relationships. Hofstede (1980) derived the now classic
differentiation of cultures along the dimension of individualism/collectivism. Collectivistic cultures (unlike individualistic cultures) are characterized by their emphasis on group unity and harmony (instead of individual
autonomy), subordination. to the group's goals (instead of pursuing personal goals), conformity and interdependence (instead of uniqueness and
independence), favoring equality and cooperation (over equity and competition), and living in extended families (instead of keeping to the nuclear
family). Although this concept is still seen as being a useful differentiation,
some modifications have been suggested. For example, it has been noted
that individualism/collectivism is not a unidimensional but a bidimensional
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construct, and that the two dimensions are characterized by several attributes (Triandis, 1994). In order to explain psychological processes, the
level of analysis should be at the individual rather than the cultural level
(Triandis, 1994). Triandis has labeled the respective dimensions "allocentric"
and "idiocentric." On the individual level, the differentiation between relatedness and separateness in interpersonal relationships parallels that between collectivism and individualism on d1e cultural level (Kagit,;:iba~i, 1994).
Markus and Kitayama (1991) suggested a similar approach according
to which people from different cultures differ in their interdependent and
independent orientations (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). In short, independently oriented people emphasize d1eir uniqueness and self-reliance. An
interdependent orientation comprises the feeling of connectedness with
and obligations for relevant others.
Another concept, that of "filial piety," may help us to understand
intergenerational relations. Developed in Confucianism, this concept has
played an eminent role in East-Asian cultures for centuries: Parents and
children stay in a lifelong mutual dependence. Children, especially sons,
are expected to take care of their elderly parents, to be loyal, to keep
harmony, to show respect and obedience (Hsu, 1971).
In cultures in which interdependent orientation ancl/or filial piety prevail, we expect the intergenerational relationship to be characterized by harmony and a more balanced exchange of support. Fmthermore, the relationship quality should be influenced more by norms of familism (e.g., filial
obligations) than by emotional factors. In the present study, we compare
samples from Indonesia, Korea, and Germany because these cultures differ considerably in the degree of modernization and in various cultural
aspects.
The degree of urbanization is a commonly used indicator of modernization. From 1960 to 1990, the proportion of rural population decreased
by 48% in Korea, by 16% in Indonesia, and by 18% in Germany. However,
in 1960, Germany was already at a comparatively low level of rural population (22%, U.S. Bureau of the Census, International Data Base, 2000), so
the increase of urbanization in the 30 year span was low there as compared to that in Korea. Household size is also often used as an indicator of
modernization. It is influenced by the average number of children per
couple, the proportion of households in which more than two generations
live, and d1e number of single households. There is an average of 4.6
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people per household in Indonesia, 3.5 in Korea, and only 2.2 in Germany
(Statistisches Bundesamt, 1999).
The three cultures also differ remarkably with respect to their norms,
beliefs, and values. One aspect is the different religious orientations. The
dominant religion in Indonesia is Islam. The Korean culture has been
strongly influenced by Confucianism, Buddhism, and Protestantism. The
German culture is mainly based on Christian values. Nevertheless, against
the background of the following value studies, we presume that similarities among value orientations in Indonesia and Korea exist.
Modernization can also be described by value change from grouporiented to individualistic attitudes, and from materialistic to postmaterialistic values (Inglehart, 1997). According to Hofstede (1980), Indonesia
and Korea were low in individualism while Germany was moderately
high. A comparison of Western cultures with Korea revealed the expected
differences in independent and interdependent orientations (Gudykunst,
Matsumoto, Ting-Toomey, & Nishida, 1996). In another recent study by
Inglehart, Basanez, and Moreno (1998), independence as a child-rearing
goal was more important in Germany than in Korea, and respect for
parents (as one major characteristic of filial piety) was more important in
Korea than in Germany (94% very important in Korea, 76% in Eastern
Germany, and 63% in Western Germany). Indonesia was not part of this
study, but according to many anthropological studies, e.g., Mulder (1996),
harmony in social groups and subordination to the goals of the community
are major principles of the Javanese culture in Indonesia. In the original
"Value of Children" study, it was shown that in Indonesia the goal of
teaching children "to mind the[ir] parents" was highly valued, and that oldage security was an important reason for having children (Hoffman, 1988;
Kagit~iba§i, 1984). Both aspects are characteristic for interdependently
oriented persons in collectivistic cultures.
Despite these similarities, we have to consider that the Korean society
underwent rapid social change and even though tl1e value of fil ial piety is
still present, the way in which children express it or fulfill their obligations
has changed (Sung, 1998). A very recent study showed that, in particular,
young, well-educated, female Koreans are less likely to agree with traditional values (Hyun, 2001). Furthermore, a look at other East-Asian cultures, e.g., Japan, supports the view that social change is accompanied by
changes in parent-child relationships and values (Trommsdorff, 1995;
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Trommsdorff & Kornadt, 2003). In a comparison of Hong Kong Chinese
and Australian adults, the Chinese expressed more negative stereotypes
about elderly people, they described the intergenerational communication
as being more difficult than did the Australian adults (Noels, Giles, Gallois,
& Ng, 2001).
Even if, as mentioned above, Germans are more independently oriented than the Koreans or Indonesians and favor family values to a lesser
extent, this does not mean that parent-child relationships in Germany are
characterized by alienation. Even in Western (e.g., Geiman) cultures, among
adults, there is a strong parent-child bond, a good deal of exchange of
support, and strong feelings of being obliged to help one's parents
(Lauterbach & Pillemer, 2001; Lye, 1996; Stein et al., 1998). Thus, we
expect to find sin1ilarities as well as differences among the cultures, the
similarities mainly being between Korea and Ge1many.
In sum, the present comparison of intergenerational relationships in
Indonesia, Korea, and Germany aims to study patterns of correlations in
the three cultures between socialization experienced, the reciprocity of
help, the family values, filial obligations, and the quality of the adult
mother-daughter relationship. We expect to find a more traditional pattern
in Indonesia, with a stronger link between norms/ values and relationship
quality, and we expect that psychological/emotional aspects are more
important for the relationship quality in Korea and Germany
Method
Participants

The following analyses are based on data from a pilot study conducted within the framework of the "Value of Children and Intergenerational Relations Study" (Nauck & Trommsdorff, 1997; voe study), a
replication and extension of the "Value of Children Study" conducted in
the late 70s (Arnold et al., 1975). The data were collected in 1999 and 2000
in Indonesia, the Republic of Korea, and Germany (with separate samples
from East Gennany, formerly socialist, and West Germany). Standardized
face-to-face interviews with women were conducted by trained interviewers in the homes of the participants.
All samples were selected in urban areas. The 30 Korean participants
were recruited from the Seoul area, the 40 Indonesian participants from
the greater Bandung area, the 55 German participants were from two
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middle-size cities, one in East Germany (Chemnitz), one in West Germany
(Konstanz). The Korean women were significantly older (M = 33.13, SD=
2.71) than their German (M = 30.19, SD= 4.77) and Indonesian counterparts (M = 28.05, SD = 3.20) and the German older than the Indonesian
women. Both samples of Asian women were biased toward higher education (98% of the Korean, 88''/4 of the Indonesian women had a college
education) and were significantly better educated than the German women
(46% had a college education). There was no significant difference with
respect to the percentage of working women (Korea: 53%, Indonesia: 60%,
Germany: 52%). All women were mothers of at le-.1st one kindergarten child.
Measures

The instruments chosen for this study had proved useful in several
other studies, although most of them had never been used in the cultures
that participated in the VOC-study. The entire questionnaire was developed in English. It was then translated into the Indonesian, Korean, and
German languages, and subsequently back translated.
Childhood socialization experiences. Being an aspect of psychological/emotional influences on the relationship, the socialization experiences were assessed. By filling out a shortened version of the Relation with
Father- Mother Questionnaire (RFMQ) (Mayseless & Hai, 1998; Mayseless,
Wiseman, & Hai, 1998) the adult daughters reported retrospectively on the
maternal parenting they had experienced during adolescence. In the following analyses, only the scale Open Confrontation is used (sample item:
"My mother became angry over little things that I did."). The three items
were rated on a 5-point Liken-type scale ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree; the internal consistencies are low to satisfying
(Indonesia ex• .58, Korea ex= .66, Germany ex= .61).
Two indicators were used to measure tl1e adult daughters' values and
feelings of obligation: one concerning interdependence with respect to the
family, the other concerning expectations of an adult daughter.
Interdependence with respect to family . Three items from the
Self-Construal Scale (Singelis, 1994) measuring interdependent orientations were reworded, thereby referring only to the family, not to other
social groups. The women rated the items on a 5-point Liken-type scale,
ranging from 1 = reject totally to 5 = agree totally (sample item: "It is
important for me to maintain harmony within my family."). The reliabilities
were satisfying (Indonesia ex = .68, Korea ex = .82, Germany ex = .72).
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Expectations of an adult daughter . The interviewees indicated
whether or not they expected each of eight different filial obligations from
an adult daughter. The number of positive responses was summed up.
Sample items were "... that she continues living close to me" or "... that she
gives me financial assistance when I am old." We assumed that the women's
expectations with regard to their own children are also guiding principles
for their own behavior.
Reciprocity between r eceived and given help . A second indicator
of the psychologicaVemotional factors was the reciprocity in the exchange
of support. Based on a list, the daughters reported which of four different
practical or financial kinds of help they had received from their parents
and which of these kinds of help they had given to their parents in the last
year. Examples of the five kinds of help are "continuous financial support"
or "helping out at home." The positive answers were summed up, list by
list, and a difference score was computed. Positive values indicate that the
daughter gave more help than she received; negative values mean that the
daughter received more help than she gave.
Quality of relations hip . In order to assess the affectional ties between daughter and mother, the women rated the extent of harmony (very
conflicting to very harmonious), closeness (very distant to ve,y close), and
warmth (very cold to very warm) in the relationship with their mothers as
well as their satisfaction ( ve1y unsatisfying to ve1y satisfying) with the
relationship on 5-point Likert-type scales. A mean score of the four items
was computed. The internal consistencies were high (Indonesia a. = .90,
Korea a. = .93, Germany a. = .90).
Results

The aim of this study was to demonstrate differences and similarities
among the three cultures in the correlations between a variety of sociopsychological indicators and the adult mother-daughter relationship. In
statistical terms, culture functions as a moderator for the correlations. Following Aiken and West (1996), multiple regressions with interaction terms
were conducted. TI1erefore, two dummy variables of culture comparisons
were computed (the comparison groups being Korea and Indonesia, the
reference group Gem1any; Cohen & Cohen, 1983). All continuous variables were centered and the interaction terms computed as a multiplication of a dummy and a centered predictor, respectively (Aiken & West,
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1996). These analyses not only allow us to test the moderator effect of
culture but also to test cultural differences in the relationship quality and
con-elations between socialization experiences, reciprocity in help, values,
filial obligations, and relationship quality independent of culture.
The results of the multiple regressions are documented in Table 1. As
can be seen, the similarities across the cultures prevailed over the differences. There were no culture effects on the relationship quality and only
one significant interaction. An interaction effect of interdependence with
respect to family in the Korea-Germany comparison emerged. Multiple
regressions conducted separately for the three cultures revealed a significant association between interdependence and relationship quality only
for the Korean sample (b= .66,p< .001 compared to the Indonesian sample
b = .08, ns and the German sample b = .14, ns). The higher the interdependent orientations, the better the adult mother-daughter relationship.
Table 1
Summary ofMultiple Regressions to Predict Quality ofRelationship between
Mother and Adult Daughter, as Reported by Indonesian ( n = 40), Korean
(n = 30), and German Daughters (n = 55)
B

SE B

(1) Korea"

-.10

16

-.06

(2) Indonesia"

-.09

.19

-.06

(3) Open confrontation in childhoodh

-.31

.10

-.36..

( 4) Interdependence with respect to familyb

.14

.12

.16

(5) Expectations of an adult daughter'

14

.06

.44•

.17

-03
-.00

1

X

3-.04

2

X

3-.01

16

1

X

4 52

21

2

X

4-.06

.21

-.04

] x 5-.11

09

-.16

2

.16

-.06

X

5-.10

Note. " Dummy variable, reference group was Germany;
• p < .05, •• p < .01.

b

.24'

centered indicators
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Moreover, only correlations independent of culture were found. Reported past experiences of parenting were strongly correlated with the
present quality of relationship independent of culture. The more the daughters remembered open confrontations, the lower was the current quality of
relationship with the mother. With respect to filial obligations, higher
expectations of an adult daughter correlated with a better relationship
quality across the whole sample without any interaction with culture.
According to the model of intergenerational solidarity, a balance
between help given and help received should improve the relationship
quality. Since, in Germany, social support questions were only assessed in
the East Getman sample, multiple regressions comprising the reciprocity
indicator were restricted to the smaller subsample from East Germany (n
= 30). Again a multiple regression with the two culture dummies (now
with East Germany as reference group), centered indicators including reciprocity in help exchange, and the respective interaction terms was conducted. Beyond the results described in the above-mentioned analysis, an
interaction of the Jndonesia-Gennany comparison and the reciprocity indicator was almost significant (b= .23, SEb= .13, P= .26,p< .08). Multiple
regressions were conducted separately for the three cultures. The reciprocity between help given and received was negatively, but non-significantly
correlated with relationship quality in the East German sample CP = -.20,
p > .10). However, tl1e direction of the correlations for Indonesian women
was exactly the opposite. Those who tl1ought that they give more help
than they receive reported having a better relationship with tl1eir mother
CP = .25, p < .09). Among the Korean women, the correlation was again
negative and merely significant: Daughters who gave more help than they
received reported a lower quality of the relationship with the mother CP =
-.27, p < .08). The greatest difference in the correlational pattern occurred
between Korea and Indonesia, and in fact an analysis with a comparison
of the Korean and Indonesian correlation revealed a significant interaction
effect CP = .29, p < .05). The illustration of this interaction in Figure 1
followed the procedure suggested by Aiken and West 0991).

Discussion
In sum, the analyses of tl1e current quality of the adult mother-daughter relationship showed that socialization experiences, particularly open
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Daughtersgavelesshelpthantheyreceived

Daughtersgavemorehelpthanthey received

1- + - - Korea - - - Indonesia

-.tr-

EastGennany I

Figure 1. Quality of adult mother-daughter relationship as a function of

reciprocity of help and culture (slopes of the simple regression lines).
confrontations in adolescence, were relevant for the evaluation of the
relationship quality in all three samples as well as for the expectations of
an adult daughter. High interdependent orientations with respect to the
family correlated with a better relationship quality only in the Korean
sample. If help given and help received were unbalanced, the daughters
giving more than they received, the mother-daughter relationship was of
poorer quality in the Korean sample and of beuer quality in the Indonesian sample (according to the daughters' reports). Thus, our expectation
that emotional aspects are more relevant for the mother-daughter relationship in Korea and Germany, while norms and values are more relevant in
Indonesia, was not confirmed.
One striking result is that emotional factors as well as filial obligations
played a similar role in all three cultures. In all three cultures, the memories of parenting experienced during adolescence are strongly connected
to the current quality of relationship as shown by cross-cultural similarities
in factors that coincide with relationship aspects.
However, we also found some differences. If more help flows from
the adult daughter to the parents than vice versa, the Korean daughters
report having a worse relationship with the mother, while the Indonesian
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women perceived a better relationship. The data from the Indonesian
participants may reflect a more traditional view of the mother-daughter
relationship in that more support from the daughter corresponds with a
high level of expectation that filial obligations be met. The Korean pattern
seems to be more typical for independently oriented individuals. In fact,
tl1e Korean women were less interdependently oriented towards tl1eir
family than the Indonesian women (Schwarz, Chakkarath, & Trommsdorff,
2002) (we did not measure independence). As mentioned above, among
Korean women, unbalanced support is connected with poorer relationship
quality. With respect to tl1is correlation between reciprocity in help and
relationship quality, we did find similarities between the Korean and the
East German sample, maybe because the two samples were comparable in
terms of interdependence witl1 respect to the family (Schwarz et al., 2002)
as well as the experience of rapid social change (after German unification).
What can explain the Korean responses' From our point of view, the
high educations of the Korean interviewees together with the rapid social
change in Korea are crucial factors. The Korean mothers in our sample had
an above-average level of education and thus form an elite group within
their culture. As Hyung (2001) has shown, well-educated women in Korea
do not hold traditional values very strongly. Our analyses showed that in
this respect they differ from the Indonesian women, although the Indonesian women were also highly educated. Thus, these Korean women seem
to represent vanguards of social change. Simultaneously, traditional values and norms still prevail in the larger Korean society (Gudykunst et al.,
1996; Inglehart et al., 1998; Sung, 1998). Taken together, the Korean women
in our study are torn between their independent orientations and the more
traditional expectations of the society with respect to intergenerational
relations. This constellation can undermine intergenerational relations as
was suggested by a study on Hong Kong Chinese in comparison to Australians (Noels et al., 2001).
A word of caution is appropriate. Due to the cross-sectional nature of
the data, statements on causal links cannot be made. Furthermore, the
validity of any substantial generalization of the results is reduced by the
small sample sizes and the bias toward higher education of the Asian
women. The data from the main study of the Value of Children project,
which is still in progress, will overcome at least tl1e latter difficulties.
Nevertheless, the present study provides insight into the interrelationships
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of social change towards modernization and the family relationships in
adulthood.
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CHANCES AND CHALLENGES OF BICULTURAL
SOCIALIZATION - INTERVIEWS WITII YOUNG
WOMEN FROM GERMAN-INDONESIAN FAMILIES
Hildegard Wenz/er-Cremer
University of Education
Freiburg, Germany

Worlclwicle, the number of intemrcial man-iages is increasing. Therefore,
for many of the young generation a mixed background is normal. In fact,
in all societies there are many children living with people of two or more
cultures. Among them there are children of migrants and refugees and the
offspring of mixed marriages. Most of the studies available on this topic are
concerned with the situation and adaptation of inclivicluals who moved to
another culture and who are now forced to go through a process of acculturation (Buchkremer, 1999; Apitzsch, 1998). Very often inside these families the members are oriented to the origin culture of the parents, but
outside in society they are forced to deal with the host culture. Most
research on bicultural families with two cultures within the family focuses
on the marital relationship (Beck-Gernshein1, 2001; Kunze, 1993; Scheibler,
1992) or the language issue (Amberg, 1987; Oksaar, 1984). Bilingualism is
examined mainly on children who grow up with two European languages
(Kielhofer/Jonekeit, 1998). Other studies are clone from the perspective of
therapists and counsellors, who emphasize the risks and burdens of patterns of such as socialization, primarily including the disturbances and
problems of children from bicultural families (Peltzer, 1994; Muhs, 1993)
The participants in this research project are families with two cultures
present in every-day-life, father and mother each representing a different
culture and speaking a different mother tongue. The first transmission of
basic ideas about the world include nonns and values, life style, the
attribution of meaning (objects, food; places, situations) takes place in the
family. The symbol systems people use are grounded in culture and language (Bruner, 1990). Growing up in a bicultural family probably means
being exposed to two different cultural influences. In families with two
cultures present this process of enculturation might be different from that
in monocultural families. How does this work? The theoretical approach of
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this study was guided by the ecological perspective of human development (Bronfenbrenner, 1979) as well as Valsiner's (1989) demand for a
culture-inclusive developmental psychology.

Research Design and Methods
The project was based on the interpretative social sciences approach
such as discursive psychology (Lucius-Hoene/ Deppermann, 2002). This
means that access to the data is qualitative. Two quite different cultures
were chosen. One was more individualistic and the other more collectivistic. To explore the special influence of mothers and that of the environment I conducted interviews with two groups of young women:
(a)

those whose mother is Indonesian and who spent most of their childhood in Germany; and
Cb) those whose mother is Gennan and who grew up mainly in Indonesia.

Mother
Indonesian

Family lives

Mother
The
"German"
group

in Germany

German

Family lives

The
"Indonesian"
group

in Tndonesia

In both groups the mothers had similar conditions. They moved into
another culture and had to learn how to live within a ve1y unfamiliar
surrounding. Rather than comparing the two cultures, my aim was to study
the transmission of cultural standards and behavioural settings (Berry &
Cavalli-Sforza, 1986). The experiences of young women aged 16-26 years
living in a bicultural family were my major interest, primarily because the
mother-daughter relationship is special - even more so when the mother
has to cope with a new situation.
General Research Questions
Several questions guided my research in both GROUPS:
•

What is the nature of enculturation when there are two cultures involved?
How is this process influenced by the surrounding culture?
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Which norms, values and behavioural settings are transmitted to the
children by their mothers?
What is the role of the fathers?
What are typical challenges and chances within their socialisation?
What kinds of strategies are available to them in handling their special sin1ation?

The research project made extensive use of semi-structured interviews. The young women were invited to narrate their lives, their growing
up, and how they dealt with two cultures. After the narrative part they
were asked questions which arise from the themes they have narrated and
also questions according to the guided questions on bicult:ural socialization prepared by the interviewer. Twenty-one interviews were conducted.
My basic methodological concept was the '·Grounded Theory" (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967), which is a method-generating hypothesis. Instead of proving or falsifying hypotheses which are formulated by using existing theories, data are collected, analysed and compared in order to develop a
tl1eo1y out of tl1e data - that is, a grounded theo1y. 111e way the interviewees
react to the incentive to narrate and to the questions are parts of their
process of identity construction. In tl1is study that means the way of narrating is analysed and based on the statements of the interviewees; codes and
concepts are developed in order to come from a descriptive level to a more
abstract level. I searched for similarities and differences between the statements, the situation, the persons, the context reported and out of this
continuous comparison of inte1view passages and inte1views theoretical
statements are formulated. The quotations in the following paragraphs
chosen from the inte1views represent typical statements which are found
in the interviews. The work is still in progress, and only some preliminary
findings· are presented here.
Selected Results
Seesaw-Identity

Identity construction is eve1yday work for eve,yone. For adolescents,
working on identity is a special developmental task. During this time the
ability to narrate one's life sto1y or tell about biographical events increases.
The way they na1Tate and answer the questions provides an important way
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to analyse regarding how they construct their identity (Gergen, 1991).
Young bicultural women face a special situation. TI1ey must, like other
individuals in modern societies, integrate different self elements, but characteristics of their identity such as name, physical appearance and the
identity card where nationality is marked, are signs pointing to which
group they belong. Such things are often delicate for them to discuss.
Sinta, who lives in Germany: "the students ask me sometimes 'where does
your name come from? It looks Indian or South American (laughing). ' This
I am asked very often and then 1 always explain."
Beate, who bas a Chinese-Indonesian mother: "and then my sister and I
have a tattoo made with our Chinese name, the Chinese signs. "

Although by their surroundings they are very often recognized as
different and they have the feeling of existing in different parts, they often
work hard to puzzle together the different parts of their identity in order to
regard them as a coherent person. In the interviews, identity is constructed
by narrating one's life story. How do the young women describe themselves? Do they have a sense of coherence (Habermas & Paha, 2001)? Do
they regard their lives as something continuous (McAdams, 2001)?
Triandis (1991) and many others distinguish between collectivistic
and individualistic cultures. In individualistic cultures educational aims
are self-confidence, independence and self-realization, while in collectivistic societies conformity, obedience and good behaviour are more highly
valued. In western culture individuals are supposed to consider themselves unique in contrast with others (Markus & Kitayama, 1991). People
construct themselves as an independent SELF. However, in non-western
cultures, individuals feel connected with others and a part of the social
context; they are supposed to construct themselves as an interdependent
self.
Depending on d1e context, most of the young women demonstrate
both ways of self-construction. When the girls with a German mother talk
about their mother they seem to be very unique and independent, but
within their Indonesian context they describe themselves much more as a
part of the group and construct themselves as interdependent.
The process of identity construction is an active work clone by the
individual integrating personal needs, meanings, thoughts and emotions
on one side and attributions, opinions, and feedback from others. Because
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of their appearance and stereotypes associated with it, the young women
are often perceived in a special way and faced with certain cliches such as
"All Eurasian people are pretty." Concerning cultural identity they seem to
have a kind of seesaw identity.

Sandra: "When there is something here I do not agree with, then I feel
more pulled to Asia. When there are things I do not accept in Indonesia,
then !feel more European."

Sometimes when the Indonesian culture is the background, they feel
very German. However, when they are in Germany the Indonesian identity seems to be the figure. This also might happen in certain situations
which they are assessed as either German or Indonesian. When the young
women move from one culture to another they feel insecure and they are
forced to digest situational experiences and to integrate these into their self
image defining themselves as a whole, which is not falling apart.
Tabita: "I am as German as Indonesian. I am all half and half"
Strong Family Orientatio n
Paola: ''.My home is there where my family lives, where I can always return, whether this is Indonesia, Germany, France or America."
In all interviews it was obvious that the family is of great importance
to the young women. They report being unable to imagine living without
being in close contact with their families; although that does not mean that
the family life is free of conflicts. This is true for both groups. This can be
explained in the following points:
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For the mothers who had to cope with a strange and unfamiliar
surrounding, often the family was the only place of safety. Therefore
they worked hard for close relationships within the family and solidarity among each other.
The bicultural young women feel they are neither fully accepted as
part of the surrounding culture nor as a member of their mother's
culture. Therefore, the family is the most important group to which
they belong.
In the Indonesian culture the family ranks ve1y high. Even in the language family terms are used to express personal relationships in
every day life. In most of the interviews it is shown that the motherdaughter-relationship is very close and is generally reported to be of
good quality. The mothers are very often mentioned and their influence seems to be high. They are advisors; often they decide for their
daughters, because they pretend to know what is best for them. But
there are also conflicts between mothers and daughters, especially
concerning the orientation toward the values of the surrounding culture.

Sometimes there is a clash and the mother expects her daughter to
behave as she would do.
R ita (living in Indonesia): "Sometimes she [her mother] says to me (imitat-

ing a reproachful tone] you already behave like an Indonesian' then I
answer yes perhaps I am an Indonesian' (laughing(."
Especially in Indonesia, the fathers do not play a very impo1tant role
in the family life. Sometimes the daughter allies with her father against the
mother. Difficulties the mothers face may be transmitted to the daughters:
When a mother cannot adapt to the situation in the foreign culture, when
she faces problems in her partnership or in her husband's family, it is more
difficult for the daughter to cope with the bicultural situation. When the
mother is able to integrate her original culture and the foreign culture, it is
much easier for the daughter to balance the two realms of influence.
Usually there are intensive relationships with relatives, especially on the
mother's side although they are far away. In Indonesia the paternal family
is also very important, and there is much contact except when the mother
does not feel accepted in her husband's family. In the German group there
seems to be more distance from the father's family.
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Coping Strategies
Picking out the best und puzzling it together!!
Karin.· "and I combine different things - I especially pick out the positive
ones and the negative ones I leave behind. I have the choice."

111ey compose different elements of the two cultures together to fonn a
patchwork. They are aware of having a great treasure which can enrich their
lives. Many of the interview partners emphasize that they like many things in
both cultures and that their ideal is to combine them in their lives, to put
pieces together to create something new, to integrate it into their personality
and to achieve some kind of bicultural identity.
Adjusting to the environment wherever they are!!
Katharina: "Usually I always adjust myself to rhe others and what they
ralk about, what they tell; I do the same and tell the same, I am not so
much different then."
Lydia: "I was convinced /hat it is a big advantage that we can always
adapt ourselves whereever we are."

Most of the young women strive for adjustment. They do not want to
attract attention, but want to live in harmony with the other members of
the group. They are very sensitive to the signals of their environment. This
enables them to react immediately and adjust their behaviour to the challenges of the moment. They are very flexible and have no problems in
adjusting themselves to different environments. This capability is a main
ain1 in Indonesian education. This may be the consequence of the Indonesian infl uence, either by their mothers or by the surrounding Indonesian
culture because it is found in both groups.
Being bicultural is normal and nothing extraordina ry!!
Rita: "He regards me as totally normal. He doesn't regard me as something
extraordinary as a half breed or a foreigner."

They reject having to explain their situation and personality on the
basis of culture. They insist that in their families everything is as normal as
in other families. They do not want to be regarded as somebody who is
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extraordinary or different from the others. Some of them emphasize often
that it is no problem for them to live in a bicultural family. They do not
want to be victimized; for them it is normal to have influences from two
cultures.
Rita: "perhaps also because I do not know anything else."
Going a third way: Being neither Indonesian nor German, but
Cosmopolitan.
Katharina: "When I am grown up, I will live neither in Germany nor in
Indonesia."
Katharina: "I would like it best to many somebody who is a ha!( breed as
I am. Yes, then he knows how you feel. Instead of marrying a German who
wants me to be pure German or an Indonesian, who wants me to be pure
Indonesian."

Many of my interview pa1mers have already lived either in both countries or in other nations. The U.S.A. in particular is a dreamland for them,
because there it is normal to be mixed. The hyphenated-identity is a fact
because many Americans have parents who come from different cultures.
But usually the cultures are not constructed in an additive way. Instead,
they are mixed up and something new is created. Some of the young
women expose themselves as young citizens of a modern world and their
ideal is that the differences of race and origin are no longer important.
Typical Conflicts and Risks
Orientation on Western or Indonesian norms and values?
Karin: "Then it was after my first year in Germany by then I knew the
German culture better and then, sure, I allowed more not only holding
hands. But sleeping together- 'On this point I am still Indonesian', I have
said to him."

Because the young women have been confronted with two value
systems during their socialisation, they have to decide which one is valid
for them in special situations. In Indonesia, Eurasian young women are
suspected to follow western norms concerning sexuality, which are not
accepted in Indonesia. This means having a partnership before marriage is
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supposed to be normal for European girls. These young women are afraid
of being perceived as cheap girls by Indonesian boys. Another example:
An unmarried girl who has a child does not dare to go to Indonesia with
her child and without a husband. Or the Indonesian grandmother who is
in Germany for a visit should not know that the granddaughter stays
overnight with her boyfriend. Usually the young women decide to follow
the norms of the surrounding culture, but in fact they are exposed to a
double pressure to adapt. They should observe the rules of both cultures
although, even when they are contradicto1y.
To which group do I belong?
Katharina: "Ever since I was a child I have been among the German and
then I am in Indonesia and then I am in Germany, then in Indonesia
again. And then you are confused and then I think sometimes that I really
don't know where I belong to. "
Affiliation to a cultural or ethnic group is precarious for the young
women. They cannot define the group to which they belong, nor do others
unambiguously categorize them as German or Indonesian. Their appearance makes it clear that they are neither "pure" German nor "pure" Indonesian. In Indonesia most of the interviewees report situations in which
they were called bule, meaning white-skinned (usually associated with the
Dutch colonialists) by other children. Their European look attracts attention, sometimes also admiration; in any case it is something that gives
them a special status in their group. In a collectively-oriented culture this
is not appreciated, for a person should not be different from the others of
the group. Being called bule can be translated: "You aren't part of our
group, you don't belong to us." In Gennany the young women are not classified as Indonesian, but generally as foreigners. Therefore many of them
already had been confronted with xenophobia or at least with rejection
from some people who have prejudices against people with a different
appearance.
Polarisation within the family
Lydia:"My sister and I have always taken side for myfather, we have defended him and I think that German - all this cultural stuff this stands in
our family always extremely in between."
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Norma l conflicts inside families during socialisation can always go
along with the acceptance or rejection of one or both of the two cultures,
which are represented as father or mother. This sometimes leads to a
polarisation within the family; the young woman takes side with her
mother against the father or the other way round. When this happens she
does not only reject the father or the mother but also the culture they
represent. This often means that the young women identify strongly with
one side and suppress the other completely.
Opportunities and Potentials

Despite some challenges and risks, there are many opponunities provided by bicultt.wd! socialisation. The evaluation of bicultural socialization
changes over the age. Some respondents repo1t that when they were chilclren it was hard for them to be bicultural but now as young adults they can
appreciate d1e special conditions in which they grew up.
Having two languages. Many of the young women learned their
mod1er's language, but the language of the surrounding culture is uSL1ally
stronger. Those who have grown up in Germany know less of the Indonesian language than those in Indonesia know German. The first reason for
d1is difference is a ve,y pragmatic one. The opportunity to learn German
in Indonesia outside the family is much better than learning Indonesian in
Germany. But another reason is probably because there is a ranking of the
imponance of the languages; a third reason might be that the German
women in Indonesia never want to give up at least the option for themselves and d1eir chi ldren to go to Germany. On the other hand, the Indonesian mothers in Germany do not see an opportunity or a need to go
back home. They have to follow the Indonesian ikut-suamiprinciple. This
means that an Indonesian wrnnan who n1arries a German has to live in

Germany, because her husband is not granted a pennanent residence
permit in Indonesia.
Knowledge about mother 's culture
Nina: " Yes it is an enn'chment, a11d not only thal I know !WO cul!ures bu!
that I have two c111!11res."

The mothers talk about their culture and even more important the
mothers behave in a special way. Therefore the young women know
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much about their mother's cu lture, both implicitly and explicitly. They are
familiar with two cultures. For example, the Indonesian mothers are more
timid and do not openly asseit tl1eir interests, while the German women in
Indonesia do not accept their situation and try to overcome it by being
active, for instance when they founded an association in order to improve
their legal situation. Thus the motl1ers set an example of how to behave in
certain situations.
The capability to switch from 011e code to the other
Paola: "J don 't /Jave any problems, well, Indonesian, it doesn't matter with
whom -I knowl am allowed todo tbisand that and th1sand that not. That
depends. They are very sensitive. Wbat I can say and what not what I am
allowed to do and what 1101, tbese things."

Because the young women know a lot about the behavior code in
both cultures, they are able to switch from one code to the other as the
situation demands. They are very Flexible and able to behave correctly in
different contexts. Many or them had to move severnl times during their
childhood; therefore, they are used to adapting to different surroundings
very quickly. They can also tolerate ambiguous situations.
I11ten1atio11ality . Although it also depends on the economic situation of the families, nearly all of the young women try to go abroad for
studies, as an au pair or for on-the-job training. For them it is normal to
live together with people from different cultures. It is not unusual for them
to speak or to listen to different languages and they know that there are
always different ways or behaviour and more man one perspective to
perceive a situation. But none of the young women who have grown up
in Germany have left Germany to stay in Indonesia for a longer time.
However, some of tl1em had projects during their studies for which they
intended to bring their knowledge to Indonesia in order to develop the
country. They have also found paitners with different nationalities, neimer
German nor Indonesian, or at least they prefer partners who have had
experience abroad
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Summary
When the young women try to judge the two cultures, they often
attribute the German culture as rational, serious, and liberal and the Indonesian culture as emotional, flexible, and humorous. They appreciate the
German culture for the working life, the Indonesian for the social life. The
mind likes Germany, the hea1t beats for Indonesia. I did not find disturbed
and maladjusted individuals as some studies claim. The young women are
confronted with special challenges and difficulties and these they have to
cope with. Sometimes they are torn by inner conflicts, but the results of
this research project do not agree with the assumption that being confronted with very different influences during the socialisation process leads
to conflicts and disturbed or maladjusted individuals. Most of them view
the two cultures as two offers, or oppo1tunities, and that means they regard
bicultural socialisation as an enrichment to their lives.
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Basic Theoretical Concerns
China is the only country in the world with such a far-reaching family
planning policy. Now in existence for over 20 years, the policy has been
shown to be successful in controlling population growth. But other consequences that may also influence the future of the country remain unclear.
One of these consequences concerns the value of children. People are
motivated to bear and rear children to satisfy their economic, social, and
emotional needs (Hoffman, 1988; Trommsdorff, Zheng, & Tardif, 2002).
The process of modernization and the trend towards smaller families is
apparent in many countries in the world (Rosenberg &Jing, 1996), but the
one-child policy in China prompts us to ask several specific questions. For
example, how can people adjust their desire for more offspring to a policy
that allows only one child per couple? How are parenting and child development affected by so many children growing up without siblings? How
does the social-ecological environment influence the existence of an increasing proportion of one-child families in the population and vice versa?
111ese questions not only concern the problems of one-child families per
se, but also the whole society. The birth control policies in China have
provided a unique chance to look into these questions.
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We should also study the applied aspects. Strategic decisions (e.g.,
the one-child policy) are made under certain historical and political conditions. While solving some problems, they may bring about new problems. In China, while the birth control policies have been successful in
controlling population growth, the potentially problematic consequences
have never been adequately studied. Of course, simply reducing the size
of the population is not sufficient to improve a society. The only-child
family structure could influence one's value of children, expectations of
offspring, and child-rearing behavior. Conversely, these values and behaviors may affect the economic development, culture, education, social justice, and social welfare of a country. So, it is important for researchers to
understand the policies from a contextual point of view, to predict their
long-term effects, and to propose efficient ways of solving potentially
ensuing problems.
This paper presents some background information concerning the
demographic situation in China, related psychological studies, and a recent preliminary investigation on the parent-child (i.e., young adult child
in one-child families) relationship and parent-child communications patterns. The data will serve as the basis for further exploration and prediction
of the psychological consequences of the family planning and birth control
policies in China and their influence on the future development of the
society.
Demographic Situation
What Is the One-Chtld Famtly Policy?

The family planning policies in China are more complex than just a
simple one-child-per-family rule. According to these policies, urban families may usually only have one child. Some families are allowed to have
a second child: e.g., if the first child is handicapped, if both parents are
only children themselves, if the first child in a rural family is a girl. In
addition, some national minorities are allowed to have more than one
child per family in order to increase or maintain their population size. The
policies also require that siblings be born at least four years apart.
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How Do these Policies Influence Population Growth?
These family planning policies have successfully controlled the rapid
growth of China's population in the last two decades. There has been a
significant decrease in the bitth rate. A comparison of the data from the
past three national censuses shows that the population increased by 12.45%
from 1980 to 1990 (reaching 1,133,680,000) and by 11.66% from 1990 to
2000 (reaching 1,265,830,000) (Yu, 2001). The number of daily newborns
decreased from an average of 42,979 in 1981-1990 to an average of 30,171
in 1991-2000. The population of China is currently about 1.3 billion.
As compared to the annual population growth rate of other countries,
China is about average, i.e., 1.07%; France: 0.34%; Germany: -0.07%;
India: 1.76%; Indonesia: 1.56%; Japan: 0.21%; Korea Rep.: 0.87%; Poland:
0.06%; and Turkey: 1.48% [NBS (National Bureau of Statistics of the People's
Republic of China), 2001]. The average population growth rate in industrialized countries is -0.25%, while that of the developing countries is 1.75%
(Yu, 2001).

How Many Children Are There on Average in Chinese Families?
For reasons stated above, on average, there is more than one child
per family in China: there are approximately 2.3. For comparison, in the
United States, there are roughly 1.7 children per family.
The one-child family policy has been strictly enforced in Chinese
cities since the late 1970s. Thus, among urban families with a child under
the age of 18, about 60-70% have an only child. In one of our recent
studies of urban middle school students, we found that the percentage of
pupils registered in Beijing who are only children has increased dramatically in the last 20 years: While 39% of those born in 1982 had at least one
sibling, only 30% of the children born in 1986 and less than 24% of those
born after 1987 had any siblings (Gao, Shi, Tang, Zheng et al., 2002).
In the rural areas of China, where about 63.91 % of the Chinese population lives (NBS, 2001), the situation is different: On average, these mothers have their first child at the age of about 22 (as compared to about 60%
the marriage age after 23 in urban areas). Table 1 shows a breakdown of
the number of children in rural families in a southern province (Shi, 2001).
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Table 1

Number of Children per Family by Mother's Age in Southern Rural Areas
(In%)

Number of Children per Family
Age of Mother

1 child

2 children

3 children

4 ormore
children

Under 30
31-40
41-50
51-60

76.92
47.73
10.17
7.41

19.23
45.45
52.54
44.44

3.85
6.82
25.42

0
0
11.86
14.81

33.33

There are different reasons for rural parents to decide to have more
children even when they already have a son. TI1e following are unpublished data from interviews with two couples conducted in an ongoing
study. Two families chose to have a second child without the permission
of the local government. In the first family, the father used to be a schoolmaster at a rural middle school. Because he had a second child (a daughter), he lost his job. He and his wife did not expect to be supported by their
children when they were old. But they believed that their first son should
have a sibling, and the children would be able to help each other when
either of them had a problem in the future. The other couple was ready to
be fined a large sum of money for having their second son. The reason was
sin1ple: They would need more children to take care of them when they
get old.
As shown in Table 2, were it not under the control of the one-child
family policy, most urban families in China would also prefer to have
more than one child, as is the case in the other countries studied (Zheng
& Shi, 2000).
It should also be noted that, with the progress of urbanization in
China, a fairly large proportion - over 15% - of the rural population (the
so-called "floating population") migrates to and works in cities. About half
of the 20- to 45-year-old men and women, as well as their children under
age 15, do not live in the rural places where they are officially registered.
So, the number of 2-children families may have been underestin1ated, as
they could not be included in the study (Shi, 2001).
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Table 2
Tbe Desired Number of Children in the Family

Country

One child

Two children

Three or more

Israel
Korea
Indonesia
Japan

0
0
3%
0
17%
11%
29%

12%
28%
25%
37%
56%
52%
65%

88%
72%
72%
63%
37%
37%
6%

Germany

Turkey
China

Nevertheless, as the percentage of one-ch ild families is increasing,
there has been some concern about the special results of the social policies
of family planning and their psychological effects on parenting behaviors,
the changes in value of children, child development, and the future of the
country. Influenced by theoretical and political concerns at different periods of time, the foci of Chinese psychological studies concerning the onechild effects have also changed.

Studies on Only Children
How Have the Main Questions in Psychological Studies on Only
Children Changed?
Psychologists began to study questions concerning only children in
the 1970's with a strong educational concern (Zhang, 1988). Most studies
were conducted with basic questions concerning the advantages and disadvantages of only children with respect to physical growth, mental health,
and personality (e.g., Lin, Fan, & Wan, 1993; Tao, Qiu, Li, & Tseng, 1996),
cognitive development (e.g., Ji, Jing, & Jiao, 1993; Jiao, Jing, & Ji, 1992;
Jiao, Ji, & Jing, 1996; Mao, 1984; Zha, 1985), moral development (e.g.,
Chen, 1985; Huang, 1992), and combined aspects (Falbo, 1987; Falbo &
Poston, 1993; Falbo, Poston, Ji, Jiao, et al., 1993; Zhang, 1997).
Sta1ting in the mid 1980s, researchers began to pay attention to the
phenomenon of the "spoiled only child" (or: "linle emperor"). Some re-
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lated social problems started to draw attention towards the future of the
society. For example, would human relationships and social values be
changed with the growing proportion of only children in the population?
What would be the consequences for families with 4 grandparents, 2
parents, and 1 child? However, most studies found few differences between only children and non-only children with respect to cognitive development, social and emotional development, or personality: such differences were more related to the parents' education level, the urban family
environinent, social environ1nent, investinent in child rearing, or value of

son/daughter (Tsui & Rich, 2002; Zhang, 1997). At the same time, a methodological problem was often found in sampling, as there could hardly be
enough comparable sub-samples of urban non-only and rural only children.
In the 1990s, studies turned to the value of children (e.g., Lin, Wan,
Jing, & Hoffman, 1995). A significant difference was found between urban
and mral samples in the basic economic needs of having children. For
instance, most urban parents reported no preference for a boy or a girl,
and they expected their child to have more success in his/her career and
to give less support to his/her parents. In contrast, most rural parents
reported needing to have a boy, and they expected their child to have
more wealth and give more support to the family in the future. As the
social security system has not reached most villages, old people must live
on their savings and financial support from their children. Among the total
population in China, there are 6.95% of people who are over 65 years old
(NSB, 2001). After the age of 65, there should be 11.2 years for men and
14.2 years for women to live on with the supports from children and/or
social insurance. Researchers started to realize that, rather than simply
detecting the advantages or disadvantages of being or having an only
child, studies should be broader and go deeper to explore the social
context and its universal/specific influences on the development of children and the changes in the parents' value of children.
What Can the Recent Intergenerational voe Study in China Tell Us?

The data from three separate voe studies conducted in 1970, 1990,
and 2000 demonstrate changes in the mothers' value of children. The 1970
data are from the first international VOC study, in which the Chinese data
were collected in Taiwan (Hoffman & Hoffman, 1973). The 1990 samples
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were urban and rural samples from Beijing area (Lin, Wan, Jing, & Hoffman,
1995) and the 2000 sample was an urban sample from Beijing (Zheng,
2001). All respondents were mothers of a child between the ages of 2-5.
They answered the same VOC questions. The columns indicate the percentage of people who rated the item as an important need of having
children. Over 95% of the mothers in the two investigations in Beijing had
only one child.
O2000Mother

Emotional needs

Family ties

dJl

Family extension Economic needs

Figure 1. ReportS from mothers in 3 VOC studies.

The value of children patterns demonstrated amazing similarities
between the 1970 Taiwan group and the 1990 Beijing group in emotional
needs, family ties, family extension, and economic needs. This demonstrates the similarities concerning value of children in this culture among
people from different places and under different social systems. The differences between the two Beijing groups show a dramatic change in the
economic and social values of children, which may be related to the social
reforms in China since 1990. While the emotional needs remained stable,
the need to have a child to enhance the marriage or "family ties" became
more important. Those changes may have partially resulted from the changes
in the functions of family and the value of children in the development of
the society and partially from the inclusion of rural samples in the 1990
investigation. These hypotheses should be investigated in future studies.
Figure 2 shows that societal development influences people of all
generations. It was the first time that a group of grandmothers (i.e., the
biological mothers of the younger mothers) was included in an interna-
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tional VOC research project.' 111is generation is about the same age as the
original respondents in the 1970's (currently). For the grandmothers, the
importance of the economic and the family-extension value of children
also decreased. Moreover, the comparisons between the 1990 young mother
group and the 2000 grandmother group showed that "time" might have a
stronger influence on value of children than "age." So, these may be taken
as reasons to predict that the social-ecological factors (e.g., social reform,
cultural traditions, development of the economy, practice of special policies of family planning and changes in family functioning, etc.) have an
impact on the beliefs in or values concerning interpersonal relationships
and personal behavior in different generations (Trommsdorff, Zheng, &
Tardif, 2002).

Emotional needs

Figure 2.

Family ties

Family extension

Economic needs

voe reports from different generations.

Parents and Children in One-Child Families

Although most research projects concerning the value of children and
the one-child family focus on the developmenr of young children, school
education, and family environment, it would also be interesting to study
what happens when the only child becomes a young adult and leaves
home and the parents are left in an "empty nest." For example, what are
the practical needs of parents and children when children from one-child
families start living on their own? How does the change in basic family
structure and family functioning influence the relationship and communication between family members? What are the general situations in
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modern nuclear families and specific problems in families that have only
one child'
The past twenty years have seen rapid development in mainland
China. The quick developments in the economy, the political system, and
social life are challenging the traditional lifestyles and values of this culture with thousands of years' history of civilization. The changes in social
structures and traditional values should gradually reshape family functions
and intergenerational relationships in various ways. This has been discussed in studies conducted in different cultures or countries undergoing
social change (e.g., Arnold, Bulatao, Buripakdi, Chung, Fawcett, Iritani et
al., 1975; Lin et al., 1995; Nauck, 2001; Nauck & Kohlmann, 1999;
Tromrnsdorff, 1995; Zheng, 2001). Nevertheless, the present situation of
interpersonal relationships and emotional ties in Chinese families has never
been studied empirically.
In a recent study on parent-child communication in one-child family,'
we examined how parents communicate with their only children who
were born about 20 years ago (i.e., under the strict practice of the onechild family policy) and are currently attending university (or working)
away from their parents' home, in a different city. It was hypothesized that
the only children have closer emotional ties with their parents, more
financial support from their families, and more difficulties at the beginning
of their "dormitory life" with schoolmates, hence more frequent communication with their parents to satisfy the emotional needs of both parents and
children.
Method

The investigation was conducted by a questionnaire survey. The total
of 346 respondents included 240 Chinese students and some of their parents, 20 young workers and a group of 50 foreign students. The Chinese
students were selected for the comparisons between 120 only children
(OC) and 120 non-only children (NOC), first-year students (i.e., those who
had 2 months' experience living on campus) and second-year students
020:120), male and female (120:120), and different places (i.e. , 80:80:80).
The students were attending universities in Beijing, Xi'an, and Kunming;
their parents lived in other places. They usually only returned home during semester breaks. The young workers had graduated from university
and lived on their own income for over a year. The foreign students were
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from various Asian and European countries and had been studying Chinese language in Beijing for over eight months. They filled out an Englishlanguage version of the questionnaire. 3
The questionnaire consisted of 12 parts with a total of 116 items
concerning personal and family information, method and frequency of
communication between parents and children, adaptation to campus life
and university studies, developmental milestones, the parent-child relationship, the value of children and family, and basic values of life.
Results'
Means and Frequency of Communication
As shown in Figure 3, the telephone was the most commonly used
means of communication. Significant differences were found in the frequency of telephone communication (i.e., daily or several times a week)
between the OC group and the NOC group (X' = 24.83, p < .001), and also
between the parents of the OC (POC) and the parents of the NOC (PNOC)
(X' = 10.96, p < .01). There were higher percentages of more frequent
telephone communication among the only children and their parents. In
addition, the same difference could also be found between the parent
groups in their expectations of daily/weekly phone calls (X' = 35.31, p <
.001). Over 80% of the OC and 75% of their parents expected to have
frequent telephone contact. At the same time, 62% of the NOC and only
55% of their parents expected to have frequent telephone contact. On the
whole, both children and their parents hoped that they would be able to
use the videophone (i.e., 67.9% and 61.5%) or e-mail (i.e., 47.6% and
27.3%) to have frequent long-distance contact.
The same trends could be seen in the young workers' group and the
international students, while more young workers (i.e., over 40%) reported frequent use of mobile phone. Female students made and expected
more frequent contact with their parents than their male counterparts did.
The international students had more e-mail contact (i.e., 56.8%) with their
parents. Most Chinese students claimed that economic reasons did not
influence their use of a standard telephone to communicate with their
parents. A remarkable difference was found between urban and rural
students, and between parents who were peasants and those who worked
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■ PNOC

Phone

Mobile Phone

Email/SMS

Means of communication

Figure 3

Actual communication

in professional lines of work: The average frequency of communication,
students' expenses at school, and family income were all significantly
lower in the niral than in the urban group
What are the Reasons for Frequent Calls between Students and Parems?

Eleven reasons were listed in the questionnaire and the respondents
were asked to rate the impoitance of each reason for calling their parents.
The top two reasons for both parents and students were: "I want them/
him/her to know that I am (we are) safe and sound" and "I would like to
know about the important events at home (school)." There was a significant difference between the OC and NOC groups with respect to the latter
item [}(l, 239) - 6.24, p < .Ol]: the only children were more concerned
about impo1tant events at home. Parents also gave the reason "I would
offer advice when my child has problems with studies" a high rating;
children's average rating on this item was significantly lower. For both the
OC and NOC group, tl1e third highest rating was for the reason "I hope that
my parents don't feel lonely during my absence." Parents also often called
to ask if their children needed more money; this was the least important
reason for students to call.
How Did the New Students Adapt to Campus Life and University
Studies?

Most of tl1e Chinese students had not left their parents' home until
they started their university studies. Thus, on a 4-point scale, tl1e respon-
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dents were asked to rate their level of adaptation to campus life, more
specifically, their adaptation to the local climate, general school atmosphere, accommodations, teaching and learning style, relationship with
fellow students, living without parents, pressures from studies, and their
management of expenses, spare time, and food. Higher rating scores indicated better adaptation reports. Compared to the NOC group, the OC
group had higher scores in adaptation to the school atmosphere (F= 11.06,
p< .001), pressures from studies (F= 5.82,p< .01) and spare time management (F= 12.07, p < .001). A gender difference was found in adapting to
life with roommates (F= 10.91, p < .001), i.e., girls had a higher average
score.

The fact that the OC group reported better adaptation contradicts the
hypothesis that the only children would have more difficulty adapting to
campus life. A possible reason was that children without siblings stalt
living on their own earlier than do those with siblings. Another reason
might be the fact that many of the non-only children were the younger
siblings in their families and maybe therefore more dependent on their
parents and/or older brothers/ sisters. The frequency of communication by
telephone was positively correlated with adaptation to relationship with
fellow students (r= .15, p< .05) and negatively correlated with adaptation
to general atmosphere (r = .14, p < .05). One's level of adaptation to
campus life may be largely determined by personality factors and one's
acquired level of independence.
How Did Communication Correlate with Parent-Child Relationship?

The respondents also rated mutual understanding with their parents
(i.e., with father and mother, respectively), mutual trust, attachment, mutual respect, and emotional dependence on 4-point scales. Significant correlations were found between actual and expected parent-child communication with mutual understanding for both the OC and NOC groups (rs =
.22-.41, p < .0l). Communication did not significantly correlate with mutual trust, mutual respect, or emotional dependence. The expected frequency of communication was significantly correlated with attachment for
both tl1e OC and NOC groups (r's= .21-.27, p< .01). At the same tin1e, only
the ratings of the NOC students had a moderately significant correlation
with the frequency of their actual communication with their mothers (r=
.27, p < .0l).
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What Did the Intergenerational Comparison of Life Values Show?
To detect the basic life values that would change with the development of society, intergenerational differences were analyzed with respect
to 7 individualistic values and 6 collectivistic values. The 13 1-C value
scales were labeled as follows: 1-1 = "satisfaction with oneself," 1-2 = "an
exciting life," 1-3 = '·a life full of variety," 1-4 = "freedom of thought and
speech," 1-5 = "adventure and challenge," 1-6 = "personal goals and pursuits," 1-7 = "creativity," C-1 = "a stable society," C-2 = "respect for the
elderly," C-3 = "being polite," C-4 = "national security," C-5 = "self-control," C-6 = "responsibility and duty", as shown in Figure 4.
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■

Parent

HUUUI 111111
1-1

1-2

1-3

1-4

1-5

J-6

1-7

C-1

C-2

C-3

C---4

C-5

C-6

lncliviclualistic & Collectivistic Values

Figure 4. Life values of students and parents.
The parents had significantly higher scores in the coLiectivistic values
C-1 (t= 4.47, p < .001), C-2 Ct= 2.74, p < .001), and C-3 Ct= 2.43, p < .05).
The students had significantly higher scores in the individualistic values 11 (/= 6.42, p < .001), 1-2 (t= 5.18, p < .001), 1-3 (/= 4.57, p < .001), 1-4 (I
= 4.41, p < .001) and 1-5 (t = 3.80, p < .001). All otl1er differences were
non-significant.

A Short Summary of the Study and the Concluding Remarks
Empirical evidence has shown more universal aspects between parent-child communication and relationships, rather than specific attachment or emotional ties between only children and their parents. Without
siblings, a child can receive all the financial resources that parents invest
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in their offspring. At the same time, he/she will also bear the full responsibility for his. her family and parents, thus caring more about the events at
home than non-only children do. Beyond the main interest of thb research,
it is necessary to consider the difficulties one-child families will have in the
near future, as a high proportion of Chinese families will be one-child
families and the social security system inadequate to support them.
Returning to the theoretical concerns about the special family planning policies and their social and psychological consequences, we assume
that social change influences family structure and economy, interpersonal
relationships, life values, value of children, socialization of the younger
generation, and other social and psychological aspects of life. As one of
the interacting components in a complex socia l framework, being or having an only child in the family should not be viewed as a factor that makes
a child or a parent special in all other aspects. But this factor should have
considerable influence on an individual's development, just as the increasing proportion of one-child families may have a profound effect on this
society at present and in the future. Further research should not fail to
consider the demographic and economic context (e .g., Foster, 2002; Liang
& Li, 2003) as well as the family context in this country (e.g., Georgas,
Bafiti, Papademou, & Mylonas, in press). More empirical studies are needed
to monitor and explore China's unique one-child family phenomenon and
its social and psychological effects on the country.
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Kohlberg describes the development of moral reasoning as a process
in which people pass through six qualitatively different stages in a universal and invariant sequence (Kohlberg, 1969; 1976). Kohlberg also asserts
that moral judgment is not significantly determined by socio-cultural context. This notion has been critically assessed by a number of researchers.
For example, Lei and Cheng (1987) found that some Chinese cultural
values such as the maintenance of harmony, obedience and filial piety do
affect Chinese moral judgments. Snarey (1985) found that communal equity and collective happiness are important in Israel while compassion
and detachment are predominant in the moral judgments of Tibetan monks
(Gielen and Kelly, 1983; Heubner and Garrod, 1993). In addition, Maqsud
0977) found that culture and religious values have effects on moral judgment. Other cultural factors that play a role in affecting moral judgment are
language, cultural context, rules, and expectations (Rogoff, 1990; Tappan
and Packer, 1991).
Researchers in the new emerging discipline of cultural psychology
have started to look carefully not only at the moral stages, but also at the
kinds of reasoning that individuals from different cultures bring to moral
discourse. From the perspective of cross-cultural psychology, social and
cultural context is the key factor affecting moral development of individu-
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als. Individual moral development refers to how one develops skill in
understanding, managing and adhering to the moral expectations of one's
culture (Shweder, 1990; Stigler, Schweder and Herdt, 1990). Shweder 0990)
and Shweder, Mahapatra and Miller (1987) argue that a highly principled
member of a Brahman community in India reasons differently, using different justifications from Americans to explain moral judgments. The researchers conclude that in an Indian society, moral events cannot be easily
distinguished from social conventions. Thus, some moral principles which
are shared across cultures do not characteristically lead to similar judgments about right or wrong. Other cross-cultural studies also indicate the
strong impact of culture on moral reasoning. Some researchers find the
existence of cultural variability in justice morality (Keller, Edelstein, Fang,
and Fang, 1998; Edwards, 1994; Harkness, Edwards, and Super, 1981;
Miller and Bersoff, 1992; Snarey, 1985) while other studies identify types of
postconventional outlooks which emphasize moralities of conununity (Dien,
1982; Gorsuch and Barnes, 1973; Heubner and Garrod, 1991, 1993; Ma,
1989; Okonkwo, 1997; Tietjen and Walker, 1985; Vasudev, 1994). Recent
studies also increasingly highlight the importance of religious and spiritual
orientations on morality (for example, Bouhmama, 1984; Colby and Damon,
1992; Schweder and Much, 1987). Similarly, Iwasa (1992), Miller (2001)
and Mizuno (1999) also agree on the importance of culture in determining
moral reasoning. Gender is also noted as a determinant of moral reasoning
(see Gilligan, 1977; 1979; 1982) although it is unclear whether gender
operates differently as a mediating variable according to cultural context
In sum, researchers who have been focusing their work on the impact of
cultural factors acknowledge tl1at greater attention and weight should be
paid to understanding the impact of culture on moral development.
Rationale

Objectives of the Study
Given tl1e crucial role that culture may play in adolescents' moral
development, this preliminary study explored the impact of both gender
and cultural differences on adolescents' moral judgments as assessed by a
Kohlbergian moral dilemma. It was hypothesized that; (a) there is a significant difference in the average moral stage evident on a Kohlbergian
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task between Malay and American adolescents; (b) there are recognizable
differences between Malay and American adolescents in the content of
their explanations of moral reasoning based upon the traditional societal
values within which socialization occurs, and (c) cultural differences may
be mediated by gender.
Method

Procedure
In January 2002, the first author invited the authors from Northern
Arizona University to participate in a cross-cultural study on moral judgments of Malay and American adolescents. They were informed of the
prima,y objectives, basic rationale, and the measures to be used in the
study. The researchers from the university were asked by the first author to
administer one of Kohlberg's moral reasoning dilemmas to a sample of
adolescents attending high schools in the United States. Dilemmas were
distributed to American high school students in the southwestern and
southeastern United States. The first author distributed the same dilemma
to a comparable group of Malay adolescents
Participants

Only participants between 15 and 18 years of age with legible and
complete dilemmas were included in the sample for this study. The final
sample included 134 adolescents, 67 males and 67 females. The American
adolescents who participated included 35 females and 23 males. Seventysix Malays (32 females and 44 males) also participated.
Measures

The pa11icipants were asked to respond in writing to Dilemma I Qoe
dilemma) from Form A, Moral Judgment Interview (Colby, Kohlberg, et al,
1987). For the Malaysian adolescents, Dilemma I and its standard questions
were translated into Malay as accurately as possible without changing the
original meaning. Since Kohlberg's dilemma is hypothetical in nature, the
same hypothetical meaning was maintained in the translation. The translation was as faithful as possible to the original wording by Kohlberg.
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The first author scored Dilemma I to determine the moral reasoning
stage according to the steps described in the manual by Colby, Kohlberg,
et al. (1987). The Global Stage Score (GSS) for each respondent was calculated by the modal stage of reasoning in response to all the items in the
dilemma. The 9-point GSS is determined by the modal stage of reasoning
(if only one stage has 25% or more of the scores) or by the two most
frequent of the nine stages (if each has 25% or more of the scores). Thus,
if a quarter of the judgments are at Stage 1 and a quarter are at Stage 2 then
that respondent is classified as midway between the two stages at Stage l /
2. The nine possible resulting stages are as follows: 1, 1/ 2, 2, 2. 3, 3, 3/ 4,
4, 4/5, and 5. Thus, the 9-point GSS consists of pure and mixed stage
scores.
Results

A 2 X 2 analysis of variance (Gender X Ethnicity) was computed to
examine the differences between the male and female adolescents and
between the moral stages of Malay and American adolescents. The results
showed a significant difference in ethnicity, JU, 130) = 21.00, p < .001.
Although there was no significant gender difference, overall, there was a
significant interaction between gender and ethnicity, JU , 130) = 12.1, p<
.001.
The means of Malay and American adolescents are presented in Table 1.
Table I
Means and Standard Deviation ofMalay and American Adolescents hv Sex
&Ethnicity
Sex

Mean

SD

Malay
Female (N = 32)
Male (N= 44)

3.16
3.40
3.00

.49

American
Female (N= 35)
Male (N= 23)

2.77
2.70
2.90

.43
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The hypothesis that there is a significant difference in the moral reasoning stage expressed between the two groups of adolescents is supported. It appears that the Malay adolescents exhibit a slightly higher
moral reasoning stage tl1an the Americans do as assessed by Kohlberg's
"Joe dilemma."
The second hypothesis was tested through qualitative analysis. An
examination by the authors of the content of responses in both samples
suggested a distinctive difference in arguments, explanations and examples
given in support of the respondents' judgment. Quite a substantial number
of Malays reflected religious principles and Malay traditional norms in
their arguments whereas the Americans tended to justify decisions as
personal choices based on principals of fairness, individual responsibility
and freedom, economic equity or self-interest. Some common examples of
how the two groups differ in their moral reasoning follow:
Q:

What do you think is the important thing a son should be concerned
about in his relationship to his father?

A · The important things are I will try to jaga hati them, make them
proud, obey them, and uphold family name. (Malay male)
A:

I must be a devout child to my parents.(Malayfemale)

A:

I guess it would be basically the same thing as why a father would be
to a son), establishing a bond, a fair relationship. Respect is a very
important thing. They might alter things. Respect is a base or foundation that should be kept. If you don't have respect, you don't have
much. (Americanfemale)

A:

Trust. Because if a son loses his father's trust, the father might not let
him have as much free time. (American male)

Q:

In general, why should a promise be kept?

A:

Because if you don't, you are an infidel. You must keep your
promise ... it is in the Quran. (Malay male)

A:

If you keep your promises, it makes a good impression on others and

A:

It is your duty to obey your parents. (Malay male)

A:

A promise should be kept because people can know that they trust
you. (American male)

people trust you. (American male)
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Table 2
Frequency of the Religious Principles and Traditional Norms and Values
Used in Moral Reasoning by Malay Adolescents
Religious
Principles

Frequency of
Usage (number
of instances)

Traditional
Norms and
Values

Frequency of
Usage (number
of instances)

sin

10

Jaga hati, respect,
obey parents

25
4

hereafter

6

Sopan santun

Holy Quran

2

Balas hudi

2

derbaka

3

Give priority to

4

religious teaching

32

Duty to parenLs

9

hell

1

Cannot talk back,

8

parents

cannot raise
voice, speak

gently, tactfully
heaven

7

Uphold good
family name

1

devout child

4

Make parents
happy

3

infidels

II

God

6

Blessing from
God, parents

6

As these examples demonstrate, religious teachings were more frequently
cited by Malay adolescents while Americans adolescents were more concerned with personal consequences of actions, equitable exchange, fairness and self-interest. Adherence to traditional social norms in Malay culture is characterized by following religious principles while in American
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society, traditional values to which children are socialized include exchange theory, economic self-interest, freedom, autonomy and respect for
authority. Responses of adolescents certainly supported this. Table 2 presents the frequency of some distinctive religious principles and the traditional norms and values used by the Malays. These were absent in the
Americans' responses. Table 3 shows the frequency of responses related to
distinctive traditional American cultural values of fairness, freedom, autonomy, self-interest, respect for authority and equitable exchange apparent in the responses of the American adolescents.
Table 3
Frequency of Traditional American Norms and Values Used in Moral Reasoning by American Adolescents

Traditional Cultural Value

Fairness

Frequency of Usage
(number of instances referred
to in answers)

66

Personal Responsibility,
Freedom and Autonomy

212

Equitable Economic Exchange

72

Respect for Authority
Self-Interest

65
160

Moral or Religious Principles

38

Consideration for Others

53

Meeting Social Norms/ Making
a Good Impression

53

From the examples given and from the frequency of religion terminology and Malay traditional values shown in Table 2, it is apparent that
Malay adolescents reflected religious principles and Malay cultural values
in their moral judgments when compared to the Americans. Not surprisingly, the Americans make no reference to Malay religious or cultural
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values. Instead, their answers most commonly reflect personal responsibility, freedom, autonomy and self-interest as justification for moral reasoning, followed by economic exchange, fairness and respect for authority. It
could certainly be argued that these are the values predominant in the
American culture in which these adolescents have been socialized. Therefore, qualitatively, there is an apparent difference in terms of the content
of the moral judgments between the two groups of adolescents.
The third hypothesis, that gender differences would be culturally
mediated, was also supported. Although there was no difference between
level of moral reasoning demonstrated by males and females from the
sample as a whole, very different patterns of reasoning by gender appeared between the Malay and American youth, as shown in Table 1. Tn
the American sample, the difference between levels of males and females
was small, and males demonstrated a higher level of moral reasoning (2.9)
than females (2.7). Although both males and females in the Malay sample
demonstrated higher levels than the American youth, a greater difference
between males and females was evident, with Malay females showing the
highest level of moral reasoning (3.4).
Discussion
The results show that quantitatively there is a significant difference in
moral stages between the Malay and American adolescents. The Malay
youth reasoned at Stage 3; the Americans at Stage 2. The greater frequency
of Stage 3 reasoning among the Malays possibly reflects the impact of
religious principles and traditional values featured prominently in the responses. Stage 3 reasoning is characterized by reasoning based on social
contracts and social responsibility. Adherence to religious principles within
a society that holds such action in esteem is certainly fulfilling a social
contract.
According to KoWberg, at Stage 3, one equates good behavior with
whatever pleases others. In other words, confonnity to stereotyped ideas
of how people should act is in1portant. In a way, tl1e greater frequency of
Stage 3 moral judgment is not surprising since the Malay society is shaped
by the Malay traditional norms and values (adat), and Islamic teachings.
Islam and adat are the bases of Malay beliefs, ideologies, and identities
(Mat Saat, 1993; Zainal, 1995). The effect of applying tl1ese religious prin-
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ciples and traditional values to life has resulted in a distinct set of moral
values (Han1Zah, Madsen, Sin, 1989).
Adatconsists of pre-Islamic norms, values, and beliefs. In other words,
it is d1e distinctive and traditional cultural configuration of Malay society,
differentiated from purely Islamic elements (Zainal, 1995, p. 46). Simply
mrnslated, adat means customaiy practices and is the traditional concept
of total culture. There are adatprinciples governing everyday communication, interaction with the elders, behavior in formal occasions, and other
types of interaction. Some examples include bowing oneself (especially a
member of the younger generation) making way in front of adults; to show
politeness, indeed, sometimes one has to ask permission to walk past; not
using the index finger or leg to point at objects; and taking off one's shoes
before entering a house.
Table 2 indicates eight types of adat mentioned in the responses. In
brief, jaga hati means to mind other people's feelings, or to show consideration for others, and a concern for one's standing in the eyes of other
people. Sopan santun means good, appropriate manners, while balas
budi means repaying hospitality, or repaying a good deed to maintain
good relationships with people. The word budi does not mean tangible
materials, rather it is an abstract concept that encompasses countless values and norms, ranging from words and actions to behavior and attitudes.
In other words, it is not merely a matter of economic exchange, but more
of a practice that has moral, social, and religious significance (Norazit,
1995).
The Malays' behavior is also governed by the concept of dosa (sin)
and pahala (reward, good marks, deed, and merit). This means one has to
obtain as many merits as possible in this life in order to be accepted by
God (to go to heaven) by doing good for others, and being good in
obeying God's mies. Holm and Bowler 0994) assert that Muslims believe
in Divine Judgment, that is, reward and punishment after death, which has
a direct bearing on their understanding of the interrelation of theology and
morality.
In other words, the Malay adolescents' referral to religious principles
has to be understood in terms of deeply held and socially grounded principles. In order to maintain harmony in all aspects of life, a Malay has to
behave in a certain appropriate way, demonstrating some traditional behavior like balas budi (refer to Table 2) md following a religious code, as
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adat co-exists with the religion, Islam. As in the studies by Maqsucl 0977),
Simmons and Simmons (1994) on Nigerian and Saudi Arabian Muslims,
and Bouhmama 0984) on Algerian Muslims, the results of this study suggest that the respondents' moral judgments are largely determined by the
commandments in the Holy Quran. Therefore, there are strong grounds to
believe that religious principles determine the moral judgments of the
Malays who, by their adherence to principles of religious duty, very much
reflect the characteristic of Stage 3 moral reasoning.
Although American adolescents also frequently demonstrate reasoning based upon social contract, their more frequent use of Stage 2 reasoning can also be explained within the context of the society in which they
live. American society is concerned with individual rights and responsibilities, and with self-interest, economic and otherwise. Adherence to authority based on a reward/ punishment orientation is also stressed in American
society. Extrinsic rewards are valued and these are viewed as directly
correlated to individual effo11. The goodness or badness of a pa11icular
course of action is determined pragmatically by the physical consequences
or outcome of that action. According to Kohlberg's theoretical model, an
individual who demonstrates Stage 2 moral reasoning is basically concerned with the individual self and protecting one's own interest. American society, also, reflects this concern.
Although references to religious or moral principles were not entirely
absent among American adolescents, they occurred with far less frequency
than among the Malay adolescents. Principles cited generally came from
Christian faith, referring to the Old or New Testament of the Bible. For
example, "Do unto others as you would have them do unto you" was
referred to in several answers, as was "I Ionor Thy Father and Mother."
More general religious references such as sin, moral standards, good character, Jesus' teachings and belief in Goel were also mentioned, as were
principles such as the Hippocratic Oath and the law of karma and reciprocity. American society tends to be more heterogeneous and less identified with pa11icular religious codes other than, perhaps, Christianity in a
broad sense, however and the responses of American adolescents reflected this. Religious principles or concepts were cited far less frequently
by American youth than by their Malaysian peers.
These findings, which may indeed reflect significant cultural differences regarding morality, should be considered in light of modern and
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postmodern thinking. One of the prima,y tenets of postmodernity is of
respect for hermeneutics, or the importance of honoring subjective interpretations of truth as opposed to or in addition to positivistic interpretations. A purely postmodern perspective would promote a horizontal interpretive stance to knowledge rather than venical point of view. While the
effects of postmodern thinking have led to many positive contributions to
societies across many domains, including expansion of civil rights, the
horizontality contribution from postrnodernity has severe limitations (Wilber,
2000). Moral decision-making differences, as in the current study, would
not be considered "better/worse'° or "higher/lower" from this horizontal
perspective - just "different". Wilber calls this a '·performative contradiction•· (Wilber, 2000, p. 122), wherein postmodernity assens a preference
for non-ranking systems, even though non-ranking is conceptually a ranking system itself. A postmodernist thinker might thus erroneously judge the
Americans' stage 2 tendencies in this study as '•just different" than the
Malaysians', rather than "less developed" on the Kohlbergian scale, a scale
which itself is grounded in a vettical scaling system. Thus, one could
conclude with respect to Wilber's insights that the American adolescents
are actually morally "behind" their Malaysian counterpans.
The present study shows that the Malay cultural and religious norms,
values, and expectations influenced by the Muslim religion affect the respondents' moral judgment. On the other hand, the Americans' responses
do not reflect these concepts and principles in their reasoning but rather
reflect values characteristic of the American socio-cultural milieu. These
values include individual freedom and responsibility, self interest, selfprotection and reasoning governed by economic fairness. These findings
points to the imponance of culture in determining all aspects of life, including moral judgments. This result is also parallel with those of other
researchers who have conducted studies on the moral reasoning in nonwestern cultures (Gielen and Kelly, 1983; Heubner and Garrod, 1993;
Shweder, 1990; Snarey, 1985; Miller, 2001). Although fimher study is warranted, and larger and more diverse samples are needed in order to generalize, the results of this study lend credence to the growing number of
studies which highlight the irnp01tance of culture and socialization in
human development.
The culturally-mediated gender differences warrant additional study
It is clear that gender, in and of itself, is not, as has been previously
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asserted, an influence on reasoning level as assessed by Kohlbergian dilemmas. The Malay females demonstrated the highest level of reasoning.
They seemed the most able to utilize clear Stage 3 reasoning; perhaps the
females in this culture are even more concerned with maintaining traditional religious and cultural values than the Malay males, who did not seem
to reason much differently than their American counterparts. The American females, on the other hand, exhibited the lowest level of reasoning,
scoring below their male counterparts as well as below both genders in the
Malaysian sample. They demonstrated clear Stage 2 reasoning witl1in their
responses. Perhaps tl1is suggests that females are more likely to reflect
societal values in their reasoning than males are, in line with Gilligan's
the01y that females are more concerned with a social orientation~perhaps even a societal social orientation concerned witl1 maintaining social
norms. Or perhaps there are other explanations, such as a heightened
competitiveness among American females due to perceptions of gender
inequity in the job market and elsewhere. This could also account for
more concern with fairness and self-protectiveness. Gender does not appear to comprise a separate culture in and of it, although it does appear to
differentially reflect culture. Additional studies with larger samples and in
other countries are necessary to provide more insight.
Overall, though, this study certainly replicates the findings of previous researchers cited who have demonstrated that socialization within
particular cultures profoundly influences moral reasoning. This replicates
earlier work which suggests that Kohlberg's stages may be neither as
universal nor as invariant as has been previously assumed. Cultural context is an important consideration when assessing adolescents' level of
moral reasoning.
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Recent international comparisons of students' scholastic achievement
have once again shown enormous worldwide differences in the abilities of
youngsters to comprehend text and to solve mathematical problems. The
Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) included predominantly countries from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD), among others Germany and Canada. Canada ranked
in the top achievement group of the PISA study. The achievement of
Germany's students emerged as being in the lowest quarter of all participating countries, and was considerably below the OECD average (Adams
& Wu, 2002, Baumeit et al., 2001). These results created a public uproar
in Germany, in panicular because they replicated findings of the Third
International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) that had been published some years before (Ma1tin et al., 2000; Mullis et al., 2000), and in
which Germany, Canada, and Israel had participated. In that study, which
was confined to the assessment of mathematics and physics abilities, German students also barely reached the average of all countries paiticipating
in it. In this study Canada and Israel had a ranking in the middle group of
all panicipating countries as well.
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In Ge,many, the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft(DFG), the counuy's
largest funder of scientific research (comparable to the National Science
Foundation in the U.S.A) launched a well-endowed research scheme on
the "Educational Quality of Schools." It is within this framework that the
study presented here was undertaken. Conu-:,ry, however, to almost all
other studies funded in the scheme, the present project was not concerned
with either the quality of teaching, with curricular issues, or with structural
questions of the German educational system, but with the achievementrelated peer climate in middle school, grades 8/9 in particular. Our project
Streherversus Nercl----On the culture and gender specificity of the (positive
and negative) sanctioning of high achievement in mathematics" is guided
by the notion that high achievement is, on average, negatively sanctioned
by German peers, whereas it is usually sanctioned positively in North
America and others cultures that value achievement highly: In cross-cultural comparisons of adolescent value priorities, Germany regularly rates
low on achievement values (Boehnke, 2003).
In Germany it seems to be common that good students are accused of
being a Streber. Streber is a genuinely German concept that is difficult to
translate to English (particularly American English) or to Hebrew. In British English the term "swot" comes close to what is meant by Streber. In
American English a comparable term is hardly known. The concepts of
"nerd" and of "teacher's pet" address more or less the same topic but both
miss essentials of the semantics of the Streber. Compared to the Streber, the
concept of ·'nercl'' points too narrowly to the dedicated overachiever,
"teacher's pet" points too narrowly to an oppo1tunistic behavior vis a vis
the teacher. Possibly the up-to-elate student slang expression 'geek' now
comes closest to the German Streber, but it was not yet well-established in
student slang when the study started. In Hebrew the term Hmm was used
to translate Streber. The word is a common slang expression that has
connotations very similar to the American English "nerd." Haviv Ha-more
was used as a translation for "teacher's pet", but it is not an expression
commonly used by Israeli students. Both terms have a narrower content
than the Streber. A Streber is somebody who is being opportunistic by
being a high achiever.
It is our main hypothesis that high achievement - unlike in No1th
America and other cultures that value achievement highly - creates considerable peer pressure in Germany. German students must fear that fel-
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low students and other peers socially exclude them when they show high
achievement in middle school. This experience will - so our additional
assumption - in the longer nm compel talented students to readjust their
achievement downward, which then, eventually, will lead to objectively
lower abilities (as they are measured in international achievement comparisons). This latter assumption can, however, not be tested in the present
study because it would need a longitudinal and/or experimental design. In
the present study we only test the proposition that in Germany fears of
social exclusion (being called a Streber) are correlated - more highly than
in other cultures - with school grades, the performance assessment of
students that is most visible to other students.
School grades in mathematics are in the focus of the study repo1ted
here. This emphasis is taken - among others - because the study has a
second point of attention, namely the role of gender. Mathematics is often
seen as a 'male' subject. Boys are assumed to be better at it than girls a
priori. High achievement in mathematics is sometimes even seen as an
"un-girl-like" activity (Hannover, 1999). Koller, Baumert, Clausen, and
Hosenfeld 0999) at the same time show that girls depend more heavily
than boys on the judgment of others in their self-evaluations. Knowing
this, it seems highly probable that girls show greater fears of social exclusion than do boys when they are high achievers in mathematics. Our
second assumption thus is that the relationship between fears of social
exclusion (fear of being called a Streber) and the grade achieved in mathematics will be significantly higher for girls than for boys. This time we see
no reason to expect cross-cultural differences because the stereotype of the
'maleness' of mathematics is presumably similarly strong in all cultures of
our concern (Germany, Canada, and Israel)
Before we present our empirical study, it is necessary to discuss two
further aspects of our research endeavor. Fear of social exclusion may
rightfully be seen as highly correlated with self-esteem. In order to show
its genuine bearing on mathematical achievement one has to show that
the measure for fear of social exclusion (fear of being called a Streber) is
not a measure of self-esteem in disguise. Furthermore, if grades in mathematics were entirely or at least largely predictable on the grounds of
"objective" abilities in mathematics, the role fears of social exclusion play
in the prediction of school grades in mathematics would diminish. In case
high quality school performance was a "pure" measure of "objective" abili-
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ties, there would not really be room for a strong impact of fears of social
exclusion.
The cross-cultural differences to be expected shou ld be elaborated in
more details: Our assumption is that the higher the culture-specific preference of achievement values, the more irrelevant are fears of social exclusion
for the actual school performance, i.e. for grades - in our case in mathematics. In any culture there may be accusations of others as "nerds" or
"teacher's pets", but no relationship with actual achievement should be
found in cultures that on average evaluate achievement highly. Students in
these cultures should usually be more achievement conscious d1an in cultures with a low evaluation of achievement. ln cultures in which achievement
is valued highly, the accusation of somebody as being a •·nerd" should have
a more idiosyncratic, even playful connotation; while in low achievement
cultures there should be a systematic relationship with high achievement.
In a study comparing three cultures, however, it makes little sense to
include the cu lture-specific preference of achievement values as a predictor. To do so would mean that all individual students tested in one country
would have to be given d1e same score for that country's preference of
achievement values. Instead of taking this approach, an approach that has
been labeled "decomposition of culture" (Rohner, 1984) will be used. In
that approach, individual scores on a variable that can be taken as a proxy
for an important property of a culture are partialled from all other variables
under consideration. In our case this means that cross-cultural differences
in the predictability of school grades in mathematics are assumed to diminish when the dependent variable as well as the predictor variables are
partialled for individual achievement value priorities.
All our hypotheses will be tested in a unified approach using multiple
regressions. In a first model test, we probe into the question whether the
size of the predictive power of fears of socia l exclusion for school grades
in mathematics does indeed differ between Gennany, Canada, and Israel
(after partialing for objective abilities in mathematics and for mad1ematical
self-esteem), with Gennany expected to exhibit the strongest relationship.
This model is tested in a three-group comparison. In a second model me
three culture groups will be split into two gender groups each. This sixgroup model will test d1e question whether in all three cu ltures included,
the sizes of the pad1s from fear of social exclusion to mathematical school
achievement are larger for girls than for boys irrespective of culture (once
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again after partialing for objective mathematical abilities and for mathematical self-esteem).The third and final model test undertakes the described decomposition of culture. This analysis is complicated in so far as
it is logically impossible to decompose culture when the cultural samples
are kept apart in the analysis. A joint analysis of the entire sample at the
same time does not allow a test of the question whether cross-cultural and
cross-gender differences will disappear, so-to-speak, once an explanatory
variable is included. The only way to correct for the explanatory variable,
in our case the individual preference of achievement values, and nevertheless do a test of the cross-cultural equality/ difference in the model, is to
partial all variables in the model in the trans-cultural grand sample and
then test the model within culture and gender groups on the basis of their
residuals (see the Results section for procedural details).
Methods
Samples

Samples were stratified convenience cluster samples of eighth and ninth
graders in Germany and Canada/ Israel, respectively. Grades were chosen
according to the rule followed in the TIMS Study, namely to select that
grade from a specific culture that encompasses the majority of the 14-yearolds of that country. As schooling sta1ts later in Germany than in the two
other countries, the majority of 14-year-olds are in grade 8 there, while in
the other two countries they are in grade 9. The essence of this class
selection is that in all three cultures predominantly 14-year-olds were
sampled. Sampling units were school classes, clusters in the language of
sampling theory. Classes were chosen on a convenience basis from schools
with sufficiently diverse social backgrounds. Typically all eighth/ninth
grade classes from a school were included in the sample. In Germany the
study was conducted in Chemnitz, a city with 260,000 inhabitants in the
south of the former German Democratic Republic, now the East of the
Federal Republic of Germany. In Canada the study was conducted in
Calgary (well over 900,000 inhabitants) in tl1e Province of Alberta. In Israel
the study was conducted in Haifa and in Beer-Sheva, where Haifa is a
somewhat larger than Chemnitz (280,000), and Beer-Sheva is somewhat
smaller (180,000).
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Altogether 336 girls and 305 boys were included in Chernnitz, 301
girls and 30-l boys were included in Calgary, whereas the Israeli sample
comprised of 205 girls and 214 boys, thus being smaller.
Instruments

The questionnaire used in the three cultures had numerous parts, not
all are included in this report. Here data are reported only with regard to
school grndes in mathematics, "objective" mathematical abilities (TIMSS
Scores), fear of social exclusion, mathematical self-esteem, and achievement value preferences.
Students were requested to indicate their grnde in mathematics from
their most recent report card. In Israel and Canada grades were given in
percent values. German grades were given in the classical form (1 = excellent, corresponding to A to 6 = insufficient, corresponding to F). For the
purpose of a common analysis percent grades were transformed into classical grades: 1 = 100% to 86%, 2 = 85% to 71%, 3 = 70% to 56%, 4 = 55%
to 41%, 5 = 40% to 26%, and 6 = 25% and less. After this transformation
high numeric scores, of course, reflect bad grades.
"Objective" mathematical abilities were measured by three tasks taken
from the TIMS Study. A sample task read: "ln the following we would like
to ask you to solve three math tasks. There are four to five possible
answers. One of them is correct. Please mark the correct answer. (1)
Brighto soap powder is packed in cube-shaped cartons. A carton measures
10 cm on each side. The company decides to increase the length of each
edge of the carton by 10 per cent. How much does the volume increase?
A. 10 cm', B. 21 cm', C. 100 cm', D. 331 cm'. Number of correctly solved
tasks was used as the measure of mathematical ability (Mullis et al., 2000).
For the '·objective" ability measures high scores - possible values O (no
task solved) to 3 (all tasks solved) - stand for good performance. This
means that technically ability measures are a priori correlated negatively
to - traditional - grades.
Measurement of fear of social exclusion was different in the three
countries. In Germany, one item was used, namely "How often do you
fear being called a Streber. Rating options were "never" (1) to "frequently"
(4). In the other two countries responses to two items were avef'aged,
namely responses to the items" ... being called a nerd" and" .... being
called teacher's pct." Answering options were the same as in Germany.
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The culture-specific construction of the measurement finds its explanation in
the fact that the concept of Streber, as explained above, does have a
meaning that encompasses aspects of both nerd and teacher's pet
Mathematical self-esteem was measured with nine items taken from
the Second International Mathematics Study (Westbury & Travers, 1990). A
sample item read, "Regardless of how much I strive, I will never be good
in math." Answering options ranged from "completely true" (0) to "not at
all true" (3). High scores thus stood for high mathematical self-esteem. The
scale had a consistency of a = .93 in the overall sample, country-specific
a's ranged from .90 to .94.
Finally, achievement value preferences were measured by using four
achievement items from the new portrait version of the Schwartz Value
Survey (Schwartz et al., 2001). A sample item read, "Here we briefly
describe some people. Please read each description and think about how
much each person is or is not like you. Put a number in the box to the right
that shows how much the person in the description is like you; 1 = not like
me at all, 2 = not like me, 3 = a little like me, 4 = somewhat like me, 5 =
like me, 6 = very much like me: "Being very successful is important to her/
him. She/he likes to impress other people." The four-item scale had a
consistency of a= .77, country-specific a 's ranged from .72 to .78.
Results

Before presenting results of the regression analyses described above,
we will first provide descriptive information for all variables included. We
will do so by presenting univariate two-factor ANOYAs for all variables
included in the study. Independent variables in these analyses are country
and gender. Dependent variables are math grades, fear of social exclusion,
mathematical self-esteem, "objective" mathematical abilities (TIMSS scores),
and achievement value preferences.
Table 1 shows an important finding that has not been addressed in
our hypotheses, namely that grades in mathematics are substantially higher
in Canada and Israel in comparison to Germany. The German modal
grade is something like a C+, while in Israel and Canada the average
student seems to get a B or B-. Substantial numbers of students get As in
Canada and Israel while in Germany only very few get that grade. No
gender difference and gender-x-country interaction was found for grades.
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Table 1
Means ofAll Variables and Two-Way ANO VA Results
Dependent

Variables

Country

Gennany

Most Recent
Grade in
Mathematics

Mathemati-

Preference

ticalSelf

slon

-Esteem

calAbillties
(TIMSS)

mentValues

Entire Sample Entire Sample

Entire Sample

Entire Sample

Girls I Boys

Girls I Boys

Girls I Boys

2.88

1.51

1.76

I 2.88

2.21
2.1s

Israel

Mathema-

clalExclu-

Entire Sample

2.88

Canada

Fear of So-

I 2.25

2.04
2.07

I 2.00

1.62

I

1.39

1.90

I

1.91

I

I 1.90

1.88

u9

I 2.1s

94

2.00

I 2.26

Girls I Boys

3.26

I 1.07

3.07

.64

I

80

4.06

78
.7o

I

I 3.44

4.08

.72

2.13
1.63

I Boys

1.00

1.97

1.75
1.87

1.62

Girls

of Achieve-

I 4.10

3.81

.86

3.71

I 3.90

pof
country

effea

.006

068

.021

.002

037

.997

108

.009

>.001

.185

.517

160

.556

.556

.029

pof
gender

effect

pof
interaction

Fears of social exclusion (fear of being called a Streber in Germany,
mean of fear of being called a nerd or teacher's pet in Canada and Israel)
did not differ between the countries, nor were differences between boys
and girls found, nor was there an interaction of gender and country. This
may seem a bit surprising at first glance, but remember that our hypotheses do not pertain to mean level differences between genders and/or
cultures, but to the relationship of math grades and fears of social exclusion.

For mathematical self-esteem a significant country effect and a highly
significant gender effect emerged, but no interaction effect: Mathematical
self-esteem was higher in Canada and much higher in Israel in comparison
to Germany. At the same time girls had a lower mathematical self-esteem
in all cultures.
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Results for the three TIMSS tasks were telling. In none of the three
countries could an average student solve more than one of the three tasks.
This score was only reached in Germany even, while Canadian and Israeli
students solved even less than one task on average, the countJy difference
being as highly significant as the gender effect: Girls solved fewer tasks
than boys regardless of country. This finding is interesting in connection
with the finding for grades and for mathematical self-esteem. Although
"objective" mathematical abilities of the Canadian and Israeli participants
were lower than those of the German participants they reported better
grades and higher self-esteem.
Regarding preferences of achievement values, the expected results
emerged: German students were least prone to subscribe to achievement
values in comparison to their Canadian and Israeli age-mates. With no
significant gender effect, here just for once we found a significant interaction of gender and count1y: In Canada achievement values of boys and
girls did not differ substantially, while in Germany and Israel gender differences occurred, with boys more than girls being inclined to suppoit
achievement values.
Let us now turn to the test of our hypotheses. The essence of our three
hypotheses was that (1) we expect a closer relationship between fear of
social exclusion and (good) math grades in Germany than in the other two
cultures, (2) we expect a closer relationship between fear of social exclusion and (good) math grades for girls than for boys, irrespective of culture,
and (3) we expect culture and gender differences in the strength of the
relationship between fear of social exclusion and math grades to diminish
once preferences of achievement values are paitialled.
To test our first hypothesis, we subjected our data to three - within
country - multiple regression analyses in which math grades were the
dependent variable, while fear of social exclusion, mathematical self-esteem, and "objective" mathematical abilities were the predictors. The results of these analyses are documented in Table 2.
Table 2 reveals that the relationship between fears of social exclusion
and grades in mathematics was indeed strongest in Germany. The difference in strength was significant for the Germany-Israel comparison: The
Israeli coefficient did not fall into the 95% confidence interval of the German coefficient. For the Germany-Canada comparison the picture was a bit
less convincing: The Canadian coefficient was on the lower edge of the
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Table 2
Country-specific Multiple Regression Analyses: Prediction ofGrades in Mathematics

Predictor

IFear of Social I Mathematical I
Exclusion

Self-Estee m

'Objective'
Mathematical
Abilities

Germany

B

95% Confidence Interval
~

-.14

I
I
I

-.20/ -,07

I
I
I

-.16/ -.01

-.13' ..

I
I
I

-.61/-.47

I
I
I

-.71/ -.54

-.54

I
I

-.13
-.19/ -.08

-.52' ..

I

-.16 ...

-.63

I
I
I

-.37/ -.17

Canada
B

95% Confidence Interval
~

-.08

-.07'

-.s2••·

-.27

-.18'..

Israel
B

I

.01

I

-.71

I

-.07

95% Confidence Interval

I

-.08/ 09

I

-.81/ -60

I

-.16/ .02

~

I

I

-.54"'

I

01

-.07

' - p ,; .05, ... - p,; .001

Gennan 95% confidence inte1val. Had one constructed the 90% confidence
inte1val, the Canadian coefficient would have fallen outside this interval.
The difference between Gennany and Canada was, thus, significant on the
10% level, only. The table also makes clear that math grades can best be
predicted on the grounds of knowledge about a student's mathematical
self-esteem regardless of culture. One other finding seems important to
highlight: The comparison of coefficients and confidence intervals shows
that in Canada grades were tied to "objective" mathematical abilities significantly closer than in Germany and particularly Israel, where grades
have almost nothing to do with TIMSS task results. In summa1y one can
say tl1at our first hypothesis has been confirmed, but that the size of the
postulated effect is fairly small, in particular compared to mathematical
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self-esteem. The significance of the postulated effect after partialing for
self-esteem does, however, make clear that we have something at stake
that is not just another measure of self-esteem.
Our second hypothesis assumed that - regardless of country - the
relationship between fear of social exclusion and grades in mathematics
should always be higher for girls than for boys. In order to test this hypothesis, we repeated the prior regression analyses separately for girls and boys
within the three countries. Table 3 documents the results of these analyses.
Table 3 shows that indeed in all three cultures the relationship between fear of social exclusion and (good) math grades is higher for girls,
but it is only significant in Gennany and Israel. A second point worth
mentioning is the result that - although strong for both girls and boys the predictive power of mathematical self-esteem for math grades is significantly lower for boys than for girls in Canada and Israel. All in all, our
gender related hypothesis was also confirmed, but again effect sizes are
not high.
Our third and final hypothesis was that cultural differences in the
strength of the relationship between fear of social exclusion and grades in
mathematics should diminish when a variable is introduced that we see as
one that can decompose culture, that can 'catch' the cross-cultural variation, which is most decisive here from a substantive point of view. Such a
variable, in our view, is the preference of achievement values. We assumed that a high preference for achievement values would immunize a
person, so-to-speak, against fears of social exclusion being closely associated with actual performance ratings. To technically decompose culture in
a regression approach that treats culture as a moderator variable and
therefore analyzes separate samples is somewhat complicated. As sketched
above, we first pooled the sample, then had individual achievement values separately predict all variables included in the prior regression analyses, and finally saved the residuals of all variables to then conduct the
same regression analyses as before for tl1e variables that are now partialled
for the influence of achievement value preferences. Through this procedure we were able to ensure that the proportions of variance of the "decomposing" variable, achievement value preferences, were no longer part of
the culture-specific subsamples. At the same time, we could uphold our
analytic strategy to keep the cultures apart. Had we, alternatively, used
culture-specific raw data plus within-country partialing, the level differ-
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Table 3
Gender-specific Multiple Regression Analyses by Country: Prediction q(
Grades in Mathematics

Predictor

I Fear of Social I Mathematical I
Exclusion

Self-Esteem

'Objective'
Mathematical
Abilities

Germany/ Girls
B
95% Confidence fnterval

p

I
I
I

-.17

I

-.56

-.25/-.08

I
I

-.65/-.48

I
I
I

-.17/.06

-.17***

-.56***

I
I
I

-. 16
-.24/-.09
-.18***

Germany/ Boys

B
95% Confidence Interval

p

-.05

-.05

I
I
I

-.55
-.66/-.43

I
I

-.48***

I

-.10
-.19/-.01
-. 12*

Canada/ Girls
B

I

-.09

I

-.73

I

-.24

95% Confidence Interval

I

-.19/. 02

I

-.83/ -.62

I

-.38/ -.10

p

I

-.or

I

-.62***

I

-.15'**

I

-.03
-.14/ .08
-.03

I

-.57
-.70/ -.44
-.44'**

I

-.33
-.47/ -.19
-.23'**

-.83

I
I

Canada/ Boys

B
95% Confidence Interval

I

p

I

I

I

I

I

Israel/Girls
B
95% Confidence Interval

p

I
I
I

-.08
-.20/ .03

I
I

-.98/ -.69

-.03
-.15/. 10

-.08

I

-.64'"

I

-.02

.06

I
I
I

-.44

-.75/ -.46

I
I
I

-.29/ -.01

Israel/Boys
B
95% Confidence Interval

p
+ "" p S . 10; • = p $ .05 , •••

I
I

-.06/ .20
06

I
=p $

.001

-.44···

-.14

-.14'
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ences between cultures would not have been taken into account. Findings
of our methodologically complex analytic procedure were disappointing.
Not in a single case did standardized 13 coefficients differ more than .02.
This means that achievement value preferences are not a variable that has
the proficiency to decompose culture in the present case. This "disappointing" finding enticed us to follow up with a number of exploratory analyses.
We engaged in a test that examined whether achievement values could be
conceptualized as a moderator variable. This means that we tested whether
the relationship between fea r of social exclusion and grades in mathematics was different in groups of paiticipants with a different preference for
achievement values. On the basis of a cluster analysis (SPSS QUICK CLUSTER) using the achievement value preference scale score as the variable on
which clustering is based, we formed four groups: Group 1 (N= 384, M =
5.25)-very high achievement values, "A++"; Group 2 (N= 601, M= 3.96)
- above average achievement values, "A+"; Group 3 (N= 465, M= 2.93)
- below average achievement values, "A-", and Group 4 (N= 233, M =
1.89) - low achievement values, "A--". Group membership and culture
are correlated, the contingency coefficient is at .30,p< .001, Cramer's Vat
.22, p < .001, but by no means is group membership strictly determined by
the cultural background. Table 4 cross-tabulates country and cluster membersh ip.
Table 4
Crosstabu/ation ofAchievement Values Preferences per Cluster by Country
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Cluster 4
Very High Above Average Below Average Low AchieAchievement Achievement Achievement
vement
Values
Values
Values
Values
"A+"
"A-"
"A++ "
"A--"
Israel

111 (26.0o/o)'

147 (34.4%)

47 (11.0%)

122 (28.6%)

Germany

66 (10.2%)

212 (32.7%)

137 (21.1%)

234 (36.1%)

Canada

207 (34 1%)

242 (39.9%)

49 (8.1%)

109 (18.0%)

Number of participants from a countiy allocated to a specific cluster, and percentage
that this number comprises of the pa1ticipants from that counuy.
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Table 4 shows that Germany has the smallest number of students in
the cluster that expresses very high achievement value preferences, and
the most students in the cluster that has the lowest achievement va lue
preferences.
When we now repeat the within-country regression analyses, reported
above, for each cluster, we find that sizes of f3-coefficients for the relationship between fear of social exclusion and math grades follow the logic of
mean preferences of achievement rnlues: In Group lf3 is -.03, in Group 2
it is -.10, in Group 3 it is -.12, and in Group 4 it is -.17. The lower the
average achievement value rating in the group, the stronger the relationship between fear of social exclusion and (good) grades in mathematics.
This finding would indicate that indeed high achievement values act as a
safeguard against fears of social exclusion in an achievement sening like
the classroom. However, a closer look at the three countries modifies the
picture again somewhat and makes clear why achievement values do not
serve as a variable that decomposes culture in the way that Rohner 0984)
suggested. The f3-coefficients for the four groups are .07, -.01, -.02, -.02,
respectively, in Israel, -.02, -.17, -.07, -.23, respectively, in Germany, and
-.02, -.03, -.16, -.16, respectively, in Canada.
To some degree the sizes of the f3 coefficients (which reflect the
strength of the interrelation between fears of social exclusion and math
grades) and the approval of achievement values follow the hypothesized
rational: The higher the approval of achievement values, the weaker the
relationship between fears and grades. The correlation between the twelve
(4 clusters-by-3 countries) subgroup achievement value preference means
and the twelve reported f3-coefficienLs is r = .60, p = .038. But at closer
inspection significant safeguarding effects can only be substantiated for
Germany. Only there does the high achievement value group (f3 = -.02)
have a significantly lower f3-coefficient for the relationship between fears
of social exclusion and (good) grades in mathematics than the low achievement value group (f3 = -.23). In the other countries the contrasts between
the low achievement value group and the high achievement value group
are insignificant.
Discussion

Findings of the present study only panially confinn our hypotheses. It
was indeed the case that for German students fear of social exclusion,
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through being labeled a Streber (nerd/teacher's pet), was indeed more
closely related to grades than among students from the other two countries. Also, the finding of a relationship between good grades and high
fears of social exclusion was always clearer for girls than for boys, regardless of the cultural context. However, the effect sizes of both findings were
low, though usually significant. Moreover, our proposition that the crosscultural differences would be explainable on the grounds of culture-specific preferences of achievement values could not be substantiated. This
finding is somewhat puzzling, because all interrelations of achievement
values with other variables proved to be highly plausible. Achievement
value preferences were higher in Canada and Israel than they were in
Germany, achievement values were positively correlated with grades in
mathematics. Additional exploratory analyses did, however, reveal that
only for the country with the lowest achievement values, Germany, the
assumption was substantiated that among good students high achievement values se1ve as a safeguard against fearing social exclusion . Students
in the other two cultures actually did not need this safeguard, because in
their cultures good students do not fear social exclusion at all (Israel) or
only to a minimal degree (Canada).
If then individual differences (and thereby implicitly cross-cultural
differences) in the preference of achievement values do not explain the
cross-cultural differences in the strength (or even the very existence) of the
relationship between fears of social exclusion and (high) academic performance in mathematics, what might be the reasons' Our data give one clue.
This clue lies in the clearly different distribution of grades in the three
countries. In Canada and Israel good students regularly get good grades
It is common for them to be rewarded with an "A" if they perform very
well. If they perfom1 satisfactory they typically receive a "B." In Gem1any
this is different. Only the most exceptional students are rewarded with an
"A," while students that perfo1m well above average get only a "B." The
"C" is the typical grade for satisfactory performance. This tradition may
have repercussions. For German students being informed that they are
excellent happens more rarely than it does for students in the two other
cultures. This may reduce mathematical self-esteem. Findings of crosscultural differences in mathematical self-esteem (higher scores in Canada
and Israel) suppo1t this interpretation.
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Low frequencies in exceptional grades may at the same time make
such grades more prone to initiate social exclusion. If exceptionality of
mathematics achievement (as publicized to students through grades) is
quite common in a culture, social exclusion on its grounds seems less
logical, because most students will receive good or even excellent grades
every once in a while. In a culture, however, where exceptional grades are
very rare, social exclusion on the grounds of exceptionality of academic
performance seems more logical. Only very few students ever get exceptional grades. In social comparisons these students may indeed appear to
their peers as "something better." A thorough data inspection supports this
post hoc explanation. Numerically a higher correlation between our two
variables in Germany as compared to the other two cultures can originate
from a higher proportion of students in Germany who have good grades
and high fears of social exclusion. It can, however, also originate from
particularly low proportions of students who have good grades and no
such fears. The latter seems to be the case: In Germany less than 1% of the
participants have the best possible grade and no fear of social exclusion
whatsoever, while in Canada and in Israel about 13% of the participants
have best grades and no fear.
What follows from our study are four things: First, social exclusion of
the grounds of high achievement in school is a phenomenon that does
need attention in Germany, little attention in Canada, and no attention at
all in Israel.
Girls need pa11icular consideration in this context, because it is them
who exhibit the closer ties between fears of social exclusion and good
grades than boys. If a problem at all outside Germany, Canadian girls
might need some attention here.
Only in Germany does high preference of achievement values immunize against social exclusion fears that are based on others' negative evaluation of one's high achievement. In the other two countries, which have
much higher average ratings of achievement values, a similar safeguard
effect is not found and indeed not necessary.
Beyond the immediate focus of the present study school reformers
should be aware that grading is much more highly related to a student's
self-esteem than to his or her "objective" abilities in the subject under
scrutiny (mathematics). This replicates a cross-cultural study by Boehnke
(1996) and by Scott and Scott 0998). From a pedagogical point of view this
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finding should not be evaluated as altogether negative, but it definitely
needs the attention of teachers and politicians who conceptualize schoolbased changes after disappointing results in international comparative studies: High achievement seems most probable in a context that ridicules
social exclusion on its grounds, a context where achievement is rewarded
with good grades, and where self-esteem of students is supported among
others through the reward of good and excellent grades for good and
better scholastic performance.
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INTRODUCTION

During cross-cultural psychology's history - indeed, throughout the
history of Western psychology-the study of social psychological topics as
well as topics in the area of personality have been ubiquitous. In fact,
throughout IACCP's history papers and presentations focusing on perspectives in social psychology and personality have clearly been in the majority during conferences and numerous publications. This strong tradition
was unsurprisingly evident during the Yogyakarta Congress, and several of
the papers delivered there were selected for inclusion in this volume
Together the six papers in this section form a sample of what was on the
congress program. They are also fairly representative of what one finds in
the published cross-cultural literature.
The first chapter features social axioms and how they relate to various
manifestations of values. Social axioms constitute an emergent "hot" item
in cross-cultural psychology, somewhat similar to the way Hofstede's workrelated values made their grand entry more than 20 years ago. Klinger,
Chaudhary, and Sriram specifically focus on possible relationships between social axioms and values, doing so with data collected from 331
undergraduate college students in Germany and India. The study can be
characterized as exploratory, both in an attempt to determine which factors might emerge and in an effort to refine a Social Axioms Su1vey questionnaire that featured Hofstede's values dimensions.
Boski, Strus, and Tlaga tackled a complex set of interrelationships as
explained in the second chapter. Combining such formidable concepts as
cultural identity, existential anxiety, traditionalism, gender-role behaviors,
and reactions to the climactic events of September 11, 2001, the authors
conducted two studies in an effort to uncover relationships among them.
The first study was a Polish-Swedish comparison concerning "cultural identity" and "mortality salience." Using traditional social psychological research methodology in relatively standard experimental conditions, they
grappled with statistical interrelationships. The second study featured "before and after" effects of September 11, and its focus was on the "social
representations" of participants in the multicultural city of Warsaw, Poland
as measured by a survey. Here, Boski et al. made an admirable attempt to
explain complex interrelationships.
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Gender equality was emphasized as part of Soviet ideology during
the communist era, but family life reflected traditional gender attitudes.
Against that general background, Sethi, Foster, and Best, in the third chapter, examined a set of relationships in post-Soviet life: self-concepts and
sex-role ideologies of 194 students from three universities in Eastern Ukraine,
almost all of whom were Russian Orthodox. They were administered two
self-repon questionnaires: the Adjective Check List and the Kalin Sex Role
Ideology Questionnaire. Sethi and her coauthors found that Ukrainian
women described themselves as more feminine than men yet equal in
favorability. Among other reponed findings were that women's sex role
views were more modem than men's, and that Ukrainian women and
men's sex role views were relatively traditional compared with other nations, whose scores were also presented for comparative purposes.
During the past decade or more, Colleen Ward's research has focused
on acculturation, intercultural adaptation, contact with other cultures, and
related topics. In a continuation of this tradition, she and Anne-Marie
Masgoret investigated loneliness, and intra- and intercultural contact which,
if not controlled, could lead to depression. Their sample included U.S.
nationals who had been residing in Singapore for an average of about 30
months. The data were interpreted using a new model of sojourner adaptation. Ward and Masgoret report that the model provides meaningful
interpretations of the interrelationships among numerous variables and
how they can be underst~od when considering the psychological adaptation of sojourners.
In the fifth chapter, Lebedeva and Tatarko present data on various
factors related to ethnic intolerance in numerous multicultural regions of
Russia. Consistent with social psychological research going back many
years, the researchers were interested in the valence and ambivalence of
ethnic identity, perceived discrimination, and level of religious identity
and how they relate to general ethnic intolerance, ethnic stereotypes, and
social distance. A total of 1338 respondents from four major regions of
Russia participated. Lebedeva and Tatarko advanced two major hypotheses. Using multiple regression, they demonstrated the direction and
degree of the influence of the various predictors and their limitations.
Among other things they found that the valence of ethnic identity influenced only one outcome: the more positive one's ethnic identity, the more
negative are the ethnic minority stereotypes.
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In the final chapter of this section, Halim, Derksen, & Van der Staak
describe the development of the revised NEO Personality Inventory for
Indonesia. This contribution demonstrates the usefulness of a popular
personality measuring device looking into its generalizability to Indonesian samples. The participants in this study were both college students and
breast cancer patients. In both Indonesian samples the internal reliabilities
for the different domains of personality were relatively similar to those of
the U.S. normative group. The factor structure of the Indonesian version of
the Revised NEO-PI showed high congruence coefficients at the domain
level, with only a few exceptions, such as the Openness domain for breast
cancer patients score on "deliberation" when compared to U.S. normative
groups.
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REIATIONS BETWEEN SOCIAL AXIOMS AND VALUES:
FINDINGS FROM GERMANY AND INDIA
Edgar W Klinger

University of Osnabriick
Osnabriick, Germany
Nandita Chaudhary and Sujata Sriram
Lady Irwin College, University of Delhi
India

Over the last 30 years of social psychological research, a large number of empirical studies set out to predict social behavior more precisely by
including cultural aspects. Such research has predominantly relied upon
value-based dimensions of culture originally identified by the classic work
of Hofstede (1980). Of these dimensions, individualism/collectivism has
been applied most widely in search of cross-cultural patterns in social
behavior (Smith & Bond, 1998; Triandis, 1995). There is growing evidence
that the remaining value-based dimensions (uncertainty avoidance, power
distance, masculinity/femininity defined by Hofstede and Confucian work
dynamism taken from the Chinese Culture Connection, 1987) provide additional insights into the antecedents of social behavior, although these have
not yet received much attention in research (e.g., Brockner et al., 2001).
Attempts to predict social behavior based on value priorities have,
however, yielded ambiguous results. Leung, Bond and Schwartz (1995)
have emphasized that there are only moderate links between values and
specific behaviors. For instance, in a cross-cultural study on preferences for
conflict regulation styles of Chinese and American individuals, Leung (1987)
found that the effect of the value-based cultural dimension of individualism/collectivism was mediated by individual perceptions of the effectiveness of the conflict regulation procedures. Thus, it was not the degree of
collectivistic or individualistic orientation per se that explained differences
in the conflict regulation style preferences of Americans and Chinese.
Rather, it turned out that collectivistically-oriented individuals and individualistically-oriented individuals did not share common beliefs about
the consequences of particular styles of conflict regulation and, therefore,
showed different preferences.
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Recently, Leung and his collaborators (Leung et al., 2002; Bierbrauer
& Klinger, 2001) have suggested a conceptual framework to understand
cultural differences that is based on the study of beliefs. On the basis of
qualitative research in Asia and South America and surveys in Asia, Western Europe and America the authors developed the Social Axioms Survey
(SAS). In the course of this research, they were able to identify a set of five
dimensions along which individual belief systems are organized. The five
factors were labeled Social Cynicism (a negative view of human nature
and social events), Reward for Application (a general belief that effort,
knowledge and careful planning will lead to positive results), Social Complexity (a belief that there are multiple solutions to social issues, and that
the outcome of events is uncertain), Fate Control (a belief that life events
are pre-determined and that there are some ways for people to influence
these outcomes), and Spirituality(a belief in the existence of supernatural
forces that exert a positive effect on outcomes) (Leung et al., 2002). When
data collected in Germany were included in the factor analysis, a sixth
factor Interpersonal Harmony (beliefs concerning the antecedents of positive interpersonal relationships and the consequences of such relationships) was identified.
Future research will have to examine the degree to which this instrument predicts attitudes and social behaviors over and beyond other instruments that also claim to have pan-cultural qualities. For instance, Bond,
Chemonges-Nielson, Leung and Tong (in press) have shown that social
axioms, in conjunction with values, yield significantly better results for
predicting conflict behavior than the assessment of value orientations alone.
The primary focus of this research is to introduce the additional psychological construct of beliefs to the cross-cultural study of social behavior,
rather than to replace value-based dimensions of culture tl1at hitherto
dominated cross-cultural psychological research.
As a relatively new instrument to measure cultural orientations, the SAS
still needs to provide evidence for its scientific value in cross-cultural psychology. In order to investigate the tool further, it is important to demonstrate
its convergent and discriminant properties in different cultural settings.
One objective of the present exploratory study involving Indian and German respondents was to test whether the factor solutions reported by
Leung et al. (2002) are pan-cultural. Furthermore, we explored the possible linkages between social axioms and values at the individual level.
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Method

Participants

A total of 331 students participated in this study, 176 females and 155
males. Their age ranged from 16 to 64 years with a mean age of 23.2 years.
In Germany, there were 181 participants, most of them undergraduate
students. Their age mean was 25.2 years and 43.1 % (78) of the respondents
were males, 56.9% (103) were females. The age means for males (M =
25.6) and females (M = 25.0) did not differ significantly. Of the total, 13.9"/o
(25) of the respondents were older than 30 years. Most of the participants
attended introductory courses in psychology, some in law. In India, 150
students participated in the study, most of them were also undergraduate
students. Their age mean was 20.8 years. Almost half the respondents
(51.3%) were men, and 48.7% (73) were females. The age means for males
(M= 20.9) and females (M= 20.7) did not differ significantly in this case
either. None of the respondents was older than 30 years.
Procedure and materials

All participants completed a questionnaire that consisted of the 82item Social Axioms Survey and four scales that assessed the value-based
cultural dimensions of power distance, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity/femininity and individualism/collectivism. The items of the power distance, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity/femininity scales were interspersed throughout the questionnaire. The materials had originally been
written in English except for the scale that measures individualism/collectivism. The Indian respondents completed questionnaires written in English. The German respondents received questionnaires written in German. The translations were undertaken using competent bilinguals. The
equivalence of the translations was ensured by extensively discussing several possible translations among the experts and by using back translations
for those items that expressed more complex beliefs.
The Social Axioms Survey. The first part of the questionnaire consisted of 82 items taken from the top loading items in the factor analysis
employed in the five-nation study of social beliefs (Leung et al., 2002).
Social Cynicism was measured by 19 items, Reward for Application by 16
items, Social Flexibility by 14 items, Fate Control by 8 items, and Spirituality by 12 items. Additionally, 13 items were included that had high
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loadings on the Interpersonal Harmony factor. Each item was scored on a
six-point, agree-disagree scale. Analyses were conducted for both the 82item scale and a 46-item-scale suggested by Leung.
Power Distance. As measures of power distance, three items were
included that were successfully used in cross-cultural justice research by
Brockner et al. (2001). In their study a Cronbach's a of .60 was reported
denoting an average inter-item correlation of approximately .3 (Cannines
& Zeller, 1979). Participants were required to indicate their degree of
agreement or disagreement to the statements (a) An organization is most
effective if it is clear who is the leader and who is the follower; (b) If
followers trust their leaders wholeheartedly, the group will be most successful; and (c) It is best for our society to let the elite few decide what is
good for us. Each item was scored on a six-point, agree-disagree scale with
higher numbers indicating a higher degree of power distance. In the combined data set, the three items measuring power distance correlated positively with coefficients ranging from r= .22 tor= .44 (all ps < .0001). While
Cronbach's a was low within the German data set (.41) and especially so
within the Indian data set C.37) it was more respectable when computed
for the combined data set C.57).
Uncertainty Avoidance. To measure uncertainty avoidance four items
were chosen from a scale developed by Stull and von Till (1994). Participants were asked to indicate their degree of agreement or disagreement to
the statements (a) It is important to me to plan for the future very carefully;
Cb) Company rules are always to be followed; (c) A manager must be an
expert in the field in which he/ she manages; and (cl) Employees should
remain with one employer for life. Each item was scored on a six-point,
agree-disagree scale with higher numbers indicating a higher degree of
uncertainty avoidance. In the combined data set the four items are positively correlated C.39 > r > .09 with four highly significant correlation
coefficients of p < .0001 and the remaining two coefficients approaching
significance, ps < .10). While the items did not show internal consistency
in the Indian data set (Cronbach's a= .00), the coefficient was much higher
for the German data set (.41) and even higher when computed for the
combined data set C.55) denoting an average inter-item correlation >.20
(Carmines & Zeller, 1979).
Masculinity/Femininity . To measure masculinity/femininity orientation four items were taken from a scale developed by Stull and von Till
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(1994). Participants were asked to indicate their degree of agreement or
disagreement to the statements (a) It is very important for me to receive
recognition for my work; (b) It is important for me to keep my work life
separate from my private life; (c) The most important things to my career
are a good salary and a job that I do well and like; and (d) People must
learn to make their own way in this world. Each item was scored on a sixpoint, agree-disagree scale. The items were coded so that higher numbers
indicate higher masculinity by Hofstede's (1980) definition. In the combined data set the four items measuring masculinity/femininity correlated
positively with coefficients ranging from r = .16 to r = .27 (all p; < .01).
Coefficient alpha is respectable when computed for each of the two cultures separately (.47 for the German data set, .52 for the Indian data set)
and for the combined data set (.50).
The items measuring power distance, uncettainty avoidance and masculinity/femininity were summed and averaged to give indices of power
distance, uncettainty avoidance, and masculinity/femininity, respectively.
Individualism/Collectivism . As a measure of the individualism/
collectivism orientation the Cultural Orientation Scale (COS; Bierbrauer,
Meyer & Wolfradt, 1994) was administered. It distinguishes between a
normative and an evaluative component of the individualism/collectivism
orientation of individuals. The normative component was measured by 13
items such as "How often do people [in your country] share their ideas and
newly acquired knowledge with their parents?" or "Do people [in your
country] often find it annoying when visitors arrive unannounced'" Each
item was scored on a seven-point scale ranging from 'not at all' to 'always'.
The items were consistently coded in such a manner that higher numbers
indicate a more collectivistic orientation. In the combined data set the
reliability of ihis sub-scale is acceptable (Cronbach's a= .70, for the Indian
data set .68 and for the German data set .32). Therefore, the items were
summed and averaged to form an index of the normative component of
individualism/collectivism.
The evaluative component was measured by 13 items such as "What
do you think of people [in your country] sharing their ideas and newly
acquired knowledge with their parents?" or "What do you think of people
[in your country] being annoyed when visitors arrive unannounced?" Each
item was measured on a seven-point scale ranging from 'very bad' to 'very
good'. The items were consistently coded in such a manner that higher
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numbers indicate a more collectivistic orientation. In the combined data
set the reliability of this sub-scale is acceptable (Cronbach's a= .68; for the
Indian data set .67 and for the German data set .43). Therefore, the items
were summed and averaged to form an index of the evaluative component
of individualism/collectivism.
At the end of the questionnaire data on age, gender and level of
education was recorded.
Results

Reliability Tests of the Social Axioms Survey

For the German data set, the indicators of reliability and mean itemtotal correlations for the 82-item-scale and for the 46-item short version are
shown in Table 1. The results show that the reduction in the number of
items results in an increase of the internal consistency of the Social Flexibility factor only. The alpha coefficients of the other factors do not differ
markedly for the two scale variants. Moreover, the results show respectable reliabilities for three factors: Social Cynicism, Spirituality, and Reward
for Application. For these factors, the average inter-item correlations are
~.20. The Fate Control and Social Flexibility factors show somewhat lower
reliability coefficients in the German data set, which indicates a higher
variance across the items of these two factors.
Table 1
Reliabilities of the Social Axioms Factors: Results for the German Data Set
46-Item Scale

Belief-based
Factor

Social Cynicism

Cro nbach's Mean Item-total
Correlatio n

82-Ite m Scale
Cro nbach 's Mean Item-total
Corre latio n

69

.30

.71

29

.60
.51
.53
.76

.28
.24
.29
.48

67
.34
.59
.74

.28
.13
30
32

.52

21

Reward for
Application
Social Flexibility
Fate Control
Spirituality
Interpersonal
Harmony
Note.

1

The 46-item scale does not include any items that loaded highly on this factor in
the analysis conducted by Leung et al. (2002)
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For the Indian data set, the indicators of reliability and mean itemtotal correlations for the 82-item-scale and for the 46-item short version are
shown in Table 2. The results are similar to those for the German data set.
Again, the reliability coefficients for the Interpersonal Harmony, for the
Fate Control and for the Social Flexibility factors are somewhat lower than
those for the remaining three factors.
Taken together, the results indicate considerable within-factor variance for the Fate Control, Social Flexibility and Interpersonal Harmony
factors in both cultures. The purpose of the next step of the analysis is to
find out whether all factors can be replicated by the culture-specific data
sets and, consequently, whether the six-factor solution reported by Leung
et al. (2002) is pan-cultural.
Table 2
Reliabilities of the Social Axioms Factors: Results for the Indian Data Set
46-ltem Scale
Belief-based
Factor
Social Cynicism
Reward for
Application
Social Flexibility
Fate Control
Spirituality
Interpersonal
Harmony
Note.

1

82-Item Scale

Cronbach's Mean Item-total Cronbach's
Correlation

Mean Item-total
Correlation

.71

.31

74

, 32

.69
.54
.54
.70

36
.27
.30
.43

74
.54
.56
.70

.34
22
27
_35

.57

.26

The 46-item scale does not include any items that loaded highly on this factor in
the analysis conducted by Leung et al. (2002)

Factor Anaryses ofSocial Axioms Surveys
Separate factor analyses using the maximum likelihood method were
conducted for the national data sets and for the combined data set. When
the extended Social Axioms Survey data set of 82 items (i.e., including the
items of the Social Harmony factor) was employed, none of the factor
analyses led to acceptable results. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measures indicated rather low levels of sampling adequacy C.56 for the German data set,
.36 for the Indian data set). For the combined data set the sampling ad-
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equacy was acceptable (KMO = .71). However, the structure of the six
factors that were extracted did not show adequate similarities with the
solutions presented by Leung et al. (2002). Taken together, these results
indicate that the six-factor solution could not be replicated by the national
data sets or by the combined data set when the 82-item-scale was used.
Next, factor analyses were performed employing the reduced SAS
item set that consists of 46 items. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measures indicated acceptable sampling adequacy both for the combined data set (KMO
= .68) and for the national data sets (Germany: KMO = .61; India: KMO =
.58). Factors were rotated using varimax rotations. In most cases, items
with loadings = I .32 I were omitted before interpreting the factors because
they show less than 10% of overlapping variance with the respective factor
(Comrey & Lee, 1992; Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996).
For the German data set the elbow criterion suggested a five-factor
solution. Six items had loadings > 1.321 on the factor with the highest
eigenvalue (4.01). This factor represents the Spirituality factor since all of
these items loaded on this factor in the five-nation solution (Leung et al.,
2002). The second extracted factor had an eigenvalue of 3.51. Seven items
showed loadings > I .32 I on this factor. Five of these items loaded on the
Social Cynicism factor. Moreover, 10 items that loaded highly on the Social
Cynicism factor in the five-nation solution showed high loadings(> .29) on
this factor. Therefore, this factor adequately represents the Social Cynicism
dimension. The third factor had an eigenvalue of 2.86. It showed high
loadings of five items that loaded highly on the Reward for Application
factor in the five-nation solution. Therefore, this factor adequately represents the Reward for Application dimension. The fourth factor (eigenvalue
= 2.60) had 9 items with loadings > I .321 . Three of these items pertained
to the Social Flexibility dimension, four to the Social Cynicism dimension
and two to the Spirituality dimension in the five-nation solution. Therefore, this factor does not clearly correspond to one of the belief dimensions
that were found by Leung et al. (2002). The fifth factor (eigenvalue = 2.34)
had four items with high loadings, all of which were subsumed under the
Fate Control factor in the five-nation solution.
The five factors explained 26.0% of the total variance in combination,
and 6.19%, 5.89%, 5.26%, 4.90% and 3.80%, respectively. The factor analysis on the German data set revealed that a total of 15 items - of which five
originally loaded on the Social Cynicism factor, five on the Reward for
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Application factor, three on the Social Flexibility factor, and two on the
Fate Control factor - showed loadings = I .321 on all of the five factors
extracted and were, therefore, omitted before the factors were interpreted.
For the Indian data set the elbow criterion also suggested a five-factor
solution. The factor showing the highest eigenvalue (4.70) had high loadings from 10 items. This factor represents the Reward for Application factor
since seven of these items loaded on this factor in the five-nation solution.
The remaining three it_ems loaded on the Social Flexibility factor in the
five-nation solution. They do not, however, change the character of this
factor substantially. The second extracted factor had an eigenvalue of 4.20.
Thirteen items showed loadings > I .321 on this factor. Ten of these items
originally loaded on the Social Cynicism factor. Therefore, this factor adequately represents the Social Cynicism dimension. The third factor had an
eigenvalue of 3.17. It showed high loadings of seven items, six of which
loaded highly on the Spirituality factor. Therefore, this factor represents
the Spirituality dimension in the Indian data set. The fourth factor (eigenvalue = 2.62) showed high loadings of six items. Three of them pertained
to the Fate Control dimension, two of them loaded higWy on the Social
Flexibility dimension, and one item was subsumed to the Social Cynicism
dimension in the five-nation solution. Therefore, this factor cannot clearly
be interpreted for the Indian data set. The fifth factor extracted (eigenvalue
= 2.03) showed high loadings of four items. This factor also showed considerable overlap between the Fate Control, Social Cynicism and Social
Flexibility dimensions of beliefs and was, therefore, not labelled.
The five factors explained 29.2% of the total variance in combination,
and 7.33%, 7.16%, 6.18%, 4.29% and 4.25%, respectively. The factor analysis on the Indian data set revealed 10 items with loadings < I .32 I on all
of the five factors. Three of these items loaded on the Reward for Application factor, to the Social Cynicism factor and to the Social Flexibility factor
in the five-nation solution, respectively. The remaining item was subsumed to the Spirituality factor.
Comparing the factor analysis results for the German and the Indian
data sets it tums out that the Social Cynicism factor, the Reward for Application factor, and the Spirituality factor could be replicated in both data
sets. The five-nation solution and the results presented here show considerable overlap in the loadings of most items that pertained to one of these
factors. The Fate Control factor was found for the German data set but not
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for the Indian data set. Finally, the factor analyses for the German and
Indian data sets extracted a fifth factor which, however, did not show any
similarities to the Social Flexibility factor that was suggested by Leung et
al. (2003). Thus, three of the belief-based factors of culture that were
suggested by Leung and his collaborators were replicated using culturespecific data sets from India and Germany. However, the structures of the
factor loadings for the German and the Indian data sets differ. First, the
number of items with loadings = I .32 I is higher for the factors that were
extracted from the Indian data than for the factors extracted from the
German data set. Second, items with high loadings in one data set did not
always load highly on the respective factor in the other data set. Taken
together, these results indicate that though there is some evidence that
three belief-based dimensions of culture are pan-cultural the matching of
the factors across cultures is low.
For the purpose of examining the generalizability of the five-factor
solution another factor analysis was conducted using the standardized
data for both samples in combination. Standardization is necessary here to
rule out the possibility that a distorted factor structure may be found
because of substantial cross-cultural score differences (cf. Van de Vijver &
Leung, 1997). For the combined data set the elbow criterion again suggested a five-factor solution. The factor showing the highest eigenvalue
(3.99) had loadings > I .321 from 6 items. This factor replicates the Spirituality dimension because all of these items loaded highly on this factor in
the five-nation solution (Leung et al. , 2002). The second extracted factor
had an eigenvalue of 3.22. Four items showed high loadings on this factor
all of which were subsumed to the Social Cynicism factor in the five-nation
solution. The third factor had an eigenvalue of 2.95. It showed high loadings from four items. All of these items loaded on the Reward for Application factor. Thus, this factor replicates the Reward for Application dimension in the combined data set. The fourth factor (eigenvalue= 2.31) showed
high loadings from three items all of which loaded highly on the Social
Cynicism factor in the five-nation solution. The fifth factor that was extracted (eigenvalue = 2.07) showed high loadings from five items. The
structure of the factor loadings shows considerable overlap between the
Social Flexibility, the Spirituality, and the Social Cynicism dimensions of
belief. Therefore, this factor cannot be identified along the belief dimensions suggested by Leung et al. (2002).
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The five factors explained 18. 7% of the total variance in combination,
and 5.77%, 3.58%, 3.37%, 3.30% and 2.64%, respectively. The results of the
factor analysis for the combined data set showed that 25 items had loadings < 1.321 on all of the five factors.
The result of this factor analysis underscores the conclusion drawn
from the results of the culture specific analyses. The belief-based Social
Cynicism, Reward for Applications and Spirituality dimensions of culture
were replicated in this study. These dimensions tum out to be pan-cultural. However, less than 50% of the items of the SAS short version show
loadings that indicate at least 10% of overlapping variance between items
and factors. Moreover, the factors that could be interpreted clearly account
for only about 12% of the total variance. Taken together, these results
indicate that the Social Cynicism, the Reward for Application and the
Spirituality factor are pan-cultural, albeit not very stable belief-based dimensions of culture.
Finally, the differences between means of Germans and Indians on
the three factors that were replicated from the combined data set were
calculated. On none of the three factors did Indians and Germans show
statistically significant mean differences.
Relationships between Value-based and Belief-based Dimensions of
Culture

This study involved data from Gennany and India because it was
assumed that German and Indian culture can be clearly distinguished
along the value-based dimensions of culture (Hofstede, 1980). Table 3
shows that Germans and Indians have significantly different power distance, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity/femininity and individualism/
collectivism orientations. The results are consistent with those reported by
Hofstede (1980) more than two decades ago except for the uncertainty
avoidance orientation. In our data Indians showed a higher inclination to
avoid uncertainties than Germans.
One of the main objectives of this study was to explore the relationship between belief-based and value-based dimensions of culture. Correlation coefficients were calculated between all interpretable factors extracted from the data sets on the one hand and the index values of the
power distance, uncertainty avoidance, and masculinity/femininity measures and of the index values measuring the two components of the COS
on the other. The results are summarized in Tables 4, 5, and 6.
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Table 3
Cultural Orientations ofIndians and Germans along Value-based Dimensions
Indians

Power Distance
U ncertainty Avoidance

Masculinity/ Femininity
Collectivism/ I ndividualism
normative component
evaluative component

Germans
(SD)

(df)

3.82 (.88)
4.20 (.61)
5.08 (.61)

2.51 (.78)
3.37 (.63)
4.79 (.54)

14.30·· (328)
l l.91'"" (324)
4.64"" (327)

4.70 (.63)
5.03 (.60)

3.94 (.34)
4.27 (.41)

13.29- (214.2)
13.02- (249.2)

M

(SD)

M

Note. All differences between means are statistically significant, -· p < .0001

Table 4
Correlations between Belie.fbased and Value-based Dimensions of Culture:
Results for the German data set
Value-Based Dimensions
Belief-based
Dimension

Power Uncertainty Masculinity/
Dis tance Avoidance Femininity

Spirituality

.12

Social Cynicism

01

07
-.17'

-.01
14

Fate Control

03

-10

-12

COS
COS
normative evaluative
component component

-03
-14
-.14

Reward for
Application

11

06

20·

Note: Va lues denote correlation coefficients. • p < .05; "p < .0 I; ••• p < .001; .... p < .000 I .

A thorough analysis of the correlation patterns between indexes measuring value priorities and the factors extracted from the combined data set
revealed several relationships between particu lar value-based and beliefbased dimensio ns. First, the Reward for Application factor correlates significantly with most of the value-based dimensions of culture in all data
sets. This indicates a considerable overlap between the four value-based
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Table 5
Correlations between Belief-based and Value-based Dimensions of Culture:
Results for the Indian data set
Value-Based Dimensions
Belief-based
Dimension

Power Uncertainty Masculinity/
Distance Avoidance Femininity

Social Cynicism

.26"'

24"

Spiritualiry

11

03

-.01

22·

cos

cos

normative evaluative
component component

- 16
.2r

-OJ

15

10

19

Reward for
Application

28-

Note. Values denote correlation coefficients ·

p < .05; - p < .01; ···· p < .0001

Table 6
Correlations between Belie_fbased and Value-based Dimensions qfCulture:
Results for the combined data set
Value-Based Dimensions

Belief-based
Dimension

Spirituality
Social Cynicism

Distance

Uncertainty
Avoidance

09
.04

05

o6

07

16"

-07

1r

05

05

-.12·

10

Power

Masculinity/
Femininity

COS
nonnative
component

COS
evaluative
component

Reward for
Application

Note. Values denote correlation coefficients. ·

.20-·

p<

.05; -

06

11

p<

.0l; _..

p<

.0001

dimensions and beliefs that there is reward for application in life, especially in the responses of the Indian sample. However, most of the correlation coefficients are < .30, which means that this factor and the valuebased dimensions of culture have less than 10% of variance in common.
Second, the Spirituality factor shows statistically significant correlations
only with the inclividualism/collectivism dimension. Again, the coefficients
are low suggesting that the dimensions are sufficiently dissimilar from
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each other. A somewhat similar result can be seen for the Social Cynicism
factor. Third, the Fate Control factor does not show any significant correlations with the value-based dimensions of culture. In sum, the results
show that the belief-based dimensions and the value-based dimensions of
culture apparently do not have much variance in common. This result is
clear evidence for the discriminant properties of the instruments.
Discussion

The present study served two purposes. One purpose was to provide
further evidence for the generality of the SAS factor solution from one
European and one Asian country. The analyses revealed that three of the
six factors that were found elsewhere (Leung et al., 2002) could be replicated both in two national data sets and in the combined data set. Hence,
Social Cynicism, Reward for Application, and Spirituality seem to reflect
cultural orientations that can be found in the beliefs of people from two
very different cultures across a broad range of domains of life. However,
the Social Flexibility and the Interpersonal Harmony dimensions of social
axioms could not be observed. Moreover, a considerable number of the 46
items of the reduced version of the Social Axioms Survey did not show
sufficiently high loadings on any of the factors extracted. These results
indicate that the development of the survey has not yet come to its final
state. Two problems still warrant attention. First, more data are needed
both from different cultures and from different sociodemographic groups
within tl1ese cultures to find out whether the five-dimensional structure
(Leung et al., 2002) is in fact generalizable across a broad range of cultures
and groups. Second, discussions with Indian respondents have shown that
the range of domains of life that is included in the SAS appears to be
incomplete from their perspective. Many of the Indian respondents stated
that the themes of marriage, family relationships, friendships, and gender
dynamics were inadequately taken into consideration. Hence, the addition of a few more items might change the factor structure and might then
result in the identification of additional belief-based dimensions of culture.
The analyses of tl1e present study have also shown that belief-based
and value-based dimensions of culture overlap in some dimensions. In
particular, a number of systematic relationships between the Reward for
Application factor and all value-based dimensions of culture were found.
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Furthermore, the individualism/collectivism orientation is significantly
correlated with the belief-based Spirituality dimension. However, most of
the correlation coefficients that are statistically significant are relatively
small (r < I .30 I). This indicates that the correlated dimensions share less
than 10% of their variance. From that we can conclude that the inclusion
of belief-based cultural dimensions in cross-cultural and intercultural research will result in a more thorough understanding of the underpinnings
of social behavior.
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CULTURAL IDEN1TfY, EXISTENTIAL ANXIETY
AND TRADIDONALISM
Pawel Boski, Katarzyna Strus, and Ewa 11aga
Warsaw School of Social Psychology
Warsaw, Poland

Social vs Cultural Identity
As was recently obseived (Boski, 2002a), cultural identity has been

absent as a theoretical construct in the field of cross-cultural psychology.
Rather, following the mainstream, our textbooks refer to, - and journals
report works on, the theme of social identity (Berry, et al., 1997, Vol. 3;
Smith & Bond, 1998). This situation is surprising on at least two counts: (a)
based on the idea of minimal group paradigm, social identity tl1eory (SID
has remained programmatically acultural (Turner, 1999); (b) postulating
and measuring cultural variables (values, syndromes, etc.), cross-cultural
psychology cannot afford to ignore identity mat derives from them.
Social identity has been conceptualized as a sense of We-ness, or
attachment to a group that one is a member of, and by comparison to
Others (Turner, 1999). It has been demonstrated that a single distinctive
criterion is sufficient to create such elementary psychological phenomena.
The sense of We-ness remains culturally empty, however. Even with natural groups it is portrayed in trait-attributes, which is not different from
mose used to characterize individuals.
Cultural identity refers, in contrast, to tl1e content of values as guiding
principles, to meaningful symbols, and to life-styles that individuals share
wim otl1ers, though not necessarily within recognizable groups.
Research evidence demonstrating possibility and usefulness of a distinction between social and cultural aspects of identity comes from several
studies. As a rule, these studies employ methodologies showing culture in
motion, and are enacted in actors' behaviors. Boski (1988) crossed ethnically-defined Nigerian actors (Hausa and Ibo), with their culturally consistent (traditional Islamic for Hausa vs. business-achievement for Ibo) and
inconsistent (reversed) narratives. Obseivers-participants from these two
emnic groups showed a typical in-group bias only for consistent (tradi-
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tional) actor-presentations; whereas culturally inconsistent individuals from
own group were most disliked (particularly among traditional Hausas).
This refers to a well-known phenomenon that in-group members who
violate own culture are harshly condemned (as traitors, dissidents, schismatics, etc.).
More recent research evidence concerning the social (ethnic) vs.
cultural distinction comes from Sanchez-Burks, Nisbett, & Ybarra (2000).
These authors successfully unconfounded ethnic in-group vs. out-group
contrast from task vs. (task+ interpersonal) cultural relational scripts. The
latter dichotomy represented Anglo-American vs. Latino-American (Mexican) cultural contexts in work-related behavior. In their two studies,
Sanchez-Burks et al. found cultural scripts to be overall more imprntant
determinants of preferences than the in-group vs. out-group distinction.
The task-oriented cultural style was generally more favored than the
(task+interpersonal) alternative, particularly among Anglo-American participants, for whom actors' ethnicity did not matter. Mexican and Latino
participanLs, however, demonstrated some degree of favoritism towards
ethnically similar actors.
A similar research paradigm appears in Landis, Bakir, Moore, Noguchi,
&. O'Shea, III (2002). These authors manipulated ethnicity ('·race") and
culture (value syndromes) of simulated virtual team workers to examine
the effects of these variables on productivity and reward allocation. There
was some evidence for in-group bias among Anglo-American participants
of this study; also, collectivistic values of team workers favored higher
productivity. Lowest productivity was obtained when white participants
were facing Asian individualistic co-workers, possibly because of
incongn1ency expectations contained in this 1nessage.
Still another way of conceptualizing cultural identity emerges from
studies with bicultural (Chinese-American) individuals: Hoffman, C., Lau,
!.,Johnson, D.R. 0986); Hong, Y., Morris, M. W., Chiu, C., Benet-Maninez,
V. (2000). By switching linguistic codes (Hoffman, et al., 1986) or by
symbolically activating one cultural idenrity or the other (Hong, et al.,
2000), these authors were able to show the corresponding psychological
consequences in person construction or in causal thinking
Studies reported in the present paper draw on the concept of cultural
identity which is based on traditional scripts and contrasted by their nontraditional reversals, independently of actors' ethnicity.
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Culture and Existential Anxiety
According to Zygmunt Bauman, a sociologist and philosopher of
culture, the essence of cultural systems consi.sts of providing a meaningful
response to the existential problem of Death (Bauman, 1991, 1999). Thus,
culture becomes a collective response to our uniquely human awareness
of individual mortality. from this perspectin\ of key concern becomes the
answer to "·hat happens to us after we die, and not the adaptation fit
between environment, genes, and memes. Consequently, culture does not
serve to make life easier, but to make sense of it and to justify our shortlived passage vi'i a ,is eternity. The answers to this fundamental question
differ widely, but Bauman reduces them to three big diachronic stages:
Traditional - \lodem - Postmodern.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to present a detailed account of
Bauman's triad. Suffice to say that Traditionalism is embedded in religious
trJnscendence of which prototypical is the \ledieval period in Europe."
Modemism comes with Enlightenment, when the worldvie" based on religious re,·elation was undennined by the growing cult of reason, science,
and e-Jrthly progress. Finally, Postrnodemism is the l)C'Jcon of a ne,,, culturnl
era, currently unfolding in some sectors of Western societies. I Jere, with the
deconstruction of fo1mer worklviews and resulting relativism, we are presumably denied, for the first time in history, of any self-assuring answers
how to cope with mortality anxiety.
In psychology, terror management theory (TMT) makes similar assumptions about human awareness of death and the role of culture as a
buffer against existential anxiety (Rosenblan, et al., 1989; Greenberg, et
al., 1990). Ov-er the period of fifteen years much experimental evidence
has been accumulated showing that with inducement of mortality salience, people become defenders of their culturnl world,·iews.
The idea of culture types or stages is not elaborated in TMT. Yet,
following Bauman, we may speculate that the effects of monality salience
should be stronger in more traditional cultures and also among individuals
scoring high in traditionalist beliefs. Contrary to this, postmodernist
worldviews should be least threatened by the inducement of death anxiety.
Two studies are repo,ted to test these predictions. The first is a Polish
- S,,edish intercultural experiment on gender role behaviors. The second
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investigates the appreciation of own and foreign cultural artifacts before
and after the dramatic events of September 11, 2001
Study I. Social vs. Cultural Identity and Mortality Salience:
A Polish - Swedish Comparison

Sweden ranks first as a "feminine" culture (Hofstede, 2001), which we
also interpret as unimorphist and egalitarian in gender roles. Polish culture
is more traditional in this respect, but has been also characterized by
elevated status enjoyed by women in their daily interactions with men
(Boski, et al., 1999). Themes dominant in traditional roles are 1) courtesy
and technical competence on the male side; and 2) home/ family-centered
interpersonal activities on the female side. Flexible role reversal, where
the male can be busy while the female is relaxed at home, and where the
female appears technically efficacious, is a creation of a non-tf'dditional
culture.
We were interested to what extent social identity (in-group vs. outgroup relationship between actors and observers) and cultural identity
(traditional vs. - traditional scripts), would affect the degree of gender
roles appreciation. Assuming higher level of approval for in-group scripts,
we also predicted equal levels of preference for the two types of scripts
among Swedish participants, and higher evaluation for traditional scripts
among Poles.
Borrowing from Bauman's and terror management theory, we were
also expecting that evaluations of non-traditional cultural scripts under
mortality salience should suffer most among Poles.
Participants

The study was conducted at Warsaw School of Social Psychology
where 83 Polish students volunteered; and at University of Lund, where 42
Swedish students took part. 3
Cul.tural Scripts

The experimental material consisted of four episodes of gender role
interactions, video-recorded among the Swedish minority in Finland
(Vaasa).' The setting for video-recordings was typical for Scandinavian
indoors and outdoors life, though no specific country symbols were present.
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Actors were young to middle aged, European Swedish-Finns. Verbal interactions between the actors were not recorded. Instead, soft background
music served as sound track. Each episode had two versions: one was
traditional (T) and the other non-traditional (~T)
(i) Parents nurturing their baby . In the T-version of the nurturing
episode, the mother was holding the infant and preparing a family meal,
while the male partner sat at the dinner table and did some computer
repairs. With the ~T version, it was the father who did the same parenting
and cooking job, while his female partner sat at the table and read a
magazine.
(ii) Friends' home visit . During T-preparations for friends' visit, it
was the hostess who did the cooking, while her male partner greeted the
guests at the door and led to the living room where the three chatted while
waiting for the meal to be served. These roles of the hosts were reversed
in d1e ~T version.
(iii) Getting ready for skiing . In the T-version of the skiing episode,
a young female was struggling with her ski-boots. A male partner approached her, kneeled down, and helped her bind the boots; a moment
later he led the clumsy adept as she could not walk well. The roles were
reversed in the -T situation: the male showed a sin1ilar incompetence and
received assistance from his female partner.
(iv) Student-instructor helping . A male instructor had problems
using d1e overhead projector in a lecture hall. He was helped by a male
student in the T version of d1is episode; or by a female student, in the ~T
condition.
Four episodes, with two versions each, resulted in eight scripts. Of
them, four research tapes were created, each containing two traditional
and two non-traditional versions of separate episodes. The combination of
T I ~T versions and their order of presentation were rotated to a Latin
square design. 5 Participants were randomly allocated to one of these conditions.
Mortality salience . Before the video-episodes were shown, half of
our participants went through the procedure of mortality salience (Rosenblatt,
et at., 1990). They were asked to in1agine their death and to write down
the answers to two questions: (a) "What will happen to you as you physically die?"; and (b) "What are d1e emotions that the thought of your own
death arouses in you?"
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Fig .1: Episode identification by country of origin
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Measures of dependent variables were: identification of video-recording by country Un wbich counhy was - in your opinion - the episode video
recorded?); episode typicality assessment (How typical would this behavior
be in your socio-cultural environment.?); evaluation of and preferences for
observed gender role behaviors ( To what degree do you approve or do not
approve tbe way this person carries her/his role?; How comfortable would
you feel ifyou behaved like the person ofyour gender in this episode; etc).
Seven-point scales were used to measure typicality and evaluation.
Results

Figure 1 presents findings on episode identification by subjects' nationality. For most Swedes, country identifications of the recordings were
correct as made in Sweden. A much smaller proportion of Polish participants located (erroneously) the recorded episodes in Poland. The between-country differences for each episode are highly significant; F tests
with df- 1/ 123 are: 30.93; 41.92; 12.19; 22.09, respectively, all significant,
p < 001. These results can be justifiably interpreted as conditions for activating social identity: In-group for Swedes and Out-group for Poles.
Results concerning our main research problem: comparing social and
cultural identity can be seen in Figure 2.
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Fig.2: Approval rates of traditional and non- traditional
scripts by in-groups (Swedes) and out-groups (Poles)
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Here, participants of both countries were cast in a mixed design with
traditional and -traditional scripts as aggregated (two of each catego1y)
repeated measures. The ingroup/outgroup effect was significant, E(l, 117)
= 5.55, p < .OS, thus showing that Swedes gave overall higher approval
rates than Poles. Also significant is the effect of cultural identity, f(l,117)
= 8.06, p < .01: traditional scripts are rated higher than non-traditional
episodes. Finally, both main effects are qualified by their interaction, E(l,117)
= 5.16, p < .05.
Foreign looking and non-traditional scripts are least preferred by Polish participants; and responsible for two significant simple effects: with
trad itional scripts among Poles and non-traditional scripts among Swedes.
It appears that either of the two aspects of identity alone is sufficient to
keep the script approval relatively high, and it is only the conjunction of
out-group and non-traditional conditions which leads to a significant drop
in approval rates.
Mortality salience. Assuming that the mortality salience manipulation would be short lived, data for the first half of each video sequence
only (one episode being traditional and the other non-traditional) were
used in testing the hypothesis of existential anxiety. 6 As stated ea rlier, our
expectation was that the effects of experimental ma nipulation shou ld be
more pronou nced in non-traditional conditions and with Polish patticipants
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As Fig. 3 demonstrates, after induction of death anxiety, Poles responded
to non-traditional scripts with lowered preferences whereas Swedes responded
with increased preferences, R),124) = 4.93, p< 05.

Fig.3: Evaluation of nontraditional scripts as a function
of nationality and mortality salience
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No significant effect was observed for traditional scripts. These findings confirm the previous results that it requires a double condition of
distance (social out-group and cultural reversal) to differentiate people's
evaluative responses. This time, mortality salience led only Poles to react
in a predicted way against cultural input which was odd to them. For
Swedes, the meaning of "non traditional gender role scripts" may have
been different: well accepted in cultural practice. Indeed, it was found not
less typical in their daily experience than that of traditional occurrences.
This tells us also that the sense of "novelty" or "non-traditionality" is
culture relative, pressing people towards dramatically different responses
under threatening circumstances.
Study 2: Social Representations of Multicultural Warsaw:
Before and After September 11 2001

Since the previously described study was purely experimental, we
wanted to replicate its results in every day life contexts. Following the
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guidelines of Cole 0996), we believe that cultural artifacts are the tools
and objects ideal for sn1dying such phenomena as identity. By attending
church of a pa1ticular denomination, going to a theater, or eating at an
ethnic restaurant, people demonstrate (and acquire) their cultural knowledge, competence and preference. This line of reasoning is equally applicable to practicing one's culture of origin as well as to openness (or lack
thereof) to other cultures. In our next study we wanted to compare the
cultural identity of ethnic Varsovians with their representations of other
cultures in the city. Our goal was to test if the SIT-based hypothesis of ingroup favoritism - out-group discrimination was valid in this context, or if
it gave way to a non-competitive multicultural orientation.
When we started the project in the spring of 2001, it was difficult to
imagine a real life situation which could bear some degree of resemblance
to experimental manipulation of mortality salience. On September 11,
history brought us a series of tragic events whose drama was had no
parallel to other atrocities that the media feed us. The images of airplanes
hitting WTC towers, of the blast, of towers burning and collapsing minutes
later - were repeatedly shown on TV screens and in magazines. Those
images were vivid and people were reporting them as deeply affecting
their lives by illustrating (among other things) the menace of sudden death
and tragic fragility of human existence.
We hypothesized, therefore, that in consequence of chronic availability of September 11 events in people's minds, the appreciation of foreign
culture artifacts would be lowered.
Subjects
The subjects were 350 Polish residents of Warsaw (representative for
age, education, and locality of residence). The sample was almost evenly
split before September 11, 2001 (May-June) and after that date (OctoberNovember).
Research Materials
The research materials consisted of pictures of various cultural institutions in Warsaw. In that sample there were pictures of four temples: a
Roman-Catholic church (Polish), an Orthodox church (of Russian origin),
a Synagogue (Hebrew) and a Mosque (Muslim). Four other pictures represented restaurants: "Blikle' (Polish), "Van Bingh" (Vietnamese), "Lagos'
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(Nigerian), and " Tripoli" (Arabic). We also had pictures showing a Polish
drama theater and of a Jewish theater; pictures of ethnically-mixed elementary school classrooms; and finally pictures of Chinatown in NYC
and Arabic Street of Marseille, shown as possibilities of ethnic districts of
Warsaw in the future.
Participants were requested to recognize the objects presented on the
pictures and asked whether they visited them. Attitudinal questions measured how they felt about the presence of these institutions in Warsaw. We
took also measures of Humanism - Materialism (Boski, 2002b); and of
Traditionalism - Modernism - Postrnodemism. The latter scales were constructed after Bauman's theory by Borowiak (2003). Sample items of the
three scales are as follows: (a) Traditionalism scale: Faith provides sense to
life; Go astray those people who try to uproot the truths of the faith; (b)
Modernism scale: Only these ideas which are rationally justified deserve to
be accepted; and (c) Postrnodernism scale: Truth does not exist: 7bere is
nothing hut opinions of various individuals.

Results
The findings of this study can be split in two sections. The first provides answers to the question of culture identity vs. orientation to other
cultures: in-group bias or multicultural appreciation. The second section
gives another test to Bauman's and terror management theories.
In-group bias or multicultural orientation among Varsovians?
Social representations of in-group vs. out-group cultural artifacts bring
evidence supporting three conclusions:
(i) Differences between the means. There is a strong tendency for
own culture preference both among sacral (temples) and profane (restaurants) objects. For temples, their mean cultural representations (syndromes
of knowledge, attendance and evaluation) show a descending order, f(3,
151) = 114,33, 11 2 = 0,697, roughly corresponding with the distance from
the country's dominant religion: Catholic church > Orthodox church >
Mosque = Synagogue. A similar tendency was revealed for theatres, f( l ,
152) = 118,94, 11' = 0,439, Polish > Jewish; and for restaurants, whereas
Polish establishment was treated more favorably than Vietnamese, Arab
and Nigerian.
(ii) Correlations. When the problem of culture representations: own
vs. other, is approached through correlational analyses, the emerging pie-
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ture is quite different. Correlations between Polish sacral or profane objects and their foreign counterparts are at zero level (mean r = -.034). Thus,
the degree to which Varsovians appreciate their own heritage churches,
restaurants, and theatres is independent from representations they have of
foreign cultural institutions. The latter ones form, on the other hand, a
broad syndrome of "foreign cultures' representation," i.e. all evaluations of
Arab, Jewish, Vietnamese and African cultural objects show high positive
intercorrelations (mean r= .457; the Ztest of difference between these two
mean correlations is highly significant, Z = 4.57, p < .0001).
(iii) Traditionalism and culture appreciation . Since the appreciation of own vs. foreign cultures were generally unrelated, the research
sample was split into those participants who (a) expressed high vs. low
appreciation of Polish cultural heritage; and - separately - into those who
held (b) favorable vs. unfavorable representations of other cultures. We
compared mentality variables between individuals forming these clusters.
Traditionalism was significantly higher among those Varsovians who formed
a cluster of Polish culture appreciation than among those who remained
relatively indifferent of their heritage RJ,149) = 11.08, p< .01; traditionalism was much lower among those people who enjoyed presence of foreign cultures in the landscape of the capital, RJ,149) = 12.55, p < .001.
An important conclusion can be drawn from the above interaction of
traditionalism and own/other culture appreciation. If in-group bias in relation to cultural heritage is understood in relational terms: "The more one
.. favors his/her own culture, the more the person discriminates against foreign cultures," then the generalizability of this statement must be qualified. It is applicable to people who score high in traditionalism as a
cultural worldview.
Mortality salience of September 11 events: A dent in multicultural orientation. What happened to cultural identity and to representations of other cultures following the events of September 11? If any changes
occurred, could they be interpreted by the mechanism of mortality salience?
Figure 4 compares social representations of three Muslim objects: (i)
Mosque in Warsaw; (ii) Arab ethnic restaurant" Tripoli"; and (iii)" Marseille
in Warsaw." The other two are Vietnamese and Nigerian restaurants. Results are clear and systematic: evaluation scores for all three objects were
significantly higher before September 11 2001, than after that date. The
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Fig.4 Ethnic Establishments in Warsaw
before and after September 11
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respective Ftests are: Mosque, f(l, 350) - 12,47; Tripoli Restaurant, f(l,
350) - 38,24; Marseille-in-Warsaw, f(l, 350) - 13,12 (all Fs significant at p
<. 001). Moreover, Vietnamese and Nigerian restaurant-clubs suffered similar
losses too, which indicates a generalized mechanism detrimental to a
multicultural orientation, rather than a specific reprisal focused on Arab
community held responsible for the atrocities.
Evaluation of Polish cultural institutions, both church and restaurant,
was left intact, and so was the Orthodox Church (culturally close and well
embeclclecl in Warsaw's traditions).

Discussion and Conclusions
Two studies, an experimental and a cultural survey provided converging evidence regarding three problems: (a) Complementarity of cultural and social identities; (b) The role of death anxiety and mortality
salience in foreign culture evaluation; (c) Traclitionality (as personal and
cultural dimension) and openness to diversity.
Cultural Identity
Empirical results from our two studies support the claim for broadening the concept of social identity by a cultural component. From the early
clays of work by Henri Tajfel and his associates (Tajfel, et at., 1971; Bourrhis,
et al., 1994), SIT dealt with elementary, and thus, acultural forms of WE -
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THEY (/~WE) d istinctions. These acultural limitations have been recently
noticed inside the group of SIT researchers (Brown, 2000).
Our studies bring more empirical evidence to the literature discussed
in the introduction. As was documented in tl1e Polish-Swedish study, cultural scripts offer a source of identity, separate from the WE/ ~WE categorical distinction. For a majority of Polish participants, the recorded episodes
were out-group, irrespective of their version. Yet, it mattered greatly for
their preferences, whether those scripts were traditional or non-traditional.
With T versions, Polish evaluations were not different from Swedish; but
~T gender roles were much disliked. All otl1er things being equal, classical
out-group identification is not a sufficient condition for an object (person,
script, artifact, etc.) to be devalued.
The prototypical in-group bias occurs in minimal paradigm experiments or in an open competition between US and THEM, where maximization of output difference becomes tl1e rule of the game (Bourrhis, et al.,
1994; Salazar, 2002). But not all intergroup relations are founded on such
structural conflicts. At times, as our second study suggests, multicultural
maximization of joint profits may work. In that study, residents of Warsaw
had more favorable representations of Polish cultural heritage in the city
than of immigrant or minority contributions. However, we did not find any
evidence for the often claimed hostile form of in-group bias: self-favoritism
against other-discrimination. As our findings indicate, preferences for these
two cultural domains remain independent. It looks as if separate mechanisms were at work for own cultural identity and for other cultures preferences. With tl1e former it may be the sense of attachment and importance
for our group maintenance; curiosity and interest in novelty appear as
possible mediators of positive, multicultural orientation towards otl1ers.
Ex istential Anxiety and Devaluation ofForeign Cultural Elements

Although existential anxiety is a permanent element of tl1e human
condition, we are reasonably well shielded against its potentially devastating effects tllrough culturally held beliefs and practices. But, because of
sudden and brief or prolonged reminders of our fragility, mortality salience can be awakened. It then fortifies our cultural identities and denies
foreign ones. This important problem, so eloquently elaborated by Bauman
and terror management theorists, has been largely overlooked by culturally-oriented psychologists.
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Our two studies demonstrate transient (experimentally activated) and
chronic effects of mortality salience. The consequences in both cases are
similar: devaluation of non-traditional scripts (Study I) or of foreign cultural artifacts (Study II). No evidence for more favorable view of traditional
scripts could be drawn from Study I, nor increased attachment towards
own cultural heritage could be proven from Study IL It looks as if the
familiar culture could be taken for granted (with or without of death
reminders), while people become sensitized to threat from foreign elements. An interesting footnote to our findings can be added in this context:
two of the restaurants, whose evaluations dropped in the aftermath of
September 11 - Lagos and Tripoli - suffered severe income losses and
closed down in 2002!
Still, one result apparently escapes our interpretation: why, under
mortality salience, did Swedes (contrary to Poles) increase their evaluations of non-traditional scripts? Two observations are of relevance at this
point. First, T and - T scripts are of equal status in an egalitarian Swedish
society (their ratings of typicality did not differ among our participants in
Lund). Thus, the concept of traditionality may not be equivalent in both
cultures: While dominant in Poland, it is optional in more flexible gender
roles in Sweden. And, when "traditional" becomes "optional", it loses its
original meaning. But this line of reasoning leaves the increased liking for
-T scripts when under mortality salience, unexplained.
According to the second line of argument, it is quite plausible that a
traditionalist worldview is more prevalent among Poles than among Swedes,
who belong to the least religious society in today's Europe. Swedes, on the
other hand, should be more postmodern than Poles (Borowiak, 2003).
Consequently, Swedes would suffer less death anxiety than Poles; and/or
- when under its duress - Swedes should find solace by endorsing more
novel cultural constructions (rather than by refuting them).
Generally, Terror Management Theory seems to assume traditionalism as the only cultural format; it does not consider modernism and
postrnodernism, in particular, as alternatives for the experience of existential anxiety and for the mechanisms of coping.
Traditional Cul.tures and Traditional People

The term "traditional" assumes three meanings in this work: traditional culture and identity (e.g. Polish more than Swedish); traditiona/
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scripts (e.g. research video materials); and traditional individuals (e.g.
high scores on scale measure). People with more of a traditional cultural
identity reject cultural innovations, especially under mortality salience.
Individuals high on traditionalism are the ones who support the predictions of social identity theory: it is them who demonstrate in-group bias.
Tr-.tditionalism has been under pressure at individual, group, and
international levels; it is dysfunctional for adaptation to the fast-changing
reality of growing complexity. Yet it may fight back, and that is why it is
so important to accommodate and include traditionalism in a multicultural
project of the world .
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This approach is markedly different from customary formulations in
cultural anthropology and sociobiology, where culture is defined as
" man-made environment', functional to Life preservation.
Bauman's analysis applies to the history of European civilization. He
does not make any systematic references to other cultures of the world.
We wish to thank Dr. Roger Sages from University of Lund who made it
possible to run the project among his students.
The scripts for each episodes were prepared by the first author and dr
Helena Hurme from Abo Akademi University at Vaasa, Finland. We
wish to thank Helena Hurme and her team at for directing these recordings for research purposes.
The four sets of tapes were:
(i) 1 2• 3 4•
(ii) 2 3• 4 P
(iii) 3• 4 1• 2
(iv) 4• 3 2• 1
(where numbers refer to four episodes; and•• non-traditional scripts)
In all empirical literature to our knowledge, the task to test TMT hypothesis follows mortality salience manipulation immediately. It has also not
been practiced to use a series of experimental tasks.
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The study of similarities and differences between the sexes is an area
with a rich cross-cultural history. The relevance of such research is unquestionable when one considers the salience of an individual's sex in any
culture. People continuously and unconsciously categorize the world, and
sex is arguably one of the most frequently used social cognitive categories.
Unlike any other human characteristic, the apparent dichotomy of one's
sex facilitates such basic categorization. Although sex may appear to be a
true dichotomy, sexual dimorphism is far more complex. Indeed, the siinplistic, categorical qualities of sex disappear when one considers the psychological counterpart of sex: gender. Unlike the apparent all-or-none
quality of a person's physical sex, there is great variability in the behaviors
and beliefs of the members of each sex.
The social climate within which an individual grows up can be an
important determinant of one's behaviors and beliefs, and these influences
often differ between the sexes. Divergent socialization practices for boys
and girls are major components of many cultures (Block, 1979; Barry,
Bacon, & Child, 1957). Differential reinforcement for the behaviors and
activities of boys and girls provides an impetus for personal identification
consistent with the ideals and expectations of a society. This pattern of
socialization leads one to expect discrepancies between the self-concepts
of men and women. Previous studies have shown that when differences
emerge, they often are consistent with the gender stereotypes of a particular culture (e.g. Bern, 1974; Williams & Best, 1982). A more surprising
observation has been that the differences are often rather insignificant in
magnitude. The variation in self-concepts within gender is often greater
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than the difference betv,een the average self-concepts of the two genders
(Williams & Best, 1982).
In addition to differential gender socialization, the members of a
particular culture tend to share a conceptualization of what it means to be
male or female. Certain characteristics and behaviors are considered appropriate for males, and these often differ from those associated with
females. The different characteristics attributed to males and females can
be described in terms of masculinity and femininity. This concept of masculin ity/ femininity (M/ F) has received extensive attention in the psychological literature. Much debate has occurred concerning the most appropriate way to conceptualize this dimension , and the interested reader is
referred to Bealle and Sternberg (1993) for a considermion of these concepts.
The present study represents an initial consideration of the self-concepts and sex of Ukrainian men and women. An additional consider-.1tion
in this study was sex role ideology, or the views held by men and women
regarding the appropriate roles of the members of each sex. Cultures
embodying traditional ideologies tend to endorse male dominance and a
general view of men as more important than women . Modem sex role
ideologies endorse more egalitarian views of the roles of men and women.
Previous research (Agarwal & Lester, 1992; Kalin, Heusser, & Edwards,
1982; Williams & Best, 1990b) has shown that women frequently report
more modern sex role ideologies than men.
As a result of the tremendous economic, political, and social changes
that have occurred in the post-Soviet era , current investigations of masculinity.- 'femininity and gender roles in fonner Soviet republics show an
interesting contrast between current economic and social pressures toward
democracy and the vestiges of communist doctrine and traditional home
life. In previous research (Toronchuk, 1997), the gender stereotypes reported by Ukrainian participants closely resembled the pattern of responses
obtained from other nations (Williams & Best, 1990a). However, to elate
no studies have assessed the self-<lescriptions of Ukrainian men and women.
A second objective of this study was to expand previous research on
gender issues among Ukr-.1inians (Toronchuk, 1997, Shafiro et. al. , 2003)
and make additional contributions to the extensive cross-cultural literature
on the globa l understanding of gender stereotypes through self-descriptions (Williams & Best, 1990a, 1990b.).
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Method

The participants in this study were 19➔ students (129 women) from
three universities in Eastern Ukraine. Pa,ticipants ranged from 17-28 years
of age (M= 19.7) and were predominantly Russian Orthodox. Nearly all of
the participants were of Eastern Ukrainian or Russian descent, and most
were teenagers when Ukraine gained independence from Russia in 1991.
Participants completed the Adjective Check List (ACL; Gough &
Heilbrun, 1980) during normal class time. The ACL is a list of 300 adjectives frequently used to describe people and personalities (e.g. deliberate,
idealistic, self-seeking, tolerant), and it was translated into Russian by a
bilingual (Russian., English) Ukrainian university professor. Two additional
bilingual professors independently checked this translation for accuracy,
and any inconsistencies were discussed by the translators and first author
and subsequently were resolved. The version of tl1e ACL used in this study
listed both the Russian and English translations of each adjective. Williams
and Best (1990b) used this measure in numerous cultures and languages
and found it differentiated the self-perceptions of men and women in
consistent, meaningful patterns. In their study, native translators performed
extensive translations into several languages, and none reported concerns
about the cultural appropriateness of the items. In the present study, Russian translators did not voice any concerns about the cultural relevance of
the items.
Participants were instructed to read each adjective carefully and to
select items from the checklist that were '·descriptive of you as you really
are, not as you would like to be." These procedures replicated those used
in previous cross-cultural research with me ACL (e.g. Williams and Best,
1990b).
Self-descriptions were scored using tile affective meaning indices derived by Williams and Best (1990a). In their study university students from
the United States rated each adjective on three dimensions: favorability,
strength, and activity. The ratings for each adjective were standardized
with a mean of 500 and a standard deviation of 100, mereby yielding an
empirical assessment of the subjective qualities of each adjective in the
ACL. The dimensions of favorability, strength, and activity were chosen
based on Osgoocl et al.'s 0975) assessment of the pancultural generality of
these three factors as reflections of affective meaning.
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To date the United States provides the only affective meaning assessment locus for the items in the ACL. Due to the imposed etic of this
procedure, caution is urged when comparing the affective meaning of
Ukrainian self-concepts with those of other nations. However, Williams
and Best 0990b) noted that relative comparisons within each culture could
be made with less apprehension. Therefore, gender discrepancies in affective meaning scores can reliably be pitted against those derived from other
nations. With these considerations in mind, the goal of this research was
to yield empirical insight into the self-perceptions held by Ukrainian men
and women and to interpret these in light of those held by individuals in
other nations.
Following completion of the ACL, participants completed the SexRole Ideology scale (SRI; Kalin & Tilby, 1978). The SRI consists of 30
statements reflecting opinions concerning the roles and relationships of
men and women. Half of the items reflect a traditional approach (e.g., "A
wife's activities in the community should complement her husband's position.") and half reflect a more modern perspective (e.g., "A woman
should have exactly the same freedom of action as a man.").
Participants were asked to indicate the extent of their agreement or
disagreement with each of the statements on a 7-point Likert scale designed such that 1 ="strongly disagree" and 7 ="strongly agree." Items
indicative of traditional views were reverse scored; therefore, higher scores
suggested more modern perspectives. For this study, the SRI underwent
the same translation procedure as the ACL. Both measures were completed during a single classroom session and collected by the first author.
Results

Participant responses were scored on affective meaning dimensions
of favorability, strength, and activity as detailed by Williams and Best
0990a). Male and female means and standard deviations for each dimension are presented in Table 1. The differences between male and female
affective meaning scores were negligible for favorability, t(l, 192) = .836,
p = .40, and activity, t(l, 192) = .519, p = .60, but approached significance
for strength, t(l, 192) = 1.77, p = .08.
These scores were further examined through comparison with values
obtained from 14 other nations (i.e., Canada, England, Finland, Germany,
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Table 1
Mean Affective Meaning Scores for Ukrainian Male and Female
Se!fConcepts
Males

Females

M

SD

M

SD

Favorability

546.3

26.6

542.7

28.8

Strength

536.4

26.9

528.3

27.0

Activity

505.0

23.1

503.2

21.7

India, Italy,Japan, Malaysia, the Netherlands, Nigeria, Pakistan, Singapore,
the United States, Venezuela) by Williams and Best (1990b) using the
same methodology. After adding the Ukrainian values to this list, descriptive values for the male self-concept affective meaning dimensions were as
follows : favorability, Mdn = 546.3, range= 507.2 - 567.3; strength, Mdn s
537.9, range= 500.0 - 553.9; and activity, Mdn = 504.9, range= 493.1 544.0. Consideration of the female affective meaning scores yielded the
following values: favorability, Mdn = 543.5, range= 505.6- 566.6; strength,
Mdn = 530.4, range= 491.3 - 549.1; and activity, Mdn = 502.1, range =
487.2 - 507.9. The self-concepts of Ukrainian men and women appeared
to be relatively representative of this group of nations, given that their
affective meaning scores were consistently close to the 15-nation median .
In particular, the mean Ukrainian male favorability, strength, and activity
scores were 546.3, 536.4, and 505.0 respectively, while the Ukrainian
female values were 542.7, 528.3, and 503.2, respectively.
Also of interest in the current study was a comparison of the degree
of affective meaning gender differentiation in Ukraine and the 14 nations
previously studied by Williams and Best (1990b). This comparison was
conducted by computing the difference between male and female scores
on each of the affective meaning dimensions within each country. These
three difference scores were then averaged to give each nation a mean
gender differentiation score. TI1ese differences are represented in Figure 1.
As can be seen in this figu re, the degree of gender clifferentiation in Ukraine
was small relative to that of other nations.
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Figure 1. Gender differentiation in affective meaning analyses in 15 countries.

Analysis of the items frequently chosen by each sex indicated that, as
a group, Ukrainian women appeared to have a more extensive self-concept than Ukrainian men. Within each sex group, adjectives selected by
two-thirds of the respondents were considered to be reflective of the normative self-concept of the respective sex, and these were termed focused
self-concepl~. For women, 18 items were above this frequency criterion;
however, for men only 11 items met this criterion. Table 2 lists the focused
self-concept items with corresponding affective meaning scores within
each sex. Mean values for the male focused self-concept affective meanings scores as follows: favorability, M = 611; strength, M= 542; and activity,
M= 442. The values for women were favorability, M= 610; strength, M=
560; and activity, M= 487. As can be seen, men's and women's focused
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Table 2
Focused Self-Concept Adjectives, Affective Meaning Scores
Adjective

Women

Favorablllty

Strength

Activity

Adaptable

X

634

603

496

Affectionate

X

611

571

563

X

618

546

488

X

620

559

464

X

626

583

486

551

463

405

572

563

588

560

487

382

X

604

481

395

X

508

513

587

Appreciative

Men

X

Attractive

Capable

X

Cautious

X
X

Curious
Discreet

X

Easy-going

X

Ernotiona1
Friendly

X

X

649

602

566

Kind

X

X

645

557

466

X

627

663

658

Peaceable

X

X

620

513

318

Reflective

X

X

567

492

378

Responsible

X

X

641

646

534

Outgoing

Sensitive

X

592

498

426

Sympathetic

X

603

527

418

Tactful

X

606

567

489

X

638

595

442

Understanding

X

self-concepts were comparable in terms of favorability, and unexpectedly,
women's self-concepts appeared to be higher on the affective dimensions
of strength and activity. However, these differences did not reach statistical
significance: favorability, t(l, 27) = .057, p = .955; strength, t(l, 27) = -.851,
P = .402; and activity, t(l, 27) = -1.442, p = .149.
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The Ukrainian participants' responses on the SRI replicated the trend
previously observed in other nations (Williams & Best, 1990b). Women's
responses (M= 4.12, SD= .50) were more modern than men's (M= 3.73,
SD= .58), /(1, 192) = 4.70, p< .001. Figure 2 displays the Ukrainian scores
in relation to those from other countries. When compared to other nations,
the average Ukrainian sex role ideology appears to be relatively traditional. No significant relationships between affective meaning dimensions
and SRI scores emerged, and this was consistent with the findings of
Williams and Best (1990b).

NET GER FIN ENG !TA VEN USA CAN SIN MAL UKR JAP IND PAK NIG
□ Women ■ Men

CAN• Canada, ENG• England. FIN• Finland, GER• Germany, IND• India, !TA• ltaly,JAP • Japan,
MAL• Malaysia, NET• Netherlands, NIG • Nigeria, PAK• Pakistan, SIN• Singapore, UKR • Ukraine,
USA • United States of America, VEN• Venezuela.

Figure 2. Sex role ideologies of 15 nations.

Discussion

The data presented in this paper represent an initial effort to characterize Ukrainian self-perceptions using empirical methods. These efforts
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stem from an extensive line of gender stereotype and self-perception studies conducted in many diverse cultures (e.g. Williams & Best, 1990a;
Williams & Best, 1990b). When viewed in the context of this larger, cohesive body of research, the findings of this study and the future directions
for inquiry contribute to a global understanding of gender stereotypes and
self-perceptions.
When considered in relation to the pattern of results obtained from
the 14 nations in the study by Williams and Best (199Gb), the most notable
aspect of the Ukrainian data is its highly representative quality. The affective meaning of men's self-descriptions was second only to the Netherlands in proximity to the multi-nation mean, and the women's data was
third after the Netherlands and India. This observation is of conceptual
interest, yet it must be considered tentatively due to the imposed etic of the
affective meaning analyses.
Also of interest was the tendency for the Ukrainian women to report
a more extensive self-concept than Ukrainian men. This observation was
based on the set of items reported by two-thirds or more of the respondents within each gender. Analyses revealed that this pattern could not be
attributed to differential response rates. This finding is inconsistent with
the pattern of gender stereotypes revealed by Toronchuk (1997). She found
that the Ukrainian male stereotype was much more extensive than the
female stereotype. In her study, 106 adjectives were associated two-thirds
of the time with men , yet only 48 items were associated as often with
women. In the present study, considerable overlap was observed between
the male and female focused self-concepts. Males and females agreed with
nine of the adjectives above the frequency criterion. Females frequently
reported nine additional items, whereas males only agreed with two other
adjectives.
Ukrainian responses on the Sex Role Ideology scale (Kalin & Tilby,
1978) followed the trend observed in most of the nations studied by Williams and Best (199Gb). Women were more modem than men in their
views of the roles of men and women. As noted earlier, previous research
has supported this observation (e.g. , Kalin et al, 1982). The combined sex
role ideology of Ukrainian men and women appeared to be relatively
traditional in light of the ideologies of other nations.
The pattern of relatively little gender differentiation in the self-concepts of Ukrainian men and women in comparison to other nations (WU-
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Iiams and Best, 1990b) is consistent with both the stated Soviet ideals of
gender equality (e.g., Soviet Constitution, Article 35) as well as the egalitarian ideals of democratic societies. In addition, historical events in Ukraine
may shed some light on the apparent small gender differentiation. Discussions with Ukrainian colleagues revealed that as a consequence of many
wars when men were absent, Ukrainian women assumed greater family,
economic and social responsibilities. This pattern was probably internalized and passed down to subsequent generations as young women emulated their mothers and other female role models. The high level of education and current poor economic conditions in Ukraine seem to have
reinforced the active role of women. Almost all Ukrainian women work
outside the home and continue to assume responsibilities similar to their
male partners. However, contrary to this degree of similarity are the relatively traditional sex role ideologies expressed by both Ukrainian men and
women, a finding supported in a recent study comparing Ukrainian and
U.S. American females (Shafiro, Himeline, & Best, 2003). Other studies
(Kerig Alyoshima, & Volvovich, 1993,; Kulik, 1995) suggest that the apparent gender equality espoused by the Soviet ideology was not consistent
and particularly was absent in the private and family sphere. Future research with these concepts among Ukrainian respondents should yield
valuable insights into the pattern of change in self-concepts and sex role
ideologies as the ideals of a democratic society are achieved and the
vestiges of a communist regime gradually disappear.
Insights into Ukrainian self-concepts and sex stereotypes are soon to
come. Ernie analyses of the M/F of the adjectives of the ACL will permit
comparisons between the Ukrainian self-concepts and those held by members of other nations. These data will yield the first extensive assessment
of sex stereotypes and self-concepts within a post-Soviet Block country.
Information regarding the relationship between Ukrainian actual self-concepts and ideal self-concepts will also facilitate a more comprehensive
understanding of the self-perceptions held by Ukrainians. The findings of
the present study yield interesting predictions and uncertainties for the
outcomes of these more conclusive analyses. In this study Ukrainian selfconcepts appeared strongly to reflect the cumulative pattern of other nations, yet evidence of tentative gender differences emerged as well. Future
analyses should yield a more definitive characterization of the Ukrainian
self-concept and an integration with other multi-national data.
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CULTIJRAL IDENTIFICATION, CONTACT,
AND PSYCHOLOGICALADAPfATION:
EXAMINING 11IE FUNCTIONAL ROLE OF LONELINESS IN
PREDICTING SOJOURNER DEPRESSION
Colleen Ward and Anne-MarieMasgoret

Victoria University of Wellington
Wellington, New Zealand

Although interculturdl contact is at the heart of the acculturation experience, the effects of this contact on sojourners' social and psychological
adaptation remain a subject of debate. This is due in part to varying
emphases on the affective, behavioral and cognitive components of acculturation (Ward, 2001a). It is further compounded by competing theoretical
approaches that frame intercultural encounters as a source of uncertainty
and anxiety (Gudykunst, 1985), on one hand, and as an avenue of culture
learning and social support, on the other (Berry, 1997; Bochner, 1982).
Those who have highlighted the benefits of intercultural contact in
sojourner research have examined both the quality and quantity of intercultural interactions as predictors of adaptation. Research has shown that
having local friends is associated with decrements in psychological distress
(Redmond & Bunyi, 1993). Frequent social comacc with hose nationals
relates co general adjustment and sojourn satisfaccion (Pruitt, 1978; Torbiorn,
1982). le has also been associaced with communication competence, fewer
academic problems, and fewer social difficulties in scudent sojourners
(Pruitt, 1978; Ward & Kennedy, 1993a; Ward & Searle, 1991; Zimmerman,
1995). These positive findings, however, are by no means uniform; !here
are also inscances where more frequent contact with host nationals is
associaced with negative psychological outcomes for sojourners, including
depression, mood discurbance and idencicy conflicc (Leong & Ward, 2000;
Ward & Kennedy, 1992, 1993a).
Mixed findings such as these should not be surprising in themselves.
The concact hypothesis tells us that concact per se is insufficient co enhance
intergroup perceptions and that specific features of the concact, including
the stacus of its participants and the purpose and the outcomes of the
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interactions, have psychological and social consequences for intergroup
relations. Similarly, specific features of intercultural contact are likely to
have psychological and social consequences at the intrapersonal level.
Certainly, the quality of intercultural interactions affects sojourners' psychological well-being (Stone Feinstein & Ward, 1990). Research has shown
that comfort and satisfaction with host national contact are associated with
greater sojourn satisfaction (Klineberg & Hull, 1979; Rorlich & Martin,
1991) and enhanced psychological and social adaptation (Searle & Ward,
1990; Ward & Kennedy, 1993b).
Bochner and colleagues have argued that three distinct social networks are important for sojourners and identified these as host nationals,
compatriots, and other non-compatriot sojourners (Bochner, McLeod &
Lin, 1977). The last of these three has received only limited attention in the
sojourner literature while co-national relations have been identified as the
most salient, and the quality and quantity of these interactions have been
studied extensively (Sykes & Eden, 1987). Satisfaction with co-national
contact is typically associated with positive psychological outcomes in
sojourner research (Searle & Ward, 1990; Ward & Kennedy, 1993a). Ward
and Rana-Deuba (2000) found that satisfaction with the quality of conational relations predicted positive mood states in a multi-national sample
of expatriates in Nepal. Ying and Liese (1991) likewise noted that postarrival mood improvement in Taiwanese students in the United States was
associated with having Chinese friends. Co-national friendships, however,
are not always conducive to sojourners' psychological well-being. Pruitt's
0978) study of African students in United States found overall adjustment
poorer in those who had greater contact with compatriots. Similarly, Ward
and Searle (1991) reported that more co-national contact was related to
greater mood disturbance in international students in New Zealand. These
findings raise questions about the direction of causal influence in the links
between co-national contact and psychological adaptation in sojourners.
Unravelling the seemingly contradictory findings on the relationship
between contact and sojourner adaptation presents a significant challenge
because of the varied conceptual, theoretical and measurement approaches
adopted in studies of cross-cultural transition. Not only is there the issue of
the quality versus quantity of intra- and intercultural relations, but also the
diversity of theoretical models underlying the empirical investigations of
contact and its correlates. Above and beyond these issues, is the possibility
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that contact variables are less likely to exert a direct effect on sojourner
adaptation than to be mediated by other psychosocial variables. This research examines loneliness as a mediator of intra- and intercultural contact
and psychological adaptation.
Loneliness has been noted as a common consequence of cross-cultural transition (Pruitt, 1978; Sam & Eide, 1991) and is cited as one of the
most significant problems experienced by sojourners (Chataway & Berry,
1989). It is predicted by low satisfaction with friendships both locally and
overseas (Wiseman, 1997) and has been linked to various forms of psychological distress, including global mood disturbance (Stone Feinstein &
Ward, 1990; Ward & Searle, 1991), decrements in life satisfaction (Neto,
1995), and lowered satisfaction with coping abilities (Chataway & Berry,
1989). Consequently, we hypothesize that the quality and quantity of intracultural and intercultural contact will predict decrements in loneliness and
that loneliness, in turn, will directly affect psychological adaptation by
leading to elevated symptoms of depression.
We also examine variables underlying intra- and intercultural contact. Although there are a number of factors associated with the patterns of
host and co-national contact, including length of residence in the host
culture (Ward & Kennedy, 1992), attitudes toward hosts (Ward & Searle,
1991), cultural distance (Furnham & Alibhai, 1985; Redmond & Bunyi,
1993), language ability (Masgoret & Gardner, · 1999) and fluency (Noels,
Pon & Clement, 1996), and participation in orientation programs (Westwood
& Barker, 1990), our emphasis is on cultural identity. Cross-cultural research indicates that identification with co-nationals and host nationals is
associated with increased interaction with members of these respective
groups. This has been demonstrated in both adult (Ward & Kennedy,
1992) and student (Kennedy, 1999; Ward & Searle, 1991) sojourning samples.
Similar findings arise in studies of migrants and established ethno-cultural
communities; indeed, in many of these instances intra-group contact and
relations are perceived as an integral component of ethnic identity (Cuellar,
Arnold & Maldonado, 1995; Keefe, 1992; Mendoza, 1989).
In light of the above, we propose to test the adequacy of a causal
model of sojourner adaptation whereby host and co-national identification
exerts direct influences on intercultural and intra-cultural contact, respectively, and loneliness, in tum, mediates the influence of contact on sojourner adaptation. A conceptual model of cultural identification, intra-
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and intergroup contact, loneliness, and depression is considered which
predicts that cultural identification will contribute to the frequency and
quality of contact with the relevant cultural group. American sojourners
who perceive their experiences and behaviors to be similar to those of
other Americans (co-national identification) will tend to have more frequent and fulfilling contacts with Americans (intra-cultural contact). Similarly, it is expected that a strong identification with Singaporeans (host
national identification) will foster increased contact with Singaporeans as
well as greater satisfaction with these interactions (intercultural contact).
Thus, sojourner identification with the co-national and host national communities is hypothesized to affect both the quality and quantity of contact
within these communities. Adaptation outcomes develop from this initial
base in predictable ways. That is, feelings of loneliness are expected to
arise from low levels of and dissatisfaction with intra- and intercultural
contact, and loneliness, in turn, will lead to high levels of depression.
Method

Participants and Procedure

The sojourner sample included 139 nationals of the United States of
America (45 men and 94 women) who were resident in Singapore. Their
ages ranged from 15-59; M = 40.7 (SD= 7.6) years. The majority of the
respondents (N= 131 , 94%) described themselves as Caucasian (EuroAmericans); the remainder included Afro-, Asian-, and Hispanic-Americans. Most participants were married (N= 128, 92%); seven were single
(5%) with the remainder divorced, widowed or cohabiting in a de facto
relationship.
Forty-three per cent (N- 60) of the sample was employed at the time
of the survey, and 5% were students; however, 43 of the 45 men in the
study were employed, while this was true for only 17 of the 94 women. Of
those employed, the most common occupations were in education (30%),
management (25%), civil service (13%) and engineering (10%); however,
a wide range of professions, including science, acting, counselling, journalism, and sales, were represented in d1e sample. Wim respect to educational
qualifications, me majority ofme respondents (N= 71, 73%) had university
degrees, and an additional 15% (N = 20) had secondary school diplomas.
Mean length of residence in Singapore was 30.7 monms (SD= 34.5).
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Informal contact was made with members of the American community who were recruited to distribute questionnaires to their compatriots.
The research materials were prefaced with an introductory explanatory
letter emphasizing that participation in the study was anonymous and
voluntary. One hundred and thirty-nine questionnaires were returned to
the researcher via this procedure in stamped, pre-addressed envelopes.
Materials

In addition to a section on demographic information, the questionnaire included measurements of: cultural identification (host and co-national), intra- and intercultural contact, loneliness and psychological adaptation.
Cultural identification. The Acculturation Index (Ward & RanaDeuba, 1999) was used to tap cultural identification. The measure contains
21 cognitive and behavioral domains (e.g., recreational activities, language, food, political ideology, material comfort). Respondents are asked
to consider two questions about their lifestyle in Singapore with reference
to those domains: "Are your experiences and behaviors similar to those of
other Americans (co-nationals)?" and "Are your experiences and behaviors
similar to those of Singaporeans?" Respondents rate the similarity for both
host and co-nationals on 7-point scales whose end points are labelled not
at all and extremely. This results in two independent "similarity" scores for
a variety of cognitions and behaviors (range = 0-126). These scores are
termed co-national identification and host national identification.
Intra- and inte r cultural contact. The quantity of intra- and intercultural contact was measured across 13 areas (e.g., going shopping, discussing social issues, patticipating in sporting activities). Respondents indicated the extent of their contact with host nationals and co-nationals in
these areas using 4-point rating scales (encl points: never/often). Total
contact scores range from 0-39 with higher scores indicating more extensive interaction. In addition, participants rated their satisfaction with the
quality and quantity of contact with host nationals and co-nationals on a
5-point scale (end points: not at all satisfied/very satisfied).
Lone liness . The revised UCLA Loneliness Scale (Russell, Peplau &
Cutrona, 1980) was used in the study. The scale contains 20 items pertaining to relationship satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Respondents indicate
the frequency of their feelings (e.g., "I feel left out") on 4-point scales
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(endpoints: never/often). Scores range from 0-60 with higher scores reflecting greater loneliness.
Psycbowgical adaptation. In line with previous research by Ward
and colleagues on sojourner adjustment, the Zung 0965) Self-rating Depression Scale (ZSDS) was used to assess psychological adaptation. The
ZSDS employs 4-point frequency scales (end points: a little of the time/
most ofthe time) to assess affective and behavioral components of depression. Scores range from 0-60 on this 20-item scale with higher scores
associated with increased symptoms of depression (i.e., poorer psychological adaptation).
Results

Preliminary Anaryses
The purpose of this study was to assess the adequacy of a model of
psychological adaptation that proposes various relationships to explain
the interplay between cultural identification, intra- and intercultural contact, loneliness, and depression in sojourners. Prior to testing the proposed
model, Cronbach alphas were calculated to check scalar reliability, and
paired I-tests were conducted to examine the patterns of intra- and intercultural interactions. The Cronbach alpha reliability coefficients for the
identification, contact, loneliness and psychological adjustment measures
demonstrated good internal consistency: co-national identification (a =
.93), host national identification (a= .88), intra-cultural contact (a = .85),
intercultural contact (a= .87), loneliness (a= .93) and depression (a= .82).
The psychometric properties of the scales are reported in Table 1.
The Hest results demonstrated that the American sojourners engaged
in significantly more social interactions with co-nationals (M= 23.61, SD~
7.48) than with members of the host community (M = 15.16, SD= 8.44);
/(132) = 10.41, p < .001. In terms of satisfaction with the quantity and
quality of their interactions within the two communities, sojourners expressed greater satisfaction with intra-cultural contact both in terms of the
quantity, /(137) = 7.46, p < .001, and the quality, t(136) - 9.96, p < .001, of
these interactions (see Table 1).
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Table 1
Psychometric Properties of the Measurement Scales
Scale

No.of

SD

Range

82.58

19.65

16-120

.93

21

40.69

15.57

0-82

.88

13

23.61

7.48

2-39

.85

4.25
3.88

0.92
1.03

1-5
1-5

15.16

8.44

0-37

3.14
3.01

1.08
1.09

1-5
1-5

Items

Co-national
Identification

21

Host National
Identification
Intra-cultural Contact
Frequency
Satisfaction
Quantity
Quality
Intercultural Contact
Frequency
Satisfaction
Quantity
Quality

13

Mean

Alpha

.87

Loneliness

20

19.92

11.32

0-55

.93

Depression (ZSDS)

20

14.55

8.29

1-41

82

Model Testing
The proposed model was derived from a review of existing research
and theory dealing with sojourner adaptation as described in the introduction. In employing structural equation modelling techniques, the objective
is to test a theoretically driven model linking indicator variables to latent
variables, where appropriate, and displaying functional relationships among
the latent variables. The adequacy of this model is detennined by examining whether the proposed model can account for the relationship among
the variables, as reflected in the variance/covariance matrix for the variables. If the fit is relatively close, it can be concluded that the hypothesized
model is appropriate for explaining the relationships obtained among the
variables.
A causal model includes a measurement and a structural model. The
measurement model estimates the relationships among indicator variables
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and hypothesized latent variables, and these estimates can be tested for
significance. The structural model concerns the relationships between the
indicator variables and hypothesized latent variables, expressed in terms
of correlation and regression coefficients. Similar to the measurement model,
the structural model allows for tests of significance of these estimates.
The use of structural equation modelling is appropriate in the present
situation, where it is possible to hypothesize relationships between a number of variables based on previous research and theory. The proposed
model is concerned with demonstrating how cultural identification, intraand intercultural contact, and feelings of loneliness may be functionally
related to depression in sojourners. The model proposes direct paths linking six latent variables: Co-national Identification, Host National Identification, Intra-cultural Contact, lntercultural Contact, Loneliness, and Depression. The proposed model was tested tising the AMOS 4.0 program
(Arbuckle, 1999) applied to the variance/ covariance matrix. Figure 1 presents this model showing the relationships of the indicator variables to the
latent variables as well as the functional relationships among the latent
variables.
The measurement model. In the model, two of the latent constructs,
Co-national Identification and Host National Identification, are considered
exogenous variables in that their causes are not represented in the structural equation model. The Acculturation Index (Ward & Rana-Deuba, 1999)
was used to measure the variables referring to Co-national and Host National Identification by assessing the degree to which sojourners identified
with each group on 21 cognitive and behavioral domains. Further examination of these measures using factor analytic procedures demonstrated
that three sub-domains could best define the cultural identification construct: general lifestyle (7 items), socio-cultural (11 items), and socio-economic (4 items). As shown in Figure 1, Co-national and Host National Identification were each assessed by indicators referring to these three domains.
While the two identification measures represent exogenous latent
variables, the remaining four latent constructs in the model are designated
as endogenous variables, i.e., variables that are influenced by (and may
influence) other latent variables. These are: Intra-cultural Contact, Intercultural Contact, Loneliness, and Depression. Intra- and Intercultural Contact were each assessed by three sub-measures: quantity of contact, satisfaction with quantity of contact, and satisfaction with quality of contact.
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The latent constnict assessing Loneliness was based on an adapted
form of the UCLA Loneliness Scale consisting of 20 items pertaining to
relationship satisfaction/dissatisfaction. A factor analysis of these items
confirmed that two factors best accounted for the correlations among the
items, one positive factor referring to social affiliation (10 items) and the
other referring to negative feelings of alienation/isolation (10 items). This
two-factor stnicture is consistent with that reported by Knight, Chisholm,
Marsh, and Godfrey 0998) based on a New Zealand sample of 978 adults.
As shown in Figure 1, these two sub-measures formed the basis for the
indicators used to assess the latent constnict of Loneliness.
The latent constn1ct of Depression was assessed using the Zung (1%5)
Self-rating Depression Scale (ZSDS) consisting of 20 items. Further examination of this measure revealed that two underlying dimensions could best
account for the correlations among the items comprising the ZSDS. The
first factor referred to various affective variables associated with depression and the other to behavioral indicators of depression. Items referring
to each of these two factors, affective (8 items) and behavioral (12 items),

Figure 1. Model of psychological adaptation in sojourners.
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served as indicators for the latent construct of Depression (see Figure 1). As
can be seen in Figure 1, all of the coefficients for the measurement model
are significant and the majority of them are substantial in magnitude.
The structural model. The structural model is concerned with the
functional relations among the latent variables as indicated by the regression coefficients between the latent variables. Consistent with the proposed model, Co-national Identification was shown to have a direct influence on Intra-cultural Contact, whereas Host National Identification directly influenced lntercultural Contact. Less frequent and less satisfying
intra- and intercultural contact, in turn, contributed to increased Loneliness in sojourners. Loneliness, in turn, predicted higher levels of Depression.

Assessments of the adequacy of the model indicate that all of the
goodness-of-fit indices are acceptable. That is, this model has a x', 99 , =
179.439, p < .001, a x'/df = 1.81, an adjusted goodness-of fit index (AGFI)
of .81 (GFI = .84), an incremental fit index (!FI; Bollen, 1989) of .90, a nonnormed fit index (TL!; Bentler & Bonnett, 1980) of .87, a comparative fit
index (CF!; Bentler, 1990) of .90, and a root mean square residual (RMSEA)
of .08. Although the values for AGFJ, GFJ, and TL! are slightly lower than
the recommended value of .90, overall the fit indices suggest that the
model provides an adequate representation of the relationships among the
variables in the proposed model. 1
Discussion

The research tested a model of psychological adaptation in sojourners
that proposed direct links between cultural identification and cultural contact and the mediation of contact's influences on depression by loneliness.
Data gathered from American sojourners in Singapore provided an acceptable fit to this model. More specifically, identification with the host and conational groups affected interculrural and intra-cultural contact, respectively; contact reduced loneliness, and loneliness, in rum, predicted depression. All paths in the causal model were significant as hypothesized.
The research commenced with the proposition that cultural identification affects intra- and intercultural contact. The findings are in accordance
with the contemporary acculturation literature, which has demonstrated a
strong relationship between ethno-culrural identity and both intra- and
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intergroup relations (e.g., Altrocchi & Altrocchi, 1995; Sadowsky, Lai &
Plake, 1991; Ward & Kennedy, 1993a). The similarity-attraction hypothesis
(Byrne, 1969), the cultural distance hypothesis (Ward, 2003) and aspects of
Social Identity Theory (Deaux, 1996) can all be called upon to account for
the identity-contact relationship.
More broadly, the research supports Furnham and Alibhai's (1985)
contention that interactions with both host nationals and compatriots are
related to sojourner adaptation. The findings also elaborate the patterns of
these relationships and the conditions under which adaptive or maladaptive outcomes are likely to occur. In this instance the sociocultural context
of this research warrants special comment.
The investigation was undertaken in the American expatriate community in Singapore, a cosmopolitan city-state in Southeast Asia where
approximately one quarter of the work force is drawn from international
sources. Americans number over 10,000 and represent one of the largest
groups of expatriate residents. Singapore hosts an American club and an
American school. It is also home to a large number of American multinational corporations. In short, Singapore affords ample opportunity for
American expatriates to develop and maintain relationships with compatriots.
Under these conditions it is not surprising that expatriates engaged in
significantly more social interactions with compatriots and that increased
interaction was related to greater satisfaction. Similar findings have been
reported by Bochner, Hutnik, and Fumham (1985), Furnham and Bochner
(1982), and Wiseman (1997) in their studies of sojourners in England and
in Israel. Although the amount of contact with Singaporeans was lower
than with Americans, greater frequency of interaction was also associated
with greater relationship satisfaction. The over-arching relationship between the quantity and quality of interaction with members of both groups
was borne out in the construction of the latent contact variables. It should
be noted, however, that increased contact between hosts and visitors, or
indeed among sojourners themselves, does not always lead to greater
relationship satisfaction or to more positive intergroup perceptions (Adelman,
1988; Berno, 1995; Stroebe, Lenkert & Jonas, 1988; Triandis & Vassiliou,
1967).
The consequential point of emphasis is that for host and co-national
contacts to exert significant positive influences on sojourner adaptation,
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both types of contact must be accessible, and there must be a positive
relationship between the frequency of and satisfaction with that contact.
The likelihood of these conditions being met will be determined by the
broader socio-political context of cultural contact, including the characteristics of the participating groups. In Singapore the opportunities for American co-national contact are abundant, and it appears that this contact is
largely satisfying. Furthermore, host national interactions are facilitated by
the wide use of English and the relatively positive perceptions of Americans held by members of the local community (Ward, 2001b). The features
of intercultural encounters between Americans and Singaporeans, however, have not been unifonnly observed in studies of sojourner-host relations in the country (e.g., Leong & Ward, 2001; Lim & Ward, 2003), and
indeed, represent only one variant of a diverse range of interaction patterns available to sojourners and members of the receiving society.
Central to our model of sojourner adaptation, both the quality and
quantity of social contact was found to underpin the experience of loneliness. Research with the general population has similarly demonstrated
that individuals who lack close social contact tend to report higher levels
of loneliness and feelings of isolation. Indices of social contact such as the
total number of personal acquaintances, feelings of closeness, and how
well the acquaintances know each other (i.e., density of the social network) have been examined as predictors of loneliness in this broader
research literature (Green, Richardson, Lago, & Schatten-Jones, 2001; Stokes,
1985). Our study focuses on the sojourner's frequency of contact with
members of the host and co-national communities in various social situations as well as their satisfaction with these encounters. Considering both
the frequency and the satisfaction with social interactions seems particularly relevant in the investigation of psychological well-being in sojourners
since these individuals tend to experience more difficulties in establishing
meaningful relationships than do locals (Barker, Child, Gallois, Jones &
Callan, 1991; Zheng & Berry, 1991).
It is widely recognized that loneliness is a significant problem for
individuals who relocate across cultures. Loneliness was ranked among
the top ten difficulties experienced by expatriate wives in McCoy's (1983)
study in Hong Kong and was experienced by almost one quarter of Sam
and Eide's (1991) sample of international students in Norway. More importantly, it has been identified as a powerful predictor of psychological
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adjustment difficulties, notably global mood disturbance (Stone Feinstein
& Ward, 1990) and decreased life satisfaction (Neto, 1995), in both sojourning and migrant groups. This research reiterates the salience of loneliness during cross-cultural transition and its negative consequences for
psychological well-being.
In addition to exerting a direct influence, loneliness mediates the
impact of host and co-national contact on sojourners' psychological adjustment. A similar pattern was found in Kennedy's (1999) longitudinal study
of Singaporeans abroad where the quantity of intercultural contact was not
directly related to psychological well-being, but it did predict perceived
quality of social support. Taken together, these data tentatively suggest
that the consequences of intra- and intercultural contact for sojourners'
psychological adaptation emerge in connection with broader affective relationship domains, such as loneliness or social support. This notion merits further attention in future research.
In conclusion, this investigation has examined a new model of sojourner adaptation that demonstrates links between cultural identification
and cultural contact and highlights the significance of loneliness as a
mediator of contact's influence on adaptation outcomes. Although alternative pathways between cultural identification and contact or between contact and loneliness could be considered (see reviews by Phinney, 1990;
Jones & Carver, 1991) data from American sojourners in Singapore strongly
support our causal model. Specifically, strong identification with the conational and host groups leads to more frequent and satisfying intra- and
intercultural relations. Frequent and satisfying contact diminishes the experience of loneliness, and loneliness, in tum, affects depression. The
model provides a meaningful interpretation of the interplay among the
variables and how they relate to the psychological adaptation of sojourners. Future studies should further investigate the external validity of the
findings by extending the model to different sociocultural contexts and by
adopting a longitudinal approach in the causal modelling of sojourner
adaptation. Investigators may also wish to consider the mediating role of
other affective-relationship variables such as social support.
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NOTE
1

It is possible to improve the fit of this model by considering the modi-

fication indices and estimating covariances between errors of measurement that improve the fit of the model. Covariances between the errors
of related subscales of the same measuring instrument often result from
non-random measurement error and allowing these to cova1y is considered an acceptable practice by some researchers (Byrne, 1989, pp. 58,
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129). Some correlated errors were expected in the model based on common measuring instruments. Using this approach, we tested an alternative model that allowed two errors of the same measures to covary.
This resulted in a better fitting model with a x''9,l = 154.633, p < .001, a
x'l df = 1.59, an adjusted goodness-of fit index (AGFI) of .83 (GFI = .88),
an incremental fit index (lFI; Bollen, 1989) of .93, a non-normed fit
index (TIJ; Bentler & Bonnett, 1980) of .91, a comparative fit index (CFl;
Bentler, 1990) of .93, and a root mean square residual (RMSEA) of .07).
According to Browne and Cudeck 0993), a RMSEA of .05 indicates a
close to perfect fit, whereas a RMSEA of .08 indicates that there is a
reasonable error of approximation.
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SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS OF ETHNIC
INTOLERANCE IN RUSSIA'S MULTICULTIJRAL
REGIONS
Nadezhda Lebedeva and Alexander Tatarko
Russian Academy of Sciences
Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology

For a number of years the benefits of intercultural contact have stimulated the growth of social-psychological studies of ethnic tolerance across
cultures. Because many contemporary societies are multicultural, several
questions regarding ethnic tolerance can be asked: Can culturally-diverse
groups live together without mutual distrust, conflict, and attempts to
dominate? What social-psychological factors create the basis for such coexistence? How does the growth of ethnic and religious identity in contempora1y Russia influence ethnic tolerance? These questions have become
important to researchers of interethnic interaction and communication in
post-communist Russia.
The problem of ethnic intolerance has been studied by social psychologists interested in intergroup relations, stereotypes and prejudice.
Particularly in the United States, psychologists have studied the attitudes of
the majority whites towards minority blacks, Hispanics and others (Aboud
& Skerry, 1984; Duckin, 1994; Dovidio & Gaertner, 1986). Attitudes held
by minorities towards the majority, and the mutual attitudes among various minorities, have received less attention. Yet, in a plural society, a
multiple perspective is appropriate (Berry & Kalin, 2000). To understand
the prospects for ethnic harmony and tolerance in the society, it is important to know the attitudes of various ethnic groups towards the larger society, as well as the attitudes of various ethnic groups toward each
other.
The social psychology of prejudice in ethnic relations can be characterized by two broad approaches. One emphasizes individual differences,
the other intergroup processes. The intergroup approach was used in the
investigation conducted by Berry and Kalin (1979). That study dealt with
the presence of ethnocentrism, the existence of a consensual ethnic hierar-
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chy, and the extent of reciprocity in intergroup attitudes among the numerous ethnic groups in Canada. The study was based on the theoretical work
of LeVine and Campbell (1972) and the empirical investigations of Brewer
and Campbell (1976) who studied intergroup attitudes in East Africa.
The existence of an attitudinal hierarchy, or a vertical preference order
of ethnic groups, has been found in several Canadian investigations (Berry
et al., 1977; Berry & Kalin, 1995; Pineo, 1977). Ethnic groups of Western
and Northern European background were generally evaluated most positively, followed by those of Eastern and Southern European background, and then by those of non-European origin. A similar hierarchy
was also found in research in the Russian Federation among the five
largest ethnic groups in the Karachaev-Cherkes Republic (Lebedeva &
Malkhozova, 2002).
Problems in ethnic relations are also related to group (ethnic, religious) identity. There is empirical evidence that positive group identity is
related to tolerance, and that a threatened identity and extremely strong
positive identity are associated with intolerance (Berry & Pleasants, 1984;
Lebedeva, 1999). In the study on acculturation of ethnic Russians in the
New Independent States, the value that respondents attached to their
ethnic identity (measured via positive or negative ethnic autostereotypes
and feelings related to their ethnicity) strongly correlated with their tolerance towards the society in which they settled (positive or negative ethnic
heterostereotypes) (Lebedeva, 1999). These findings confirmed the relation between positive ethnic identity and out-group tolerance.
Russia has many multicultural regions in which various ethnic and
cultural groups have been living together for centuries (North Caucasus,
Bashkortostan, Volga regions, the South of Russia and others). Very often,
the ethnic groups have strong relations with each other and develop similar ways of living, shared values and similar cultural identities.
1n 1998, we conducted research on ethnic relations in the North Caucasus
(Karachaev- Cherkes Republic). The psychosocial roots of ethnic attitudes
and stereotypes among five ethnic groups (Karachaies, Circassians, Russians, Nogaies, Abazas) were examined. One of the main findings of this
research was that the rise of religious (Muslim) identity stimulated the rise
of ethnic intolerance. Positive ethnic identity was also strongly correlated
with ethnic tolerance (Lebedeva & Malkhozova, 2002).
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In 2000-2002, we conducted similar investigations in three other
multicultural regions of Russia (the city of Samara in the Volga region; the
Bashkir Republic; and the Rostov Province in the Southern Russia). This
paper reports methods and the findings of this program of research. The
objective of the research was to examine the association between identity,
perceived discrimination and ethnic attitudes.
The following hypotheses were tested:
1.

2.

Positive valence of ethnic identity predicts positive (tolerant) interethnic attitudes.
Salience of ethnic identity, high level of perceived discrimination and
religious identity are the predictors of negative ethnic attitudes (ethnic
intolerance).
Method

Respondents
The respondents (N- 1338) from the four regions of Russia, namely
the Rostov Province in Southern Russia (Rostov), the Bashkir Republic
(Bashkir), the city of Samara in the Volga region, and the KarachaevCherkes Republic in the Northern Caucasus participated in this research
project. The ethnic composition of the regional samples is shown in Table
1. The respondents' ages ranged from 22 to 63 years, and the educational
background was from secondary school and above. The survey was conducted in the Karachaev-Cherkes Republic in 1999-2000; in the Bashkir
Republic and Samara, in 2000-2001; and in Southern Russia, in 2002. The
respondents were selected randomly from the communities.
Measures and Procedures
The respondents were asked to complete a questionnaire containing
scales developed for this research as well as modified versions of some
well-established techniques.
1.

The positive val.ence of ethnic identity scale assessed feelings associated with ethnic belonging using a 5-point scale from 1 (feeling
humiliated) to 5 (feeling pride).
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Table 1

Description ofthe Samples
Region

Ethnic Groups

Number of Regional N
Responde nts

Cossacks

144

Russians (SR)

127

Rostov Province

Meskhetians (Turks)

75

(Southern
Russia- SR)

Chechens

35

Ukrainians

30

Bashkir
Republic (BR)

Volga region (VR)

Carachaevo-Cherkes
Republic
(Northern Caucasus)

2.

3.

Armenians

40

Bashkirs

108

Tatars (BR)

106

Russians (BR)

98

Udmurts

94

Chuvashes

35

Tatars (VR)

92

Circassians

90

Karachaies

90

Abazas

87

Nogaies

87

Total N

1338

451

406

127

354

1338

The ambivalence ofethnic identity was measured by the statement,
"I feel that I am closer to and understand better the people of a
different ethnic group than those of my own one." A 5-point scale
ranged from 1 (disagree) to 5 (agree).
Ethnic attitudes were assessed by three indicators. One was the
positive valence of heterostereotypes, where respondents were asked
to give 5-6 characteristic traits of a "typical" representative of given
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4.

5.

6.
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ethnic groups; these were scored using a 5-point scale, ranging from
1 (all characteristics are negative) to 5 (all characteristics are positive).
The second indicator of ethnic intolerance assessed the degree to
which they were ready to accept members of other ethnic groups; for
this we used a social-distance scale from 1 - " I accept a member of
a particular ethnic group as a citizen of a state" to 7 - "I accept the
same as a spouse"). The respondents' general ethnic intolerance was
evaluated using the statement, "To tell the truth, I would prefer not to
have contacts with the members of certain ethnic groups." The response options were evaluated by 5-point rating scale from 1 (I totally
disagree) to 5 (I fully agree).
The willingness to distinguish between people according to religious and ethnic criteria was evaluated by rating on a 5-point
scale the agreement with statements such as, "If people confess the
same religion, it is easier for them to understand each other" and
"When meeting a person, I pay attention to his/her nationality
(ethnicity)." Higher scores reflect greater willingness to distinguish
The level ofperceived discrimination was measured by agreement
(1 to 5) with the statement, "I feel stung to the quick when I hear
someone say something insulting about my ethnic group."
The level of religious identity was assessed using the question,
"How religious are you?" The response options ranged from 1 (not at
all) to 2 (average) and 3 (very religious).

Method ofAnalysis

A standard multiple regression analysis was used to determine whether
indices of ethnic intolerance are predicted by ethnic identity, the level of
perceived discrimination and the level of religious identity. The statistical
package SPSS 11.0 was employed to process the data. A separate analysis
was conducted for each of the 16 groups of respondents.
Results

Tables 2-5 present the means and standard deviations of major indices of ethnic identities and attitudes of the groups' members from four
multicultural regions.
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Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations (Rostov Province- Southern Russia)
Rostov Province (Southern Russia- SR)

Variable

Cossacks

Russians

Turks
(Meokh.)

MSDMSDM
Valenceofelhnic
identity

SD

Chechens

Ukraini-

Armeni-

MSD

MSDMSD

3.4

3.6

1.6

3.5

1.5

2.3

1.75

2.3

/ .7

identity

4.7

72

1.8

13

2.7

1.5

1.4

0 .9 1.76 1.23

1.57

Ster.of Russians

3.5 1.54

4.91

42 3.18

Ster.ofUkrainians

3.5 1.54 3.76 1.54

4.81

55 4.20

Ster.of Armenians

2.1 137 2.11

4.67

Ster.ofChechens

1.5

88 1.77 1.17 3.75

1.50

Ster.of Gypsies

1.3

.66 2.39

1.72 3.84

1.6

.99 2.% 1.02

4.2 1.04

Ambivalence of

1.41

.96 2.97

82 3.94

1.44 4.63

4.2

1.7

.68 4.55

.94

4.19 1.38

77
1.16 2.53 1.50

1.67 1.11 2.00 1.22
83 2.76 135 1.63 115

3.15

1.45 2.14

1.25 1.85 1.05

Distinguish.byreligion

4.62

1.24

3.97

1.47 4.15

1.42 4.32

1.38 4.45 1.36

Distinguish. by ethnicity

3.64 1.50 1.52 J.44

3.58

J.68 3.93

1.45 2.37 1.57 2.58 1.68

Ster.of Turks

78 3.51

Perceiveddiscrim

4.90

44 4.60 1.01

4.30

1.44 4.30

138 4.42

1.02 4.11 1.56

Soc.Dist.toCossacks

7.00

00 5.57 1.37 4.04

1.24 4.71

1.81 5.82

1.73 5.21 1.20

Soc. Dist. to Russians

6.80

Soc.Dist. to Armenians
Soc. Dist. to Ukrainians

84 6.84 0.81

5.18

1.81 3.42

1.13 6.86 1.05 6.62

.96

51 3.80 1.02

5.21

J.62

4.29

2.52 2.82

.95

3.44 1.51

3.34

1.77 6.50

.95 5.85 1.43
1.71 2.85 1.90

4.85 1.05 5.21

1.05

1.45

6.6

55 2.10 1.05

3.08 1.90 7.00

0.00 2.72

Soc. Dist. to Gypsies

1.25

. 76 2.28

2.90 1.53

4.26

2 .29 t.11

Soc.Dist.toTurks

1.22

.95 3.35 1.07

.71

4.86

1.15 2.31 0 .98 1.72 0 .99

Ethnicintolerance

4.00 1.27 2.05

1.11 2.26 1.69 2.05 1.61

Religious Identity

2.19

Soc.Dist.toChechens

.43 1.83

.46

6.64

1.40

2.01

1.52 2.67

.58

1.61

.50 2.53

.51 2.00

.21 2.85

.47 2.16

.54

69
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Table 3
Means and Standard Deviations (Bashkir Republic - BR)
Bashkir Re public (BR)
Variable

Bashkirs
M

SD

Tatars (BR)

Russians(BR)

SD

3.4

1.64

2.9

1.37

2.8

1.1

1.9

1.98

1.71

1.58

4.1

2.2

3.88

1.54

2.76

169

2.56 1.66

2.90

163

Valence of ethnic identity

2.8

Ambivalenceofethnicidentity

4.5

2.1

Stereotype of Tatars

4.24

1.30

Stereotype of Russians

4.49

1.04

4.14

1.25

Stereotype of Udmuns

3.30

1.56

3.57

1.43

3.37

1. 71

Distinguishing by religion

4.04

1.14

3.98

1.26

3.%

1.13

Stereotype of Bashkirs

by ethnicity

Udmurts

M

2.59 1.68
4.44 1.12
1.1

4.02 1.27

3.38

1-39

3.26

1.50

3_59

2.97

Perceived discrimination

4.27

1.12

4.17

1.23

4.61

94

439

.96

Social Distance to Bashkirs

5.90

Z.42

5.50

1.35

4.93

1 .18

1.85

1.21

Socia! Distance to Tatars

6.45

95

6.22

1.17

5.22

1.18

2.27 1.23

Socia! Distance to Russians

5.37

1.19

5.16

1.10

6.79

1.07

3.37

Social Distance to Uclmurts

4.90

1.21

4.66

1.12

6.50

77

2.65 1.19

Ethnic intolerance

2.%

2.25

2.67

1.82

2.44

3.52 2.69

Religious identity

1.83

55

Distinguishing

1.67

3.16 1.57

1.08

52

The results of multiple regression analyses are shown in Tables 6-11.
Only significant coefficients of regression were included in the tables.
A standard multiple regression was performed using general ethnic
intolerance as the dependent variable and valence of ethnic identity, its
ambivalence, religious identity and perceived discrimination as independent variables. It yielded eleven significant models among the sixteen
possible ones (68.8%), and 25 significant dependencies among 64 that
were possible (37.5%). According to our first hypothesis, positive ethnicvalence is predictive of ethnic tolerance. This hypothesis was confirmed with
five groups (Armenians, Russians in Rostov, Circassians, Abazas, Nogaies)
and the opposite relation was revealed among Turks-Meskhetians. Ambi-
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Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations (Volga Region - VR)
Volga Region (VR)
Variable

Tatars (VR)

Chuvashes
M

SD

M

SD

Valence of ethnic identity

2.9

.97

3.95

79

Salience of ethnic identity

3.1

1.79

1.85

1.06

3.14

1.13

Stereotype of Tatars

3.2

1.11

Stereotype of Russians

4.1

1.28

3.56

1.45

Distinguishing by religion

4.32

1.91

3.97

1.85

Distinguishing by ethnicity

3.12

1.34

3.21

1.41

Perceived discrimination

4.46

72

4.31

1.24

6.55

1.06

Social Distance to Tatars

6.62

.78
1.41

Stereotype of Chuvashes

Social Distance co Chuvashes

Social Distance to Russians

6.26

1.18

5.07

Ethnic intolerance

2.28

1.38

2.54

1.13

Religious identity

1.37

1.33

2.16

1.65

valence of ethnic identity was the strong predictor of ethnic intolerance in
four of the sixteen cases (Russians in Rostov, Turks-Meskhetians, Chechens
and Abazas). The level of religious identity predicted general ethnic
intolerance among six groups of respondents (Armenians, Cossacks,
Chechens, Circassians, Karachaies, Tatars in Volga region) and general
ethnic tolerance - with the group of Ukrainians. The fourth factor - perceived discrimination - predicted general ethnic intolerance with seven
ethnic groups (Armenians, Cossacks, Ukrainians, Circassians, Karachaies,
Nogaies, Russians in Rostov) and general ethnic tolerance with TurksMeskhetians only.
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Table 5
Means and Standard Deviations (Carachaevo-Cherkes Republic -Northern
Caucasus)
CarachaevoMCherkes Republic
(Northern Caucasus) (NK)
Variable

Circassians
MSD

Karachaies

Abazas

Nogales

MSDMSDMSD

Valence of ethnic

3.15

136

3.19

1.28

2.95

1.23

3.38

1.07

Stereotype of Karachaies

3.42

1.78

3.89

1.65

3.21

173

4.03

1.23

3.72

1.27

4.11

Stereotype of Abazas

3.51

1.98

4.01

1.43

1.18

3.98

1.49

Stereotype of Nogaies

3.29

135

3.91

138

3.92

1.84

Distinguishing by religion

4.45

.97

3.89

1.61

4.21

132

Distinguishing by etl1nicity

3.65

1.65

3.46

1.68

4.11

1.19

3.78

1.43

4.71

Perceived discrimination

4.51

.91

4.72

1.29

1.15

4.78

.85

4.51

71

6.89

.45

6.02

1.01

5.94

172

5 79

134

Karachaics

5.90

Social Distance to
Abazas

. 78

6.87

.87

6.11

1.28

5.92

1.12

6.11

1.27

5.87

134

6.97

78

5.73

172

Nogaies

6.13

1.13

5.93

1.19

5.81

1.45

6.69

97

Ethnic intolerance

2.27

1.42

2.31

1.95

2.61

1.14

2.14

1.18

Religious identity

2.34

67

2.27

.59

2.56

91

2.54

83

identity

Ambivalence of ethnic
identity
Stereotype of Circassians

Social Distance to
Circassians

Social Distance to

Social Distance with
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Table 6
Results ofMultiple Regression, Predicting General Ethnic Intolerance
Ethnic Groups
of Respondents

Valence

Amblvalence

Religious
Identity

Perceived
Discrimi-

R2

F

nation
Armenians

-.40'

.80"

.66·

.58

Cossacks

-.05

.02

.19•

.19'

.07

Russians (Rostov)

-.2s••

.22*

16

04

17

.23•

-.13

-.23'

.17

2.93'

-.38'

.27'

.17

3.53'

Turks-Meskhetians

09

.23•

Ukrainians

-.o6

-.o6

Chechens

-.05

.78•••

.32•

Circassians

-.20•

05

42••

.38"

-.02

4.08'
2.29'
s.1r ..

69

12.86"'

.21

6.17"

17

.12

.29*

.35"

19

2.98"

Abazas

-.28*

.31*

.17

.19

.32

2.64'

Nogaies

-.41*

.15

.11

.32'

15

2.70'

Bashkirs

.28

-.01

-.20

.09

.13

1.15

Russians (Bashkir)

-.07

.17

.09

14

2.00

Tatars (Bashkir)

.004

.14

-.05

-.02

.03

25

Udmurts

.09

-.03

.OS

-.11

.02

.26

Chuvashes

.09

.21

.19

.12

.05

1.18

16

.21

.38"

15

16

2.87'

Karachaies

Tatars (Volga)

26'

•p < o.os. "P < 0.01. "'P < 0.001

Table 7 displays the results of a standard multiple regression performed using social distance as the dependent variable and valence of
ethnic identity, its ambivalence, religious identity and perceived discrimination as independent variables. It yielded seventeen significant models
from the seventy-six possible ones (22.5%), and 37 significant dependencies among 248 possible ones (15%). The main findings were as follows:
l.

Positive valence of ethnic identity predicted close social distance toward other ethnic groups among the respondents of eight groups
(Armenians, Russians in Rostov, Ukrainians, Cossacks, Circassians,
Karachaies, Nogaies, Udmurts).
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Table 7
Results ofMultiple Regression, Predicting Social Distance towards the Contacting Out-group
Ethnic Groups

Valence

Ambiva-

lence

48•
Cossacks

Religious Perceived DisIdentity
crlminatlon

07

-.20-

-.08

.04
48•
.51'
63'

Chechens

Karachaies

Abazas
Nogaies
Bas~

Perceived
Gn>up

-.80"

-56·

24

2.94•

Gypsies

05
-19

.05
10
08
07
14

Chechens
Cossacks

17
35

1.5
2.6•
2.5'
2.3*
2.4'
2.1
2.9"
2.8'

66·

.46

2.6•

Russians

.63
.40
.36
31
24
21
.36
19
17

4.7"

Armenians

-.07
-24
73*
-42*
-.31*
- 14
-15
09

-05
-14

Meskhetians

Circassians

F

-.10

00
25"

Turks-

Ukrainians

Jil

~

Respondents

-.31
48*
34*
15
36•

19
30
45'
43•
68"

n·"
51'
31'
07
11
29•
12

-31'
-09
.51'
-.04
75"'
30
27
-38'
-06
-12
-37*
.01
.17

07

12

2.5*
2.7*
1.7
2.9*
2.8•
1.8
1.9

Turks
Cossacks

Russians

Ukrairuans
Cossacks

Chechens
Gypsies
Annenians

Gypsies
Russians
Russians
Karachaies

Circassians

~_09_+---,-40_•--+--28_+-_o--,-5_-+-_23--+-_2.4_'+-T_a_tarn---<
-01
48•
01
-.04
22
2.7•
Russians

Tatars (Bashkir) r--_24_+--_02_+------+---c-.50"'-,-------+~23-+-_2.4_•+--Bas-,-~_·---,
-20
-44•
15
1.1
Udmurts
Udmurts
30•
-005
012
11
1.1
Russian
'p< 0.05 .•• p< 0.01. ... p< 0.001

2.

3.

High ambivalence of ethnic identity predicted close social distance
toward other ethnic groups among the respondents of five groups
(Russians in Rostov, Ukrainians, Chechens, Abazas, Bashkirs) and
increased social distance among Cossacks.
The level of religious identity predicted increased social distance toward contacting groups among the respondents of five ethnic groups
(Armenians, Cossacks, Turks-Meskhetians, Chechens, Karachaies) and
close social distance - among the members of three groups (Turks Meschetians, Ukrainians and Chechens).
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Perceived discrimination predicted increased social distance toward
contacting groups among the respondents of four ethnic groups (Armenians, Chechens, Karachaies, Tatars) and close social distance
among Turks-Meskhetians, Ukrainians and Chechens.

Table 8
Results ofMultiple Regression, Predicting Willingness to Distinguish among
People by Religion
Ethnic Groups
Of Respondents

Valence

Ambivalence

Religious
Identity

Perceived
Discrimination

Ri

p
-33

50'

-04

Cossacks
Russians (Rostov)

Turks-Meskhecians

-03

007

Ukrainians

-.06

-41

Chechens

Circassians

-34'

Karachaies

-28'

5.5""

06
-42

.96

29

02

61

04

15

3.2'

-04
01

Nogaies

-13

Bashkirs

07

09

Russians(Bashkir)

09

Tatars(Bashkir)

30'

Udrnu11S

.26'

Chuvashes

38'

20'

07

Abazas

Tatars(Volga)

21

.38"'
03

-08

18

09

04

19

05

95

.40'
47"'
-07

40"

09
18

2.9'

35'"

22

3.4•

15

2.W

28

4.4tt

05

89

27

2.87'

• p< 0.05. up< 0.01 .... p< 0.001

Table 8 displays the results of a standard multiple regression performed using willingness to distinguish among people by religion as the
dependent variable and valence of ethnic identity, its ambivalence, religious identity and perceived discrimination as independent variables. The
multiple regression produced ten significant models among sixteen possible ones (62.5%) and twelve significant dependencies from sixty-four
possible ones (18.8%).
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Positive valence of ethnic identity explained unwillingness to distinguish between people by religion among the respondents of three groups
(Russians in Rostov, Circussians and Karachaies). The high ambivalence of
ethnic identity, in turn, predicted willingness to distinguish between people
by religion among only Armenians. The level of religious identity served
as predictor of this index of ethnic intolerance among Tatars in Bashkir
Republic and Udmurts. Perceived discrimination explained the willingness
to distinguish between people by religion among the respondents of six
ethnic groups (Cossacks, Russians in Rostov, Bashkirs,-Russians in !3ashkir
Republic, Udmurts and Tatars in the Volga region.
Table 9
Results ofMultiple Regression, Predicting Willingness to Distinguish among
People by Ethnicity
EthnJc Groups
of Respondents

Valence

Ambivalence Religious
Perceived
Identity Discrimination

n.2

~
-.10

33

20•

05

09

Russians(Rostov)
Tufks.-Meskhetians

-04

-41•

Chechens

Circassians

-29'

-31"

Nogaies

-.32"

-14

5.4"

35

3.s•

1.3
2.5"

02

Udmurts

14

-.33"
-.07

Tatars(Volga)

28

2.9•

15
24

37"

2.r

32•

-.10

32•
-04

2.4•
3.0•

66

03

.16
39•

-.14

Chuvashes

-.41-25

-16

Russians(Bashkir)
Tatars(Bashkir)

2.6•

-04

Karachaies

Abazas

80

07
08

03

00
-.42'"

Ukminians

03

.07

08

2S

06
.13

1.6

02

13

23

• p< 0.05. -p< 0.01. - p<0.001

Table 9 displays the results of a standard multiple regression performed using willingness to distinguish among people by ethnicity as the
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dependent variable and valence of ethnic identity, its ambivalence, religious identity and perceived discrimination as independent variables.
Multiple regression produced eleven significant models among sixteen
possible ones (68.8%) and seventeen significant dependencies from sixtyfour possible ones (26.6%).
Positive valence of ethnic identity explained unwillingness to distinguish
between people by ethnicity among the respondents of five groups (Russians in Rostov, Ukrainians, Circassians, Karachaies, Nogaies). The high
ambivalence of ethnic identity, in tum, predicted unwillingness to distinguish
between people by edmicity among four groups (Ukrainians, Chechens, Circassians, Udmurts). The level of religious identity served as predictor of
this index of ethnic intolerance among the respondents of two groups of
Tatars (in Bashkir Republic and Volga Region). Perceived discrimination
explained the willingness to distinguish between people by ethnicity among
the respondents of five ethnic groups (Cossacks, Russians in Rostov, Bashkirs,
Abazas, Russians in Bashkir Republic) and unwillingness to distinguish
between people by ethnicity among the Turks-Meskhetians.
Table 10 shows fourteen significant models from seventy-six that were
possible (18.4%) and twenty five significant dependencies among two
hundred forty-eight possible ones (10.1 %), explaining the influence of four
predictors on ethnic out-group stereotypes' valence.
The valence of ethnic identity predicted positive ethnic heterostereotypes among the respondents of six ethnic groups (Cossacks, TurksMeskhetians, Chechens, Karachaies, Abazas, Nogaies). The ambivalence
of ethnic identity predicted negative ethnic heterostereotypes among the
respondents of four ethnic groups (Cossacks, Russians in Rostov, Abazaz,
Nogaies) and positive ethnic stereotypes with only Tatars in Bashkir Republic. The high level of religious identity predicted negative stereotypes
among Russians and Circassians, and positive heterostereotypes of other
ethnic groups among Turks-Meskhetians, Ukrainians and Chechens. Perceived discrimination predicted negative ethnic stereotypes among the
respondents of four ethnic groups (Armenians, Ukrainians, Karachaies and
Abazas).
Further, in order to test the stability of the revealed models we conducted a standard multiple regression on data from the groups combined
0338 respondents from 16 ethnic groups). Stereotype and social distance
indices were calculated separately toward the dominant group (Russians)
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Table 10
Results ofMultiple Regression, Predicting Ethnic Stereotypes
Ethnic Groups
of Respondents

Valence

Ambiva- Religious
lence
Identity

Perceived
Discrlmi-

~

F

Perceived
Group

nadon
-07

Russians (Rostov)

07
-08

-.04

30-

-06

-19

06

-25'

-.03

Cossacks

-76·

66

3.8•

Gypsies

-09

13

1.8

Russiarn

19

2.8•

Ukrainians

17

2.4•

Chechens

,__._14------it---_22_•-+---+--06---+-_1_5-+-2_.3'-+-Arm_erua_·_ns_,
01
-20'
-.20'
-.07
18
2S
Chechens

46'""'•

-13

30'

-19

30

3.4•

27

40'

-.63'""'

45

2.9•

Armenians

Chechens

47'

.32

62'

40

z:r

Armenians

13

23

-45'

Karachaies

34'
_31•

Turks-~skhetians

Ukrainians

Abazas

Nogaies

Tatars(Bashkir)

• p< 0.05; •• p<0.0l;

-35·

23

3.1•

Russians

37

3.6•

Abazas

Circassians

-33'
-.25'

03

36•

08

14

29'

-.30•

-04
m

-.26

Gypsies

.50"

-.07

28

2.9"'

-43'

32

3.4•

Russians

-09

29

3.1

Karachaies

-06

28

2.4•

Udmurts

p<0.001

and toward the groups of ethnic minorities (as a means of all the respondents' indices of these attitudes). Table 11 presents all the predictors and
the seven ethnic attin1de outcomes.
According to the results, four predictors (valence and ambivalence of
ethnic identity, perceived discrimination, and the level of religious identity) can explain from 3% to 15% of variance in the outcomes. Valence of
ethnic identity predicted only one attitude outcome, namely stereotypes of
ethnic minorities; those with a highly positive ethnic identity held more
negative stereotypes. The most powerful predictor, ambivalence of ethnic
identity, was associated with most ethnic attitudes: general ethnic intolerance, distinguishing among people by religion and ethnicity, increased
social distance to ethnic minorities, negative stereotypes of the dominant
group and ethnic minorities groups, and decreased social distance with the
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Table 11
Summary ofMultiple Regression Results Predicting Ethnic Attitudes
Ethnic Attitudes

Valence

Ambivalence

Perceived
Discrimination

Religious
Identity

Ji!

~
General Ethnic

.09

Intolerance

14

14.r

03

2.7'

06

;:r·

12

12.3-

06

3.2'

Distinguishing among
People

by Religion

-009

Distinguishing among
People by Ethnicity

008

08

Social Distance with

09

Dominant Group

Social Distance with

03

-24-

07

-.19•

-13'

-26-

Ethnic Minorities Groups

20-

Stereotype of
Dominant Group

001

Stereotypeof
Ethnic Minorities Groups

•p < 0.05.

0

p < 0.01. mp< 0.001

dominant group. The level of perceived discrimination predicted general
ethnic intolerance, distinguishing among people by religion, close social
distance with the dominant group, increased social distance with minorities, and negative stereotype of ethnic minorities. The level of religious
identity predicted unwillingness to distinguish among people by ethnicity,
increased social distance toward the dominant group, decreased social
distance toward minorities, and a positive stereotype of ethnic minority
groups.
Discussion

From the results of multiple regression analyses - predicting ethnic
attitudes, performed separately for each indicator - we can see that the
valence of ethnic identity mostly influences positive ethnic attitudes: general
ethnic tolerance, close social distance toward other ethnic groups, unwillingness to distinguish among people by religion and ethnicity and positive
ethnic stereotypes. Nevertl1eless testing tl1is influence on the whole sample
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revealed the high instability of this explanatory model; it showed the opposite dependence of negative ethnic stereotypes of minorities on the positive
valence of ethnic identity. Thus we can state that in Russia's multicultural
regions, ethnic attitudes cannot be definitely predicted by the valence of
ethnic identity.
There are two contradictory influences of valence of ethnic identity.
TI1e first one, partly confirmed by our data, is that the higher people value
their own ethnic identity, the more tolerant they are toward members of
other ethnic groups, the closer their desired interactions, and the less
willing they are to discriminate among others on the basis of ethnicity and
religion. These findings are consistent with the results of our previous
research (Lebedeva, 1999) and verify our first hypotheses that intergroup
attitudes can be predicted by the valence of ethnic identity
The second influence, revealed in the combined data set, shows the
opposite effect. A very high value attached to one's ethnic identity predicted negative ethnic stereotypes of the minority groups. TI1is is consistent
with the results of our previous research on the New Russian Diaspora,
where we found that an extremely strong positive identity was associated
with ethnic intolerance. This relationship may be explained when positive
self-in1age serves as a mechanism of psychological defense (Lebedeva,

1999)
The ambivalence of ethnic identity, according to separate multiple
regression analyses, predicted negative ethnic attitudes (general ethnic
intolerance, decreased social distance toward out-groups, willingness to
distinguish among people by religion, negative ethnic stereotypes) as well
as positive ethnic attitudes (close social distance with ethnic out-groups,
unwillingness to distinguish among people by ethnicity and positive ethnic stereotype). The results of multiple regression of all groups combined
showed a more consistent explanato1y model. This predictor mostly influenced negative outcomes. General etlmic intolerance, distinguishing among
people by religion and ethnicity, increased social distance to ethnic minorities and negative stereotypes of the dominant group and the ethnic
minorities' groups. Ambivalence was associated with only one positive
outcome, namely decreased social distance with the dominant group. We
can therefore state mat people who feel closer to anomer group are less
positive and desire less social closeness with emnic minorities man mose
who are certain. At me same tin1e high ambivalence of emnic identity
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leads to closer social distance with the dominant group (Russians). This
makes us suggest that ambivalence of ethnic identity among members of
ethnic minorities means social and cultural closeness with Russians.
The concept "salience -ambivalence of group identity" has different
meanings in different research (Brown, 2000); in this research ambivalence was measured in terms of feeling closer to another group than to
one's own group. Salience, then, would be feeling closer to one's own
group than to others. Many studies revealed that the high salience of ethnic
identity and the distinctiveness of group boundaries related to negative
intergroup outcomes (Brewer & Miller, 1984; Gaertner et al., 1993; Lebedeva,
1999). In our recent research, we discovered the reverse relationship: high
salience of ethnic identity was connected to positive intergroup attitudes
and high ambivalence to negative ones. The possible explanation of these
results is that in an unstable society the ethnic (cultural, religious) selfidentification may reduce general uncertainty and serve as a tool for the
process of self-awareness and self- definition. This conclusion is consistent
with research on the changes of social identities in post-Soviet states
(Lebedeva, 2000a), which revealed one of the main directions of identity's
changes - the change from positive self-conception towards a more accurate and certain (sometimes more negative) one. It was stated there that
this change satisfies a basic human need in meaning and understanding
and increases the feeling of control over one's life. In unstable social
conditions, the search for meaning and understanding answers the main
question of self-identification "Who am I" much better than the search for
positive distinctions of one's group (Lebedeva, 2000a).
The third factor, the level of religious identity, also had a mixed influence on indices of ethnic intolerance. Mostly, high level of religious identity
led to high level of general ethnic intolerance (the exception is the group of
Ukrainians). Religious identity was also conducive to increased social distance toward contacting groups (the exceptions were Ukrainians, Chechens
and Turks-Meskhetians). Willingness to distinguish among people by religion and etbnicity also depended on the high level of religious identity
among the respondents of four groups. Analysis of the relation between
ethnic stereotypes and the level of religious identity showed that this predictor influenced positive ethnic stereotypes of groups sharing the same religion and negative stereotypes of groups who belonged to another religion.
Thus, on the basis of separate multiple regressions we conclude that the high
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level of religious identity generally predicts intolerant intergroup attitudes.
At the same time the analysis of composite data showed that level of religious identity influenced unwillingness to distinguish among people by
ethnicity, positive stereotype of and close social distance with ethnic minorities, and increased social distance with the dominant ethnic group. It can be
explained by the large number of respondents with the same (Muslim)
religious identity (i.e., 1113 Muslims among 1338 respondents).
The level of perceived discrimination also demonstrated mixed influence
on the indices of ethnic intolerance. In general, the high level of perceived
discrimination led to high general ethnic intolerance (the exception was the
group of Turks-Meskhetians), willingness to distinguish among people by
religion and ethnicity (the group of Turks-Meskhetians was the exception
again) and negative stereotypes of contacting groups. The relation between
social distance and perceived discrimination was more complex. With the
groups of Armenians, Circassians, Chechens and Tatars the high level of
perceived discrimination led to the increased social distance toward the contacting groups, while with the groups of Ukrainians, Turks-Meskhetians and
Chechens it led to decreased social distance toward ethnic out-groups (toward
Russians among Ukrainians and Turks-Meskhetians, and toward Armenians
among Chechens).
The results of multiple regression analyses on the combined group
data are presented below as the Final Model of Socio-Psychological Factors of Ethnic Tolerance-Intolerance in Russia's multicultural regions in the
Figure 1.
This final model demonstrates relations between ethnic attitudes and
four predictors: valence and ambivalence of ethnic identity, perceived
discrimination, and level of religious identity. According to this model,
ambivalence of ethnic identity is the strongest predictor of ethnic tolerance
- intolerance. The second strongest is perceived discrimination, following
by the level of religious identity. The weakest predictor is the valence of
ethnic identity.
The ambivalence of ethnic identity influences all the outcomes investigated in our research and predicts general ethnic intolerance, willingness
to distinguish among people by religion and ethnicity, negative stereotypes of dominant group and groups of ethnic minorities, close social
distance with the dominant group and increased social distance with ethnic minorities. It can be stated, therefore, that high ambivalence of ethnic
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Figure 1. Model of social-psychological factors of ethnic tolerance -

intolerance in Russia's multicultural regions.

identity is a strong predictor of ethnic intolerance, except social distance
with the dominant group which is the essence of our measure of ambivalence of identity.
The high level of perceived discrimination, according to this model,
is conducive to general ethnic intolerance, willingness to distinguish among
people by religion, negative stereotype of ethnic minorities and increased
social distance toward them as well as close social distance toward the
dominant ethnic group. From our point of view these relations reflect the
importance of a hierarchy in contemporary Russian society (Schwartz &
Bardi, 1997; Lebedeva, 2000b), and the desire to be close to the dominant
group reflects a need for high social status, which is perceived as an
advantage in a hierarchical society.
According to the final model, the two factors encompassing ambivalence of ethnic identity and perceived discrimination are the most powerful predictors of negative ethnic attitudes in multicultural regions of Russia.
The level of religious identity influenced unwillingness to distinguish
among people by ethnicity, close social distance toward ethnic minorities,
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and positive ethnic stereotype of minority groups, as well as the decreased
social distance toward the dominant group. Because of the predominance
of minority group members among our respondents, this factor shows the
influence of religious identity on ethnic attitudes toward the groups with a
shared or different religious identity. The growth of religious identity among
groups sharing the same religion is conducive to mutual positive attitudes
and desire of mutual social closeness as well as estrangement of the group
with another religious identity (Russians). It conforms to our previous
research in Karachaev-Cherkes Republic, which revealed that the rise of
religious (Muslim) identity stimulated the rise of ethnic intolerance toward
Russians (Lebedeva & Malkhozova, 2002).
The final model shows that the valence of ethnic identity influences
only one outcome - negative stereotypes of ethnic minorities: the more
positive one's ethnic identity, the more negative are the ethnic minority
stereotypes.
To understand the specifics of interethnic interaction in multicultural
regions we need to examine a higher unit of analysis, namely the social
system. If we look at regions as a social system where every ethnic group
is an element of the whole, we can understand the aim of the differentiation and integration processes. Multicultural regions with a long history of
ethnic group coexistence can be viewed as a balanced social system,
where the processes of integration prevail over the processes of differentiation. Regions where multicultural characteristics are the consequence of
contemporary migration of culturally-distant groups present a non-balanced system with high levels of differentiation of the groups. The aim of
such differentiation processes may be not a separation of social (ethnic)
groups, but a building of effective group boundaries, which in tum enable
people to maintain ethnic group distinctiveness needed for positive group
self-identity and ethnic tolerance. Therefore, the revealed interethnic attitudes may be aimed at preserving/obtaining positive and salient ethnic
identity as the basis for individual/group ethnic tolerance and at achieving
a balanced system of intergroup interaction in a multicultural region.

Conclusion
1.

The results of the research in multicultural regions of Russia - the
Rostov Province in Southern Russia, the Bashkir Republic, Samara in
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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the Volga region, the Karachaev-Cherkes Republic in Northern
Caucasus - demonstrated that the valence and ambivalence of ethnic
identity, perceived discrimination and the level of religious identity
predict interethnic attitudes.
The most powerful predictor of ethnic intolerance is the ambivalence
of ethnic identity. It is conducive to general ethnic intolerance, negative ethnic stereotypes of out-groups, increased social distance toward ethnic out-groups, and willingness to distinguish among people
according to ethnic and religious criteria.
The level of perceived discrimination is the second significant predictor of ethnic intolerance. It influences the high level of general ethnic
intolerance, willingness to distinguish among people according to the
religion, negative stereotype of ethnic minorities, and increased social distance toward them.
At the same time, high ambivalence of ethnic identity and perceived
discrimination are conducive to more close social distance toward the
dominant ethnic group, namely Russians, which can be explained by
the cultural closeness to this group among those people who have
ambivalent ethnic identity as well as by the desire to have more high
social status in the society with high significance of hier-drchy's values.
The level of religious identity influences the two opposite tendencies
of intergroup attitudes: unwillingness to distinguish among people by
ethnicity, close social distance toward the groups of ethnic minorities
with shared religious identity, and positive ethnic stereotype of these
groups, as well as the decreased social distance toward the dominant
group with another religious identity.
The positive valence of ethnic identity mostly influences positive intergroup attitudes: general ethnic tolerance, close social distance toward other ethnic groups, unwillingness to distinguish among people
according to ethnicity and religion, positive out-group stereotypes. At
the same time the final model, derived from the total sample, demonstrates the influence of this predictor on negative stereotype of minorities' groups. These data show the mixed influence of valence of
ethnic identity on ethnic attitudes.
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In recent years, the Five-Factor Model of Personality (FFM) has received widespread attention in research on the structure of human personality. Many studies have suggested that personality can be adequately
assessed using these five broad dimensions (e.g., Digman, 1990; John,
1990; Costa & McCrae, 1992). Perhaps the most comprehensive and best
validated of personality measurement on the basis of Five-Factor Model
(FFM) is the NEO Personality Invento1y Revised (Costa & McCrae, 1992; in
Schinka et al, 1997) which is also the most widely used because it is
psychometrically well-developed and can bring considerable interpretative and predictive power to research on the five-factor model (Marshall et
al, 1994; Piedmont, 1997; Yang et al., 1999).
Although the NEO Personality Inventory Revised (NEO PI-R) is
relatively new, it has been translated into over 20 different languages
(including Estonian, Marathi, and Shona). The "universality" of the FiveFactor model of personality as measured by NEO PI-R has been explored
in many different cultures (McCrae & Costa, 1997). Using factor congruence coefficients as indices of replication, almost all previous studies have
shown values higher than .90 for all five domains. However, there still
remain cultures where values, socialization practices, and lifestyles are
substantially different (Paunonen et al., 1992, p. 455) from those found in
the West, and these need to be studied.
Bahasa Indonesia is a language used by over 200 million residents of
Indonesia as an official language. It is based on Malay, but it is quite
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distinct from Malay in its development. In the present study, we will
examine the reliability and structural validity of the Indonesian version of
the NEO Pl-R. In Indonesia, only a small number of personality inventories are currently available, which means that adequate adaptation of the
present inventory to the Indonesian language and culture can clearly contribute to the development of personality research in Indonesia. As culture
and personality are related, a brief review of the geography and stereotypical traits of the Indonesians is desirable to assist us in understanding the
possible linkages between Indonesian culture and personality data based
on Five-Factor Model
Geography of Indonesia and Stereotypical Traits
of the Indonesians
Indonesia is an archipelago with more than 13,667 islands. The main
islands are Sumatra, Java, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, and Irian Jaya. With a
population of more than 250 million, Indonesia is tl1e fourth most populous country in the world. The population consists of 150 ethnic groups,
each having their own specific culture and language (Koentjaraningrat,
1986). The Javanese (45%) are the largest and most dominant group. Islam
is the main religion (88% of the population). Culturally, Indonesia can be
considered as one of the most diverse countries of the world.
Many studies of Indonesian people and their culture have been reported (Lubis, 1986; Koentjaraningrat, 1993; Mulder, 1994). Those studies
have revealed some of the personality traits and cultural aspects of the
Indonesians. The Indonesian people and especially the Javanese often
describe tl1emselves as "closed," which means that they rarely or never
reveal their true feelings (Mulder, 1992). They tend to be more relatively
compromising or submissive when it comes to conflict resolution or interacting with others and especially superiors (Haar & Krahe, 1999). The
impact of the "harmony" ethic, which is still highly significant for Indonesians today, can be clearly felt.

Purpose of the Study
The present study had two main purposes. First, the study examined
whether tl1e personality factors of the FFM would be found in Indonesian
culture with an Indonesian translation of NEO PI-R. Second, mean levels
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of personality traits and factors were explored to explain some psychological aspects of Indonesian culture.
Method

Participants

The participants in the present study included both college students
and breast cancer patients. The present study is part of a project "Coping
with Cancer" being conducted by the first author in Indonesia. The college
student sample consisted of 341 students (male students = 65, female
students = 276) from the Department of Psychology at the Atma Jaya
Catholic University in Jakarta. The students ranged in age from 17 to 21
years (M = 18.95, Mdn = 18, SD= 1.68).
The Indonesian breast cancer sample consisted of 106 female patients
who were operated on approximately one month prior to data collection
The patients ranged in age from 25 to 71 years (M= 50.21, Mdn = 50, SD
= 9.18). The educational background of the breast cancer patients was
distributed as follows : 15.1% elementary school, 10.4% junior high school,
42.2% senior high school, and 28.3% university. It should be noted that the
breast cancer patients in this study were rather highly educated and not
representative of the Indonesian population.
Recruitment. The students were recrnited from psychology classes at
the Atma Jaya Catholic University. Those who did not want to pa1ticipate
could leave the classroom. None refused to participate although there was
no reward for participation. A standard administration procedure was used
to collect the data (see Costa & McCrae, 1992, p. 5).
The breast cancer patients were recrnited from three general hospitals
in Jakarta (Fatmawati Hospital, Dharma Nugraha Hospital, and Kramat
128 Hospital) and through the Indonesia Cancer Foundation in South
Jakarta. The patients were asked to participate in the study and to sign an
informed consent form. No reward was provided for participation.
Measures

Costa and McCrae (1992) developed the NEO PI-R, consisting of 240
items assessing five personality factors with six facets for each factor. The
five domains of personality are: Neuroticism (N), Extra version (E), Openness to Experience (0), Agreeableness (A), and Conscientiousness (C). The
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items are evaluated along a five point-scale ranging from "strongly disagree"
to "strongly agree." The data on reliability and validity of the original English
version have been summarized in the manual (Costa & McCrae, 1992).
Translation and back translation. The inventory was independently
translated into the Indonesian language by two Indonesian psychologists,
including the first author. The translations were then compared and discussed to check the similarity of tl1e two versions. Indonesian words more
similar to the original English were given preference. However, tl1e same
meaning as in the original English was also adhered to as much as possible. The consensual second version was tl1en sent to a bi lingual translator unfamiliar with psychological constructs for back translation into English. The first and second autl1ors next compared the back-translated
version to tl1e original English version. Items tl1at differed were identified,
and both a new translation and back translation were created aga in.
The Indonesian translation was forwarded to one of the autl1ors of the
NEO PI-R, for his approval. He reviewed the back-translation of tl1e Indonesian version, and revisions were made to 12 items. After revising tl1e 12
items, tl1e Indonesian translation of tl1e NEO PI-R was approved for use in
this study.

Data Analysis
First, we calculated the internal reliability of the inventory using the
Cronbach's alpha coefficient. Second, we factor analysed the raw scores
for each sample separately at the facet level, extracted five factors, and
rotated the five factors to simple structure using varimax rotation procedu re. Then, orthogonal procrustes transformation as described by
Schonemann 0966) was used to rotate the varimax solution to a target
matrix based on the Costa and McCrae (1992) varimax structure for the
U.S. normative sample. The goal is to rotate an observed set of data into
a format that is determined apriori. The predetermined structure serves as
the "target matrix" that the rotation attempts to approximate. The factor
loadings of the rotated solution are then compared to the targeted values
through use of congruence coefficients. These values determine how well
the real data represents the model. Usually congruence coefficient greater
than .90 is considered high enough to convey adequate "fit" (Piedmont,
1998). McCrae, Zonderman, et al. (1996) have developed significance values for these statistics.
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Results

We computed the alpha coefficients for the NEO PI-R scales for the
Indonesian samples. The results are presented in Table 1. When compared
to the alpha coefficients for the US normative group and other two South
East Asian countries, Malaysia and the Philippines, the alpha coefficients
for the different domains were relatively similar across the five groups. The
Indonesian samples produced modestly lower alpha coefficients on A (a
= .75). Comparison of the alpha coefficients for each facet showed almost
all of the alpha coefficients for both of the Indonesian samples to be lower
than those for the U.S. normative sample. The median of the alpha coefficients at the facet level was .61 for the Indonesian college students (range
= .30 - .79) and .56 for the Indonesian breast cancer patients (range = .38
- .83). The median for the other three groups was .65 (range .23 - .74), .65
(range .26 -.73), and 71 (range = .56 - .81) for Malay, Filipino, and U.S.,
respectively. ln addition, the median alphas in Korean and Portugal samples
were also found only .64 and .57 (see McCrae et al., 1999). The Indonesian
samples produced the lowest alpha coefficients on tender mindedness
(A6, a= .30 for college students and a= .38 for breast cancer patients), the
alpha for this facet was also found to be the lowest for the U.S. normative
group (a= .56) and the Filipino sample (a= .26).
Table 1
Alpha Coejjicients for the Revised NEO Personality Inventory Domains and
Scales in Indonesian Version: Comparison of Studies 1 and 2 with Malay,
Filipino, and U.S. Samples
Scale

Studyl
(N•341)

Study2y 1
(N= J06)

Malay
(N=451)

Filipino
(N-696)

U.S.
(N=l000)

90
86
.76
75
.90

90
86
84
78
84

87
83
.69
82
91

.89
83
80
78
89

.92
89
87
86
.90

Domains
N (Neuroticism)
E (Extraversion)

0 (Openness)
A (Agreeableness)
C (Conscientiousness)
1

See Revised NEO-PI and NEO FFI Professional Manual (Costa & McCrae, 1992, p.44)

The two Indonesian data sets were factor analyzed at the facet level.
When the 30 facet scales were factored using principal component analysis
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with varimax rotation, parallel analysis suggested that five factors should
be retained (cf. Zwick and Velicer, 1986). The eigenvalues for the five
unrotated factors for the Indonesian college student sample were 6.59,
3.56, 2.40, 2.36, and 1.46; the eigenvalues for the five unrotated factors for
the Indonesian breast cancer sample were 7.14, 4.17, 2.67, 1.89, and 1.59.
The eigenvalues for the first unrotated factor for the Indonesian college student sample (21.97% variance) was lower than that for the breast
cancer sample (23.72% variance). The total percentage of the variance
explained by the five factors for the Indonesian college student sample
was also lower than the total percentage variance explained by the five
factors for the Indonesian breast cancer sample (54.56% vs. 58.01 %).
The varimax solution for the Indonesian college students showed
some blurring of the factors referring to Extra version and Agreeableness,
while the varimax solution for the Indonesian breast cancer patients showed
some blurring of the factors representing Extra version and Openness. Structural discrepancy from the U.S. normative group was also observed. However, it is also important ro note that the sample size of Indonesian breast
cancer samples, which are less than 200, might influence the results of
these varimax solutions (cf. Guadagnoli & Velicer, 1988).
In order to determine whether the observed structural discrepancies
were clue to arbitrary rotational differences or not, we perfonnecl procrustes
rotation. Orthogonal Procrustes Rotations serve as a useful compromise
strategy for doing confirmatoty analyses using NEO PI-R data. Most notably, it provides a method of evaluating structural fit in a way that is not
overly dependent on sample specific variance (Piedmont, 1998). In order
to evaluate the degree of fir, congruence coefficients were calculated for
each factor scale, with congruence coefficients higher than .90 indicating
that a factor has been replicated (McCrae & Costa, 1997); some statisticians
argued for values higher than .85 (Haven & ten Berge, 1977). The results
of these analyses are presented in Table 2. In this analysis, 26 of the 30
facets had their highest loading on the intended factor in Indonesian college student samples. In Indonesian breast cancer sample, there was only
1 of the 30 facets, which had loading less than .40 on the intended factor
The factor congruence coefficients relating our Procrustes solution were
.%, .95, .91, .94, .95 for N, E, 0, A, Cina sample of college students and
.95, .86, .73, .93, .95 for N, E, 0, A, C respectively in Indonesian breast
cancer sample. In generdl, the results of the orthogonal procrusres rotation
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for both Indonesian samples show the Indonesian version of the NEO PIR to be relatively similar to the original English version, with the exception
of the openness factor for the Indonesian breast cancer sample. This is an
indication that the NEO five factors solution may be suitable for the Indonesian population.
Table 2
Orthogonal Procrustes Rotations ofthe Indonesian Revised NEO Personality
Inventory (NEO PI-R) Facet Scales (N - 341) & (N - 106)
Studyl(N-341)

FacetScales
NI (Anxiety)
N2 (Angry HOltility)
N3 (Depre11ion)
N4 (Self Con1ciou1ne11)
N5 (lmpul1ivene•)
N6 (Vulnerability)
El(Yarmth)
El (Gregariou1ne•)
E3 (A•ertivene•)
E.4 (Activity)
E5(Excitement Seeking)
E.6 (P01itive Emotion,)
01 (Fantl:l"f)
02 (Aeathetics)
03(Feclinjl)
04 (Action•)
05 (ldeu)
06 (Yalue1)
Al (Tru1t)
Al (Stn1.iahtforwardne•)
A3 (Altruism)
A4 (Complianc.t)
A5 (Mode~ty)
A6 (Tender-mindedne11)
Cl (Competence)
C2(0rder)
CJ (Dutifulne•)
C4 (Achievement Striving)
C5 (SeW' Di1cip!ine)
C6 (Deliberation)
Factcong

I

D

m

.81 -.09 -10
.65 06 -07
.75 -19 -02
.72 -32

.55
.66
-16
-18
-33
-04
-13
-12
12
13
30
-.43
-13
-21

28

02

-07
-04
-22

.74
12
.68 -05
,52
18
,59
13
33 .48
.70
05

.14
38

28

.63
.65

.47
25
.70
14 31
-30 24
02
-03 -11 -12
06 .46 10
14 -29 -10
13 -31 -13
28 -19
05
11
09 19
03 02 -12
-17-05
05
-08 18
19
29 05
09
-12 -20
03
96" 95 1' 91'
30
04

Study 2 (N-106)

IV

V

FaCong

11
-.50
05
11
-32

-06

97
98
99

04
28
13

-35
-35
-27
-03
-03
15
02
-22

-15

-06
.59
.63
,56
.66
.44
36
01
03
17
-01
03
28
95"

02
-22
01
-36
-36
.12
-04
29
22

-15
07
-19
.16

96
98

96
98

99
99
95
75
97
95

99

21

77

-03
30
-09
-03
19

71
98
93
98
1.00

25

98

-12
-12
-03

.71
,79

93

92
85
91

99

.77

98

.79
,76
.64

99

94"

97
97
95°

I

D

m

IV

06
03
15 -23 -.40
,85 09 -04 -04
,73 -14 14
08
,54
22 15 -13
.70 -16 13
03
-06 ,73 16
19
18
16
36 36
33 ,52 24 -38
20 ,59 -08 -38
04 -56 38 -18
12 .62 .40
01
25
20 .65
36
01
27 .40
04
18 .41 ,58
03
-.34 .41 .43 -25
22
38 -52 -34
-11
01 .47 -03
-30
25-13 .63
00
17-51 .40
02
01 15 .63
-19 -.16 05 _77
05 -11 39 ,52
32
30 -31 .58
-16
05 .44 -10
-21 -06 -31
04
-05
23 -09
30
03
31 31 -03
-18
15 16
05
-28 -26 03
24
95" 86'.73
93°
.86 -12
_71

V

FaCong

-10

98

00

92
99
94
95

-16
-04

-.43
-35
20
02
27
37

06
14
-14
20
-07
11
29
-03
15
17
32

1.00

96
76

99
90
87
94
94
80
92

81
78

96
91

66
.73

-06

99

-24
-11

90
75
84
73
91
.94
94

-59
.66
.68
.60
.67

.68

95"

99
8~

Loadings greater than I .40 I are given in boldface.
Procru5te1 rotation is targeted to U.S. nom1ative structure
• Congruence higher than th,u of 99% of roc.uion5 from random data
b
Congrnence higher than chat of 95% of rotations from random data (McCr.i.e, Zondennan et al., 19.,6)
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A NEO PI-R Pro.files for Indonesia

Table 3
Personality Profiles ofIndonesian College Students and Indonesian Breast
Cancer Patients
NEOPI-Rdomain
and facets

T-Score

Range

T-Score
(breast cancer
patients)

Range

average

51
44
44
48
50
53
50
54
48
42
55
44
50
47
46
44
44
54
46
46
47
40
42

average

(college srudents)

N (Neuroticism)

E (Extraversion)
0 (Openness)
A (Agreeableness)
C (Conscientiousness)
Nl (Anxiety)
N2 (Angry Hostility)
N3 (Depression)
N4 (Self Consciousness)
N5 (Impulsiveness)
N6 (Vulnerability)

El (Wannm)
E2 (Gregariousness)
E3 (Assertiveness)

E4 (Activity)

ES (Excitement Seeking)
E6 (Positive Emotions)

01 (Fantasy)
02 (Aesthetics)
03 (Feelings)
04 (Actions)
OS(ldeas)
06 (Values)
Al (Trust)
A2 (SLraightforwardness)
A3(Allruism)
A4 (Compliance)
AS (Modesty)
A6 (Tender-mindedness)
Cl (Competence)
C2 (Orde,)
C3 (Dutifulness)
C4 (Achievement Striving)
CS (Self Discipline)
C6 (Deliberation)

49
44
47
50
49
50
47
51
50
46
54
46
48
46
45
45
47
46
55
46
51
49
42
52
51
45
52
50
49
42
51
49
52
45
54

Note · N college student = 341
T-score based on U.S. normative groups
T-score norms: 66 S: : very high

56--65
high
45-55 : average
35-44 · low
34 ~ : very low

low
.1.verage

average

aver.ge
average

average
average
aver.ge
average

average
average
average

ave1o1.ge
average
aver.ge
aver.ige
average
average
average
average
average
low
average
average
average
average
average
average
low
average
aver.ge
average
average
average

48

48
46
46

54
48
42
52
51
53
45
58

N breast cancer patient= 10

low
low

aver-ge
average
.i.vt:rage
aveni.ge

aver.ge
.iverage

low
average

low
aver-ge
aver.1ge
aver.1ge

low
low
average
average
aver.age
average
low
low
average
average
average
average
aveflilge
average
low
average
aver.ge
average
average

high
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In Table 3, the mean T-scores for both Indonesian samples are presented. The Indonesian college student sample showed a profile similar to
the U.S. normative group of college students with the exception of the
domain of Exttaversion (E) and some facets of the NEO PI-R. The Indonesian college students produced relatively low scores on values (06) and
competence (Cl). The Indonesian breast cancer patients produced relatively low scores in the domains of exttaversion (E) and openness (0) and
also on several facets of the NEO PI-R, such as in1pulsiveness (NS), warmth
(El), excitement seeking (ES), positive emotions (E6), ideas (05), values
(06), and competence (Cl). The only facet showing a relatively high score
was deliberation (C6).
Comparison of the personality profiles for the two Indonesian samples
reveals many similarities and some differences. The differences were not
on ly one domain (0), but also on several facets (NS, El, E4, ES, E6, 03,
05 and C6). Both of the Indonesian samples scored relatively low on
extraversion (E), values (06), and competence (Cl)
Discussion
In general, the results of the present study clearly document the reliability and structural validity of the Indonesian version of the NEO Pl-R.
Based on the congruence coefficients between the factor solutions for each
of the Indonesian samples and the relevant U.S. normative groups, the
Indonesian version of the NEO PI-R can be considered to be a good
approximation to the original English version with the exception of the
Openness domain. In other words, we can be confident that the NEO PI-R
is quite similar structurally in both Indonesian and American samples. The
failure of the openness domain to produce a high congruence coefficient
especially for the Indonesian breast cancer sample may relate either to the
Indonesian culture itself or to the cancer disease itself. When we compare
the present result with those of several other cross-cultural studies examining the NEO PI-R (Katigbak et al., 1996, Piedmont & Chae, 1997, Rolland
et al., 1998, McCrae & Costa et al., 1998, Mastor et al., 2000), moreover, we
find the results of our study are quite similar to Malay college student
sample regarding the congruence coefficient of openness domain. This
finding is understandable with regard to the similarity of language at a
certain level. Bahasa Indonesia and Malay language, however, comes
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from the same family. On the other hand, both cultures may also have
similarity in "trait" such as "dogmatic attachment to values", which might
contribute to the failure of producing high congruence coefficient of the
openness domain.
Previous studies of the NEO PI-R have also sometimes found a different factor structure prior to procrustes rotation (McCrae & Yik et al., 1998;
Piedmont et al., 1997). This has particularly been found in the case for
Asian populations where the structures ofextraversion (E) and agreeableness (A) were unclear. These domains seem to represent love more than
extraversion (see positive loadings on facets El, E2, E4, E6, Al, A3, and
A6) and submission more than agreeableness (see negative loadings on
facets E3, E4, and ES; positive loadings on facets A2, A3, A4, and AS) when
compared to the original English domains (Piedmont & Chae, 1997; Katigbak
et al., 1996). In the present study, the. structure found in the Filipino and
Korean studies has been replicated by the Indonesian breast cancer sample.
Unclear structures for E and A prior to Procrustes rotation were also found
in the Indonesian student sample. In the Indonesian college student sample,
factors E and A corresponded to Dominance and Love rather than Extraversion and Agreeableness itself as was also found in Japanese sample.
This finding may strengthen the possibility of cultural differences between
the individualistic society of the West and the collectivist society of the
East influencing personality predispositions. Concerning the dimension of
individualism-collectivism, the Estonian study of NEO PI-R found that
both dimensions might not be unifonnJy applicable to all cultures (Kallasmaa
et al., 2000). Therefore, additional studies from a broader range of cultures
are needed.
Based on the personality profiles for the two Indonesian samples, we
can conclude that there are some basic similarities and real differences
between them. The Indonesian breast cancer patients show lower scores
on openness, warmth, excitement seeking, positive emotion, and ideas
than the Indonesian college students. In contrast, they show higher score
on deliberation than the Indonesian college students. These differences
are presumably a result of having cancer. Low Y:scores on these facets of
the NEO PI-R may certainly be associated with the weakened physical and
psychological conditions of cancer patients, who usually show a lack of
energy and difficulties with the expression of their emotions (Temoshok,
1987). It is not surprising that we found cancer patients no longer having
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an interest in excitement seeking. They are presumably too tired or too
weak for such activity. Psychologically they may also tend to become
more anxious or depressed, and this may lead them to lose their interest
in interpersonal intimacy. They may also tend to think about their disease
more than other things with positive emotions and ideas low as a result.
The low scores of Indonesian breast cancer patients on openness may also
be associated with age. McCrae, Costa, and de Lima et al. 0999) found a
consistent change in personality profiles between college and middle adulthood. While scores for three of the five major personality factors tend to
decline with age (N, E, and 0), the scores for two of the five factors (A and
C) tend to increase with age (Mccrae, Costa, and de Lima et al., 1999). It
is also possible that the low scores on openness (0) found for Indonesian
breast cancer patients relative to Indonesian students are due to age.
To close, a number of interesting conclusions can be drawn on the
basis of the present findings. First and despite the potential obstacles
presented by deep differences in language and culture, the Indonesian
version of the NEO PI-R appeared serve its purpose quite well. The Indonesian version of the NEO PI-R may constitute a useful instrument for
personality assessment in Indonesia. Further research is nevertheless still
needed in light of the low internal reliability for some facets of the inventory and the "low" congruence coefficients found for the openness domain. Second, clear differences in the personality profiles for Indonesian
college students and Indonesian breast cancer patients were observed.
The next question is whether these differences are caused by the disease
itself or by age. Third, clear similarities in the personality profiles of the
two Indonesian samples were also documented and may clearly be the
product of Indonesian culture being part of collectivist society. Low scores
for extraversion (E), values, and competence may be "specific" to the
Indonesian personality profile. Indonesian samples tend to be "closed,"
conservative, and conforming. They rarely show their "real" emotions,
which may be a means for staying polite and avoiding conflict. In closing,
it is important to note that neither of the Indonesian samples in the present
study were representative samples of the Indonesian population. In other
words, the results of the present study and the Indonesian personality
profiles described here should be interpreted with caution
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Because ongoing themes in Industrial/Organizational psychology at
IACCP conferences have been reasonably consistent over the years, research, theory, and, especially, applications in this area have been important in the development of cross-cultural psychology. For example, both
the six-volume 1980 Handbook of cross-cultural psychology (edited by
Harry Triandis and his team of coeditors) and its three-volume revision in
1997 (edited by Berry and colleagues) have chapters on organizational
and industrial applications. Many cross-cultural psychologists focus on
topics in this domain of research, and the Yogyakarta conference included
a number of papers that fall in this category. In this section there are two
chapters from India, two from Indonesia, and one from Brazil.
The first cl1apter features what has proven to be the most prominent
paradigm or idea during the past twenty years - that of individualism and
collectivism. Ghosh examined the pattern of individualist-collectivist orientations across different occupational groups in Calcutta, India. Vertical
and horizontal dimensions of individualism-collectivism were measured
by a scale developed by Triandis and Gelfand. Ghosh found that in his
sample of Indian executives, entrepreneurs, and college teachers in Calcutta,
both individualist and collectivist orientations exist among the different
groups, but that entrepreneurs scored significantly higher than the other
groups in tl1e dimension of horizontal individualism. Ghosh cautions,
however, against the assumption that this pattern will be the same in other
parts of India or in other cultures.
The second chapter, and the first of two from Indonesia, features the
topic of intercultural sensitivity (!CS) and its importance in adjusting to
overseas assignments, especially in such contexts as selecting managers
for employment in other societies. As Panggabean points out, !CS in its
various forms (such as cultural ernpatl1y and cultural awareness) has been
mentioned often in the literature. She summarizes effons to identify characteristics of Indonesian !CS in multicultural and international works groups.
Her focus was on Indonesian and German workers as well as students,
many of whom panicipated in computerized management game simula-
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tions, Syntex and Syntalk. While these simulations were not designed to
study JCS, Paanggabean could use them for this purpose. Using transcriptions of the dialogue produced in the games, Panggabean provides numerous details of JCS. Also featured in the research was the Indonesian concept of rasa, which entails a person's ability to "feel" and "sense" others.
In the third chapter, Sinha and Rai examined various aspects of leadership and competencies affecting relationships in different service organizations. Transformational leadership is an important concept in their chapter. This concept includes charisma, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration. The authors report results from two states in no1th
India. The studies involved middle managers from numerous branches of
major nationalized banks. Using various questionnaires, the researchers
gathered data concerning transformational leadership, competencies, selfcontrol, performance, and culture. The latter concept, culture, was measured on a "strong-weak" continuum, where a strong culture is one in
which core values are intensely held. For better organizational functioning, training for competencies and self-control is recommended by Sinha
and Rai, as well as the enhancement of the transformational aspects of
leadership style.
In the chapter focusing on Brazil, Ferreira and her colleagues examined "organizational culture" in both public and private Brazilian companies, using a questionnaire developed and validated by FeITeira and others.
Four value sub-scales measured cooperative professionalism, hierarchical
power structure, competitive professionalism and employee satisfaction.
An additional four sub-scales were associated with others aspects of managerial practices. The authors also contrast the values adopted by private
companies with those adopted by public companies, and how the values
relate to different kinds of customers. The authors mention that the results
of their study concur with a similar study recently conducted in Brazil. As
one of the first studies of this kind in Brazil, Ferreira et al. correctly caution
that this initial exploratory approach is primarily suggestive of the directions future research may take.
The last chapter in the section, and the second one with an Indonesian emphasis, is also exploratory. Dwi Riyanti, examines success of smallscale entrepreneurs in Indonesia. Her study includes measures of personality, age and extent of experience, as well as the nature of innovative
behavior shown by entrepreneurs. To help in the analysis of the data,
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which were collected using questionnaire-type scales as well as extensive
demographic information, an entrepreneur achievement model was proposed by the author and analyzed with various psychometric techniques.
Employing structural equation modeling, three models were used in attempts to explain the data. Age, (i.e., entrepreneurial age and not calendar
age) was significantly related to business success. A variety of other relationships were shown, and this study begs similar excursions into the
nature of entrepreneurial success amid the multicultural complexity of
Indonesia.
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INDIVIDUALIST AND COLLECTIVIST
ORIENTATIONS ACROSS OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS
AnjaliGhosh
Psychology Research Unit, Indian Statistical Institute,
Calcutta, India

Individualism-collectivism is an important theme of research in the
area of cross-cultural psychology. According to Hofstede Cl 991), individualism penains to societies in which ties between individuals are loose:
Everyone is expected to look after himself or herself and his or her immediate family. Collectivism as its opposite pertains to societies in which
people from bitth onwards are integrated into strong, cohesive in groups,
which throughout people's lifetimes continue to protect them in exchange
for understanding loyalty. Although Hofstede's work was concerned primarily with cultural differences, subsequent researchers have become interested in individualism-collectivism at the individual level as well (Kim,
1994; Triandis, 1994).
There are a number of ways to measure individualism and collectivism,
and these measures (Triandis, McCusker & Hui, 1990) suggest the existence
of a ··cultural syndrome" (Triandis, 1993) - defined as shared attitudes,
beliefs, norms, roles and self definitions, and values, centered around a
theme found among those who speak sin1ilar language dialect, and live in
the same historical period and geogrdphic region
An individualistic culture is described as one in which the goals and
needs of the individuals take precedence over in-groups such as extended
fan1ily, con1munity, work organizations etc., whereas individuals in a col-

lectivistic culture view personal goals and needs as subordinate to the
goals and needs of these in-groups. However, it has been noted that
differences exist within individualist or collectivist cultures. Singelis,
Triandis, Bhawuk and Gelfand 0995) made a further distinction between
individualism and collectivism (IC), arguing that both individualism and
collectivism may be either horizontal (H) - that is emphasizing equality
- or it may be vertical (V) - that is emphasizing hierarchy. A brief
description of the four patterns at the individual level is as follows:
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Horizontal indiv idualist ( HI) people want to be unique and selfreliant, but they are not especially interested in becoming distinguished or having high status.
Vertical individu a list (VI) people try to compete with others for
distinction and status.
Horizontal collectivist (HC) people perceive themselves as an aspect of in-group and emphasize common goals with others, and
Vertical collectivist (VC) people sacrifice their personal goals for
the sake of in-group goals, but the members of the in-group are
different from each other, some having more status than others.

The construct validity of HI, VI, HC and VC has been examined by
many researchers (Singelis et al., 1995; Oishi, Schirnmack, Diener, and
Soh, 1998; Triandis, Chen & Chan, 1998; and Triandis & Gelfand, 1998).
Singelis et al. 0995) developed 32 attitude items having alphas in the
range of .69 to .75, which was later modified and reduced to 16 items by
Triandis & Gelfand 0998). This scale also showed the expected pattern of
factor loadings on the four dimensions in a sample of South Korean undergraduates. Soh & Leong (2002) also found that the four-factor structure of
V-H dimension is invariant across U.S. and Singapore students but they
feel that further refinement and testing may enhance the operationalisation
of V-H dimension.
In India the measure has mostly been used with student populations.
Sinha & Tripathi 0994) have observed the coexistence of individualism
and collectivism in Indian culture. Sinha & Verma 0994) found in their
study that master's-level students express more idiocentric (individualist)
orientations than allocentric (collectivist) due to Western influence, immediate life concerns and exposure to mass media. Verma & Triandis (1999)
observed that Indian students were more vertical collectivist that U.S.
students. Individualism-collectivism has also been studied in the context
of occupations. Monis et al. 0994) found that emphasis on either individualism or collectivism tends to produce less entrepreneurship than a balanced emphasis. Bhawuk & Udas 0996) observed that Nepalese entrepreneurs are both individualists (idiocentric) and collectivists (allocentric),
but it depends on the situation (work or family). Wilson 0998) noted that
the majority of entrepreneurs fall in the middle of the spectrum of individualism and collectivism, but women tend to be more collectivist in their
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approach to business, blending their personal lives with their careers.
In light of the above discussion and Triandis's cultural syndrome
example for expecting Indians to be higher in vertical collectivism than
many other cultures, the present study was undertaken. The study investigates the pattern of individualist-collectivist orientations across different
occupational groups and also in a group of students in the Eastern part of
India - West Bengal.
Method

Participants
There were a total of 240 participants in this study. The occupational
groups studied were College Teachers, Executives and Entrepreneurs. A
group of college students studying in undergraduate classes were also
studied. The educational level of the three occupational groups were undergraduates and above. Male/ female distributions of the different groups
are given in Table 1.
Table 1
Male/Female Distribution ofDifferent Groups

Groups

Teachers

Executives Entrepreneurs

Students

Male
Female

20
25

44
6

32
13

50
50

Total

45

50

45

100

Most of the participants were from Calcutta and its suburb and were
primarily from a nuclear family, middle socio-economic class and urbanized environment. Executives were selected from two organizations each
from the Northern and the Southern parts of Calcutta. Students, Teachers
and Entrepreneurs were also selected from four Colleges and from different small scale units from the Northern and the Southern parts of Calcutta.
Participants were approached individually and after obtaining their willingness, scales were administered.
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Measures
Individualism-Collectivism Scale of Triandis and Gelfand 0998)
was used in this study. This is a modified version of Singelis ct al. 0995)
32-item scale. The coefficient alpha of the scale ranged from .67 to .74. The
present scale has 16 items, four items in each of the four dimensions of HI,
VI, HC, and VC, having highest factor loadings. A 7-point Likert type scale
was used for obtaining responses from the participants.
Biographical information blank. Participants' biographical information was also obtained with the help of biographical information blank.
Age, gender, educational qualification, socio-economic status and type of
family were collected through this information blank.
The data were collected from the participants individually or in small
groups.

Results and Discussion
The data collected from the participants were scored to get the raw
scores for each of the four dimensions. Means and standard deviations for
the different groups were calculated and are presented in Table 2.
Table 2
Means and Standard Dez,iations (SD) for Different Groups
Dimensions
(IC)

Teacher

Executive

Entrepreneur

Student

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

HI

21.60

3.77

19.92

4.+1

25.96

2.30

23.84

3.79

VI

18.11

3.91

21.40

3 75

21.78

4.70

20.76

4.59

HC

22.64

2.82

22.68

3.08

22.44

4.20

23.10

3.38

VC

23.11

2.85

24.38

2.59

21.07

6.35

23.18

3 76

Table 2 indicates that the mean scores in different dimensions differed
from group to group. Teachers and executives were found to score higher
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in vertical collectivism than other dimensions. But entrepreneurs were
found to score higher in horizontal individualism. This shows that they
appear to be independent but at the same time believe in equality among
others. As variations were obse1ved within a group with respect to different 1-C dimensions, repeated measure analysis of variance was computed
for each group taking the four l-C dimensions as the repeated dependent
variable. The results are presented in Table 3.
Table 3
Repeated Mea.sure ANO VA Results for Different Groups
F

df

Teacher

21.19*

3, 132

Groups

Executive

18.20*

3, 147

Entrepreneur

11.97*

3, 132

Student

13.62*

3, 297

• Significant at .01 level.

The results indicate that all the fl.values are significant which reveal
that within a group there is significant difference among the different 1-C
dimensions. Teachers and students were found to be significantly low in
ve1tical individualism (Teachers: F= 58.79, p< .01; Students: F= 38.36, p
< .01) than the other three dimensions. Executives were found to be significantly low in horizontal individualism (F = 31.95, p < .01) whereas
horizontal individualism (F = 33.50, p < .01) was found to be the dominant
pattern of entrepreneurs.
To determine whether tl1ere was a significant difference among the
four groups or not with respect to 1-C dimensions, one way analysis of
variance with post-hoc comparisons were computed. The results are presented in Tables 4 and 5.
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Table 4
One-Way ANO VA Results ofFour Different Groups for Different JC Dimensions

Dimensions

F

HI
VI
HC

24.87*
6.66*
0.48
5.44*

vc

df
3,
3,
3,
3,

239
239
239
239

• Significant at .01 level

Table 5
Multiple Comparisons among Different Groups with respect to Different JC
Dimensions

Groups
Teacher-Executive
Teacher-Entrepreneur
Teacher-Student
Executive-Entrepreneur
Executive-Student
Entrepreneur-Student

m

VI

HC

vc

1.68
4.36*
2.24*
6.04*
3.92*
2.12*

3.29*
3.67*
2.67*
.38
.62
1.00

.04
.20
.46
.24
.42
.66

1.27
2.04
.07
3.32*
1.20
2.12*

• Significant at .01 level

The results reported above indicate that both teachers and executives
were found to differ significantly from entrepreneurs and students with
respect to horizontal individualism. Entrepreneurs scored significantly higher
than teachers, executives and students with respect to HI which shows that
they want to be self-reliant but more or less equal in status with others.
Teachers were also found to differ significantly from executives, entrepreneurs and students with respect to vertical individualism and they scored
the lowest in this dimension. With respect to VC, a significant difference
was observed between executives and entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs
and students.
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Mean scores for four different items from the I-C dimension were
calculated and it shows that there is variation among the groups with
respect to their responses. This is presented graphically in Figure 1.

■ Executive

D

Entrepreneu r

■ Teacher

■ Student

HI

VI

HC

vc

Figure 1. Mean scores of four 1-C items for four different groups.

In one VI item namely, "Winning is everything, " college teachers
scored the lowest than the other groups. The VC item "It is my duty to take
care of my family even when I have to sacrifice what I want," depicts high
score for executives, teachers and students. Entrepreneurs and students
showed more or less similar pattern for HI item, "My personal identity,
independent of others, is ve1y imponant to me," whereas the HC item "If
a coworker gets a prize, I would feel proud" shows more or less similar
pattern for all the groups.

Conclusion
The findings of the study indicate that within the Indian culture,
different occupational groups and students expressed different degrees of
individualist-collectivist orientations. The finding is consistent with studies
reponed from other pa11S of India (Sinha & Verma, 1987; Sinha & Sinha,
1990; Verma & Triandis, 1999), which states that both the tendencies
coexist in Indian student population. It was also observed with different
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occupational groups studied here. But it cannot be said that these results
are replicable in other cultures or even within different subcultures of
India.
Triandis 0995) emphasized that all individuals have both individualist and collectivist values and response tendencies, but the response tendencies are determined by situation. Our finding also indicates the existence of both the tendencies but in varying degrees. As the present study
has been done in a restricted range of population, in the future we need
to get a deeper insight into these aspects with respect to situation, time,
and occupations in different subcultures of India.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF INDONESIAN
INTERCULTURAL SENSITIVITY
IN MULTICULTURAL AND INTERNATIONAL
WORKGROUPS
Hana Panggabean

Atma Jaya Indonesia Catholic University
Jakarta, Indonesia

Intercultural Sensitivity (JCS) is an important socio-cultural variable in
dealing with intercultural contexts such as multicultural societies and overseas assignments. The variable covers skills to manage and make the
maximum use of cultural differences. Therefore, it plays a significant role
in promoting harmonious living in pluralistic societies. In international
work contexts, the importance of !CS is recognized in selecting managers
for overseas assignments (Frankenstein & Hosseini, 1988; Adler, 1991;
Black, 1990 in Bhawuk & Brislin, 1992), in measuring level of effectiveness to manage multicultural work groups (Cui & Van Den Berg, 1991),
and in predicting job satisfaction rate (Tung, 1984; Hawes & Kealey, 1981;
Brislin, 1981 in Bhawuk & Brislin, 1992).
As an impottant competency, !CS in its various terms (e.g., cultural
empathy, cultural awareness) is repeatedly mentioned in studies and literature focusing on intercultural competencies (for a more extensive review
please refer to Dinges, 1983; Dinges & Baldwin, 1996). However, these
competencies, including !CS, are underdeveloped for two reasons. First,
most available studies focus on measuring and developing !CS by offering
learning models and training strategies helping to develop the !CS knowledge base (e.g., Alben, 1983; Bennett, 1986; Bennett, 1993). As much as
these studies have made fruitful contributions to enhance overseas effectiveness in practical fields, more systematic work on what features !CS
consists of are needed to establish or validate the concept. Secondly, the
lack of non-western cultural perspectives on !CS studies (Dinges, 1983)
resulted in a limited comprehension of the concept. This work attempts to
fulfill the needs by exploring the characteristics of Indonesian !CS.
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Currently, information regarding !CS for Indonesia is highly important
because this multicultural society has been facing a constant challenge to
manage its cultural diversity. Ideas promoting pluralistic living emerge in
Indonesia as a response to interethnic conflicts (Suparlan, 1999; Madjid,
2000). Information on !CS is equally important in international working
contexts because Indonesians have been experiencing problems and conflicts with their foreign colleagues (Tjitra, 2001).
Despite the current elevation in regional conflicts, the fact that Indonesian multicultural society has existed for centuries says something
important about the adaptive nature of Indonesian culture and its inhabitants. Historically, the long ages of acculturation contacts in trades, religious exchanges, educational missions and colonization, have saturated
Indonesian culture with experiences concerning cultural differences
(Yumarma, 1996). Accordingly, it is reasonable to expect that the concept
of !CS is embedded in Indonesian culture. According to Thomas (1999),
culture provides individuals with specific ways to think, to feel, to perceive, to judge and to behave. In this sense, !CS influences Indonesians'
thoughts, emotion reactions, and behavior regarding cultural differences.
Within a broader intercultural context, the features of Indonesian culture
might serve as a basic template to help develop Indonesian intercultural
ICS. The aim of this chapter, therefore, is to help identify characteristics of
Indonesian !CS in multicultural and international work groups and how
they are modified in order to fulfill the demand of intercultural context in
international work groups. The term "multicultural work group" refers to
groups whose members were Indonesians.
Those representing the international work groups were the ones identified as Indonesian-Gennan. The engagements involving these two contrasting cultures evidently lead to interpersonal conflicts and problems because
of differing communication styles, conflicts of power and completely differing sets of working values (Tjitra, 2001). Therefore, Indonesian-German
work groups set a suitable context to investigate elements of !CS.
The study applies a Javanese cultural perspective as a representation
of Indonesian culture because of several factors. The absence of a solid
Indonesian culture makes Javanese culture suitable as a "substitute" because of its broad coverage of influences in the nation. Its influence is
noticeable in the Indonesian working context as well, especially in the
public sector (Brandt, 1997). Moreover, while similar patterns of thought
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and behavior of Javanese culture are also available in other cultures (see
Harahap & Siahaan, 1987; Tjitra, 2001; Koentjaraningrat, 1993), it is the
most explored and studied culture of Indonesia.
A Definition of ICS

To meet its goal, this study must work from an JCS definition that
includes cognitive, affective, and behavioral components of the concept.
Unfortunately, despite the extensive works to conceptualize JCS, such a
multidimensional definition is not yet available. Therefore, this study reviews previous research in the area and puts them together to reach a
more comprehensive meaning of JCS.
A popular definition of JCS was provided by research based on
Triandis's attribution theory (e.g., Albert, 1983). The goal in this area was
to develop what Triandis called isomorphic attributions of the targeted
cultures in order to form appropriate attributions with respect to the particular perspective that resulted in a mutual positive evaluation and high
sensitivity (Triandis, 1975). Consequently, the challenge was to gain knowledge of others' "subjective cultures" and to understand their logic and
coherence (Albert, 1983; Cleveland, et al., in Dinges, 1983). Following the
cognitive direction, Cui and Van den Berg (1991) perceived JCS as a
mental capacity to deal with ambiguity and unfamiliarity. The studies on
JCS cognitive meaning are undoubtedly important. However, they are not
sufficient to encompass the meaning of Indonesian JCS which is more
experienced as an "affect-laden term" (Dinges, 1983 p. 178).
The affective level of JCS was represented by the Javanese concept of
rasa which has a dual meaning. First, it has a concrete meaning as "feeling" (e.g., sweet, hot, happy, etc). Secondly, and more crucial, was its
associative meaning, which indicated "the between-the-lines 'looking north
and hitting south' type of allusive suggestion that is so important in Javanese
communication" (Geertz, 1964 p. 238). In social contexts, both meanings
of rasa are tied together. Emotional life is very important, because of its
importance in understanding the world. A refined rasa is called kepekaan,
a direct translation for sensitivity. It is a valuable state of emotion because
it enables a person to understand the deepest meanings of situations,
something that reflects the essential things (Reksosusilo, 1989; MagnisSuseno, 1996). A man of refined rasa will be able to assess and analyze
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situations and behave adequately. That is, the concept covers awareness,
acceptance, and respect for cultural differences (Bennett, 1993). Therefore,
in its affective sense, !CS was perceived as a refined affect to assess and
analyze situations which are directed at appropriate behavior in order to
preserve harmony. Discussions on affective formulations of !CS extend its
understanding because they influence the exploration of the inward aspects. However, it is the behavioral dimensions of a concept that deals
with empirical facts and would be very useful for the exploratory purposes
underlying this study.
The behavioral aspect of !CS was discussed extensively in the field of
intercultural communication (see Hammer, 1989 for a review). The concept was perceived as a skill to infer as well as to project others' feeling
and thoughts, to achieve mutual understanding in a verbal and non verbal
communication context (Martin, 1993; Hammer, 1989; Ruben & Kealey,
1979). Among the three meanings, the behavioral meaning of !CS is the
most concrete one and beneficial for measurement purposes. A disadvantage, of course, is that without the previous two meanings, this behavior
loses its conceptual context and can easily be misleading.
Based on the conceptual exploration, this study develops a definition
of !CS as follows (Panggabean, 2001:38}

"... a capability to deal with unfamiliarity and ambiguity of intercultural differences in a.flexible manner. It covers cognitive skills such as
the ability to recognize, to be aware of and to understand the attributions from other cultures 'point of view. it also includes the willingness
to accept and respect the importance ofcultural d//ferences in order to
preserve the harmony of the intercu.ltural situation and to prevent
conflict. The JCS will be achieved in a situation where there is appropriate and effective verbal and non-verbal behavior that leads to mutual understanding in specific situations. This also implies that JCS
provides a certain degree of readiness to modify behavior in dealing
with intercultural differences. "
The Concept of Rasa and Harmony as Primary
Resources of Indonesian ICS

As discussed earlier, the dual meaning of rasa accentuates its phenomenological nature. Within interpersonal interactions, rasa enables a
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person to "feel" others' emotional feelings and to "sense" others' existence
including their role, or to use a more popular term, to be empathetic in
dealing with others. It is widely known that Indonesians place great imponance on non-verbal gestures to communicate meanings (see examples
in Brandt, 1997). Many conflicts among Indonesians are avoided by exercising rasa in receiving as well as communicating messages.
The application of refined rasa is crucial in relation to harmony, a
primary Indonesian cultural value. Hannony originates in the Javanese
cosmological belief that there is a balance between an individual's inner
state, the nature, and Goel (Mulder, 2001; Magnis Suseno, 1996). A harmonious state is not achieved. Rather it already exists from the beginning as
a balancing condition (Magnis-Suseno, 1996). Individuals are part of the
cosmos. Each individual has his or her own rol<;,s and tasks in relation to
each specific social context. Acts to carry out their roles and tasks with
dedication and commitment shall lead to the preservation of harmony. If
every person is obliged to perform their roles within their status, harmony
should exist. It is important to note that roles and tasks in this context are
meant implicitly. In this sense, rasa is needed to precisely locate harmony
as a normative base of behavior in a social context. Rasa allows people to
understand the context, status, and roles existing in any complex context.
It allows people to "feel" the social harmony within the contexts and this
shall guide them to use appropriate conduct as necessary.
The above interplay between rasa and harmony is noticeable in novel
social situations such as the beginning phase of a work group. In this
context, a kind of JCS is performed, termed "situation assessment" Individuals spare a considerable amount of time looking for "the rules of the
game", to gain understanding of their unstated roles and tasks. This characteristic can be inferred from frequent occurrence of conflict-avoidance
responses and a pleasant group climate. The pleasant atmosphere promotes a mutual search to locate an exact point of group harmony from
which the objective group task accomplishment will begin. In his cosmological explanations, Magnis-Suseno (1996) referred to this process as
'mencari tempat yang tepat' (to look for the righteous place).
Furthermore, rasa provides individuals with sensitivity to spare some
space for unique expressions of each diverse aspect and at the same time
decide the suitable limits for the expressions. This kind of sensitivity is
called tenggang rasa (Mulder, 2001; Sardjono, 1994). As a particular ex-
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pression of JCS, the word tenggang rasa is often translated into tolerance.
While it contains the mutual respect for different aspects as implied by
tolerance, a distinctive meaning of tenggang rasa is actually differentiates
it from tolerance. Tenggang rasa means individuals should not necessarily
accept or favor others who are culturally different. Instead, they should not
deny cultural differences and provide considerable space for their existence. Involvement into cultural differences is characterized by a striving to
maintain one's cultural identity. Anderson (1996) illustrated the fact that
Moslem parents sent their children to prestigious Catholic schools with a
firm, yet unstated, understanding that their children should not become
Catholics. In situations where providing space for cultural differences is
unlikely, tenggang rasa is expressed in acts to involve members of less
dominant cultures. ·
The idea of rasa and harmony reflect the striving to survive cultural
differences. Then, it is reasonably understood that acceptance of cultural
differences is covered in Indonesian JCS. It means that the Javanese perspective does not resent differences or conflicts as long as they do not
endanger harmony. This attitude is indicated by a relaxed manner and a
comfortable feeling in perceiving ambiguous situations or unfamiliarity
(Darmaputera, 1991). It includes a willingness to accept unexplainable
responses and regard them as a natural consequence of unpredictable
aspects of cultural diversity, which is beyond human rational explanations.
An important side of harmony is its conflict-avoidance nature. Several
characteristics of JCS emerge for this purpose. The first one is honnat
(respect), which is concerned primarily with the preservation of others'
dignity and the willingness to express appreciation of another's point of
view (Magnis-Suseno, 1996). Honnat presents itself in various manifestations to protect others' dignity, either in preventing conflicts, in various
form of "face-saving" behavior or while conveying indirect negative messages (Magnis-Suseno, 1996; Brandt, 1997).
The second characteristic deals with emotional coping of conflictavoidance situations. In this study it is called the "display of emotional
control". Darmaputera 0991) explained it as a conduct in which one
controls oneself in order to prevent unnecessary conflict. This dimension
also focuses on the way people deal with negative feelings caused by
intercultural differences. This characteristic calls for action in delaying
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responses or in refraining from communicating ideas, especially if they
have potential for conflict, and in allowing more time to handle emotional
drives in order to look for more appropriate conduct which will not endanger the harmony of the group (Anderson, 1990; Mulder, 2001).
The next conflict-avoidance characteristic is "sensitivity towards nonverbal behavior". Again, in this feature we can see the interplay of rasa
and harmony. As Brandt (1997) reported, Indonesian communication style
is heavily based on non-verbal messages. As a result, Indonesians are
excellent in sending and interpreting non-verbal behavior. Sensitivity to
non-verbal behavior could be perfonned verbally or non verbally.
Indonesian cultural diversity provides complex sets of cultural variables as determinants of the individual's cultural identity, far beyond one's
ethnic group's affiliation (see Panggabean, 2001 for a more detail explanation). As a result, the Indonesian complex determinant of cultural identity
defines a significant part of an individual's identity. Consequently, JCS is
practiced during individual contacts so that it becomes a part of social
identity as well. In this sense, the role of JCS reaches its socially adaptive
function.
Method

The study applied three instruments, namely Syntex Management
Game Simulation (Syntex), Syntalk Group Discussions (Syntalk), and the
Practitioner Interview. Syntex and Syntalk were conducted in an experimental-setting and Practitioner Interview was a field study. The application of multiple methods was needed to uncover the complexity of !CS and
thus served as triangulation aiming for a complimentary contribution for
qualitative studies (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994; Mayring, 1999). Participants
belonged to various ethnic groups. The study did not control for the sample's
ethnic distribution since JCS was treated as a general competency because
of its social adaptive function . That is, the expression of !CS is independent
from an ethnic group membership.
Subjects

The subjects involved with Syntex and Syntalk were students. Those
in the multicultural work groups were students at Atma Jaya Catholic
University in Jaka,ta, whereas those in the international work groups were
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Indonesian and German students at the University of Hamburg and the
Technical University of Braunschweig, Germany.
Respondents for the Practitioner Interview were Indonesians and
Germans who had been involved in Indonesian-German work groups for
at least 6 months, a time-period sufficient for interpersonal relationships
among group members to have been established. The term "work group"
will be limited to permanent teamwork with certain task-objective targets
with meetings held continually for at least 6 months. The interview was
conducted with 23 respondents (14 Indonesians and 9 Germans, with 13 of
them females and 10 males), members of non-profit (governmental projects,
NGOs, educational institutions) as well as profit organizations (multinational companies). All respondents were between 36-60 years old with
university educational backgrounds. Most of the respondents held positions in which they had considerable decision-making power: executive
secretary, senior language teachers, junior managers/consultants, senior
managers/consultants, vice president and directors.
Res earch Instruments
Syntex and Synta lk . Syntex is a computerized management game
simulation. It was developed by Zeutschel and Tjitra (1996, in Tjitra, 2001)
as part of a research project called Interkulturelle Synergie in Arbeitsgrnppen
(lntercultural Sinergy in Workgroups) at the University of Regensburg,
Germany during the period of 1996-1999. Syntex simulates complex problem solving situations by presenting them as managerial tasks. Participants
acted as members of top-level management of a fictitious textile company.
A work group consisted of 3-4 students. Their assignment was to transform
a practically ruined company into a profitable one. The group performance was determined by accomplishment of three targets: to maximize
company assets, the availability of new positions and an increase in job
satisfaction. Each target was modeled by complex sets of variables that
allow computer manipulations (see Fig. 4.4 and 4.5 in Tjitra, 2001). To
achieve their goal, the group had to work together closely and make
strategic decisions. The participants were allowed to make inquiries regarding the company database with the head of computer laboratory, who
was the main information source of the game. However, their assignments
were time-limited. In each game a well-trained moderator managed the
computer database and simulation procedures and played the role of the
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head of the laboratory. Jakarta Syntex groups consisted of two sessions: a
60-rninute training session (session 1) and a 120-minute game session
(session 2). In Germany, the groups were allocated 150-rninutes for both
sessions.
Syntalk was administered after Syntex in each session (20 minutes for
training sessions and 30 minutes for game sessions). During Syntalk sessions, the participants were given an opponunity to share and discuss their
Syntex experiences facilitated by the Syntex moderator. Syntalk focused
on four aspects of the session: the degree of group satisfaction in achieving
the predetern1ined goals, the degree of group acceptance of the specific
strength from each team member, the learning effects gained from the
first Syntex session and how it develops into target determination for
further co-operations, and concrete examples for effective co-operation in
groups.
Neither instrument was specifically designed to study JCS characteristics. However, the conceptual exploration revealed that JCS characteristics
are specific mechanisms to preserve harmony. Thus, it detennines a major
part of Indonesians' social action in any context of their social interactions.
Therefore, its relevance is apparent as well in specific social interactions
such as work groups. Syntex & Syn talk served as the group context in
which JCS characteristics are most likely to manifested and be accessible
for analysis. This feature endowed the study with a favorable context to
demonstrate the central role of JCS for Indonesians. Consequently, the
problem-solving aspect of Syntex was not the study's primary focus of
analysis.
The author of this article did not administer Syntex and Syntalk. The
instruments were administered by tl1e Regensburg project and each group
sessions were videotaped. This study analyzed four videos (two multicultural
groups and two international groups).
Practitione r Interview . Practitioner Interview is a semi-structured
interview and was conducted during the period of May-September 2000 in
Jakarta by the author. The interview focused on tl1e following: (a) psychological readiness during the earlier phase of the work group that should
reflect an early awareness of cultural differences and group-atmosphere
assessment patterns, (b) characteristics of JCS performed in work groups,
and (c) comparison between behavioral patterns occurring in solving critical incidents situations in international work groups and those occurring in
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similar situations in multicultural work groups, as well as the reasons for
those behavioral pauems. The goal of this comparison is to find the degree
and process of behavior modification in different cultural contexts.
Data Analysis System

All data were analyzed using Mayring's content analysis technique
(Mayring, 2000). For two reasons, this technique was considered suitable
for the study. First, the technique considers communication context as
central for adequate analysis, something that is left out or unreachable by
other content analysis procedures (Mayring, 2000; Manning & CullumSwan, 1994). As sensitivity is expressed during a particular social interaction, the communication aspect becomes a social context in which to
perceive and understand its characteristics. Secondly, its accent is on systematic (systematisch), rule-guided (regelgeleitet), and theory-guided (theoriegeleitet) procedures in data analysis, which makes it more reliable.
Data Analysis Procedures

Basing its work on the Mayring's techniques procedures, the study put
its analysis focus on different domains of !CS characteristics because of the
specific nature of each data source. Syntex, for example, was a suitable
instrument for focusing on the behavioral domain of JCS characteristics
since the data display interactions among group members in performing
the assignments. These differential foci were formulated as research questions. Afterwards, sampling materials were determined for each data source.
Sampling materials defined the context of analysis. Then, the unit of analysis was determined and a categorical system for each data source was
developed. Each category along with its indicators was developed based
on the theoretical framework.
Prior to the data analysis, a preliminary study for Syntex and Syntalk
was conducted by applying the category system to two Syntex-Syntalk
videos (one multicultural and the other international). The preliminary
study was primarily aimed at refining the categories and indicators. By
doing so, the study at the same time evaluated the instruments' applicability to explore !CS characteristics, since both instruments were not originally developed to investigate !CS. The coding procedures for Syntex and
Syntalk was conducted using the INTERACT computer software.
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Preparation for administering the Practitioner Interview was conducted
by applying the interview guidelines in an interview role-play with German and Indonesian students. Based on these trail results, the interview
guideline was modified.
More details on how to apply the above steps for each data source are
described below.
Research question for Syntex was formulated as follows:
(1)

How do !CS characteristics manifest themselves in problem-solving contexts of multicultural work groups and international work
groups?

The Syntex sampling material were the discourses among Syntex
participants during training and game sessions. The unit of analysis for
Syntex was a behavioral situation. This means that the study determined
a typical situation for each category in the empirical data and coded the
behavioral indicators as they occurred.
The research question for Syntalk was as follows:
(2) Which !CS characteristics are going to emerge when the multicultural
and international work groups reflect their problem-solving experiences?
The sampling material of Syntalk was the group discussions among
Syntalk participants and the discourses between the participants and the
moderator. The unit of analysis was sentences or comments in the group
discussions.
Research questions for Practitioner Interview:
(3) As Indonesians and Germans work together in various international co-operations fields, which JCS characteristics are going to
emerge in their daily working context?
Practitioner Interview sampling materials were interviews data that
has been transcribed. Unit of analyses was sentences.
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Table 1
An Example ofSyntex Categories and Indicators
Categories ofICS Characteristics
Group-atnlosphe re assessment

Allowing time to define roles and
search for group harmony in an effott
to build pleasant interpersonal atmosphere in earlier phase. Mainly inclicated by conflict avoidance behavior
and apprehensive responses while
searching "the ntle of the game" and
the "righteous role" (Magnis-Suseno,
1996; Dannaputera, 1991; Geertz in
Magnis-Suseno, 1996).

Indicators

During earlier phase (the first
30 minutes of the first session)
frequent occurrences of:
• indirect rejections such as ignorance, switching topic
• silence
• refrain or withdrawal of potentially conflicting initiatives,
proposals, or suggestions
• non-verbal and verbal affirmative responses
• conveying ideas or proposals
in form of questions
• looking for confirmations
• face-saving behavior

Tenggang rasa
Emphatic, understanding responses
towards others in order to preserve harmony. Mainly indicated by giving space
for others to express differences. Also
indicated by efforts to involve the passive member (Gee1tz, 1964; MagnisSuseno, 1996; Anderson, 1996).

• deliberately let others express
conflict potential ideas
• responses aimed at involvement of others (e.g., direct
questions to stimulate other's
ideas)

Sensitivity to non-verbal behavior

Appropriate situational and interpersonal responses as reactions of
receiving non verbal messages
(Drnckrnan et. al, 1982)

• Emphatic responses or modification behavior following
non-verbal messages
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Table 2
An Example ofSyntalk Categories and Indicators
Categories ofICS Ch aracteristics
Group-atmosphere Assessm ent
An effrnt to build and maintain pleasant interpersonal atmosphere in earlier phase of work, while searching
for '·the righteous role" (Magnis-Suseno, 1996). It is reflected in intention
to act cautiously, to avoid conflicts in
order to become more familiar with
the group.

Indicators
During the early phase of Syntex
(the first 30 minutes of the first
session):
explanations for apprehensiveness as ways to search
for "the rule of the game"
effort on fitting oneself to
suitable role
desire for familiarity among
group members

Tenggang Rasa
1. Readiness to provide space for differences to occur (Gee,tz, 1964;
Magnis-Suseno, 1996)
2. Effort to involve others who are
different into the group to avoid
disturbance in harmony (Mulder,
2001; Anderson,1996)

intent to involve passive
members to attain a more
balance group participation
readiness to let others express their differences

Sensitivity to non-verbal behavior
Awareness of situational and interpersonal appropriateness of receiving non-verbal messages (Druckman
et.al., 1982). In the work group context it is indicated by awareness of
psychological distance among group
members which influences group cli-

awareness of unbalanced
participation among group
members as an indicator of
negative feeling
intention on responding to
non verbal message from
other member, either by
modifying behavior or by
face saving behavior
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Table 3
An Example C!f Practitioner Interview Catego,•ies and indicators
Indicators

Categories of ICS Characteristics
Group-atmosphere assessment

It exists during the early phase of cooperations, indicated by need for familiarity in order to find the most suitable
role w ithin the work group (Magnis-

Suseno,1996) resulted in apprehensive
conducts and conflict avoidance practices while looking for the "rule of the
game" in the group (Brandt, 1997). For
Indonesians, the focus of ·'rule of the
game .. is more on interpersonal relationship (Mulder, 199 1)

During the first months of the
work group

Description of apprehensive
conducts
Description of acts intended
to look for the "rule of the
game"

Active sensitivity
A ..,pecific behavioral form of empathy
<Ruben & Kealey, lr9; Hanuner, 1989),
\vhich is mainly indicated by readiness
to modify beha\'ior as required by cultural context (Bhawuk & Brislin, 1992)
In its more specific form the characteristics can be manifesled in ·multicultural
man· features (Bochner, 1981; Bennett,
1993). In this way, it is a result of utilization of cultural knowledge to bridge
cultural differences.

Explanation of responses or examples of,
switching behavior between
multicultural and international group context
utilization of cultural knowledge
customization of message for
different cultural members
customization of manner in
conveying message for different cultural members

Sensitivity to non-verbal
behavior

Explanation of responses or examples of them
awareness of negative feeling
that is conveyed through nonverbal channels
intention of responding to nonverbal messages from other
member, either by modifying
behavior or by face- saving be-

Aware of culture-adequate and culture
non-adequate action in rece iving and
conveying non verbal messages (Druckman er. al, 1982).
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Results
Eight Indonesian JCS characteristics were derived from the multicultural groups and ten characteristics were derived from the international
groups (see Fig.1). The complete analysis of those characteristics and their
relationship with Indonesian cultural values are.presented in Figure 1. Due
to the limited space, only a few of the characteristics are discussed.
Group-Atmosphere Assessment
This characteristic occurred at an early stage of the co-operations. The
length of group-atmosphere assessment correlated with the level of familiarity among group members. The assessment was performed for at least
the first 30 minutes of a one-hour session in the training session, even
though a 40-minutes introduction session was conducted prior to Syntex
Groups with less familiar members needed practically the whole training
session to conduct the assessment.
During Syntex, the group-atmosphere assessment of the multicultural
work groups was characterized by reciprocal apprehensive conduct and
conflict-avoidance behavior. The most discernible indicators for apprehensive conduct were the imbalanced participation of group members and the
existence of silence. Other examples of apprehensive conducts were affirmative responses, confirmation-seeking behavior, and the presentation of
ideas or proposals in a question statement. Conflict avoidance occurred
mainly in the frnm of indirect rejections. The following is a Syntex example
of a group-atmosphere assessment. The words in brackets are indicators of
the category:

While A and Bare close friends, C is acquainted with Band hardly knows
A. Tbe group is discussing promotion budget. C is the most passive member
of the group. Tbe topic is to decide whether the group is going to raise the
current budget for promotion. Current budget is 1600 dollars
C Could we maybe raise our promotion budget?(proposal as question)
A looks at C shortly and avoids further eye contact, instead, he looks at B
while answering C(ignorance)
A: Let's just make up for that in the following month (indirect no).
B: In my opinion, using leaflets as a promotion technique is also a good
idea. It's a short-term promotion anyway (switching topic).
A nods. A and Bare now looking at C.
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C ( nods, answer slowly): Right. Yes
B looks at A as if lookingfor confirmation.
B: OK.. that is settled then, we agree for 1600, don't we?
A: Yes, it is settled.
COK

The above example displays several indirect means to convey rejection, which is a typical Indonesian communication style to avoid conflict
(Brandt, 1997, Tjitra, 2001). As B smoothly switched the topic from promotion budget to promotion strategy, and supp01ted by A, the message was
clear for C that his idea is rejected since the leaflet promotion is a lowbudget strategy (this was obvious to the participants since it is stated in the
rules of the game).
Means to assess the group-atmosphere was profoundly significant for
the multicultural groups in such a way that it dominated their Syntalk
responses. The participants shared that a process for searching "the righteous place" (Magnis-Suseno, 1996) was performed at the very beginning
of the work. Its main aim was to gather information to increase familiarity
with other members. Based on the information, group members tried to fit
oneself into the most suitable role for the group. In this sense, one needed
to overcome psychological distance with others before finding his or her
own role. It was targeted at evaluating other's abstract interpersonal attributes such as attitudes, communication styles, or thinking patterns and
it was mutually implicit. The role-searching process was shared in detail at
Syntalk sessions by two members (Al and A2) on explaining their obvious
passiveness during Syntex training sessions (A represents participants, M
represents moderator):

Al: I was not familiar with B ... so there was some kind of burden ... well,
things were just... somehow it was not matched for me, that was the
problem
M- So, you could not put yourself into the group?
Al: Yes, in the beginning ..
A2: I wanted to explore the situation first, so I was more like an observer at
the beginning. At least I had to have an idea of how each member
thinks, how would they work things out, .. where would I.fit and what
could I contribute to the groups .. As I learned that their solutions were
not successful, then I jumped in ... It does not mean that I refuse to
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work with people who are incompatible with me, but I just wanted to
see to it first .. the climate .. how the team is ...
Within the international work groups, this characteristic was expressed
only by Indonesian members with their similar apprehensive conducts.
Most Indonesian members were more passive than Germans, confirming
descriptions from Brandt 0997) and Tjitra (2001) regarding Indonesian
participation in intercultural co-operations. Below is an example, (G represent German members and N represent Indonesian members):
7be group (consist of2 Germans and 2 Jndonesians) is discussing the promotion budget. Based on his experience in previous groups, NJ proposes to
raise the budget. 7be other members are not certain whether it would work
out well.
NJ: In the previous group we always started at 50.000
GJ: 50.000? 7bat high?
NJ: Yes
G2: Good, but at the beginning of this game, we actually agreed to do a
slow increase
N2: I think we better start slowly... and then we can go Jaster with raises
from 10 ... J5? (proposals as question)
GJ (to NJ): Hmm, ya .. And you prefer..
N2: He wants to go directly to the highest point
NJ replies to the uncertainty of the group
NJ: I don't know it for sure (but). .. yesterday we did it that way and it
workedfine (to present argument in apprehensive manner)
G2· Then let's try it.
N2: With 50.000? Or first we start with 20 or 30..?(proposals as questions) . Or let's make it like this: how about 25 then? (proposals as
question, lookingfor co,ifirmation)
The Syntalk responses of group-atmosphere assessment in the international groups were indicated primarily by an intention for familiarity.
The Indonesians perceived the role of familiarity similarly with the
multicultural groups, namely to sense the level of group acceptance. An
example is as follows:
N

ifpeople are really familiar with each other,

then somehow the atmosphere is more positive. .. then people can discuss things comfortably... It
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is different as when people have not yetfamiliar with each other. . then
one restraints a little bit ..
The Practitioner Interview revealed that in daily working context
Indonesian members rely more on subjective judgments and exercised a
detailed observation while engaged in the process of group-atmosphere
assessment. Stereotypes of other partners, if any, might be available as
basic information. However, its role was insignificant and would be encountered with information gathered from direct contact. As impressions
were established, the respondents rely heavily on these as their main
guidance in behaving appropriately. With regard to this process, Brandt
(1997) stated that Indonesians were keen observers, with heavy emphasis
on non-verbal behavior. Below are two examples from the interview (X
represents interviewer, R represents respondent):

An Indonesian staffshares her non-verbal assessment process towards her
German supervisor on their early phase of working together.
X: How do you view your supervisor's character?
Rl · Based on our direct contacts, the way he talks. I think people can be
evaluated from their speaking manner ..I prefer to observe it f ram his
attitude toward an issue.Jar example, how did he judge an issue . .. also
from trivial matters, for example ifwe had lunch together, how did he
treat others, how did he appreciate others, or not appreciate others
An Indonesian high-rank government officer referred to his group-atmosphere assessment process at the beginning of a project with a German
consultant:
R2: I looked through him ..he looked through me ..I tried to know .. what is
his intention .. .I mean some kind ofgoodwill, like that ... whether he is
a good person or not.
Comparing the nature of group-atmosphere assessment between
multicultural and international groups, it is apparent that similar indicators
of the characteristics are performed. Besides similarity, several modifications were occurred in international groups. First, while the multicultural
groups invested considerable time and attention to the group-atmosphere
assessment, Indonesian members in international groups used less time.
The second modification was the absence of conflict avoidance behavior
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that was key indicators for group-atmosphere assessment in multicultural
groups. Direct rejections frequently occurred very early, from the beginning of the game, making it more difficult for Indonesians to avoid conflict. Third, the group-atmosphere assessment process for Indonesians in
international groups was less reciprocal tl1an that in the multicultural ones.
In the multicultural groups, a strong desire to involve passive members
resulted in interplay of group-atmosphere assessment among members. In
the international groups, an awareness of a passive 1nember was not

necessarily followed by involving actions. The multicultural groups displayed how negative feelings should be managed smoothly and indirectly
as stated by Magnis-Suseno 0996) and Mulder 0994), in such a way that
the targeted individual realized his weakness by himself, without any force
or direct confrontation from otl1ers. On the contrary, the international groups
dealt with passive members in a more direct nrnnner.

Sensitivity to Non-Verbal Behavior
The characteristic was frequently perfom1ed clue to tl1e heavily indirect
Indonesians communication style. The multicultural Syntex groups utilized
sensitivity to non-verbal behavior as an insm.rment to sense otl1er's feelings
and intentions. Based on tl1is emotional input, group members took appropriate actions. Two behavioral indicators for tl1e characteristic were emphatic responses and behavioral modification following non-verbal messages. Sensitivity to non-verbal behavior leading to behavioral modification
was indicated by the following example:

A is going to propose his idea to raise employee social weifa re. He looks at B,
smiles warmly, with excitement.
A: We must think ofemployee welfare as well. \Vbat if we raise their salaries.'
B avoids A '.5 eye contact, bows his head down, silence (non- verbal disagreement) .
After a long silence in the group, slowly A's smile fades and he continues
with an uncertain and soft voice: .. or ... maybe ... not .. for the time
being. (behavioral modification)
A primary function of tl1is characteristic is to detect other's negative
emotions, early signs of problems that could endanger group harmony.
The earlier tl1ese problems are detected, the more effective conflict avoidance behavior can be perforllled, thus the more likely that problems solved
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without interrupting work accomplishments. Below is another Syntex situation describing this function:

Kand L discuss on appropriate level of merchandise that needs to be bought
K: . .. , how did you come to thesefig11res? To tell you the tntth, I don't get it
at all.
L explains his calculation for the second time in a soft and uncertain voice.
After the explanation, K stares at L.
K: Well, then, if according to your calculation, we have to purchase that
much, then let's do it!
Slowly L avoids direct eye contact by bowing his head down and scratching
on his note (signs ofnegative emotions) .
K: Oh ... are you in doubt? Are you afraid that the amount is not sufficient,
that it is too little?
L looks at K, smiles with relief, and nods a little.
K: OK. OK. It's all right now, I get it, no problem, ... then we purchase 15,
how is it? ls it still too much .. or too little?( empathic response)
L: Maybe it is still too little.
K: OK. Then we make it 20, how is that?
L: OK. Tbat'sperfect(smile in relief)
As the Syntex displayed, this JCS characteristic had been performed
effectively to solve problems while maintaining a harmonious working
climate in the multicultural groups.
Within an international scope of work, the importance of this characteristic was mentioned by an Indonesian respondent in a Practitioner lnte1view session:

RI· There is one important thing in dealing with Indonesians. We must
"read" every head, "read" the personality- implicitly. It is really the
point in our working context, what one telis you does not mean the
same with what's inside his head. One should really be aware of that
in Indonesia.
There were two main courses from which implicit meanings can be
derived, namely the non-verbal channels such as facial expressions or
gestures, and the indirect verbal communication. Indonesian members
were quite sensitive to both implicit communication styles.
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X: Could you tell whether your colleagues are dissatisfied with you or not,

or if they have some objections to your proposals?
R2: Yes, from their faces, if we are in the meeting, we can look at their
facial expressions.
X: Could you grasp any dissatisfactory responses from your colleagues?
R3: Yes
X: How did you do that?
R3: I don 't know. I think it's just like mutual conduct. I will also convey my
dissatiifaction in the same manner as he/she does. Not directly, however,
you know that.

Indonesians intuitively sense that a problem has occurred based on
this uncomfortable feeling. A strong need of refined rasa is obvious here,
to "feel " the acceptance level of this avoidance behavior, in order to find
out to what extent its effectiveness is in problem solving.
Indonesians performed sensitively to non-verbal behavior as well in
the Syntex international groups with similar means, to convey emphatic
responses and helping behavior, as display below (G is German; N is
Indonesian):
Gfaces a problem with his calculations due to insufficient information. In
the following conversation, he explains his needs to have more information.
G: And that is why it would be good, ifwe could do that. In that way we
could loosely produce 5000, 6000 trousers.
NI believe the computer program can calculate this thing for us and provide the data.
G stares at N with an astonished, doubtful look.
G and N are staring at each other for a few seconds, then N reacts
N We can ask .. (then asking the moderator) ..

This characteristic enables Indonesians to reach into a deeper level of
the subtle attributes by applying their sensitivity to "feel" others' emotional
feeling (Geenz, 1964, Magnis Suseno, 1996) as presented by the following
example:
X: Did you apply the experiences from your previous group?
N Well, actually only a little.
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What is the reason for that>
N- Mayhe, since C was so high!y motivated today so I would not want to
disturb his excitement..

X:

Unfortunately, this characteristic often becomes the source of intercultural misunderstandings. An example is obvious from a Syntex incident:

C shows N how to work with data in a more systematic manner. C repeatedly points at N 's working papers while explaining
C: You should take notes on this thing, so that you can calculate the whole
thing
N submissively bows his head to his papers, no eye contact with C.
N-Howcome?
C explains while keep on pointing to the.figures on N 's papers
C: Ya, now you must take a look at the production. .. and this part here,
what are we producing at the moment .. actually, you must sell the goods
in a warehous.
N nods several times submissively, and keeps avoiding eye contact.
Looking from Indonesian perspective, G displayed a conflicting verbal and non-verbal message, in which transmission of verbally objective
positive inputs was accompanied by dominating gestures. N's gestures and
facial expression obviously reflected his negative feeling toward G. In 111is
sense, N's reaction suits Magnis-Suseno's comment (1996) on Indonesian's
communication style that puts a high value on "the package" rather than
"the content". On the contrary, German's value of Sachorientierung(Tjitra ,
2001) leads G to perceive the discourse positively. This different perception often leads to typical misunderstandings in German-Indonesian work
groups (see also Tjitra, 2001).
In comparison to the multicultural groups, expressions of Sensitivity
to Non-verbal Behavior in international groups were more obvious yet
less effective in terms of goal attainment. Conclusively, exchanging message through non-verbal channels ran smoother among Indonesians. Jt
suppons the notion that non-verbal behavior is a cultural transmitter, and
therefore culturally bound (Argyle, 1988; Poyatos, 1982) rather than the
notion that non-verbal behavior is universal (Lafrance & Mayo,1978; Argyle & Cook, 1976).
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Conclusion and Discussion
The few examples described above illustrate that Indonesian !CS
characteristics developed in multicultural society serve as basic forms for
those in intercultural contexts. Confirming this result, comparison of Indonesian !CS characteristics in multicultural and international groups reveals
that most of the characteristics in international groups exist in the multicultural
context (please refer to Fig. I). This fact suggests the advantage of
multiculturalism to promote intercultural proficiencies (Bochner, 1981). A
high exposure of cultural diversity leads to frequent intercultural engagements that give way to develop mental readiness in dealing with cultural
differences. Indonesians have advantages to acquire skills for managing
cultural differences in intercultural contexts due to their multiculturalism
potentials.
Fu1ther discussions of the results, however, suggest that the multicultural
!CS characteristics need modifications to meet the demands of intercultural
contexts (see characteristics 2,5,7,9,and 10). This facts lead to an important
challenge on how to transfer the multicultural potentials into adequate
intercultural skills and actions. Then, being a member of multicultural
society is not in much use unless a proper culture learning strategy is
available. In this sense, a systematic culture learning is profitable to develop customized multicultural !CS for international co-operations. In comparison to acculturative culture learning strategy that is often typical for
multicultural societies, systematic learning provides better opportunities to
promote reflective learning.
Knowledge and understanding of the nature of Indonesian JCS are
beneficial as well for foreign managers in dealing with their Indonesian
co-workers. Studies involving Indonesian international work groups (Brandt,
1997; Tjitra, 2001, Panggabean, 2001, and Panggabean, 2002) reveal that
conflicts and frictions are originated from cultural differences in two problematic areas, namely communication style and work-ethic. Indonesian
indirect communication style and Indonesian lenient attitude towards several working aspects (e.g., time management, work priorities) are identified as frequent sources of conflict by the foreign co-workers. To deal with
these problems, it is important to understand the idea of harmony preservation as Indonesian basic motivation in managing cultural differences. In
this sense, to establish a positive group climate in the beginning of a work
group engagement is crucial since a comfortable interpersonal relationship
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Multicultural Groups

International Groups

1. Basic Motivation *

Group hannony serves as the primary drive of being culturally sensitive during task
accomplishments

2. Group-atm09phcrc .M8C9amcnt
E:x:i5~ during early phue of co-oper.ltion5, performed in apprehensive conduct, and conflict
.i.void:ance behavior to find the 'righteous role'
in the work group

Serves as a crucial pre-condition for
5mooth co-oper.ltiOn5
Group membe" put their m.i.in concern
on the a58eMment r.lther than on their
target assignments

3. Awarenessofcultural
differences"

Its role is less crucial and it is performed in
less time. Indonesian members conduct the
assessment simultaneously as they carry out
the assignments

Re5ponding to cultural difference, expectation in a relaxed manner, often accompanied by inadequate cultural preparation and
de11criptive expl.i.nation of the difference,

different members

4. Acceptance of cultural differences

Unconditional acceptance, that is a willingness to regard cultural differences as a part of
human nature

5. Tnrg•11£R•••
Emphatic, under5tanding re5po!"t!le5, indic.ted
by providing 5pace for other11 to expre55
difference,. Conducted in heavily indirect
communication style

Expres5ed in mutual ac~. Evidently cover,
the 5econd meaning of tenggang msa, that
is to involve pas,ive member5 a, not ro
become conspicuously different

6. Honnat (Resp,ect)'

Pe1formed in various kinds of face-sav ing behavior

Les, mutually performed and often mi5]ead
The act of providing space i5 frequently mi,interpreted a, 'to accept the dtfference5'

7. Actf,cca,cmiti'rity
A specific beh.i.vior.il form of empathy, that

is mainly indicated by ability to develop
adequate behavior to bridge dffferencei,

Action-oriented sensitivity, indicated b)
performing me:;ini, to senae difference-' and
to develop adequate aaiom to brid!(,
them

8. Willingness to learn..
Readiness to change to cope with the targeted
culture.

Ac! ion-o riented ~n!';it.ivity, indiaited by
:;ibi!ity to apply cultural knowledge in developing culcurslly adequate behavior.
ln it, more specific form the ch:;iracteri,ric
can be manifested in 'multiculrur2l man
feacures (see Bochner, 1981)
Indicated by an inductive, action-oriented
cu lture-learning style (e.g., learning by
doing)

9. Sensitivity to Non-verbal
Behavior

Mainly indicated through indirect communication style.

Very often culture-adequate interpret.i.tion
is achieved, however it doei, not almoi,t
manifested in culture-adequate responses.
Performed in a more direct communication style, however less effective to solve
problems in compamon to that performed
in the multicultural groupi,

10. Display of Emotional Control
A delayed expression and repression of
negative emotions or ideas to maintain the
positive group-atmosphere

It is indicated by subtle, non-verbal

It is performed in a more dirca m:;inner
and less mutual th~n those in the multiculnu":;J.J group-', .crves r2ther a5 perwnal
conflict management style than :;i., group
contlia avoidance mcchani:5m

1J

1J

if

Refined rasa
NOie:

Figu re 1. Relationship be tween Indonesian main cultural values and Indonesian JCS characteristics.
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among group members provides mutual trust and understanding, leading
to smooth communication and more positive work attitudes (Brandt, 1997
and Tjitra, 2001). Accordingly, the JCS characteristics become important
since they promote relationship building. As described previously, the
characteristics of group-atmosphere assessment is primarily intended to
build a pleasant working atmosphere. The sensitivity to non-verbal behaviordepicts courses of Indonesian indirect communication style to promote
supportive group climate. In general, almost all characteristics are useful
for group-climate development (e.g., characteristics 5,6,7,8 in Fig.1). An
important challenge for intercultural contexts, however, is the fact that
almost all of tl1ese characteristics are not reciprocally performed between
Indonesian group members and their foreign colleagues. This fact leads to
the issue of culture learning for foreign managers. However, in comparison to the similar culture-learning needs of Indonesians as discussed earlier, the learning focus should be more on the content, that is the JCS
characteristics, than on the learning strategy
In terms of concept establishment, the results contribute to studies of
intercultural competencies in two ways. First, the application of multiple
methods and data sources (Fig.2) serves as the main contribution. Syntex,
Syntalk, and Practitioner Interview perform their genuine strengths independently and fit nicely together as complementary methods to reveal the
differential domain of JCS characteristics (cognitive-affective-behavioral).
Syntex is powerful for exploring observable behavior of the characteristics,
Syntalk is advantageous in uncovering the reflective and emotional aspects of JCS, and the Practitioner Interview supplies data from practical,
natural settings. As a result, we can pinpoint characteristics which have
their accent on one of the three din1ensional aspects. A closer look at i
descriptions in Fig.1 shows these accents. The characteristic of awareness '
of cultural differences, for example, has its strong emphasize on the cognitive level because the characteristic accentuates reasoning and explaining cultural differences, the willingness to recognize cultural differences as
described in the characteristic of acceptance of cultural difference indicates its affective nature, and the action orientation of active sensitivity
makes it suitable as an example of an JCS characteristic with a strong
behavioral orientation. However, the study does not attain the same level
of elaboration for each characteristic. For example, sensitivity to non-verbal behavior is less cognitively explored in comparison to group-atmo-
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sphere assessment. One possible explanation for this is that Syntex and
Syntalk were not originally designed for JCS explorations. Thus, a more
specific instrument should be designed to attain a more extensive !CS
examination in fu ,ther research on these topics. More discussion at the
multilevel of JCS characteristics can be found in Panggabean (2001).
Secondly, the complementary method also se,ves as quality criteria
by providing "trustworthiness" of a qualitative study (Mayring, 1999). Another contribution of the result is the application of the Indonesian cultural
perspective to uncover basic features of JCS as summarized in Fig.2. As
mentioned in earlier part of this article, attempts to explore intercultural
competencies using a non-western perspective are still rare to find (Dinges
& Baldwin, 1996).

SyntexManagement
Game Simulation
•Focusesonbehavioral
ICScharacteristics
•Subjects:student
•Subjects:student

Multiple
characteristics of
Indonesian ICS
(cognitive-affectivebehavioral domain)

• Subjects:practitioners

NATURAL SETTING

Figure 2. An application of multiple methods in revealing !CS characteristics.

Finally, !CS characteristics de1ived in this study are subjects for fwther
examinations, especially w ith respect to its generalization in various intercultural contexts. It would be challenging, for example, to explore characteristics oflndonesian JCS in international co-operations other than Indonesian-German groups
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TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP, COMPETENCIES,
SELF-CON1ROL, AND PERFORMANCE AS A FUNCTION
OF PERCEIVED ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
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This chapter concerns the relationship between the transformational
leadership of superiors and competencies of managers in banking organizations, and the role of self-control as a moderating variable of the relationship between competencies and performance, in case of service (banking) organizations that in particular are perceived to be functioning under
a weak work culture. Leadership as it is and the Transformational Leadership in particular is considered as a key variable affecting performance in
organizations by several contemporary researchers. While leadership has
a direction-giving and coordinating role, the importance of certain characteristics of the subordinates cannot be undermined in making the leader's
effons succeed. The competency of the subordinates is one such variable.
Frnther, the competencies of the role incumbents are likely to contribute
to the performance. However, self-control i.e., the ability to keep emotions under control and to restrain negative actions when tempted, faced
with opposition or hostility from others, or working under conditions of
stress, is likely to enhance the positive impact of competencies on performance. Thus the variables in the study were: (a) transformational leadership of superiors, (b) competencies, and (c) performance. The contextual
framework however, was provided by the variable of (cl) culture.
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Transformational Leadership

Significant attention has recently been given to the theories related to
transformational leadership (e.g., Barling, Weber, & Kelloway, 1996; Bass,
1997, 1998). The concept of transformational leadership was first highlighted in a comprehensive manner by Burns 0978). Burns 0978, p. 3)
noted a qualitative distinction between transactional and transformational
political leaders. In transactional leadership, leader - follower relationships are based on a series of exchanges or bargains between leaders and
followers. According to Burns, the transformational leaders recognize the
need for a potential follower but go further, seeking to satisfy higher
needs, in terms of Maslow's 0954) need-hierarchy to engage the full per. son of the follower. Transforming leadership results in mutual stimulation
and elevation that convetts followers into leaders and may convett leaders
into moral agents. Bass 0997, 1998) has contributed a great deal to the
evolution of the theory and understanding the ramification of transformational leadership. Transformational leadership includes charisma (providing a vision and a sense of mission, and raising followers' self-expectations), intellectual stimulation (helping employees emphasize rational solutions, and challenge old assumptions), and individualized consideration
(developing employees and coaching). Howell and Avolio 0993) note
that leaders described as transformational, concentrate tl1eir effotts on
longer term goals; place value and emphasis on developing a vision;
change or align systems to accommodate their vision rather than work
within existing systems; and coach followers to take on greater responsibility for their own development, as well as the development of others. These
leaders are often described by the followers as inspirational (italic added).
Such leaders frequently display transactional leadership behavior as well
(pp. 891-892). Bass 0997) maintained that transformational leadership is
more effective and satisfying than just constructive transactions and constructive transactions are more effective and satisfying than corrective ones.
Apparently, the transformational leadership has been found to be an impottant variety of leadership functions.
The Concept of Competence and Competencies

According to Reber 0985, p. 137) competence means ability to perform some task or accomplish something. The suggested synonyms of
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competence include ability, capability, capacity, efficiency, proficiency,
competency, skill, expertise etc. (McLeod, 1986, p. 88). The concept of
competence in its commonsense meaning includes a satisfactory degree of
ability to perform certain implied kind of tasks. Researchers and theorists
· have long been pointing out that there is a tendency or need in human
beings to explore, and to produce effects over the environment (e.g.,
Berlyne, 1950). White 0959) postulated "effectance motivation" to mean
that there is a biological drive or urge in all human beings to influence and
to master their environments. This effectance motivation, according to
White (1959, 1963), is manifested in exploration, curiosity, mastery, and
the seeking of an optimum level of stimulation. The significance of
effectance motivation is to develop an individual's competence. As available research literature indicated, little research on job competence has
been conducted. Wagner and Morse (1975) probably for the first time
attempted to study competence on a managerial sample. They have constructed a paper pencil scale of "sense of competence." Some researchers
have shown their interest in competence in work or job context (Boyatzis,
1982; Hill, 1984). Hill (1984) postulated that competence is the ability to
get things done.

Competency
Competency is defined as that underlying characteristic of an individual, which is causally related to effective or superior peiformance in a
job or situation. Competency characteristics that differentiate superior from
average role incumbents may include (a) cross-cultural sensitivity, i.e. the
ability to hear what people from different cultures are really saying or
meaning, and to predict how they will react, Cb) positive expectations of
others, and (c) speed in learning political networks. Competencies may be
divided into two categories. First, the threshold competencies, which are
the essential characteristics, and second, the differentiating competencies,
i.e. the factors that distinguish superior from average performers. There
could be five types of competency characteristics in the main. They are the
following: motives, traits, self-concept, knowledge, and skill.
Out of these five, the skill and the knowledge may be regarded as
belonging to the surface of the people and are more visible, whereas the
self-concept, traits, and motives are relatively hidden and could be more
difficult to access and develop. Hence, skill and knowledge competencies
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may be more amenable to training attempts and may be relatively easy to
develop. Although the skill and knowledge competencies may be viewed
as belonging to the surface, nevenheless it would be fair to treat them also
as belonging to the differentiating rather than the threshold competency
category. Further, since skills and knowledge can be task-specific, these
would vary from one to the other task domain. An implication of such
conceptualization is that skill and knowledge-based competencies may
lose their potency if the role incumbent changes the task domain.
The present research endeavor is concerned with the competency
aspects in banking organizations, which falls in the category of service
organizations. A dominant feature of such organizations and of the personnel belonging to those is a requirement of customer service orientation.
The components of such orientations may include the following: (a) helping and service orientation, (b) focus on the client's needs, (c) partnering
the client, (d) end user focus, (e) attention to client satisfaction, (f) seeking
information about the real, underlying needs of the clients, beyond those
expressed initially, and matching these to available or customized services, and (g) taking personal responsibility for correcting customer service
problems, and correcting problems promptly and un-defensively.
The "Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS)
Report for America 2000" 0991) took a serious look at tl1e America's
cotemporary economy and dominant trends on the work scenario and
anticipated changes in the jobs. One of the anticipated changes was a
massive shift from manufacturing jobs to service jobs. The SCANS report
came out with what amounts to a national competency model for U. S.
workers. The globalization of me world economy and dynamic market
and socio-political forces, however, gave a thrust to the competency considerations worldwide, and a realization seems to have dawned upon
many a behavioral science scholar and practitioner that mere is a need to
think in terms of competency model in almost every part of me globe. The
cross-cultural similarities and differences need to be spelled out more
clearly based on the strength of research data. The present work is a
humble attempt in this direction. Taking a cue from the SCANS recommendation for developing competencies, me following five competencies
were considered for inclusion in the present study: (a) Resources: identifies, organizes, plans, and allocates resources; (b) Interpersonal: works
wim others; (c) Information: acquires and uses information; (d) Systems·
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understands complex relationships; and (e) Technology: works with a variety of technologies.

Self-control
According to Thoresen and Mahoney (1974), a person displays selfcontrol when, in the relative absence of immediate external constraints, he
engages in behavior whose previous probability has been less than that of
alternatively available behaviors. Self-control may be said to include the
following major characteristics: (a) the existence of two or more response
alternatives, (b) different consequences for the alternatives, and usually (c)
the maintenance of self-controlling actions by longer-term external consequences (Thoresen & Mahoney, 1974)
Emotional self-control can be viewed as a kind of trait that comes
under the catego1y of more complex "consistent responses to the situations." Self-control is the ability to keep emotions under control and to
restrain negative actions when tempted, when faced with opposition or
hostility from others, or when working under conditions of stress (Spencer
& Spencer, 1993, p. 78). These trait competencies are characteristics of
successful managers (Spencer & Spencer, 1993, p. 10). Self-control is critical to human service workers as they face crisis, angry or upset clients, and
temptations to become personally involved with the clients. Self-control
may be d1ought of as a combination of: stamina, resistance to stress, staying calm, and being not easily provoked; and the common behavioral
indicators may include: not being impulsive, resisting temptation to inappropriate involvements, remaining calm in stres~ful situations, finding acceptable outlets for stress, and responding constructively to problems even
under stress (Spencer & Spencer, 1993, pp.79-80). McCalJum (2000) posits
that Alfred Lord Tennyson has never been thought of as a management
guru. It is a pity since executives can learn much from this leading Victorian poet. Tennyson's 1832 poem Oenone, in pa1ticular, offers insight. In
just 2 lines, the poet captures die essence of leading an enterprise successfully: Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control, These three alone lead
life to sovereign power. With ve1y few exceptions, leaders of organizations
that get into serious trouble lack one or more of what have come to be
called Tennyson's "trinity of excellence." Executives would do well to
occasionalJy consider what this trinity has to do with their jobs.
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Method

Participants and Setting

The study was conducted in two of the states of north India. Two
hundred and sixty one middle managerial level officers from 63 branches
of the five major nationalized (public sector) banks responded to the
questionnaires. The respondents were all male, having a bachelor's degree
or above, in terms of educational qualification.
The setting. Data were collected from the banking organizations.
The banks are the special cases of service organizations. The banking
system touches the lives of millions and has to be inspired by larger social
purpose and has to serve national priorities and objectives. Sinha 0990)
observed that banking organizations are vital to the economy and are
strategic in nature. Historically, they are urban in origin and purely commercial in purpose. In a rapidly developing country that has predominantly agricultural and rural considerations to take care of, the banking
organizations have to shift from commercial to social banking and from
class to mass banking. This means that they need to be more open to the
surrounding socio-cultural milieu than the manufacturing organizations.
And yet, the banking organizations must guard their commercial interests
in order to remain viable. The work culture thus depends on how effectively the management copes with the confluence of the two forces. In
spite of the professed and aspired excellence in almost all the aspects of
the possible banking services, for most common customers, particularly
the salaried and the fixed income group of customers, the banking function in India remains limited to savings bank operations and occasional
fixed term deposit transactions, which is carried out most routinely and
also reasonably efficiently in most banks. However, exceptions apart, specialized services such as loans, foreign exchange, money transfers, computerized banking, credit card operations etc. cannot be compared with
world-class banking standards and most middle-class consumers may not
feel as satisfied with the quality of services rendered by most banks as of
now. Since the major initiative taken in 1949 in the form of the Banking
Regulation Act (1949), the banking sector has undergone rapid expansion
and growth compared to the starting point. However, the impressive expansions and achievements could not cover the areas of deficiencies. The
banks were probably carried away by the heat of their expansion and
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growth. There was a sense of affluence which probably distracted them
from paying due attention to developing a work culture which may be
conducive to good housekeeping, work ethics, and customer services. The
customer services and efficiency in the nationalized banks have been
"disappointing and left much to be desired" (Banks Since Nationalization,
1981, p. 49). In the last two decades, employee relations in banks have
been marked by frequent branch level work stoppage, adoption of restrictive practices, union supremacy, employee apathy, alienation, and distrust
between management and unions, employees indiscipline, chaotic work
environment, archaic delays, unfriendliness and in some cases hostility at
the counters (Bhide & Khandelwal (1986, p. 36). Obviously, the work
culture in banking organizations has grown soft and thus allows free play
of all kinds of extraneous forces (Sinha, 1990, p. 144). However, of late
there has been a realization among some of the banking organizations,
especially in face of the presence of banks of foreign origin on the native
soil and the customers' attraction toward them on account of better service
and facilities. Consequently, some of the higher ranking officials may be
seen making efforts toward better banking at their bank units or branches.
Unfortunately, such officials occupy transferable positions and are likely to
get transferred within a period mostly of tl1ree years making the top-down
effect rather volatile.

Measures
Data were collected on five variables in the main, namely, Transformational Leadership, Competencies, Self-control, Performance (Effectiveness), and Culture. It was decided to use the instruments that have already
been used in the some form at least once before in the Indian setting in
some documented study.
Transformational leadership questionnaire was taken from Singh
and Bhandarkar 0990, p. 22) consisting of 31 items. This was adapted to
generate scores on a 5-point scale. The one used by Singh and Bhandarkar
requires the respondents to choose the seven dominant qualities out of 31.
For assessment of the transformational leadership, the respondents gave
their ratings of their immediate superior in the hierarchy.
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Organiz ational culture questionnair e. The organizational work
culture was attempted to be measured along two dimensions, (a) Soft
versus Synergetic culture, as well as on (b) Weak versus Strong aspect of
Organizational Work Culture. The soft versus synergetic work culture
measure was based on Sinha 0990), and Rai (2000). The Soft versus
Synergetic culture measure consisted of 40 items with a 5-point response
category mapping the following eight attributes of the synergetic work
culture (Table 1).
Table 1

Eight Attributes of the Soft and Synergetic Work Cultures
SOFT WORK CULTURE
(Work is secondary)

SYNERGETIC WORK CULTURE
(Work is primary)

Employees do not tend to work hard

Employees tend to work hard

Employees do not feel positive affect

Employees do feel positive affect

for work

for work

Employees do not derive satisfaction
from their job

Employees do derive satisfaction
from their job

Employees do not locate work at ci1e
center of their life space

Employees do locate work at the
center of their life space

Employees are not quite clear about
their roles

Employees are rather clear about
their roles

Employees come late to Lheir office

Employees come to their office
on time

Employees leave early

Employees do not normally leave

early
Employees take time off during
working hours to do their personal work, such as visiting friends
and relatives, or to look after thei.J
family problems

Employees normally do not take
time off during working hours to
do their personal work, such as
visiting friends and relatives, or
to look after their family problems
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Strong versus weak culture Strong cultures are those in which
core values are intensely held and widely shared (Wiener, 1988). The
respondents were asked the following two questions with respect to each
of the 40 items mapping the eight attributes of the Synergetic Work Culture: (a) to what extent this value is intensely held, and (b) to what extent
are they widely shared, in the organization? Responses were obtained on a
5-point percentage scale (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and more than 80% - up to
almost 100%). The responses on these two items were summed. Possible
score range was 2-10 for each item, and 80-400 for the total scale. The
Median split on scores of the two dimensions of culture was expected to
generate a 2 X 2 classification of work culture, as depicted in the following
table (Table 2).

Table 2

A Possible 2 X 2 Class(fication of the Work Culture

WEAK CULTURE (The core va-

SOFT WORK
CULTURE (Work
is secondary)

SYNERGETIC WORK
CULTURE
(Work is primary)

SOFT-WEAK

SYNERGETIC-WEAK

( considered as
"strong" for the
present purposes) •

!ues are not intensely held and
there is greater individual differences in sharing those)

STRONG CULTURE (The core

SOFf-STRONG

values are intensely held and

( considered as
"weak" for present purposes)'

widely shared)

SYNERGETICSTRONG

Here it may be noted that this was the ideal classificatory scheme.
However, the reality was found to be different than the ideal. The explorations revealed that the available domain of data collection supported
only two of the possible four cells, shown with an asterisk, i.e., SoftStrong, and Synergetic-Weak. The further analyses are based on data conceptually belonging to one of. these two cells (soft-strong) only. Henceforth, we will call Soft-Strong as Weak, and Synergetic-Weak as Strong

Table 3

Transformational Leadership Dimensions

~ Weights and R

2

Competencies mmensions

Work Appreciation, Corifi,dence, and Trost

~ ~ 0.47

R'~ .21

Resources Competencies

Empowering Attitude.

~ ~ 0.62

R'~.38

Interpersonal Competencies

Composed, Risk Taking and Efficient
Leadership

~ ~-0.41

R'~.48

Work Appreciation, Confidence,
andTrnst

~ ~ 036

R'~.57

Formal-Objective Leadership.

~ ~- 0.44

R'~ .66

Protective and Supportive (care
and concern)

~ ~ 0.36

R'~ .77

Empowering Attitude.

~ ~ 0.47

R'

~

.21

Leaming Oriented and Participative

~ ~-0.32

R'

~

.30

Composed, Risk Taking and Efficient
Leadership

~ ~- 0.43

R'~.40

Capahle and Participative

~ ~- 0.29

R'~ .45

Leadership

Leadership

°'
°'
0

Summary ofMultiple Regression Analysis Results with Transformational Leadership Predicting Competencies in
the "Weak" Work Culture

Information Competencies

Learning Oriented and Participative
Leadership.

Empowering Attitude
ComfXJsed, Risk Taking and Efficient
Leadership
Work Appreciation, Confidence,
and Trost.

p=

0.48

R 2 = .22

p = 0.34
p =- 0.42

R

2

R

2

p•

R 2 •.49

0 35

=.32

= .42

Capable and Participative
Leadership

p = -0 33

R2

Formal-Objective Leadership.

p=

0.18

R' =.57

P=

o.44

R'= .19

I.earning Oriented and Participative
Leadership

p•

0.28

R' • .25

Formal-Objective Leadership

p = -0 33
p = 0.27

R'= .31

EmfXJwering Altitude.

•

Systems Competencies

.56

Technology Competencies

R'= .35

CA
0
-._J
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Also it may be noted that since at present the main interest lies in the
"weak" work culture, the further analyses are based on responses only
from one hundred and twenty-five respondents who belonged to organizational units with soft-strong work cultures (considered as "weak" for
present purposes).
Competency . The competency measure was adapted from the
Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS, 1991). It
covers five dimensions, namely Resources, Interpersonal, Information,
Systems, and Technology, with 4, 5, 3, 3, and 3 underlying dimensions
respectively, giving rise to a total of eighteen dimensions, which were
measured through a corresponding 18-item questionnaire with 5-point
response categories.
Self-control . The self-control measure was adapted from Spencer,Jr.,
and Spencer (1993). It has an 8-point scoring scheme corresponding to the
eight statements representing various magninrdes of self-control.
Personal effectiveness . The effectiveness at the individual level
was purported to be mapped in terms of the Personal Effectiveness. The
concerned questionnaire had 14 items with 5-point response categories,
constructed by Sinha (1992). This instrument has been used by associates
of the first author in earlier studies, and had shown good results (e. g.,
Srivastava, 1996; Rai, 2000). Respondents' own ratings were obtained on
the measures of competencies, self-control, and effectiveness.
Results and Conclusion
The analyses were done using regression analysis. It may be noted
before proceeding funher that since in the present report the main interest
lies in the "weak" work culture, the further analyses are based on responses only from one hu ndred and twenty-five respondents who belonged to the organizational units with soft-strong work culnrres (considered as "weak" for present purposes). Table 3 shows that some of the
dimensions of the transformational leadership of superiors turned out to
be good predictors of specific competencies. These dimensions may need
to be fostered. However, some of the leadership dimensions were the
negative predictors of some of the competencies nearly as well. Hence
care may be exercised when the superiors are attempting to enhance a
specific competency in the subordinates
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Table 4

Summary of Multiple Regression Analysis Results with Competencies Predicting Performance (Personal Effectiveness) in Weak Culture
Competencies Dimensions

~ w eights and R '

Effective Dealing with
Individuals

Interpersonal. Works with
others
Resources . Identifies, organizes,

~-0.17

plans, and allocates resources

R '•. 34

Competencies Dimensions
InterpersonaL Works with
others

Personal Effectiveness
Dimensions

~ weights and R

2

Personal Effective ness
Dimensions
Effective Dealing with
Group

~- 0.47
R '• .26

Resources . Identifies, organizes,

plans and allocates resources

Competencies Dimensions
Information. Acquires and uses

information

~ we ights and R

~- 0.26
R '•.24

Systems. Understands complex
interrelationships

R '= .35

Technology. Works with a

~- 0.25
R '•.40

variety of technologies
Resources . Identifies, organizes,

~-0.19

plans, and allocates resources

R '•.43

2

Personal Effectiveness
Dimens ions
Effective Dealing with
Envirorune nt

Table 4 shows that interpersonal and resources competencies may
enhance effective dealing with the individuals as well as with groups. This
points to the importance of these two specific competencies, which must
be fostered in weak organizations. Work Appreciation, Confidence and
Trust; Empowering Attitude; and Protective and Supportive (care and concern) dimensions of transformational leadership (Table 3) may help in this
connection. Information, systems, technology, and resources competencies are important for effective dealing with environment, which is an
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important concern for the banking organizations. The transformational
leadership dimensions Empowering Attitude; Leaming Oriented and Participative Leadership; Work Appreciation, Confidence, and Trust; FormalObjective Leadership; and Composed, Risk Taking and Efficient Leadership
may be helpful in this regard.
The results showed that when the culture is "weak" (Soft-Strong) the
contribution of Leadership to Competencies is rather good. The contribution of Competencies to the dimensions of Personal Effectiveness was also
found to be good. Additionally, all the dimensions of competencies showing significant predictive results for Personal Effectiveness also showed a
significant increase in the beta weights when Self-control was entered as
an interaction term (moderator variable) together with Competencies (Competencies X Self-control), in the regression equation for Personal Effectiveness as criterion. Hence it may be inferred that self-<:ontrol together with competencies may be an important ingredient for enhancing effectiveness.
The Insights

The results may lead to the following insights: Leadership in general
and Transformational Leadership in particular appears to be a key variable
related to certain competencies of the subordinate role incumbents, especially in "weak" cultures. While leadership might have a direction giving
and coordinating role, the importance of certain characteristics of the subordinates cannot be undermined in making the leader's efforts succeed.
The competency of the subordinates is one such variable. Further, the
competencies of the role incumbents are likely to contribute to the performance. However, self-control i.e., the ability to keep emotions under
control and to restrain negative actions when tempted, faced with opposition or hostility from others, or working under conditions of stress, is likely
to enhance the positive impact of competencies on performance. These
lead us to think in favor of training for competencies and self-control of the
role incumbents, for better organizational functioning. If possible, an attempt may also be made to enhance the transformational aspects of the
leadership style. This may especially be required for weak cultures.
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Following a long tradition in Anthropology, the term culture was
incorporated into the organizational literature in the 1970s by Pettigrew
(1979) when he used such expressions as "corporate culture" and "organizational culture." Since then, the study of culture has taken various theoretical or methodological approaches, which currently are either assimilated, considered to be supplementary, or mutually excluded. This has led
to a prevailing lack of consensus or conceptual perplexity.
For Pettigrew 0979), organizational culture consists of "a system of
public and collective meanings accepted by a given group over a certain
period of time. This system of terrns, forrns, categories and images interpret for people their own situations" (p.574). However, for Schein 0992),
organizational culture is to be understood as "the pattern of shared basic
assumptions that a given group has invented, discovered, or developed in
learning to cope with its problems of external adaptation and internal
integration - a pattern of assumptions that has worked well enough to be
considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the
correct way to perceive, think and feel in relation to those problems" (p.9).
According to Trice and Beyer (1993), culture involves conceptions,
norrns and values that are inculcated during the life of an organization.
Communicating them, however, has to be done in a continuous and clear
manner if they are to be kept alive. With t11is in mind, it seems that
"cultural manifestation analysis" should take rituals and ceremonies into
account; i.e., planned and elaborated activities by the organization that
articulate various forms of cultural expression inasmuch as the conventional rules and standards are established through these rites. In other
words, for Trice and Beyer, rites reveal the interpretation of a network of
meanings that are subjacent.
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A comparative revision of various conceptions of organizational culture permits, however, the identification of some general presuppositions
concerning this phenomenon that, to a certain degree, underline contact
points among the various viewpoints. Thus, Hofstede, Neuijen, Ohayv and
Sanders (1990) stress that organizational culture is related to an organization's
history and tradition. It has some depth and is difficult to decipher and
explain, but it should be interpreted. Organizational culture is, by its own
nature, collective, shared and ideational and refers to values, beliefs, knowledge and other deeper aspects. It is holistic and subjective, as opposed to
being strictly rational and analytic.
In an anempt to put this field of knowledge into order, Smircich
(1983) made a distinction between the two main foci of his study. The first
encompasses a functionalist perspective, seeing culture as a variable; i.e.,
"something that an organization has" (p.347). It considers that an organization can produce cultural artifacts (internal vision) or that a society's
culture, in which an organization is inserted, can be brought to the organizational environment by its members (external vision). The second focus
encompasses a phenomenological tradition, seeing culture as a root metaphor. In other words it is "something that an organization is" (p.347),
thereby conceiving an organization as an expressive form of the manifestation of human conscience, ideas, and symbols.
The adherents of the functionalist position, also designated as objectivists or positivists, acknowledge, however, that organizations produce
cultural features that are fairly distinctive. These incl1,1de values, norms,
rituals, ceremonies and verbal expressions that together affect the behavior of both employees and managers. Furthermore, they assume that culture gives the organization's members a sense of identity, facilitates a
larger involvement, guarantees system stability, serves as a vehicle for
behavior orientation and modeling, and motivates the employees to do
things right (Alvesson, 1993).
Studies that have been oriented from a phenomenological or hermeneutic position look at organizations as if they were a culture, as traditionally defined in Anthropology, to develop radically new theories and paradigms. Thus, they presuppose that organizations constitute manifestations
of the expression of human conscience. For this reason, cultures should be
analyzed mainly through their expressive, ideational and symbolic aspects
that unify people and make shared actions possible. The underlying objec-
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tive is the understanding and reflection of the culture, and not to search for
pragmatic findings that might help to increase the efficiency which represent, in the last analysis, the basic concerns of the first focus (Alvesson,
1993)
Nevertheless, according to Riley (1983), although theoretical conceptions on organizational culture are polarized with regard to the two perspectives mentioned above, empirical studies in this area have opted for
the integration of both conceptions. Consequently, Alvesson (1993), though
acknowledging Smircich's reference (1983) as being crucial to regulate the
study area in organizational culture, comments that it has not exhausted
the various analyses made possible by a particular tl1e01y. Witl1 this in
mind, he envisions a large number of scholars not to be put in one of the
two categories, but in an intermediate category that utilizes the concept of
culture as variable, broadly conceived, studying organizations as cultures.
Such a strategy is defended because many cultural concepts (values, rites
and rituals, for instance) do not lend themselves to quantification. On the
otl1er hand, to consider a culture only through symbols and meanings
impedes the approach of otl1er important perspectives, inasmuch as organizations constitute economic entities, where material conditions, external
environment, competition and performance must also be taken into consideration.
Fundamentally following tl1e functionalist perspective, different authors have sought to develop tl1eoretical models whose purpose it is to
explicate the different features or elements that an organizational culture
might manifest. Schein's tl1eoretical model (1991) postulates that organizational culture has three elements that vary regarding their accessibility
level: artifacts, espoused values, and basic assumptions. The artifacts constitute a more superficial level of culture, i.e., corresponding to the organizational structures and processes, and to the group's tangible products,
such as the physical environment architecture and the observed ceremonies. The espoused values, in turn, justify strategies, aims and organizational philosophies, while tl1e basic assumptions refer to the beliefs that
play a part in the members' vision of the world. Therefore, they tend to be
unconscious and unquestionable.
Rousseau (1990) presented a model in which the main elements of
culture are formed in interrelated layers that vary along a "continuum" of
subjectivity and accessibility. Starting with the most visible elements right
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through until the most profound ones the observation order is: artifacts,
behavior patterns, behavioral norms, values, and fundamental assumptions. In a way, this model represents an amplification or elaboration of
Schein's model 0991) in that it incorporates a higher level of specificity in
determination and distinction among the various forms of cultural manifestation. Thus, Rousseau adds to the cultural elements defined by Schein
0991) the activity patterns (such as decision-making mechanisms, coordination and communication utilized in the resolution of organizational
problems), and behavioral norms (organization expectations on how their
members should behave and interact among themselves).
The theoretical model conceived by Hofstede et al. 0990) assumes
that culture manifests itself through four elements that also differ in terms
of their visibility to the observer. Symbols, the most external layer, consist
of the words, gestures and objects that have a special meaning inside the
organization. The heroes are the personages, either dead or alive, or real
or imaginary, that have been bestowed with prestige in the culture and
serve as behavior models for their members. The rituals consist of collective activities, superfluous from a technical point of view, but socially
indispensable. The symbols, heroes, and rituals constitute the "practices"
of the organization, and its cultural meaning is associated with the way
they are perceived by everyone involved with the organization. The nucleus
of culture is formed by values that refer to sentiments that are almost
always unconscious, and therefore are not directly observable. Rather,
they are revealed through alternative behaviors (corresponding to Schein's
basic assumptions).
Calori and Sarnin 0991) presented an integrated model of corporate
culture that, in a way, represents a synthesis of the previous models.
Starting from the center and edging toward the periphery, it postulates that
organizational culture emerges through basic assumptions, values, behavior norms, and its most visible and direct manifestations, such as symbols
(languages, rituals, beliefs, architecture, etc.) and managing practices (recruitment and selection systems, evaluation and reward systems, relations
with customers, competitors and with the social environment, etc.).
Studies guided by these theoretical models have primarily focused on
the evaluation of observed similarities and differences in the values, behavioral norms and organizational practices of companies that show variations in whatever line of activities are in terms of the nature of their
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business, etc (Calori & Sarnin 1991; Hofstede et al., 1990). At the same
time, they consider the impact that an organization's culture exerts on the
attitudes and behavior expressed by individuals within it. The voluminous
empirical findings on this subject, available in the international literature,
contrast with Brazilian investigations in this area. Although research is still
scattered, there has been a noticeable increase in the interest shown by
Brazilian researchers in the development and/ or the adaptation of instruments designed to evaluate the extent to which different cultural factors
are manifested in organizations (Gomide Jr. & Martins 1997; Oliveira,
GomideJr. , Martins, Marques & Cunha 1999; Tamayo & Gondim 1996), as
well as by the analysis of cultural implications on some aspects of organizational life (Freitas, 1991; GomideJr., 1999; Tamayo 1998a,1998b; Thiollent
1997; Tomei & Braustein 1994).
Because Brazil is so large (more than half of South America), and
because of the different historical roots of its colonization as well as its
economic and social development, previous research has shown considerable cultural and economic variation among its geographical regions. Despite
these differences there are strong similarities in the national values, beliefs, norms, customs, and general behavioral patterns of Brazilians. As
members of a collectivist society, and one that is moderately high in power
distance (Hofstede, 1980), Brazilians see themselves as belonging to an ingroup and recognize inequality and differences in status. Moreover, they
are described as very passionate and emotional (Pearson & Stephan, 1998),
and while "machismo" describes male behavior as essentially dominating
and aggressive, feminine values underline the self-sacrificing woman living in an adequate balance between motherhood and purity (Baldwin &
Desouza, 2001). The Baldwin and Desouza study regarding gender roles
in Brazil also pointed out that two dialectical tensions characterize the
construction of gender in our country: the tension between traditionalism
and modernity and between unity and difference. In the face of the peculiarities of the Brazilian cultural history, it is very likely that these same
tensions exist in the other spheres of social life as well
If we look at the Brazilian business life, for instance, we can observe
similar phenomena. According to Mattos 0996), Brazilian organizational
cultures can, in general, be traditionally seen as closed systems in which
leaders with strong personalities, rigid values, paternalistic patterns and
highly centralized hierarchical structures prevail. The main cultural conse-
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quences of these organizational traits are the improvised style of doing
things (lack of planning) which leads to the famous Brazilian "jeitinho," an
expression that is difficult to translate but essentially says "Well, there is no
way to reach the goal, but in a certain way (with the help of Goel), we will
achieve it anyway" (Strohschneider & Guss, 1998, p. 699). In addition, we
can expect, to some degree, a disaggregating environment with its negative effects on employee commitment and participation, and finally, a
strong emphasis on a bureaucratic structure, which, in turn, promotes the
lack of initiative and the prevalence of regimental rules upon planned
actions oriented towards better results.
More recently, deep changes in the Brazilian economy have been
gradually transforming the business climate from paternalistic and protected to one of free enterprise (Ettorre, 1998), especially in the Southeastern part of the country, which is an economically well-developed and
heavily industrialized region. On the otl1er hand, as another symptom of
Brazilian cultural diversity, private and public cultural organizations have
been traditionally described in different terms. This is partially because of
distinct degrees of co-existence of old and modern economic and business
conceptions, and partially because of tl1e existing differences in some
relevant working conditions concerning legal rights, such as retirement
prerequisites and rights, guarantee of job stability, personal and professional advantages, and so on.
Taking into account those considerations about Brazilian national
culture and the cultural particularities of organizations that differ in its
economic nature and type of business, the current study's objective was to
compare the organizational culture of both public and privately run companies. To satisfy that aim, the existing differences and similarities from
the members' perceptions concerning the values and practices that typify
their organizations were analyzed. It is considered well worth the effort to
carry out additional studies that might contribute to an understanding of
different factors that interact within an organization's culture.
Method

Participants
Participants in this study were 547 male and female workers, all
volunteers, from either public or private trading, industrial, and service-
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Table 1
Sample Composition

Variables

Public
companies
N

Sex

Age
Length of service

Total

%

N

%

N

%

Male

92

55

224

59

316

58

Female

75

45

156

41

231

42

167

100

380

100

547

100

5

3

76

1

81

15

Secondary

48

29

169

44

217

40

University

114

68

135

35

249

45

Total

167

100

380

100

547

100

M

SD

M

SD

Total
Education

Private
companies

Elementary

M

SD

41.66

7.98

34.06 9.04

35.83 9.47

7.70

8.24

5.58 6.19

6.13 6.67

providing organizations, 56 in all, living in the city of Rio de Janeiro (see
Table 1). They ranged in age from 18 to 62, with an average of 35.83 and
an SD of 9.47. Most of them attended seconda1y school (40%) or have been
to college (45%). Their length of service to their companies ranged from 1
to 39 years, with an average of 6.13 years and an SD of 6.67. The titles of
respondents' positions varied largely, but the majority was white-collar
workers (51%). Because of the explorato1y nature of the study and its
strictly comparative purposes concerning the organizational values and
practices that predominantly typify the selected private and public enterprises, the organizations were matched neither to size, nature of their
business nor ownership status.
Instrument

The data were collected through a questionnaire developed and validated by Ferreira, Assmar, Esto!, Helena and Cisne (2002). It consists of
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101 items, with four sub-scales referring to the values endorsed by the
organization and four sub-scales relating to the organization's practices.
The four value sub-scales were associated with cooperative professionalism (23 items), rigid hierarchical power structure (13 items), competitive
professionalism (8 items), and employee satisfaction and well-being (11
items). Coefficients of internal consistency equal to 0.93, 0.74, 0.74 and
0.89, respectively, were computed. The other four sub-scales were associated with external integration practices (17 items), reward and training
practices (14 items), communication and decision-making processes (7
items), and interpersonal relationship practices (8 items). Coefficients of
internal consistency were 0.87, 0.82, 0.60 and 0.75, respectively.
Procedure

The questionnaire was given to the patticipants either individually or
in groups, in their own companies, after receiving authorization from the
managers and after the members agreed to participate. They were asked to
indicate the level that each of the affirmatives has been effectively applied
in their organizations, in Likert-type format scales of 5 points, ranging from
"this has not been applied in any way at my company" (1) to "this has been
applied fully at my company" (5).
Results

Initially, we calculated the means and standard deviations that were
obtained by the members of the public and private companies for each of
the sub-scales regarding organizational values and practices (Table 2).
Subsequently, so as to compare the existing possible differences among
the scores of the two groups in the different sub-scales, we calculated ttests among the mean pairs obtained.
Table 2 shows that the members of private companies tend to believe
that their organizations value cooperative professionalism (t = 9 .12; p <
0:000) and employee satisfaction and well-being (t = 8.03; p < 0.000) at a
significantly higher level tl1an members of public companies do. On the
other hand, the members of public companies rate that their organizations
value rigid hierarchical power structures (t = 12.30; p < 0.000) and competitive professionalism (t = 5.44; p < 0.000) at a significantly higher level
than members of private companies do. Regarding organizational prac-
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Table 2
Comparison between tbe Scores ofMembers ofPublic and Private Companies in the Different Subscales of the Questionnaire
Public
companies

Dimensions

M

Cooperative professionalism

50.07

Rigid hierarchical power structure

34.14

Competitive professionalism

27.49

Employee satisfaction and well-being 26.73

SD

Private
companies
M

SD

13.45 61.86 13.88

9,12·

25.13

7.72 12,30•

569

24.38

6.19

5.44·

7.86

34.77 11.61

8,03•

12.31 63.30 11.83

9.66·

7.77

External integration practices

52.40

Reward and training practices

27.26

9.11

38.87 11.68 11.19•

Decision making and communication
practices

22.38

4.33

20.49

5.37

4.oo·

Interpersonal relationship practices

20.25

5.28

25.36

6.55

8.81"

•p

< 0.000

tices, it showed that private companies, as perceived by their employees,
adopt external integration practices (t = 9.66; p < 0.000), reward and training practices (t = 11.19; p < 0.000) and interpersonal relationship practices
(t = 8.88; p < 0.000) at a higher level than do public companies. On the
other hand, public companies opt for decision-making and communication practices more often than private companies, according to their members visions (t = 4.00; p < 0.000).
Discussion

This study's main objective was to compare organizational culture
between public and private companies, using their members' perceptions
on values and practices that they believe typify their organizations. The
results provide evidence showing that private companies are more concerned than public ones about adopting values and practices as much fo,
their internal customers as for their external ones. Overall, the different
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"cultural" findings between these two types of organizations reinforce the
recommendation that studies are not confined to a single case, just as this
procedure does not allow comparative analyses and result generalizations
(Moorman 1991).
With respect to internal customers, private companies, according to
their members' perceptions, value those that carry out their jobs efficiently
and competently, demonstrating a team spirit, ability, dedication, professionalism and initiative, so as to reach common organization goals (cooperative professionalism). In addition, as private companies seem to be concerned about subjacent aspects of performance, such as employee satisfaction and well-being, they tend to humanize the work environment, making it a more agreeable and pleasant place in which to work. Such values
manifest themselves in the implementation of reward and training practices.
They stimulate and accomplish efficient development. Those values also
manifest themselves in managerial practices oriented towards interpersonal relationships, as a form to favor the employee cohesion and satisfaction.
Private companies are also concerned about their external customers
by adopting measures for strategic planning and decision-making that
facilitate their integration with the market. In other words, the culture of
the private companies that have participated in this study is primarily
characterized by the value of efficiency and productivity achieved through
the cooperation and healthy relationship among their members to obtain
positive results in the internal and external market.
Yet, for public companies the emphasis is to fall back on valuing a
centralized and authoritarian system of authority that makes it difficult to
increase professional development and to acknowledge the human element (rigid hierarchical power structure). Inasmuch as the public companies emphasize individual competence and efficiency as a way to achieve
the highly desired personal objectives, they implicitly stimulate the necessity of "passing over" colleagues who have longed for similar objectives
(competitive professionalism). Such values manifest themselves through
practices that aim at the implementation of interpersonal communication
strategies and decision-making tactics that enhance the aforementioned
power structure. In other words, the culture of the public companies that
have taken part in this research can be fundamentally defined by valuing
authority and competition, detrimental to the human element and to interpersonal relations, as a means of climbing the hierarchy.
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In sum, a private company's higher value towards a combination of
efficiency, capacity and competence, together with a team spirit and the
concern of the well-being of their members, reveals a type of culture
where the mottoes "do your part well" and "we know how to recognize,
and to reciprocate" seem to prevail as a guarantee to fulfill organizational
goals and productivity in a highly competitive market. The most frequently
implemented management practices, from the employee's point of view,
seem to align towards this double objective. The tendency is to promote
procedures and measures oriented towards the external integration with
the market, the compatible remuneration with the employee efforts, and
the stimulation of a good working atmosphere. On the contrary, the values
and practices seen to be most pervasive from a public company denote a
distancing in interpersonal relationships, which supports the idea that
management neglects the human and· social aspects involved at work.
Such cultural characteristics could be interpreted as negative reflexes of a
culture that is strongly marked by the type of "win - lose" mentality, where
the objective appears to be one worker against the other_to get noticed,
therefore, facilitating access to higher positions inside an existing functional hierarchical structure in the organization.
The results discussed in this paper concur with those achieved in a
Brazilian study carried out by Helena (2000), where, among other objectives, it compared the different cultures of both a public and private organization, using the same questionnaire employed in this study. Likewise,
the employees of the private company perceived their work environment
as typically characterized by values related to cooperative professionalism,
employee satisfaction and well-being, and managing practices enveloping
external integration, training, reward and interpersonal relationships. On
the other hand, the public company employees tended to think that in the
culture of their organization, there was a prevalence of those values associated with competitive professionalism, a rigid hierarchical power structure, and those managerial practices oriented towards communication and
decision making
Otherwise, the tendencies revealed by these findings seem to confirm
that the nature of an organization is a powerful element in the culture's
configuration, which has been consistently shown by authors such as Ott
(1989). According to Ott, the basic source of an organization's culture is the
nature of its business, which becomes responsible for social construction
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that allows activities to develop, thereby modeling its culture. Similarly,
Schein 0992) points out the ways organizations solve their internal adaptation problems and external integration ones confer to themselves a certain specificity and contribute in the forn1ation of their culture. Ultimately,
it is impo1tant to say that the organization's history and tradition play an
important role in the construction of culture.
On the other hand, such results could be seen as evidence that the
representations with respect to public and private employment have been
changed. Until recently, certain representations were shown to be typical
in the Brazilian sociocultural context. Thus, working for a public company
was considered to be more attractive and pleasing than working for a
private one, primarily because of apportioned perks and privileges, such
as a guarantee of stability, flexible working hours, different functional
ascending possibilities. However, the current data show that these representations no longer reflect current reality inasmuch as private company
culture was associated with a more open and flexible environment than
that one found in a public company. This is especially true if we focus on
the flux of information, the expression of feelings and professional habilitation. These obviously reflect a more positive representation from a private company than from a public one.
One possible additional reason for such evidence could be the fact
that the economic transformations promoted by globalization have impelled Brazilian private companies in a highly competitive market. This
has taken invesunent in habilitation and the human element's well being
in a form that is adequate for this market. Yet, the public companies have
not felt the effect of globalization in such a way that they have not been
pressed by necessity into returning to the external market to assure their
survival. In addition to this, the fact that such companies have seen the
freezing and progressive devaluation of the salaries in the majority of
employee cases, it is perhaps a reason why they have stuck to the rigid
hierarchical power structure and competition as a way of survival.
Conclus ion

This exploratory study should be viewed as a first a pp roach with
respect to the possible implications of the Brazilian organization's nature
for its cultural configuration since it has not been found in national literature references regarding this particular issue. With tl1is in mind, it would
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be interesting if future research on this topic looked into the role that some
intrinsic factors to the organization - such as performance, geographical
localization, size, etc. - play in the construction of its culture. Such investigations would certainly contribute to the elucidation of macro and micro
factors that are responsible for the formation, maintenance and modification of the culture of these organizations.
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FACTORS INFLUENCING TIIE SUCCESS OF
SMALL-SCALE ENTREPRENEURS IN INDONESIA
Benedicta Pribatin Dwi Riyanti
Atmajaya Indonesia Catholic University
Jakarta, Indonesia

Approximately 99'/o of all enterprises in Indonesia operate in small-scale
sectors, absorbing 88.66% of the workforce (Urata, 2000). Those smallscale and household industries use only 10% of the total circulating money,
but they contribute· 49% to the Gross Domestic Product. Small-scale businesses also contri_b ute 15% of non-oil and gas exports (Urata, 2000).
Because most entrepreneurs in Indonesia are in the small-scale category, it was considered important to conduct an exploratory study in
order to identify factors affecting the success of the entrepreneurs in this
category. The results of such a study could be used to help increase the
role and success of small-scale entrepreneurs in boosting the Indonesian
economy.
Research conducted by Cunningham (in Meng & Liang, 1996) on 178
entrepreneurs and professional managers in Singapore showed that success is closely connected with individual traits (49%), education level
(Bowen & Robert in Staw, 1991; Kim in Meng & Liang, 1997), as well as
experience (Duchesneau et al. in Staw, 1991; Hasweel et al., Wood in
Zimmerer & Scarborough, 1998). But Kim (in Meng & Liang, 1997) found
that experience had no effect on business success. Also, according to Staw
0991) age is not closely related to success in business. However, if age
implies entrepreneurial age (the length of time someone conducts business), there is a relationship between age and entrepreneurial success in
Indonesia.
The aforementioned individual traits are creativity and innovation.
Holt 0992) underlines both traits as necessary conditions to become a
successful entrepreneur. Because innovation is a special means for entrepreneurs to reach success, Drucker 0985) considers it necessary for an
entrepreneur to innovate systematically or habitually. Creativity and innovation are not identical, however. Creativity is antecedent to innovation
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(Holt, 1992, p.32). According to Amabile (1989) creativity means the emergence of new ideas, while innovation means the application of these
ideas.
Toe novelty aspect of entrepreneurial innovation leads us to the Adaptation-Innovation theory of Kirton 0976, 1989). Kirton 0989) maintains
that individuals are systematically different from each other in creative
style, decision-making, and problem solving. Differences in creative style
are influenced by originality, efficiency, and group-confonnity. A low standing on originality but a high standing on efficiency and group confonnity
makes a person an adaptor; on the contrary, a high standing on originality
but low on the other two aspects makes a person an innovator.
Entrepreneurship experts insist that personality traits are important
factors in detennining entrepreneurial success. Theoretical analysis of the
traits of entrepreneurs conducted by Sukardi 0991) identifies nine excellent traits in entrepreneurs: namely instrumental, prestative (a word based
on the Indonesian concept of achievement), flexibility in friendship , working hard, self-confident, risk taking, self-controlled, innovative, and autonomous. In his dissertation, Sukardi showed that planned intervention
can promote these major traits. In planned intervention, three of nine
major traits were significantly enhanced in participants through a training
program. These were achievement orientation, risk-taking, and self-control. In the present study the nine traits of Sukardi will be re-examined
with entrepreneurs from Indonesia in particular in relation to innovative
attitudes and business success.
Researchers have also shown d1at cognitive style used in thinking is
related to other measured dimensions of personality (Kirton, 1989). Thus,
adaptive-innovative behavior is related to entrepreneurial traits and personality types identified by Miner 0996), as well as the adversity personality type of Stoltz 0997).
Toe purpose of this exploratory study is to help detennine factors
affecting business success of small-scale entrepreneurs, using variables
selected from the literature. There are three categories of variables: Demographic indices (age, experience, education), Innovative Behavior (traits,
personality types), and Organizational Innovation (learning organization,
organizational relation).
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Theoretical Considerations
Business Success ofEntrepreneur
One way to measure business success is to assess the performance of
individuals, which in tum could serve as an input to estimate an organization's
current overall performance as well as future performance.
A study involving small-scale entrepreneurs in Singapore by Ghost et
al. (cited in Meng & Liang, 1996) disclosed that as many as 70% of respondents use net profit growth to measure business success, followed by sales
revenue growth (61%), return on investment (50%), and market share
(48%). The study showed further that 38% of entrepreneurs using the net
profit growth criterion acknowledged that a growth of 6%-10% per annum
is an indicator of business success.
Business success is examined from three perspectives, namely learning and growth, financial, and internal business process. Leaming and
growth is measured by employees' satisfaction, the financial aspect is
measured by increases in company assets, and the internal business process is measured by increase of production volumes, improvement of
physical working condition, and business expansion.
The criterion for business success in this study is a 25% increase of
business from the time of its establishment. While 25% may seem to be a
low figure, it is rather significant as a criterion for business success because
the research stresses a variety of indicators.
Keys to Entrepreneurial Success
As recent studies show, there are three important keys to entrepreneur success: age, experience, and education.
Age. Although Zirnmerrer and Scarborough (1998) point out that most
of entrepreneurs in the United States start business during their 30s and
40s, many researchers found that there is no limit of age for their entreprenemial aspirations. Age variation at the start of business seems to have no
direct relation to business success. According to Staw 0991), at the start of
any business age is not a decisive factor, but with enough training and
preparation, the earlier someone starts business the better. Staw (1991)
also notes that age is related to business success if it includes both chronological age and entrepreneurial age. This means that the older an entrepreneur is, the more experiences in business he has. Age thus implies extensive experience.
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Exp erience. Staw 0991) asserts that experience is the best predictor
of business success, especially when the new business is related to earlier
business experiences. Entrepreneurs with vast experiences in managing
business are more capable of finding ways to open new business compared to employees with different career pathways.
The importance of experience for small-scale business success is also
underscored by other experts. Haswell et al. (in Zimmerer & Scarborough,
1998) note that prominent reasons behind business failures are managerial
and experiential incapabilities. Wood (in Zimmereer & Scarborough, 1998)
confirms this. Kim (in Meng & Liang, 1996) found that 30% of successful
entrepreneurs have no work experiences, compared to just 3% of unsuccessful entrepreneurs (significant at p = 0.01). This means that experience
is not critically important for business success.
Education . A study conducted by Kim (in Meng & Liang, 1996)
involving entrepreneurs in Singapore disclosed that successful entrepreneurs have higher education levels compared to that of unsuccessful entrepreneurs (p = 0.01). Seventy percent of successful entrepreneurs are university graduated, while 23% are not.
According to Kim (in Meng & Liang, 1996), Staw 0991), and Katz (in
Holt, 1992), after entering the entrepreneurial world, those with higher
levels of education are more successful because university education provides them with knowledge and modem managerial skills, making them
more conscious of the reality of the business world and thus in a position
to use their learning capability to manage business.

Entrepreneurs' Innovative Behavior and Business Success
Innovative Behavior as Viewed by Kirton

According to Kirton 0976), there is a continuum beginning with the
capability to "do something better," going to capability, and finally to "do
something differently." As mentioned, one end of this continuum is called
adaptive innovative behavior, while the other end is called creative innovative behavior.
Mudd 0996) has shown that Kirton's theory parallels Koestler's on
associative-bisociative creative behavior. According to Mudd 0996), creative action (Koestler) is similar to creative style (Kirton). The continuum
A-I (Adaptation-Innovation) explains KoestJer's theory on the main char-
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acteristics of associative thought (adaptor) and bisociative thought (innovator) (Koestler, in Mudd, 1996).
Entrepreneurs' Innovative Behavior
In this study innovative behavior will be predicted from entrepreneur
traits as formulated by Sukardi (1991), entrepreneur personality type from
Miner (1996), and personality type from Stoltz (1997).
Entrepreneurial personality: Traits of entrepreneurs . Sukardi
(1991) discussed nine major traits that are characteristic of entrepreneurs:
instrumental, prestative, flexibility in friendships, hard working, self-confidence, risk-taking, self-controlled, innovative, and autonomous. Of these
nine traits, Sukardi found three that were prominent among 79 respondent
entrepreneurs who graduated from the Akaderni Wiraswasta Dewantara
(Dewantara Entrepreneur Academy). Analysis suggests there are many
traits matching entrepreneurial traits. For example, Kirton says that adaptive-innovative behavior is related to the traits of sensation-seeking and
assertiveness. Thus this study aims to make determine the extent to which
certain traits of entrepreneurs, especially those identified by Sukardi, have
direct influences on one's innovative behaviour.
Entrepreneurial personality: Ty pes according to Miner . Miner
0996) mentions the following four entrepreneurial personality types: (a)
personal achiever, (b) super salesperson, (c) real manager, and (d) expert
idea generator. These personality types, he said, can predict success in any
field of business. His study spanning 20 years shows that any entrepreneur
will succeed if he follows a business pathway congruent with his personality traits (Miner, 1996).
(a) The personal achiever will garner success if he continuously overcomes challenges and crises, and behaves positively in facing them.
(b) The super salesperson will experience success if he uses a lot of time
to sell and invite others to manage his business.
Cc) The real manager will succeed if he starts a new business and manages the business himself.
(d) The expert idea generator will succeed by entering the high tech
business area.
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A successful entrepreneur tends to have a "real manager" personality
type. This is so because, according to Miner, the real managers will succeed if they start a new business and lead the business themselves. However, a survey conducted by Urata (2000), where managerial incapability
is a factor hampering small-scale business, showed that tne aforementioned assumption should be further scrutinized. Further studies are needed
to validate this assertion.

Adversity personallty type. The "Adversity Quotient" is the score
on the adversity instrument; it reflects one's capabilities in facing obstacles
(Stolz, 1997). According to Stoltz, IQ and EQ are not sufficient to predict
success, especially in the workplace. One has to possess a determined
elasticity toward obstacles. Stolz classifies people into three types of mastering the "success mountain", namely quitters, campers, and climbers.
Quitters are those who surrender at the first blow as well as those who are
reluctant to make use of opportunity. Campers are those who are content
with their first success and choose not go higher for more success. Climbers are those who, despite obstacles, continue to climb the success ladder
with hopes of reaching the highest place. They may stop for a while to
reconsider strategy and collect energy, but they eventually climb higher.
Elasticity towards numerous obstacles consists of four components:
reach, ownership and originality, control, and endurance. Empirical evidence supporting of the validity of Stoltz's views appears not to exist.
However, if his theory is valid the adversity quotient should be able to
predict someone's resilience in the face of obstacles. This characteristic
generally describes creative individuals and successful entrepreneurs.
Figure 1 shows that demographic variables are directly connected to
small-scale business success. In this study the demographic factor is not
related to innovative behavior because the perspective used in analyzing
innovative behavior is creative personality theory. According to personality theory, the constellation of creative personalities is not correlated with
capacity factors such as education level or IQ (Kirton, 1989). TI1e creative
personality is related to certain traits (Cominger in Kirton, 1989; Goldsmith
in Kirton, 1989; Kirton in Kirton, 1989. Thus, entrepreneurial traits, personality factors described by Miner, and the components of adversity
personality are variables that affect innovative behavior.
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The Research Model
The variables included in the study are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Model of research.

Methods

Samples
An "accidental" sampling technique was used to get 140 small-scale
businesses located in the Greater Jakarta Area and 60 units in the Special
Region ofYogyakarta Province. However, only 111 completed questionnaires from the Greater Jakarta Province and 50 from the Special Region of
Yogyakarta Province are analyzed.

Instruments
There are two parts in the questionnaires. The first part is a list of
items concerning the respondent's age, educational level, and experience
in business management as well as information about capital accumulation and internal business processes. The second part consists of five inventories measuring work satisfaction (Munandar, 1991), entrepreneurial
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traits (Sukardi, 1991), personality type (Miner, 1997), adversity personality
type (Stoltz, 1994), and innovative behavior (Kirton, 1973).
Results

Validity and reliability tests were applied to the questionnaire-type
scales. There were three validity tests on eight research instruments, including face validity and content validity (construct validity based on internal consistency), and construct validity based on confirmatory factor analysis.
Reliability figures were based on Cronbach's Alpha.
Table 1
7be Conformity Chi-square between Measurement Model and Data
No.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Latent Variable
Entrepreneurial Traits
Personality Type
Adversity
Entrepreneurial Innovation
Business Success

df

x,

GFI

RMR

p

19
2
3
1
1

24.45
0.93
7.35
0.35
0.35

0.97
1.00
0.98
1.00
LOO

0.043
O.D15
0.065
0.017
0.017

0.18
0.63
0.06
0.55
0.55

df = degrees of freedom
= chi-square
GFI = Goodness of Fit Index
RMR = Root Mean Residual
p
= Probability

x2

Overview ofScores

This research reported in this chapter focu~ed on the ch_aracteristics of
entrepreneurs in terms of age, involvement in similar type of business, and
level of education. The average age is 40 years, and of161 respondents, 53
had entrepreneurial experience, 55 were former employees of similar
businesses, and 53 were newcomers in entrepreneurial activities. In Indonesia, entrepreneurs on the whole are of SLTA education level (high school),
with an "entrepreneurial age" of 13 years. Most of them reported an income of between Rp50 million to Rp200 million per year.
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Their behavi0r is of an adaptive innovative nature, as shown by the
average score of.lnnO\!ative behavior, which was 86.22. This score is below that of respondents in Western countries as reported by Kirton (in
Hammerschmid,t, 1996), namely 95.

A~:tt::~tlrt:~1::::ips

between theoretical model variables,
the theoretic~i'-representation of Fig.1 was reconstructed in a structural
eqt.ialion}'ti~~1/ fhe model was then analyzed by LISREL program Qoreskog
& Sorbom,'..199/'i). ·
The model was respecified several times, to construct three models.
Results of the model suitability test of three structural equations are provided in Table. 2.
Table 2
Result of Confonnity Test Model I - Model 1-2
MODEL

x.'

df

p

GF I

Model I

547.43

497

0.058

0.85

0.59

0.47

0.09

Model I-1

471.42

425

0.059

0 85

0.58

0.42

0.09

Model I-2

179.13

151

0059

0.91

0.58

-

0.09

R'Eta 1 R'Eta 2 R'Eta 3

From among three structural equation models that were analyzed,
Model 1-2 is the best in explaining factors influencing business success
because the relation between all existing parameters is significant. The
structural relations of Model 1-2 are graphically represented in lnnov Beh.
(Figure 2, boxes indicating obsetved variables and circles indicating latent
variables) . .As indicated in Figure 2, the variables reaching statistically
significant levds are as follows:
(a) Age exerts a positive and significant influence on business success.
Cb) The entrepreneurial traits variable shows a positive and significant
influence on innovative behavior.
Cc) The entrepreneurial traits variable has no direct and significant influence on business achievement, but through innovative behavior it
has an indirect arid. significant influence on business success.
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Age

0.16*

I

Acruevec

I

0.73*

Figure 2. The structural relationship and loading factor of each indicator
of Model I-2
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Cd) The Miner personality typology variable has a direct and significant
influence on the formation of innovative behavior.
(e) The Miner personality typology variable has no direct and significant
influence on business success. However, through innovative behavior
it has indirect and significant influences on business achievement.
CD The entrepreneur's innovative behavior variable has a direct and significant influence on business achievement.
Discussion

Of the three demographic variables, namely entrepreneur's age, education level, and involvement in similar type business, only the age variable was significantly related to business success. Age significantly influences business achievement. The result, however, has to be interpreted
carefully. In this case, age must not be understood only as chronological
in nature, but as entrepreneurial age, i.e., the length of time someone
manages his or her business. The longer someone is involved in a business, the richer his or her accumulated experiences are, thereby making
him or her more capable of managing a business successfully.
The absence of direct significant influences of the education variable
may have been the result of an uneven distribution on this variable. Most
of the respondents in this study had SLTA education level or less (68.94%);
randomly, 31.05% were educated beyond the SLTA level. The irrelevance
of education level for business achievement may have to be explained by
the fact that some of the respondents merely inherit a successful company
from their parents.
For the absence of effects of experience on business success we do
not have a good explanation. One possibility is because the classification
used in this study - namely, direct involvement as employee at similar
enterprise, indirect involvement, and no involvement - cannot capture
the difference between the length and the quality of the business experience. Together the nine traits associated with "entrepreneur" exert direct significant influences on the formation of innovative behaviour, and
significant indirect influence on business success. The results confirm
the finding of several previous researchers (for example Cunningham in
Meng & Liang, 1996; Plotkin in Meng & Liang, 1996) arguing that certain
traits possessed by entrepreneurs contribute to business success. Also, Miner's
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personality-typology variables show significant influences on innovative behavior. The Miner personality variables also, appear to have an
indirect significant influence on business success through innovative behavior. This result shows that Miner personality variables do have a significant influence on business success, especially if there is innovative behavior.
The adversity personality type variable had no significant influences
(directly or indirectly) on innovative behavior of entrepreneurial and business success. Thus, the assertion by Stoltz that achievement can be predicted from adversity level could not be confirmed. His view that the
Adversity Quotient is more effective in predicting achievement compared
to IQ and emotional intelligence may deserve auention, but in this study,
the adversity instrument was invalid.
In summary, the results of the study indicate that some variables
could be used to accelerate the development of successful small-scale
businesses, in line with government efforts to empower small and medium
scale businesses. Such variables are: Age - chronological as well as entrepreneurial - and experience of the entrepreneur. This study shows that
entrepreneurial age has a significant effect on business success. Experienced entrepreneurs who are successful in managing business could be
exploited as valuable sources for the development of the business world,
especially small-scale business. Personality traits contribute to the formation of innovative behaviour. Training programs as designed by Sukardi
could be included with creativity training, in order to help shape the
behavior needed to be a successful entrepreneur. Achieving personality
type, the most prominent in Miner's personality typology, contributes to
innovative behavior. Therefore, the training of motivation to achieve that
has long been organized by the ministry of industry and trade needs to be
continued. Innovative behaviour contributes to business success. Ultimately
this has to be stimulated by parents in their children or through the school
curriculum. Finally, the involvement in managing a business can be the
origin of the emergence of new entrepreneurs. Thus the implementation of
a balanced entrepreneurship education with both theory and practice could
contribute to the emergence of new entrepreneurs in Indonesia.
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